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PREFACE OF THE SECOND EDITION

The improvements in the art of metallurgy have rendered a new

edition of this handbook necessary, although it is to be regretted that

certain information 1 ni wn to the contributors and to the Editor must

remain unpublished because of security considerations.

In general, the plan of the first edition is repeated in the second.

An attempt has been made to conform more closely to the idea 6f treating

only of the reduction and refining of the metals and in the main to omit

consideration.^ of their working and utilization after production. This

has resulted in the deletion of the chapter on Metallography and the

addition of a chapter on Drying in its place.

Another departure from the general plan of the first edition is that

each volume is indexed separately and it will be necessary to consult the

indices of both in order to make certain one has all the references to the

subject.

I wish to acknowledge the assistance that has been given me by various

members of the Mining Club who are not contributors, particularly

H. Y. Eagle, Archer E. Wheeler, Arnold H. Miller, Lucius W. Mayer,

and Arthur L. Walker. I also wish to make special acknowledgment of

the help given on the chapter on Ore Dressing by B. J. Roberts of the

Deister Machine Company, F. N. Bendelari of Joplin, F. W. Collins of

the Pan-American Engineering Co., and G. W. Jarman of the Separations

Engineering Corp., New York.

Donald M.^ Liddell.

New York, N.Y.,

Jidy^ 1945 .
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PREFACE OF THE FIRST EDITION

There are certain processes and materials that are common to all

metallurgical operations: the use of refractories, of fuels, general

methods of concentration, of filtration, etc. It has been my attempt to

pick out these metallurgical common factors and to give each of them

treatment in a separate chapter, following these cha])ters with others

describing the metalhugy of each metal; or, in some cases, two or more

metals, when there is no basic difference in their metallurgy, are treated

in one chapter.

The scheme of treatment in the various chapters is not uniform—it

intentionally is not so. In general the attempt is made to treat at great-

est length those metals of prime commercial importance, but this plan

is departed from if it is felt that existing literature on a certain metal is

not readily accessible to the ordinary metallurgical engineer. While

with copper, lead and similar metals, the subject matter of the chapter

is the extraction of the metal from the ore, in the case of such metals

as magnesium and aluminum, where it is extremely unlikely that the

average engineer will ever be called upon to design a reduction works,

or to work in any plant except one with an established metallurgy, much
of the space is given to the useful alloys of the metal and how to work

with them. In some cases analytical methods are given, when it is felt

that existing literature is deficient.

There is much that is elementary. The book is designed for the

student as well as for the engineer and consultant, yet it is hoped that

there is enough advanced material to make the book useful to the metal-

lurgist of experience, particularly if he is confronted with problems some-

what outside his own specialty. There is no attempt to give extensive

tables of basic data—for these the seeker is referred to International

Critical Tables, the tables of the International Congress of Applied

Chemistry, or to Landolt, or to the editor’s ^^Metallurgists’ and Chemists’

Handbook.”

To the contributors is due more than their signed work indicates, as

there has been much cooperative correction and criticism. I must,

however, acknowledge special indebtedness to Percy E. Barbour, who
took over all work on the book during my various absences from the

United States during the period of its preparation, and also to H. A.

Megraw and Dr. Colin G. Fink, who have given liberally of their time,

and to Thomas A. Wright, of Lucius Pitkin & Co., for his hints regard-

ing rare-metal recovery. Donald M. Liddell.
Baltimore, Md.,

May
, 1926.
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HANDBOOK
OF

NONFERROUS METALLURGY
PRINCIPLES AND PROCESSES

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

What Is a Metal?—''ilic ordinary description of a nietal is based on the appearance

which is common to practically all metals—an appearance so individual that certain

lexicoj>;raphers use the term ‘‘metallic luster '' in defining the word “metal.” Ordi-

narily, metals are good conductors of heat and electricity, and most of them are

malleable and ductile. A metal is better defined as an element that will replace the

hydrogen of acids, or, better still, as an clement, but not including hydrogen, that

takes a positive charge when a compound containing it is dissociated in solution.

This definition rules out “the hypothetical metal, ammonium,^’ of the older chemis-

tries. On the other hand, it allows for the amphoteric character of some metals,

their tendency to form both acids and bases at different times, since by this definition

an element that at any time takes a positive charge is a metal, and no element thus

classified will, except it be combined in a complex ion, take a negative charge. That
is, aluminum is a metal, for the simple ion is even though it is possible to

have AlOs . Platinum is a metal, for Pt'*'"*' or Pt^“'’ exists, although in a complexion

PtCle occurs.

Metals occur in nature chiefly as oxides and sulphides, also very often as car-

bonates, silicates, and in their native forms, but at times they are combined with all

the nonmetals. Because of the diverse natures of the compounds and the peculi-

arities of the metals themselves, there can be no uniform method of extraction—in

short, the extraction of each metal is itself a study and demands a separate chapter in a

work on general metallurgy. In general, however, the processes of extraction are:

(1) the reduction of oxides, (a) most commonly by carbon, but often (b) by other

metals; (2) the roasting of sulphides to oxides, then reduction; (3) the decomposition

of salts by other metals; (4) electrolysis, both in aqueous and fused electrolytes; (5)

double decompositions; (6) chemical processes not included in any of the above.

The greatest tonnage of metals is extracted by method la, since all iron and steel

is so produced, and much lead and zinc, and formerly much copper. Method 16 is

commercially important today in the thermit reductions by aluminum, and formerly

produced all the aluminum supply. Much of the lead and zinc supply is produced
by method 2. Antimony and bismuth are produced by method 3,

SbjSj + 3Fe * 2Sb + 3FeS

1
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Tho modern electrolytic processes for the production of zinc and copiKT following the

leaching of the ores are examples of aqueous electrolysis; niclhods for the production

of magnesium, sodium, calcium, and aluminum are examples of elcM^trolysis in fused

electrolytes; while the reaction process for the production of lead and the converting

of copper mattes illustrates double decomposition.

2CuO 4- CU 2S = 4(^u -f SO 2

2PbO -b PbS = 3Pb 4- SO 2

Method 6, chemical processes, includes the leading method for the extraction of gold

—the cyanide process—and the methods of extracting sehuiium and tellurium, many
processes for extracting silver, etc.

Occasionally, a metal is chiefly, and sometimes only, used in combination—still

another illustration of extraction by chemical processes; as for radium, thorium, the

rare earths, etc.

Even in metals produced by pyro processes, there are many furnaces from which

to choose. The blast furnace produces the greatest tonnage of metal, although in

nonferrous lines the reverberatory furnace is probably the greatest tonnage producer;

much of the zinc supply is produced by distillation, while tube and crucible liquation

furnaces are used for antimony and bismuth, and crucible furnaces, without any
running off of the contents, also for the same elements.

These proccssejs, then, introduce accompanying problems of roasting and smelting,

fuels, refractories, crushing and grinding, sampling, fume control, etc. These sub-

jects are first treated as to their general principles in subsequent chapters of this

book, and then treated again in detail as applied to specific metals.

Ductility and malleability have been mentioned as general properties of nuitals.

The most ductile metals, in order of decreasing ductility, are W, Au, Ag, Pt, Fe, Ni,

Cu, Al, Zn, Sn, Sb, although some authorities place Al fourth. One ounce of tung-

sten wire 0.0005 in. in diameter measures 12,490 yd. (Fink). The finest wires are

produced by covering a wire of one material with a coating of another, drawing the

duplex wire thus made, and tlum dissolving off the outer coating; e.gr., a platinum wini

coated with silver is drawn as fine as possible and the silver dissolved off in nitric

acid, resulting in the finest obtainable platinum wire.

In order of decreasing malleability the common metals run Au, Ag, Al, Cu, Sn,

Pt, Pb, Zn, Fe, Ni, Co. The thinnest leaf obtainable in 1914 was Au, 0.000008 cm.;

Al, 0.000020; Ag, 0.000021; Pt, 0.000025; Cu, 0.000034; Dutch metal, 0.00007 cm.

(Kaye and Laby). A metal may be brittle when either hot or cold (the condition

being known as hot-short or cold-short) and not the reverse, or it may be both oold-

and hot-short and malleable at some intervening temperature. Zinc is hot-short, but

malleable at 150°C. Gold and silver have been made in sheets so thin as to be trans-

lucent, gold by transmitted light being green; silver, blue. Selenium near its melting

point can be worked into translucent sheets of a beautiful crimson, but selenium when
cold is as brittle as glass.

Brittleness or Toughness.—Martens gives a formula

Toughness
ultimate strength

yield point

per cent elongation
^ 100

and arranges the metals in the following order: Pb, Pt, Fe, Al, Ni, Zn, Sn, Cu, Ag,

Au, Martens also states that

which reduces to.

Ultimate strength

Yield point*
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He places the plasticity of the met^fls in this order: Fe, Pt, Ni, Al, Zn, Cu, Ag,

Au, Pb, Sn, and Kurnakoff-Schemtschuschny adds K, Na, Pb, Tl, Sn, Bi, Cd, Zn, Sb,

Tenacity.—The order usually given for tenacity is W, steel, Ta, Ni, Co, Fe, Cu,

Al, All, Zn, Sn, Pb. l\ingsten in thin wires is ordinarily given a tensile strength of

600,000 lb. per sq. in.; steel (special steel, thin wires), 450,000 lb.; Ta, 150,000; Ni,

hard-drawn, 96,000; Co, 75,000; rolled iron, 55,000; Cu, 50,000 to 60,000 lb. In

general, metals in the form of thin wire or sheets have a higher tensile strength per

square centimeter than the same materials in larger section.

Young’s Modulus.—The pressure or tension on a bar in dynes per square centi-

meter divided by the compression or elongation produced by said pressure or tension

per centimeter of length is known as Young’s modulus. It is also defined in English

measure as the pressure or tension in pounds per square inch divided by the com-

pression or elongation per inch.

The modulus of elasticity (of which Young’s modulus is a special case) is the ratio

of the increment of unit stress to increment of unit deformation within the elastic limit.

Hardness.—Hardness is the power of a metal to resist abrasion and, of course,

decreases markedly with an increase of temperature. The following list based on

Bottonc’s scale of hardness, diamond == 30,010,^ roughly represents hardnesses at

ord inary tein peratures

:

Mn .... 1456 Pd .... 1200 Au .... 979 Pb 570

C’o .... 1450 Pt .... 1107 Al .... 821 T1 565

Ni .... 1410 Zn .... 1077 Cd .... 760 Ca 405

Fe .... 1375 Ag .... 990 Mg 726 Na 400

("u .... 1360 Ir 984 Sn 651 K 230

It seems probable that iridium is misplaced in the above table and should come

above iron, but no definite data are available.

Fusibility.—The melting points range in order from those of gallium and mercury,

which are liquid at ordinary temperatures, to those of platinum, iridium, tungsten,

etc., which require the highest attainable artificial heats. For complete data see the

atomic weight table in the Appendix. Small amounts of impurities usually lower the

melting point of a metal. Many accepted melting points are probably low, owing to

the difficulty of preparing pure metals to work on.

Heat and Electric Conductivity.—Most metals are good conductors of heat and

electricity. Relative conductivities of some of the more common are given by
Roberts-Austen as follows:

Heat Electricity

Au 100.0 71.0

Pt 98.4 9.77

Ag 97.3 100.0

Cu 87.8 99.5

Fe 37.4 12.4

Zn 36.0 25.9

Al 33.0 33.0

Sn 30.4 13.3

7.76Pb 18.0

1 Taken from Robbrt«-Au«tmn’8 “Introduction to the Study of Metallurgy.”
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It is tho popular belief that the eonduotivtties for electricity and heat follow 11 h'

same order, but the above table shows that such is not the case. The electrical

resist! vitit^s of pure metals increase as the temperatures increase, and the conduc-

tivities of nonmotals decrease. Nevertheh^ss, alloys of s(iveral metals may have a

zero or even a negative coefficient of electrical resistivity for temperature increase.

Among these may be noted Dr. Edward Weston's manganin, constantan, etc.

In similar manner it should be noted that, while all metals expand on heating,

the alloys do not necessarily have a coefficient of thermal expansion which is the aver-

age of those of the component metals, for Invar has practically none.

The addition of small amounts of impurities lowers the electrical conductivity of

any metal. The addition of 0.003 per cent of arsenic or of 0.008 per cent of antimony

lowers the conductivity of copper by 1 per cent.

Hardness is usually increased by cold-working, either rolling or drawing, and

decreased by annealing. But it must be noted that, while metal hardens rapidly

during the initial stages of deformation, there is a stage, corresponding to a certain

microstructure, beyond which the metal becomes softer, and in its final form the

metal may be softer than in its original stage.

Magnetism.—While iron is the only element attracted strongly by a magnet,

Ni, Co, Mn, Or, Ti, Pd, Pt, and Os are also attracted somewhat, and the magnetic

permeability of some of the platinum metals has led to some costly (wrors in cleaning

up black-sand residues. (The metals in the above list arc given in the order of

decreasing permeability.) Some metals are repelled from magnets, f.e., thin bars in a

magnetic field tend to take a position at right angles to t he lines of force. Arranged

in the order of increasing repulsion, the metals are Hi, Sl>, Zn, Sn, Cd, Hg, Pb, Ag,

Cu, As, U, Ir, W. An alloy of Mn 24, A1 16, and Cii 60 per cent (Heusler's alloy) is

attracted by a magnet, although its composition would not lead one to believe this

would be the case. The alloys, or compounds, Fe 2B and MnB are strongly magnetic.

Metals may absorb gases in considerable volume. This is a constant factor in

electrolytic work, where hydrogen is absorbed in the deposit. Nickel may absorb

> 500 times its volume of hydrogen during disposition. Ordinarily, this

s given off under a light annealing. Silver strongly absorbs oxygen when
tiich is mostly given off as tho silver solidifies, n^sulting in the familiar

or “spitting^' of cupel buttons. A good laboratory method for tho

ion of gases in metals is that of Simons, Chem. iSc. Met. Eng., Aug. 9, 1922,

( of Metals.—Metals often fail under repeated stresses, although each stress

I the elastic limit. ('. E. Strohmeyer of Manchester, England, about 1913

that there was what he termed a ^Tatigue limit,” a stress below which

number of repeated stresses would not break the specimen and above which

number of stresses would cause breakage, this number decreasing as the

reasi^d until it becomes unity at the ultimate tensile strength. Hededuced
that if tVe number of stresses at which the break takes place is N for a stress ±Sni
there is constant C and a fatigue limit F at which this relation holds true.

He determined the fatigue limits and constants for some allo}^, the highest fatigue

\iinit being 12.60 tons for chrome-nickel steel (C 0.50) and rafiging down to 2.16

, tons for aluminum; 2.69 tons for annealed copper; 5.5 tons for rolled copper; 3.98

tons for cast iron; and 5.90 to 11.1 tons per sq. in. for mild steel, all values, it may
be noted, well below the ultimate tensile strength.
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...

The investigation has since been repeated by Prof. H. F. Moore of the University

of Illinois. In this latter investigation, the point has been brought out that minute

surface scratches and imperfections in the test piece apparently enormously decrease

the fatigue limit.

All metals except bismuth and gallium expand on melting. Bismuth expands

sharply on freezing, and this property is used in making type metal and other alloys

in which sharp and delicate impressions are to be o])tained by casting.



CHAPTER II

DRYING

By R. J. Russell^

Definition.—Broadly, the term “drying'' means the process of removing a liquid

(usually water) from solids, liquids, or gases. This includes absorption, adsorption,

mechanical separation, and vaporization. This chapter is confined to drying dc^fined

as the removal of water from solids by vaporization, which is the most widely used

process. However, economic considerations generally warrant removing as much
water as possible by mechanical means before completing the drying by vaporization.

Drying is a necessary step in the processing of most raw materials to finished

products. Frequently the subsidiary or contributing operations necc^ssary to the

processing also include a drying requirement. As an example, in the production of

aluminum the principal material bauxite is dried, and the electrodes for the reduction

cells arc prepared from coke which requires drying.

Occasionally drying takes place without its recognition as a separate or specific,

step in a process. In some instances, ores and concentrates containing moisture' are

roasted, sintered, or smelted as a unit operation. Nevertheless, the work of nmioval

of the mechanically held water is accomplished before any other physical or chemical

change occurs.

Fundamentals of Drying,—The vaporizing of water is accompanied b^ the absorp-

tion of heat, and the rate of drying, within limits, is controlled by the rate heat is

supplied. The heat for vaporization may be applied in three ways:

1. Conduction—Direct contact is maintained between a heated surface and the

material being dried.

2. Convection—Air or other gas at elevated temperature is passed over or through

the material.

3. Radiation—Radiant energy from a heated body is in part absorbed by the

material and transformed into heat.

Frequently two and at times all three means for heat transmission are utilized

in a drying operation. It is desirable to recognize each method as it is applied as well

as the basic governing laws. However, practicable design involves correlation of the

basic physical laws with empirical formulas developed from experimental work and

observations of drying operations.

The second controlling factor in drying is the removal of vapor formed as the

result of absorption of heat.

Drying proceeds (vaporization of water) as the vapor pressure of the water asso-

ciated with a solid is raised above the vapor pressure of the surrounding atmosphere.

Increasing the temperature raises the vapor pressure. Conversely, the vapor pressure

of the surrounding atmosphere may be decreased to a level below that of the water.

So long as a wetted surface is presented to the surrounding atmosphere, the drying

rate is proportional to the difference between the vapor pressures.

When water is mechanically held in pores or interstices in the solid, the surface

may become dry while water remains in the interior structure. Under these con-

» HaTdhige Co., Inc., forkr Pa.

e
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ditions, the drying rate can proceed only as rapidly as the water proceeds by diffusion

toward the surface of the structure.

The law of diffusion also enters into surface evaporation. The solid is surrounded

by a film of gas, and water vapor from the solid surface diffuses through this relatively

stationary film to the outer moving gas. As the relative velocity of the gas to solid

is increased, the film thickness is decreased and surface evaporation is accelerated.

In practice, the velocity of the gas is limited to avoid carrying the solid from the

drying chamber and the velocity of the solid is limited when fracture or breakage is

detrimental. In some instances the material undergoing drying is conveyed by the

70 80 90 100 no 120 130 140 150 160 170 180 190 200 210

Tcmpenature, deg. F

Fig. 1.—Saturation ratio, water vapor-air.

drying gases, and under these conditions means are provided to remove the dried

solids from the spent drying gas.

The removal of the vaporized water from the drying chamber requires a gas-

carrying medium. Exceptions are when the vapor pressure exceeds the pressure of

the surrounding atmosphere (212®F. or higher at 29.92 in. of Hg) and when drying

occurs in a partial vacuum.

A definite amount of water vapor can be carried by a given quantity of air or

other gas depending on the temperature. When this limit is reached, the air or gas is

saturated (100 per cent humidity). The slightest drop in temperature of the mixture

results in condensation of part of the water vapor. (Conversely, any increase in

temperature permits an increase in the ratio of water vapor to dry gas. The amount
of water vapor in a gas is the humidity of the gas.

^
Although theoretically desirable,
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in pra(^tice the air or gas discharging from a drying system is rarely saturated. The
ratio of water vapor to dry air when saturated at various tcrnp(‘ratures and standard

barometric conditions is shown in Fig. 1

.

From the foregoing, it is obvious that for any drying operatit)n at normal atmos-

pheric pressure's, and where the exit gases are at a temperature below that correspond-

ing to the boiling point of the water, there is a minimum quantity of air or other gas

required for wat(ir-vapor removal. When the source of heat is by conduction or

radiation, this minimum air requirement is always of great importance. When the

heat required for drying is supplied l)y heated gases, the quantity of gas required for

vaporization frequently exceeds the minimum limit.

Drying may be an intermittent (batch) or continuous process. When continuous,

a fundamental consideration is the conveying of the material undergoing drying into,

through, and from the drying chamber. The conveying must be controlled for proper

time and contact of the material with the heat, source and the vapor-removing medium.
Continuous drying is preferred and in most instances is practicable.

Types of Driers.—Driers are classified as direct of indirect heat, depending upon
the manner in which heat is supplied and utilized. Direct-heat Driers.—The material

D̂riedproduct

Fig, 2.—“lluggles-Colcs single-shell direct-heat drier. {Hardinge Co., Inc.)

being dried is in direct contact with gast's of combustion or heated air which provides

the heat for drying. Indirect-heat Driers.—The material being dried is in contact

with heated surfaces or subjected to radiant heat. The heated surfaces may be

tubes, drums, cylinders, or other compartments heateO by steam, hot gases, or liquids.

Infrared lamps or other radiation media may also be a heat source. Both direct and
indirect heating are used in some drii'rs. These are classified as senddirect or indirect-

direct heat driers.

Classes of Driers.—The means for mechanically handling the material undergoing

drying may be us<h1 to classify types of driers.

Rotary Driers,—The rotary drier is a rotating cylindrical assembly with the end

into which the undried material is introduced slightly elevated. * Tires or riding rings

are attached to the cylindrical shell, and support is provided by rollers or bearing

wheels. Horizontal thrust wheels maintain the tires in position on the bearing wheels.

A gear encircling the drier shell engages a driving pinion to provide rotation. Lifters

and other internal attachments to the drier shell aid in passage of material through

the drier and accelerate the drying process. A fan or stack exhausts the drying gases

or air with the water vaporized during drying.

Sizes of rotary driers range from 18 to 144 in. in diameter with shell lengths from

10 to 150 ft. The shell and other parts in contact with the drying material and gases

may be manufactured from steel, steel alloys, and nonferrous alloys. In some
instances) refractory linings are used. Power requirements for rotating the shell

range from 1 to 125 hp. and for the exhaust gas fan from 1 to 75 hp.

Rotary driers are adapted for direct and indirect heating and are further classified

as follows:
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Direct Heat.— 1. A single-shell drier utilizing gases of combustion or heated air in

direct contact with the material. The gases and material may travel in the same
direction (parallel flow) or counter to each other (counterfiow) (Fig. 2). The counter-

flow drier is preferred when (complete drying is necessary. Fine material carried out
of the drier by the exhaust gases is not excessive, because^ the gases leaving the drier

are in contac.t with the wet feed to the drier. The parallel-flow drier is preferred when
the undried feed has a high initial moisture content and is of a sticky nature, but when
some residual moisture in the dried product is acceptable. A fine material, com-
pletely dried in a parallel-flow drier, requires the use of efficient dust-collecting

equipm(‘nt to prevent ckoc ssive dust loss.

2. The hot gas('s from n n^anifold are directed into an open end of channels or

louvers attached to th(' drier ^shell longitudinally and so arranged that the louvers

overlap but provide opf nings the full length of the drier shell. The gases discharge

through only the louver (»penings which are covered by material being dried. The gas

flow through the drying mass is normal to the travel of material (Fig. 3).

In all dirct’l heat rotary driers, the spent drying gases transport the vaporized

water removed during drying.

Indirect Heat.— 1. The exterior surface of the drier shell is heated by contact with

gase^ of combustion in a chamber enclosing the shell through which the material is

passed.

2. The heated gases pass through a central tube connected with a manifold at the

discharge end of the drier, in which the gases are reversed and flow through ducts

attached to the drier outer shell discharging from a gas exhaust head at the feed end
of the drier. The material being dried travels along the annular space formed between
the central flue and the outer shell with attached ducts. The material is heated by
contact with, and radiation from, the central flue and the ducts (Fig. 4).

3. The heat source is a supply of steam to banks of tubes suspended longitudinally

within the shell and connected to a steam header. Steam enters the header, and con-

densate is discharged by means of a dual rotary valve (Fig. 5).

For all types of indirect-heat driers, it is necessary to provide sufficient air flow to

transport the vaporized water released from the drying material. For those types

using combustion gases, a fan or stack is required to provide the required gas flow.
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Indirect-direct or Semidireci Heat.—1. The gases of eoinbustion pass around the

extcri<*r of the shell and then pass through the shell in contact with the material as in

a direct-heat drier.

2: A double-shell drier is one in which the gases flow through the inner shell,

reverse at the discharge end, and How (counter to the material passing through the

annular space (P^ig. b).

Drieoiprooiucf

I'lG. 4.—Huggles-Coles indirect-heat drier— hot-gas circulation. {Ilardinyc Co., liic.)

PhG. 5. —Indirect drying by steam. {Hardinge Co., Inc.)

Exhausi fain

Fi«. 6."~iluggles-Cole8 double-shell semidirect-heat drier. {Hardinge Co., Inc.)

3. Combustion gases flow through ducts attached to the outer shell and return

through the drier shell counter to the travel of material.

As in direct-heat driers, the gases that are the heat source also provide the carrying

medium for the water vapor.

Conveyer-type IXiiers.—There are two principal types of conveyer driers.

1. a. The material to he dried is fed onto belts or screens that are mechanically

driven and convey the material through a dryipg chamber. Direct-heat drying is

practiced when heated air or other gas is caused to. flow across the bed on the conveyer

or through the bed when screens are u^ed. Indirect-heat drying is accomplished by
subjecting the mass traveling on the conveyer to radiant heat from infrared lamps or
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other radiation media. The convey^"may consist of single or multiple belts. In
some instances the undried material is partially dried by other means and extruded in

strip or rod form so that it may be more readily dried with a conveyer type of drier.

b. The conveying means may be a screw or paddle-type conveyer rotating in a
stationary housing externally heated by steam or combustion gases. Another type
conveys the material along a horizontal deck by a reciprocating raking mechanism.
The underside of the deck is heated by gases of combustion.

2. The means for conveying may be electric vibration. The direct-heat type has
a perforated conveying surface through which the heated air or gas passes. The rate

of travel and the depth of the drying bed are controlled by the rate of vibration which
may be varied for individual drying sections. The drier may be composed of multiple

tiers of sections (Fig. 7) Tiie iKdirect-heat type has a solid plate conveying surface,

and the material is heated by condu(!tion through the conveying surface or by radiant

h'^at.

Fin. 7.—Vibrating conveyer-type drier. {Jeffrey Mfg. Co.)

The heated air or gas is the carrying medium for the removal of vaporized water
for the direct-heat conveyer-type driers. With the indirect.-heat driers a controlled

air flow or natural convection current removes the vaporized water.

Brum Driers.—The material to be dried is fed as a slurry onto the outer surface

of a rotating steam-heated drum. The drum speed is controlled so that the material

is dried in less than one complete revolution of the drum. The drum may dip into

the undried slurry, the feed may be discharged from a pipe or weir at the top of the

drum, or the feed may be sprayed upon the drum. The thin film that clings to the

heated drum is heated and dried through part of a revolution of the drum and when
dry is scraped from the drum automatically by a knife or rotating brushes (Fig. 8).

Drum driers are of the single- or double-drum types. The principle of operation

is the same for both types. Water vapor is removed by natural convection air cur-

rents or by controlled air circulation.

The drum drier may also be of the vacuum type wherein the rotating drura is

enclosed and a partial vacuum maintained in the enclosure.

Rapid Vaporizing Driers.—In some instances, materials of high moisture content

are dried very quickly. The types of driers for such drying operations are variously

known as flash, spray, and dispersion driers. The basic drying principles are similar

for the several types.
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The material to be dried, usually of smalt fltiferage particle size and frequently ha^'-

ing a high water to solids ratio, is introduced into the drying chamber or system in a

manner that causes turbulence, violent agitation, or atomizing. In the drying cham-

ber, the material is in contact with heated air or other gases. Drying is extremely

rapid because of the tremendous exposed surface of the material. The turbuhmce or

atomization is produced by air injection of the material at high velocity, by discharg-

ing the solution or slurry through nozzles or centrifugal dispersion froifi a rotating disk

or wheel. The dried material may be recovered from the bottom of the drying cham-
ber or from collection equipment through which the spent drying gases are exhausted

(Fig. 9).

Batch Driers .—When the material to be dried is not continuously introduced to,

and discharged from, the drying chamber, the operation is batch or intermittent

drying. Such driers are known as compartment, tray, and tunnel driers.

Trays, pans, or cars are charged with undried material and put into a drying

chambw Which may be heated by any of the means used for continuous driers. When
drying is complete, the dry charges are removed and fresh wet material is charged.

When the drying chamber is so arranged that as a new charge is introduced a dry
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charge is pushed from the drying chamber, operation may be considered continuous

although wet feed is not introduced continuously at a regular rate.

Vacuum Driers .—The use of the vacuum drum-type drier has been mentioned.

Other types such as spray, rotary, tray, and conveyer driers may be adapted for

vacuum drying. Vacuum drying is usually confined to operations where compara-
tively low temperatures are necessary.

Drying Practice

Heat Expenditure in Drying.—The heat supplied for a drying operation is expended

as (1) heat required U' raise the temperature of the water, vaporize, and in mmv.
instances superheat the vap< r;*. (2) heat to the material as discharged dry, above that

when introduced undried
: (3) heat to the exhaust air or gases above the ambient air

temperature; (4) heat lossv s from the surfaces of the drying system to the surrounding

atmosphere.

Theoretically, the effective heat utilization is that required to vaporize the water,

and the remaining l.c^at expenditure constitutes heat losses from the drying operation.

Fig. 10.—Drier heat loss in gases.

An exception is in instances where the sensible heat in the dried product is desirable

or necessary for subsequent processing. In practice, the reduction of heat losses

(heat not effectively utilized) is limited by (1) the type or classification of the drying

system employed; (2) the physical characteristics of the material undergoing drying;

(3) the initial and final moisture content of the material.

The term ^‘drying efficiency’^ is in common use and expresses a ratio of effec-

tive heat utilization to total heat supplied. Frequently this expression is used

as a means for comparing different types or classifications of driers with misleading

effect. Comparisons of the effective heat utilization or thermal performance ratio

for different methods or systems for drying should be made only for a particular drying

requirement.

Whether the initial moisture content of the material is high or low, the temperature

of the dried material is usually held within narrow limits. It is obvious that for low
initial moisture a greater portion of the total heat supplied is lost as sensible heat in

the dried material than when the initial moisture is high. This is true regardless of

the type of drier used.

The exhaust humid air or gas from a drying system must be maintained above the

temperature at which it would be saturated with water vapor, If the physical charac-
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teristics of the material or the drying equipment limit th% initial temperature, then

the ratio of sensible heat loss to exhaust gas is greater than when high initial tempera-

tures may be used (Fig. 10). For any drying operation using heated air or other gases

as the heat source, the initial temperature should always be the highest possible with-

out degradation or destruction of the material. Fuel cost is frequently the greatest

single cost item in a drying operation, and the sensible heat in the exhaust gas can be

a considerable portion of the total heat supplit^d.

At times, recycling a portion of the exhaust gas is practiced
;
this reduces heat loss

and provides a control of humidity which may be desirable.

Classification of Materials.—Generally a material to be dried can be classified

in one of three groups. The following tabulation is indicative of the type of driers in

use with each group of materials. It will be seen that several types are adaptable to
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Fig. 11.—Drying chart—heat-sensitive material.
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each material group, but it does not follow that each type performs equally well in

every instance.

1. Materials insensitive to temperature and gases of combustion.

a. I>irect-heat rotary driers.

h. Indircct-direct-heat rotary driers.

c. Direct-heat conveyer-type driers.

d. Dispersion-type driers.

€. Spray-type driers (high initml moisture and finely sized material).

2. Materials insensitive to temperature but sensitive to gases of combustion,

a. Indirect-heat rotary driers.

h. Indirectr-heat conveyer-type driers.

c. Bteam-tube rotary driers.

d. All direct-heat driers when preheated air is supplied.

e. Drum driers.

3. Materials sensitive to temperature.

. Direct-heat rotary driers (warm air or tempered combustion gases).

. Direct-heat conveyer driers (warm air or tempered combustion gases).

c. Steam-tube rotary driers (low-pressure steam).

d. Drum driers (low-pressure steam).
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e. Vacuum driers (all typos

/. Rapid-vaporizing driers.

g. Batch driers.

Obviously there is some overlapping in the foregoing classification. Drum driers

and spray driers are used wnere the undried feed is sufficiently high in moisture to

ensure their proper functioning. Material particle sizing for any group limits the

practicability of some types of driers.

Some materials in ea(di group are more effectively dried by continuously returning

a portion of dried or sernidried material which is mixed with the wet feed to improve
mechanical handling. This is generally done with the turbuhmt dispersion drier and
frequently with the several ^ypes of rotary driers.

Drier Performance and Speciiications.—The performance of drying systems varies

widely with the limitations ii.jposed by the materials to be dried. The prime limiting

factors aie water-vaponzastion requirements, temperature limitations, and drying

time, all of which are related. Many other physical and chemical properties enter

into drier perform ^Tjce. I'he amount of water to be removed varies from twenty

times the weigfit of dry solids to as little as 1 per cent of the dry solids. Initial

temperatures as high as 2fi()0°F. are possible in some instances and as low as 100°F. in

others. Drying time may be 30 sec. or several hours if diffusion is a limiting factor.

Figure 11 illustrates the drying time of a heat-sensitive material in a constant-tempera-

ture indirect-heat rotary drier.

Table 1 presents general performance data for the various types of driers.

A proper analysis of each problem requires establishing in every instane^e drying

specifications and in some* instanct^s mechanical specifications. Typical specifications

include:

Cleneral information

:

C'apacity—dried product per hour or day (pounds or tons).

Moisture? content—initial and final (specify wet or dry basis).

^

Speeific heat.

Specific gravity or weight per cubic feet in bulk.

Particle size.

Combined and/or free moisture.

Temperature to which material can be heated without change.

Other physical and chemical limitations—plastiehty or stickiness in wet state;

discoloration or contamination from combustion gases; breakage or change of

particle shape during drying; corrosive, abrasive, explosive.

Performance information

:

Type of drier and size.

Fuel or steam consumption.

Temperatures of gas, air, or steam.

Velocity of gas or air in drying system.

Total power requirements.

Dust loss from system.

A recommended practice for testing drying equipment has been published by the

American Society of Mechanical Engineers. It presents the procedure for establish-

ing the performance of any drying-equipment installation.

i Wet basis is the percentage of water in the total weight of the wet material; Dry baais is the per-

centage of moisture referred to the weight of the moisture-free material.

Per cent wet basis (weight of mixture)

Weight of dr.v material
per cent dry basis
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TABLif'4'

Heat
con-

Temperatures, °F.

I’i-^pe of drier
Capacity

factor

sump-
tion,

B.t.u.

Heat source

Mate-

rial

%

Power,

lip.
Remarks

per lb.

HaO
evap. Inlet Exit

Direct heat 0.5-7. .5- 1600-

3200

200-

2600

100-

350

110-

600

2-200 Low capacity factor and

high heat consumption

with low inlet tempera-

tures. High material tem-

perature when desirable''

Rotary
Indirect heat 0.3-2.5« 1300-

45(K)

212-

2000

120-

350

1 50-

300

2-80 Inlet temperature.s 212 to

350°F. for steam-tube

type.** Air and water-

vapor temperature usu-

ally less than 200°F.

Indirect-direct 2,0-4.0« 1500-

2400

1000-

2000

130-

200

150-

300

2-125 Brick-encased type, inlet

gas temperature under
1400®Frf

Con-

veyor

Direct heat 1.0-10.0> 2000-

4000

200-

1200

100-

200

120-

225

1-60 Higli capacitj' ratio for

granular and lum6 mate-

rials and high inlet tem-

peratures**

Indirect heat 0.2-4.0<> 2000-

5000

250-

1.500

100-

200

120-

225

1-60 Heat source may be infra-

red radiation

Drum

1.5-8. O'- 1300-

2500

212-

350

160-

300

1-25 Capacity ratio high with

high steam pressures.

Film thickness controlled

by rotating drum speed

Rapid

Diijpersion 75-4000< 1000-

2500

300-

1300

140-

200

' 130-

180

2-80 Semidried material mixed

and recirculated with wet

feed improves capacity

factor

vapor-

ising

Spray 0.1-3.0« 2000-

5000

200-

1200

120-

200

130-

180

5-100 Fine material and high

temperatures for high

capacity ratios. Gas ve-

locities in drying chamber
60 to 200 ft. per min.

Batch

50-2000‘' 1600-

6000

200-

1000

120-

300

130-

300

0-50 Frequently used when long

drying time required be-

cause of low diffusion rate

« Water evaporated per hour per cubic foot of drier volume.

Water evaporated per hour per sqtiare foot of drier aurfaco.

Wa^, evaporated per hour per drier unit.

< 3Gxit gas or air velocities range from 50 to 900 ft. per min., depending upon particle size, specific

gravity, and moisture.

• Gas or air velocity through or over drying bed 60 to 600 ft. per min., depending upon material and
moisture.

For ali direct-heat driers, capacity factor is affected byidust-colleotion requirement.
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Drying Economics.—After (determining the types of drying equipment that will

deliver a satisfactory dried product, a proper sekiction becomes an economic considera-

tion. This involves weighing for each type, as follows:

1. a. Initial installed cost including all auxiliary appurtenances necessary or

desirable for operation of a particular type of drier.

b. Interest and amortization.

2. Operating costs.

. Fu(^l cost.

. Power cost.

c. Operating labor cost.

d. Maintenance cost iabor and material).

e. Dust-collectin*; cost.
'

3. Adaptability of flic dr^er to provide satisfactory r(;sults with minimum inter-

ruptions to operation from any cause.

Drying costs vary as widely as drier performance, and drying costs can be estab-

lished only following a specification and performance analysis.



CHAPTER III

CRUSHING AND GRINDING

By Harlowe Hardinge^

Fundamental Principles.—In taking up the subject of crushing and grinding

it is difficult to know just where to begin. The field is so broad and covers so many
different applications that it is not an (;asy matter to cover the fundamental principles

in a way that will apply to the majority of cases found in metallurgical practice. The

object of crushing and grinding materials is twofold. In one case, the reduction is

effected so that values may be extracted from the ore, and in the other case the entire

mineral or product being ground is utilized for commercial purposes, such as feldspar

and silica in the pottery trade, limestone and cement in the cement trad(‘, coal for

burning under boilers and in other furnaces, and other uses too numerous to mention

here.

The dividing line between crushing and grinding is not sharp. Some machines

may be considered to do crushing only, some grinding only, and others a combination

of both. With but one or two exceptions, no one machine is capable of efficiently

completing the entire crushing operation or the entire grinding operation if the range

of reduction is large. In fact, to reduce a boulder from a size of 4 to 6 ft. in diameter

down to a slime usually requires as many as five different crushing a nd grinding

stages. Just how this process is conducted will be shown later in discussing the vari-

ous types of machines used.

Ores and various materials to be crushed and ground vary in hardness, and it

stands to reason that the soft ores are much easier to crush and grind than the hard

ores. It also stands to reason that different types of equipment can be used to advan-

tage in different cases. For soft ores, more complicated and less expensive machines

may be employed, but for hard ores the crushers and grinding mills must be of very

sturdy and simple construction in order to withstand the severe usage and strains

encountered in effecting the reduction necessary. The ores encountered in metallur-

gical practice are, on the whole, considered hard as compared with many materials

.
ground for commercial uses. This condition has somewhat simplified the selection of

the type of crushing and grinding equipment required in metallurgical practice.

Many laws and formulas have been devised from time to time in an attempt to

wdrk out the whys and wherefores of crushing and grinding. There are today many
who believe these laws fairly accurate and capable of solving most of the grinding

problems. It is true that these laws will satisfy several conditions as found in prac-

tice, but, generally speaking, there are so many variables to consider that a formula

covering one general condition would be so complicated that its use would be of little

value when an attempt is made to apply it to another case. The study of laws is

valuable from the standpoint of obtaining a better knowledge of what happens during

the reduction process. In other words, their qualitative value is far greater than their

quantitative value. The following two ^Taws^^ on crushing and grinding should be of

assistance to the student who desires to study the theory from different angles, and

1 Premdent, Hardiage Co., Ino^ York, Pa.
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of interest to all, as they show the confSfet that exists when they are observed from a

theoretical aspect.

Kick’s and Rittinger’s Laws.—Kick’s law may be stated thus: The energy required

for producing similar changes of form of similar bodies of the same substance varies

as the volume or weight of these bodies.

Rittinger’s law may be stated : The energy required to break down a given friable

mass is proportional to the reciprocal of the diameter of the final product, assuming

that the mass has all been reduccid to one exact size, a condition that is only theoret-

ically possible.

Kick’s law, it will bo noticed, deals with energy absorbed during deformation of the

mass before rupture, while JTttinger’s law bases the energy absorption upon actual

fracture.

Figure I represents two pieces of ore of the same geometrical shape—^in «this

case, cubes—pla(^ed bf'iwi'on the surfaces of two crushing machines. The energy

Fia. 1.—Kick’s law.

that must be applied in each case to produce proportional deformation is the product

of the average resisting force per square inch and the distance through which move-
ment takes place. As shown in the figure, in this instance, the energy absorbed is

proportional to the volume (Kick’s law), and it can be similarly shown for the general

case. On the gradual release of the extreme pressure, the energy absorbed is driven

back through the machine producing the deformation and the body returns to its

original shape. It should be noted that the body has been deformed only by a gradu-

ally increasing crushing force. The first increment of deformation does not require so

much pressure as the last. If the body is deformed beyond its elastic limit, either the

whole mass will be reduced to the molecular state by the freeing of their bonds from

adjacent particles—a condition that could hardly occur—or the fracture takes place

along the cleavage planes by the breaking down of some of the weaker bonds, and the

new particles thus formed are free to resume their original shape insofar as they are

not held between the machine surfaces. The energy given up by them is pi^obably

used in making fracture planes, which creates heat. This fact would indicate, then,

that the energy absorbed according to Kick’s law does not stay in the particle after

pressure is released. It would be assumed, then, that the energy, according to
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Ki(;k^8 law, is absorbed by the creation of heat and not by crushing. This is correct

according to the law of physics which states that all energy expended is finally dis-

sipated as heat in some form.

Referring now to Fig. 2, assume that it is possible to hold similar cubes between

two offset surfaces as shown and that forces are applied until the deformation shown
by the dotted line is obtained. It will then be seen that only the molecules along the

vertical center line are stressed and deformed. The mass of the cubes away from this

surface would receive practically no pressure and, therefore, would not be deformed.

The energy required in this case to produce rupture will be the product of the average

resisting force per square inch of the area along which rupture takes place and the dis-

tance the two offset places move together (Rittinger^s law). The average resist-

ance to shearing varies as the deformation increases up to rupture. In order to

reduce the mass to cubes, the amount of energy must be multiplied by 3, as three

similar fracture planes must be made to produce cubes. It will not be hard to see

that the distance through which the offset faces must move in either case is the same

and is not proportional to the thickness of the piece. To break the molecular bond

between adjacent particles would require the same movement regardless of the

thickness of the piece. It will be noted that, if each of the half thickness cubes is

sheared to produce cubes of half their size, the new surface presented will be double

that formed when the single large cube is sheared to half-size cube, and also that the

energy required for the smaller cube is double that required for the larger cube. This

indicates that the energy applied to crushing is proportional to the surface produced,

which would bear out Rittinger^s law. Investigators now are of the opinion that

Rittinger’s law more nearly represents true conditions than does Kick's law.

Crushing.—Crushing as applied to metallurgy may bo defined as the process

of breaking down the ore or material by impact or direcit pressure sufficient to cause

Iracture.

Crushing as employed in present-day practice is limited (1) to the size of the

machine that can be used and (2) to the cost of reduction by this method. In large-

scale operations, it is now possible to supply crushers that will handle rock as large

as 8 ft. in diameter. Products economically disintegrated by the simple crushing

action seldom arc finer than H in.—on rare occasions as fine as 10 or 12 mesh.

As the crushing action requires a great deal of force, the machines used must bp

very sturdy and be capable of withstanding severe shocks and strains. Of the many
styles of crushers and rolls used in the past, as well as the literally hundreds of styles

tried out, only a few types have survived.

The most efficient reduction consistent with economical operation and the proper

size of units is about four diameters. In other words, when the maximum size piece is,

say, 4 ft., most effective work can be accomplished if the discharge outlet is approxi-

mately 1 ft., although it is true that most crushers are designed to effect a greater

reduction than this, since the loss in efficiency by increasing the reduction ratio is often

offset by the fact that fewer stages will be required to bring the largest pieces to the

finished size. In practice, this ratio runs anywhere from 4 to 8:1—seldom greater

unless little regard is paid to economy.

Crushers are operated on the principle of a huge nutcracker. The rock to be

crqpk^d is dropped between two surfaces so inclined that the opening at the top „is

larger than the largest piece, and that at the bottom is adjusted to the size product

desired. One of the surfaces is madp to move a short distance toward the otherj and
in doing SO; the rock being incapable of distortion, is broken under the tremendous

preasnrp everted* Bince the distance the plate moves is comparatively

total Power xequii^ to do the crushing is far less than would at ffist be suppoaei
For exeanple/ to reduce run-of-mine rock from 6 ft. in diamet^ to I ft, ih diameter, at
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a rate of 400 tons per hr., about ^0 hp>i8 required, but to

from 1 ft. to 2 in. requires nearly 800 hp., and so on down the line.
1 ^

Angle of Nip.—In nearly all types of devices used, the crushing surfaces form^.^

an angle. This construction allows the coarse pieces to bo wedged and broken, and
then still further reduced in the same machine, the amount depending upon the

(diaractcristics of the crusher.

This angle must be kept slight enough to prevent slippage of the rock wedged
between the crushing surfaces. On the other hand, if the angle is too slight^ a low

ratio of reduction will n^sult, and the device will not cover the commercial range of

reduction required of it.

The angle of nip may be defined as that angle where the components of the forces,

including friction, that act to l|o d the particles between the crushing surfaces are

just balanced by the components of the
' forces that tend to snap th< particles

outward.

The safe, or prop#‘r, working anghi of

nip is naturally somewhat less than the

critical. Theoretically, if there were no

friction, the angle would have to be very

slight to prevent slippage, as the only

other force is that exert(id by the weight

of the piece in the wedge. This means,

then, that the friction of the pieces

against the crushing surfaces determines

to a large extent the safe angle of nip.

variation, depending on the material being crushed, the speed of approach, as well as

the charactcir of the crushing surfaces employed. In practice, however, it has been
found that 31 deg. is about the safe angle for most conditions, and with most
machines.

Where the crushing surfaces are round, such as rolls, which are described in detail

later, the angle of nip varies at different sections. In this case, the angle of nip is

that angle formed by the intersection of the two tangents, drawn between the two
points of contact of the material wedged between both surfact^s.

In either the jaw or the gyratory crusher, the angle of nip throughout the length

of the crushing surfaces is nearly constant and the 31-deg. angle may be considered

as the working angle, although a number of manufacturers have adopted a slighter

pne, in an endeavor to make it possible to crush many more kinds of material with

one style of machine.

Rough rock, with sharp and abrasive characteristics, increases the frictional resist-

ance, hence increases the effective angle of nip.

A corrugated or rough crushing surface tends to increase the angle of nip, since

this surface increases the frictional resistance.

High speed of approach of the crushing surfaces decreases the effective angle of

nip, since the rock fed to the surfaces is not immediately accelerated to the speed of

the crushing surfaces and may fail to be caught.

The manner in which the material is fed also has a minor effect. Dry rock is usu-

ally better than damp rock, since, if damp, the clay or fine particles sticking to the

rock tend to lower the coefficient of friction. On the other hand, if the rock is fed

very wet the coefficient of friction is usually increased, owing to the washing away of

the clay, which again exposes a clean, hard surface.

Types of Crushers.—The various types of crushers and crushing devices are

known in practice as ^^primary breakers'^ and “reduction crushers.^' The first class

%

This angle, therefore, is subject to wide

reduce this sameljfi0la %
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Blake type of jaw crusher aftti the Oratory crusher. These may be

^perated in series, where the range of reduction is large. In some cases, as many a«

three stages of so-called primary breakers may be used to advantage, the ultimate

product being 1 to M in.

The reduction crusher takes pieces as large as 4 to 6 in. in some cases, and in 'one

operation may produce all passing ^ 2 in. Crushers of this type are the Dodgt',, reduc-

tion gyratory, swing hammer, and rolls. The last two types are also used to effect

a reduction down to 10 or 12 mesh. While they are sometimes used to produce an

even finer product, thes'e cases are very unusual and are not to be generally recom-

mended. Each type of crusher will be further discussed in detail, with its respective

advantages and disadvantages.

Mill men and inventors have recognized tlie advantage of utilizing one or more of

the mechanical principles found in the so-called crusher and adapting them to pulver-

ize or at least encroach upon the field of a fine grinding device. A considerable amount

of power would be saved and the character of product could then be more closely

controlled than with the grinding devices now generally employed. To date, how-

ever, no such device has done more than fit into a highly limited application. TIk^

difficulty is that when attempts are ma<le to affect the reduction by using the several

principles embodied in crushers, the crushing surface and motion must be greatly

increased as the fineness is increased, usually in proportion to the new surface pro-

duced. The device then becomes excessively large at the point where the fine sizes

are made and the movement, even though small at this point, becomes exceedingly

hard to maintain mechanically. The surfaces are subject to wear and even a very

minute change in clearance would have a major effect on the fineness produced. Any
moisture present that tends to cause the fines to agglomerate or pack also causes

serious complications, even more so than with reduction crushers now used close to

their limiting size range when attempting to crush damp material.

Some of the grinding devices now used (see page 34) do utilize the basic crushing

principles in one form or another, but, in doing so and to avoid the difficulties men-

tioned here, they sacrifice many of the advantages they have in the so-called crusher,

and mechanically they are quite a bit different.

Jaw Crushers.—As stated above, jaw crushers are primarily used as coarse

breakers. The double-toggle Blake type of jaw crusher is a coarse breaker and is

now manufactured by many concerns in various modified forms. This crusher is

built in many sizes. The largest takes boulders 8 ft. in diameter, and the smallest

commercial size takes a feed around 3 or 4 in. The reduction ratio may be varied to

suit the capacity and size requirements, within practical limits.

The principle of operation is simple. As can be seen from the diagram, there is

one stationary plate, and one movable plate. The movable plate is set at an angle to

the stationary plate, a large opening at the top to receive, the cojarse feed. The

niay„a,bte .plate the bottain.

The incoming feed of coarse material is squeezed less near the top than the fine prod-

uct near the4)ottom, but the movement is sufficient to cause fracture. The smaller
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pieces resulting therefrom drop down and are further reduced in the narrowing opei!j

ing until they are finally crushed sufficiently to drop out at the opening betwee^.,

the plates at the bottom.

The movable jaw is strongly hinged at the top. 'H^e pitman, which is the central

member, is made to move up and down by means of an eccentric on the drive shaft.

At the other end of the pitman are toggles so adjusted that when the pitman moves up
and down the toggles are made to exert a lateral movement which is transmitted to

the swinging plate. On the drive shaft is a large flywheel to assist in the operation

during the crushing' stroke. The movement of the jaw exerts a tremendous crushing

force, and therefore the toggles are made the weakest memb(’r in the crusher, for if

tramp iron or some hard nortf-iab’e material accidentally gets between the jaws, the

toggles will break and cau;ve no further damage. Extra toggles are kept on hand, and
it is a simple matter to rej^lace them.

A spring is used to keep the movable jaw against the toggles at all times, as other-

wise the rapid oscillating movement would be enough to jar the toggles loose and they

would then drop out.

All wearing parts are made replaceable. The jaw plates are of alloy steel, usually

manganese st(uil, so as to withstand the severe wear to which they are subjected.

The size of the discharge oi)ening, as well as the amount of swing, may be adjusted.

Adjustment of the opening in the type of crusher illustrated is effected by varying

the thickness of shims between the frame and the tail block. The length of stroke is

varied by adjustment of this same tail block up or down by means of other shims.

Raising the tail block increases the angle of the rear toggle, which, in turn, increases

the stroke. In the same way, lowering the block by adding shims decreases the stroke.

Table 1.—Blake-type Double-toggi.e Jaw-crusher Data

i

Jaw
opening,

in.

i

Tons per hr. to sizes given

below (approximate) Approxi-

mate
weight,

lb.

Size of

pulleys,

in., single

drive

R.p.m.

Hp.

(ap-

prox.)
In.

1

Tons
per

hr.

In.

Tons
per

hr.

In.

Tons
per

j

hr.

66 X 84 10 479 12 572 14 682 550,000 180 X 36 85- 90 250-300

56 X 72 10 495 12 594 14 693 350,000 144 X 36 115-125 175-22

48 X 60 7 286 8 330 10 413 240,000 120 X 24 12fi-135 140-175

42 X 54 6 231 8 319 10 396 195,000 90 X 36 140-150 125-150

40 X 42 7 187 9 242 12 308 1 123,000 84 X 24 160-175 110-140

36 X 48 6 209 8 286 10 358 123,000 84 X 20 160-175 115-140

30 X 42 4 127 5 160 6 193
1

116,000 84 X 18 160-175 90-115

30 X 42 5 143
1

6 176
t

7 220 72,000 70 X 24 • 185-200 85-100

24 X 36 3 77 4 ,99 5
[

138 68,000 70 X 18 210-225 75- 85

It is found advisable in practice to adjust the swing of the jaw to suit both the

nature of the material and the degree of fineness required. For coarse crushing and
maximum capacity, a long stroke is desirable. For fine crushing, it is best to use a
short stroke* in order to prevent the finer pieces from packing between the jaws.

Advantages .
—^The outstanding advantage of the jaw crusher over the gyratory,

or any other type of crusher, is'that it has a larger feed opening, other conditions being

equal, which means that coarser material may be fed to this crusher. The head room
required in a jaw crusher is lower than that of the equivalent gyratory. The wearing

plates are quickly and easily removed. The moving parts are more accessible than
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l^c gyratory. Also variation in the length of stroke consistent with the size and
j' character of product can be readily obtained. First cost compared with gyratory

crushers of equivalent size is usually less. It can withstand very hard, tough mate-
rials and can handle moist and sticky materials.

Disadvantages .—The power required to operate a jaw crusher is somewhat greater

than that required by the equivalent gyratory. The jaw (Tiishcr has a greater

tendency to choke under heavy feed than the gyratory, partly because of the large

opening as compared with the capacity, and
partly because of the shape and motion. It

will not crush to finer sizes economically.

Single-toggle Jaw Crushers.—The single-

toggle jaw crusher (Fig. 5) causes the jaw to

be moved at the top as well as at the bottom.

The eccentric is mounted in the top of the

swinging jaw. One end of the toggle is

pivoted in a block on the stationary back

frame and above the other end of the toggle

placed in a seat in the back of the moving

jaw. Rotation of th(' (eccentric shaft moves the jaw in and out, and up and

down. Shims or wedge blocks behind the toggle l)lock on the frame are employed

Fig. 5.— Siiiglc-tot^gle crusher.

T.VBLK 2. SlNOLK-TOGOLK .1AW-CRUSHEIl DaTA*

Size of crusher (feed opening), in. . . 9 X 16 9 X 30 13 X 24 18 X 30 24 X 30

Net weight of crusher, lb 5,400 10,100 9,700 20,250 40,000

Horsepower required 8 to 15 15 to 25 20-30 50-60 75-100

Drive pulley:

Diameter, in 33 38 38 48 60

r.p.m 420 350 350 275 250

Capacity, tons per hr.

With }^-in. discharge opening. . . .
3-4

With %-in. discharge opening. . . .
5-6 12-15

With 1-in. discharge opening 6-8 15-18

With IJ^-in. discharge opening. . . 10-12 23-28 20-25

With 23^-in. discharge opening . .

.

25-30 30-40

With 3-in. discharge opening 28-35 35-45

With 4-in. discharge opening 70- 80

With 6-in. discharge opening 90-100

1 From Smith Engineering Worka Bvll^in.

Kqtk: The capaoitiee are in tons of 2,000 lb. and are based on limestone weighing loose 2,600 lb. per

cu. yd. The horsepower varies with the size of the product, capacity, and hardness of rock. For close

setting, all undersise material should be removed from the feed so as to dUminate packing and excessive

wear on the jaw dies. No crusher, when set to any given discharge opening, will produce a product

all of which will pass a screen opening of the same dimensions as the given discharge opening. The
amount of oversise will vary with the cliaracter of rock.

to regulate the jaw opening. Lowering the stationary toggle block shortens the

in-and-*out ihovtoent of the jaw at the bottom which is advantageous when a

fine product, at less capacity, is desired.
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Operating data of Telsmith-Wlioeling jaw crushers, which is on(; of many desij^s

of this type, are given in 1 able 2.

Advantages .—It produces a niorp uniform product tlian the double-toggle type.

The construction is simple, and for the floor space recjuired, the capacity is high.

It is well suited to moderate sized operations.

Disadvantages .—It has not proved practical in large sizes because of heavy weight
of swing jaw. The eccentric bearings must take all tlie w(‘ight of the jaw and direct

pressure caused by the crushing action.

Dodge Crusher.—The Dodge crusher (Fig. 6) is another type of jaw crusher, but

it delivers a more uniform product than the Blake type.

The principle of operation is illustrated in the diagram. One plate is stationary,

the other is hinged at the bottom, causing greater motion at the feed opening than at

the discharge. This construction prevents large pierces from dropping through on the

backstroke, as occurs with the Blake type of jaw crusher.

Both jaw surfaces are covered with wearing plates that are removable. The
movable jaw is hinged by a large pin at the bottom capable of withstanding heavy

strain. This section is moved by a strong lever, actuated by an eccentric on the main

drive shaft. A heavy flywheel is us(;d to balance the operation and to reduce the

power consumption. Adjustment is made by moving the packing blocks, of the jaw

shaft backward or forward by means of shims. Table 3 gives data on Allis-Chalmers

Dodge crushers.

Table 3.—Dodge Crusher Data

Size or jaw

opening, in.

Capacity, tons

(2000 lb.) per hr. (1

ton ~ 20 cu. ft.)

capacity based on

ring size

Approx.

hp.

required

Size of

pulleys,
i

in.

K.p.m.

Weight

complete,

lb.

Size of product, in.

Vi K 1 i«

4X6 H H 1 3 16 X 414 275 1,100

7X9 1 2 3 6 24 X 6M 236 3,250

8 X 12 IH 3
’

4 10 30 X 220 6,400

11 X 15 2 4 6 15 32 X 10 200 13,500
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^ Advantages .—The Dodge type of reduction crusher is the simplest and least

expensive of the standard types. It makes a uniform product without requiring

constant adjustment.

Disadvantages .—It will choke if fed at too rapid a rate, and it does not have the

capacity, for either the floor space taken or the power consumed, that several other

types have.

Gyratory Crushers.—The gyratory crusher, like the jaw crusher, is used as a

primary breaker. This crusher is also constructed in many sizes to suit conditions,

and for large-scale operations, particularly where the run-of-mine work is large.

These crushers may be run in series, and the second and possibly the third stage may
still be considered as primary crushing if the reduction does not go bedow in.

maximum ^ze piece.

The principle of operation of the gyratory crusher is bettor understood by a study

of the schematic diagram (Fig. 7). The outer section is a truncated cone open at the

top and bottom. A heavy shaft hing(‘d at the top is suspended in the center of the

cone
;
the bottom is gyrated, and this causers the surface of the central shaft to approach

the cone at different points during each cycles The rock to be crushed can be dumped
on top of the crusher and may lodge in any portion of the annular opening and be

crushed by the same pinching action as described for the jaw crusher. It should be

noted, however, that every movement of the gyratory crusher is capable of crushing.

. The central shaft is rigidly hinged at the top on a swivel joint. Fastened to the

shaft is the crushing head, made so that it can be readily replaced when worn, as is

the case with the shell liners which arc located on the stationary member. At the

bottom of the central shaft is located the driving mechanism, which consists of an

eccentric, on which is located a gear. This gear is driven by a pinion fastemed to the

pulley shaft. When the eccentric rotates, it causes the bottom of the shaft to describe

a small circle. The oscillating movement of this shaft near the top changes the dis-

tance once each revolution between the liner on the shaft and the adjacent point on

the shell liners. The leverage thus secured by this principle is sufficient to produce a

great crushing force and reduce any hard, friable rock. The product dropping

through the annular space at the bottom is caught in a chute and discharged at tlu^

side of the crusher.

In the event that tramp iron or any other substance impossible to fracture drops

into the crusher and is too large to pass through, a shear pin is used, which is the

weakest member and will break first, and so avoid breaking the shell or other vital

part. The breaking pin is located on the pulley and transmits the power to a keyed

collar on the shaft. If the pin breaks, the pulley will then revolve on the shaft as an

idler, and no power will be transmitted to the crUsher.

Adjustment of the size of opening is made by raising or lowering the central shaft

by means of the adjusting nut located on the thread on the top of the sl^aft. It will

be noted that the wearing head on the shaft extends below the shell liners. Conse-

quently, raising the central shaft decreases the opening, with a consequent decrease

in the size of product produced, and vice versa, for a coarse product, the shaft is

lowered.

Advantages .—The gyratory crusher requires less power than the equivalent jaw
crusher, as all motion is available for crushing, whereas in the jaw crusher there is no

crushing action on the backstroke. The gyratory crusher has a large capacity in

proportion to the floor spaceoccupied. It is capable of standing a choke feed to better

advantage than the jaw crusher. There is less vibration in operating. Slabby mate-
rial is effectively crushed.

Dimdvanta^es .—The head room of a gyratory crusher is considerably more than
the equivalent jaw crusher. The first cost is usually higher when all factors are
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considered. The gyratory crusher will not take so large a f(;ed as the corr(*sponding

jaw crusher. Wet sticky material tends to clog in this type of cTUsher. Table 4

covers data on Traylor primary gyratory crushers.

Table 4.—Data for Gyratory Crushers as Primary (.'rushers

Size of oarh

feed

opening,

in.

Fine s(;tting
1

C/oarse setting

Size of

driving

pulley,

in.

U.p.m.

Hp.

quinnl

Approx,

wt. of

crusher,

lb.

Small-

(iSt

size of

prod-

uct, in.
i

Capac-

ity,

tons

(2000

Ib.)

per lir.

Largest

size of

prod-

uct,

in.

CVipac-

ity,

tons

(2000

lb.)

per hr.

21^ X 14 ?«• •'i-r
X 5

1

?8 8X3 500 2- 4 5.50

8 X 37 1 16 2J4 36 24 X 10 450 12-25 15,500

12 X 46 l}4 28 3H 75 36 X 12 365 2,5- 45| 28,000
14 X 55 2 52 115 40 X 14 345 40- 75 38,000
16 X 63 21^ 93

1

5 185 48 X 18 340 60-100 53,500
20 X 80 3 157 5K 330 48 X 20 330

i

90-1,50 93,000
26 X 100 m 289 6H 525 52 X 24 320 125-200 153,000

30 X 118 4 350 7 700 52 X 24 310 125-200 168,000
36 X 136 595 8 1056 60 X 28 300 1.50-250 300,000
42 X 153 5 930 SV2 1581 66 X 32 275 17,5-275 360,000
48 X 166 1158 9 1890 72 X 36 250 200-350 500,000
60 X 210 7 1678 10 2400 80 X 40 200 250-450 780,000
72 X 242 8 2572 12 3432 92 X 48 175 300-500 1,250,000

Reduction Gyratory Crushers.—Reduction gyratory crushers have met wide use

in the intermediate- and fine-crushing range, because of their high capacity at reason-

ably large ratios of reduction. Where materials

are friable and not sticky, this type of crusher is

being generally adopted for crushing down to a

size where it begins to compete with rod or ball

mills, which is usually at about to in., or

somewhat finer if the material undergoing reduc-

tion is not to be subsequently ground. Crushers

in this category are basically high speed and closely

set as compared with the standard gyratory

crusher.

Symons Cone Crusher.—The Symons cone

crusher (Fig. 8) is a gyratory reduction crusher

that employs a modified principle of operation

different from the standard form of gyratory reduc-

tion crusher. The head gyrates much the same as

the standard gyratory crusher but travels several

times as far and at much greater speed. The
pieces being crushed pass through the cavity in a

series of bounces because of the high speed of the

head, which, as it recedes from thh closed position

and from under the material, permits the material to fall vertically a short distance

before the cone again comes up for another crushing impact. Because of the short
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time cycle, the material is subjectcHi to a number of crushing blows before it can pass

through and must pass a zone where the crushing surfaces are parallel for a sufficient

distance to ensure at least one crushing impact before the material is discharged.

All pieces will at least have one dimension no larger than the minimum opening in

the parallel zone. This zone, or closed side, thus regulates the size of product and

not the open side. Table 5 gives capacity, powers, and sizes of Symons cone crushers.

Advantaged .—The Symons cone crusher has the same advantages as gyratory

crushers. It hks a large ratio of reduction, is economical in power consumption, and

delivers a uniform size of product at high capacity per floor space and power consump-

tion. Maintenance is low.

Disadvantages .—It is high in first cost, particularly for relatively low capacities

where the Dodge type of (pusher can })e employed. It tends to choke with damp or

clayey materials, and it must be regularly adjusted to maintain a specified size.

Tabt.e 5.—Symons Cone Crusher Data

Size

of

crusher

Capacities, tons (2(X)0 lb.) per lir. at indi-

cated discharge setting A with material

weighing 100 lb. per cu. ft.

Full

load, Hp.

Shipping

weight,

lb.

3' "
/I 6

1/"
>2

1" m" 2" 2 I
2

''

r.p.m.

20" 8 15 20 650 20 - 25 7,700

15 20 30 40

2' 20 25 35 575 25- 30 10,000

20 25 35 45 60

3' 35 40 70 580 50- 60 21,000

40 70 80 90 95

4' 60 80 120 150 485 75-100 35,000

120 150 177 185

1(X) 140

i 140 160 485 125-150 45,000
140 160 185 190

200 275

275 340 375 450 485 150-200 83,000
275 340 375 450

330 450 600

T 450 600 800 435 250-300 140,000

600 800 900
[

Hammer Mills.—The hammer mill (Fig, 9) is a distinct type of reduction crusher

and is adaptable to conditions where the rock to be crushed is friable, but not abrasive.

Limestone is an example of the class of rock that is readily crushed. The ratio of

reduction in a hammer mill can be increased over that of the other crushers mentioned.

The principle of operation of the hammer mill is best understood by a study of the

diagram. Bhort bars are hinged to a rapidly revolving shaft inside a housing. The
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rock is fed into a hopper on the down side of the revolution. As the tips of the ham-
mers move much faster than the pii^ces of rock fall, they strike the pieces a blow that

sends the shattered rock to the casing with sufficient fonn^ to (^ause still fuHher dis-

integration. Those pieces that are fine enough drop through the slots. The others

are carried around the casing, once more dashed against

the wearing plate or the incoming rock itself, and broken

down to a size that drops through the holes.

There is a removable wearing f)late below the feed

hopper which takes a considorabh* portion of the impact

of the rock as it is struck do'.vn by the hammers. Also

the bottom is slotted throug!- a comparatively thick

section in order to increas ‘ the Hie of this section and

prevfmt frequent renewals hammers are hinged,

so that when an extra large piece drops into the crusher

and is not broken down the first time the hammer will

ride over it and nat vause breakage of the casing or of tiu^ liammers themselves.

Fineness may be adjusted by varying the size slot through which the product

discharges.

Table 6.—Hammer Mill Data^
Sizes and ('apacithis of Swing-liamnuT Mills

1

Size of

machine, in.
Approx, lip.

Approx,

weight, lb.

Feed opening,

in.
Speed, r.p.m.

20 X 12 12- 20 3,000 11 X 11 1500-1800

24 X 20 30- 40 4,800 13 X 20 1400-1600

36 X 24 60- 75 9,000 18 X 24 900-1200

42 X 36 100-125
1

17,200 21 X 36 700-1000

42 X 66 175-250 36,000 22 X 66 700-1000

Capacities, Tons per Hour

Size of

machine, in.

Bar opening, in.

Limestone
j

Coal Gypsum

‘8
1

1 's 1 1

20 X 12 2— 2U2 4- 6 2- 3 6- 8 3- 3H 5- 7

24 X 20 4- 5 10- 15 6- 8 18- 20 r>- 7 15- 20

36 X 24 10-12 25- 35 14-16 45- 60 15-18 30- 35

42 X 36 20-25 ' 60- 70 30-40 85-100 30-35 60- 70

42 X 66 50-60 100-175 75-85 175-220 65-75 125-140

1 From Jeffrey Mfg. Co. Catalogue.

When the hammers wear, a number of means have been provided to counteract

their tendency to become short. In one type, holes are drilled in the hammer at

short distances apart. When the hammer becomes short, the pin is placed through

a hole nearer the opposite end of the bar. Another method provides an adjustable

tapered tip on the end of the hammer that is slid out as the hammer wears.
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Advantages .—The swing-hammer crusher is capable of effecting a larger ratio

of reduction than other types of reduction crushers. It has a large capacity for the

floor spa<?e and lias a smaller first cost than other reduction crushers.

Disadvantages .—The speed at which the hammers rotate is far greater than any
other type of crusher. This increases the wear on moving and wearing parts and is

dangerous whtTC miu'h tramp iron is eiicount(;red. Except on soft, nonabrasive

materials, the wear on hammers and casing is excessive. This crusher is unable to

reduce moist or sticky materials satisfactorily.

Rolls.—Rolls may be classified as reduction crushers. They differ in principle

from any of the types already described and are primarily adapted for use where

finer crushing is desired than the rc'gular reduction crusher can accomplish.

The most general use of the roll is for feed around 3 to in. Rolls are built to

handle feed as coarse as 8 and 9 in., reducing this size to approximately 2 in. Others

take feed as fine as 3 4 in. and deliver a product as fine as 10 mesh, but this operation

approaches that of grinding. Rolls are advocated for fine reduction only in excep-

tional cases now, as various types of grinding mills can a(^complish the work to bett(;r

advantage.

Rolls, like crushers, are sometimes operated in series, since the ratio of reduction

for rolls should not exceed 4:1. As with other types of crush(?rs, coarse reduction

can be accomplished with less floor space and power consumption than the same

tonnage of finer reduction.

The principle of operation of rolls is that of two cylinders with faces and axes

parallel revolving so that the adjacent faces rotate downward and the rock dropped

between them is broken by the pinching action thus produced. This action is illus-

trated in the diagram to the left. Either

or both rolls may be positively driven. The
capacity varies with the size of feed, product

desired, peripheral speed of shell, and width

of face, but only slightly with the hardness

of the rock if operated under proper conditions.

Figure 10 shows a diagrammatic view of

a set of rolls. In practice, the bearing bases

Fig. 10.~ Roll crushing. of one roll are made solid with the frame and

the other set is on a sliding base. The roll on

the sliding base is held in position by heavy springs pulling tension rods fastened to

the movable bearings. The rolls are kept apart by shims placed between the bases.

To provide for wear, the sh(41 of the rolls is made replaceable. In one commonly
used type, the shell is removed by unbolting a wedged-shaped annular ring extending

part way under the shell and what is known as the fixed heart, which is the inner

portion of the roll. Guides over the rods, where the material is introduced, are so

arranged that the feed is directed into the space between the rolls. A housing com-

pletely covers the roll cylinders in order to eliminate dust as well as keep pieces that

slip out or snap back from covering the immediate surroundings. Bearings are made
very heavy in order to withstand the heavy pressures that are exerted when the rolls

are fed to capacity. The springs holding one roll near the other are of sufficient

strength that they are not further compressed during ordinary operation, unless tramp
iron or other very hard substance drops between the faces. In that case, the rolls will

spread apart, allowing the tramp iron to drop through. The springs will then pull

the roll back into its former operating position without interrupting the functioning

of the rolls.

As rolls have a tendency to corrugate, thus making it impossible either to secure

a uniform product or a maximum capacity, various means have been employed in an
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attempt to correct this fault—a fault, by the way, which is the main reason that rolls

cannot be used to advantage for medium-fine grinding. The method in most general

use is to make one roll adjustable laterally, so that when corrugation starts this roll

is moved over slightly. Thus different surfaces ar(; placed opposite one another, and
the tendency to corrugate is somewhat redu(^ed. One type of roll provides for this

change to tak(^ place continuously by means of reduction gears operating a thrust

bearing. This action is calk'd '‘fleeting.” AnothiT method, adopted in the field,

is to press a small flat grindstone against the ridges in the rolls, thus wearing them
down. This method rc'quires a good deal of attention, but is sometimes the only

expedient other than to stop the rolls entirely and either turn down the faces in the

machine shop, or replace them Adtl new rings or shc'lls.

Advantages .—Rolls with smooth surfaces give the most uniform grade of product

that it is possible to obtain from my type of crushing device, are economical in power
consumption as comparc^d with the work performed, and require only a small amount
of head room or floor space for the capacity. They fill a gap between reduction

crushing and grinding better than any other device.

Disadvantages —Rolls requirt^ constant attention to keep them efficient, (corruga-

tions often occm' which greatly decrease the capacity and uniformity of product.

The repair cost on rolls is higher than on other crushing devic^es used to accomplish

the same work. While rolls can be operated to deliver a product finer than 4 mesh,

it is not usually found economical to do so.

Roll Data ,—The theoretical capacity is obtained by computing the cut)ical content

of the ribbon of material passing through the roll. The data required are the periph-

eral speed of the roll, width of face, distance apart of the two cylinders, and weight

per cubic foot of the material passing through. In practice, because of tlui unequal

character of the feed, not more than one-quarter of the theoretical capacity should

be taken as the actual capacity. The following is the formula generally used:

D X W X S
1728 X 4

effective capacity in cubic feet per minute

where D — distance roll faces are separated in inches.

W = width of face in inches.

S = peripheral speed in inches per minute.

Roll Crushers.—A modification of the standard roll is the so-called "roll crusher,”

for crushing relatively soft materials like bituminous coal, salt, and alum. The
single-roll crusher consists of a roll equipped with heavy teeth or deep sharp corruga-

tions to increase the angle of nip or actually dig into the coarse lumps as they enter

the opening above the roll. Spaced from the roll is a curved plate with the bottom
bending in toward the bottom of the roll and practically touching it. In operation,

the feed is dragged downward by the toothed or spiked roll. The material is crushed

as it is wedged into the decreasing space as the bottom of the roll is reached, where it is

discharged at a size not greater than the gap between the flat portion of the roll and
face of the stationary plate. The capacity is high and the ratio of reduction large.

The roll cannot produce a fine product owing to the spacing between adjacent teeth,

actually not finer than 1 to 1 in., but feeds as coarse as 24-in. lumps can be fed and
reduced to this size in one unit.

Double-roll crushers are similar to the standard double roll except that the rolls

are equipped with teeth, spikes, or corrugations to increase the angle of nip and ratio

of reduction, but in any case only materials relatively easy to crush can be successfully

bandied in these types with reasonable maintenance.

Figure 11 is a chart covering the more popular sizes of rolls showing relationship

of feed, product, speed, and roll diameter. Table 7 gives data on Traylor rolls.
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Table 7!—Ceushing Roll Data*

Size of

roll,

Approx, capacity, tons (2000

lb.) per hr.

2

Rolls without auto-

matic lateral-atljust-

ment mechanism
R.p.rn. lip.

diameter

by face,

in.

* Size

prod.,

in.

Max.
feed,

in.

( 'apacit y

,

tons

Movable
and fixed

pulleys, in.

Approxi-

m ate

.shell

Wt., 11).

(usual

ranso)

nv
quired

9 X 10 H 2 18 X 6 2,400 300-350 6

18 X 10 h 5 24 X 8 5,600 250-300 8

24 X 12 H K 10 48 X 6 11,800 180-230 10

30 X 16 h 1 20 00 X 10 20,000 130-180 15

36 X 16 i'i 35 72 X 10 59,300 100-150 40

42 X 18 'i 45 72 X 12 65,700 95-120 55

48 X 20 ?8 60 84 X 12 81 ,500 75-105 65

54 X 24 :*8 2 75 84 X 16 103,200 70- 95 75

60 X 30 h' 2H 115 96 X 16 1.54,000 65 85 100

72 X 36 '2 3 155 108 X 18 248,800 50- 75 150

^ From Traylor ICiigiueering & Mfg. C'o. Bullettri,

2 Capacities are based ou materials weighing 100 lb. per cu. ft. when crushed.

" Notes on Crushing.—In selecting a crushing device for a particular use, a number

of factors should be considered to ensure that the right type and size will be chosen.

The comments made here deal primarily with the treatment of friable materials.

Maximum Siie of Particles in Feed

Feed size is the first consideration. Where the capacity is large and the feed sizes

also lai^ge, a double-toggle Blake type of crusher is usually indicated. The feed

opening of a Blake-type crusher is larger than the equivalent size gyratory. Less
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headroom is reciuired, whicdi is a ef)iKsidcration where very large units are called for.

The capital cost is also less as a rule.

Jaw crushers are also indicated where the tonnage required is moderate, say 100

tons per shift, and the size range of the feed is appreciable, say from 30 in. to dust.

Good practice is to select a crusher of sufficient opening to take about 90 per cent of

the total feed. That too large to pass the opening can be sledged by hand or mud
capped until it breaks small enough to enter tin? crush(;r. For larger tonnages,

between 300 to 500 tons, a jaw crusher to handle all the feed would be more eco-

nomical than to increase the amount of labor needed to handle sizes too coarse to

f be fed directly. For still la-ger capacities on the order of 2500 tons, a gyratory of

large opening might be best fii loe a jaw crusher of equal capacity at a given setting

i might have much too large gn Op(?ning. Yet again for still larger tonnage, a large

jaw followed by a gyratorv' wo’dd be the most economical and satisfactory arrange-

ment. Where the product is ultimately to be ground, then a third stage using a

reduction gyratory or rolls is usually indicated to bring the feed to the grinding mills

dowm to the econ )na4*al size, depending on the material and type of grinding mill

employed, usually minus in. down to in*

Hardness of material will influence the selection of the design and also the type

of (Tusher. For a very hard material, such as ferrocrome or artificial abrasives, a

' jaw crusher can be made to withstand the heavy impact pressures at reasonable

cost better than a gyratory. For soft or nonabrasive materials, a hammer mill

might work out better than (uther a jaw or gyratory crusher.

Moisture affects gyratory crushers as a rule more than jaw crushers. The material

tends to pack between the mantle and concaves of the gyratory. Decreasing the

angle of nip of a jaw crusher handling moist material helps. Where extreme con-

ditions are encountered, a conical scrubber ahead of the crusher will wash out the

sticky clay and permit the use of either a jaw or gyratory crusher. Where feed size

is too large for the scrubber, a primary jaw crusher ahead of the scrubber will usually

w'ork satisfactorily. The scrubbed material is then further reduced by a gyratory

or cone crusher.

Screens are of considerabhi aid to the crushing operation where tonnages are

reasonably high. Screening ahead of a reduction crusher eliminates cushioning and
interference. The capacity is increased the^reby. A crusher run in closed circuit

with screens need not be watched so closely to maintain size as when run in open
^

circuit; also the capacity is gnmter as the opening can be increased, which increases//

the circulating load, and any piece that slipped through uncrushed will eventually be

nipped at the minimum opening. Sizing is more uniform.

Reduction ratio affects crusher capacity, character of product, and wear rate. To
produce a granular material with minimum fines, moderate ratios of reduction should

be used. This may mean the addition of additional crushing stages—also with screens

in closed circuit. Double-toggle Blake-type jaw crushers and rolls operate best at

a moderate ratio of reduction. Single-toggle jaw crushers can operate at somewhat
greater ratios to advantage, and Dodge-type jaw crushers for moderate capacities.

Reduction gyratory crushers and hammer mills can operate satisfactorily with con-

siderably greater ratios of reduction than the other types. These latter types are also

employed ahead of the grinding operation. They tend to choke more with moist

feed, and hence may not be satisfactory in that case; or they should be set at a larger

discharge opening, primary ball or rod mills then being used and arranged to take a
coarser than normal feed.

Ofinding cm: pulverizing may be defined as the process of comminution of ore and
materials by a combination of impact and attrition. It should be noted that, in this

dehnition, the word “impact” is used, while in straight crushing operations it iS also
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employed. The action is much the same and differs only in degree, but in grinding

there is also a secondary action—that of rubbing or attrition—which does not occur in

good crushing practi(*e. While an attritive action is not good practice in coarse grind-

ing, it is essential When fine products are to be secured, as this seems to be the action

that will produce the desired product more cheaply than straight impact.

Grinding mills are designed to encroach on the field of the reduction crusher, taking

a feed as coarse as 3 in. and, in some cases, 4 in., and reducing it to a line powder in

one operation. This practice, while saving in the stages required, is by no means
economi(ial, either in power consumption or maintenance. Present practice is not to

feed a grinding mill with ore or material larger than 1

J

2 in. maximum size, unless the

operation is small and first cost is of prime importance. In large-scale operations,

it has been found best practice to reduce by reduction crushers to % in. and somc‘-

tirnes even as fine as }i in. before feeding to the grinding mills. Where a fine product

is desired, it is also good practice to use a primary mill, followed by a regrinding mill,

each designed and operated to accomplish the reduction called for.

The fundamental difference between the impact action in grinding and the same
action in (;rushing is that, in grinding, this action is a blow similar to that of a sledge

hammer sufficient to mash the piece, while in crushing it is a squeezing force undc'.r

direct pressure. Theoretically, it would be better for the grinding device to crack

each piece at each blow, but this is not possible or practical, owing to the nature of the

mills employed or the cost of the operation. The grinding mill must effect a greater

ratio of reduction than the 4 to 8; 1 used as standard for crushers. For example, in

primary grinding, it is customary to reduce J^-in. feed to all passing 10 mesh (0.065

in.). This is a reduc.tion of nearly 12:1, and in regriiiding from a feed of minus 10

mesh to minus 100 mesh (0.0058 in.), the ratio of reduction is 11:1 diameters. To
effect a reduction of % in. to 100 mesh in one mill is a reduction ratio of 130: 1, and it

is evident why such a reduction in one mill is usually uneconomical. (See notes on

Grinding, page 35, for further information regarding reduction ratios and energy

consumed.)

It is true, however, that when the operation is on a small scale one mill may be

used to advantage to effect this large reduction, but on the whole, it is not to be con-

sidered good practice. As in crushing, the finer the product desired, the greater must
be the grinding surface exposed in order to effect the necessary reduction. This is

secured in the slow-speed ball or rod mill when many relatively light grinding bodies

are mixed with the material to be reduced, and in the high-speed roller type of mill,

where a few heavy grinding bodies revolve at very high speed, the same bodies making
many repeated contacts under high pressure. In either case, a combination of crush-

ing and rubbing or attrition exists, which, in the first action, breaks down the coarse

pieces and, in the second action, grinds them into a fine powder.

In most grinding operations used in metallurgical practice, the reduction is accom-

plished wet, i.e.j with sufficient moisture to make the material fluid. When grinding

dry, the moisture is never allowed to increase to the extent that the mass becomes

even plastic. When grinding ‘^wet,^’ it is the usual practice to crush dry, then add

water to the grinding mills, and carry out this reduction wet, since it has been found

cheaper to grind in this manner. It does not follow, however, that it is always cheaper

than when efficient air classifiers or screens are employed and the moisture is kept at

a minimum or ^'mill drying is practiced. In ‘^dry^^ grinding, it is desirable to have
the material as dry as possible.

Wet grinding is usually preferred when jthe subsequent process is wet, because it is

a simple matter to classify the fine from the coarse particles in the discharge, and also

in many operations where reagents are to assist the extraction. It has usually been
found advantageous, if these reagents are added ahead of the grinding mill, because of
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the intimate inix that occurs during the grinding operation. When the subsequent

process is dry, then dry grinding is usually called for, since to grind wet, then thicken,

filter, and dry the fine product usually entails high capital and over-all operating costs.

Open-circuit Grinding.—It was the custom a number of years ago to grind only

in open circuit, t.c., to jjass the material through the mill once, so regulating the feed

rate and other factors that the product was finished when it issued from the mill.

This was, and still is, the practice in those types of mills using internal screens or

sizing devices that control the size of the product and hold back the coarse until it is

reduced sufficiently to pass through. Rod and tube mills are operated in,open circuit

owing to their lengths and Iso the char^icter of the product usually wanted from these

types. But with the advent of the ball and pebble mill, and better methods of screen-

ing and classifying, (dqsed-circUit grinding has found favor. The product is better,

and grinding costs are lowc^.

When two mills are operated in series, the first is sometimes operated in open

circuit—^.e., no oversize or semiground product is returned to it, but it is passed on to

a second mill op^n'ating in closed circuit with a suitable sizing device.

Closed-circuit Grinding.—It has been found more satisfactory to grind so that the

mill, instead of delivering a finished product on the first pass through, discharges a

certain quantity of oversize. This oversize is then classified out by several well-

developed methods and is either sent back to the mill for regrinding or is passed on to

a second mill. In this way, not only is overgrinding and a consequent loss in energy

reduced, but the capacity of a given mill is increased.

The generally accepted devices now used for classifying are screens for fairly coarse

separation, and when grinding wet, some form of hydrauhc classifier for finer products.

For fine dry grinding, the mill is then run in closed circuit with some form of air

classifier. These are described in detail later.

Types of Grinding Mills.—It is impossible, because of lack of space, to give full

descriptions of the many types of grinding devices that have been used successfully in

the reduction of ores and minerals. A short summary of those mills now little used

will be given first, followed by a more detailed description

of the mills considered as standard at the present time.

Stamps.—Stamps were considered standard practice up
to as late as 1915, but after that time they were rapidly

superseded by the ball mill
;
until now, unless the operation

is of a special nature, no new installations include them.

Even some of the older, but successful, installations of

stamps are being gradually replaced with ball mills.

The principle of operation of the stamp (Fig. 12) is

simply the mashing of the ore between a stamp shoe and a

die. Water is added to wash the ground product through

screens. The product that is unable to pass the screens works its way back onto the

die and is finally ground so that it will pass through.

The advantage of the stamp is its ability to reduce ore as large as 4 in. to 40 mesh
in one operation with a reasonable power consumption. The disadvantages are that

the stamps must be carefully watched so that the shoe is not allowed to strike the die

without ore between to act as a cushion. The screen wear is very high when a high

ratio of reduction is to be effected. The noise made is terrific. The cost of repairs is

high, and they are difficult to make, wit^ attendant loss in operating time.

When stamps are equipped with coarse screens, from in. to 4 mesh, they make
a good primary milling devic'e, and, most of the old stamp batteries in use today are

so equipped. The produc/is th^ passed on to regrinding mills. This makes the

stiwnp duty much higher and materially reduces the maintenance cost.
,

Fig. 12.—Principle of

stamps.
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Chilean Mills.—The Chilean mill (Fig. 13) is little used now. Stivemfiiistallations

throughout the country are still in successful operation. The development of the

conical pebble mill since 1908 is largely responsible for the change in trend.

. The Chilean mill is somewhat similar to the ancient chaser mill. It consists of

heavy wheels with axes horizontal, running on a die ring. The ore is fed into the

center. The rolls, in ninning around the ring, crush the ore and splash it up against

screens located around the ring. The oversize drops back on the ring for further

reduction.

The illustration shows the principle of operation. The mill is primarily a regrind-

ing mill, Ce., the feed seldom exceeds in. in size, and the product 20 to 40 mesh,

depending upon the subsequent metallurgical treatment.

The advantages of this mill are that a finished product is produced in the mill

itself through the use of screens of the desired mesh, without resorting to outside

classification.

The disadvantages are that, for the same reduction, the average power requirements

are higher than for the equivalent mills now used, and the wear on rollers and dies is

high. Unless kept in first-class shape they will corrugate, causing a marked decrease

in grinding efficiency. Wear on the screens around the mill is severe, and they require

constant replacement. The loss of operating time due to shutdowns to make repairs

is high.

The dry pan or chaser mill is similar in principle to the Chilean mill (Fig. 13)

and is in use today mainly in the clay and ceramic industries, but usually operating

as a dry-grinding unit, both as a batch and as a continuous mill. In the continuous

mill, instead of having screens forming the sides, the grinding plate is perforated or a

circular plate at the periphery is adjusted as to clearance, so as to allow the material

to pass out. When a finer product is wanted than can be obtained by the relatively

coarse perforations or clearances, then the mill is usually operated in closed circuit

with a separate screen. The oversize is returned to the mill for finishing.

Advantages,—The ratio of reduction in the coarser range of sizes is large. When
stone is used for the roll and plate, metal contamination is eliminated. The mill is

able to crush and grind damp materials without drying. It can be used as a batch

as well as continuous grinding mill.

JMsadvantages,—Power in the finer size range, below about 6 to 10 mesh, is exces-

sive. This mill is very dusty in operation. Maintenance when grinding hard mate-

rials is high. Constant attention is required.

Huntington Mill.—The Huntington (w;et-grinding) milJl (Pig. 14) has been little'

used for a number of years. It operates the principle of rollers, their axes nearly

perpendicular, being pressed against a die Hng by centrifugal force, as the arms a^re

rapidly revolved. The ore, as in the Chilean mill, is cAished between the roll and
the ring. The product is splashed against screens around the ring, tbe bversize slides
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down the screen and returns to the ring to be further ground. The sketch shows the

principle of operation.

The advantages of the Huntington mill are similar to those of the C'hilean mill.

The disadvantages are the same as those of the Chilean mill, with greater emphasis on

the repair and maintenance costs. The Huntington mill also runs at high speed.

If it had not been for mechanical troubles, probably neither the Chilean nor the

Huntington mills would have lost their popularity as rapidly as they have. The basic

principle as a dry mill, however, is extensively used today on relatively soft non-

abrasive materials as tbiscribed later on.

Buhrstone Mills.—The buhrstone mill (Fig. 15) is one of the oldest forms of

grinding mills. It was used sis far back as history records, to pulverize grains as

well as hard materials. In principle, the mill consists of two flat stones, of which one

is caused to revolve. The fe*. d is introduccid at the center of one stone and works its

way to the periphery, due; to grooves in the stone so cut as to push the material out-

ward as it is being ground between the two surfaces. Fineness is controlled by the

prtissure exerted and by the speed. The'illustration shows the horizontal Imhrstone.

Another form is to place the stones vertically (horizontal axis), which causes the

material to work through by gravity as well.

This mill is being used less and less today, particularly for grinding hard or abrasive

materials. The capacity is low, and the power per ton is high. Maintenance, when
grinding anything but soft material or grain, is excessive.

Fine-grinding Rolls.—Until the advent of the ball and tube mill, rolb were often

used to obtain a product as fine as 30 mesh. The advantage of the roll as a medium-
fine grinder is its ability to deliver a very uniform product.

The great disadvantage of the roll as a fine grinder is the excessive maintenance

cost, as the surfaces must be kept in first-class shape for fine grinding. Otherwise,

the efficiency drops materially. Fine grinding rolls must also be operated in closed

circuit with screens, which means the use of an elevator in the circuit.

Ring RoU Mill.—A modified form of roll is the ring roll mill (Fig. 16) designed to

secure a finer product than can economically be obtained by the standard form of

reduction rolls. Two designs are employed. The Sturtevant ring roll mill rotates

the large ring a with concave inner surface through a cantilever spider attached to the

ring driven through a horizontal shaft. The rolls h with convex faces are mounted
on a hinged housing, also cantilevered through the housing and held against the ring

by heavy springer. The feed c is introduced in•front of one of the rolls, and that which

pushed of clings by centrifugal force to the concaved inner face of the ring,

since the rihg is rotated well above the speed needed to cause centrifugal cling. The
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material is pushed off in front of each roll, as indicated in one case as at d, in a semi-

ground state. From a hopper, not shown, this semiground material is then conveyed

and elevated to a suitable sizing device^ either a screen or air classifier. The oversize

is then returned to the mill with the original feed.

The Kent Maxecon mill has a concave ring and convex rolls, ^s illustrated, but the

power is imparted to one of the rolls instead of the ring. The friction between the

roll, material, and ring causes the ring to rotate, which also drives the other rolls,

and reduction is completed in a similar manner to that described above.

Advantages ,—The mills are satisfactory in grinding dry, to moderate finenesses,

relatively soft nonabrasive materials, and in this range the power and maintenance are

reasonable. The first cost is also reasonable, and the mill requires relatively low

floor space.

Disadvantages ,—Power per ton and maintenance become excessive when used to

grind tine, even on relatively nonabrasive materials. Since separate screens or air

classifying systems are required and the circulating loads required to maintain effi-

cient operation are high, the simplicity of ‘the mill itself is largely nullified by the

auxiliaries required. The mill is unsuited to

grind hard or abrasive materials as the main-

tenance becomes excessive. Power and circu-

lating loads become excessive when used as a

fine grinding unit, even on soft materials.

Impact Hammer Mill.—A modified form of

the hammer mill (Fig. 9) is the arrangement

shown in Fig. 17. Instead of the feed d after

being crushed by hammers c discharging

through a screen grate in the bottom of the

mill, air enters at a and carries with it the

ground and semiground product into chamber b.

The oversize slides back along the housing e

back into the hammers c for regrinding. The
finished and semi-ground material as it rises in

the chamber encounters revolving single or

double blades /, which cause a rapid cyclonic

motion to the air and material in the upper

portion of the chamber and throw out the

coarser particles against the wall when they

slide back into the hammer mill. The fineness

is controlled by the speed of these blades, which

are actuated by outside motive force through

pulley g and transmission h. Fan k draws the

material-laden air from the mill and delivers it

to the product collector I, and the finished product is separated from the air and

delivered at the discharge spout m. The material-free air returns to the mill through

pipe (n). Infiltration air and moisture are discharged through vent o to the atmos-

phere or, if too dusty, to a bag or other type of high-efiSciency dust collector.

By this arrangement, fine products can be obtained, much finer than by the screen-

type hammer miU. This system is extensively used in pulverizing hydrated lime and

other soft nonabrasive materials, usually to produce finehessea ranging frpm 100 to

S25 mesh.

Advantages .'—^The system is low in first cost^ and dustless; The produet Is deliv-

ered to any reasonable height above the floor without auxiliary conveyers or ^fevatom.

Whm auxiliary hot air h lised, damp materials cah be grotmd sati^aetoi^yt fineness

Fig. 17.—Hammer mill with air

classification.
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can be controlled within reasonably close limits, and extremely fine products are

attainable.

Disadvantages ,—Only soft nonabrasive materials can be ground without excessive

maintenance. Frequent overhauling of the hammer mill is required. It is imsui^ed

for use on materials that tend to reduce to a

unit grain size, as this size builds up and

reduces the capacity appreciably.

Roller Mills.—Figure 18 diagrammatically

illustrates the principle of the roller mill, as

used for dry grinding. The operation is

similar to the Huntington grinding mill

(Fig. 14) except that Ibis mill is essentially

a dry-grinding device. id of classifying

by screehs, air is used to stfa /enge the mill of

fines, and, as the air rises, it carries with it

the finely groun 1 material with some oversize.

The air system is similar to that described

above for the impact hammer mill (Fig. 17).

In one design where close regulation of fineness

and extreme fines are not required, 60 to 80

per cent minus 200 mesh, the classification

means is simply the space above the rollers

and centrifugal motion imparted to the air by the revolving rollers and arms.

The coarser particles settle back along the sides into the grinding zone for regrinding.

P"or closer control of fines and particularly where fine products from, say, 80 per cent

minus 200 mesh to 99 per cent minus 325 mesh are desired, the type of classifier with

auxiliary blades, as shown in Fig. 17, is employed. Table 8 covers data on Raymond
low- and high-side roller mills, with capacities, grinding bituminous coal of good
grindability.

Table 8.—Data on Raymond Roller Mills^

Size of

mill

j

Type
Product Fineness

Coal

Capacity,

lb. per hr.

bituminous

coal

Power

Mill motor Fan motor
hp. hp.

3,036

•

Low side 70% — 200 mesh 3,200 25 15

3,036 High side 85% -- 200 mesh 2,100 20 15

4,237 Low side 70% — 200 mesh 6,500 50 30

4,237 High side 85% — 200 mesh 4,400 40 30

5,448 Low side 70% — 200 mesh 13,500 100 50

5,448 High side 85% — 200 mesh 9,000 100 60

6,669 Low side 70% — 200 mesh 30,500 200 100

6,669 High side 85% — 200 mesh 20,500 200 100

73,612 Low side 70% - 200 mesh 60,000 300 160

73,612 High side 85% — 200 mesh 33,500 250 150

1 From Raymonxl Pulv. Div., Combuatioh Eng. Co.

Th^ Rradley Hercules mill a roller mill, very similar to the Huntington mill, but

gfinds dry and Uses internal screens. No air is employed, but the fines through the

Ifereens are diseharg<gi into a conveyer and used as is or sent to a regrinding mill, since
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this arrangement is seldom equipped with screens finer than 10 to 12 mesh, as the

screen wear and lost time, due to making screen repairs, becomes excessive. Also,

unless the material is thoroughly dried, the screens blind.

Advantages .—Roller mills will grind harder materials than impact hammer mills.

Critical size does not accumulate when grinding those materials that cause this diffi-

culty in impact hammer mills. The same other advantages as mentioned for the

impact hammer mill apply here, and mills of high capacity (and power) can be built

without unduly complicating the mechanical arrangement.

Disadvantages .—The roller mill, like similar high-speed mills, can grind only

relatively soft and nonabrasive materials economically. Repairs are frequent, oil

and grease consumption is appreciable, and skilled labor is required to keep properly

adjusted. Capacity and efficiency is at a maximum when ring and rollers are new
but decreases rapidly as these parts begin

to wear, since wear is seldom uniform,

owing to the tendency for both rings and

rolls to corrugate.

Bowl Mills.—Instead of the rollers

revolving around a stationary ring, as

with the roller mill (Fig. 18), the ring in

the form of a bowl rotates about station-

ary rollers, as illustrated by Fig. 19. The
stationary rollers are mounted on a

pivoted yoke and are held down by strong

external springs, which only come into

play if the mill is overloaded, or uncrush-

able material like tramp iron finds its

way into the grinding zone. The mill is

scavenged by air, and the same system

of collection and air circulation is em-

29. Bowl mill. ployed as described for the impact ham-
mer mill (Fig. 17). It is also extensively

used as a unit coal pulverizer, in which event hot air is introduced to dry and grind

the coal that is removed by this air and blown directly into the furnaces, as illustrated

and described in more detail later (see Fig. 34).

The Raymond bowl mill is primarily used to grind bituminous coal, as well as

other relatively soft nonabrasive materials pulverized to moderate finenesses in this

mill. As a result, pulverizer sizes range from units with capacities of 1 to 18 tons per

hr., with powers of 40 to 300 hp. and drive shaft speeds of 1800 and 900 r.p.m.,

respectively.

Advantages .—It is quiet, compact, smoothly operating unit, requiring small floor

space' for the capacity attainable. Greasing and adjustment can be done without

shutting down the mill. The mill is economical in power consumption when grinding

to moderate finenesses.

Disadvantages .—Common with all high-speed mills, the bowl mill can grind only

relatively soft nonabrasive materials without excessive maintenance, and efficiency

Is at a maximum when bowl ring and rollers are new. Is not so suitable for very fine

grinding as other forms of roller and ball mills.

Ball-bearing Mills.“-*Figure 20 illustrates the ball-bearing principle of grinding

in one of its preferred forms. A row of cloi^ly spaced balls a is rotated by the rotating

race t on a heavy frame c by means of shaft d driven by gear e. The balls roll on race

fe, owing to contact under pressure with upper race /, through adjustable springs g.

Feed ent^ through chute h and into the lower race when the balls under heavy p:re^
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sure crush the material as they rorll. Air through duct j sweeps the pulverized mate-

rial up into kj where it is classified by baffles and centrifugal motion. The fines pass

out through pipe 1. The balance of the system is similar to that illustrated in Fig. 17,

for a storage system, in which the fine product is separated from the air and the air

is returned to the mill, or as in Fig. 34 as a unit pulverizer, where hot air is used and the

product blown directly to a furnace. For higher capacities and finer products, three

sets of balls and races are incorporated in one mill. This is known as the type B
Babcock and Wilcox ball-bearing mill. One large set of balls receives the coarse feed

first, and as the material passes through the mill it is directed into an outer row of

smaller balls and then to the third row below the first two. The mill is either air

swept, or the product is allowed to drop out at the bottom, where it is conveyed to a

separate classifier, similar to the arrangement illustrated in Fig. 32 for a ball mill.

Table 9 covers data on various sizes^ of type B Babcock and Wilcox pulverizers

grinding limestone.

Table 9.—Ball-bearing Type B Babcock and Wilcox Mill Data

Size of mill Hp. required

Capacity on limestone, tons per hour

To 90% -- 200 mesh
To 96% - 200

mesh

Medium hard Medium Medium

220 117 5.5 7 6

226 180 8.3 12 10

238 270 12.5 17 15

346 410 ! 18.7 26 22

360 560 26.0 36 30
866 680 31.0 43 36

The Fuller mill is another and ear'lier form of ball-bearing pulverizer, differing from

tha iabotre by using larger balls, pushed around a race by pusher arms instead of

Utiixing two raees. A screen around the periphery of the mill is used to size the
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product or air, similar to the method described for the Babcock and Wilcox air-swept

mill.

Advantages ,—The mill is compact and relatively low in power consumption on soft

materials. It requires little floor space. Greasing and adjustments are made from

the outside of the mill.

Disadvantages ,—It is suited to grinding only relatively soft, nonabrasive materials

if maintenance is to be kept at a reasonable cost. Practically complete dismantling

is required to renew worn or broken races. Efficiency

drops with use, as grinding surface becomes uneven or the

total area of contact is reduced as the balls become smaller

and the races change in contour. When outside classifica-

tion is employed, circulating loads are extremely high, thus

adding to auxiliaries and over-all power consumption.

Rotating-drum Mills.—In this category are the most

universally used of all modern grinding mills. The mill

is essentially a slowly rotating drum on a horizontal axis,

Fig. 21.—Diagrammatic partially filled with freely moving grinding bodies, harder
section of tube mill. tougher than the material to be ground. The

tumbling action of these bodies crushes and grinds the

material as it is fed to and passes through the mill, if the operation is continuous. If

charged into and remaining in the mill during operation, the operation is in batches.

Figure 21 illustrates the basic principle.

Mills of this type fall into three general classifications, aside from being continuous

or batch in operation.

1. Ball mills using metal balls.

2. Pebble mills using a nonmetallic grinding media, such as flint pebbles or larger

pieces of the material itself, provided that it is hard and relatively tough.

3. Rod mills that use rods the full length of

the mill, that freely tumble like balls or pebbles

as the mill rotates.

These mills are essentially slow-speed grinding

devices, 12 to 40 r.p.m., depending upon the size.

The slow speed, together with the inherent

simplicity and ability to run continuously over

long periods and under adverse conditions, is the

chief reason why this type of mill is so generally

employed for wet and dry coarse and fine

grinding. It is the only type of mill, in certain

improved forms, that can grind very hard and
abrasiye materials at a reasonable cost.

Krupp Mill,—As a preliminary grinder, the

Krupp ball mill (Fig. 22) was long considered

standard. It is still used today but is gradually

giving way to the types of mills later described.

Matmal is fed into the center of the mill a; balls

iii dropping and rolling down the cascade liners h

crush and grind the coarser pieces. As the drum rotates, the ground and semi-

ground product drops through holes c to coarse screen Iplate d. Fines that will

pass the screen plate drop on to fine Screen e. The undersize of this screen

drops out of the rotating mill and into, stationary hopper /, which also is part of

a coyer over the entire mill, to prevent dust from escaping. The oversisse of

bott opaziie screen d apd screen e join at g and pass back into the mill jp a space
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under linelf^ plate at h for finishing. The product obtained is granular and devoid of

fines.

Advantages .—The power per ton ground through a given mesh size is good, but

since few fines are produced the total work done does not compare favorably with

mills of later design.

Disadvantages .—The maintenance, particularly on the screens, is high, and the

mill requires dismantling to repair. Even though a dust hood surrounds the mill,

considerable dust escapes through cracks, unless constantly watched and kept tight.

It is suitable only for relatively coarse grinding operations.

Cylindrical Ball Mills.—Figure 23a illustrates the standard trunnion-overflow

or center-discharge cylindjtcal ball mill. The mill consists primarily of a drum
rotating about its horiasnntal axis on hollow trunnions. The drum is driven by means
of a circumferential gear, tkr^mgh pinion, on a separate countershaft, which in turn is

driven b^' belt-reduction gearing or direct connected through flexible coupling to a

motor. Feed is introduced, through the feed-end trunnion, by a scoop attached to,

and rotating wi^h, the drum. The mill is filled approximately half-full of balls, which

cascade or tumble down the incline formed as the drum is rotated. Owing to the

difference in liead caused by the feeder, the material Ireing ground migrates toward

the discharge end, where it flows out of the hollow discharge trunnion in a ground or

Fig. 23.—Cylindrical mill: a, trunnion overflow; 6, grate discharge; c, peripheral grate
discharge.

semiground state, depending upon the rate of travel through the mill. The higher

the feed rate, the greater the difference in head and the faster will be the travel toward

the discharge end, so long as the material will discharge as"fast as it is being fed.

The mill is adapted and used for both wet- and dry-grinding operations. When
grinding wet, the rate of travel is considerably faster than when grinding dry, as less

head is required to move a given material volume through the mill under the same
conditions, thus making this form of mill more flexible and able to grind to better

advantage wet than dry. Fineness of product and capacity are dependent upon speed,

ball size, loading, and ratios of different ball sizes, size of feed, hardness of material

being ground, moisture content, and control of feed rate.

Advantages .—The mill is of simple construction and readily inspected and repaired.

If crowded too much and overloaded, it will relieve itself much more readily than those

types with grate or restricted-discharge arrangements. Maintenance is but a fraction

of that of high-speed mills, grinding either wet or dry. The wet-grinding mill fed

with medium size feed is capable of maintaining very high circulating loads.

Disadvantages .
—^Power consumption and maintenance are somewhat higher than

with certain other forms of trunnion-overflow mills grinding wet and considerably

more when grinding dry. When fed coarse.material, it tends discharge tramp over-

size, as there are no means to hold back larger pieces that snort-circuit through the

mill.

OratttHlischarge Ball Mills.—^There are two general types of grate-discharge ball

mills; the type with internal grate ahd lifters (Pig. 236) and the open end grate (Fig.
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23c). The object of using a grate is to lower the material or pulp level so as to increase

the rate of migration through the mill and to hold back tramp oversize from dis-

charging with the product.

The internal-grate-discharge mill (Fig. 23&) operates in the same manner as the

trunnion-overflow mill described above, except for the grate discharge. The grate is

made of a thick casting or built-up alloy steel bars closely spaced and tapered out-

wardly, to prevent lodgment of coarse pieces and tramp iron between the openings.

Between the grate and end wall are lifters that, as the mill rotates, pick up the prodiuit

that has passed through the grates and discharge it into the discharge trunnion. A
coarse grate permits rapid flow of the material through the mill but also permits

tramp oversize to pass through, as well as small balls that may be large enough to be

effective. Grate openings are, therefore, specified to suit conditions and vary from a

minimum opening of about Viq in. to a maximum of about 1 in.

The open end mill (Fig. 23c), instead of being supported on trunnion bearings, is

equipped with a tire around the shell which is supported on rollers. The product

from the grate dischargee by gravity peripherally, the object being to attain full

diameter discharge and a minimum of material loading in the mill.

The Marcy mill is a grate-type mill, built with two types of grates (Fig. 236 and

23c). Three methods of support are employed: two trunnions (Fig. 23a), trunnion

at feed end and tire at discharge end (Fig. 23a and c), or tires at both feed and discharge

ends. Designation of size, unlike other makes, is measured as the volume inside of

the new liners and length between feed head liners and grate. Sizes range from 30 in.

diameter by 36 in. long to 10 ft. diameter by 10 ft. long, mill ball loads from 1900 to

113,000 lb., and power from 5 to 750 hp. Capacity ratings for wet-grinding mills

with a feed of in. and grinding to 65 mesh in closed circuit with a suitable classifier

range from 8 to 1700 tons per 24 hr.

Sizes, power, and approximate capacities of Allis-Chalmers mills are given in

Table 10. This is typical data for both grated-type and trunnion-overflow mills in

various sizes for grinding wet. Traylor Engineering & Mfg. Co., in its capacity

tables, states that dry-grinding cylindrical mills have about 60 per cent of the capacity

of wet-grinding cylindrical mills to the same fineness.

Advantages.—Grate-discharge mills can grind a coarser feed size than the equiva-

lent trunnion-overflow mill without discharging tramp oversize with the product.

When used for grinding materials dry, the rate of travel through the mill is increased

over the trunnion overflow type, with less tendency to cushion the balls. A grate

installed in a wet-grinding trunnion-overflow mill will increase the capacity of the

mill but with an increase in jjower consumption at least equal to, and usually some-

what greater than, the equivalent increase in capacity. On coarse feeds, a relatively

high circulating load can be maintained without discharging tramp oversize.

Disadvantages .—Compared with the equivalent trunnion-overflow mill, grate mills

operate with higher over-all lining and ball consumption, in addition to grate main-

tenance. The wear is duo to greater opportunity of metal-to-metal contact. Grate

openings tend to plug up with broken balls, tramp iron, and wood chips. An over-

loaded grate-type mill usually requires several hours to clear up, compared with a few
minutes for the trunnion-overflow mill. The peripheral-discharge grate mill requires

^ Itilxiliary pump to elevate the product to its classifier when operated in tjlosed

circuit. Wear is usually greatest at the discharge end owing to lack of material there

and the tendency of the large balls to seek that zone whicfl has greatest free motion.

The over-all work done (mesh tons per horsepower) is no better than a trunnion

overflow mill taking the same power.

Conical Bail Mill.—^The Hardinge Conical ball mill (Fig. 24), like the cylindrical

mill; is a driim rotating about its horizontal axis and operated in much the same way.
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Table 10.

—

Cylindrical Ball Mill Capacities*

Size, ft.
45% ball

load, lb.
R.p.m.

Short tons per 24 hr.

Motor out-

put, hp.

Motor
size, hp.65% -

200
85% -
200

3X5 3,700 44 33 23 23 254X4 5,600 37H 50 35 34 405X5 11,000 3©}.; 100 70 68 756X0 19, .500 180 125 120 125

6H X « 30,500 . ‘J5 290 205 187 200

7 X 8 35,500 335 235 216 2258X8 47,000 460 325 290 3009X9 6&,000 19,4 685 480 420 425

9>i X 10 83,000 184 830 575 500 500

9H X 12 99,500 184 1000 695 600 600

lOH X 12 123,000 17 1275 900 750 750

1 From Allis-C’haliners Mfg. Co. Bulletin.

Data based on wet grinding; single stage; closed-circuit operating; grated-type mills, feed in.

one-way dimensions); “diameters," inside shell without liners; “lerigths," working length shell between
end liners.

For trunnion-overflow mills, reduce both power and capacity approximately 20 per cent.

Unlike the cylindrical mill, the ends are conical. The feed-end cone is of greater

inclination than the discharge end, as shown by Fig. 24o, or as in the Tricone mill

the central portion is a truncated cone (Fig. 24c). The conical shape accomplishes

three main objectives: (1) creates a ball action that roughly proportions the energy

to the work done; (2) increases circulating action and Tate of migration through the

mill; (3) decreases ball, liner, and, if used, grate wear.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 24.—Ilardinge Conical mill: a, high pulp level discharge; b, reverse cone grate; c,

Tricone.with grate.

Taking advantage of the phenomenon that a large lump will roll downhill ahead
of a smaller one, the cone deflects the larger freer moving balls to the feed end (largest

diameter) of the mill where the largest size particles are encountered. The smaller

balls are displaced and congregate in a zone of lesser diameter which is the discharge

cone. The material, in passing through the mill and being broken into small particles

by the larger balls, is more easily and efficiently ground by the smaller balls, which have
greater surface area per unit of volume and fall from a lesser height, and at lower

peripheral speeds.

The tapered or conical end, on raising the material against the shell and lifters

above the center line, causes it to fall forward and downward, not merely downward,
with the effect of rapidly moving the material toward the discharge end, at a much
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greater rate than by displacement only. The skin friction against the liner and lifters

is similar to having an infinite number of small inclined chutes continuously shoving

the material forward. The finer particles with greater surface area and frictional

resistance are influenced more than the coarser pieces and will be propelled forward

more rapidly. The larger pieces will remain in the large diameter zones until broken

down.

Wear on balls and liners is lower where the force exerted can be proportioned to the

work required. It follows that ball and liner wear in the conical ends is lower with

consequent over-all reduction in wear per ton of product. When a grate is used in

the discharge cone, its wear is reduced since only the smaller balls come in contact with

it. Grates are employed in Conical mills to keep back tramp oversize if the feed is

coarse, but need not be employed to increase the circulating load as the forward pro-

pelling action of the cone will keep the flow rate up to any practical limits of good

classification. Table 11 covers sizes and capacities of Hardinge Conical ball mills.

Figure 24a shows the appearance of balls inside the mill. The large balls remain

in the central portion, and the size decreases as the discharge end is approached. The

trunnion opening shown in this illustration is the ultra-high pulp level for wet grinding.

Raising the over-all mill load and moment of inertia increases the grinding rate with-

out an equivalent increase in power. Figure 246 illustrates the arrangement with

reverse cone grate to hold' balls back and keep the grate from blinding by the cleaning

action that occurs with this arrangement.

The Hardinge Tricone mill is illustrated by Fig. 24c, a development of the (k)nical-

mill principle that aligns the balls as mentioned above but provides a larger space for

Table 11.—Conica^. Ball Mills^

Size of mill

Maxi-

mum
weight

of

balls

lb.

R.p.m. of

mill

Hp. of

motor
Capacity, tons per 24 hr.

Min. Max. Min. Max.

iy2

in. to

10

mesh

.

in. to

48

mesh

in.

to

98%
>-325

mesh

2' X 8" 650 35.2 46 1.5 2 3.5 2.5 1.5 1

3' X 24" KillCI 39.8 10 10 32 16 12 7 4

X 16" 26.2 15 65 33 23 15 9
6' X 36" 60 174 88 61 39 23
6^ X 36" 21.2 75 282 140 97' 64 38
7' X 36" 19.4 25.4 125 465 225 165 102 61
8' X 48" 18.2 175 820 394 274 179 108
9' X 48" 17.3 250 1290 630 435 285 172

Ky X 48" 16.2 21.2 Bm 1690 810 560 367 I 221

X 72" 21.2 970 675 440 266
12' X 72" 14.7 19.2 1570 1090 715 430
12' 14.7 1^.2

IBa
:?a40 1630 1060 640

^ From Hardinge Co., Inc., Bylleiin,

Capaeitiee given are for trunnion-overflow mills grinding material wet of average grindabilify. For
hard materials, the capacities should be reduced, and lor softer materials, inoreased. Dry-grinding

eaphldties i^e 80 to flO per cent ol the above capacities. Normal operating ball charges for mill with

olaasiflsrs are 15 per cent below^those listed.
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the smaller^ balls, thus increasing the grinding action on the semiground material.

The illustration shows a grate that is employed in this arrangement when conditions

warrant, but being where the small balls only are in action, the wear is relatively light.

Advantages.—The Conical mill is low in power consumption for a given reduction,

is simple to operate, and, if overloaded, can be brought back to normal in a very

short time owing to its free discharge and rapid forward propelling action. The use

of a grate is unnecessary to secure maximum capacity under normal circumstances.

The shape permits the making of a structure of great strength with a minimum of

weight. Bearing friction and power wastage are thus reduced to a minimum.
Disadvantages.—For grinding soft nonabrasive materials dry, the Conical mill is

not so low in power consun pti n as some high-speed mills. It requires more floor

space than the equiv^ciit high-speed mill. When grates are used, the same dis-

advantages mentioned f*.r the grated-type cylindrical mill hold true here except that

grate wear is not so high sinct^ only the smaller size balls are in contact with the grate.

Maximum efficiency is not secured unless operated in closed circuit with some sizing

device such as a screen or classifier unless the range of reduction is relatively low.

Pebble Mills.—The pebble mill, either Conical or cylindrical, operates on the same
principles as the ball mill, but since flint pebbles or hard selected larger pieces of the

material being ground are used, the capacity for a given grinding volume is consider-

ably less. The power required is also less. The efficiency may be comparable with

the ball mill in many instances. Feed size of a cylindrical pebble mill should seldom

be over 6 mesh, and for the Conical pebble mill % to }i in., otherwise even with large

pebbles up to 5 or 6 in. in diameter the mill may not operate efficiently. The Conical

mill is used without a grate when grinding dry except under special conditions. A

Tabll 12,—Conical Pebble Mills^

Size of

mill

Weight of

• pebbles
R.p.m.

of

mill

Hp. of

motor

C^apacity, tons per 24 hr.

H in.

to

20

mesh

li in.

to

65

mesh

K in.

to

100

mesh

}i in-

to

98%
-200
mesh

in.

to

98%
-325
meshMin. Max. Min. Max.

2' X 8" 80 100 51.5 0.5 0.1 0.2 0.9 0.75 0.5 0.275
3' X 24" 550 700 40.4 5 5 15 7 5.5 3.5 2.1

4M' X 16" 1,150 1,500 33
,
7.5 10 34 15 12 8 4.5

5' X 36" 2,400 3,100 31.2
.
15 20 72 32 26 17 10

6' X 36" 3,800 4,800, 28.3
j

25 30 117 52 42 27 17

7' X 36" 5,800 7,500 26 40 50 186 83 66 43 26
8' X 48" 9^900 12,700 24.1 60 75 326 146 117 76 45
9' X 48" 13,500 17,400 22.6 100 100 455 204 163 106 64

10' X 48" 15,900 20,400 21.4 100 125 540 242 194 125 76
10' X 72" 20,800 26,800 21.4 126 150 710 318 255 165 100
12' X 72" 32,800 42,500 19.4 200 250 1130 505 402 262 157
12' X 120" 47,600 61,200 19 4 300 400 1620 725 580 376 226

1 l^rom Hardiage Co,, Inc., BuXl^in.

Capacities given are for grinding material wet of average grindabiUty. For bard znateriaU, the

oapacitieB should be reduoed, and for softer materials, increased. Dry^grinding capacities are 80 to

90 per oent of the above capacities. Normal operating pebble obarges lor a mill with air elassiHer are

5 to Id pei^. cent below minimum listed.
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cylindrical pebble mill without a grate is quite sluggish in operation; wht^ii a grate is

used, pebble breakage is high and metal contamination of the product may occur.

Table 12 gives data on Conical pebble mills, and Table 13 on cylindrical pebble tube

mills.

Advantages .—Pebble mills, using a nonmetallic lining like silex or porcelain, grind

without contaminating the product with iron, a very important consideration in the

ceramic industry and in handling certain chemical products. On certain materials,

over-all grinding costs including lining and grinding media are less than the equivalent

ball mill or high-speed pulverizer. When so adjusted, a Conical pebble mill can pro-

duce a more uniform product than any type of ball mill.

Disadvantages .—Capacity for a given mill volume or capital outlay is usually less

than for the equivalent ball or high-speed mill. The mill will not handle as coarse

feeds so satisfactorily as a ball mill or some high-speed mills.

Table 13.

—

Pebble Tube Mill Data®
1'’runnion Overflow

Size,

diam. and

length, ft.

Weight
of 4-in.

quartzite

lining

Weight

of IJ^-in.

metal

lining

Normal
pebble

charge, lb.

Hp. of

motor

Normal
speed,

r.p.m.

3X6 3,000^ 4,800 1,500
i

10 38

4 X 10 8,200 9,300 3,900 25 33

5 X 16 15,700 17,500 13,200 50 29

5 X 22 20,800 23,500 18,000 75 29

6 X 20 19,000 21,000 23,300 100 26

7 X 22 24,700 28,000 35,200 150 24

8 X 24 32,000 36,500 43,500 200 22

9 X 24 38,100 52,000 59,000 250 20

« From Hardinge Co., Inc., Bulletin.

^ 2^2 in. Quartzite lining.

« With grate, pebble loads can be increased as much as 15 per cent. Power incresuses proportionately.

^ Speeds are for quartzite lining and wet grinding. For metal wave type, decrease speeds per

cent. For dry grinding, decrease mill speeds 10 per cent.

Ball-tube and Compartment Mills.—The ball-tube mill is a long cylindrical mill

using small balls. Originally it was operated in open circuit. I'o obtain a fine prod-

uct in one pass, the barrel was made relatively loitg compared with the diameter so as

to ensure a product with a minimum of oversize. Much overgrinding' was done.

Today this mill is used mainly where a product containing an excess of fines with some
coarser sizes mixed in is desired, or where a plastic or smooth character of product is

required. The mill is not so efficient in meeting size specification^ as shorter mills

operated in closed circuit with some suitable sizing device. Feed size seldom exceeds

fi unless the material is soft.

The compartment mill (Fig. 25) is a ball-tube mill with compartments to keep the

balls zoned into various major sizes as illustrated. By this means, the mill can then
be fed with sizes as coarse as 2 in. and deliver a fine product without the use of an
outside classifier. The system is compacts and relatively simple but not efficient.

The mill was operated in open circuit in the manufacture of cement, imtil specifica-

tions became more strict and fineness requirements increased. Now it is generally

closed circuited with a suitable air classifier with a material increase in over-all
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efficiency. Sizes range from 5 ft. in diameter by 22 ft. long, requiring about 200 hp.,

to 10 ft. in diameter by 30 ft. long, requiring up to 1500 hp.

Rod Mills.—The rod mill is similar in appearance and in principle of operation to

the ball mill eixcept that rods are employed as grinding media in place of balls or

pebbles. The rod mill, after a number of years of misapplication, is now generally

used in a rather narrow or special field of reduction, somewhere between a reduction

gyratory crusher or roll and a }>all mill. It is particularly suited to grinding in open
circuit a feed size up to about 1 in. and delivering a prodm^t of about 10 mesh, either

wet or dry. The mill is used for finer products, but the over-all efficiency suffers as

Fig. 25.—Compartment mill.

compared with the equivalent ball mill. Where both mills are operated in open cir-

cuit, a rod mill produces a minimum of tramp oVersize for a given reduction. The ball

mill, to eliminate tramp in one pass, must be underfed and tends to overgrind. On
the other hand, a ball mill, if run in closed circuit with screens or efficient classifiers,

will often do an even better job in the same range.

Figure 26 illustrates several designs of rod mills. Figure 26a is the trunnion-

overflow vertical-ended rod mill as employed for wet-grinding operations and is

similar in design to the standard cylindrical ball mill. y

I
Figure 266 shows the standard Marcy rod mill with large discharge opening and

splash door mounted on a separate pede.stal and capable of being swung back for

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 26.

—

a, Rod mill with trunnion overflow discharge; b, Marcy open-end mill; c, Hardinge
peripheral discharge with alota; d, same with lifters.

inspection or replenishment of rods. This mill is tire mounted and runs on rollers

similar to the ball mill shown in Fig. 23c.

Figure 26c and d illustrate two arrangements of the pardinge rod mill with conical

ends at both feed and discharge. Rods align themselves vertically even though the

ends are conical. Any tendency of a rod to move laterally is soon corrected by the

rod end in rolling down the incline contacting the sloping head which causes the rod
to be deflected back into alignment. The space at the feed end affords ready access

of feed between the rods, and at the discharge end tends to throw back any tramp
oversi*e that may have gotten through. Figure 26c is a peripheral discharge arrange-

ment particularly suited to dry grinding as it affords maximum difference in head
between feed and discharge, which increases the rate of flow, an important considora^
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tion in those cases where damp materials are being ground. The Tompkins Mining

Machinery Co. also makes a mill of this type. Figure 26d is another low pulp-level

arrangement to obtain a low-level discharge yet elevate the pulp to a point near the

center line where it is then possible to run in closed circuit with a classifier without

an auxiliary pump.
Table 14 gives data on Hardinge wet- and dry-grinding rod mills. Table 15 gives

the Marcy rod-mill catalogue capacity estimates when grinding 1-in. medium ore

feed to the finenesses indicated. Capacities may vary considerably over or under

those indicated, depending upon operating conditions and hardness of the ore being

treated.

Advantages .—The rod mill is a very satisfactory reduction crusher and in its field

operates with less attention and’ maintenance than equivalent reduction gyratory or

Table 14.—Ron Mill Data'

Horsepower f /apacity

Size of

mill,

ft.

Weight
lb. rod

charge

R.p.rn. mill

To run Motor

Tons per

24 hr.

wet

grinding

in. to

20 mesh

Tons per

hr. dry

grinding
^4

' in. to

Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max.
10 mesh

2X4 1,700 32 43 5 6 5 7.5 27 1

3X6 6,000 25 34 15 18 15 20 80 3

4X8 14,000 21 29 33 40 35 40 180 6

5 X 10 27,000 18 25 60 80 75 100 350 12

6 X 12 50,000 16 19 110 140 125 150 620 22

7 X 14 80,000 14 17 175 220 200 250 970 34

8 X 14 105,000 12 15 225 280 250 300 1250 44

9 X 14 135,000 11 13.5 280 350 300 350
1— 1550 55

1 From Hardinge Co., Inc., Bulletin.

Table 15.

—

Approximate Capacities of Rod Mills'

Based on Medium Hard Ore— 1-in. Feed

Size of
Tons per 24 hr.

mill, ft.
8 mesh 20 mesh 35 mesh 48 mesh 65 mesh

2X4 20 15 12 10 7

3X6 105 80 65 40

; 4 X 8 240 180 145 120 90

5 X 10 525 390 315 260 195

6 X 12 855 640 425 320

7 X 16 1200 965 800 600

9 X 12 1500 1000 750

1 1'rom Mine Sidelter and Supply Co. Bulletin,

J'oDT a bftt4 or© or coarser fwd than 1 in., oaphoities will decrease 10 to 35 per cSfent and for softer dr©

or finer feefi than 1 in«, ©apaoitiee will inereas© |0 to 00 per oent.
. .fi’ '

,

^ ‘

,

'
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other crushers that enter the finer ranges of crushing down to 8 to 14 mesh. The mill

also is capable of grinding damper material without packing than crusher, hammer, or

ball mills. Hard and abrasive materials Q,an be reduced with low maintenance cost.

It delivers a product relatively free of tramp oversize and excessive fines.

Disadvantages .—The rod mill is not so good a fine grinding unit as a ball mill, and
its range of reduction is limited. It will not handle high circulating loads satisfac-

torily. It must be stopped periodically to change rods or remove worn, broken rod

portions to maintain efficiency. It is not so flexible as the ball mill or high-speed types

of dry-grinding mills.

Cascade Mill.—The Hardi ige Cascade mill (Fig. 27) is an over-all reduction device.

It takes blocky run-of-mine or rjftiarry feed and reduces it in one operation to as fine a

product as wanted; a max’mum of 10-in. to 14-in. feed size to, say, 80 per cent

minus 200 mesh. The device may be arranged for wet grinding in closed circuit with

a suitable classifier, llie illustration here is as a dry-grinding unit that has proved

satisfactory in grinding ores which, after grinding, are repulped for treatment by
flotation or other wet-processing methods. Run-of-mine ore is delivered to an
adjustable grizzly a which separates the feed into two main sizes c and d. Size d will

contain only coarse sizes capable of acting as grinding media, and c the balance. The
product of each bin is delivered to a conveyer e from separately controlled feeders /
and g to mill feed chute h. If the feed is damp, hot air is also introduced with the

feed from a hot-air source j, which on entering the mill dries the material to aid the

grinding action. The drum k is rotated at slightly above normal ball- or pebble^mill

speed to cause some free fall so as to obtain a maximum crushing and grinding effect.

The method of removal of the product and classification is similar to that described

for the reverse-current air-classifying system described for Fig. 33 with the final prod-

uct being delivered at I any convenient distance above the mill that will permit of

complete gravity operation in the subsequent process. Since run-of-mine or quarry

^aes vary considerably as delivered, and since the ratio of large to small sizes in a
mill should be kept reasonably constant if good crushing and grinding efficiency is to

be maintained, an equalizing method is employed. Since grinding efficiency is a
f^netipn of mill load and also sound, then by means of the ** Electric-Ear*’ sound con-

trol, described Oh page 53, the feed rates are automatically regulated by the sound
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of the mill so as to maintain constant and maximum reduction efficienc^y within the

mill regardless of irregularities in the periodic introduction of coarse and fine sizes

to the feed hopper. The coarse-size feedej; g may be fed at such a rate as always to

maintain some of these coarse sizes and feed them constantly as grinding media; the

fine sizes are fed to the mill as called for by the ‘‘hllectric-Ear'^ sound control m. Th(i

over-all effect is to secure a steady grinding rate at maximum mill efficiency commen-
surate with average over-all size range and character of material being ground. If an

excess or deficiency in the coarse sizes occurs owing to change in ore or mining methods,

then the grizzly bar spacing a is altered to suit, or the feed rate at g is changed, or both.

The fine feed is then fed in at a somewhat different rate as called for by the sound of

the mill. Table 16 covers data on the Hardinge Cascade mill.

Advantages ,—One unit does the entire crushing and grinding operation. Over-all

capital cost and floor space per ton of product obtained are low. Over-all efficiency

is high particularly when considering comparative maintenance costs of equivalent

crushers, conveyers, rod or ball mills, classifiers, pumps, etc.

Disadvantages .—This mill is adaptable to run-of-raine—not fine— loed sizes. It

does not handle ores or materials that break down or shatter too readily such as

sandstone, slate, or soft clay.

Table 16.—Habdinge Cascade Mill Data

Mill size, diam.

and length, ft.

Weight of mill

and lining, lb.
R.p.m. of mill

Hp. of mill

motor
, .

Capacity, ^

tons per 24 hr.

5X2 15,000 32 10 6- 10

6X2 20,000 29 15 11- 16

8X3 36,000 24 40 30- 50

10 X 4 60,000 21 100 75- 125

12 X 4 85,000 19.5 150 125- 200

14 X 5 135,000 18.0 300 250- 350

18 X 6 225,000 15.7 500 400- 650

20 X 8 325,000 15.0 900 750-1200

1 Capacities shown are based on run of mine, minus-lO-in. quartz ore and depend upon hardness and
physical characteristics. The product is assumed to be 65 mesh and 70 to 76 per cent minus 200 mesh.

Feeders.—Feeders for mills are of two basic types : one removes the feed from a bin

in controlled amounts, the other is used on drum mills to deliver the feed or oversize

into the mill drum in any quantity as received without back spilling. Regulating

feeders are of several basic designs. One type (see Fig. 34) is a revolving disk, fed at

the center from an opening in the bin; as the disk revolves, the material comes out and

is scraped off by an adjustable scraper into the feed chute of the mill. Another gener-

ally used type is in the form of a short belt conveyer, one end of which is under a hole

in the bin. Regulation is had either by varying the belt speed, or by degree of gate

opening. Both of these types are known as volumetric feeders.'' To account for

bulking and variation in weight, a feeder that weighs as it feeds assists in attaining

maximum mill-grinding efficiency and permits the operator to secure a record of the

actual tonnage fed at the same time. Such a feeder is the Hardinge constant-weight

feeder illustrated in Fig. 28. The conveyer is pivoted so that as feed is moved toward

the delivery point, and if over the amount that balances a counterweight, it starts to

tilt doiyh which by linkage closes down the feed gate so that less feed is delivered to

the eonyoyer, thus compensating for the overweight, and feed rate kgain assumes the
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rate set by the t^ounterweight. If the weight is light, then the conveyer tends to tilt

upward and the opening is increased.

Feeders on drum mills are basically simple; they are either a scoop attached to,

and rotating with, the mill trunnion that dips into a stationary feed box, or a drum
with a central opening for introduction of the feed, in whic^h an internal deflector or

lifter in turn delivers the feed into the trunnion (Figs. 29 and 30). The combination
drum and scoop feeder is a combination of the above two types. Coarse fe('d is fed

directly to the drum, and the oversize returning from the classifier is picked up from
a point well below the mill center line, combined with the coarse feed, and delivered to

the mill.

Controls.—Various centre I d< vices are playing an increasingly important role in

improving grinding effioimey and the character of the product. In wet grinding in

closed circuit with claseilierj^, density of the classifier overflow is maintained constant

by one device known as the '‘Masco density control” which utilizes the pressure

differential of an air in a pulp containing liquid and solids. As the demsity—back

pressure—increases above the desired quantity, the device operates a water valve to

add dilution water and bring the density back to normal.

Fig. 28.—Hardinge constant-weight feeder.

In dry-grinding ball mills where the load level in the mill is an indication of mill

loading, a similar arrangement has been used, but in this case the mill load is controlled
by actuating the feeder.

In those cases where air classification is employed, the difference in static head in

the system is an indication of classifier loading. The classifier load and mill load can
be controlled by actuating the mill feeder to maintain classifier loading constant.
This method is used to a large extent to control the feed of high-speed pulverizers.

Power is also used as a feeder control for high-speed pulverizers since power
increases as the mill load increases and is maximum when the mill is overloaded. In
the case of ball, pebble, rod, or tube mills, power as a feeder control is not satisfactory

since the difference between no load and maximum grinding capacity conditions is

slight, and when the mills become overloaded the power actually decreases.

The automatic control of either wet- or dry-grinding mill capacity and' fineness by
the sound of the mill has been accomphehed by use of a device known as the ‘‘Electric

Ear.” As the sound of the mill increases, meaning that the mill :s becoming under-
loaded, the ^^Electric Ear,” through a sound-sensitive electric circuit, increases the feed
rate until the sound reaches an established optimum noise level and is held at the
optimum level without overloading the mill. Where a constant-weight feeder is

employed) and an electrically controlled valve also is actuate simultaneously with
the feeder, a wet-grinding mill circuit may be held at constant pulp density, not only
0 to dassifier overflow, but to mill pulp density as well, regardless of changes in over-
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all capacity over short or long intervals due to changes in character of leed or grinding

conditions. Figure 27 illustrates the “Electric Ear'^ in a dry-grinding mill circuit.

Controls not only increase mill capacity and control the fineness without increase

in power, but permit the use of unskilled labor or utilization of the available labor for

additional duties without fear of loss of tonnage or damage to mills occasioned by
negligence.

Notea on Grinding .—^In addition to the necessity of reducing an ore or material to a

given particle size, the shape and fineness distribution may also be important con-

siderations. The mills described in the foregoing sections, some grinding w(‘t, others

dry, and still others either wet or dry, may be suited to limited application only.

This is aside from the effect of the material on the capacity or wearing parts of the

mill, which establishes grinding economy or the lack of it.

In the grinding of certain ores wet, a minimum of fines may be essential to attain

maximum recovery of the mineral. This is usually true if conccmtrating tabh^s are

used. A mill or a method that produces a minimum of fines is then to be given first

consideration. Rolls, rod mills, or short-cylinder Conical mills, all preferably operated

in closed circuit with screens or classifiers, fill this requirement. On the other hand,

where a highly plaflftic workable cement or gypsum plaster is required, then the long-

cylinder dry ball-tube mill grinding in open circuit is the best device to use. For the

usual product calling merely for a limiting

maximum mesh size, then a large variety of

mills are suitable, the main consideration

being economy in operation to produce the

product desired. Here again, whether the

grinding is done wet or dry, consideration

as to capital cost, power required, main-

tenance cost, ^'outage'' time, and auxiliar-

ies are all important. Of all the mills

listed, the drum-type mill in its various

forms is by far the most flexible and most
universally used. Its use, however, becomes

less attractive as the material becomes
IiG. 29. Ball mill in closed circuit with

gofter and is ground dry, since the high-
ra e c assi er.

speed pulverizer is then able to compete

with and may surpass its over-all economy. Study of the advantages and dis-

advantages of the various mills described will bring this point out better than

further comment here.

Mill Arrangements (Layouts).—A number of mill arrangements with different

types of sizing devices or methods of operation for both wet- and dry-grinding opera-

tions are illustrated. ^

Figure 29 is a simple plan view of a wet-grinding drum mill, ball, pebble, or rod

mill, operating in circuit with a mechanical-rake classifier. The unground feed enters

the central opening of the combination drum and scoop feeder at a and is ground in

mill b. The product discharges through the opposite end and into launder or trough

e wh0re it is delivered to classifier/ together with dilution water g added in an amount

^ lilow only the oversize to drop to the bottom of the classifier where it is scraped

back and above the water level and out of the classifier into inclined launder h. Mill

water is added at j which, together with the oversize, is picked Up by the scoop of

feeder a and, joining the new feed, again is delivered to the grinding zone of the mill.

The fine suspended solids in the classifier flow over an overflow weir into product

launder k and out of the eircuit. Fineness is then controlled within limits by the

amount <ft water added at g aud also at J. The greater the quantity of water, the
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greater the dilution and tendency to drop out coarser particles; hence the finer will be
the overflow unless the water volume is so high as literally to wash out all solids by
its turbulence and velocity, a condition that may result if the classifier selected is too
small. Water at j is kept at a minimum so as to cause a pulp in the mill of sufficient

density to be somewhat sticky and coat the balls and lining. This increases capacity

and decreases ball or rod and lining consumption.

CL

Fig. 30.—Ball mill in closed circuit with Counter Current classifier.

Figure 30 is a view iii <?1ovation of the Hardinge Counter Current classifier in closed

circuit with a Conical mill. This is a shorter classifier than the one illustrated in

Fig. 29, but it shows the difference in elevation between the feed and discharge

end and how the mill and classifier arc operated together without the need of auxiliary

equipment. Th() feed enters at a and is

ground in mill and discharged through

spout c into launder d. Classifier dilu-

tion or wash water enters at the opposite

end through pipe e where it works
counter to the settled coarse particles in

the classifier drum /. The flights g
attached to, and rotating with, the drum
move the solids upward and into ex-

panded chamber h where they are lifted

by drain bucket or lifting flights and
dropped into hopper j, which delivers the

oversize into the scoop feeder box where
it is again picked up and returned to the

mill. The water and suspended solids

pass out of the classifier at the opposite

end and into the discharge launder k.

The countercurrent washing action cleans

the oversize of fine particles that may 31.—Ball mill in circuit with vibrating
©cr©©n

also have settled out with the result that

a closely sized oversize and finished product is secured.

Figure 31 illustrates a ball mill operating in closed circuit with a vibrating screen

for operation either wet or dry. An elevator taking the mill product to the screen

is shown here, but a sand pump could be used for wet grinding if desired. In this

arrangement, the product from the screen is at a point above the mill to permit gravity

operation in the next process or delivery directly to a storage bin. The grate in the

tibne is relatively small and away from the direct actioiv of the larger balls, but owing
to the action Caused by the cone, as described for the Conical mill* it is ampleto handle
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all the mill can grind, including a large circulating load as well. Screens in closed

circuit with ball mills are used when grinding wet up to 10 or 20 mesh, for dry grinding

up to 28 to 35 mesh, unless the case is special and high screen maintenance is secondary

in importance to character of product produced which is closely sized, particularly as

to particle dimension rather than weight.

A ball mill in closed circuit with a mechanical air classifier is illustrated in Fig. 32.

This is an arrangement for fine dry grinding only. Products are finer than those

obtained by a screen. On such materials as limestone or cement clinker, the fineness

may range from about 50 per cent minus 200 up to 99.9 per cent minus 325 mesh under

certain conditions. Such an arrangement as this is also used in closed circuit with

long ball tube mills or compartment mills (Fig. 25) or even some of the high-spe(id

types of mills such as the Babcock and Wilcox mill (Fig. 20).

Fig. 32.—Ball mill with air classifier, elevator, and conveyer.

The mechanical air classifier is fed to a through a central pipe down to revolving

distributing plate h that throws out the material radially. Also on the shaft rotating

the plate are two sets of fan blades ; a smaller set c causes a centrifugal motion of the

air in the chamber d which throws out coarser particles that have risen with an upward
moving air current produced by the large fan blades e. The fine material and the air

that rises over the confining chamber d pass into the larger chamber / where the

fine product drops out of the air stream by gravity plus centrifugal motion also

occutring in this chamber as a result of the influence of the fan c. The air is drawn
into the space back into the inner zone where it again rises and lifts the fine sizes out

of the fanned-out material thrown from the feed plate 5, thus completing the cycle.

The oversize particles that fail to rise with the air stream pass down and out the

central chamber at h. The fines are delivered from the outer casing at j into a con-

veyer or product bin. Only well-dried material can be classified satisfactorily in this

arrangement. Sizes, powers, and capacities of Raymond mechanical air classifiers

are given in Table 17.
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TaBLIB 17^'-^IIaYMOND MeOHANICATj ^PARATOR (CLAlfelFlER) CaPA(7IT1ES

Diam., ft.
Vertical

shaft, r.p.m.

Portland cement'

double-whizzer type

Limestone*

single-whizzer type

Capacity,

barrels per

hr. (376 lb.)

Hp. of

motor
Capacity,

tons per hr.

Hp. of

motor

4 400 5 10 1 .5 7.5
6 350

1

15
!

3 10

8 275
! . 30 25 9 15

10 250 50 40 12 25

12 225 75
i

50 18 30
14 200 100 75 26 50

16 185 150 100 37 75

18 165 190 125 48 100

1 Capacity based on a feed of 65 per cent passing 200 raesh equal to 900 8.A. (900 sq. cm. of exposed
surface per gram). Product 97 per cent passing 200 mesh, or about 1800 S.A.

2 Limestone, or raw cement mix, capacity based on feed of 60 per cent passing 200 mesh. Product
90 per cent will pass a 200-mo8h screen, or 99 per cent passing a 100-mesh screen.

Note: Above powers do not include those for bucket elevators and screw conveyers in separator

system.

A pneumatic method of controlling the fineness in a ball or pebble mill circuit is

that illustrated by Fig. 33. In this arrangement, the entire systtmi is under a slight

negative pressure to eliminate all dust, which is usually quite a nuisance in other sys-

Fig. 33.—Conical mill in closed circuit swept by foversed air current.

terns not so controlled. TheJ only moving part in the classifying system is the fan

which circulates the air through the mill and classifying system and causes it to act

as an elevator and conveyer, thus eliminating the necessity of using independent ele-

vators and conveyers. The air from the fan a is blown into the mill where it reverses
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in direction h and is drwn out through outlet pip^* c into '‘loop^’ clkseifi^r d. Here,

owing to change in direction and centrifugal force, the coarse on the outside is deflected

downward and into hopper opening c. Here the coarse meets a countercurrent air

stream from pipe / which cleans it of entrapped fines, carrying them back into the

classifier and joining the fines that are drawn in by the air current in a cyclonic; path

to outlet g where they are conveyed through pipe h to product collector j. I'he

separated fines are delivered l)y air lock k to any convenient elevation, 100 or more

feet above the mill floor if desired. The air from the product collector is then returned

to the fan by pipe Z, thus completing the cycle except that moisture and leakage air

is vented to atmosphere at m, or passed to a bag colhictor if any appreciable amount
of fine dust is still present. Classification of fineness is attainted by the degree of

cyclonic motion in classifier d. This is controlled by splitter vane 7i which, if moved
into the upcoming material-laden air stream, causes part of this stream to enter the

classifier in the opposite direction to the main stream, slowing it down and decreasing

the cyclonic effect with a resulting reduction in classifying action and a coarser

product.

When damp materials are to be ground, hot air is then introduced into the mill,

as indicated for the Cascade mill (Fig. 27), and vented at m. The system is capable

of handling very damp materials; drying and grinding coal, limestone, and con(;en-

trates containing 10 to 15 per cent moisture is not unusual.

With this system, products as coarse as 14 mesh and as fine as 400 mesh can lx;

attained depending upon air velocity, quantity, and classifier size. A combination of

air classification and screened product is also obtained simply by placing a scrt;en in

Table 18.

—

Hardinge Loop Air Classifier Specifications

Size

!

Diam,

of loop

Hp. to classify

and elevate

product 30 to

50 ft.

(Capacity * at fineness specified (assuming approx.

1 % remaining on stated mesh)

20 mesh 65 mesh 100 mesh 200 mesh 325 mesh

12 12" 1 800 lb. 4001b. 300 lb. 250 lb. 175 lb.

• per hr. per hr. per hr. per hr. per hr.

24 24" 3 2800 lb. 1400 lb. 1000 lb. 800 lb. 600 lb.

per hr. per hr. per hr. per hr.
i

per hr.

30 3' 7y2 3 . 5 tons 1 . 7 tons 1 . 3 tons 1 . 0 tons 0.7 tons

per hr. per hr. per hr. per hr. per hr.

54 4M' 15 7 tons 3.4 tons 2 . 0 tons 1 . 6 tons 1 . 0 tons

per hr. per hr. per hr. per hr. per hr.

72 6' 30 14 tons 7 tons 4 . 0 tons 3.0 tons 2 tons

per hr. per hr. per hr. per hr. per hr.

108 9' 60 28 tons 14 tons 10 tons 8 . 5 tons 6 tons

per hr. per hr. per hr. per hr. per hr.

126 lOM' 100 48 tons 24 tons 18 tons 14 tons 10 tons
1 per hr. per hr. per hr. per hr. per hr.

144 12' 125 ^ 60 tons 30 tons 22 tons 18 tons 12 tons

per hr. per hr. per hr. per hr. per hr.

14' 200 90 tons 45 tons 34 tons 27 tons 20 tons

per hn per hr. per hr. per hr. per hr.

^
1 Cap^ities lire euLjeot to variation due to temperature, moisture, elevation, nature of nu^teriah

and oonditione.
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the oversize return circuit from the classifier; thus two or more closely sized products

can be obtained simultaneously. Air sweeping the mill increases mill efficiency and

capacity over the trunnion-overflow discharge arrangement. A better control over

the character of product is had as well. Table 18 covers data on the Hardinge loop

air classifier.

Figure 34 illustrates a typical unit pulverizer where coal is ground, then blown into

the furnace. The arrangement shown serves to illustrate the basic principle of opera-

tion as applied to high-speed mills, as well as unit ball-mill pulverizers.

Fig. 34.—Unit coal pulverizer for direct firing.

Feed enters at a from regulating enclosed feeder b. The coal, on being pulverized

in the mill c, is air swept out of the grinding zone into a classifier that eliminates the

oversizes and carries the fines through pipe d to a burner in the furnace, boiler, or

kiln e. Hot air is drawn from the hot walls, pit, or flue through pipe / to fan g which

causes it to pass through the mill and dry the coal in*the mill while being ground, thus

eliminating the necessity of a separate dryer.

Unit pulverizers of the high-speed type are used when grinding soft bituminous

coals. Conical ball mills are used when grinding the harder grades of bituminous

coals, or anthracite, and also when long, uninterrupted runs are essential without fear

of unscheduled shutdowns as is required in firing reverberatory furnaces. Capacities

are substantially the same as those specified in various tables.



CHAPTER IV

SAMPLING

By Donald M. Liddell^

Definition.—Sampling is the process of obtaining a small quantity of material

that shall be representative of the average of some large amount. Theoretically,

each portion of a sample, however small^ should itself be representative of the large

body, but in practice this condition cannot be obtained, owing to the impossibility of

reducing all the sample to a molecular state of subdivision.

Owing to the difficulties of securing a small sample, weighing onl;^ a few ounces,

which will represent a large amount of material, the sampler will ordinarily divide a

large shipment into several lots, each to be sampled and settled for separately.

The importance of proper sampling is rarely correctly estimated. The utmost

care is ordinarily given to all the operations of a chemical laboratory. Large sums

arc spent in its proper equipment, and high salaries are paid to the chemists employed,

without regard to the fact that the accuracy of the analytical work is primarily limited

by the accuracy of the samples furnished to the laboratories. It appears to be the

customary assumption that any $3-a-day man can prepare samples for a $20,000

staff of chemists. As an interesting commentary on how little is ordinarily thought

of sampling, it was not until the eleventh volume of the Transactions of the A.I.M.E.

that any article appeared on sampling.

The accuracy of a sample can b(^ vitiated in many ways, but a proper under-

standing of the underlying principles will enable one to see the mistakes and to correct

them. On the other hand, one of the easiest w^ays to point out the underlying prin-

ciples is to describe certain specific errors in sampling and to show the cause and the

cure, so that in large measure this chapter will be a discussion of the errors of sampling.

In the sampling of solid materials, two classes at once are apparent—those which

can be crushed, and those which must be drilled, sawed, or filed. In sampling mate-

rials of the first class, where payment must be made on the value of the shipment, the

question of moisture is the first to present itself and is probably one of the greatest

sources of error. After weighing the material, the moisture sample must be taken as

quickly as possible, and it must be large enough to represent the whole mass correctly,

yet small enough to permit of drying the entire moisture sample.., The reason for

this stipulation is that it is impossible to crush and mix a moisture sample, as mechan-
ical work performed on it alters the moisture content. The moisture sample must
not be representative of fine material alone or of the coarse material only, but must
be fairly representative of both classes in their proper proportions. Usually, a finely

divided material will carry a greater proportion of moisture than will coarse lumps,

ahd therefore the sampler, because of the small size of the moisture sample (compara-

tively), usually takes an undue proportion of fines, since even one lump of ore appears

as a mountain in the moisture sample".

Ordinarily, a moisture sample is said tc^ have been dried at 212'^F,, even though the

temperature of the drying oveii may have been allowed to run even to 240®. The
drying temperature is important, for the material may contain water of crystallisation

’ '
' '

> Ooniulting ensineer, New York, N,Y.
'! '
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not completely given off at 212°, or it may contain salts in which the acid radical is

more or less completely expelled at temperatures only slightly above 212°, or the
“moisture^' may be some such substance as free sulphui-ic acid. At any rate, it is

important that the moisture sample and the final sample for the laboratory should be
dried at the same temperature, and if the material is hygroscopic it must be ktipt in a
stoppered bottle or other watertight receptacle. It should also be realized that prac-

tically all crushed pulps are hygroscopic, and if any sample is to be reanalyzed after it

has stood for some time in paper or cloth bags, it should be dried first.

In drawing the original moistun^ sample from any material whatever it is obvious
that the sample must not be taken from the immediate surface of the pile, since there

will be some alteration in t|i<' rpoisture content after any exposure, however short.

It can be proved fairly conclusiSt^t ly that, if the moisture sample is taken after the

first crushing on material ihe size of which is fairly uniform, th(i moisture thus deter-

mined wili]>e one-tenth to one -fourteenth lower than it should be, depending on the

season of the year. Thus in ordinary summer weather, if a value of 5 per cent is

obtained for the moi'Jiure, the true moisture is probably close to 5.5 per cent.

In taking a sample for laboratory purposes, rarely is the entire material either

put through a sampling mill or hand sampled. A certain proportion is ordinarily

withdrawn at once and put through the sampling process. This is primarily a

matter of sampling cost, but may have important commercial considerations also.

For instance, in sampling ore for smelting it is usually desirable to keep it as coarse

as possible. On the other hand, ore to be milled can be crushed in toto previous to

sampling. To determine this point, the finene^ss of crushing, the sampler should

know what is to be done with the material, but it is preferable to »take the selection

of the material that enters the sample away from the judgment of the sampler,

so that machine sampling is best. It is at least imperative that a sampler take every

fifth or tenth or twentieth shovelful rather than a shovelful whenever his inclinations

so move him, though Brunton says that at best the process is that of “shovel selection
”

rather than “shovel sampling. “ Also the shovelfuls should be about the same size—^both of the material accepted for the sample and of that going into the reject

—

and here the working period comes in, for at the close of a long period of shoveling,

the shovelfuls will usually be much smaller than at the start.

Other plans than taking shovelfuls at stated intervals are necessary where material

is not being unloaded by hand, but in any case the principle remains that the selec-

tion of the sample should not be left to the caprice of the sampler—thus the U.S.

Steel Carp, in sampling ore arriving in hopper-bottom cars specifies that a net-

work of cords shall be stretched over the top of the car and that equal quantities of

material shall be taken from under each of the points of intersection in the net.^

In sampling certain homogeneous manganese ore arriving by steamer, it is perfectly

proper to take every twentieth or even fortieth scoop as it comes up through the

hatch. The sample scoops are then unloaded into a car by themselves, and that car

alone later goes to a sampling mill.

It is also possible to take samples direct from the faces of ore in a vessel that is

being unloaded, but this method is not ordinarily to be recommended, as it leaves too

much to the judgment of the individual samplers.

Of course, these fractional-selection methods introduce hand sampling, and the

more that can be eliminated, the better the results. While the advocates of hand

sampling claim that with a trained gang of men tlfe actions are practically mechanical,

this is untrue, for if they are trained they know what they are doing and why they are

deing it, which virtually is allowing the ore to be handled by interested parties. In

» The full paper ou the methods of the tT.S. Steel Corp. for sampling ore in bulk was published In

the /owr. tvud. 0ng,phtm., 1909, p. 107, and should be referred to by anyone inter«^t©d in this subject.
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such cases, it is either impossible for any man to submerge completely what he con-

siders are his employer's interests, or else he consciously stands so straight as to lean

over backward. The greatest errors introduced by hand sampling are: (1) In frac-

tional shoveling, the shovelful is ordinarily not uniform, the ordinary tendency being to

make the sample shovelful the smallest. The size of the shovelfuls will also vary

through the day, as already mentioned. Moreover the place from which the sample is

taken is at the discretion of the workman. (2) In coning, the larger pieces of ore

invariably fall to the outside of the pile, while the top retains the fines. Then when

the pile is spread out, the fines go to the very outside. As the moisture sample is

ordinarily taken from near the surface of the pile and as at this stage of the work the

fines contain more moisture, this operates in favor of the buyer. (The process of

coning" is explained below.)

Cutting Down Samples.—The sizes of the individual pieces and the amount of

the sample itself are next alternately reduced. Almost never should there be two

successive reductions in the amount of the sample without an intermediate reduC/-

tion in the size of the largest pieces making it up. It is not always necessary to

crush the entire sample. Much time and expense can often be saved by screening

a sample and crushing only the coarse portions, mixing them when crushed with

the finer pieces ^at have by-passed the crushers. (The question of coarse pieces

that will not crush will be discussed later under the heading, Metallics, page 86.)

It is self-evident that after this process pains must be taken to mix the portions

thorbughly.

The bulk of the sample itself may be reduced either mechanically or by hand,

or by a combination of the two processes. The hand operation is ordinarily known as

"coning and quartering." The material is piled first into a cone and then the top of

the cone raked out so as to form the frustum of a cone.^ Diameters are drawn across

this surface at right angles, and the opposite quarters are rejected. The remaining

quarters are then again shoveled into a cone, shovelfuls being taken alternately from

the two quarters. This new cone 4s again flattened out a*^d the quartering process

repeated. •
,

The two great dangers in this prooe^ are: Large lumps tend to segregate at the

bottom and on the outside of the cone, and unless great care is taken to place the

1 A detailed dotcription of tbiB ptomm i« given by Scobey, Mel. Chmn. Februaryi 1918.
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shovelfuls exactly on the apex of the heap, there will be an undue concentration of

coarse material in some one quarter of the pile. Also in quartering, the workmen will

either invariably take or reject all the large lumps that lie along the border line

of the cut, thus causing the sample to contain an undue amount of either coarse or fine.

In raking out the cone into a frustum the radial distribution of the material should not

be disturbed. This question will be referred to again under Salting (page 86) in dis-

cussing the operation known as “drawing the center.'" Dust should not be lost from

Fig. 2.—Jones sampler.

Fig. 3.—Assayer's riffle.

the material, and it may be necessary to sprinkle the pile from time to time in order to

avoid this.

The assayer’s shovel, shown in Fig. 1, is used in cutting down samples by hand
work. This apparatus consists of a number of parallel troughs attached to a shovel

handle, the spaces between the troughs equaling their widths. When crushed ore

is shoveled onto this shovel, a portion is retained in the trough and a portion falls

throufi^h, thereby splitting the sample,
^

A variation of this idea is found in the Jones sampler, which consists of a number
of paraHel triangular troughs facing in alternate directions, shown in Fig. 2, One*
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half of the material must go one way and one-half the other. Fof cutting down very

small and finely ground samples, still another modification is the assayer’s riffle shown

in Fig. 3.

The mechanical samplers ordinarily found are of the Vezin, the Bridgman, or the

Bninton type,* or some modification of them. In any case the sampling principle

is to cut across a falling stream of on^, taking either successive portions of the stream

as the sampler (mts across it or else diverting the entire falling stream for a certain

period into the sample. In eith(‘r case the danger is the same?—that the apparatus

used should not be sufficiently large for the component parts of the ore stream; i,e.,

the large lumps of ore are driven into the large rejected portion, leaving an undue

proportion of fines in the sample. Also the entire falling stream should be xliverted

or cut across and not merely a portion of it, for such a stream tends to classify itself

ns it falls, and a sample cut from one edge only will not be the same as one cut from

the center, nor will the edges themselves ordinarily be alike. In rotating samplers it

is, therefore, important that the cutting edges are radial planes.

Fio. 4.—Bruntbn ore sampler.

The matter of relative size of piece and size of opening is illustrated very well

by the sampler's shovel and the assayel*^s riffle. It is easy to see that these pieces of

apparatus are entirely unreliable on material containing pieces of larger diameter

than the widths of the openings, for then these larger pieces will all be retained on

the shovel or riffle. It do(^ not seem safe to use these two pieces of apparatus with

material the maximum pieces of which exceed one-fifth the width obthe opening, and

it seems probable that the same proportion wOuld be a good one to apply to sizes of

the lumps and cut-out holes in machine sampling.

The Brunton sampler consists either of a wedgCf-shaped deflector plate that can be

thrown back and forth in such manner as to send all the ore stream to a storage bin or

tjo the sample, or of a scythe-shaped casting that swings back and forth in the ore

stream. The drive is ordinarily by a connecting rod driven from a belted wheel,

and by altering the position of the connecting rod the arc of travel is altered.

In the latter form most of the surface slants toward the storage-bin hopper, the

remainder toward the sample bin, and the stream of ore is directed according to which
portipti of the casting it is hitting. The proportion of ore deflected is altered by
adjusting the arc of travel of the coasting. As the arc is cut down, the portion inclined

1 Th«^|;>riKtrlal Urunton apparatus is described in Trona. V6l. 13, p. 639,
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toward the sample hin- constitutes a greater and greater portion of the part of the cast-

ing in use. In the former type of apparatus, the wedge, the adjustment is made by
cams, which may be set at varying angles. The samphjr points one way during one

part of the revolution and in the other during the remainder, so that any adjustment is

possible, ,

Practically the same result as is attained by the oscillation of the Brunton sampler

is gained by rotating in the Snyder sampler (this is not the Charles Snyder sampler

spoken of below). The Snyder sampler consists merely of a circular casting shaped

much like a miner’s gold pan, having one or more openings (according to the per-

centage of sample desired ’ Jr its sloping flange, mounted on the end of a horizontal

shaft provided with tight and loose driving pulleys.

In operation the samph r revolves ten to thirty times per minute, the speed depend-

ing upon the size of tire aampter »tself and the size of the material being handred. The
material to ()e sampled is dire^jtcd by a spout so as to fall inside of the sloping flange of

Fig. S.^Vezin oro sampler. Fig. 6.—Snyder ore sampler.

the sampler. The rejections slide off the flange into a receiving hopper. The sample
drops through the opening in the flange as the opening passes under the spout. It is

a most simple machine, and its only disadvantage is that the percentage of sample to

reject is fixed by the ratio of the arc of the opening to the full circumference.

The Vezin sampler is shown in Fig. 5, and, as will be seen, consists of a rotating

cylinder bearing two or more scoops, which, as they revolve, cut through a falling

stream of ore, delivering the portion they cut out (the sample) through the truncated

cone at the bottom, while the reject passes on the ore bin. Theoretically, this sampler,

as well as the Charles Snyder^ and the Bridgman* types, has the objection that cen-

trifugal action disturbs the selection. In addition, the edges of the cutting scoop

occasionally ar^ not radial, resulting in improper selection. Also, unless they are

rugged in construction the edges of the scoops become bent, leading to improper

results. These machines are often made so that several reductions may be made in

the bulk of the sample without any intermediate crushing. This, the writer believes,

is absolutely wrong. On the other hand, these samplers have great capacity, require

little head room, and are easily cleaned with a hose, if necessary.

Cruvliiiig for sampHng may be done in any apparatus that fulflUs the following

conditions; It must be easy to clean
j
it must not wear greatly, otherwise the material

Vol. 40. p. 570. .

» ftnm, Vol. 20. p. 416, v
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from the crusher will contaminate the sample; tSe material must n6t fly about, but

must all be delivered at one spot. Hence, gyratory crushers, jaw crushers, and rolls

are used for sample breaking, and ball mills, drug mills, small breakers, and small rolls

for final crushing. These three conditions are the only essentials.

For feeding material to .the crushing or to the conveying ma^inery, it should be

remembered that shaking belts or tables all classify the material fed and hence tend

to inaccuracy unless pains are taken to offset this tendency.

Coal Sampling.—Probably coal sampling is subject to greater proportional errors

than is any other common sampling operation, not only because coal is a cheap sub-

stance, which means that not much can be spent upon sampling it, but also because

of its deceptive appearance. The various parts of a heap of coal look very homo-
geneous, and it usually comes already partly crushed, but the fact remains that the

assumption of uniformity leads to bad errors. One swallow will come nearer making
a summer than will one lump of coal, picked out by the master mechanic, to making
a good sample.

While the fin at preparation is a matter of ordinary coning, quartering, and breaking

down, the following, by C. E. Scott, is a good description of what ought to be done in

taking the sample:

‘^The size of the sample shall not be less than the proportion of one part per 1000,

and the minimum size of any one sample shall be 100 lb.; the maximum number of

tons one sample shall represent shall be 1000, and preferably much smaller than

this, say, 250 tons. All the impurities, such aa slate and pyrites, should be broken

down in the original sample, and if this is done as each shovelful is taken it will make
the work much easier. In collecting the original sample from a railroad car it should

be taken as the coal is being discharged; where the coal is delivered to the point of

sampling in wagons, one large shovelful should be taken from each wagon
;
where it is

delivered in a barge, the sample should be taken as the barge is discharging (if the

discharging is accomplished by the aid of a bucket or belt conveyor it is advisable to

take advantage of this and obtain a small shovelful from the buckets or off the belt at

regular intervals)
;
where the sampling must be taken from a pile, a shovelful should

be taken from all accessible parts of the pile, and the shovel should be filled from the

coal underneath the surface. As the coal is collected it must be placed in a box, barrel,

dr can, of sufficient size, which has been thoroughly cleaned out before using. A lid

should be kept on the container at all times to prevent dust, ashes, etc., from collecting

on the sample. When the total sample is completed it should be put through a crusher

or dumped on to a clean wood or cement floor, or on a canvas cloth, and crushed down
by means of a hammer until no pieces larger than 1 in. remain. The sample should

then be mixed by shoveling it over itself into a conical pile.”

Size-weight Ratio.—Many attempts have been made to deduce a proper ratio

between the size of the largest pieces in the lot of material to be saippled and the size

of the sample. Probably one of the best of these was a paper on Accuracy in Sampling

Coal.^ Ihis was an investigation into the cause of inaccuracies in sampling, based

on both laboratory experiment and theoretical calculation. While the investigation

was concerned with coal, the general results and reasoning are applicable to all

Sitbstances, as shown in the Tables on page 67.

In order to obtain a sample that shall correctly represent any material, it is

necessary to crush to such a fineness that a particle more or less of any component of

the material taken into the sample shall not materially affect its analysis or its value.

Ihe maximum error is determined by tl^ ratio df the weight of the largest particle of

matal or high^ade mineral dr impurity to the weight of the entire lot. . The chance of

finding a luil-sise piece of highest grade material woifld be much greater in s lot of ore
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crushed to 0.25-iii. cubes than in a lot crushed to 1-in. cubes. Therefore, accuracy

demands that the ratio between the weight of the largest particle and the entire lot

shall increase directly as the fineness.

Size of Slate Contained in (Joal, and Size of Original Sample Required to

Ensure the Error of Sampling Being Less than 1 Per Cent

Size of slate, inches
Weight of largest piece of

slate, pounds

Original sample should

weigh, pounds

4 ^ 6.7 39,000

8 2.5 12,500

2 0.76 3,800

IH 0.38 1,900

IH 0.24 1,200

1 0.12 600

h 0.046 230

H 0.018 90

Size to Which Slate and Coal Should Be Broken before Quartering Samples
OF Various Weights

Weight of sample

to be divided,

pounds

Should be broken

to, inches

i
Weight of sample
to be divided,

pounds

Should be broken

to, inches

7,600 2 40 2 mesh
3,800 m 5 4 mesh
1,200 1 8 mesh
460 y* 10 mesh
180 H

Limit beyond Which Samples Should Not Be Divided When Crushed to

Different Sizes in Laboratory

Size of coal mesh Should not be divided to less than, grams

*2 8,300

4 1,100

8 120]
1

Should be pulverized

10 55 \ to at least

20 al1 60 mesh

In gold^re sampling, therefore, it is customary to go a little beyond thfe above

%ures, both in size of sample i.nd in fineness of crushing, while in sampling chemicals

and other more uniform products the samples may be smaller in weight. Tables for

nte sampfing follow:
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Weights to Be Taken in Sampling Orb^

Weights Diameters of largest particle

Grams Pounds

j

i

Very low
grade of

uniform

ores, milli-

meters

Low
grade

ores,

milli-

meters

Medium ores Rich

ores,

Rich and
spotty

ores, milli-

meters
MiUi-

meters

Milli-

meters

milli-

meters

20,000.0 207.0 114.0 76.2 50.8 31.6 5.4

10,000.0 147.0 80.3 53.9 35.9 22.4 3.8

5,000.0 104.0 56.8 38.1 25.4 15.8 2.7

2,000.0 65.6 35.9 24.1 16.1 10.0 1.7

1,000.0 46.4 25.4 17.0 11.4 7.1 1.2

500.0 32.8 18.0 12.0 8.0 5.0 0.85

200.0 20.7 11.4 7.6 5.1 3.2
I

0.54
100.0 14.7 8.0 5.4 3.6 2.2 0.38
50.0 10.4 5.7 3.8 2.5 1.6 0.27

20.0 6.6 3.6 2.4 1.6 1.0 0.17
10.0 4.6 2.5 1.7 1.1 0.71 0.12

5.0 3.3 1.8 1.2 0.80 0.50

2.0 2.1 1.1 0.76 0.51 0.32

1.0 1.5 0.80 0.54 0.36 0.22

0.5 1.0 0,57 0.38 0.25 0.16
90.0 0.2 0.66 0.36 0.24 0.16 0.10

45.0 0.1 0.46 0.25 0.17 0.11

22.5 0.05 0.33 0.18 0.12

9.0 0.02 0.21 0.11

4.5 0.01 0.15

2.25 0.005 0.10

» BiCHABDft, R, H., “Ore Dressing,’* 2.

Many experiments on the sampling of gold ores lead to the belief that carrying the

grinding beyond 100 mesh does not add to the accuracy of the sampling and that at

this fineness equally good results will be obtained whether the material to be taken for

Size-WEIGHT Ratio in Sampling^

1

Diameter of

largest par-

ticle, inches

Minimum weight of

sample, pounds,

Colorado practice

0.04
I

0.0626

0.50

0.16 4.00

0.32 32.00

0.64 . 266.00

1.26 2,048.00

2.50 16,384.00

» Smitji, el a.,' “BttrnpMng and Assay of tho Proctous MetaW/'
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the assay is cut out of the sample by one cut of the spatula or taken by various cuts

from over the entire surface of the sample.^

Smallest Permissible Weight for Samples of a Given Size^

Size, inches

cube or mesh
Weight of

sample, pounds

Ratio of weight of

largest cube to weight

of sample

Effect on value created

by one cube
assaying $100,000 per

ton, of sp. gr. 5

2 10,000 1: 7,000 $14.42

IK 5,000 1: 8,300 12.17

1 2,0^ 1: 11,000 9.00

H 1,000 1: 13,000 7.50

H 400 1: 18,000 6.02

H 300 1; 31,000 3.17

H 200 1: 71,000 1.40

He 100 1: 83,000 1.20

H 75 1: 220,000 0.44

6 mesh 50 1: 430,000 0.23

10 mesh 25 1: 930,000 0.107

18 mesh 10 1:1,900,000 0.051

30 mesh 4 1:4,200,000 0.023

50 mesh 1 1:5,500,000 0.018

1 RicuABDa, II. H,, “Ore DreaBing,” Vol. 3.

Scheme for Sampling Rich Ores with Vezin Samplers^

Inches
Sample, per

cent

Pounds in 100

tons

Maximum size of cubes 1.00 20.0000 40,000

2,500
157

Maximum size of cubes 0.25 1.2600

8 mesh 0.0625 0.0786

30 mesh 0.0171 0.0050 10

^ Richards, R. H,, "Or© Dressing,’* Vol. 3.

Therefore it would seem that 100 mesh is as fine as it is necessary to reduce any
samples, so far as accuracy of sampling is concerned. On the other hand, since

more concordant results have been obtained on a 60-mesh sample after reducing it to

80 mesh, it may be concluded that 80 and 100 mesh mark the limits of desirable

sampling. This totally ignores the question as to what are the best limits for manipu-
lation from the chemist's and assayer's side. It may safely be assumed that no
material requires finer grinding than does a spotty gold ore.

It is also of importance to note that contamination of the samj^e with material

ld>raded from the grinding machinery* increases rapidly as the mesh of the sample is

cut down, so that this in itself offers a reason for keeping the mesh size as large as

possible, <
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The contamination of samples, even of materials that can be easily crushed, by
particles of the sampling tools may reach greater proportions than is ordinarily

credited. In sampling coke using a Braun pulverizer, the writer has shown that the

amount of iron introduced in the final sample may equal 1 per cent of its entire weight,

all of which will, of course, show as ash when that constituent is determined, meaning
that this determination will be at least 6 per cent from the true result and may be

as high as 20 per cent. From the ordinary bucking board and rnuller used for ore

crushing by a not overindustrious Mexican, iron to the extent oh 3 per cent of the

wejight of the sample was introduced into it. Of course, if the sample is to be assayed

for copper, lead, silver, or gold, the introduction of iron in this way saves a considerable

amount of money in the course of a year in payments for thes(^ valuable metals, but
the inaccuracies introduced an^ fatal to good furnace practice, even if one has chloro-

formed his conscience. 1 For this reason the seduction of material for the grinding

tools to be used in sampling is a most important question. Chrome steel and man-
ganese steel should replace the cast iron that is usually used, and, incidentally, the

greater wear obtained from these harder substances will almost more than pay for

the difference in original prices. For this reason, too, bucking boards and mullers

that have been cast with chilled surfaces should be watched, and when the chilled

surface is worn through they should be promptly discarded.

That iron can be introduced to the extent of 1 per cent of the weight of the coke

sample may possibly be questioned. There is no doubt, however, that in the samples

spoken of this amount of iron was present in a metallic state as was determined by
agitating the sample with a neutral copper sulphate solution, washing the resulting

mass free from the resultant copper and iron salts, and determining the metallic copper

left precipitated on the coke dust. The iron equivalent of this amount of copper was
then calculated. The metallic iron thus shown to be present was not iron reduced

from the ashy constituents of the coke by the action of the incandtjscent carbon

during the coking process; for when the same coke was ground in Abb <3 mills or

crushed in porcelain and agate mortars using porcelain and agate pestles, the sample

thus produced did not react with neutral copper sulphate solution, nor was the analy-

sis of the ash obtained by burning off the coke at all the same, as the latter case

showed much more silica and much less iron. Reference to this subject of sample

contamination will be made again under copper-bullion sampling.

SAMPLING METALLIC MATERIAL

In sampling metals there are two main dangers to be guarded against: The outside

of the bar or slab will ordinarily have a certain amount of dirt adhering to it of a

character entirely dissimilar from the inside of the bar, and also in the interior of the

bar the metal is as a rule not homogeneous. It is the rare exception when an alloy

of two or more metals does not segregate upon cooling.

tn fact, it is only eutectics that will not segregate on cooling, so that usually when
an alloy cools down some definite compound tends to separate from it and solidify

before the remainder freezes. Thus, ip an alloy of pure copper and silver containing

less than 0.5 per cent Ag, the copper tends to crystallize out on slow cooling, leaving an
epfiched silver-copper alloy behind. With 0.6 to 1.0 per cent Ag the alloy solidifies

fairly homogeneously, but with over 1.0 per cent Ag the silver shows a tendency to

crystallize out first, leaving a poorer alloy behind. (There is a true eutectic at 71.89

cent Cu, 28.11 per cent Ag, but such bullions are negligible in commerce.) This

segregation may, however, be reversed by the addition of impurities.

^ Theintfoduetion of metallic iron into the sample abo results in the aasayerb finding a heavy.black

residue when thesample is panned that not infrequehtly results in everyone starting to look lor iriidium.

It alsu, |Z!iehibita the use of evolution methods lor the determinatioh of COs in the
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An illustration of such reversal is given by Dr. Edward Keller in Bureau of Mines

Bulletin 122, where he gives figures showing the distribution of silver in gas-finished

convert(^r copper and in black-copper bars, the hoihogeneity of the latter b(ung unin-

tentionally brought about by the latter being almost saturated with cuprous sulphide

and other impurities. It follows that, in producing converter copper, the bars can be

made much more homogeneous and much sampling difficulty avoided by either under-

blowing the copper (leaving it saturated with CusS) or overblowing (intexitionally

saturating with Cu^O) . Figure's 8 and 9, from Dr. Keller’s work, show this graphically.

As regards dirt and scale on the outside of the bar, there are times that a portion

of this belongs in the sample, as in sampling copper or lead bullion, where the metal

is to be paid for upon assay- .he dirt is weighed with the shipment, a certain por-

tion of it should appear in the sample. On the other hand, in handling bars of bullion

of any soft, it is very easy to detach more of this dirt or scale, and get it into the sample

j)an, than should properly be there. Here, then, is a case in which the judgment of

the representatives of buyer and seller must be used to determine when the proper

amount of dirt is getting into the sample and when this is being exceeded.

The dirt and scale on the outside of metallic bars give rise to some very curious

consequences. It would appear at first sight that in the drilling of copper bullion it

would make no difference whether the drill was pushed through the bar from top to

bottom or vice versa, yet this is not the case, nor is it by any means merely a theoretical

difference. The gold and silver contents may be affected by more than a per cent of

their value and the coppe^r content itself sensibly modified by thq direction in which the

drilling is done. This is due not alone to the fact that ordinarily the top of the copper

bar will have more dirt and scale on it than will the lower surface, but also to the fact

that the interstices in the metal will retain some of the fine powder first drilled out

when the metal is being drilled top up, while all this powder and the dirt will fall into

the sample when the bar is being drilled bottom up.*

The fine powder is not a negligible consideration. Apart from the zone of enrich-

ment where a bar of copper has last solidified (about one-third of the distance from the

top to the bottom), the top skin of a converter bar is always much richer than the

metal below it. Dr. Keller {loc. cit,) believes that toward the last of the blow some of

the silver compounds become oxidized and insoluble in the metal and rise to the top

of the bar. P, 0. Weis believes it to be a spray carried to the surface by the gas from
the parts that freeze last. At any rate, if dirt and oxide are collected from the top

surface of converter bars, they will be found often to carry more silver than the drilled

saipple itself, so that occasionally the seller is benefited when an undue amount of

surface dirt enters a copper sample.

* /owr., Nov. 5, 1910, p. 897.
.
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Consequently, bullion sampling becomes a continuous struggle to obtain correct

results in spite of accidental contamination from dirt, intentional contamination by
dishonest representatives, and the effects of segregation.

It should be unnecessary to point out tbat, when wooden blocks are used under
material that is being drilled, care should be taken not to drill into these blocks, but
too many samples are found containing wood chips to allow this caution to be omitted.

In the sampling of lead bars a punch is ordinarily used, so that this question of dirt

does not enter in any great degree. On the other hand, the punch is ordinarily driven

halfway through the bar, so that it is important in order to avoid the effect of segrega-

tion that the available length of the punch should not be greater than half the thick-

ness of the bar, for if it is, it results in an undue amount being taken representative

of the center of the bar as compared with that representative of the outside. In

punching lead bars, the sampler sometimes wets the punches with oil. As the punch-
ings are later melted down and small sample bars cast from them, this practice results

in inaccuracies, for the oil will reduce the oxide of lead present and give a higher assay

than should be obtained. On the other hand, if the samples are allowed to remain

uncovered too long before melting, the oil causes any flying dirt to stick to the punch
cores and the sample will be contaminated in this way.

The melting is ordinarily done in a graphite crucible. Of course, this in itself tends

to a certain reduction of l(;ad oxide, but probably not more than is sufficient to over-

come the effect of the oxygen of the air. This latter reagent makes it necessary that

this melting should be done as quickly as possible and at the lowest temperature at

which the molten lead will be completely fluid, for if the temperature is too high or

the mass is kept too long in molten state the lead will scorify, resulting in the sample

being higher in gold and silver than the bars actually are.

Samples of gold and silver are ordinarily poured from the molten metal, and
consequently there is but little danger of contamination by particles of the sampling

tools. Lead is so soft that it also is not affected. With copper, iron, steel, and some
other metals the sample is invariably contaminated with particles from the sampling

tools. Thus, in copper drillings that have been ground between cast-iron grinding

surfaces, the contamination may amount to as much as 0.4 per cent. It might

appear that in this case it would be comparatively easy to pass the drillings over a

magnet and remove all this extraneous material. Unfortunately, if this were done,

an error would be introduced on the other side, because blister copper will have a

certain amount of converter slag adhering to it, some of which will enter the sample,

where it properly belongs,^ This slag is, like iron, paramagnetic and will be removed
by a magnet. In sampling steel or iron the case is even worse. The only accurate

method is to use sampling tools of a hardness greatly in excess of that of the metal to

,
be sampled and, if possible, to ascertain the loss experienced by the tools as compared
witli^ the total weight of the sample, using these weights and the anfillysis of the tools

and the sample as the basis for the correction. Of course, such, refinement as this is

happily seldom necessary.

As to the error that complete removal of magnetic, material would introduce in

copper sampling, the table on page 73 shows the amount and the assay of some
magnetic material properly belonging to the material.

On long tests, using taper drills and chrome-steel grinding surfaces in Hanoe Bros.

& White drug mills, the conclusion was reached that about 0.012 per cent of iron

was introduced into copper samples.

However, Keller, at Earitan, found tht contamination to be only 0.0030 cent,

and the American Smelling &, Refining Co. foimd it to be 0.00^ per cent. The
wiiti^ rnpAe the suggestion at one time that, since practically all this came froxp the

OeW IS. iClOrp. 768. '

V’’
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Magnetic Particles in Pi<I-copper Drilling

Weight of sample,

grams

Weight of

magnetic

particles,

' grama

Loss in

weight by
drills, grams

Bullion assay

i

Assay, magnetic

particles

Cu,

per

cent

Ag,

ounces

1

Au,

ounces

1

Cu.

per

cent

Ag.

ounces

Au,

ounces

26,470

143,390

3.S05
12.0..0-

I

0.66

0.94

99.05

97.825

75.65

352.2
14.035

8.375

46.95

34.00B 4.30

13.60

cones used in the final in of the drillings, all magnetic particles be removed after

tjie coarpe grinding of the drillings, and again after the fine, and that all the lattej

particles should be discarded and the former (containing the converter slag) should be

again mixed in Keller believed that in bullions carrying iron, nickel, and arsenic

some magnetic compounds might be thus taken out, which should remain in the

sample.

It will occasionally happen that metallic material will be so dirty from adher-

ent slag, matte, or other foreign material that it is necessary to melt the entire ship-

ment down, recast it, and sample both metal and scoria separately (see paragraph

on Metallics).

Drilling by Template.—Owing to the fact, already referred to, that molten metals

segregate on cooling, drillings from any one portion of the bar will ordinarily not be

representative of that bar. As a consequence, a sample must be taken which will

represent all portions of the bar. In copper this is obtained by drilling holes in

successive bars by means of a template that covers all, one half, or one-quarter of the

bar (the writer’s preference being for the last).^ The template is so arranged that it

spaces holes evenly over all, one-half, or one-quarter of the bar and not over in.

apart. While the more durable templates are built of sheet iron, the best material,

all things considered, is wood. Flanges, as shown in the illustration of the template,

catch both edges of the pig or bar and serve to fix the location of the hole. In the

template here illustrated, chalk is rubbed through the hole into the bar. This spot

is then marked with a punch, the dust brushed off the bar, and drilling done by the

punch mark. With a sheet-iron template, the punch is occasionally driven through

the template hole and no chalk used. The driU holes must go completely through the

bar, and half the pigs should be drilled from the top and half from the bottom. With
lead, as a rule, the punchings are taken on successive bars so that each hole is one-0th
the width of the bar further over and one-fifth further along the length of the bar

than was the preceding one. If a single pig of iron is being sampled, the sample

should be obtained either over the whole surface of the pig or by drillings taken from

several points scattered over the entire surface. In samples of gold and silver bars

if they are not taken from a poured sample, the cuttings from the bar should be taken

from both-top and bottom.

Figures 8 and ^ show the variation in copper bars, Fig. 10 Shows what may happen
in dor4 bullion, Fig. 11 gives the segregation in furnace-refined anode cakes, and

Pig. 12 that in furnace-refined anodes. The last is interesting as showing that correct

results may be obtained by drilling the lugs only.

^ ThamtioftUy, tli« qaarters are idantieal, and it takes fewer holes to oovsr a quarter template than

a whole templaW, Spaoing the holes on squares. Conaeqiiently, in lota of bullion where the

hUlpl;^ ^ bare are not integral multiples of the number of template holes, a better distribution of

heW egn usUgfiy be attained ^th quarter templates than with whole, as there will, on the doetrine of

ehaimee, iOi^dhuiiHly he fewer holes to scatter, aft^ the even rounds have been drilled.



o,

S.'—Bar of gas-finished converter copper, $howing distribtltioi^ of silver and gold. In

each circle the. npper figure denotes silver and the lower figure gold^ in ounces per ton.
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A template should be laid out so that there is not a row of holes on a median line,

and, as a rule, less than thirty-five holes to a quarter template will give incorrect

results (unless the pigs are small). In making comparisons of different templates and
of different methods of sampling copper, it is safe to assume that if the method takes

Fio. 9.—Bar of black copper, showing distribution of silver and gold. In each circle the

upper figure denotes silver and the lower figure gold, in ounces per ton.

proper care of the silver the results on gold will be correct, as silver has a much greater

tendency than gold to segregate.
,

Theoretically, in any pig having a bevel, if the holes are not spaced to divide the

bevel evenly, an error is introduced in template drilling,^ since the weight of bevel

\ Mining /our., Vol. 92, p. 1173, 1911,
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drillings is not proportioned to the weight of the beveled portion of the pig. There is

always an error on the corner holes in a beveled pig. These errors are minimized

by close spacing of the template holes, and still better, by adopting the plate form.

*6

Fig. 10.™ Result of assay of dor4 bullion bar, showing distribution of gold in parts per

thousand. All average assays are calculated according to weights of samples.

At any rate, the attempt to have the drill man correct them during drilling usually

leads to a worse state of affairs than the one to be corrected.^

One illustration of incorrect sampling will serve to show how easily an erroneous

sample may be obtained,* The material sampled was a low-grade argentiferous

1 LiddeIx, Eng. Mining Jour., Vol. 92, p. 1173, 1911.

^ Kelleb, loc. cit.

Fig. 11.

Upper left-hand quarter. Average results of assaying quarter, drilled according to

112-hole template, showing silver content in ounces per ton. Average of 112 individual

drill-hole samples, 76.04; average of 112 samples combined, 76.60; thin-plate sample, 76.88;

shotted sample, 75.82.

Jbotoer left-hand quarter. Average results of assaying quarter, drilled according to 40-

hple template (the template adopted in practice) showing silver content in ounces per ton.

Average of 40 individual drill-hole samples, 75,98; average of 40 samples combined, 76.93;

thin-plate sample, 76.26; shotted sample, 76.96.

Upper right-hand quarter. Average results of assaying quarter, drilled according to

. 20!-hole template, showing silver content in ounces per ton. Average of 20 individual drill-

bole samples, 76.75; average of 20 samples combined, 75.69; thin-plate sample, 76.18;

/ shbtted senaple, 76,88.

Lower rigkt-hand quarter. Average results of assaying quarter drilled according to

d5'<hole templatei showing silver in ounces per ^on. Average of $5 individual drUl-4iole sam-
ples, 76,^; average of 35 samples combined. 75.93 ; average of Id driU-hole samples taken
idcmg longitudinal center line, 75.73; average, of 16 drill-hole samplestak^ along diagonal

line, 7l^Mj aVeri^ of 6 drill-hole samples taken along lateral center line, 75.78; thin-plate

satpple, 7|.82; sHott0d sample, 75.S4« The gold content, in ounces per ton, is also shown
fOrtho'd^l sawple«';h^;this quarter.
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copper in the form of cylinders, 14 in. in dia-ineter by 7 in. thick. Previous drill

santpling had been performed according to a template with seven holes equally spaced

along the diametral line. A new template, which was rational according to the

circular area of the c^ylinders, was laid out in seven zones containing, respectively,

from the center outward, 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, and 13 holes, or a total of 49 holes. Forty-

nine of the copper cylinders were drilled, making seven rounds for the old template

and one for the new. The following results were obtained from 10 assays of each kind

of sample:

Avkrage Results of Ten Assays of Two Kinds of Samples of Copper Bullion
Cylinders

Templet used in taking sample
Chopper,

per cent

Silver, per

ton, ounces

Gold, per

ton, ounces

Diametral 97.010

97 . 106

3 . 1745

2.8585

0.0215

0.0195Rational

Difference 4-0.096 -0.3160
11.05

-0.0020
10.26Difference, per cent

General Observations on Copper Drilling.—Drill presses should be braced at the

top; taper drills should be used; for a 1^-in. drill, 475 r.p.m. seems to be the right

speed for maximum efficiency; a hand feed is superior to an automatic feed; drills

should be ground on a drill grinder. On an average, 100 pigs can be drilled after

each grinding.

A good method of handling the pigs over the drill tables is shown in Fig. 13. If

all the pigs in a lot are being drilled, and the number of pigs is not divisible evenly

by the number of holes in the template, the last fractional round must be spaced over

the entire template. All edge or all center holes will not do.

It is obvious that no lubricant should be used on the sample drills. It is, however,

the custom at some works to use water, or slightly soapy water, to cool the drills as

they run. In sampling 10 lots of copper bullion containing over 50 oz. of Ag per ton,

lower results were found on both gold and silver when the drills were run Wet than

when run dry (the drillings were dried before assaying). On low-grade 13-oz. bullion,

no differences could be found, outside of small normal swings.

With swiftly driven drills, the drill often drives out a large chunk as it breaks

through. These chunks are difficult to grind, and in one works they were being

screened out and discarded. This condition is to the buyer^s advantage, for on over

100 tests the chunks were of greater value than the fine drillings (by nearly 10 per

cent)—independent of whether the drilling was done from the top or the bottom.

ladle samples taken by abstracting a ladleful of molten metal from the charge

and granulating it in the water are often recommended, but the matter of segregation

applies to them likewise. No sooner does metal begin to chill in a ladle than segre-

gation begins to take place, and if any skull fanns inside a ladle it will ordinarily

differ markedly from the material poured but4 For this reason the ladle used in

sampling any metal should be hot as compared with the metal to be poured from it.

The sample should be poured quickly, and no more should be poured after a skull has
begun to fpm iu the ladle.
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\

SILVBR eOLD
^oifSoirripl^ from Furfrace Charefe 96^S7 0.470
^mph &rAn^i4e,99-Mo/e TempJef $6.77 0.493
SampM ofAnocleJO-HohO/aporraf 36. fi

Fig. 12,—Anode of furnace-refined copper biilUon, showing distribution of silver and results

of sampling.

In experiments made by William Wraith,^ samples poured from a ladle varied

75.85 to 81.44 o«* Ag per ton and the ladle skull carried 78.35 os. The true

valu© WAS 74.09 oz. Dr. E'. Keller gives results obtained on dor©, showing again the

dah^r of ladle samples.
^

1 Trans. AltM.W.. Vel. 41, p. 818., 1810.
A
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Analyses of Hot-ladle and op Skulled-ladlb Samples of DobA Bdluon

liOt No.

Hot-ladle

samples

Skullod-4adle

samples
Difference

Assay parts per

1,000

Assay parts per

1,000
Silver Gold

Silver Gold Silver Goltl Over Under Over Under

1 973.79 11.21 977.62 10.78 3.83 J.43

j 981 . 56 10.84 977.32 10.78 4.24 0.06

3 977.19 9.71 976.32 8.98 0.87 0.73

4 981.12 8.18 973.46 7.84 7.66 0.34

T) 976.89 8.21 980.13 8.17 3.24 0.04

6 966.60 10.40 976.88 10.42 10.28 0.02

7 977.72 9 . 58 976.93 9.27 0.79 0.31

8 976.92 11.18 976.80 10.60 0.12 0.58

9 979.13 10.37 979.30 10.30 0.07

10 976.00 10.40 976.71 9.89 0.51

Total 18.42 13.08 0.02 3.07

Mean difference per lot 0.47 0.31
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In some of the writer’s experiments cakes were poured from the ladles and these

cakes sampled by template in the usual manner, and the ladle skull also sampled.

Ag ounces per ton Au ounces per ton

Skull Cake Skull (^ake

Experiment I 150.68 144.08 |IM 3.62
Experiment II 146.48 144.60 3.55
Experiment III 149.52 137.86 3.63 3.54
Experiment IV 145.69 ' 138.96 3.61 3.44

Experiment V 430.70 388.09 7.06(0 7.50(0

Lead Saixi|>di3Lg.—As can be seen from the character of the metal, lead can be
sampled with less likelihood of error than can any other metal. The process is thus

described by Raht:^

After melting the bullion bars down in a kettle holding about 20 tons, the coppery
dross is skimmed off and sent back to the blast furnace to be smelted over; with this

one of the worst sources of error in sampling is removed. The bullion is then thor-

oughly stirred, say, for 5 min., and while this is still going on a number of samples
are taken by means of a small ladle holding approximately one-half an assay ton of

metal. It is important that this ladle should be at least as hot as the bullion, so that

none of the metal would stick to its surface, otherwise the samples would be too low
in silver. The samples thus obtained are taken direct for assaying without any
trimming or clipping. Instead of trimming the sample down to the exact weight of

half an assay ton, the exact weight of each sample is ascertained, whatever it may be,

and from the resulting silver button the contents are figured. Care is taken, however,

in the selection of the samples for assaying out of the great number originally taken

that these should be somewhere near the same weight, so that when they are cupeled

side by side they would finish about the same time.

^*It will be seen that ail the objections to punch sampling are met in this method.

Still, another one might be raised against it, which is the uncertainty whether the

mixture was thorough. I must say that this does not appear to carry much weight,

but it can be overcome by taking samples at regular intervals out of the stream of

metal running from the kettle into the molds. These samples would have to be

remelted in a graphite crucible and out of this again one-half assay ton samples

taken, which are then treated as above. This method, of course, brings in again the

objection to the remelting. There cannot be the least doubt that either of these two
dip samples would be nearly absolutely correct, but they can be carried on only at

the works of the seller of the bullion, as it would be next to impossible to obtain a

correct sample from the dross skimmings. It is to be hoped that the dip sample will

be generally introduced wherever practicable, and so do away with the annoying

sample and assay differences between the bullion producer and refiner.”

In discussing the lead-smelting practice at the El Paso Smelting Works, El Paso,

Tex;, JB. F. Easter describes* the sampling of the base bullion as follows:

*^Wh.€^her drosaed at the blast furnace or at the remelting furnace, the bullion is

thpped into a cast-iron cooling pot. The dross is skimmed off carefully and thor-

» IfcAW, The Pistrlhuilon of Silver in LeadBulUon, and the Different Methods of Sampling, Mineral
/nd,* Vk 8, p, 414, 1894,

* l^eerpt itom, a paper entiUed **Ifead Smelting at El Paso,^^ presented at the San pranctseo meeting

^ ilia -September,
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oughly. Before the final skimming the contents of the kettle are well stirred and the

dross thereby raised is taken off completely. After skimming, the contents of the

kettle are stored again and, while the lead is still in motion, gum-drop samples are

dipped. A few more gum drops are taken than it is expected to make into bars of

lead, to insure having a gum drop for each bar of lead.

^‘The bullion is ladled into molds, and after the pot is empty all extra gum drops

over the number of bars produced arc thrown out. These gum drops are held and

delivered to the assay office whenever the bullion

Section A"B ^
Fig. 14.—Lead punch.

corresponding to them is removed. A shipping

lot consists of 780 bars (about 42 tons), and,

when complete, the 780 gum drops correspond-

ing are placed in a graphite crucible and melted

at as low a temperature as will give a homo-
geneous mass from which to dip the final gum-
drop samples, upon which the actual assay of

the lot is made. Great care is taken not to get

the sample hot enough to oxidize the lead dur-

ing the process. The gum drops, which weigh

about 40 g. each, are assayed without clipping

and the gold and silver calculated to an assay-

ton basis.*^

A good form of lead punch is shown in Fig.

14.

In the sampling of pig iron one of the optional

methods of the IJ.S. Steel Corp. is described

as follows by the chemists’ committee of that

corporation.’^

Plate or Pat Test.—With a suitable hand ladle

a portion is dipped from the stream of molten

iron and, with the spoon of the ladle resting upon
a clean dry iron plate, a pat of such size as may
be desired is poured thereon.

The use of the water-shot sample is to be con-

sidered as in violation of the standard method.

Number of Samples to Be Taken.—As tending

to a reasonable degree of accuracy, it is recom-

mended that a portion be secured, timed as

nearly as may be practicable for the middle of

each ladle of iron representing ^he cast. Equal
portions from each of these samples are con-

veniently combined for subsequent analysis.

Preparation of the Sample.—The tests are

either drilled or crushed, as required.

samples may be taken from a charge that is being poured by batting
the falling stream of metal so that the resulting shot goes into a near-by pan

of water.

Wraith® thus describes the process at the Washoe plant of the Anaconda Co. The
batting is done with a wooden paddle, and the first sample is taken 30 min. after

pouring is started, three other samples beihg taken at hourly intervals, each sample
weighing 4 to 6 oz*

* jxkeihods ©f the O.S, Steel Corp. for €k>mmercial eampHiig and anaiyiflA of pig iron, /lour. Xnd.
JSnp. C'W.#Wd. 4^ p; SOL 1912. ^
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^^The samples are dried, examined for particles of burnt wood, screened on a
10-mcsh screen of No. 8 wire to remove the fines, the oversize then screened on a
4-me8h screen of No. 20 wire to remove the coarse, the undersize of this screen being
taken as the sample. The four portions thus obtained are thoroughly mixed and
split in half by passing over a 36-slot splitting device, slots being 0.5 in. wjde. One-
half of the sample is sent to the laboratory for analysis and one-half kept as a
duplicate.^*

Moisture in Bullion.^—In metals that are not completely solid and that have been
cooled under water, mojsture is possible and this moisture is not driyen out even at
212°. This is of commercial importan<*e in pig copper that has been bosh cooled.

Apparently, the explanation is tiiat the water gets into minute holes in the metal,
the necks of which close eon^pletely due to the contraction and distortion on cooling

and will not reopen when the material is heated to 212° only. As noted, this moisture
may amount to as much as 0.6 per cent and is not completely expelled at temperatures
below 240°F.i

This securely held moisture is not rain water or bilge water, but is from the bosh in

which the metal is cooled. The only way to determine this moisture accurately is to

make large-scale drying tests on the bars. The drillings will show moisture, but if

the drills are not run very slowly the heat generated by them
will drive off sqme of the water, and, in any event, the large

surface exposed by the drillings will dissipate a large portion of

st. The drillings can be completely dried at 212°F., although,

as said above, a minimum of 240°F. is required for the bars.

While it is more accurate to dry bars in lots of one ton or

over, it is possible to approximate a relationship between the
moisture found in the drillings and the true amount in the bars
and use the correction thus ascertained.

In sampling pig iron, ordinarily the concern is for the grade
of the pure pig and not the average analysis as affected by
adhering scale and sand. For this reason, in taking a sample
of pig iron either by drilling or filing from the broken end of a
bar, wrapping a strip of paper tightly around the bar several times will assist greatly,
thus preventing any scale or sand from dropping off into the sample.

In sampling refined copper bars, which are probably as nearly homogeneous as any
commercial metal, most of the analyses can be made from borings taken anywhere
except just as the surface of the bar. For suboxide determination, filings or sawings
are best. The Cananea Consolidated Copper Co. formerly ran a set of six small
parallel power-driven saws for the preparation of such samples. These samples must
be freed from iron by means of a magnet and, since the original material is free from
iron and iron oxides, no error is thereby introduced.

Where the sample must be taken from an iron or steel surface by planing, it is
well to hammer off all scale, sand, or other extraneous material from the outside of the
bar and then set up the bar so that it projects up through a sheet of stiff paper as
shown in the illustration. The shavings will then be caught on this paper and can
easily be transferred to a sample bottle. Care must be taken not to run the planer

fast, or the coarse shavings will fly away and be lost, leaving only fines behind,
seriously vitiating the sample. / .

In general, there is a great difference between the coarse and the fine portions of any
sample. With iron, any free carbon in the metal pulverizes readily and is found in the
foes. How great the difference is between the coarse and fine is shown by the follow-
ing analyses of dark-gray cast-iron planings screened through an 8Q-mesh sieve;*

Jmr,, pee, 1910, p, 1095,

: * kad ** j3»i3cvpUng ftnd Analyf^a of trpti and Steel.**

It?

Fig. 16 .—Method
of catching planer
chips on paper.
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9 Coarse,

173 g.,

per cent

Fine,

16 g.,

per cent

Calculated

composition,

per cent

Total carbon 2.62 H.66 3.39

Graphite ^ 2.38 10.91 3.10

Combined carbon 0.24 0.75 0.29

Silicon 2.44 2.27 2.42

Phosphorus 0.61 0.56 0.615

Sulphur 0.08 0.073 0.079

Ancfther case (taken from the same source) was a Swedish gray iron which was

planed over the entire cross section, giving 693 g. of shavings. These were screened

so as to obtain three portions: on 80 mesh; through 80 mesh and on 120 mesh; and

tlirough 120 mesh. Analysis on the screened portions gave results as follows:

Coarse,

469 g.,

per cent

Medium,
193 g.,

per cent

Fine,

31 g.,

per cent

Calculated

analysis,

percent

Total carbon I 3.53 4.04 22.00 4.60

Graphite 2.12 2.53 20.94 3.07
Combined carbon 1.41 1.51 1.06 1.43

Silicon 0.81 0.83 0.76 0.80
Phosphorus 0.061 0.044 0.03 0.048
Sulphur 0.017 0.014

1

0.013 0.016

On a sample of comparatively clean converter copper, screened over a 12-mesh

screen, the portion on the screen assayed 98.94 per cent Cu, that which passed the

screen, 97.21 per cent. The proportions were as 24:1.

There is no need of multiplying instances with analyses of other materials. The
sampler as well as the analyst must realize the variations that may exist between

the coarse and fines of a sample, and the sampler must so arrange his methods that

the correct proportions of each may be turned into the laboratory. The methods by
which the analyst will treat the sample after it is delivered to him do not fall within

the 8oo|)e of this book.

Hardened steels may be annealed before machining. Annealing for 15 min. at

750 to 800®C., followed by slow cooling until the pearlite point is reached (700®C,),

is sufficient to anneal carbon steels. Below 600®C. the steel may be cooled as quickly

m desired. In certain alloys and self-hardening steels, it will be necessary to use

chl'^c-tungsten and other alloy steels for the planing tool. With material that can-

not be worked even with special steels, it is necessary to knock off small pieces from
different parts of the sample and to pulverize these pieces. It is recommended by
peiSB and Bauer that the sample be wrapped in heavy linen cloth before pulverizing

and the broken pieces be carefiiUy cleaned to free them from linen fibers. It should be
noted that in cases of this class carbon analyses are always subject t6 some doubt,

as it is n^t to impossible to remove all the cloth.

' As a jjjery elementary precaution, in ta^ng samples of iron or fte«4 it is well to look

at the dfpbbr.o^ tools, to see.that no large pieces hhve l^n
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them. If there have been, these pieces can usually be found and taken out of the

samples.

METALLICS

The limiting case of variation between coarse and fine material in the same
sample is that of metallic particles or masses occurring in material which otherwise is

capable of being crushed. In this case the sampler should weigh the metallic and
nonmetallic portions of the sample as soon as they can be properly separated, sample
each separately, and rept rt Mie original v^eights to the laboratory.

Metallic substances often occur that can be ground by suitable means and the

powder added to tiie pul; sample. This, however, is a questionable procedure, for

this powder must be of dilwirei * composition from the easily pulverized material and
its introduction into the sain|>h‘ makes a ‘^spotty sample. Much of the trouble, for

instance, with samples of gold ore that give discordant results is due to forcing through

the sampling scroen small metallic particles that should have been removed and

weighed and reported as ‘'metallics.^'

It may be noted at this point that the formula for computing the average value of

a sample containing motallics is as follows:

If W =« weight of pulp.

w = weight of metallics.

A = assay of pulp.

a — assay of metallics.

Then average value V = - - -

Occasionally, as in sampling reverberatory slags, metallics will be taken out at each

stage of the crushing. In this case a note should be made of the relative weights of

metallic and nonmetallic portions at each stage, but apparently no great error results

if but one sample of metallics is turned in along with the final sample of pulp.

The assay of the ^‘fine” of the next to the last stage must be calculated from the

assays and weights of the coarse and fine of the last stage. The assay of the coarse of

the next to last stage is assumed to be the same as the assay of the coarse of the last

stage, and so on.

In the general sampling of slags and other fused products, it should be noted that

these materials will decompose most easily when they have been suddenly chilled, and
it. is, therefore, recommended, for the convenience of the analyst, that this be done

when possible, in sampling fused masses.

SAMPLING OF LIQUIDS

Concerning the sampling of liquids or semiliquid material, there is not much to

say except to point out the necessity of rapid agitation to ensure uniformity of the

bulk to be sampled and drawing off the sample during the agitation or so quickly

thereafter that segregation has not had time to take place. *

The same precautions are necessary in further laboratory tests of these samples.

Even thoiigh the liquids contain no sediment, it must still be remembered that tem-

perature changes in the room in which a liquid is standing are sufficient to cause

differences in concentration of dissolved solids between the top and the bottom layers.

Errors sometimes introduced when samples are taken at high temperatures

and icrystallisation occurs, because the samples are cooled before they are used.

Ko ienaral" directions can be given upon the proper treatment of samples where

is a eedime^^^ how to estimate correctly the influence of the sediment on
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the origitial sample and to what extent the sediment should bo washed and what is

the influence of the washing water upon the sample. ^ This mat ter must he determined

by the chemist for each ease independently. The general instruction can, however,

be taken o heart that, where these samples are not routine matters and the procedure

absolutely worked out, it will invariably pay to recheck these calculations after mak-
ing them, or better still, to attempt to deduce the final results by an entirely new chain

of reasoning.

Most of the automatic pulp samplers depend upon a water- or pulp-driven tipping

device which drags a cutter through the stream of outgoing pulp. It st'ems strange

that a simple tipping box one side of wliich discharged to tlie sample and one side to

waste, with a much smaller mass required to discharge to the sample vat, is not

sufficient, but all the pulp samplers the writer has seen have been complicated affairs.

SAMPLING GASES

In sampling gases it is again difficult to give general directions. The use of two

bottles connected by a rubber tube attached to glass or metal tubes reaching to the

bottoms of the bottles and passing through two-hole corks, the other aperture being

closed by another gh^js tube running to a rubber tube and stopcock, as an aspirating

apparatus is well known. The apparatus is simple, but has the grave defect that the

water over which the gas is usually collected absorbs the easily soluble gas(;s, such as

CO 2 ,
NHa, and SO 2 . This can be obviated to some (extent by trying to saturate the

water in the bottles with the gas to be collected, but there still is danger either that

the water will not be nearly enough saturated to stop absorption or that it will contain

so much gas that it will be in unstable equilibrium and will be given off into the sample.

To a certain extent these errors can be avoided by the use of a 10 per cent sulphuric

acid solution, as the solubility of most gases (except bases) is less in this than it is in

water. The errors can only be entirely done away with, however, by collection over

mercury, or by the use of previously exhausted vacuum tubes, the value of which can

be opened in the gas to be sampled.

In sampling furnace gases, the results are almost invariably vitiated by a rush of air

along the sampling tube down into the zone to be sampled. Leaky points in the appa-

ratus should always be carefully watched for also.

INTENTIONAL VITIATION OF SAMPLES

Salting*—Of almost equal importance with knowing what to do to obtain correct

samples is to know what may be intentionally done to render samples incorrect. This

is^ of course, of most importance to the mining engineer who is sampling mines, or to

those engaged generally in sampling for the precious metals, but the sampler of any
sort of material should know what may be done to render his work misleading.

Many of the following methods are taken from a paper by George A. James on
the subject.*

Salting may, of course, be innocently or criminally done. Among the ways in

^hich the latter may occur is the use of old coin bags for carrying samples in. The
abraded particles left clinging to the bags may cause serious errors. Another way
of Salting one's own samples is to use one sack for two samples, separating them by a
string around the center of the bag. In such a case the samples must be removed by

^ The elassio tables bearing on samplea and problems involving a pulp suspended in a liquid are/

thoM of Clevenghr, Young, and Turner, Mng, Mining Jour., Dec. 10, 1924. This article should be
rsfsrred h juany such samples are to,be taken and assayed.

* fining Mng. W&rtd, May 20, 1912. p. 1009.
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cutting both ends of the sack, leaving the string tied. Inferior or porous sacks must
be avoided, or else the fines may be lost through the meshes of the bag. Canvas used
for catching the sample as broken in the mine may be contaminated, as may also the

tools. This last remark applies with equal force to everything used throughout the

sanipling process. Proper allowance is not usually made for the pulp that may be
retained by the grinding machinery, nor for metallics that may stick to the muller,

bucking board, etc.

As a rule, assayers do not give sufficient attention to drying the samples properly.

While the failure to consider 2 to 3 per cent of water may at times be a wise factor of

safety, omission of proper drying may sometimes lead to disastrous errors.

The use of the precaution cofi^unonly taken to overcome possible salting, washing
the ore with water, is not so eflicient as is usually supposed. While gold chloride and
silver nitrate are both solublo, they are, after drying on the ore, usually reduced and
rendered insoluble. Seals are oi little value, as a whole wax seal can be raised with a

knife, and later replaced intact. Cloth or paper bags yield to the hypodermic syringe,

while even glass bottles will su<‘cumb to a hypodermic needle thrust through the cork.

Salting in precious metal sjimples may be done by use of gold under the finger-

nails, or in the hair or beard, or by cigarette or pipe ashes carelessly (?) dropped into

the sample. A case is on record where salting was done by gold dust in clay pellets

^‘carelessly shot at the sample pile.

A method of salting practically impossible to detect, or rather a method of influenc-

ing the sampling, is known as “drawing the center/^ In this the men who are piling

up the cone purposely place the successive shovelfuls a little to one side of the apex

(always moving the new apex in the same direction). Eventually, this gives a pile

with the original apex of the cone well to one side of the new and buried in the cone.

The quarter containing the original apex will then contain an undue proportion of fine,

and if this quarter and its opposite are taken the sample contains too much fine;

if the adjacent quarter and its opposite are taken, the sample contains too much
coarse. These quarters will b(i either taken or rejected according to which way the

sample is to be thrown. A way of avoiding this is to place a small stick upright in the

center of the cone as soon as it is well started and see that the stick is always kept in

the center of the heap.

In general, in watching any sampling by the coning and quartering methods it is

advisable continually to compare the looks of the rejected heap with the accepted,

and if it does not look right, repile the entire sample. In general, it should be remem-
bered that in coning nonhomogeneous material no mixing takes place, but rather a

classification, due to the large pieces rolling to the outside of the pile. Coning and
quartering are not means of mixing, but only of dividing a sample.
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CHAPTER V

SCREENING AND SIZING

By Albeht E,

Screening is required in noitferrous metallurgy in connection with crushing and
grinding operations and also in the preparation of products of specified size for further

treatment or for a particular industrial application. The last two decades have seen

a revolutionary advance in the screening art and a rapid adoption of the newer forms

of screening equipment by industry. *

The types of screens in use in the metallurgical field in 1915 were basically the same
as those used in 1556 when Agricola was writing his ^^De re metallica.” They were

the stationary bar grizzly, the revolving screen, and the slow-speed shaking screen.

The development of the porphyry-copper and other low-grade ores created an
insistent demand for more efficient means of handling huge tonnages of materials and
reducing the run-of-rnine material to size required for concentration, flotation, or

leaching at a fraction of previous unit costs. New types of primary and secondary

crushers were developed and improved, while ball milling came into its own in fine

grinding.

It was soon found that these crushing and grinding processes could not achieve

their full capacity and efficiency and consequently the lowest unit cost of reduction

without the aid of screening.

The need for a more efficient means of size separation was so urgent that a new
conception of screening was soon created and gradually so perfected through the entire

range of sizing practice that today the stationary grizzly, the trommel, and the slow-

moving shaker screen are practically relics of the past.

This revolution was brought about by what is known as the high-speed vibrating

screen.” Its first great impetus, starting in 1917, was given by the Hum-mer electric

screen develop)ed for separations finer than }i in. and was followed in the late 1920^8

by the high-speed circle-throw screen which set the pace for other forms of mechanical

screens that have since been developed and placed on the market.

Theory and Purpose of Screening.—Screening is the art of separating solid mate-

rials according to particle size. This is accomplished on a commercial scale by means
of a surface containing a large number of openings of the required size. Woven wire

screen is the screening medium most commonly used as it combines strength with the

greatest number of openings per unit of area, but parallel bars and perforated plate

are also used for certain specific coarse-screening applications. A screening medium
is a multiple go or no-go gauge, the object of which is to measure an infinitely large

number of particles in the briefest possible interval of time. In all screening processes

in general use, gravitation is an important factor in accomplishing the desired

separation.

In the simplest process of screening^ the material to be graded is placed on a fiat

Screening surface. Those particles smaller than the openings in the screen will fall

through and be accepted as undersize,” while those particles which are larger than

the opehihga will be rejected as ^‘oversize.”

» W. 8. Tyler Co., Ckv«lattd, Ohio, .

^
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A complete separation will occur, considering the screening medium as without

movement, only when the particles on the surface are distributed ‘‘one particle deep”;

otherwise the larger particles might prevent many small particles from reaching a

position on the screening medium where they can be measured and accepted,
.

Such a slow process of particle measurement would be unthinkable in modern

industry where high tonnages are often screened again and again with each size

reduction.

To speed up the process of size measurement, it is evident that a continuous agita-

tion of the material to be screened is required so that all particles which might pass

may be brought into contact with the screening surface and given an opportunity to

pass its openings. To provide this agitation or sorting action and to keep the openings

free from blinding is the purpose of screening machinery. It is evident that the

machine that will, in a unit of time, complete the size measurement of the largest num-

ber of individual particles i>er unit of area is the most efficient.

Screening Media.—Screening media may be grouped into three classifications

—

bar or rod screening (including wedge wire), perforated plate, and woven wire cloth.

Bar or rod screens made from steel, cast iron, or alloy bars have long been used for

grizzlies or stationary scalping screens, and modifications of these types are in use for

coarse sizing on vibrating screens. Many specially shaped bars are used, the .most

popular being wedge shaped to reduce clogging of the screen.

Wedge wire is a fine-opening edition of the bar screen, of limited application,

because of its small percentage of open area, excessive weight, and high cost per unit

of area. Its best present application is as a stationary dewatering screen.

Perforated metal screens are made in a variety of metals, including heat-treated

alloy steel. Holes, while generally round, can also be made in other shapes such as

oval, square, hexagonal, and straight or diagonal slots.

Perforated plate is used on many types of trommels, especially where the structural

stiffness of the plate is a required part of the trommel design.

Table 1.—Approximate Round and Square Opening Kquivalents for Testing
Sieves^

Square openings, in. Round openings, in.

o
Square openings, in. Round openings, in.

0

4 434 IHm 4H Vi m
3H 4H 1

3^6 4 % 1

3H H H
3 3H H Hm 3H H
2H 3 H Hm Ke H
2H 2K H He
2 2% He Vim 2Ji Ha He

1

. 2 .

‘ Ha H
IH IH

r ^ from Table 5, “ Coaree Simptified Practice Bulletin United Statee

of. 'Coiap^
'

‘

,
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The principal drawback to perforated plate is its generally low percentage of open
area as compared with that of wire cloth. Increased open area can be obtained with
square punched holes, but at a sacrifice in strength. When screening abrasive mate-
rials, the w^ear tends to change the size of the openings, particularly in the case of the
finer perforations.

Various investigators have demonstrated that for the average crushed material
the maximum size of particles passing a round hole is 81 per cent of those passing a
square hole of equivalent side dimensions as the diameter of the round hole. (For
comparative round and square openings see Table 1.)

Woven wire cloth is the mpst versa iile and widely used of all screening media.
It can be woven in pradicaily any metal, and the available specifications are infinite.

One manufacturer lists over 7000 combinations of opening, wire diameter, and
metal. Woven wire cloth fo; screening media is obtainable in three general types of

openings: (1) square mesh; (2) oblong opening (Ton-Cap, Rek-Tang, etc.); (3) long-
slot opening (Non-Blind, Ty-Rod, etc.).

Fig. 1.—Screen, J^-in. open- Fig. 2.—No. 770 Ton-Cap Fig. 3.—No. 936 Ty-Rod.
ing, 0.072-in. wire. screen.

Square-opening wire cloth is generally woven by the principal manufacturers from
4-in. opening, woven with 1-in. rods, to 400 mesh (160,000 holes per square inch).

Each mesh or opening down to 100 mesh is woven in 5 to 20 different wire diameters,

so that a user has wide choice between the extremes of durability and capacity.

Space Cloth .—Coarse screens are specified by the width of opening between the

wires and are known as space cloth—the standard range being between 4-in. opening
and in. The standard list of square-mesh screens in Table 2 shows the grades

recommended for various types of screening machines.

The oblong^slat screen (Fig. 2) was invented to give greater discharge or screening

area, while maintaining, or even increasing, the durability. In other words, the

greater open area of the oblong opening is designed to let the undersize through instead

of holding it back with blank metal. A screening station can often be the bottleneck
of an entire plant^s capacity. Many instances have been reported where merely
changing a screening surface from a round or square opening to an oblong slot, with
no other change, has resulted* in a 10 to 20 per cent increase in total plant capacity.

Some preiudice has existed in the past against oblong-openihg screens on the theory
that their use would result in slivery or flaky particles passing the screen. The fallaoy

pi th^Atgumeni is that when a crushed material contain^ elongated or flaky particles
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Table 2.—Standard C'oarse Screen Specifications

Wire diameters

Open- Medium light Medium Medium heavy Heavy

ing,

in. Wire Per cent Wire Per c(uit Wire Per cent Wire Per cent

diam- open diam- open diam- open diam- open

eter, in. area eter, in. area eter, in. area eter, in. area

0.500 79.0 0.625 74.8 0.750 70.9 1.000 64.0

0.4375 79.0 0.500 76.6 0.625 72.0 0.750 67.8

3 0.4375 76.2 0.500 73.5 0.625 68.5 0.750 64.0

0.375 77.4 0.4375 74.4 0.500 71.6 0.625 66.4

2H 0.375 75.6 0.4375 72.4 0.500 69.4 0.625 64.0

0.375 73.4 0.4375 70.1 0.500 66.9 0.625 61.2

2 0.3125 74.8 0.375 70.9 0.4375 67.3 0.500 64.0

m 0.3125 71.9 0.375 67.8 0.4375 64.0 0.500 60.5

m 0.250 73.4 0.3125 68.5 0.375 64.0 0.4375 59.9

IH 0.250 71.5 0.3125 66.5 0.375 61.6 0.4375 57.5

m 0.250 69.4 0.3125 64.0 0.375 59.2 0.4375 54.8

IH 0.225 69.6 0.250 67.0 0.3125 61.0 0.375 55.

r

1 0.225 66.6 0.250 64.0 0.3125 58.0 0.375 52.9

% 0.207 65.3 0.225 63.3 0.250 60.5 0.3125 54.3

0.192 63.4 0.207 61.4 0.250 56.3 0.3125 49.8

H 0.177 60,7 0.192 58.5 0.225 54.0 0.250 51.0

H 0.162 57.1 0.177 54.5 0.192 52.2 0.207 49.8

J 1 6 0.148 55.8 0.162 53.2 0.177 50.7 0.192 48.3

H 0.135 54,1 0.148 51.4 0.162 48.7 0.177 46.1

5i6 0.120 52.2 0.135 48.8 0.148 46.0 0.162 43.4

K 0.105 49.6 0.120 45.6 0.135 42.2 0.148 39.4

He 0.080 49.1 0.092 45.1 0.120 37.2 0.135 33.8

H 0.054 48.7 0.072 40.2 0.092 33.4 0.105 29.5

Recommended by the Divbion of Simplified Practices, U.8. Department of Commerce, for screening

of mineral aggregates.

“ These specifications are not shown in simplified practice recommendations, but beeause of their

wide use, are included in table.

Heavy wire recommended for trommels.

^ledium heavy for high-speed vibrating and shaking screens.

Medium light and medium for other vibrating screens.

these shapes will in all probability occur in the entire size range. In such a situation a

squared-mesh screen, of say J^-in. opening, will obviously retain many particles that

pass through a X oblong opening. In other words, the undersize

oi the square opening will still contain the “slivers and flakes/' but they will be of a

smfidl^t average size. The answer is the selection of a sufficiently ftner obloug opening

tp pfoduo® tke same equivalent size to the square mesh. In spite of having tp use the

Smi^er opening, there will still be the advantage of greater discharge area, ^cleaner

overmze, and less tendency to blind.

screens with extra-long slots (Fig* 3) wejte designed to

han^t and: materiais that would tend to blind sqi|ai^ or eten obloi^
'

i screens* * , , 'V,p'
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Screening Machines.—As indicated at the beginning of this chapter, the past
fifteen years have witnessed a revolution in the screening art. While many obsolete

Fig, 4.—Electrically vibrated feeder and grizzly.

types of screening devices will still be found in use, new installations will generally
contain one or more of the following types:

1. Grizzlies, stationary or vibrated.

2. Mechanically vibrated screens,

a. Circle throw, positive drive. ^

h. Circle throw, unbalanced-weight drive.

C. Reciprocating motion, eccentric drive.

d. Reciprocating motion, unbalanced-weight drive,

c. Reciprocating motion, cam operated.

3. Electrically vibrated screens.

SicUionary Grizzly.—The ordinary grizzly is the simplest of all separating devices,

but can be used only for very rough primary sc^-lping. It consists of spaced bars or

and is generally used for removing ** fines from primary crusher feed.

GmUlmer Griedy,—^I'his type of grizzly is fixed at one end and so designed that

tHeiInp(^^t^n^ feed will give some movement or vibration to the bars. When made
of i^i^diMhaped this i3rpe has an obvious though limited advantage over a purely

_'V'
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Vibrating Gn«/ies.-Several manufacturers of cinae-throw positivc-drivo serins

have designed super-heavy-duty models for heavy-tonnage primary screening. The

deck is usually made from spaced rods, although wedge bars and perforated

also used. These units operate with }i- to H-in. circle throw, at speeds o o

1200 r.p.m. Several makes of electrically vibrated grizzlies are also available, some

(as in Fig. 4) combining both vibrated feeder and grizzly in one machine

Vibrating Screen.^.—The principal types of vibrating screens being used in the field

of nonferrous metallurgy at the present time for coarse, medium, and hfae separations

can be described by groups as follows:
^ i

High-speed Fixed Eccentric-shaft Circle-throw Screen.—This screen is characterized

by an eccentric shaft rigidly mounted on the base frame of the machine and utilizes

four bearings. It has been a very.popular type for coarse and medium screening and

Fig. 5.—High-speed fixed-throw eccentric shaft. {Courtesy of Tyler-Niagara.)

is available in a number of makes sucb as AlUs-Chaliners, (lyrex, Link-Belt, Tyler-

Niagara. A typical cross section through the shaft assembly is showm in Fig. 5.

High-speed Full-floating Balanced Eccentric-shaft Circle-throw Screen,—This screen

is characterized by a full floating eccentric shaft supported on the base frame of the

machine by live-rubber shear-type mountings, and also utilizes four bearings. It

operates on a unique principle whereby the shaft is so balanced that it rotates around

its own natural center of rotation lying between the two sets of bearings, and all the

forces acting on the base frame of the machine are balanced by equal and opposite

forces created by the same rotation of the shaft. The live-rubber mountings also

absorb the impact shock from the material passing over the screening surfaces.

This screen, known as the Ty-Rock (Fig. 6), is suitable for both horizontal and

low-angle operation, the positive actipn assuring a forward movement of the material

whether operated flat or at an angle.

lUMing UfManced-weight Screens.—Jn screens of this type, the screen body ie

spring supported or suspended and the motion imparted by means of revolving weighty

on ^ tw#-liearing shaft mounted on the screen body. This general t^rpe is m^de by

a numb^ir some of the trade names being Oyerstrdni,
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Plato, Ripl-Flo, Universal, Vibrex. A typical model of this last-named type is

shown in Fig. 7. This type is generally confined to light-tonnage work. Link-Belt
puts out a model especially designed for wet screening.

High-speed Eccentrically Driven Reciprocating Screen.—This type of scseen is

characterized by an eccentric shaft connected to the vibrating body by means of a
connecting-rod arrangement. A well-known design of this construction incorporates
an eccentric shaft mounted on a balancing frame and connected to the vibrating body
by means of a connecting rod in the form of leaf springs. Both the screen body and
the balancing frame are mounted at the end of upwardly extending leaf springs which

Fig. 6.—Ty-Rook eccentric-shaft circle-throw screen.

permit the oscillatory reciprocating motion. This type of screen is particularly

adapted for horizontal operation and is illustrated by the Symons screen (Fig. 8).

Reciprocating-niotion Unbalanced-weight Drive .—Variations of the usual unbal-
anced-weight type are the Allis-Chalmers Low-Head and the Robins Eliptex. The
Low-Head (Fig. 9) operates horizontally. The body is spring suspended, and the
action is obtained by a system of oppositely revolving counterweights that are so
arranged to produce a reciprocating vibratory motion that gives the forward motion
to the material being screened.

Electrically Vibrated Screens.—Them screens are generally more economical to

operate per unit of area and, within their range, will be less subject to blinding than
mechanical screens.

,

In this type of screen the Vibration is produced by means of electromagnets oper-

atCd‘by pulsating current, the source of which may be a low-frequency generator set or

electronic rectifier unit. In the Hum-mer electric screen (Fig. 10), the upward
stroke of the vibrator is brought to a sudden stop by means of a striking block which
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imparts a sharp vibration to the screening surface. These screens can be operated
either wet or dry. Electric screens are usually supplied in 3 X 5 ft. or 4 X 5 ft. units.

Tandem arrangements are often employed to give double the length of travel to the
material for close sizings. OtWer types of electrically vibrated screens on the market
are the Jeffrey-Traylor, Tyler Type 400, and the Utah.

Screens for Closed-circuit Grinding.—Electrically vibrated screens are an ideal

means of closing the circuit in wet-ore grinding operations. They have proved their

ability to handle large tonnages as fine as 65 mesh, using stainless-steel Ton-Cap cloth

as a screening medium.

Fig. 9.—Double-deck sink-float Low-Head vibrating screen. (Courtesy of AUis-Ckalmera
Mfg, Co.t Milwaukee, Wis,)

Since screens will make the separation according to particle size regardless of

specific gravity, they are more efficient for closed-circuit grinding work than grayity

classifiers. It is also characteristic of screen circuits that there is more finished prod-
uct removed from the return to the grinder than when classifiers are used, thus reducing
the circulating load and making possible increased ball-mill capacity.

The finished product of a screen circuit will contain less “slimes” than classifier

circuits and is thus often highly advantageous in subsequent concentration processes,

particularly when treating tin and tungsten ores. A typical closed-circuit grinding

arrangement is shown in Fig. 11*

Screent in Heavy^medium. Separation PJanta.—Concentration by the heavy-
Inediufia, or aink-atid-fioat, separation process is finding a rapid acceptance in the field

of i^>nf^rous metallurgy. In this process the raw ore is first screened to a definite
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size minus 1 pliis yi in.)* After the sep&iration has })een completed in the

heavy-mldiuin cone, both the “float’’ and the “sink” products must be drained and

Fig. 10,—Hurn-mer electric screen.

rinsed for recovery of the medium for reuse. This draining and rinsing operation is

done on horizontal mechanical screens of the reciprocating or circle-throw types.

Fig. 11.—Vibrating screen in closed-circuit grinding.

Electric screens e<luipped with 65- to 100-mesh cloth are employed to clean the

rec3aiinl>d mediui?i when it becomes contaminated with Ones.”
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Tyler Stand-

ard Screen

Scale

V2
or 1.414

openings

in inches

Tablk 3.—Standard "Screen Scale Sieves

For closer

sizing

sieves from
0.0015 to

3.000 in.

ratio 4

V2
or 1.189

Diameter

of wire

decimal of

an inch

II. S. series equivalents

(fine series)

Micron

designa-

tion

Number

British

standard

equivalent

mesh

0.0328

0.0232

0.0164

0.0116

0.0082

0.0058

0.0041

0.0029

0.0021

0.0015

1.050

0.883

0.742

0.624

0.525

0.441

0.371

0.312

0.263

0.221

0.185

0.156

0.131

0.110

0.093

0.078

0.065

0.055

0.046

0,0390

0.0328

0.0276

0.0232

0.0195

0.0164

0.0138

0.0116

0.0097

0.0082

0.0069

0.0068

0.0049

0.0041

0.0035

0.0029

0.0024

0.0021

0.0017

0.0015

0.148

0.135

0.135

0.120

0.105

0.105

0.092

0.088

0.070

0.065

0.065

0.044

0.036

0.0328

0.032

0.033

0.035

0.028

0.025

0.0235

0.0172

0.0141

0.0125

0.0118

0.0122

0.0100

0,0092

0.0070

0.0072

0.0056

0,0042

0.0038

0,0026

0.0024

0.0021

0.0016

0,0016

0.0014

0.001
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Screei|^estiag.—Testing sieves are usSd to contM crushing and screening opera-

tions a,nd to determine the conformity of a crushed or screened product to a given size

sflefii'ficatioii.

The sieve series in most general use is known as the Tyler Standard Screen Scale,

shown in Table 3. This scale has as its base an opening of 0.0029 in., which is the

opening of the standard 200-mesh testing sieve, with the openings increasing in the

ratio of the square root of 2, or 1.414. Where a closer sizing is desired, the Tyler

fourth root of 2 series, shown in column (2), is used.

The U.S. Bureau of Standards Sieve Series can be used interchangeably with the

Tyler Series, the equivalent numbers and micron designations being shown in columns

(5) and (6). The British Engineering Standards Association sieves, in column (7),

follow closely the openings in the Tyler Series, with some variations in mesh designa-

tion to make use of standard British wire gauges.



CHAPTER VI

CLASSIFICATION AND CONCENTRATION

PART I. CLASSIFICATION

Bv JoH^ y. N, Domr‘ and Frank L. Bosqdi*

Definition.—Classitin ation is the art of sorting particles of different sizes and
specific gravities into uniform products. As commonly applied in ore dressing, it

reprosents a separation of the coarser sand from the fine sands or plimes in a given ore

pulp. Classification is not synonymous with sizing, as for instance by screens,

because the latxer term does not take into consideration the specific gravity of the

particles, whh’h in classification becomes fully as important as the particle size.

Classification is dependent upon the settling rate of the individual particles in a

fluid medium (usually water), and the difference in rates between particles of different

sizes and/or specific gravities is the controlling factor in the operation.

Settling of particles in water can be divided into two distinct classes—^free and
hindered settling—and it is necessary to have a clear conception of the two terms to

understand the underlying principles of the various machines.

Free settling is said to take place when the individual particles settle freely and
unhindered by other particles through a medium of still water or against a rising

current of water.

Hindered settling occurs when particles of mixed sizes, gravities, and shapes in a

crowded mass are sorted in a rising current of water, the velocity of which is less than
the settling rate of the particles, but sufficient to keep the particles in a turbulent or

fluid condition. The arrangement of the particles is positive, if one particle is

moved either upward or downward it will return to its original position as soon as

set free.

Settlers or thickeners, involving the separation of water from solids by sedimenta-

tion, are not treated in this text as classifiers, but are covered in the chapter on

Dewatering.

History.—The role of classification in metallurgy is not an innovation of recent

years, although the development of the machines in use at this time can be credited to

this century. Nature has provided the flowing brook, classifying silt and sand, and
it is not unlikely that man’s invention of the classifier bears an analogy to the brook.

Agricola in Book VIII of his De re metallica” describes the process of removing mud
or slime from gold and tin ores by means of sluice boxes in accordance with the metal-

lurgical processes in use in the sixteenth century, and it is probable that what are

today termed sand-slime separations have been practiced in ore-dressing plants from

the inception of the art of metallurgy.

The surface current or box classifier, later develope^^ by Rittinger with his spitz-

kasten, Was probably the first type used in mills of the present scientific age. In

1S68, the hog-trough classifier was installed in the Lake Superior copper mills, and
though not satisfactory, was probably the forerunner of the hydraulic classifiers. In

^Profident, The Dorr Co., New York.
* Metallurgicftl Engineer, Westport Plant, The Dorr Co., New York.

Aeknnwledgment is here made of the aasistanoe of the staff of the Dorr Company, New York.
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1881, the or^lSicSft?Ss-Coggin ’^Msafier wit# introduced, the- first positive

acting mal^ine to be used. Shortly after the Calumet there followed the Evajis,

Anacohda, Tamarack, Yeatman, and others too numerous to mention, all based upon

essentially the same principles but differing in construction.

The hindered-settling principle was recognized by Prof. R. H. Richards as pre-

senting unusually attractive features in the preparation of material prior to concentra-

tion, and he and others developed several types of hindered-settling classifiers that

are in use in several mills today.

In 1904, J. V. N. Dorr developed his first mechanical classifier at the mill of

Lundberg, Dorr & Wilson at Terry, S.D., and the machine quickly obtained recogni-

tion. It is today the most widely used type. The invention of the Dorr bowl classi-

fier in 1916 permitted clean separations to be made at as fine as 350 mesh.

Other mechanical classifiers have bee.ii introduced, noteworthy among which is the

Akins. The Federal-Esperanza and other types of homemade drag classifiers have

not proved to be especially satisfactory. They are cheaply constructed but are

expensive to operate.

The most widely used of the cone classifiers are the Caldecott and the Allen cones.

The former was practically accepted as standard in the older South African cyanide

plants, those of the Central Rand, and the latter found considerable acceptance in the

Southwest and in the phosphate-rock mining fields. Mechanical-type classifiers have

largely replaced cones in recent years.

Types of Classifiers.—Classifiers themselves can be divided into two general

classes, hydraulic and nonhydraulic, depending on whether an upward current of

“hydraulic’^ water is or is not used as a sorting column. Nonhydraulic classifiers

can in turn be subdivided into mechanical and nonmechanical types and the hydraulic,

into the free-settling and hindered-settling types. The following outline illustrates

this and gives the types described under each class:

I. Nonhydraulic Classifiers

Part A, Spigot type.

1. Spitzkasten.

2. Callow cone.

3. Caldecott cone.

4. Allen cone.

Part B. Mechanical.

1. Dorr classifier.

2. Dorr hydroseparator.

3. Akins classifier.

4. Hardinge countercurrent classifier.

5. Denver hydroclassifier.

6. Drag-belt classifier.

7. Federal-Esperanza classifier.

II. Hydraulic Classifiers

Fart A. Free settling—elutriator.

1. Evans shallow-pocket classifier.

2. Richards Launder-Vortex type.

Part B. Hindered settling.

1. Dorreo sizer.

2. Deister (Concenco).

3. Einhards.

4. Riehards-Janney.

3. Hydrotator (coal cleaning).
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The nonhydraulic spigot-type classifier is used nowadays only for rou^,sand-slime
separations, whereas the mechanical type is used almost universally for closed-circuit

grinding work. Hydraulic classifiers find their greatest use in the distribu#cM 0^
sized feed to tables and other concentrating machines, and in the production of sized

finished products such as in the abrasive and glass-sand industries. The hindered-
settling type has practically replaced the free-settling type because of the lower water
consumption and high efficiency attained.

Theory,—The theory of classification has been thoroughly investigated by
Richards, Rittinger, and others, and only an attempt to summarize their work will

be given in this text. V particle suspended in water falls by reason of the unbalanced
force represented by the exc -ss nf its weight over the weight of water displaced. The
law of equal falling pjtr^ ides states that bodies falling freely in water do so at a speed

proportional to their v* ight iivided by the resistance of the water. Particles that

attain the same final velocity and therefore reach the bottom of a tank at the same
time and are found in the same layer are known as equal falling particles.

Free settling of a particle suspended in water is dependent on the following, other

conditions being equal in each case:

1. SpcHufic gravity—of two particles of different specific gravitie^s, the one having

the higher will settle faster.

2. Size—of two particles of different size, the larger will settle faster than the

smaller.

3. Shape—of two particles of the same diameter, the roundish grain wull settle

faster than the long narrow grain, and the latter Will settle faster than the flat grain.

4. Air bubbles—a particle that does not retain adhering air bubbles settles faster

than one that does.

5. Magnetism—of two groups of particles, one of which is magnetic while the

other b not, the magnetic group will probably settle more rapidly than the nonmag-
netic owing to the mutual attraction of the magnetic particles resulting in the forma-

tion of flocculated aggregates.

6. Density of liquid—in two liquids of different densities, the rate of settlement

b more rapid in the lighter liquid.

7. Viscosity—in two liquids of different viscosities, the rate of settlement of a

particle is more rapid in the more fluid liquid.

Opposed to the fall of a particle b the mechanical resistance of the water. This

resbtance is of two kinds. When the velocity of fall is relatively great, as with large

particles, the particle must remove the water from its path, impressing on the water

velocity and movement that results in eddies—this resbtance is termed ^^eddy

resbtance.” When the rate of settlement of the particle is relatively alow, as it b
with small particles, the eddy resbtance b negligible, the controlling resistance being

due to the viscosity of the water or skin friction with the particle—this b termed
'
* viscous resbtance. ”

Up to a size of about 200 mesh with quartz the viscous resistance predominates

with the effect of the eddy resbtance increasing as one goes to larger particles and
finally predominating over the viscous effects at 10 mesh or so.

For spherical bodies, the general laws of resistance state that in the region of viscous

resbtance

Stokes^

while in the region of turbulent resbtance

R « Newtoni
> “ Math^mitloal and Phsrsioal Papers/* 1901; and Prans. Cambrige Phil. 5oc., Vol, 9,

Pan II, p. 5b 1851.
* Nbwton, ** Mathematical principlce of Naturid Philosophy/* Book II, trans. into English 1729.
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where R resistance, d tne diameter of the sphere, the coefficient of viscosity,

and p the density of the medium
;
V is the velocity of the sphere relative to the medium

^nd' i^is a constant.

Though much published data on the rate of fall of spheres of different kinds in

various media are available, Castleman has pointed out^ that the limits of the laws

are not well defined and no simple mathematical expression is possible.

However, by dimensionless reasoning it is possible to show that the resistance S
is a function of a factor known as the Reynolds number, which is in itself dependent

Fio. 1.—Castleman’s curve and earlier equations.

on the diameter and velocity of the particles and on the density and viscosity of the

medium. A plot of this curve is shown in Fig. 1.

At low velocities, the resistance R of Stokes’ equation above can be shown to

equal the downward force of gravity and the velocity of the particle expressed as

^ 1 (cr - p)ri*

where p- « density of the sphere.

(7 * acceleration due to gravity,

which is the familiar form of Stokes’ law.

It can be seen on Fig. 1 that this law holds reasonably well up to about R^ “ 0.6,

above which point inertia forces attain sufficient magnitude to cause considerable

deviations. Rittin^r and others have derived formulas to cover these higher regions

of turbulent flow, but all are approximate or limited in extent.

I'OAWftMMAMr Tti© Il«»istanee to tho Steady Hoticm of Small Spheres Jn Fluida. National Adviaory

Coimwittee^ur Aerohautioa, 7*«cA. 231.
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SettUni Rjfttios.—Spheres of different'Substances ai^iquaf settlmg'^ithey bear

to each other the proper size ratio. This is called the “free-settling ratio and is

conventionally expressed in terms of quartz. The free-settling ratio of galena

This would be the same as saying that a grain of galena of 4.01 mm. diameter would^^"'

settle at the same rate as a quartz grain of 16.08 mm. diameter. If screens of this

size ratio were employed to effect a grading, all the grains of galena could theoretically

be separated from all the grains of quartz by jigging.

Where there is a mass of particles of ore in suspension in a fluid such as water, the

combined ore and water must be considered as a “fluid" and the specific gravity of

this “fluid" must be used in making computations. This favors the settlement and

separation of heavy grains jmaller than those indicated by the free-settling ratios.

It will be evident further that teiiice tlie heavier grains are hindered by their neighbors

Hindered Settling Ratios.

Fig. 2.—Hindered settling ratios for common minerals.

in taking a direct path downward, their average velocity is very much less than their

free-settling velocities, and hence the relative settlement rates will be more directly

in proportion to specific gravity. Owing to this and other factors, Richards, by

experimental work, has determined that these “hindered-settling" ratios are higher

than the free-settling* ratios. He has determined, for example, that the hindered-

settling ratio for galena to quartz is 5.842. The accompanying table shows the

free- and hindered-settling ratios for common minerals; the hindered-settling ratio is

plotted in Fig. 2 against the specific gravity of the mineral. If two heavy materials

are to be separated from one another as well as from quartz, then the hindered-

settling ratio of the lighter of the two heavy minerals must be divided into that of the

heavier to find the screen ratio, if the hindered-settling ratio of the quartz and the

lighter of the two heavy minerals is less than this ratio. For example, the working

screen ratio for a mixture of chalcocite, galena, and quartz is not 5.842 or 3*116 but

L875, th^ ratio of the hindored-settling factors pf the two heavy minerals.
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HETTLiNG Ratios to Qi^^irtz

Free

settling 1

Hindered

settling®

Sphalerite 1.85 2.127

Pyrrhotite 2.14 2.808

Chalcocite • 2.64 3.115

Arsenopyritc 2.82 3.737

Cassiterite 3.32 4.698

Wolframite 3.64 5.155

Galena 4.01 5.842

Native copper 4.56 8.598

* After Rittinger.

2 After Richards.

It will he seen from the foregoing that spheres of specific gravities /S" and Si arc

equal settling if

{S — p)d- = {Si — p)d{^ in the region of Stokes’ law

{S — p)d == (*Si — p)di in the region of Newton’s law

And more generally (where the medium is water)

d{S - 1)« - di{Si - 1)«

As can be seen from the above, n varies from a numerical value of ^2

region of Stokes’ law to 1 for Newton’s law. Since, however, wt; are concerned in

hydraulic classification with relatively fast-settling particles, the higher value may be

assumed.

In the case of quartz and galena with specific gravities of 2.65 for quartz and 7.5

for galena, the relation between the diameters would be (7.5 — l)/(2.65 — 1), or

approximately 4. As the volume varies as d®, the ratio between the volumes would be

64. With a unit weight of 7.5 for galena and 64 X 2.65, or 169.9, for quartz, the

relation between the weights would be 23. It is evident therefore that of two equal

falling particles the denser particle occupies a much smaller volume as well as having

a much smaller absolute weight.

If, instead of using water, a medium of higher density is employed, the ratio

between diameters will accordingly be increased. For this purpose a pulp having a

density of about 1,6 is usually used. The ratios can then be expressed as follows for

quartz and galena:
. .

di

7.6 - 1.5

2.65 - 1.5
or 5.2

The ratio between the volumes under these conditions will be 140 and between the

wephts 50 instead of 64 and 23 as shown above for free settling.

It is evident that with the higher ratio obtained in hindered settling a separation of

two minerals of different densities is more readily accomplished than by free settling,

although the actual sizing is less perfect.

This has been confirmed by experiment by Richards. The character of the work
done by both free- and hinderednscttling classifiers is «diown in Figs. 3 and 4, the former

Showmf tho result of screen sizing the different spigot products of a free-settling classi-

fier, and the latter the same thing frmn a hinder^^settling classifier. The dark
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particles are galena and the lighrquartz, each vertical commn being the r^lraH of screen

sizing the product from a single spigot. It will be noticed that there is a well-defined

valley in the case of the hindered-settling products (Fig. 4) between the galena ate the^
quartz, indicating that separation into concentrate and tailing in the subsequent con-

centrating machine can readily be accomplished with the making of but little mid-

dling. On the contrary, Fig. 3 shows no such valley, indicating that in making the

separation of a clean concentrate from a clean tailing by free settling a considerable

amount of middling is produced, requiring retreatmemt, or else a lower grade concen-

trate and high tailing loss will result.

The hindered-settling classifier is essentially a primary concentrating machine

rather than a sizing apparatus,’and as such possesses distinct advantages in the prepa-

ration of feed for concei/^ralin|; machines. For the classification of feeds of the same

material there is little ad caJDt. ge in the use of hindered-settling classifiers. As, in the

Spigots Spigots
Screen I23 4 5& 789I0 I2345&789

+10

+14

+20

+35

+48

+&5

+80

+100

+150

+200

Fines

Fig, 3.—Free settling. Fig. 4.—Hindered settling.

majority of cases, a classifier working in closed circuit with a grinding mill is treating

this type of material, mechanical classifiers are largely employed.

Mechanical classifiers of the Dorr and Akins types are of neither the free-settling

nor the hindered-settling types, although they embody some principles of each. The
primary factor upon which separations are dependent is the dilution, or fatio of water

to solids in the pulp. By varying this, the density of the pulp is varied, and in coarse

separations this density may be so high that a hindered-settling condition or jigging

action aided by agitation by the rakes does prevail, but as the dilution is increased

the point where the density approaches that of water a free-settling state exists. But,

as in neither case a sorting column with hydraulic water is used, the mechanical

classifiers cannot be included in either class. Besides dilution, the rake or helix speed

and slope of the classifier tank are functions governing the separation in the tiiachine.

NONHYDRABLIC CLASSIFIERS

A. SMGOT TYPE

Sudaee-oinreiit Cltiiifter«**-The simplest type of surface classifier is a pyramidal

box placed in a siream of pulp, the feed flowing in on one side and overflowing from

the other. With the overflow goes the matmial that does pot settle, while the
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coaxser settles in ffibox and is^di^hargeS'lSIy a spigot or a ^inifar device.

This ^pl of apparatus, known as a surface-current or box classifier, is the foundation

design of the spitzkasten and succeeding types of classifiers (Fig. 5).

If, instead of using one box, a number of them of increasing size are placed in a
series so that the pulp flows successively through them, there will be obtained from the

boxes a series of graded products, determined by the velocity of the stream in each
box and the law of equal falling particles. Such a series of boxes is designated as a
spitzkasten series and may consist of any number of boxes.

The horizontal velocity of the pulp is largely absorbed in descending eddies so that

it may be assumed that the incoming stream all descends below the surface to rise

again and overflow, the material overflowing with it being that possessing a falling

velocity less than the velocity of ascent at the overflow. In order to effect a con-

venient method of discharge, the boxes are made with sides sloping at an angle of not

less than 60 deg. To reduce the pressure of water above the thickened pulp and
thereby produce a thicker discharge, the discharge pipe is often bent upward forming

an inverted syphon, so that the pulp is discharged at a higher level. At the feed

side and between the boxes are distributing boards, all being on the same level.

In the Rittinger series, the width of the box increases in the geometric ratio of 2 and
the length in the arithmetic ratio of 3. The following tabulation give-s the dimensions
of a typical Rittinger spitzkasten series, together with the size of products that might
be produced.

Box 1 Box 2 Box 3 ! Box 4 Overflow

tiength 6 ft. Oft. 12 ft. 15 ft.

Width 2 ft, 4 ft. 8 ft. 16 ft.

Mesh of product +60 + 100 +160 +260 -260

430^etimes, instead of having completely separate boxes, a gradual widening and
d^epebiiig trough, divided into compartments by vertical partitions, is used. A similar

design, in which the intermediate partitions do not reach the level of feed and final

^yerllqw, m fdm occasionally employed, but this last type is more suited to settlement
tfeiin to diassifiehtion. Some of the newer types of spitzkasten provide an upward
Stream of water in each box in order to obtain cleaner products.

Alth(ni|||k B-t one time, spitakastens are in little use in America today except
In a lew odlteinitratii^ mills and nonmetallurgioal plants, but they are still in
''

’

-I
' f ' 1.

'

,

'
'
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extensive use 1'n European lead and zinc concentrators. The apparatusTO«^ .the dis-

advantages of not producing sharply sorted products and necessitating the relft^v^ of

an excessive amount of water with the spigot products to prevent plugging.

Callow Cone.—This machine is a conical settling tank with a vertical central feed,

peripheral overflow, and a spigot in the form of a gooseneck to discharge the settlings.

Although occasionally used for making sand-slime separations, the Callow cone

is but rarely used as a classifier, its principal function being dewatering, and its

use in that capacity will be described in the chapter on that subject.

Caldecott Cone.—In the Rand cyanide plants, the general practice was to use

cone classifiers equipped with the Caldecott diaphragm. . This type of classifier

(Fig. 6) gave such excellent results that it was practically without competition in

that locality, until the advent of the mechanical classifier.

The Caldecott classifier is essentially a cone classifier equipped with a central feed

pipe and peripheral overflow launder, the sides of the cone sloping about 20 deg. from
the vertical. The discharge is obstructed by a diaphragm placed just above the spigot

dischaige. The diaphragm is generally a circular plate fixed horizontally to leave

between its circumference and the cone a narrow annular passage. Discharge of

the settled material is so delayed that the classifier works almost fiUed with sand,

oidy a basm^shaped depression remaining unfilled. Into this depression the feed fails

centrally and sweeps outward toward the rim. The coarse simd settles, while the

sufficiently &ie material is carried to the overflow. The retardation-of the settling of

the iBtod by the diaphragm permits only a regular supply of sand to pass through

disc^ai^ge. The fonnation of verticid channels is minimised, and this fact
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combing "tltCh the ^ighr^^^and above^e diapfiTagm results in a ^miiaratively

low momure content in the discharge.
' -Tie customary size of cone is 8 ft. in diameter by 10 ft. in depth. This size cone

will deliver 400 to 600 tons of sand per 24 hr. from a pulp at a dilution of 7 or 8 to 1,

the feed solids containing about 44 per cent slime and 56 per cent sand, the discharge

analyzing less than 30 per cent moisture and usually under 10 per cent slime.

While reasonably efficient and satisfactory for separating sand for regrinding, this

tj'^pe of classifier does not achieve a close sizing, about 10 per cent slime being found in

the sand and a similar percentage of coarse material in the overflow.

iUlen Cone.’—The Allen cone (Fig. 7) is similar to the Caldecott in its essen-

tial features, the chief distinction being in the automatic discharge. The Allen

cone has attained considerable recognition in the southern phosphate-rock wash-

ing pl^ts and in the southwestern mining field where its principal function is the

sepai^ation of a mixed pulp into gravity concentration and flotation feed. It is ,also

used lor classifying in a regrindihg circuit, for desliming sand, and for dewatering

tailings and concentrates.

The feed enters Irom a launder to a feed spout A and, after passing through a

truncated cone the water and solid pflM^icles which it is desired to remove nqw
Upward and out inlb the overflow launder which encircles the cone. The sftnd

particle s^le in the cone and form a basiii. When the settled sand reaches the outlet

of the it obstructs it so that the water rises in lifting the %at C?.

upv^ movement of the float depresses the levers X>, end F, tfo that th0 ball
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valve O is dropped from its normal p)osition. The sand is discharged in a c^^tinuous
stream until the level of the pulp is brought below the mouth of the trunc^ed cone,

when the ball rises and closes the opening. The object of the diaphragm is tbeVa^hie^^,

as in the Caldecott cone, viz.^ to prevent sudden rushes of sand through the spigot ^

and to* cause upward-moving currents of water so that the slime may be kept iu

suspension.

A feature of the Allen cone is that its operation is not affected by fluctuations in

the amount of feed, the valve opening only when there is sand to be discharged.

The size of particles in the overflow is dependent on the dilution of feed.

A typical example of the work of the Allen cone is given in the following tabu-

lation. In this instance, thesif ones were used to prepare the feed to vanners and
flotation at the Old Dominicn Copper Concentrator.

Feed to three corn s 80 dry tons in 24 hr.

Moisture in f(‘ed 89.4 per cent

Moisture in spigot discharge 28.6 per cent

Moisture in overflow 94.4 per cent

B. MKCHANICAI. TYPE

The Dorr classifier (Fig. 8) is essentially a rectangular settling tank in the form
of an inclined trough, open at the upper end for the discharge of the oversize particles

and provided with an overflow dam across the closed lower end, where fine particles

and slime are overflowed. The inclination varies from 1)^ in. per ft. upward, depend-

ing upon the mesh of the separation to be made. A reciprocated raking mechanism
carries settled solid particles up the inclined deck to the sand discharge lip.

Feed enters near the overflow—through either end of a transverse trough equipped
with vanes for providing even distribution across the width of the tank.

The raking mechanism, involving one to four rakes, depending upon the type

and size of machine, is swung from hangers, one at the overflow and one at the sand-

discharge end. All bearings are above the pulp level. The machine is designated

as simplex for one rake, duplex for two rakes, and quadruplex for a machine with four

rakes. The head motion, located at the sand-discharge end of the classifier, actuates

the raking mechanism through a system of heavy ge^rs, cranks, and eccentrics with the

necessary links and hangers- A manual or motorized lifting device is provided to

raise the lower end of the rakes.

This head motion is such that the rakes in the forward raking stroke move parallel

and close to the inclined deck, while on the return stroke the rakes are lifted through a,

path in which the upper corners of the motion are rounded off. Just before the start

of the raking stroke, the rake bladt» are dropped vertically into the sand, which they

then convey forward. The length of stroke is such that the sand that one rake brings

up is caught by the next rake on the succeeding stroke.

The head motion may be driven from a line shaft or may be directly connected

to an individual motor drive. A motor and V-belt drive is a preferred arrangement.

In oases where operating conditions are irregular, a variable-speed drive is employed

to advantage.

With correct dilution and rake speed, a pulp fed to the classifier rapidly segregates

into (1) the coarse quick-settling material, larger than the mesh of separation, and (2)

t^e slow-settling materid, finer than the mesh of separation. The coarse portion

sinks to the bottom and is conveyed up the inclined deck by the reciprocating rakes.

The fine portion, held in suspension by the specific gravity of the pulp and the degree

0^ iigitatipii of .the rakes, is carried to Uie overflow lip where it is carried out of the
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The© mon of the reciprocating rakes tends to release undesired finesfrom the sand

bed t|iLrough agitation and slight attrition. Water sprays applied above the pulp

further aid in removal of fines and entrained solution. Removal of a large

portion of accompanying free moisture from the sands is accomplished by compression

On the upper end of the inclined drainage deck above the pulp level.

With the proper size and type of classifier, the mesh of separation is controlled

by means of various adjustments such as pulp dilution, tank slope, and rake speed.

Generally speaking, the greater the percentage of solids in the bath and the higher

the rake speed, the coarser will be the <>f separation.

Dorr classifiers are furnished in four models. Model FX is for heavy tonnage and
high circulating load work, model F for average conditions, model FH for intermediate

Fig. 8.—Dorr quadruplex classifier.

duty, and model FR for light duty. The principles of operation in all four are iden-
tical, but the details of construction and mechanical features differ, as do the fields

of application of the classifiers themselves. Figure 8 shows a quadruplpx model FX
clai^ifierV

Dorr FX Classifier.—This is a rugged, heavy-duty machine, weighing twice as
much as a type F unit of the same width and containing extra-heavy-gauge steel tank
and cast- or welded-steel mechanism parts. Because of the deeper ra£e blades and
longj^ Stroke, its sand-raking capacity is to 3 times that of the type F machine.
It his pressure-lubricated antifriction bearings.

Dorr F Classifier*—Where the duty is not such as to justify the type FX machine,
the type F unit is recommended. It is similar in general^'appearance to the heavy-
duty FXy^but its construction is in line with ^he relatively less severe duty of average
practice.

Dc^ FB Clsinlfier*^Thi8 intermediate-duty classifier is used in service ranging
between that requiring the type F and the light-duty FR. It is suitable for
tonnage, elp|^-cireuit 'griniRng work. '
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Dorr FR dassifier—The FR is the hghtest in the Dorr cl^siBer

for light duty in relatively small plants. It is particularly suitable whereIt

product tonnage is light compared with the overflow.

" '13

used

5 rake-

Sizes and Types of Dorr Classifiers

Type Range of widths Range of lengths

TTV Vipnvv Hilt.V 5' 0" to 16' 0" 24' 0" to 31' 6"

XT nffTTnill Hilt.V 6' 0" to 16' 0" 18' 4" to 30' 0"

TTW int-priTipHiatf^ Hilt'' 4'0"to 6'0" 18' 4" to 30' 0"

FR—light duty i V 6" to 4' 0" 12' 0" to 23' 4"

Dorr Bowl Classifier.—Th- Dorr bowl classifier (Fig. 9) is used for obtaining a very

fine overflow, where overflow capacity requirements are greater than would be pro-

Fig. 9. —Dorr bowl classifier, duplex rakes.

vided by a straight-line classifier, or where extremely clean sands are desired. It con-

sists of a shallow steel bowl with a rotating raking mechanism, similar to that of a

thickener, mounted on the lower end of a Dorr FX, F, FH, or FR classifier, depending

upon the sand-raking requirements. mu r j
The bowl has a conical bottom sloping slightly toward the center. The feed

enters the bowl through a shallow feed well and over a distributor plate at the center.

The fine light suspended solids overflow into a peripheral overflow launder. The

coarse heavy solids that settfe in the bowl are carried by the revolving rakes to w
adjustable central-discharge opening where they drop into the reciprocating rake

compartment below. ^
The bowl classifier is a two-stage classifier, in which the primary classi&cation

tnkef. place in the bowl, producing a finished overflow and a sand product discharged

as a semisolid to the reciprocating rake compartment. The secondary olasaifioation

takes pipe* in the rake compartment where the sands are turn^ over by tlie rakes

aad the slime and fine sand are brought into suspension and returned to the bowl.
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The actjto'‘of the plows and the rakes, togetKer with the counterflow of xS&sfTwater, will

producefVery (jomplete washing and separation. Great flexibility is attained since,

addition to the adjustments of rake speed and dilution, the speed of the bowl rakes
and the distribution of wash water can be varied.

Because of greater classification area, separations may be made at higher pulp
densities than in the single-stage classifier.

Ihe critical size ’control is a feature of the Dorr bowl classifier that provides a
positive recirculation of critical mesh material from the reciprocating rake compart-
ment beneath the bowl back into the bowl itself. Its use increases the over-all
classification efficiency.

Bowl diameters may range from 3 to 28 ft., depending upon the separation require-
ments. They may be mounted on any model or size of reciprocating rake mechanism,
except of course that the bowl diameter must be greater than the width of reciprocating
rakes.

Dorr Hydroseparator.—The Dorr hydroseparator (Fig. 10) is used for making
extremely fine separations, generally in the range of 325 mesh down to the micron-

Underflow
coarse solids

Fig. 10.—Dorr hydroseparator.

size range. Such operations usually require a large classification area per unit of
capacity and a considerable pulp depth to minimize the agitating effect of the revolv-
ing mechanism and introduction of feed. Coarser separations are sometimes made in
the hydroseparator in open-circuit work where large volumes of slime and water are
handled. *

The hydroseparator tank should have just sufficient area to allow the particles
coarser than the mesh of separation to settle out, but insufficient to allow settlement
of finer particles. Feed enters through a semisubmerged central feed well with the
suspended material overflowing into a peripheral launder. The solids that settle are
carri^ to the center by the revolving raking mechanism and removed through a
washing-type discharge cone in the center of the bottom of the tank.

Operating Conditions .—A Dorr rake classifier may be adjusted to deliver a prodpct
as coarse as 14 mesh to 200 mesh and finer. By increasing the slope of the classifier
tank and the speed of the rakes, a coarser separation is made because the fine particles
will nm back more readily on a steep slope than on a flat slope, and because the greater
mechanicai a^tation at the higher rake speeds will hold coarser particles in suspension
and cause thlm to overflow;
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Pulp dilution, also, has an important bearing on size of separation. 'The more
water there is present, within certain limits, the finer will be the separatioifilinade.

This is true up to the dilution point where added velocity outweighs dilution effefcti *

Separations in the range between 14 and 65 mesh are materially affected by dilution

changes; in the range of fine separations, dilution changes have a less pronounced

effect.

The capacity of a classifier is greater with coarse meshes of separation than for

fine separations. It is a function of rake speed, tank slope, and percentage of solids

in the overflow. High rake speeds and a high percentage of solids are used for coarse

separations in the 14- to 65^mc'sh range, whije the opposite is true for finer separations

in the 65- to 200-mesh range. : < ‘t|ier factors remaining the same, overflow and sand-

raking capacity are functiOi-s of tlte width of a classifier tank.

In Table 1 are given some ^lypical conditions of capacity, mesh of separation, rake

speed, tank slope, and percentalge of solids in the overflow for an average-duty type F
classifier on 2.7 specific gravity ore. Capacities are given in net tons of dry solids

per foot width per 24 hr. A rough approximation of the capacity of a Dorr type F
classifier can be obtained by multiplying these figures by the classifier width. Also

given with this table are correction factors that may be used in the case of FX, FH,
or FR machines. While this table may be used as a guide for rough preliminary

estimating purposes, it is advisable to consult the classifier manufacturer for his

recommendation on the proper type and size of machine for any specific Job.

Classifier Capacity .—In the case of bowl classifiers, the greater the tonnage and
volume to be overflowed and the finer the separation, the greater must be the bowl

area. Sufficient reciprocating rake width is essential for proper bowl operation, and
therefore capacities per foot of rake width are usually lower than in the case of single-

stage classifiers. Proper bowl diameter, width and length of reciprocating rakes, over-

flow dilution, and rake speed should be recommended by the classifier manufacturer.

Table 1.

—

Capacities’—Standarp Duty Dorr F Classifier

Capacity per Foot of Tank Width—All Widths in Proportion

Mesh of

separation

Tons of dry solids per

24 hr, per ft. of width
Rake strokes

per minute
Slope,

in. per ft.

%

Per cent

solids in

overflowOverflow

capacity

Sand raking

capacity
,

28 130-170 320-450 23-32 33

35 105-145 300-400 21-29 2M-3 25

48 85-115 260-360 10-26 2M-3 22

65 70- 90 235-330 17-24 18

100 50- 70 210-300 15-21 14-17

160 35- 50 150-235 11-17 2 -234 9-14

200 20- 30 125-200 9-14 2 -2M 6-10

> Average ocmdition9 for 2.70 epeoifio gravity ore.

Pomr Consumption,—^For preliminary estimating purposes it may be figured that

average power consumption for Dorr rake classifiers is to 1 hp. per ft. of rake width,

pins 50 per cent to take care pf mom^tary requirements during starting up. The
power, of coOrse, Tarjes with the simd load to Jbe raked. For driving the bowl, it

ijiay be figured that this will vary from K hp. for the smallest bowls up to 5 hp, for
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;!Sate^orimcti^Pactoks to'^^S^rt fIclassifieh CapaISiTes to Other
/

App] ^
Dorr Classifier Types

^ ^ Multiply above overflow and sand-raking capacities by the following factors.

Slopes and overflow dilutions remain the same. Use slightly higher rake speeds.

Type Overflow capacity Sand raking capacity

FR 0.65 0.50

FH 0.90 0.85

FX 1.25 2.85

Operating Co^ts .—Aside from rare accidental breakage of parts, the principal items

of maintenance are lubrication and renewal of rake blades. Under the severest of

duty, these should last at least 18 months. With normal duty, blades should mjt

require replacement for 2 or 3 years. Combined maintenance, repair, and operating

costs of Dorr classifiers, reported by a large number of companies, vary from one-tenth

to four-tenths of a cent per t(m of ore handled.

Uses of Classifiers.—While there are numerous and varied applications for Dorr

classifiers ip open-circuit work, such as in the separation of sand and slimes ahead of

separate leaching, the desliming of feed ahead of flotation, and the dewatering of

concentrates, the largest application is in closed-circuit operation with grinding mills.

The delivery of a washed- and dewatered-sand product without loss of head and the

high efficiency of separation, without manual attention, have been the principal

advantages of mechanical classifiers over older methods. As compared with screening,

classification is much cheaper, especially in all but the very coarsest size range.

The development of efficient mechanical classifiers has resulted in the almost

universal use of closed-circuit grinding methods. With the adoption of all-fine-

grinding methods prior to flotation and also to all-slime treatment in cyanidation,

mechanical classifiers perform an important function in modern mill practice. Closed-

circu^ grinding eliminates objectionable oversize material in the ground product,

avoids costly overgrinding to superfine sizes, and allows the balls or rods in the mill

to work on unfinished particles without the cushioning effect of finished material.

A uniformly fine material leaves the circuit as classifier overflow, with the coarse

classifier rake product returning to the mill for further reduction.

It has been proved that the efficiency of a grinding mill increases with the feed

rate. Therefore, a large circulating load, in which the inill is fed at several times its

open-circuit rate, gives the mill its greatest opportunity to work unhampered on a

maximum flow of unfinished particles. The grinding capacity, with efficient closed-

circuit i^ethods, is much greater for any given size mill without a commensurate
increase in power. In modern mill practice, circulating loads of 400 and 500 percent

are common, and in some cases this is carried up to 800 to 1000 per cent.

Grinding is carried out in one, two, or three stages, depending on the coarseness of

grinding-mill feed and the fineness of product. In order to use balls and rods to their

greal^est effectiveness, it has been well establish^ that maximum grinding efficiency

is obtained at reductions not exceeding 4 or 5 to 1 in any one stage. Single-Stage

classifiers are usually employed in the first grinding stage with bowl classifiers normally

used in the final stage if the product is — 150 mesh or finer.

Aldus Classifier.—Hie AMns classifier consists of a sloping semiciroiihu: trough
enclosing a revolving helix. Its function is siinilar to that of the Dorr machine in

that, when a mixture of water and solids is fed into the tank nt the lower side of ihe

settling pdbl, the coidse phrticJes settle out and are carried up the incline by ^0
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revolving spii^al.^ Drainage is accomplishes at the upper end oi the incline“”h^ugh.

At the lower end, an overflow weir allows the removal of fine particles carne^ in

suspension, with slime and water. The feed well at either or both sides of the ta!!^-v
.

is so located that the pulp is led into the bath below its surface.

The spiral, which is mounted on a large hollow shaft, is gear driven at a speed

sufficient to carry the settled solids up the slope of the trough. T.he simplex classifier

consists of a single spiral in a trough, while a duplex machine carries two spirals

revolving in opposite directions. In the simplex design, the sand load is moved up

along the bottom at one side of the tank, leaving the spac.e between the spiral and the

inside tank wall at the opposite side for drainage of fine sand, water, and slime. In

the duplex machiije, the sand load is conveyed up the bottom at the center of the tank,

with drainage space along both sid^s.

Fig. 11.—Akins simplex high-weir classifier.

The spiral blades have hard white iron shoes fitted to the outer edge. These shoes

are replaceable when worn. A swivel bearing at the sand discharge end of the shaft

permits raising and lowering the overflow end of the spiral to any desired point. The

spiral thrust is taken in an enclosed thrust bearing at the upper shaft bearing. The

lower end of the spiral shaft is carried on two spindle-type submerged bearings, each

with Timken roller bearings, enclosed inside a carrier fitted into the lower end of the

special shaft. A stirrup, traveling in recessed guides in the classifier tank, is joined

to the lower end of the spiral shaft through a projecting section, allowing the lifting

of the Spiral unit either by a hand-operated or motor-powered lifting device.

The spiral drive consists of the shaft bevel gear with bevel-pinion drive, together

with bac)t gearing. Usually the Akins classifier is furnished with a pulley for flat-belt

drive but ean be suppHed with V-rope or chain-and-sprocket drive from motor or gear

mntor. The i^irals usually operate at from 5 r.p.m. for the largest sizes to 20 r.p.m.

fpr
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T)|« ""low-weir^* type was the original standard Akins design, with the overflow

wei|gt)elow the lower shaft bearing. This gave limited pool area and overflow capacity

ah(i is out of date.

The ^^high-weir’^ type has the overflow weir above the spiral shaft but still below

the top of the spiral. The weir height is adjustable, with a corresponding variation

in pool area’ This type is used, usually, for separations coarser than 100 mesh. The
high-weir type is shown in Fig. 11.

The submerged-spiral type has a pulp bath of greater depth and area, with the

lower end of the spiral completely submerged. In this type the pool surface is undis-

FiQ. iil.—Akins duplex submerged spiral classifier. {C&urtesy of Colorado Iron Works*)

turbed. This is normally employed for the making of finer separations. The sub-

merged-spiral design is shown in Fig. 12.

,
sizes in both the high-weir and submerged-spiral types are furnished in both

simplex and duplex design. The spiral diameters available in the high-weir type vary
from 16 to 78 in. In the submerged^spiral type the standard sizes vary from 16 to

48 in.

In the Akins classifier, the tank slope, sp^ of rotation of spiral, dilution of pulp^

and feed rate control the mesh of separation. The slope is usually from 2H to in.

per ftv Wash sprays can be used abfiye the pulp level to assi^ in the i^oval ol
entrained idimes from the sand load. '

I s
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-Denver hydroolaasifier.

Hardinge Cmmterctirreiit Clas^fier.—This classifier consists of a welded-steel

di^um rotating around an axis at a slight slope from the horizontal, and mounted on

tires and rollers. Inside the surface of thedmm is a rigidly attached continuous spiral

arranged so that, as the drum rotates, a settled sand bed is carried np the slope at

yrhijph tlie.drW is inounted i^d discharged at an elevation above the pulp bath dopth.
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arrangfciU^f oi ' The feed is

introlfuced normally through the lower end of the drum, and the fine sand and slime

^
^aJPWemoved over an overflow weir which maintains the pulp pool. Settled coarse

solids are moved out of the pool against a countercurrent flow of wash water. Lifting

buckets elevate the sand product for return to the grinding mill when the classifier

is used for closed-circuit work.

Either standard or extra-length classifiers are available. Control of separation is

effected through the speed of rotation or drum, pulp dilution, and depth of pulp pool.

Sizes available are from 18 in. up to 10 ft. in diameter. The length of the drum varies

from 4 to 40 ft.

The Denver hydroclassifier (Fig. 14) consists of a shallow thickener bowl wHh a

hydraulic washing unit added at the central discharge point, for additional washing

Fig. 16.—^Federal-Fsperanza classifier.

of underflow solids in hydroseparation. It is built in sizes 8 ft. in diameter, with
26 tons jiaily capacity, to 30 ft. in diameter with 760 tons daily capacity.- The hydro-
classifier is used principally for fine sizing and desliming.

Drag^belt or drag-flight classifiers were rather widely used many years ago but
hs-ve been largely supplanted by modern mechanical classifiers. Drag-type cla8sifie|;i^

a-re usually homemade affairs and vary widely in design and performance.
oops^ simply of a continuous belt or link chain moving over head pulleys or sprockets
so tbcated that part of the travel of the belt is below and part above the level of pulp
in a tank. The belt or chain is usually equipped with flights for conveying the solids

that; settle in the tank. An overflow weir aUows repioval of suspended fine material,
slime, and water. Spfays are sometimes uated on the deck or belt, above the pool
level, to aid in shine removal from the sand product.

The Fei^ral^^sperahza, shown in Fig. 15, is typical of one of these elassiflers. It

consists of%n incHned settling tank and has a chain, carrying hrtm blados about 4 in.
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high and ^i^e, moving at k ft. per set

10 ft. apart. The lower sprocket wheel is large enor<^ that its bearing miy be

above the tank pulp level. The feed enters near thi end, the slime over^HRs

,

at the same end, and the sand is dragged by the flights up the sloping deck, out of the

bath, and is discharged at the upper end. A serious disadvantage of this classifier

is the excessive wear of chain pins and bushings when handling gritty material.

Free-settling Hydraulic Classifiers.—The basic principle of the free-settling

hydraulic classifier is to utilize the varying settling rates of particles of different sizes

or specific gravities to obtain a series of graded products. The sands, while being

moved forward by the earning current, are subjected to a series of upward hydraulic

currents, usually dropping in velocity through a series of pockets. The grains that

are heavy enough to settle against ^he rising current in the first pocket do so and are

withdrawn through an orifit’e or spigot in the bottom, while the lighter grains pass

on to the pockets with successively lower hydraulic velocities, where in turn they are

collected and withdrawn.

The Evans classifier is a simple type of launder classifier consisting of a sloping

launder to which are attached a number of ** pressure boxes" and baffles. Hydraulic

water is introduced through pipes into each of the boxes, with valve control on each

separate line.

Richards Launder-mrtex Classifier ,—The enlarging and deepening of the pockets

and the introduction of sorting columns below the pockets were a forward step in

obtaining more closely controlled sizing. These features are embodied in the Richards

launder-type vortex classifier shown in Fig. 16. This classifier consists of a shallow

trough with four pockets, sinailar to the earlier Calumet. Each pocket is fitted with a

sorting column that consists of a 3-in. pipe about ^ in, long with a vortex fitting the

bottopi. The hydraulic water entering this vortex receives a whirling motion^ and its

helical path in the sorting column prevents the formation of stray downward and

upward currents which carry light ^ains into the spigot and heavy ones info the

overflow. Fins at the top of the sorting column stop the whirling motion, and

adjustable gates above the pocket regulate the flow. This classifier will handle about
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60 tons pei^ 2^1^^ conj^ii^tfft*g^lhltW 75 per ceniE^‘ ii|naTt^5 and 25 per

cent l^yrite, that has passed a round hole and forms a pulp of 10 parts water

to I'^of solid.

In the Textbook of Ore Dressing,” third edition, by Richards and Locke, pages

152-153, other types of free-settling classification devices are illustrated and described.

Material will be found there, also, concerning methods of calculating the design

requirements for classifiers of this type.

Hindered-settling Classification.—The theory of hindcred-settling classification

has been covered in a previous part of this chapter. Hindered settling is described

by Gaudin^ as 'taking place where particles of mixed sizes and gravities in a crowded

mass, yet free to move among themselves, are sorted in a rising current of water, the

velocity of which is less than the free falling velocity of the particles, but yet fast

enough so that the particles are in motion.”

Fig. 17.—Dorreo sizer.

Hindered-settling classifiers are accordingly those wherein fresh water rises through

the sorting tube or orifice into a chamber so dimensioned that the material collected

there is brought into a quicksand” suspension or ^‘teeter.” The suspension acts as

if it were a heavy fluid medium and gives an exaggerated differential effect of settle-

ment based upon differences in specific gravity of mixed particles.

Hindered-settling classifiers are well adapted to the preparation of feeds to con-

centrating tables, since they produce products in which the coarse light mineral grains

are grouped with fine heavy-gravity particles. This type of classification is used for

direct concentration of some ores in a relatively coarse size range where there is an
appreciable difference in specific gravity between mineral and gangue. Hindered-

settling classifiers are used also for separating materials of uniform specific gravity

such as silica sand into sharp size bands. ^

Tlie 2>orrco Sizer.—This machine (Fig. 1^) consists of a series of ooncipartments,

increasing in cross-^sectional area from the first to the last. Hydraulic water to each

compartment is oontrpUed so that the greatest rising current is maintained, ih the first

' OAm>mt ^^Principies of Drefisldig.^
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Table 2.-—Dorrco Sizer Performance on Minus 4-mesh Lean Iron Ore

Mesh
Per cent

weight of

original

Per cent

weight

cum.

Per cent

Fe

Cum.
per cent

grade

Cum^
1
per cent Fe
recovery

Heads 100.00 100.00 56.24

Spigot 1 + 6 9.29 9.29 61.82

+ 8 6.79 16.08 62.27

4- 10 3.1:" 19.26 62.27

+ 14 1.34 20.59 64.06
- 14 0.64 21.23 57.79

’'rotal 21 .23 21.23 62.04 62.04 23.40

Spigot 2 + 6 ' 3.09 24.32 58.02

+ 8 4.93 29.25 59.81

4- 10 4.17 33.42 60.48

+ 14 3.38 36.80 62.05
4- 20 1 . 96 38.76 63.62
- 20 0.97 39.73 59.36

Total 18.50 39.73 60.49 61.30 43.27

Spigot 3 4- 8 1.61 41.34 50.18

4- 10 2.11 43.45 54.21

4- 14 3.51 46.96 56.22

4- 20 4.80 51.76 60.93

4- 28 4.59 * 56.35 64.29
- 28 1.63 57.98 63.17

Total 18.25 57.98 59.30 60.69 62.51

Spigot 4
4. 2.16 60.14 43.46
4- 28 4.85 64.99 56.90

4- 35 6.03 71.02 62.72
- 35 1.64 72.66 65.73

Total 14.68 72.66 58.31 60.20 77.72

Spigot 5 4- 35 1.71 74.37 35.17

4- 48 4.40 78.77 50.85

+ 65 4.51 83.28 62.05
- 65 1.73 85.01 65.63

f

Total 12.35 85.01 64.70 59.69 89.75

Spigot 6 “35 1.40 86.41 27.10
4- 48 2.47 88.88 39.87
4- 66 2.16 91.04 53.54

4-100 1.41 92.45 54.66

4-150 , 0.70 93.15 46.14

4-200 0.70^ 93.85 33.82

-200 0.64 94.49 26.21

Total 9.48 94.49 42.40 57.72 96 89

Slime overflow .

.

6.41 100.00 31.81 56.29 100.00

drand total 100.00 100.00 56.29 56.29 100.00.
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comyarfifent/iKmin^ to the last p^clcet.'^'Tlie overflow is la^ett oflF through a

lau|i(ler along the sides and the end.

The novelty in this machine lies in the method employed for controlling the density

and the amount of material discharged from each pocket, automatically, within close

limits. A sensitive hydrostatic pressure instrument, which reacts immediately to

changes in pulp gravity, gives positive action in varying the opening in a discharge

valve by raising and lowering a valve stem from which a valve plug is suspended.

The control instruments are adjustable for any desired pulp density in order to

obtain the desired particle size or mineral grade. When the feed to the sizer is

deficient in material of a certain settling rate, the valve in the pot^ket which collects

that particular fraction shuts off until sufficient accumulation takes place to cause that

valve to open. When a greater amount of that same fraction occurs in the feed and

collects in that pocket, the valve opens wider. The instruments control the point at

which the valve begins to open as well as the differential range over which it functions.

Table 2 is typical of many results that have been obtained on minus 4-mesh low-

grade iron ore screened from feed to a heavy-medium plant.

Deister “Concenco” Classifier.—This is a hindered-settling classifier consisting of

a series of sorting compartments of uniform size. The portion of the tank above the

compartment dams is flared outwardly. By regulating the amount of hydraulic

water to each compartment, a series of banded products is obtained, grading from

coarse at the feed end to fine at the overflow end. It is an improved model of the

^*St. Joe*’ classifier, developed originally for sizing table feed in the St. Joseph, Mo.,

lead district.

The discharge of products from the various compartments is controlled by the use

of interchangeable orifices. Produ(;t uniformity is dependent on uniformity of feed.

Its principal use is in the preparation of table feed, and it is furnished with any number
of compartments up to fourteen.

Richards Hindered-settling Classifier.—This classifier, invented by Prof. R. H.

Richards, consists of a box of wood or steel having a sloping bottom increasing in

width and depth toward the overflow end. Cylindrical cast-iron chambers are bolted

to the bottom of the box at intervals, forming the respective spigots. Each chamber
consists of two concentric parts, one the outer hydraulic chamber which is tapped for

the wash-water pipe; the other, the hindered-settling diaphragm where the final

classification takes place, and which forms the necessary constriction. This diaphragm

is in the form of a cone pierced by alternating rings of radial and tangential holes,

through which the rising water passes from the hydraulic chamber, forming alter-

nating radial and vortex jets within the cone intended to break up any agglomeration

of particles and eliminate harmful currents. Water consumption may be 200 to

700 gal. per ton of ore.

Richords-Janney Classifier.—This type of classifier was designed by F. G. Janney
and eihbodies the Richards hindered-settling principle and the Janney features of

intermittent discharge, retardation of flow, controlled settling, and hydraulic regu-

lation. The pulp in the sorting column is gently agitated by paddles attached to a

hollow shaft, rotated at 80 to 90 r.p.m. by worm gearing on a line shaft. The paddles

assist the current of hydraulic water in washing into the next compartment the under-

sized particles and in keeping the sand from banking and*plugging the sorting column.

A ball valve, at the bottom of the sorting chamber, operated by a rod passing through

the hollow shaft and a cam on the rotating gear, opens periodically to permit the pulp

in the sorting column to drop into a retardmg chamber from which it slowly drains

through an orifice. The admittance of hydraulic water is controlled by a gate valve

and may be closely adjusted to allow particles of sand of any desired size to settle to the

bottom of each sorting chamber.
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Deister C6ne "Baffle Classifier (Fig. 18) consistrof a cast-ironISfencated

cone that may be bolted to the bottom of a pointed box, conical settling tank, or

launder. The classifier is about 2 ft. long and 8 in. in diameter at the top, tapering

6 in. at the bottom. The interior of the classifier contains a series of conical dia-

phragms that are slotted to permit passage of the pulp. The hydraulic water enters

through a pipe, passes into the classifier through radial holes in the side, and in rising

encounters the descending ore grains. Ample opportunity is afforded the lighter

particles to be separated and washed over the top, while the heavier ones settle and
are discharged through an orifice in the bottom.

Fio. 18 .—Deister cone baffle classifier.

Richards Pulsator Classifier.—The principal feature of the Richards pulsator is

the pulsating effect imparted to the hydraulic water, causing it to flow in spurts,

keeping the pulp in an intermittent state of agitation.

This classifier consists of three compartments, a settling pocket, below which is a

sorting column, and a hutch where the hydraulic water enters. The water is admitted

through a pulsator or plug valve, rotated at 120 r.p.m. by a pulley driven* from the

concentrator shaft. An air chamber is provided to act as a cushion. The water

passes upward from the hutch into the sorting column, which is about 9 in. high and

2H to 6 in. in diameter, depending on the size of the feed and product, and thence

to the settling pocket. The supply of water is regulated by a valve, and the classified

material falls into the hutch from which it is discharged through a hole in a wooden
plug, the size of the hole being determined by the grade of the product.



PART II—MECHANICAL CONCENTRATION

By Donald M. Liddell^

Methods.—Mechanical concentration (ore dressing) is the recovery of the valuable

portion of an ore through physical differences between the mineral and the gangue,

and without resort to chemical changes. Those properties entering into mechanical

means of separation are: hardness or softness; tenacity, brittleness, or friability;

structure and fracture; aggregation; color and luster; specific gravity and settling

power; adhesion; greasiness; electroconductivity; magnetic susceptibility; changes

due to heat: (1) decrepitation, (2) changes in porosity and density, (3) changes in’

magnetic permeability.*

Hardness and tenacity of the ore as a whole are rather more economic factors

entering into the costs and hence into the success of the process, than affording means
of separation of ore and mineral. Structure and fracture affect the processes of

separation to be adopted, as does also the degree of aggregation of the mineral.

Color and luster are the properties on which hand sorting depends. Specific gravity

and settling power are the foundations of table and jig work. Adhesion is made use

of in amalgamation and in diamond recovery (the diamond will adhere strongly to a

greasy plate; the gangue but little). Greasiness, the power of attracting air bubbles,

was formerly a detriment—now we purposely produce it and thereby float the valu-

able minerals. Upon heating, some minerals (e.g., calcite, fluorite, and barite)

decrepitate strongly. Heating, screening, pulverizing, classifying, and tabling sepa-

rate such minerals from the gangue. Upon heating, some minerals become magnetic,

when they were not so originally, and they can then be separated from a non-

magnetic gangue.

The above recital of principles upon which the processes depend is likewise a key
to the methods of separation: by differing rates of fall in a surrounding fluid, or

along inclined planes, the latter being either with or without a liquid medium; by
interstitial effects accompanied by washing; by magnetic or electrostatic methods; by
flotation.

The chief types of concentration machines employing water as a medium of separa-

tion are the jig, the end-shake table, the round and canvas tables, and the vanner or

other side-shake apparatus, the last treating the finest material, the first treating the

coarsest.

Crushing for Concentration.—The general subject of crushing and grinding is

treated elsewhere in this volume. It must be emphasized here, how^Jver, that the

object of crushing should be to make a minimum of fines and dust, since this is the

material most difficult to treat. Preliminary crushing is principally done in jaw and
gyratory crushers, rolls, disk crushers, and stamps. Secondary crushing is done in

rolls, stamps, edge runners (Chilean and Huntington mills), and in ball, rod, and
tube mills.

Testing for Concentration.—Milling is not merely recovery of a valuable mineral in

comparatively pure form from an ore—^milling is engineering. High metallurgica,!

recovery is not always high economic efficiency. Ore is only rock unless a profit is

made from it. The best mill practice is that which makes the most money from a ton
of ore, regardless of the percentage of mineral recovered,

^Coasulting engineer, New York
< IticBAane, Ore Dreasing/*
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But it cauuotirie sufficiently emphasized that tailings oiCight to be impounded.
The tailings of one generation are the ore of the next. It does not take a long experi-

ence in metallurgy to remember when the tailings in Lake Linden, Mich., weitJ

waste—now they are ore—nor to have seen many of the old smeltery dumps of the

West mined and resmelted.

Limit of Concentration.—With any tailing or middling, tests will disclose the

recovery by retreatment, and calculation ivill show the financial return. And
that return must show something well over operating costs and interest and amorti-

zation on the machinery and buildings involved in the additional recovery, or the

process should not be instalh'd.

Hand Sorting.—The case for hand sorting is stated in one paragraph by S. J.

Truscott.^ ^‘Sorting, which requires only a relatively cheap installation, cheaply

removes a substantial amount of material from the ore passing to the most costly

mechanical-dressing plant, which may be smaller in consequence. Smaller size

of plant also follows from the fact that in removing the extremes of ore and waste,

the ore to be mcicharicaUy dressed is maintained more regular in value, a condition

under which all machines work best.'^

In general, it would appear that ore to be handpicked should be washed and
screened, and it seems doubtful whether belt picking will produce as good results as

sorting on tables. By “as good^^ is not meant merely the quality of sorting, but the

actual financial return. If the belt is conveying ore to mill bins and waste is benng

picked out, any inattention on the part of the pickers means w^aste rock in the mill

feed, with cons(?quent increased cost of milling and higher tailing losses. At any
rate, a sorting belt should be slow moving, and a belt is in turn preferable to a revolving

table, the differenc(i in speed between the outer and inner lines of ore being unfavorable

to good sorting. About 1 in. diameter appears to mark the lower limit of good hand
sorting, and 3 to 9 in., depending on the ore, the upper limit.

The use of artificial light of various kinds may be an aid to hand sorting. Wille-

inite may be readily picked out if illuminated by ultraviolet light. Metallic molybde-

num may be readily distinguished from tantalum and stainless steel from nickel under
illumination from the Westinghouse fluorescent lamps. Picking is best performed

on rock freshly washed, and preferably screened.

Preliminary Washers.—Prior to final treatment, a certain rough separation

by washing is often desirable. Preliminary washing machines include trough washers,

log washers, washing pans, hydraulic giants, and trommels. They disintegrate the

material and wash clay or fine stuff from the coarser portions.

The trough washer is simply a trough set on an incline, the material in the simplest

form of washer being worked with hand tools. A heavy flow of water is admitted at

the head end, usually from a feed box arranged to give a flow of water across the trough.

The material to be washed is shoveled in at the tail end and worked up until coarse

lumps and sand are removed at the head. Fine sand can be recovered from an

external settling box and a clayey waste water led off. The machine is essentially

a classifier.

It may be mounted on rockers and oscillated mechanically
;
or it may have power-

driven stirrers, in which form it merges gradually into the log washer.

The log washer consists, essentially, of an iron or wooden trough with an inclination

of 2,75 to 6 deg. in which revolves a thick wood or metal shaft carrying blades set

obliquely to the axis so as to make a screw conveyer. The original machine was made
with a log set with blades, hence the present name. As described by Richards,* the

blades slowly convey the ore uphill against the washing current, discharging the lumps

» **Ore Droesing,’* p. 36, 1023.

9**Oxid Dre»slng’' p. ISi, 1000.
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at the upper end, ttie clay being disiniegratect and floated to oversow at lower

end. The bottom may be an artificial semicylindrical bottom or a natural bottom
formed by lumps of ore. There is a dam at the lower end; the upper end is open tdi

allow free discharge of ore.

The ore is fed near the lower end and on the rising side of the log. The logs are

usually driven from the upper end, in order to avoid the use of stuffing boxes. They
vary in length from 10 to 30 ft., in width from 16 to 36 in. for single machines and 36 to

88 in. for double, and in depth from 8 to 50 in. They usually run in pairs at 12 to

18 r.p.m., a pair having 100 to 350 tons of capacity in product per 24 hr., or 2200

to 4400 tons of feed per 24 hr., at a usual cost of 10 to 50 cents per ton treated.

In the Thomas and the lurb<^ log washers the logs are geared together, so that

they revolve in opposite directions, tne rotation being such that the adjacent log

faces are rising, the ore being led in between them, on to the rising faces. It may be

roughly calculated that a double vasher of this type will take about 3 hp. and 150

gal. of water per minute, when handling 100 tons of ore per hour.

Iron logs are preferable to wooden ones as to operating costs, capacity, and repairs;

in short, as to ever3’'thing except first cost.

Wash trommels are hollow revolving cylinders or cones, usually with horizcintal

axes, which disintegrate and float the clayey matter while ore and water are passing

through th(;m. In the cylindrical form the forward passage of the ore is forced by
oblique blades or by continuous screw threads. Friction wheels are rather better

than spiders and central shafts for support and drive.

Washing pans are large circular iron pans, in which the ore is disintegrated by
revolving blades, scrapers, or rollers.

The hydraulic giant is the well-known nozzle used to disintegrate gravel banks or

the like, being particularly used in gold metallurgy.

Jigging.—Following hand sorting, jigging is the next cheapest, simplest, and
crudest process. The foundation of the jigging process lies in two classes of phe-

nomena, free and hindered settling. The first covers the fall of particles either in

still water or against a rising upward current, where the motion is not interfered with

by other particles. The second covers the movement of particles of mixed sizes,

shapes, and densities in a crowded mass such that the particles are free to move, yet

hinder each other^s motion. In this mass they are sorted under the influence of a

rising column of water. The general conditions of free and hindered settling have
already been discussed on page 104.

The mode of operation of a fixed sieve jig with pure mineral fragments and screened

within the limits imposed by hindered-settling ratios may be gained from the following

elementary description of the separation action. If two grains (Fig. 1) G and M ot

different volumes and different specific gravities, M being of greater specific gravity

and either the same size or smaller within the limits imposed by hindered settling, are

at equal distance above the screen of the jig as at points A and A and they are given

an upward pulsion by a fluid such as water, then they ought to arrive at the end

of the pulsion at some such position as BB, but since both fall to some extent and

M falls faster than O at the end of the upstroke, 0 will be in some position such as C,

and M as some position as D. On the downward return following the upward move-
ment, both grains will be aided by their downward impelling force, but since this

gives to M the greater velocity, it will take some such position as E and F. By a

number of cycles as just described, M will ultimately reach the screen, while O will

stiU be at some distance above it. If now while falling relatively to one another,

the two grains are subjected to a sidewise current, such as is produced by the flowage

of ore and water through a jig, then evidently G will be more affected laterally than

Mf and may be caused to flow entirely away and to waste; while M, though not reach-
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ing the Screen in a ^iHion vertically uilcler thlfe point where it enters the jigging

compartment where the screen is, but ahead of it, can be drawn through the holes in

the screen or be removed by other means, and a separation is thus effected by the first

principle enunciated at the beginning of this section.

The knowledge of the resistance offered by a viscous fluid to the passage of a solid

body through it is far from being perfect. At high velocities, since there is a continu-

ous pushing aside of the fluid by a mass of cross section A and with a velocity V, it

would be expected that the energy consumed would be all or a portion of the energy

given out by a flowing stream of cross section A and velocity V. In addition to this,

there would be a force required to overcome the viscosity of the fluid, and since the

surface of the grain and the velocity with which it is moving are the origin of this

viscosity, it would be expected that it would be proportional to both of these factors.

Now at high velocity the retardation produced by viscosity is so small a portion

of the total impedance that it can be neglected, and only the pressure produced by

the moving grain need be considered. This is found to vary with the shape of the

grain; e.g,j a smooth shuttle-shaped grain, moving downward with its long axis

parallel to the direction of motion, offers no resistance or practically no resistance

to the fluid, for the anterior pressure created by the down movement is balanced by a

minus posterior pressure, and there exists no tendency whatever to set the fluid

B B

F

Tig. 1.—Theoretical settling in jigging.

outside of such a body in motion. If, however, a flat grain is falling in a fluid, and
with its long axis at right angle-s to the direction of fall, then since its advance causes

the fluid to flow in a multitude of radial lines across the anterior face of the grain, and
this sets the fluid in motion beyond the edge of the grain, the anterior pressure is

largely used up in producing motion and very little is recovered in minus posterior

pressure. (See table on page 128 for free settling velocities.)

The motion of the ore particles in jigging may be brought about either by pulsion

and suction of a moving water column, or by the motion of the ore bed through the

water. While the latter is now chiefly a laboratory process, a hand jig is often a

valuable adjunct to transient or isolated operations, and working drawings of a simple

hand jig are given, as well as Richardses instructions for hand jigging.

The products of a jig are as follows: (1) tailings, which form the top layer and
are either skimmed off by hand or carried away by a water current; (2) concentrates;

(3) hutch, the material going through the screen bed, this material then being either

a fine concentrate or a middling.

,
Movable-sieve Hand Jigs.—^The method of working is to charge up the jig box

with ore of proper size and depth. The coarser the ore, the deeper the whole bed
may be, and the deeper the whole bed, the greater the output, but when too deep
the separation by gravity is hindered. It is jigged with the proper amount of stroke

and number of strokes per minute (the coArser the ore, the longer the stroke and the

less the number per minute), giving a sharp downward motion to the screen to release

the whole bed from it and so allow the ore particles to settle through the water under
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hindered-settling conditions. I'he motion should be stronger with coarse than fine

ore. The return movement brings the water back through the scretm and uses suction
to draw down the fine concentrates. PJxperience only will give exact data on the
speed, the amount of throw, and the number of strokes required for different ores.

When the jigging is finished, the lever is raised or lowered, as the case may be, and
fastened to its hitching post L. dhe screen is thereby lifted out of water. The top
layer is skimmed off with a sliort-handled hoe and thrown upon the tails heap. More
ore is charged and the operation repeated until the concentrates have accumulated;

Section Y-Y f^rt Section X-X Fart Rear Elevation 8-Bar Grate

Fig. 2.“ -Details of simple hand jig.

then, after the top layer is removed, the middle portion is skimmed off, generally to

be returned, and the bottom layer, which has accumulated up to 2 or 4 in. deep, is

skimmed off as concentrates. The hutch product which accumulates vertically

beneath the screen is shoveled out when sufficient material has accumulated, and the
fine sludge which settles in the rear part of the jig tank is taken out separately.
Some of the tanks are made large on purpose to secure this fine product, and in this

case a pd,rtition, coming up two-thirds of the way, will keep the coarse hutch out of
the fine sludge. The coarse concentrates and hutch products are generally treated
again on a finishing jig with finer screen and make concentrates and hutch ready to
ship. The sludge may be rich enough to ship, or it may need huddle treatment to
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bring it up to the required standard. Where two minerals that belong to different

markets, for example, galena and blende, are concentrated, they may be separated

on a finishing jig.

Where recrushing of-middlings is not to be resorted to, the jig, after several times

having had tailings skimmed off from it and new ore charged, will be skimmed,

yielding tailings or top layer, middlings to be returned, and coarse concentrates or

bottom layer. The object of taking these middlings is in order that the concen-

trates may be freer from quartz and the tailings freer from ore. It also furnishes a

layer on the sieve that prevents gangue from rattling down into the hutch while the

next charge is being put on. After these middlings have beem returned a few times,

making an accumulation of them, the attendant will insensibly take off his tailings

a little richer and his coarse concentrates a little poorer. This is his only way of dis-

posing of the included grains for which his plant has no special provision.

A hydrant with water almost shut off, an overflow pipe, and a little scuttling tank

may be provided for keeping the water at a constant hwel in the jig tank, or water

may be added by a bucket from timti to time. One or more hoh^s are placed in the

side of th(‘ tahk, near the bottom, one below the other, for drawing off the water when
it is d('sir(‘d to remove the sludge.

The labor reqiiir(‘d in all the mills is one man to a jig, which is high compared with

machine jigs. The capacity given by Rittinger for his hand jig is 3 to 4 cu. ft. of

ore per hour for each square foot of sieve surface;. Hand jigs require little repairs.

They can be put together anywhere with a saw, ax, chisel, auger, and a few simple

iron pieces.

In practice, the walls of the jig box may or may not project above the wat(;r

during all parts of the stroke. When it projects above, then suction is equal to pul-

sion, that is to say, just as much water will go down through the jig bed pe;r stroke as

rises up through it. When, however, the box is immersed, according to the amount
of immersion, siiction will bo more or less diminished, leaving pulsion as much as before

and giving a much softer and more open whole bed and one that would complete the

separation into layers in a much shorter time. This is true because of the lift pump
action of a jig which allows the water to rise more easily than to go down through a

jig bed; here the water so pumped up flows over the sides wh(;n the jig is imm(;rs(;d.

The latter method would be preferable for closely sizetl material, the former, probably,

for mixed sizes.

The hand jig is a valuable means of testing the best conditions for treating any
ore by jigging as it can be varied so easily and the results obtained so directly.

Contmuous Movable Sieve Power Jigs.—These jigs are like the hand jigs in

having a jigging tank screen and frame but differ from the hand jigs in having a

stream of water introduced into the hutch. As actually run, most of them have a

strong suction since most of the water that passes up through the jigging bed also

returns through it. The Hancock jig of Australian invention is probably the leading

example of this type. In this jig the screen has both a forward and upward and back-

ward and downward motion. The jig is notable for its high capacity per square foot

of floor space and the small amount of water used. B. J. Roberts of the Deister

Machine Co. believes that the Hancock jig still has a place -in rougher operations and

that it would often pay to experiment with it, instead. of rushing immediately to

newer things.

Fixed-*sieve Jigs.—These are of three classes; the Harz jig, in which the water

is foteed through the screen by the action of a piston or plunger in an adjacent com-
partment connected with the space below the screen; the accelerated jig in which the

plunger is given more rapid motion during pulsion than during suction (these jigs

are ofien ihcorreeily referred to as Harz jigs)
;
the pulsion jig where a pulsating water
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current is used and there is no suction. The illustration shows at common type of this

jig as used in the Joplin district. A number of separations can be made simultaneously

on complex minerals which is its main advantage.

Of the second type, the accelerated jigs, the New Century was possibly the most
important. This had, in addition to a different plunger motion, a rubber flap valve

around the entire piston which materially reduced the suction below the pulsion.

The writer does not know of any New Century jigs in use at the present time.

The Richards pulsator jig is the leading example of tlK> third type. This jig is

very remarkable', for the capacity per square foot of fl»or space, but the very lack of

bulk of the machine seems to prejudice the ordinary mill operative against it, and it

Fig. 3.—Bendelari diaphragm jig.

has never attained the success that apparently is indicated by its theoretical

advantages.

The Bendelari diaphragm jig is the invention of F. N. Bendelari, president of the

Consolidated Lead and Zinc Co., and is a recent improvement that has become very

popular in the Tri-State lead and zinc field. The principal characteristic of the Bende-

lari jig is the use of diaphragms instead of plungers to cause pulsations. The line

shaft and eccentrics are below the hutches. A tube through each hutch to the plate

that carries the diaphragm permits connecting the eccentrics by means of a wrist pin

and crosshead with the diaphragm head without using a, stuffing box. The plate that

carries the diaphragm is octagonal in shape which leaves the corners open and thus

permits mineral to pass from the pulsation chamber into the still water in the hutch.

Water is admitted below the sieves through check valves on the downstroke of the

diaphragm^ Stratification is rapid on these jigs, and different ‘Mraws^^ are used for

different minerals. The mineral can be drawn from both sides of the bed.
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, Apart from the standard type where coarse concentrates are to be drawn from

above the sieves, there is a type designed primarily for use on gold dredges and in closed

circuits with a ball mill and classifier in gold mills which will treat down to 100 mesh.

The Pan-American pulsator jig, sometimes known as the Cranglo jig, for gold and
other free-metal concentration, operates on either a classified or an unclassified feed

;

it can be used on coarse classified pulps (+20 mesh) for concentration of heavy miner-

als, and is used in placer operations for cleaning rougher jig concentrates, for recover-

ing gold and amalgam from cleanup sands, as a scavenger behind amalgamating
equipment, and as a rougher in small-scale operations. The activation of the bed is

by a high-frequency admission of water (400 to 600 times per minute) through a rubber

Fio. 4.—Pulsator, cross section showing water inlet at right and outlet into hutch beloW:
d, flexible rubber diaphragm; c, valve.

valve under 5 to 10 II). pressure. Dirty w'at(?r can be used. Tt wiH^make a good
separation of gold or platinum from a black-sand concentrate.

The Conset (controlled settling) jig is another of the pulsation type. It was
devised at the University of Minnesota, and the pulsations are due to inflation of a

rubber tube in the hutch compartment by the admission of compressed air and its

deflation by the weight of the water in the hutch when the air is shut off and the tube
opetied to the atmosphere. It has been experimented with considerably on iron ore,

though there seems to be no reason w+y it should not also be used in concentrating

nonferrous ores.

In regard to the gemeral construction of ji^, there is probably nothing better than
an ordinary pipe and plug out of which to make the spigots. For fine jigs, probably
H-iti* pipe, for coarse jigs, a to 2-in. pipe with a wooden plug should be used. In

making the,prdinary Harz jig, the plunger should be the same size as the jig Screen.
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The feed to jig should be steady. This is usually easily attained; as the feed

comes from a revolving screen, a classifier, or another jig, it should be distributed

uniformly across the feed end of the screen area.

The larger the sieve holes in proportion to the size of the feed, the more freely will

fine grains reach the hutch and the less will the bed be clogged by their presence.

A. Linkenbach recommends a proportion of 1:2 for grains above 5 mm., lilK
for 3-mm., and 3:4 for 2-mm. grains. In starting a jig, the screen bed should be

filled with material of the same specific gravity as the concentrates, if such is obtain-

able. In hand-jigging operations it is customary, after discarding the tailings and

cleaning out the concentrates, to use the middlings as the bed for the next charge.

The amount of hutch product is regulated by the thickness and the mesh of the

screen bed. The thicker the bed, the less freely conccuitrate passes into the hutch
• and the cleaner the hutch. With a thin bed the opposite is true. If the bottom bed

is too thick, particles that should pass into the hutch are unable to do so and may be

lost in the tailings.

Some method should be arranged to vary the throw of the jig plunger. Th(^

coarser and heavier the grains, the greater must be this throw. An ore making a large

portion of concentrate will recjuire a larger throw than an ore making a small amount

of conccmtrate. Ricluirds points out the following conclusions as to the proper

method of jigging:

1. For jigging closely sized products, to got the highest speed of separation, use as

little suction as the water supply will permit.

2. For jigging classified products where the hindered-settling ratio is equal to or

larger than the interstitial ratio, in other words, where the concentrates are smaller

than the interstices between the grains of the gangue, use suction.

3. For jigging classified products where the hindered-settling ratio is less than the

interstitial ratio, in other words, where the concentrates are larger than the interstices

between the grains of gangue, use suction.

4. For jigging mixed sizes and gravities, natural products, or products not closely

sized, suction is suitable, as without suction the finer sizes are not saved.

The general practice of the day seems to tend toward a more general application

of the English system, f.c., toward the use of the jig in the treatment of unsized

material instead of the hydraulic classifier. Wliile the treatment of material sized

between wide limits is possible and thoroughly practicable, still the advantages

resulting from a preliminary sizing cannot be denied. In the English system itself,

when the hutch products of one jig are treated upon another, we are making use of a

preliminary sizing. Again, in order to jig an unsized product, suction is necessary to

effect a separation, and suction, as has been stated previously, results in cutting down
the capacity enormously.

The jig is receiving a new lease on life, as has been indicated above, in its use on
gold dredges and in coarse grinding circuits to remove metallic gold ^d sulphides,

and it has been introduced in the tailings launder of Arntfield Gold Mines of Quebec
as a general scavenger. Jigs have an advantage over riffles in that they do not pack
with black sand.

Heavy-medium Separation Processes.—The commercial heavy-medium separa-

tion processes depend on the fact that a suspension of a finely divided solid in water
acts in many ways p.8 does a liquid. The first application of this fact to ore dressing

was by Chance, who about 1917 used a suspension of sand in water to separate coal

from slate. Of course the fact that sand itself has a specific gravity of about only 2.6

made the use of this process impossible for metallurgical separations.

About 1934, experiments were begun in the use of galena in water as suspension
medium, -^ mixture of an effective specific gravity of about 3 is easily obtained, and
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in 1936 the Mascot Mine of the American Zinc Co. placed the first heavy-medium

separation plant in commercial service for the treatment of metallic, ores. Later

still, experiments were (ionducted with ferrosilicon with which it is possible to get a

suspension with an effective specific gravity of over 3.2.

In general it is claimed that almost any ore that can be concentrated by jigging

can be concentrated by heavy-medium separation proceKS(\s. It also appears true

that some ores can be treated by heavy-medium float-and-sink methods which cannot

be treated by jigging.

At one plant, 2-in. on' is Ix'ing treated economically while ore as fine as 100 mc'sh

can also be treatcul. There anpears to be a wide field of usefulness for In^avy-medium

separation processes as a prccraipentratiou method for removing a large amount of

the gangue at low cost aft o* coaiist crushing.

It is usually m^cessary r<i pr.'^^s the feed through a scrubbing apparatus to remove

any slimes,
^
?;mce th(‘y dilute -Ihr suspension media and increase their viscosity.

In the operation of the American Zinc (k^.’s plant already referred to, the loss of

galena was approximately 0.14 lb. per ton of material treated.^ The process is simple

in operation, the capital investment is low as are also the operating costs. A labo-

ratory has been established by the American Cyanamid Co. devoted solely to this

process.

One of the greatest items of expense in heavy-medium flotation-and-sink separation

is the reagent. The comparative ease of recovery of galena and of ferrosilicon is the

greatest reason for their use. Galen^ is recovered by tabling, and ferrosilicon is

readily recovered by magnetic separation. The recovery of both of them is greatly

facilitated by the removal of the fines from the material to be treated, and this alone

would be a sufficient reason for this stop in the process, although there are other

advantages also.

Some ratluir unusual separations are made by float-and-sink procedure, for

instance. Barton Mines, near North Creek, N.Y., is floating off a homeblende and
feldspar tailing having a specific gravity of about 3 from a garnet concentrate having a
specific gravity of 3.8 to 4.1.

Fine-sand Concentration.—The classic subdivision of fine-sand concentrators is

into machines with the separating surface stationary, and those with the separating

surface in motion. The first type is simple and inexpensive, and is based on the

application of riffles to sluices, 'undercurrents, strakes, and carpet and blanket tables.

Becent Applications of Heavy Media Separation Processes” (Swenson, Faulkner, and
Walker, Ttch^Puhl, 1600) published in Mining T&fhnology, July, 1943.
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Riffles as applied in sluices will be found discussed in Chap, XI of ‘^lecovery of the

Metals/’ When a grizzly is placed in a main sluice and the fines thus drawn off, the

riffles for the fines are known as ‘‘undercurrents.”

A number of riffles put together to form a polyhedron is known as a “strake.”

This apparatus can be revolved when the riffles are full, the riffle concentrate being

thus emptied into a tank and a new set of riffles immediately being brought into place.

A modern substitute for the revolving strake is the so-called “blanket frame”
of which so much has been heard in connection with the tin operations of Consolidated

Mining and Smelting of Canada. The decks of these frames are made of

aluminum and are 6X6 ft. covered with rubber-covered cloth with a grid surface.

The metal to be treated flows for 4 min. over the frame which is then tilted to 45

deg. and washed for 1 min.

In some mills, a table covered with carpet or blanket is placed after the amal-

gamating table to catch any rich material escaping the plates. This table covering is

removed from time to time and carefully washed to rtunove any concentrate that

has been caught.

Fig. 8.—Cradle or rocker (with part of side cut away).

Of those machines treating fine sands where the separating surface itself moves, the

simplest is the cradle or rocker.

The back, under the screen box shown in Fig. 8, is closed; the front is open. The
bottom slopes from back to front. The illustration shows the sloping baffle board

under the screen box to deliver all the material passing the screen to the very back of

the rocker. Tliere may be a blanket or carpet cover on this baffle. The bottom of

the cradle is riffled. The apparatus is.homemade and is still standard in placer work
on a small scale.

Tlie Thechanical batea is a power-driven gold-washing pan, usfed for cleaning up
the material from blankets, etc.

* Sand Tables.—These devices have the separating surface in motion and have
a continuous feed and discharge. Agitation is used to separate the feed into layers,

the heavy concentrate on the table top then being advanced by the motion of the

table in a direction either parallel or at right angles to the flow of the wash water,

according to the type of table. In the Wilfley-type table, which is by all odds the

most popular, the tiavel of the concentrate is theoretically at right angles to the flow

of the wash water. In general, tables do their best work on material between 0,16

and 2.0 mm. in size.

Of the end-shake tables having motion of concentrates parallel to the flow of the

wash Water, ^he Gilpin Ckmnty btimping table, so called because of its former great
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popularity in tliat district of Colorado, is the best example. Richards describes it

thus:

“The table is smooth, of the end-bump type, and a spring, cam, and bumping post

furnish the bump. This agitation separates the material into layers. The bumping
action propels the ore particles up the slope, but wash water coming dowm the slope

carries away the gangue and leaves the heavy mineral beliind. The table receives

120 to 180 bumps per minub^. The magnitude of the move^ment is 13^^ to 3 in.,

depending upon the charac^ter of the material. I’hese tables must be f(;d with
unclassified pulp, and a single table will ti»cat 4 to 5 tons p(‘r 24 hr.’^

The tables of the second class, the motion of the conccmtrates being at right angles

to the travel of the wash vvater and tailings, are sometimes known as “jerking tables^’;

they make use of the same pnhci des as do the bumping tabhis, but in addition have
riffle cleats or grooves to facilbate the concentration. These riffles may be tapered,

varied in many ways: tbe ends in a straight .line or otherwise, etc. The shaking

AHriffles 'Wwide Riffles between fopomdbottom riffles are fo begraduafed
AH riffles tapered fo '/si'thick in height, from '/z to '/a ‘'at buttend

Totalnumberofriffles'46

Fig. 9.—Wilfley standard No. 6 table. {Cmirtesy of Mine & Smelter Supply Co.)

motion may be by eccentrics; by eccentrics, toggles, and springs; by spring and

bumping post; etc., and is parallel to the riffle grooves. In all cases the backward
motion is the more rapid in order to drive the concentrate grains lying next to the

table top along the riffles under the waste grains above, which are washed down the

table top across the riffles. The line along which the concentrate and tailing grains

part company is a diagonal or slightly curved line, and theoretically the line of the

ends of the riffles will be identical with it, or else a flexible bend in the table deck itself

marks where this line should be.

A motion obtained by cams, toggles, and springs in this type of table is preferable

to the bumping-post motion because of the effect oh the mill building, so that the

Wilfley type and its variations are the most populkr today.

Wilfley and Wilfley-type Tables.—The original Wilfley table was patented in

1895, and the various tables in use today embody the Wilfley features or those taken

by him from Eittinger. The deck is usually covered with linoleum, and the riffles are

usually of wood.

The slope of the deck from the wash-water box and feed-box side to the tailings

side opposite can be varied so that the line of separation of concentrates and tailings
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can be held coincident with the riffle-tip ends. The cleats may be varied as to their

dimensions, both as between tables for various ores and on the same table. If varied

on the same table, the lower ones will be the larger. About ^i iu, square is the

largest size that seems good.
^

While the illustration shows no riffles over a portion of the table, which then

becomes effective in cleaning the concentrates, with a heavily mineralized feed the

riffles may extend all the way to the concentrate side, in which case the concentrates

will probably be cleaned on another apparatus.

Some tables have a flexible joint in them at the ends of the riffles so that the clean-

ing portion of the table can be tilted into a different plane from the riffled portion.

In some tables the riffles are V-shaped or wedge-shaped, and in some the riffles are

divided into groups, a high cleat separating each group.

Fig. 10.—Concentration of material on Wilfley table deck.

In the Wilfley deck a rim extends along the feed and drive sides, but the concen-

trate and tailings sides are open. The tailings lip or launder along the tailings side

ordinarily does not extend quite to the corner betweem the tailings and concentrate

side, a special launder on the last 8 to 12 in. collecting a middling. In the same
way, the product on the last few inches of the concentrate side may sometimes be
thrown into middlings, but table adjustment should obviate this.

Customary practice is to lead these middlings back over the same table, but the

author believes superior results are obtained in inills having many tables, if all the

middlings are diverted to a single table, and in such case it should be made the subject
of experiment as to whether there should not be a slight reorushing before retreatment,

Feed.—The feed is through a perforated box, which, on a i6-ft. table, will occupy
about 4 ft. of the feed side, the remainder being occupied by the wash-water box, the
best arrangement being one continuous box with a movable partition enabling any
division- desii^ between the two portions.
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If the ore contains one mineral only, shortly after the table is started the deck
takes on the appearance shown in the illustration (from Wiard^s ^‘Ore Dressing '0-

Feed enters at A, and a more or less slimy water comes across the table and dis-

charges in a band D, then a wedge-shaped band C of tailing will be found separated by
a vacant triangle from D. Middlings will be taken off at B and concentrate at A.

When there are several heavy minerals, they will range themselves in wedge-shaped
bands in the region AB, the In^aviest mineral being toward F (feed side), and the

others ranged acc^ording to specific gravity, the lightest being toward C.

In bands of the same mineral the smallest grains will lie toward F, and the largest

grains of the heaviest miiKiral will work down and be found mixed with the smallest

grains of the next heaviest.

The feed box is mount(‘d on tne table and oscillates with it, otherwise it fills up
with slimc'.

Some of the major variations of the original Wilfl('y table are the Overstrom,

Deister, and James.

Deister Table.—As in all the table concentrators since the advemt of the Wilfley,

a feed box occupies the upper position at one end of the table which has a riffled surface.

Fig. 11.—Showing arrangement of ore of .one-iiiincral character on deck of Wilfley table.

the riffles being parallel to the length of the table and the wash water flowing across

the table at right angles to the riffles. There is a slight slope from the feed-box side

to the lower edge of the table over which the tailings are washed. The outstanding

feature of the present-day Deister is a beveled portion of the desk which rises from
the level portion on which the preliminary stratification and concentration take place.

The heavy material travels up this incline much more readily than does the light and
is then cleaned on an elevated portion known as a “plateau.^* In some of the Deister

tables, there are no fewer than three of these beveled portions leading to successively

higher plateaus, enabling the discharge of a barren tailing, a middling, and two grades

of concentrates. These tables will handle material ranging from e in. down to 300
mesh. A fairly close sizing greatly aids the operation of a table of this type.

Tables of this type make some interesting separations where the concentrate

comes off where one usually looks for the tailings, and the tailing comes off from the
customary concentrate discharge end. Buch a separation is that of mica from silica.

The deck is usually covered with linoleum, and the cleats for the riflies ar<^ usually of

wood.

Overstrom is building a: giant table with a deck 8 X 30 ft. Apart from this great

size with claimed savings in floor space, attendance, and power, the Overstrom is dis-
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tinguished by curved riffles throwing the concentrates away from the tailings edge.

The stroke can be varied from J4e to IK 6 in., and the deck moves in a curvilinear

path, which is supposed to throw the concentrate away from the upper side of the

riffle cleats. The smaller tables are also still manufactured.
A table will treat 5 tons of very fine material to 40 tons of coarse per day of 24 hr.,

using to 1 hp., and taking 12 to 35 gal. of water per minute. The slope will be
anyw^here from 0 to 3 deg. up from the drive-end to the concentrate discharge^ This

must be determined hy experiment. While materials as coarSe as }i in. and as fine as

200 mesh have been reported as successfully treated on a table, most feeds run from
16 to 120 mesh. From a consideration of the theory of liiiulercid-settling ratios, the

author believes that a sized feed should be used, tlio\igh many will be found to disagree

and argue either for a ^^naturaF’ feed (unscreened and unclassified) or for a feed classi-

fied by a hydraulic classifier. Richards believes in the last. The improvements in

table construction and operation have practically killed the use of vaiiners, described

below.

Fig. 12.— Overstrom giant table.

Vanners.—The vanner depmids for its action on the slow travel up a slope of an
endless belt, the concentrates being carried up and over the top and there washed off,

while the tailings are washed down the belt and off at the bottom. The mechanical
motion may be side shake, end shake, or undulatory. Vanners are essentially slime-

treating machines.

The belts may be rubber or canvas, and if of rubber, may either be plain or lightly

ridged, and with various types of edge or lip. The vanner cannot make more than one
separation and is complex and needs skilled supervision.

The leading types of side-shake vanners were the Frue and the Isbell; the Triumph
was the leading end-shake machine; while the Johnson was arranged to give an
undulatory motion to the belt. There are a few vanners known to be running, but in

general the notes concerning this form of equipment are of more historical than
ojperating interest.

Slime Tables.—The vanner was largely forced out by the slime table and by the
rise of the flotation process. The Deister was probably the leading slime table. It

was a riffle3 table employing the same motion as the sand table, but much of the
separation and stratifying was done in a pool of slimy water in the feed and drive
corner ()f the table.
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The greater use of well-classified feed and the iinproveiricnts in sa,nd-table design

have in turn rendered the slime table nearly obsolete. There are, however, some
known still to be running, and their performance leads one to believe that possibly

there are many places in which these tables might be profitably used.

Slime Treatment.—Apart from the use of the ordinary concentrating tables, and
the few surviving vanners, canvas tables of various sorts are also much used. Num-
ber 6 duck laid with the warp at right angles to the flow of water is laid at an angle of

to per ft, and fed with a pulp containing 10 to 16 per cent by weight of

solids and about 2 lb. of water per square foot of treating surface used to wash the

quartz away.

A round table of concrete is also useil, the roughness of the concrete bolding the

concentrate, and Utah cr.)nper is still using about 30,000 sq. ft. of burlap in its tailings

launders to catch the \iui h^ avy material in its tailings. The burlap is burned

monthly and the ashes sent t<i the smelting furnaces.

But after all, flotation appears to be the best method for cleaning a sulphide slime.

Magnetic Separation.—All substances are either attracted or repelled by a magnet.

For convenience, the permeability of air is taken as unity and all other substances arc

compared with it. The great majority of substances are diamagnetic, f.e., repelled

by a magnet, though the permeability of those most repelled is much less than that

of the strong paramagm'tics (substances attracted by a magnet), l^he rtiost strongly

repelled substance known, bismuth, has a permeability of —0.9998, while iron may
run over +2000. The principal paramagnetics are iron, nickel, cobalt, manganese,

chromium, cerium, titanium, palladium, platinum, osmium, the oxides of iron, oxygen,

and certain alloys of manganese, aluminum, and copper. The principal diamagnetics

are bismuth, antimony, zinc, tin, cadmium, mercury, lead, silver, copper, gold, sulphur,

arsenic, uranium, rhodium, iridium, and tungsten.

Minerals that are attracted, with their relative permeabilities are; magnetite, 800;

franklinite, 710; ilmcnite, 495; pyrrhotite, 140; biotite, 64; siderite, 36; zircon, 20;

lirnonite, 17; pyrolusite, 14; and roughly in order of decreasing permeability, manga-
nite, calamine, garnet, quartz, rutile, cerussite, cerargyrite, argentite, orpiraent,

pyrite, sphalerite, molybdenite, dolomite, bornite, apatite, willemite, tetrahedrite,

talc, arsenopyrite, magnesite, chalcosite, cuprite, smithsonite, orthoclase, stibnite,

cryolite, enafgite, senarinontite, galena, niccolite, calcite, and witherite, the last

having a permeability of 0.4 as compared with 2000 for ordinary iron.

The foregoing list is furnished by the Dings Magnetic Separator Co., but attention

is called to the fact that the list is only an approximation and that the same substance

from different geographical localities varies widely in its magnetic properties. Frantz

and Jarman in a paper before the American Institute of Mining Engineers in 1932

suggested that this might be due to different quantities of isotopes in minerals from

different localities.

Magnetic separation has made great advances in recent years due in part to the

knowledge of how to use fields of magnetic force of much greater intensity than for-

merly and in part to better mechanical devices. In general, the principle of magnetic

separation is to feed the ore only a few grains deep into a magnetic field to attract

the paramagnetic materials away from the gangue and then carry the particles thus

attracted outside the magnetic field. Commercially, there are four important methods

by whicb,this is done. The material to be treated may be spread in a thin layer on a

horizontal belt, and the highly magnetic materials may be attracted away from the

less magnetic material against the force of gravity and carried away from the mag-
netic field by a belt or belts tunning at right angles to the line of travel of the feed

belt. This is the principle of the Rowand-Wetherill separator. Or the belt may run

in the same direction as the feed belt but parallel to it, under a Series of magnets,
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thus carrying the magnetic material along until it is outside the field of the lower

magnets and then dropped
;
or the feed belt may simply go around a magnetic pulley,

the nonmagnetic material dropping vertically from the belt at the extremity of its

travel while the magnetic material is carried around clinging to the belt until the belt

runs off the pulley. This is the principle of the widely known Dings magnetic pulley

which is used for the removal of tramp iron. A variation of this idea is to have a

drum of practically nonmagnetic material such as brass running around magnets that

occupy only a portion of itvS circumference. The less magnetic material drops

vertically from the drum at the extremity of its travel, while th(^ magnetic material is

carried around until there are no magnets under it when it drops into the concentration

chute. There is finally a typo that depends on inducing a high magnetic concentra-

tion in a roller which deflects the magnetic*, material falling in a down stream near it.

By the use of an adjustable lip, a cut can be made in this stream between the magnetic

and the nonmagnetic material, and it is obvious that a particle of less magnetic

permeability can be deflected from a falling stream than can be picked up by a rnappiet

against the operation of the force of gravity.

In this induction separator, a cylindrical armature made up of thin laminated

disks of a special annealed vvTought iron and mounted on a steel shaft revolves hori-

zontally between the pole pieces of a large inverted horseshot^ field magnet. By
induction, the magnetism of the pole pieces causes magnetic poles to appear on either

side of the surface of the armature. Material to be separated is fed from the hopper

on the top of the revolving armature and is carried by its movement around the

armature. At the bottom position where the polarity changes, the last of the material

clinging to the armature wull fall off as there is no attraction there whri,t(‘ver. The
magnetic particles will fall off through an arc of 90 deg. in the order of their attracta-

bility, and by suitably arranged hoppers below, separations can bo made taking advan-

tage of attractive differences, 'ilie magnetic material from one roller may b(^ re-treated

by one or more succeeding rollers, and a very effective separation is obtained.

The material to be treated in magnetic separators is preferably about 12 to 80

mesh, though under favorable conditions material as fine as 300 mesh is said to have

been treated. The difficulty with fine materials is to furnish a feed that will be only a

few grains deep.

If any material that is being tested to see whether it is amenable to magnetic con-

centration does not respond to the treatment in its raw state, it should bo tested after

a reducing and an oxidizing roast. An oxidizing roast is more likely to change a

nonmagnetic to a magnetic body than is a reducing roast, hematite and limonite being

exceptions.

Magnetic separation has solved many problems, but it must be used with some
care. For instance, magnetic pulleys were installed in one of the mills at Kirkland

Lake, Ont., in order to remove finely divided iron thatwas a cyanicide. They removed
the iron, but it was found that there was enough gold with the iron more than to offset

the value of the cyanide that was saved. Removal of magnetite from a black sand

concentrate must be done with care as it is possible that platinum, palladium, and
osmium will be removed with the magnetite.

The ^me machine may be used to make several separations by varying the c\ir-

rent and the speed of travel of the feed and take-off mechanism. Thus, on a black

sand concentrate the magnetite may first be taken out with very little else by using a

comparatively weak current and running the feed at Hgh speed, then other separations

made at increasing field intensities and slower speeds. Ordinarily the feed to a
magnetic separator must be bone dry.

Electrostatic Methods.—Electrostatic methods of concentration depend on the

fact that tw6 substances haying unlike charges of electricity will attract each other,
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and those having like charges, will repel. Some substances will allow a current of

electricity to pass freely through them; these are known as “conductors.^^ Others

will not allow a current to pass freely; these arc known as nonconductors/' or

dielectrics.

The attraction or repulsion varies directly as the mass and inversely as the sqxiare

of the distance.

Every mineral will conduct electricity or take an electric charge on its surface

if brought into contact with a surface charged at a high enough potential, but there

is a great difference in their relative conductiveness. Among thf' good conductors are

native minerals, metallic sulphides, arsenides, antimonides, selenides and tellurides,

garnet, magnetite, hematite^ 1 ornblcnde. biotite, and graphites; among the poor con-

ductors may be listed i uartz,’* quartzite, sandstone, granite, porphyry, feldspar,

epidote, calamine, spinel to, ffuorspar, monazite, calcite, dolomite, barite, siderite,

sphalerite, gypsum, and mof# r ilicates, carbonates, and sulphates.

If a mixture of miiierals in the neutral state is allowed to fall on a highly charged

surface, most of the (ionstituents will be rep<dled more or le^ss strongly from this

surface and a separation can be made by using knife-edge splitting devices in con-

junction with a charged rotor. However, some of the common minerals are also

repelled from a negative electrode but not from a positive electrode. These are

silica, bauxite, smithsonite, oligoclase, enstatite, pyroxene, amphibole-hornblende,

zircon, tourmaline, kaolin ite, and sphalerite.

Among those always repelled from a positive electrode, but not from a neg-

ative, are calcite, sulphur, cryolite, dolomite, magnesite, aragonite, chrysolite, topaz,

muscovite, serpentine, apatite, anhydrite, bituminous coal, alumina oxide (abrasive),

and zircon from beach sands.

^

AU oth<*r common substances than the above mentioned are invariably repelled

from both the positive and negative electrodes. It is to be noted that sulphur is the

only element that does not fall in this classification.

The commonly used Huff machine depends on a charged rotor. Sutton, Steele,

and Steele feed the material to be treated on a smooth-faced rotor about 6 in. in

diameter after warming it to about 125 to 150^F. Suspended above the point of feed

and parallel to the rotor is a rod containing a number of needle points. The rod is

charged positively, using high-voltage low-amperage current. All the particles

receive a charge from these points. Since the rotor is grounded, all the particles tend

to cling to the rotor. The better conductors lose their charge soonest and drop quick-

est from the rotor, while the poorer conductors cling longer.

^

Electrical machines in general and particularly insulators have been greatly

improved within the last few years so that electrostatic machines are far more reliable

than in former years. The material must be fairly fine and must be warm and dry,

so there is always a dust problem. The fact that the feed can be only a few particles

deep means an expensive installation for the capacity. Jarman give^ the cost of an
electrostatic separator at $3000 to $4000 per ton-hour.

So long as the material itself is dry and warm, the humidity of the atmosphere

seems to make no difference nor does internal moisture, provided the surface is dry
during the time that the partickis are in the electrostatic feed. Close sizing of the

feed is essential. About 10 mesh appears to be the limit of size for coarse material

and about 160 mesh for fine, though separations are said to have been successful

with material as fine as 300mesh where it was granular in its character. Roasting will

sometimes render an ore amenable to electrostatic treatment when it is not so originally.

Thus in connection with the electrostatic cleaning of North Carolina kyanite concen-

' Johnson, AJMM.B, T^h, Paper 877, February meeting, 1938*

* Jaemak, Tech. Pxtbl* 969, October meeting, 1987.
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trates, V. L. Mattson found it necessary to heat and cool the material before treating

to eliminate undesirable complications which he attributed to radioactive elements.'

The framework of electrostatic machines should be grounded as should also the

neutral electrodes of the Huff machine. Electrodes must be kept free from grease

and dirt. ^

Separation by Blowing.—Separation by air has been used for many years in the

seed industry, and Sutton, Steele, and Steele have applied the principles of the air

separator to metallurgy. In general, the principle of the air table is the same as that

of the ordinary wet concentrating table, but it has the disadvantage that the free

settling ratio of different minerals are less in air than in water, e.g.^ the settling ratio

Fig. 13.—Sutton, Steole & Steele air table.

of galena in quantity is 4,01 in water and only 2.08 in air. This means that closer

sizing of the feed is necessary for successful air-table operation than for wet table.

The air table has the great advantage that the total weight of material on the table

top is a working load instead of carrying a great interfering weight of'water on the

table top as is the case with the wet concentrating table.

Very good work is done by this table on such separations as asbestos fiber from its

gangue; on the separation of wolframite; on the treatment of scheelite ores; such

separations as rutile from zircon and on the separation of metal from oxide drosses.

G. N. Jarman states that the air table has been used on separations as fine as minus 250

to plus 400 mesh, though 100 mesh is the minimum size usually treated, and he prefers

4-65 to finer material. In one exceptional case he tabled 5^-in, material, so the air

table has a wide possible range of size. Se]^arations on carefully sized material are

said to have been made on a difference of M) per cent in specific gravity. Jarman

gives the installation cost of an air separator as $350 to $1000 per ton-hour, and the

operating edst as the cost of screening plus 10 to 30 cents per ton.

* Mining July, 1935» P* 205.
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The machine consists of a flat deck mounted a short distance above the floor level

by means of rocking legs. The deck surface is cloth, and for treating coarse

materials more open cloth is used than for fine materials.

A reciprocating motion is given to the deck by an ordinary eccentric, and since the

rocking legs incline toward the eccentric or head-motion end of the machine, at each

forward stroke the deck rises slightly and falls back an equal amount on the return

giving the necessary differential for advancing feed along the deck. An ordinary

centrifugal fan is built into the frame of the machine, and a flexible connection leads

to an air chest under the cloth-mounted deck. Regulation of the air through the

cloth is obtained by a gati* oii the suction side of the fan. A series of shallow wooden

riffle strips are secured to the li ^ok parallel to the line of the pulsions. Material is fed

, at the upper right-hand co rner lOoKing down the deck from the head-motion end. It

spreads out over the deck under the combined influence of the advancing motion and

the slightly transverse inclination given the deck. By interstitial action due to the

shaking of the deck, explained elsewhere in this work, the small particles work down
through the bed of material on the deck and advance to the lower end where they are

discharged. The large particles that stay on top of the bed move under the influence

of the transverse slope of the deck more nearly across the table and discharge over

the long side. The deck is 10 ft. long and 5 ft. wide.

The riffles assist in guiding the small particles to the end of the deck or, what is

the same thing, prevent them from working transversely across the deck with the

large partichrs. The riflSies are of such height that they do not interfere very much
with the transverse travel of the large particles. If the small particles are of greater

specific gravity than the large, there will be separation according to gravity. If the

fragments or particles are all of the same composition, the machine will effect a

grading. The function of the air blown through the cloth is to keep the bed loose so

that there will be no packing, thus permitting interstitial action to have full play.

It has been stated that the air actually raises and holds in a state of balance the larger

particles. It is true that with fine materials the air creates so much looseness in the

bed that the upper layers appear to be in a state of suspension, and with closely

sized material such a conception of the principle of operation may have some modicum
of truth in it.

Separation Depending upon Sliding Friction.—While devices based on differential

sliding friction are used in the anthracite industry to separate coal and slate, no

application is known to the metallurgical field.

Testing in Concentration Operations.—For testing small samples and for checking

the results in concentration operations, the Superpanner and the Infrasizer, both

invented by Dr. H. E. T. Haultain of the University of Toronto, are worthy of

attention.

The Infraaizer is an air elutriator and in its present form consists of six stainless

steel cones, ranging in their largest diameters from 2 to 14 in., and in length from

4 ft. 6 in. to 2 ft. 6 in. These are connected in series by nibber tubing, the largest cone

discharging into a dust-collecting bag. At the lower end of each cone is a rubber plug

and ball, which is an essential feature of the apparatus.

There is also «a panel board, which automatically controls the volume of air

admitted to the system and by the did of time switches shuts off the air at a pre-

determined time.

The sample is placed in the smallest cone and is distributed through the series

according to size* The average diameters of particles in succeeding cones varying

as the square root of 2*

The great difficulty in all size analysis of fine powders, whether by wet or dry

m<^tho4% Kes in the fact that the finest particles adhere to the coarser particles and to
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each other. The essential feature of the Infrasizer is the scrubbing action that takes

place at the lower end of the cones. In each cone is a removable rubber plug, cone-

shaped inside, in which sits a ball. For this purpose, a steel ball % in. in diameter,

glass marbles, and ping-pong balls have been used, but for general purposes a golf

ball is now found most suitable. The entering air, with its load of sample, lifts the

ball and travels past it in a thin high-velocity stream with much eddying as it passes

the ball. Particles or floes not escaping through the top of the cone fall down the

side of the cone and come under the influence of this eddying. The result is a remark-

ably perfect scrubbing, freeing the particles from each other.

The time required for a satisfactory size analysis depends on the type of material.

Extremely fine mill tailings, especially where lime is present, may require twice as

long as more easily scrubbed material. For ordinary mill tailings and such products

as cement, the time is usually iir. for 50 g., 1 hr. for 100 g., etc. Samples up to

500 g. can be sized, requiring 5 hr. running time for this amount.

The Superpanner^ in its present form, performs the same functions as the gold pan,

the prospector^s horn, the vanning shovel, the batea, the vanning plaque, or the

sichertrog, but substitutes continuous controlled mechanical operation for hand

operation. It consists of a trough, 30 in. long, and the operating mechanism with its

adjustments. The pan (trough) is suitably mounted and connected to permit a

longitudinal backward and forward movement, ending in a bump as in the old Gilpin

County bumper, and a gentle to-and-fro side motion. The following adjustments can

be readily made while in operation: the slope of the pan; the intensity of the end

bump; the length of stroke accompanying the end bump; the number of strokes per

minute; the amplitude of the side shake separately for each end of the pan; the

amount of wash water; the depth of the pool in the rear end of the pan.

The accumulating wash water is removed by continuous suction and may be

caught in a vacuum bottle so that none of the products need be lost. The concentrate

can be removed from time to time by a suction pipette. It will operate satisfactorily

with as little as 5 g. of material and will treat material as coarse as 14 mesh. It will

recover clean pyrite from the Infrasizer i^fo-micron product and will separate gold

or heavy minerals, such as tellurides, from material finer than 10 microns. Of course,

it does better work with sized products and makes useful separations of minerals with

small differences in specific gravity.

It is particularly useful in gold milling to recover clean pyrite free from fine gold

and tellurides and to recover clean gangue minerals, thus determining the distribution

of the gold. It will separate pyrite from arsenopyrite. Usefully accurate quantita-

tive determinations can be made of the amount of sulphides present. As a check on

flotation cells, it quickly determines the cleanness of concentrates, middlings, or

tailings. It is useful for the recovery for identification of the heavier minerals existing

in veiy small quantities. It will readily recover tellurides when occurring in the

proportion of 1 part in 10 million. Geologists have found this useful when studying

the presence of minute quantities of heavier minerals in rock. Both the Superpanner

and the Infrasizer are distributed by Infrasizers Limited of Toronto.



PART III. FLOTATION

By S. J. Swainson^

General.—The flotation process is the most widely used method of wet concentration

of ores for separating the valuable constituents from worthless gangues. Tlie process

is primarily based on surface* phenomeria, and the specific gravity of the mineral

particles plays little or no pan ip Lhe separation.

In the practical utili^aliop of these phenomena, when air bubbles are introduced

into a properly ground and treated ore pulp, particles of certain minerals will become
attached to the bubbles, while other minerals will not so adhere and will remain in

suspension in the pulp. The mineral-laden bubbles rise to the surface of the pulp as

froth, or ^‘concentrate,” which overflows the flotation machine by gravity or may be

removed by mechanically op(irated skimmers. The nonfloatable portion, or “tail-

ing,” discharges from the end of the machine through openings provided for the

purpose.

In general, flotation operates by virtue of a number of interrelated physiochernical

factors, including

1. The relative degree of wettability with water of different mineral particles.

2. The relative degree of readiness with which the particles of different minerals

adhere to air bubbles in an ore pulp.

3. The affinity of certain mineral particles for certain types of chemical compounds,

or “reagents.”

Various theories have been advanced to explain the mechanism of flotation, and
opinion is divided between adsorption and chemical reaction. There is much evidence

to substantiate the belief that both adsorption and chemical reaction play their part

in every flotation separation.

The physiochernical concept of the mechanism of flotation takes into consideration

such properties of physical chemistry as surface energy, surface tension, adsorption,

contact angle, ix)larity, surface condition, and reactivity, as well as surface chemistry.

In general, three different varieties of flotation processes are possible:

1. Film flotation.

2. Bulk-oil flotation.

3. Froth flotation.

In the early developments of the flotation processes, film flotation and bulk-oil

flotation were commercially used to some extent, but today only froth flotation is of

importance. In simplest terms, froth flotation necessitates the addition of specific

chemical compounds, or reagents, to an ore pulp that will

1. Produce a froth of desired character.

2. Modify the surfaces of the mineral or minerals that are to bo floated so that

these minerals will adhere to the froth bubbles.

3. Modify the surfaces of the unVanted minerals so that they will not adhere to

the bubbles.

Hiftorieal.—The history of the development of the flotation process makes inter-

esting reading. The earliest record of the principles of flotation being applied to an
ore dates back to 1860 when 'William Haynes in England proposed as a method of

beneficiation the admixture of coal tar or resin with an ore followed by separation of

> Mineral Dreaaing Laboratory* American Cyanamid Co., Stamford, Conn.
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tile valuable constituents from the gangue by frictional trituration with water. Later

on, in 1886, Carrie Everson in Uie United States disclosed in U.S. patent 348157

the use of fats or oils to buoy sulphides and thus separate them froth worthless gangue,

the selectivity of the separation being assisted by the addition of acids and acid salts

or neutral salts.

In the foregoing “bulk-oiU’ methods and later improvements of this form of flota-

tion bj" Elmore, Cattermole, and Macquisten, the wet ground ore was mixed with a

comparatively large proportion of a viscous oil, and the desired result was to induce

the mineral particles to adhere to the oil globules; the thick mixture rising to the top

of the pulp owing to its lighter specific gravity was removed as a concentrate. It is to

be noted that air was not intentionally introduced to assist the separation of the oiled

particles in these processes. Large quantities of oil were necessary for the separation.

Recoveries were poor, and the grade of concentrate produ(;ed by these methods was

low as measured by modern froth-flotation standards. Bulk-oil flotation was never a

commercial success, although tried at several plants throughout the world

Following this early era of bulk-oil flotation, it was discovered that improved

results could be obtained by the introduction of gas bubbles into the ore pulp in order

to assist the separation of sulphide particles from nonsulphide mineral particles. At

the turn of the century, processes were developed by Delprat and Potter utilizing

ga.seous media generated by the reaction of acids on carbonates and sulphides in the

ore. Later on, Froment introduced his process for introduction of a gas into a freely

flowing oiled pulp in order to assist flotation and effect a reduction in the amount of

oil normally required in bulk-oil flotation methods.

P^ollowing the improvements obtained by these early investigators, and fuller

recognition of the value of gas or air as an aid in the separation of minerals by oil

flotation, the next advance resulted from the developments of Elmore in 1904, Sulman,

Picard, and Ballot in 1906, and by Hoover in 1910 wherein gas or air was intro-

duced to the ore pulp by vacuum generation or under pressure or by means of mechan-

ical agitation. Introduction of air to the pulp was accompanied by a ver>' marked
reduction in the amount of oils required to float the minerals, but consumptions were

still high and selectivity was inefficient. However, in 1909, Greenway, Sulman, and

Higgins advanced the art through their discovery of soluble frothing agents such as

ketones and alcohols, which permitted still further reduction of the quantity of oils

formerly required for flotation.

From 1913 to 1922, flotation may be said to have first attained commercial success,

particularly in the United States, the first commercial plant of importance being that

of the Butte & Superior Co. placed in operation in 1913. A wide variety of oils, such

as wood and coal-tar creosotes, wore used as collectors in conjunction with frothers,

such as pine oils and rosin oils, for the sulphide minerals. It is to be noted that all

these collectors were of indefinite chemical composition. Bulk sulphide concentrates

were recovej-ed inasmuch as it was not |X)8sible to separate one sulphide mineral from

another with the known flotation reagents of that era. Sulphuric acid was commonly
tised to assist the work of the promoters.

This period also witnessed the development of many types of flotation machines,

incli»4ing the Minerals Separation, Janney, Callow, K & K, and Welch.

The presemt modern, or ^^chemical-flotation,'* period originated with the discoveries

of Perkins, as disclosed in his U.S. patent 1364043, in 1921, of the effectiveness of

definite chemical compounds of nonoleaginous nature as promoters for sulphide

minerals. These compounds were organic trivalent nitrog^ and divalent sulphur

compounds of slight solubility, such as alphanaphthylamine and thiocarbanihde.

They do not include the completely water-rsoluble xanthates patented by Keller and
Lewis in 19^ and disclosed in U.8. patents 1554216 ^d 1554220.
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Since the discoveries of Perkins and Keller, numerous important advances in the

art have occurred, among which the following may be listed:

1922

—

Cyanide as a depressant for pyrite and sphalerite in alkaline solutions,

discovered by Sheridan and Griswold (U.S. patent 1421585).

1923

—

Sodium sulphite as a depressant for sphalwite, discovered by Bragg (U.S.

patent 1478697).

1924

—

Discovery by Sulman and Kdser of the usefulness of fatty acids and soaps
to float oxidized base-metal minerals.

1926—Discovery of dithiophosphates by Whitworth.

1928—First commerchil jionmetallic flotation plant to treat fluorspar ore, The
Aluminum Ore Co.

1935—Anionic-type we<ting Jt^ents, discovered by Lenher (U.S. patent 2012609).

1938—First use of cation] Ort vpe wetting agents to float siliceous mineral, Lenher

(U.S. patent 2132902).

Theory.—These advances resulted in large measure from a better understanding

of the underlying principles of froth flotation. In this regard, Langmuir was one

of the first, if not the first, to explain the chemistry of the process in his paper "'The

Mechanism of the Surface Phenomenon of Flotation. The essentials of the process

are summed up by him as follows:

“The surface phenomena of flotation may be divided roughly into three classes:

1. Formation and propc^rties of the froth.

2. Oiling of the solid particles.

3. Adh(^sion of the oiled particles to the bubbles of the froth.

Dr. L. J. C'hristmann, in a classic dissertation on the physiochemistry of flotation,

^

has explairu'd in detail the properties and functions of the various typos of reagents

used in modern froth-flotation practice. Although his paper is too lengthy to sum-
marize here, it is to be noted that since the publication of this dissertation nothing

has been discovered in the art of flotation that his postulates do not explain.

The advancement of the art of modern froth flotation is due in no small measure
to the work of numerous investigators in government, university, and private labora-

tories. Although it is difficult to single out particular individuals for special mention
in this connection, the various technical papers by Prof. A. F. Taggart, Prof. A. M.
Gaudin, Prof. A. W. Fahrenwald, and O. C. Ralston in the United States and Prof.

I. W. Wark in Australia are perhaps outstanding from the standpoint of contributing

to a better understanding of the theoretical aspects of flotation.

Types of Ores Amenable to Flotation.—For many years, during the early stages

of its development, the flotation process was considered to be applicable to the treat-

ment of sulphide ores only. However, as early as 1905, the possibilities of floating

nonsulphide lead and^ copper ore were explored by Swartz, and U.S. patent 807501

was granted to him covering the use of soluble sulphides to film base-metal oxides and
thus assist their flotation.^ Later work by various investigators, notably N. C.

Christensen, led to a fuller recognition of the fundamental differences in the flotation

characteristics of sulphides and nonsulphide and nonmetallic minerals. As a result

of these studies, technique^ and reagents were developed for floating many nonsulphide

and nonmetallic minerals. Reagents commonly employed were fatty acids, soaps,

and emulsions. The next stage in the development of nonmetallic flotation resulted

from the discovery that certain anionic-type wetting agents were more effective than

soapif and fatty acids for floating certain types of nonsulphide pres.

More recently, a new class of flotation reagents, of the so-called “cationic*^ class,

has been developed for nonmetallic flotation. These reagents are characterized by
* Fo/t^ay Soc,\ Vol. 15. 1920.

* aiwd the Flotation Process, Arnericatt Cyanarakl Oo„ Tech. Paj^er 17 j, 1930.
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their marked selectivity toward silicate minerals and quartz. By their use, it is

possible to effect selective separations that hitherto were impossible to obtain with

soaps, fatty acids, or anionic-type wetting agents.

In general, it may be said that, in the light of recent developments in froth flota-

tion, almost all the well-known minerals of commercial importance can be treated by

this process. The following is a list of minerals that have been found to be amenable

to flotation:

1. Sulphide minerals, such as lead, copper, and zinc sulphides; iron sulphides

including pyrite, pyrrhotite, marcasite, and arsenopyrite
;
cobalt and nickel sulphides;

silver sulphides and sulpharsenides and antimonides; arsenic and antimony sulphides;

bismuth sulphides; molybdenum sulphide; mercury sulphide; tin sulphides.

2. Metallic minerals, such as copper, gold (also gold t(dlurides), silver; also metals

such as irop, aluminum, and tin.

3. Base-metal oxides and carbonates, including lead carbonate and sulphate;

copper oxides and carbonates; and cobalt oxides.

4. Nonbase metal oxides, such as those of iron, tungsten, aluminum, vanadium,

manganese, tin, chromium, titanium.

5. Nonbase metal carbonates such as those of calcium, magnesium, manganese,

strontium, barium.

6. Sulphates, phosphates, chlorides, fluorides, borates, etc., as for example, barite,

gypsum,.fluorite, borax, celestite, cerargyrite, cryolite, halite, sylvite, apatite, collo-

phanite, monazite.

7. Coal and carbonaceous materials, sulphur, etc.

8. Silicates, such as talc, feldspar, quartz, garnet, spodumene, mica, kyanite,

andalusite, beryl, kaolinite, zircon, nephelite, pyrophyllite, diatomite, siliimanite,

vermiculite.

Sizes of Minerals Amenable to Flotation.—Although in some instances, notably

in the flotation of coal, it is possible to treat material as coarse as 10 mesh, it may bo

stated that, in general, froth flotation works best on sizes below 35 mesh. Minerals

coarser than this usually are more advantageously treated by other methods of con-

centi^ation such as tabling, or by agglomerate tabling.

As regards lower limit of sizes, this depends to a large extent on the type of mineral

to be floated and the presence of interfering slimes. In general, the floatability of

minerals tends to decrease in the range of extreme fineness, in the neighborhood of

600 mesh and finer.

Reagents.—From what has been previously stated in regard to froth flotation,

it is readily apparent that the efficiency of the separations obtainable by this process

depends on the proper selection of reagents or chemical compounds.

In order to accomplish desired results, a variety of chemical cpmpounds are needed.

These may be classified according to their function, as follows:

Frothers.—Production of a persistent froth of de8ire<i selectivity and durability

is of prime importance in successful flotation. In this regard, it is to be noted that

homogeneous liquids do not froth, only aqueous solutions froth appreciably. Froth-

ing takes place when air is bubbled through a liquid if the air-liquid surface tension

is ^Apable of a small but measurable rapid charge. A good frothing agent must be

capable 4of passing readily into the interface between water and air, so that it must
be partly water-repellent and partly water-soluble. In other words, it must be

^^heteropolar,^’ i.e., possess polar and nonpolar groups.

In this regard, polar water-insoluble saturated hydrocarbons, such as kerosene,

give no froth. Tlnsaturated hydrocarbons give slight froth because they are nonpolar.

Orgamc compounds such as pine oil, alcohols, phenols, fatty acids, and amigos give

appreciabio Iroths because they contain both polar and nonpolar groups. In this
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latter type of compounds, one part of the molecule has an affinity for water and the

other has an affinity for air, or conversely, an aversion to water.

From the above considerations, it therefore follows that, in order to be effective,

frothers must not be too soluble or too insoluble. In addition, to ensure selectivity

in flotation, frothers must not ionize appreciably.

Commonly used frothers in modern flotation practice include pine oil; cresylic

acid; higher alcohols; eucalyptus oil; camphor; and the like. A class of reagents

known as ‘'froth stiffeners” are used to impart greater stability to the froth in certain

instances. Coal-tar creosotes, wood creosotes, and the like, are typical of this class

of reagents.

Collectors or Promoters.-*--Reagents that give an adherence and water repellency

to surfaces of minerals to be floated are designated "promoters” or “collectors.”

These reagents are more or less ^elective as regards minerals of a certain class. Their

selectivity may be enhanced by careful control of the quantity added and by the

addition of controlling or modifying agents.

In getioral, promoters may be considered as falling into the two following classes:

1. Anionic type.

2. Cationic type.

As in the case of frothers, in order that promoters may be effective, they must com-

prise two parts, one part nonpolar (hydrocarbon) and the other polar, and be capable

of adluiring by virtue of adsorption or chemical reaction to the surfaces of specified

minerals.

Although resembling frothers to the extent of being heteropolar, promoters differ

from frothers in that the polar part of an effective promoter must hav<‘ a particular

affinity ior a particular mineral. (The polar part of a frother should have affinity for

water only.) Thus, it is found that in the case of promoters for sulphide minerals, for

example, the hydroxyl group in the polar part of a frother is replaced by the less

water-avid sulphhydrate group.

Anionic-type Promoters .—Commonly used promoters of the anionic-type include

1. Xanthates. The reaction products of an alcohol, sodium or potassium hydrox-

ide, and carbon bisulphide.

Structural formula ROV
SK

or

S

RO
/
\
SNa

2. Aerofloat flotation reagents, or disubstituted dithiophosphoric acid and salts

of such acids. These are reaction products of phosphorous pentasulphide and

(Tcsylic acid or an alcohol.

Structural formula

RO S
\ /
P

RO S
\ /
P

/ \
RO SNa

3.

Thiocarbanilide. The reaction product of aniline and carbon bisulphide.

Structural formula ^o NH

eSH

o-
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Fatty and aromatic carboxylic, acids, such as oleic acid.

Biructural formula R.COOH

These anionic-type promoters are characterized by the following properties,

according to Christmann.^
^

1. They are for the most part weak acids. Xanthic acid, for example, is weaker

than carbonic acid.

2. They all form alkali-metal salts, at least in solution.

3. They form heavy-metal salts.

4. The free acids are only slightly polar or, in other words, are slightly dissociated.

6. The alkali-metal salts are distinctly polar in comparison.

6. The alkali-metal salts are water-soluble.

7. The heavy-metal salts (Pb, Cu, Ag, Zn) are slightly polar.

5. The heavy-metal salts are quite insoluble in water.

9. The tendency of the heavy-metal salts of all these compounds to dissolve in

organic solvents increases as the R in RX of any homologous series increases.

10. In the case of fatty acids, the strength of the acid decreases with the higher

members of a series, and the solubility of the acid in water decreases.

In addition to the foregoing list of anionic-type promoters, some less common
ones should be mentioned. These are principally used for the flotation of various

nonsulphidc and nonmetallic minerals.

1. Triethanolamine.

2. Fatty acid residues and their soaps, such as saponified cottonseed oil ‘‘foots.”

3. Sulphonated fatty acids, glycerides, or oils.

4. Emulsified oils, fatty acids, or glycerides.

5. Sulphated and sulphonated alcohols or “wetting agents.”

6. Hydrocarbons such as fuel oil or kerosene. These are sometimes added as

vehicles for fatty acids in nonmetallic flotation. For the flotation of minerals such

as graphite, talc, or sulphur, they may act as the main promoter.

7. Naphthenic acid, naphthenates, or alkali-metal salts of petroleum oxidation.

8. Carboxylic acids.

The possibilities of utilizing certain reagents of the so-called anionic-wetting-agent

class received attention at least as early as 1935. In the initial work with this class

of compound, they were tested as emulsifiers for various fatty acids and oils, as well

as promoters for certain types of minerals. Much of the original work with these

reagents was done by U.S. Bureau of Mines^ investigators, and the results were

described in two technical publications. The first of these, “New Flotation Reagents”
by Dean and Hersberger, was published as Technicxil Paper 605 by the American

Institute of Mining and Metallurgical Engineers in 1935. The second article, entitled

“Use of Wetting Agents in Flotation” by Dean, Clemmer, and Cooke, was published

as U.S. Burma of Mines Report of Investigations 3333 in February, 1937. In this

lather publication, Dean and his coworkers made a distinction between two classes of

wetting agents, which they represented as being ,

E The alkali-metal salts of the higher alcohol sulphates or the long-chain aliphatic

acids, which give large negative ions in solution.

2. The heavily loaded quartemary ammonium salts, which give large positive

ions in solution.

Wetting agents of the anionic type may be represented by the following structural

formula: .

ROSOa-^Na+

iUc.dU. ^
^ A,

^
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Examples of these types of compounds are the Aerosol wetting agents sold by the

American Cyanamid Co.; the Gardinol and Dupanol reagents marketed by E. I.

du Pont de Nemours & Co.; certain of the Emulsols marketed by the Emulsol (k)rp.

Wetting agents of this type find some use as selective promoters for certain non-

rnetallic minerals, also as froth-modifying agents.

CationicAype Promoters.—Wetting agents of the cationic type may be repre-

sented by the following structural formula:

or

Rix

^ I"" e.g.^ quartemary ammonium salts

LR4 ^

R\
H
H
H /

^N

+

Ci~ e.Q.j lauryl-amine hydrochloride

C-ationic-typi‘ wetting agents as a class are characterized by the fact that they are

surfacie-active materials containing ])oth polar and nonpolar groups. In solution,

these compounds ionize to giv(‘ a large positive ion. l^'his positive ion generally has

a heavy hydrocarbon loading. Th(‘se positive-ion type wetting agents may be

amines, phosphonium, or siilplionium compounds, but practically all the work that

has been done in this country on cationic reagents in ore dressing has been confined to

nitrogen compounds.

The point of most interest in cationic-typo wetting agents, so far as flotation is

concerned, is the fact that such reagents are specific promoters for silica and silicate

miiu‘rals. Their selective action toward silica and silicates might almost be compared

with the action of xanthates or Aerofloat promoters toward sulphide minerals.

The cationic-type w(ittmg agents of the amine type may be primary, 8e<;ondary,

tertiary, or quarternd-ry compounds. These compounds have an amine radical as

their effective polar portion and an appropriate hydrocarbon group as their effective

nonpolar portion, combined with one another to yield a positively charged surface-

active ion in solution. Their potency apparently depends on the ionic grouping and
length of the hydrocarbon chain. Experimental evidence indicates that there is a

critical chain length of maximum collection for any particular type of compound.

The above-mentioned amine compounds may be either free amines or amine salts,

the latter commonly being chlorides, bromides, iodides, or acetates. The various

halogen derivatives appear to be about equally effective.

There seems to be some difference of opinion as to whether the cationic wetting

agents promote the flotation of siliceous minerals through chemical action or through

adsorption. Whatever the theory, the fact remains that certain types of these amine

compounds are powerful and selective promoters for quartz and other silicates. The
more powerful collectors, i.c., those with long hydrocarbon chain substituents, are

used on silicate minerals relatively hard to float or not highly adsorptive. A less

efficient reagent with a short-chain substituent works better for talc or clay.

Amine Types.—The various types of commercially available amines that are

useful in flotation may be roughly grouped onder five classifications, m.,

1 . Higher aliphatic amines ^d amine salts such as lauryl amine and lauryl^amine

hydrochloride.
,

2. Quarternary ammonium salts of the higher aliphatic series, such as cetyl

trimethyl amihdnium bromide.
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3. Pyridinium salts such as lauryl-pyridinium iodide (these are quartemary

ammonium compounds of a special type).

4. Alkylated and acylated condensation products of ethanolamines and fatty acids.

5. “Short-chain” amines such as w-tributyl amine and triethanolamine.

Addition Agents.—Reagents that are used to modify the normal floatability of

minerals with promoters and frothers are designated broadly as “addition agents.”

This class of reagents may be conveniently subdivided into three general groups:

1. Regulating agents.

2. Activating agents.

3. Depressing agents.

Regulating Agents.—The function of the reagents included in this group is to

Control the alkalinity of the pulp, also to counteract interfering effects of detrimental

slimes, colloids, and soluble salts.

In modern froth flotation, alkaline circuits are used almost exclusively for the

treatment of sulphide ores and most nonmetallic ores as well. For any particular ore,

there is a definite range of pH at which optimum results are obtainable. Therefore,

proper control of this alkalinity is of prime importance. Reagents (!onjLn)only used

to obtain desired alkalinity are lime and soda ash. Lime exerts a flocculating effect,

while soda ash acts as a dispersant for ore slimes. Lime is, in most instances, cheaper

than soda ash and is more widely used for the treatment of sulphide ores, particularly

copper and zinc ores. Soda ash is preferred for the treatment of lead sulphide ores

and precious-metal ores, because lime tends to depress galena and free gold and must
be more carefully controlled than soda ash.

Besides being an alkalinity regulator, lime is a depressor for pyrite and is widc'ly

used for this purpose. If used in excessive quantities, lime also tends to depress many
other sulphide minerals.

Caustic soda is occasionally used as an alkalinity regulator.

Sulphuric acid, formerly used to a considerable extent before the advent of modern

promoters, is rarely used today. This reagent tends to increase the floatability of all

sulphides but is nonselective in it’s action, besides having the disadvantage of exhibit-

ing a corrosive action on flotation equipment.

Less commonly used than lime and soda ash are certain slime-regulating agents

such as sodium silicate, starch, glue, and various phosphates. These reagents are

used to aid^ selectivity by exerting a dispersing action on the slimes and colloids.

Actimting Agents.—Reagents of this group are used to assist the flotation of

minerals that are normally hard to float with promoters and frothers only. The
outstanding example of such function is the use of copper sulphatfe to float sphalerite

and marmatite. Other examples include the use of sodium sulphide to film lead

^phate and carbonate and copper-carbonate minerals; the use of hydrofluoric acid

to assist the flotation of feldspar with a cationic-type promoter; the use of lead

nitrate for assisting the flotation of various nonmetallic minerals with anionic-type

promoters of the fatty-acid typo; and aluminum chloride for assisting the flotation of

mica with cationic-type promoters.

Depressing Agents.—The function of depressing agents is to assist the selectivity

of one mineral from another. • Originally, before the development of specific depres-

sAiits, it was impossible to float minerals of one kind from others whose floatability

was closely the same.

The outstanding example of the value of a depresisant is the use of alkaline cyanides

to septate galena from sphalerite and pyrit^, or copper sulphides from pyrite. The
discovery by Sheridan and Griswold of the selective depressing qualities of cyanides

was one of the most important discoveries in the art of flotation in that it solved the

problem of treating complex lead-rinc-iron ores.
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Examples of other depressants include the use of

Lime for depressing pyritc.

Sodium and Calcium sulphites for depressing pyritc and sphalerite.

Zinc sulphate as an aid to cyanides for depressing sphalerite.

(yhroraates for depressing galena.

P(irmanganates for depn^ssing pyrrhotite and pyrite in the presence of arsenopyrite.

Quebracho for depressing calcite when floating fluorite, scheelite, or certain other

nonsulphide ores with fatty acids.

Sodium silicate for depressing quartz.

Sulphuric acid for deprofeiiing quartz.

Starch and glue for depressing mica and talc.

The “600^’ series roaiaf* rits of the American Cyanamid (’o. for depressing graphite

and carbonaceous slates whtitl floating gold ores.

Caustic soda for depressing ilmenite.

Practical Operation.—Tlu* practical adaptation of froth flotation for the treatment

of ores involves a sequence of steps, each of which influences the efficiency of the

operation as a whole. These various steps may be listed as follows, though not

necc^ssarily in the order shown:

1. Liberation of the values by crushing and grinding.

2. Dilution of the ground pulp with water to the desired degree for most efficient

flotation.

3. Conditioning of the pulp with reagents prior to flotation.

4. Flotation for separation of desired minerals from worthless minerals.

Liberation of the Values ,—Before minerals can be separated by froth flotation they

must, of course, be liberated from each other. While, as previously mentioned, flota-

tion can be utilized to treat certain minerals such as coal and phosphate rock as

coarse as 10 mesh, in its greatest field of application—the separation of sulphides

—

the maximum size of the particles rarely exceeds 35 mesh. The lower limit of sizes

amenable to flotation is not so well defined and will vary with the type of mineral to

be floated, as well as the nature and size of the gangue constituents. In general, sizes

in the range of minus 48 mesh to plus 600 mesh respond more readily to flotation.

Flotation separations normally are much less efficient on sizes below 600 mesh, and
recovery and selection are greatly reduced if the particles are finer than 5 to 10

microns.

The ore fed to flotation is almost universally wet ground in a ball mill or rod mill

operating in closed circuit with a classifier. In grinding the ore for subsequent

treatment by flotation, an effort is made to produce the minimum amount possible

of extreme fines, or slimes. This desirable condition is accomplished by using short

large-diameter ball mills in closed circuit with classifiers capable of handling large

circulating loads. In some operations, avoidance of slime and savings in costs are

accomplished by a procedure whereby the ore is ground only to the point where a

rejectable flotation product, or ^Hailing,” can be obtained. The low-grade froth, or

'^concentrate,'' consisting of incompletely liberated sulphides or other mineral values

in gangue, is reground until the unlocking is complete and then refloated for production

of a finished concentrate.

As previously stated, oversliming is to be avoided, since slimes interfere with the

separation of the coarser minerals and, in addition, cause higher consumption of

reagents.

Dilution of the Ground Pufp.T—For effective separation by froth flotation, it is

necessary that the ground pulp be suj^ciently dilute to give the minerals ready mobil-

ity. Generally, in the primary
,
or '*rougiuug/* stage of flotation, the pulp contains a
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higher percentage of solids than in the cleaning stage wherein the rougher concentratts

is retreated to produce the final high-grade^ product.

In the treatment of most ores, the roughing operation is performed at pulp densi-

ties ranging from 20 to 35 per cent solids. Occasionally, when the ore contains a largti

amount of minerals of high specific gravity, pulp densities as high as 40 to 60 per cent

solids may be used, but this is uncommon. Slimy ores may require the rougher flota-

tion to be conducted at 10 to 15 per cent solids.

Pulp densities in cleaning operations commonly run from as low as 3 to as high

as 18 per cent solids and occasionally higher.

Comparative testing will establish the optimum pulp density for conducting

roughing and cleaning operations for any given ore. In general, both spetul of flota-

tion and selectivity are improved in dilute pulps, but the larger volume to he handled

will usually require more flotation-machine capacity. Reagent consumptions are

also dsually greater when dilute pulps are handled.

Conditiomng of the Ore Pulp Prior to flotation.—Ahhoxi^h many of the reactions

between reagents and minerals in the flotation process are practically instantaneous,

there are instances where appreciable time is required to bring about the desired

effects. In such cases, the pulp must be “conditioned.” This is usually accomplished

by providing a tank, of suitable capacity and ('quipped with means for agitating the

pulp, between the grinding circuit and the flotation machine.

The conditioning step usually follows the grinding step. However, in some

instances the ground ore may require some special treatment prior to conditioning

and flotation. Some refractory types of ores may require the removal of extreme

fines or colloids in order to improve the efficiency of the subsequent flotation operation.

In some instances, improved results are obtained if the ground and deslimc'd ore is

^‘scrubbed in an attrition-type mill, sometimes in the preseiuu' of special cleansing

agents, to remove adhering surface coatings and stains, and is again desliincid.

In many instaiujes, improved results are obtained if the conditioning step is con-

ducted at a high pulp density—sometimes as high as 70 to 80 per cent solids. Reduced

reagent consumptions usually follow such a procedure, and the volume of condition-

ing equipment required is also less than when treating more dilute pulps. However,

high solids conditioning usually entails the use of some dewatering device or thickener

between the grinding circuit and the flotation-machine circuit. Sometimes, air is also

introduced into the conditioning tank to assist in the desired reactions.

Occasionally, the pulp temperature is raised during the conditioning step, in order

to speed up the reactions between minerals and reagents and thus aid selectivity and
recovery. In such cases, the usual method of heating is by introduction of live steam

through a pipe or pipes inserted into the pulp.

‘ Reagents added in the conditioning stage may be regulators such as lime or soda

ash (although the usual practice is to add these particular reagents to^the grinding

mill); activators such as copper sulphate or sodium sulphide; or depressants such as

zinc sulphate, alkaline cyanides, alkaline sulphites, and sodium silicate.

Frequently, promoters or collecting reagents, such as Aerofloat flotation agents

or xanthates, are also conditioned with the pulp prior to flotation. In most instances,

it is 4^*^t)le to add such reagents subsequent to the regulating, activating, or depress-

ing agents. This involves the use of several conditioning tanks in* series.

As previously mentioned, it is common practice to add to the grinding mill certain

of the reagents required for the flotation operation. In such case, the grinding circuit

serves the same purpose as a conditioning t^k. Alkalinity regulating agents and
depressants such as toe, soda ash, sodium silicate, sodium cyanide, and zinc sulphate

are ushaiiy added at this point, i^equently, promoter reagents are also added to the

grinding mili in additbn to the alke^nity regulators. However, when depreSshhts
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arc added to the grinding circuit, it is best to add the promoter «Lt a later stage in the
operation.

Flotation Operation ,—In the actual flotation operation, the separation of the
minerals is accomplished in specially designed machines. A considerable variety
of such flotation machines are in use. In general, they fall into three classes, based
on the manner in which air is introduced into the pulp, as follows:

1. Mechanically agitated, no outside air added. In this type, air is drawn in by
suction through the action of the rotor or impeller. Examples of machines of this
type are the Fagergren (Fig. 1); Denver Equipment Co.; Weinig.

2. Mechanically agitated, with addition of outside air. In this type, the pulp
receives some air through tlie ajet on of the impelJer and also from air introduced
under low pri*-ssuro from a blov er. Examples of machines of this type are the Min-
erals Separation subaeratial nun hine and the Booth-Thompson Agitair machine.

Flo. 1. - Fagergren flotation unit (latest type).

3.

Pneumatic-type machines. In this type, the air is directly introduced into the
cell at low pressure from a blower. Examples of this type are the Steffensen air-

flotation machine (Fig. 2), the Southwestern Matless air-lift machine, the Macintosh
machine, the Callow pneumatic machine, and the Britannia deep air-lift machine.

Regardless of type, flotation machines must include suitable means for introducing
pulp, maintaining it in suspension, and regulating the rate of discharge of the unfloat-

able portion of it. At the same time, all machines must provide means for intro-

ducing and dispersing air into the pulp and means for. discharging the froth, as for

example, by the use of mechanically operated skimmers, and conveying it to the next
step in the operation.

Flotation machines are usually composed of several identical cells arranged in

series, the unfloatable portion of the pulp flowing from the discharge opening in one
cell to the intake opening of th© succeeding cell.

In large operations, p^allel rows of a number of machines in series must be Used.

It is good practice to pi^viid© a large number of cells for roughing operations,

to avoid dangers of short-circifltiiig of the pulp. In cleaning operations, a smaller

number of cells may b© U^d, ihiiaiphoh the tailing from such operations is not a

flhished product but is i'CtUrned. to^ feed going to the rougher machines.
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Choice of flotation machine is dependent on many factors in addition to metal-

lurgical and mechanical efficiency. However, the modern trend is toward machines

of the straight mechanical type capable) of providing intense agitation and a large

volume of finely dispersed air into the pulp.

Fig. 2.—Steffensen air-flotation machine (air introduced from header underneath apparatus)

.

Concentraie

Fig. 3.—Flotation flow sheet (single roughing flow).

Concentrafe

Fig. 4.—Simple concentrate-middling flow scheme.

Next in importance to the proper selection of reagents for the flotation operation

is the. feeding of these in controlled, uniform amounts to the grinding circuit, the

conditioners, or to the flotation machines. Hoquirements for eflicienMiype feeders
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include precision and reliability, ease and range of adjustment, resistance to attack by
the reagents fed, simplicity of design, and low cost of operation and maintenance.

Solid reagents, such as lime and soda ash, are usually fed by means of slow-moving

belt conveyers, electrically vibrated conveyers, a horizontally rotating plate and
cutter, or a screw conveyer operating in a trough.

Fig. 5. circuit with roughor-concentrate cleaning.

Fig. 6.—Houghing and cleaning operations in a single circuit.

Cond/fiorrer

No.1 No. 2

Fig. 7.—Differential flotation using one cell (No. 4/ as conditioner.

Many types of feeders are available for dispensing liquid reagents and aqueous
solutions. Commonly used types include pulley and finger, disk and cup, and
reciprocating cup. The disk-and-cup type is in more general use than any other

liquid-reagent feeder. In this type a vertical disk is submerged in the liquid and
rotates on a horizontal axis. ' A number of small cups or buckets are suspended on
short rods attached to the disk in such manner that they may be tipped a certain

predetermined amount so that their contents may be discharged into a collecting
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trough leading into pipes that convey the reagent to the desired point in the flotation

circuit. An example of this typo of feeder, the Clarkson, is illustrated in Fig. 9.

Reciprocating-cup feeders work on the same principh^ as the self-dumping mine

skip. The feeder consists essentially of a large reservoir into which a beaker-shaped

Original
feed

Rougher
concenfrafe

{Rougher
\iaN/hg

'^M/ing/^
Overflow

1st Cleaner
concenfrafe

Recleaned /

concenfrafe \ jj

I\maner\
Xhilmci L

Classifier

Ba/fmi//

Cleaner failing
| |

—Rougher-double-cloaiiing circuit with regrinding.

-r—T

Fig. 9,—Clarkson reagent feeder.

cup IS lowered and raised by means of a suitable reciprocating device. The rate of

feed is contirolled by adjusting the angle to which the cup is tipped at the point of

discharge. This type of feeder is especially adapted |o the feeding of large quantities

of liquid reagents as in certain nonxnetallic flotation operations.
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Approximate Quantities and Method of Feeding the Common Reagents Used
IN Flotation

Reagent

Usual quantities fed

^ 1
G. per

Lb per ; .

^ metric
ton

ton

Usual

method of

feeding

Promoters:

Aerofloat 15 0.05- 0.20 25 100 Undiluted \

25 0 05- 0 20 25- 100 Undiluted i

31 0 or.t 0.20 25- 100 Undiluted
j

239 0.02- 0.10 10- 50 5-10% soln. \

241 0.02- 0.15 10- 75 5-10% soln. \

242 0.02- 0.15 10- 75 5-10% soln. 1

203.. 0.05- 0.20 25- 100 5-10% soln. /

208 0.01- 1.10 5- 50 5-10% soln. f

213 0.02- 0.10 10- 50 5-10% soln. \

226 0.02- 0.10 10- 50 5-10% soln. 1

238 0.02- 0.10 10- 50 5-10% soln. V

243 0.02- 0.15 10- 75 5-10% soln.
1

Sodium Aerofloat 0.05- 0.20 25- 100 5-10% soln.
1

Sodium Aerofloat H. .

.

0.0.5- 0.20 25- 100 .5-10% soln. /

Reagent 404 0.20- o.5(y* 100- 2,50 5% soln.

425 0.20- 0.50“ 100- 250 5% soln.

444 0.20- 0.50“ 100- 250 5% soln.

f]thyl xanthate 0.05- 0.15 25- 75 10% soln.

Butyl xanthate 0.05- 0.15 25- 75 10% soln.

Amyl xanthate 0.05- 0.15 25- 75 10% soln.

Reagent 301 0.0.5- 0.15 25- 75 10% soln.

343 0.05- 0.15 25- 75 10% soln.

Thiocarbanilidc 0.0,5- 0.10 25- 50 Dry
Thiocarbanilide 125. .

.

0.05- 0.10 25- 50 5-10% soln.

Undiluted 1
Fatty acids 0.50- 2.0M

250-1000 ' or dissolved /
Reagent 708 0.50- 2.0M

in fuel oil j

Brothers: -

Pine oil 0.05- 0.20 25- 100 Undiluted \

Cresylic acid 0.05- 0.20 25- 100 Undiluted J

Frother 52 0.05- 0.20 25- 100 Undiluted r

Frother 60 0.05- 0.20 25- 100 Undiluted /

Coal tar oils 0.05- 0.20 25- 100 Undiluted 1
j

Coal tar creosotes .... 0.05- 0.20 25- 100 Undiluted
j

Aerofloat 15 0.05- 0.20 25- 100 Undiluted /

Reagent 712 0.05- 0.20 25- 100 5-10% soln.

Recommended point

of addition

Conditioner or grind-

ing circuit

Conditioner, grinding

circuit or flotation

circuit

Conditioner or grind-

ing circuit

Conditioner grinding

circuit or flotation

circuit

Grinding circuit

Grinding circuit or

conditioner or flota-

tion circuit

Conditioner; also

added in stages dur-

ing flotation

Flotation circuit
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'

Approximate Quantities and Method of Feeding the Common Reagents Used
IN Flotation.

—

{Continued)

Usual quantities fed

Usual

method of

feeding

Reagent
Lb per

ton

G. per

metric

ton

Activators:

Copper sulphate 0.5 - 2.0 250-1000 Saturated

solution

Sulphuric acid 0.5 - 2.0 250-2500 Undiluted

Sulphidizing agents:

Sodium or barium
sulphide 0.5 ~ 5.0 250-2500 10% soln.

Depressants:

Cyanide 0.03- 0.75 15- 375 5-10% soln. V

Dichromate 1 .0 - 5.0 500-2500 5-10% soln.
j

5-10% soln.
j

Sodium sulphite 0.10- 5.0 50- 500

Zinc sulphate 0.10- 2.0 50-1000 5-10% soln. f

Starch 0.01- 0.20 r>- 100 C^austic \

starch, /

5-10% soln.l

Lime 1.0 -10.0 500-5000 Dry or as 1

milk of lime /

Sodium silicate 0.5 - 3.0 250-1500 10% soln. /

Modifying agents:

Lime 1.0 -10.0 500-5000 Dry or as \

milk of lime \

Soda ash 1.0 - 5.0 500-2500 Dry or as 1

10% soln. f

Sodium hydroxide .... 0.5 - 3.0 250-1500 10% soln. /

Sodium silicate 0.5 - 3.0 250-1500 10% soln. 1

Sodium sulphide 0.5 - 3.0 250-1500 10% soln.
j

Sulphuric acid 1.0 - 5.0 500-2500 Undiluted
j

Ammo Phos 0.5 - 3.0 250-1500 Dry '

''600 Series'' reagents 0.10- 1.0 50- 450 2-5% soln.

Hocommended point

of addition

Conditioner

Conditioner

Conditioner or flota-

tion circuit

C'Onditioner or grind-

ing circuit

Conditioner or grind-

ing circuit

Conditioner or flota-

tion circuit

« For base-metal oxide flotation.

^ For nonmetaiUo flotation.

Reagent Formula

ITie following is a ireful formula that may be used to calibrate the amount of

reagent being fed to flotation

:

Pounds per ton

or

cubic centimeters per minute X speciflc gravity of liquid

0.315 X short tons per 24 lir.

Pounds per ton
grams per minute

0.315 X short tons per 24 hr.
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CHAPTER VII

DEWATERING

By John V. N. Dork^ and Frank L. Bosoui*

Definition.—Dewateijig, as xmed in metallurgical work, is the separation of a

mixture of solids and w^ter in.o t' o part«, one of which is relatively solid-free, and the

other relatively liquid-fre* . w’th respect to the original mixture.

The Various methods of ac omplishing dew^atering include (1) draining; (2) sedi-

mentation, or thickening; (35 hUration thickening; (4) filtration; (5) drying. The last

usually requires the applic^ation of artificial heat and is covenid in an earlier chapter.

Draining caii be applied effectively only to the coarser sand fraction of a pulp,

and it consists merely of allowing the water to run off the mixture under the action

of gravity.

Sedimentation, or thickening, involves the settling of the solid fraction out of a

pulp suspension under more or less quiescent conditions. Material ranging from

about 35 nuisli to particles in the colloidal range (if sufficiently flocculated) can be

dewatered by this means.

Filtration thickening ijivolves a combination of these two methods of removing

water and, in practice, is carried out generally in a machine resembling a thickener

except that it is also provided with filtering elements.

Filtration is the process of mechanically removing undissolved particles from a

liquid by passing the liquid through a permeable mc^dium, such as paper, cloth, or

sand. Filters are of two general classes—^pressure filters and vacuum filters—depend-

ing on which method of forcing the liquid through the filtering medium is applied.

Various combinations of these methods are employed. Frequently coarse sands

and slimes are dewatere<i separately. Usually dewatering by sedimentation (thick-

ening) is employed ahead of filtration, the latter being more costly and functioning

better on a relatively thick feed.

DRAINING—STATIONARY

Draining may be regarded as a crude form of filtration. A simple example is a pile

of wot sand on a floor; most of the liquid movers down through the interstices between

the grains and eventually runs off, only that held by adhesion and capillarity remain-

ing. The filling of railroad cars with wet traprock from screening plants or with

coarse jig tailings, where the excess water nms off through openings in the cars, is a

typical case of dewatering by stationary drainage.

Watertight bins may be used instead of floors. In this case the sand-water mix-

ture is fed into the bin, and the water, which is continuously replaced by the sand, is

allowed to overflow the top as the bin fills up. When full, the stream is diverted and
the bin dug out. Sometimes ** filter panels, made up of screen cloth, are employed
for drainage in bins, these panels running vertically along the inside Walls of the tank.

However, the use of such methods is largely obsolete in modern metallurgical

praotioe. The disadvantages are obvious—^the time and labor required are excessive

and tanks have a low capacity, considering the actual time the tank is working.

^ PreKldfiat, Tiid Dorr Co., New York. .

EttldUifter, Wwtport Plant, Th® Dorr Co., New York.

^akhoWledtmettt is her^ xnntJe of the assistance of the staff of The Dorr Co,
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In order to permit better drainage and also to provide a means of percolating

solution through the sand, tanks equipped with a filter bottom are used in cyaniding

in some places where the sand and the slime are separately treated. Vats of 50 ft.

in diameter with a capacity of 750 tons are used in the older plants on the Rand.

The filter at the bottom consists of wooden gratings, made in sections to permit con-

venience in handling, on which is laid a covering of jute matting, and on that a second

mat of coconut fiber. In place of the matting, canvas can be used. Later practice

in sand treatment on the Rand was to superimpose one vat on another, the upper

functioning as a collecting vat and the lower as a treatment vat.

For filling the vats, Butters <fe Mein or Blaisdell distributors arc used. The

B & M distributor consists of a number of radial pipes with fiat nozzles at the end,

rotating about an axis and distributing the pulp evenly in the tank from a hopper.

The force of the pulp leaving the arms is sufficient to rotate the mechanism. The

Blaisdell distributor consists of a hopper feeding the pulp onto a rapidly revolving

horizontal steel disk, which, aided by radial vanes, spreads the pulp evenly and lightly

in the tank.

For emptying intermittent tanks, the settled solids are shoveled out, sluiced out

of the bottom, or removc^d by some excavating device such as the Blaisdell excavator,

which is merely a set of revolving plows that rake the material to the center of the

tank. The machine is gradually lowered into the tank and continually moves the

solids toward a central disc^harge.

SEDIMENTATION

Mechanical Dewatering.—The sandy portion of a classified product from a

mechanical classifier of such types as the Dorr and the Akins is dewatered by the

draining and mechanical squeezing action of moving the sand up an inclined slope,

and in many cases the dewatering thus effected is sufficient to meet requirements.

A classifier produces a cleaner sand than any cone system. Mechanical classifiers

are extensively used to dewater concentrates and tailings. When dewatering con-

centrates, the sand discharge from a mechanical classifier will run from 8 to 15 per

cent moisture, depending upon fineness and gravity.

Mechanical rake classifiers may be equipped with a pusher plate on the last flight

of rakes and a steeply inclined extension on the discharges lip to effect a squeezing

action on the sand product just before discharge. Frequently, a 3 to 4 per cent

reduction in moisture content is obtainable in this way, particularly in the case of

coarse granular solids.

The Dorreo sand washer, a special type of mechanical classifier generally used in

concrete sand washing, gives a satisfactory and inexpensive removal of free moisture

from granular sand products. It consists of a circular tank containing a slowly

revolving wheel equipped with buckets that drag the sand up a peripheral deck
inclined at 4 in. per ft., and discharge them into a chute. Excess water overflows a

lip at the lower end of the tank. The 12 ft. diameter unit has a capacity of 100 to

150 tons of sand per hour.

Principles of Sedimentatioii.—^In general, sedimentation may be defined as a
movement of solid particles through a fluid, due to an imposed force which may be

gravitational, centrifugal or some other force.”

^

A particle suspended in a liquid settles because of the unbalanced force represented
by its weight opposed to the resistance of the water. The rate at which the particles

in a pulp settle governs the capacity of a settling tank. This rate of settlement

I SrsWAwr imd ftant. A. /. CK JS?., Vol. U, p. 124, 1033.
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depends on many factors, varying with the physical and chemical characteristics of

the solid material, with the presence of electrolytes in the water, with the temperature,

and with the density of the pulp.
,

All the characteristics listed under Classification govern the rate of settlement of

particles, although colloidal behavior is encountered throughout the various phases in

the thickening of a typical pulp.

Particle size is of great importance, for when particles ar(i so small as to be in the

range of semicolloids, or true colloids (finer than 0.0001 mm.), settling may be mate-
rially retarded or stopped altogether. It is obvious that the total surface exposed by
these particles is enormto^is compared with their actual mass. In a dispersed pulp,

each particle carries an electri* ch; rge and these repel each other, setting up an intri-

cate zigzag motion known <.s ‘‘Brownian movement,” which is sufficient to kt^ep them
dispersed despite the pull gjavity. To cause the colloid particles to settle, it is

necessary to neutralize the charge on the particles, when the solids cohere and become
in effect a coarse suspension. This phenomenon is termed “flocculation.”

Flocculation may be effected in several ways—by the addition of an electrolyte,

the introductioii of a colloid of opposite sign, or a combination of the two. Electric

currents and b ological action are both used, but their commercial application in

metallurgy is not exbmsive. The electrolytes most commonly used are lime, alumi-

num sulphate, alum, ferrous sulphate, and sulphuric acid.

(\)lloids having an opposite charge to those of the pulp may be introduced either

by chemical precipitation or by direct introduction. Lime and alum or lime and
ferrous sulphate will form gelatinous precipitates of aluminum or ferrous hydrate

which contain relatively high positive charges when in the colloidal condition, which

is attained at the instant of precipitation. The use of caustic starch is an example of a

colloidal flocculating agent.

When both electrolyte and colloid are used, the former flocculates the colloid

added, the floes formed serve as nuclei to which the original particles adhere, and the

whole, settling, tends to collect all suspended material by occlusion or entrainment of

the finer material. The subject of colloids and their treatment is a branch of physical

chemistry, a further discussion of which is beyond the scope of this book.^

The rale of setilement depends also upon the teinpcraturti—a rise of temperature

de<3reasing the viscosity of the liquid medium, and thereby increasing the settling rate

of the solids. The capacity of a settling tank may vary as .much as 20 per cent between
winter and summer. In introducing heat, precaution should be taken against the

setting up of convection currents within the tank due to unequal heat distribution,

for in extreme cases this can interfere seriously with settlement.

It is generally accepted that most settleable suspensions separate into sludge and
clear liquid in several stages, best explained by means of the cylinders shown in Fig! 1.

E shows a suspension as fed to a thickener, thoroughly mixed. Heavy particles, if

present, will settle immediately, as shown by the dark bottom layer in the following

cylinders. The rest of the pulp soon shows four more or less distinct layers or zones.

Zone B of the original consistency appears to fall away from the surface, leaving the

clear liquid A. Zone /> is a layer of particles which, having settled, rest directly one

upon the other, with liquid still in the mterstitial spaces. Zone C is a transitional

layer, the consistency of which varies from that of B to that of D, Obviously, zones

B and C will grow gradually smaller finally disappear, leaving A and Z>, separated

by a line called the critical point.” This marks the end of free settling and the start

of settling in the compression zone; f.c., the particles, resting on one another, can go

no further by mere settling, and any increase in density must come by the upward

} reader is referred to a paper by E. J. Roberts, Colloidal Chemistry of Pulp Thiokeming, Trent.

AXJtfX, Vol, 1112, p. 178, 1884.
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passage of water through spaces or channels in D. This final step governs the per-

centage of moisture in the final sludge.

There are, in general, two principal steps involved in sedimentation: clarification,

constituting the first stage, and thickening, the second. In the very dilute suspen-

sions encountered in the first stage, the clarification rate is dependent on the falling

velocity of the slowest settling floes, but in the thickeming zone proper there exists a

condition that might be termed “collective particle subsidence.” Here the rate of

settlement approximates that of the average falling velocity of the individual particles

in a medium whose density depends at each moment on the dilution of the water-

solid mixture.

As the compression zone is reached, the settling rate is greatly retarded owing to

the fact that the ex'udation of water can now take place only by floe consolidation and

channeling. After the water between the floes is eliminated, the water tends to bo

squeezed out of the floes themselves by the weight of the overlying particles. An

equilibrium between the forces involved is eventually rea(;hed, and further dewatering

can then be accomplished only by (1) mechanical stirring, such as by the action of

£ r e H / ^
Fig, 1.—Stages of slime settling. {After Coe and Clevenger,)

rakes in a thickener, which tends to rupture the floes and rearrange the constituent

particles, or (2) by the application of greater exuding force, such as by filtration.

Development of Thickening Devices.—The necessity of thickening the dilute

slime pulp overflowed from the various types of apparatus used to separate the sand

from the slime has led to great improvements. This need was particularly urgent in

the concentrators built to handle the porphyry copper ores in the western United

States during the years from 1905 to 1915. In these mills, it was necessary to thicken

the dilute slime overflow from classifiers to a consistency suitable for vanner feed.

With the later trend toward flotation and the “all-slime” practice in the treatment of

gold ores by cyanidation, the necessity for efficient apparatus was further emphasized.

Today in practically every field of ore treatment, the dewatering of fine material by
settling or thickening is practiced to some extent.

Prior to the latter part of the last century, the only method of thickening ore

slimes was an intermittent one in settling tanks, llie objections to batch thickening

are obvious, and numerous attempts were made to make such operations continuous.

The first definite advance was made by fitting the intermittent tanks with peripheral

overflow launders and running the dilute pulp continuously to a central ited wdl as
long m a clean overflow couM be obtained. After this, the solids in suspension were
allowed to settle, the supernatant liquor was decanted, and the settled idudge #as
removed. '

>
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The next development was the introduction of cone settlers, which ainn^d to giv(‘

not only a continuous clear overflow, but also a continuous or geinicontinuous under-

flow of thickened sludge. Large numbers of these cones were installed in a wide range

of operations, notwithstanding the difficulties caused by the building up of solids on

the sides, the lack of uniformity of underflow, and the close operating attention

required. Furthermore, settling is primarily a function of area, and the size to which

cones could be built was limited by practicability of construction. This was a great

disadvantage, as a multiplicity of cones was required for an operation of any magni-

tude. The Magna mill of the Utah Copper Co., before alterations, contained 264

cones 7 ft. in diameter.

J, V. N. Dorr, in remodeling ar ifling plant in the Black Hills, conceived the idea

of operating a mechanism cr' scraper to move slowly the settled solids to a discharge

or underflow opening in th< bptiom of a cylindrical tank and still not interfere with

settling. From this idea developed the Dorr continuous thickener, which in various

improved types is now^ used in virtually all hydrometalJurgical and ore-dressuig work

and has made setthng continuous while affording a continuous underflow of sludge of

uniform density end quantity.

This machine also made possible the economical and efficient washing of fine solids

by the nn^thod known as “continuous countercurrent decantation,^' which is today

the accepted and widely used method of washing finely ground particles free from

liquids containing dissolved substances.

Cones.—Coni(;al tanks such as the Merrill, Caldecott, and Callow (Fig. 2) were at

one time widely useil to thicken slime and fine sand, particularly in connection with

table concentration, but are in little use today owing to their limited capacity. The
Callow cone consists of an inverted cone

with sides sloping at an angle of 60 deg.

The cone illustrated is 8 ft. 9 in. in diameter

at the top and 7 ft. 8)<2 in. deep. The feed

enters through a launder to a feed well in

the center, not shown in the figure. The
thickened pulp settles to the bottom of the

cone, and the clear waUT overflows into

the peripheral launder. The pulp is con-

tinuously discharged through the gooseneck,

which is made in three sections. The lower

section is made of IJ^^-in. pipe and is pro-

vided with a plug cock to admit water or

compressed air to clean out the cone or

gooseneck. The second section consists of m-in. rubber hose, and the third a piece

of 1 J^-in. pipe curved as shown in the figure. The consistency of the pulp is regulated

by raising or lowering the point of discharge, its distance below the water level ranging

between about 12 and 24 in.

An inspection of Table 1 will show that cones have a small capacity and are

generally suited to smalt operations only. When used in batteries, they occupy more

space than a single tank of equal total settling area and capacity, and there is the

added annoyance and expense of the manual attention required.

The Homestake mill has a dewatering system partly employing Merrill cones.

The slizno^thickening diviskm employs conical-bottomed tanks, the largest of which

are 32 ft. in diameter. A.cone ^ this size is 24 ft. high, the top 3 ft. being vertical

and the bottom sloping at an angle of about 45 deg. A central feed and annular

laiimierfor the overflow are provided. The discharge is from a casting at the bottom

the ebne, liassing into a horisontal pipe leading to a vertical siphon discharge, the

Fig. 2.—Callow cone.
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final outlet being a small cast-iron replaceable bushing feeding into a launder. The
thick mud accumulating on the sloping bottom does not flow down with absolute

uniformity, a certain proportion piling up and sliding down at irregulai- intciwals.

With a battery of several such cones, the total overflow varies only slightly and little

operating attention is required. High-pressure water connections and shutoff valves

permit washing in case of choking.

Table 1 gives the approximate capacities of Callow cones in gallons per minute.

Table 1.—Capacity of Callow Cones

Size,

ft.

When used as sloughing-off

tank, gal. per min.

When us(hI as settling tank,

gal. per min.

2 24

40

3 50

4 100 (>- 8

5 160 10-12

6 230 14-18

8 400 25-30

On the Rand, cones were at one time* extensively used to dewater the slime, but

these have been largely n^placed by thickeners, (/ones as large as 50 ft. in diameter

have been used and are, in general, similar to the Mcirrill cones described above.

The Allen cone is an improved type in which there is an automatic control over

the discharge of settled solids. When the collected solids in the cone reach a certain

depth, a “float” is caused to rise, opening the discharge valve through a system of

levers. The Allen cone is illustrated in the preceding chapter.

Thickeners.—Several makes of continuous thickeners involving the mechanical
plowing of the settled material to a discharge opening or openings are uscjd in metal-

lurgical plants. The principal ones are the Dorr, the Hardinge, and the Genter, the
latter being a combination thickener filter.

The Dorr thickener is used for sedimentation dewatering of metallurgical, chemical,

sanitary, and industrial pulps of all kinds. It consists essentially of a circular tank
or basin in which is located a slowly revolving mechanism with a central vertical shaft

carrying one or more sets of arms provided with plow biadejs that sweep the settled

solids to a central discharge opening. The feed enters continuously around the
periphery of the tank.

The mechanism is supported by either a central pier or by structural members
spauiiing the tank. A lifting device, manual or motorized, together with an overload
alarm system, prevents undue strains on the mechanism due to abnormal feed
conditions.

The rotation of the radial arms carrying the plow blades is not sufficient to stir

up tlie contents of the tank. The slight gentle movement given to the pulp has
pmved generally to be of distinct benefit in obtaining a thickened discharge by open-
ing passages for entrained water to rise to the surface.

There are a number of types of Dorr thickeners: the type A central shaft, the
torq, and the traction, for operation in the single-compartment tanks; the balanced
type and washing type which operate in multipie-compartment tanks, horizontally
subdivided by one or more trays.

^zes range from 6 to 326 ft* in diameter for single-compartment units, and from
10 toW ft. |>r tray units. There may be two to seven compartments in the latter.
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Standard construction is of iron and steel for the mechanism, and steel, wood, or

concrete for the tank. In the case of some of the larger single-compartment units,

earth-fill tank construction is employed. For the handling of corrosive substances,

special construction involving rubber covering, stainless steels, wood, and lead cover-

ing are employed.

Type A Central Shaft .—This central-shaft Dorr thickener, in which the mechanism
is supported from a bridge "superstructure*^ spanning the tank, is shown in Fig. 3.

It is normally used in single-compartment units up to 40 ft. in diameter. The thick-

Fi(i. 3.—C^^entral-shaft Dorr thickener.

ener mechanism consists of a vertical central shaft carried by bearings and a supporting

bracket on the superstructure. The large worm gear is supported around its

periphery by a ball bearing, giving the shaft rigidity. The arms are fastened to a
spider at the lower end of the shaft. The rake arms are inclined to the horizontal

plane, with the result that a slightly conical bottom of settled solids is built up under
the plow blades. A discharge .cone at the bottom receives the solids delivered by
the rakes, and from the wne the pulp is usually withdrawn by a diaphragm pump.

the Dorr Torq Thiefoener .—This is a single-compartment thickener in which the

mechanism Is supported by a column or pier at the center of the tank, thus avoiding
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the need for a superstrueturo spanning the top of the tank. Th(^se units have been

built up to 250 ft. in diameter and are becoming standard for general metallurgical

work.

This machine gives automatic protection against overloads in that the arms are

hinged at the central rotating structure in such a way that they swing upward when
an overload is encountered and return to their normal position when such overload

condition has been passed. Either two or four radial arms are employed, depending

on the raking recpiiremcnts.

The name “torq’’ is derived from the unique torque lifting action of the arms.

Figure 4 shows how the arms function under normal” and “overload” conditions.

Feed is introduced either through a central inverted siphon within the central

column or through a radial launder or pipe, supported by a light bridge-type overhtmd

truss. Overflow is collected in a peripheral launder, and sludge is raked into the

center where it is deposited in either an annular trough or a central cone, and with-

drawn by pump.
The Dorr Traction 7'hickener .—The mechanism for this thick^mer is designed

especially for large-diameter installations and the handling of large-tonnage tailings

OF ARMS OF ARMS
Fig. 4,—Dorr torq thickener.

dewatering jobs. Its outstanding feature is the support of the raking truss from a
rail mounted on top of the tank wall. Figure 5 shows a 200-ft. diameter unit at the
plant of the Utah Copper Co. The driving power is applied at the rail end of the
raking arm by means of a motor-driven carriage. The inboard end of the slowly
revolving trusvS rijsts upon a turntable mounted on a central stationary pier. Rake
blades are secured to the lower chord of the truss and to one or more shorter stub
arras providing additional raking capacity near the center. A walkway gives access
to the central turntable for inspection and lubrication. Feed is carried to a central
feed well by means of a pipe or launder supported by a truss. Overflow is collected
peripherally, and sludge is discharged from the central sludge well by means of skidge
pipes that are carried through a tunnel or set in the bottom of the tank.

Traction-type units are generally furnished in sizes from 200 to 325 ft. in diameter,
Structural ruggedness and tangential application of power pernpt its use in the size

range beyond that of the torq type.

Muldpie-compattmeiit Thickeners.—•‘The Dorr balanced^tray thickeneTy as shown
in Fig. 6, consists of two or more superimposed settling compartments operating in
“parallel.” There is a raking mechanism in each compartment, but all are driven
b5" means of one central shaft from a single drive mechanism, mounted on a super-
structure spanning the top of the tank.

The feed pulp is divided between the compartments in a feed-splitter box. Over-
flows are taken from each compartment separately, but are combined in a common
collection box. The combined sludge from the various compartn^ents is collected at
the bottom of the tank and is discharged by a Dorreo diaphragm pump.

Each compartment is efectively sealed off from the others by a sltidge seal con-
of a i^pv^ncast cylinder or boot attached to the central opening of tho
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The sludge blanket depths iu the various compartments are maintained and can
be controlled by adjusting the height of the overflow standpipes. Each compart-
ment ac^ O^ntially as a separate thickener: The balanced-type thickener gives
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maximum capacity per unit of ground area. Its normal size range is 10 to 80 ft. in

diameter, with two to six compartments.

The Dorr washing-tray thickener is similar in general construction to the balanced

type, but the multiple compartments in the washing-type thickener operate in series.

Fig. 8.—Denver Equipment Co. thickener (bridge type).

This allows countercurrent washing of a sludge as would be obtained in a series of

unit thickeners, but at a large saving in space.
^

Figure 7 shows how the washing-type unit functions. The interconnecting piping

find the sludge-seal arrangement between compartments are quite different from those

in the balanced type. The top compartment receives all the new feed and overflows
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all the liquid. The lower compartment receives the wash water and discharges all

the washed solids. Washing takes place in each compartment in C.C.D. series.

Dorr washing-tray thickeners are normally built in sizes from 10 to 60 ft. in diam-

eter and with two to six compartments. Special units are built where the top com-

Fig. 8a,—Denver thickener (beam type).

part/ment is scmled off from those below and is equipped with a separate underflow

discharge controlled by a diaphragm sludge pump. This provides one separate stage

of primary thickening with several stages of countercurrent washing of the suspended

solids. ’ Where metallurgical practice calls for agitation of pulp between primary

thickening apd C.C.D. washing, this arrf^gement is particularly applicable.
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Denver Thickener .—The Denver thickener, made by the Denver Equipment Co.,

in single-compartment and tray types, employs either straight blades or spiral rakes.

Its mechanism is of the central-shaft type.

Superstructures of the ‘‘beam** type are used in sizes up to 45 ft. diameter, and
bridge or superstructures are employed in sizes up to 75 ft. diameter. Figures 8

and 8a show both units.

Hardinge Thickener .—The Hardinge thicketier raking mechanism consists of a

continuous spiral, as illustrated in Fig. 9. This is a central-shaft single-compartment

thickener, and the drive and drive-support structures are generally similar to those of

the Dorr and Denver central-shaft units.

FILTRATION THICKENING

Genter Thickener.-—The Center thickener is a combination thickener filter, employ-

ing hollow filter tubes suspended in a settling tank. Suction and pressure are alter-

nately exerted upon the tubes. As a result, a cake of solids is formed on the outside

of the tubes and is released when the pressure is reversed. The solids fall into the

mixture being thickened, and eventually settle into a cone-shaped bottom with a

discharge opening at its base, to which the solids are moved by a slowly revolving

rake.

Figure 10 shows a sketch of the machine which consists of two concentric tanks,

the inner one acting as the vacuum receiver. The annular space between the two

tanks is the thickening chamber, which is divided into eight compartments by walls

that radiate from the inner tank. A number of filter tubes are suspended in.^each

compartment, and each group is connected to a rotating filter valve, which periodically
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produces a vacuum alternating with a pressure blowback within the tubes. This

type of thickener was developed for use in the treatment of first carbonation juice in

beet-sugar factories, for the separation of the sugar juices from lime sludge. It has,

however, found some application in metallurgical work. In the handling of flotation
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Fig. 10.—Geiiter thickener.

concentrates, the capacity of these machines runs in the range approximately of 150

to 350 tons solids per 1000 sq. ft. per 24 hr.

Tablk 2.—Sizes and Filtration Areas of Genter Filter Thickeners^

Tank diameter Filter area, sq. ft. Tank diameter Filter area, sq. ft.

2' 2" 50 13' 0" 1150

O'O" 375 14' 4" 1300
12' 0" 750 18' 6" 2300
12' 6" 940

1 From General Engineering Company “ Metallurgical Handbook.”

T\j^ Otiver^Borden Thickener .—In this filter thickener the rectangular tank is

divided by a v^ical plate into two hopper-bottomed compartments. Impeller
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mixers in the V bottoms repulp the discharged cake before removal through a goose-

neck pipe outlet. Perforated steel tubes, wrapped spirally with wire and covered

with filter cloth, are suspended vertically in the tank. An automatic valve mecha-
nism applies alternately vacuum and pressure to the tubes through a header.

The Sweetland Filter Thickener .—This is similar to the Oliver-Borden except that

the filter tubes are fluted wood cylinders instead of steel tubes. There is also a some-

what different mechanical arrangement for providing the alternating vacuum and
pressure.

Fig. 10a.—Plan of Center thickener.

The Shriver Filter Thickener .—This is a modification of the Shriver plate and frame

filter press except that the frames are so designed that the cake does not build up

on the plates. Ilie solids are continuously swept out of the unit as a slurry, sepa-

rately from a stream of clear filtrate.

Continuous Counter-current Decantation,—This process, or C.C.D., as it is com-

monly termed, is carried out with a series of thickeners operating in such a manner

that the solids with a small portion of liquid pass successively from one thickener to

the next, being finally discharged from the last thickener as washed tailings. The
main body of liquid, on the other hand, moves in the opposite direction to the course

of the ore and is gradually enriched. In each step of the system, a large amount of
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low-grade solution is mixed with a v(?ry small amount of higher grade solution, so

that the value of the solutions entering each successive thickener is materially reduced.

A study of the flow sheet (Fig. 11) will illustrate the principles of washing by
countercurrent decantation. The grinding equipment, thickener 1, and the agitators

are not shown. The following assumptions are made: 100 tons of ore per day are

ground in cyanide solution, and $10 per ton in gold is dissolved; the pulp is discharged

from each thickener in the ratio of one of liquid to one of solids by weight, or 50 per

cent moisture. The dotted lines represent the flow of thick pulp containing all the

solids, and the solid lines, the flow of clear solution. The figures followed by T
indicate in tons per day the flow of solution with assay values as shown.

From Agffcxiors

Fio. 11.—Flow sheet—washing by continuous countercurrciiit decantation.

It is assumed that dissolution of the gold is completed in the agitators. The pulp

solution after agitation, having a value of $3,013 per ton, is shown entering thickener 2

at a dilution of 2: 1. It is here diluted with 500 tons of solution from thickener 3

having a value of 21.3 cents per ton. The resultant mixture has a value of $1,013.

Six hundred tons are overflowed from thickener 2 and are returned to the grinding

circuit and agitators. The underflow, containing 100 tons of solution, is sent to

thickener 3, where it is diluted with 500 tons of solution having a value of 5.3 cents

contained in the overflow from thickener 4. The resultant mixture contains 600
tons of solution, with a value of 21.3 cents, and this comprises the feed to thickener 3.

Fig. 12.—Typical flow sheet of continuous countercurrent decantation.

The underflow from thickener 3 will then be 100 tons with a value of 21.3 cents per

ton. This underflow is mixed with 400 tons of barren solution having a value of

2 cents per ton, and 100 tons of overflow from thickener 5, which has a value of 2.6

cents per ton. The resultant mixture of these three volumes is the feed to thickener

4, which is 600 tons with a value of 5.3 cents per ton. The underflow from thickener 4
of 100 tons of solution at 5.3 cents per ton is diluted with 100 tons of water, having no
value, this mixture comprising the feed to thickener 5. The xmderflow from thick-

ener 6 of 100 tons of solution at a value of 2.6 cents per ton and 100 tons of tailings

is discharged to waste. The water added to the last thickener is equal to the amount
lost inihe tading, thus maintaining the balance of solution in the system. The barren
i^lution is added at thickener 4 instead of at .5 in order to avoid a high mechanical
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Thickener 2

In

Out

Thickener 3

In

Out

Thickener 4

In

Out

Thickener 5

In

Out

Table 3.—Equating C^C".I). Cyanide System
(Refer to Fig. 10)

200 tons at 113.013 = $602 60

500 tons at 0.213 = 106 .50
!
O

I
10

600 tons at 1.013 = $607 ,80

100 tons at 1 013 = 101, 30

$709.10

100 tons at 1.013 = $101.30

500 tons at 0.053 = 26 50

$127.^

500 tons at 0.213 = $106.50
100 tons at 0.213 = 21.30

$127.80

too tons at 0.213 - $ 21 ,30

400 tons at 0.02 8 .00

100 tons at 0.026 = 2 ,60

$ 31 .90

500 tons at 0.053 - $ 26 50

100 tons at 0.053 == 5 30

$31.80

100 tons at 0.053 * $ 5.30

100 tons at 0.000 » 0.00

$ 5.30

100 tons at 0.026 * $ 2.60

100 tons at 0.026 = 2.60

$ 520

loss of cyanide, though a slightly lower loss of dissolved value would be obtained by
putting it in the latter. Table 3 summarizes the C.C.D. metallurgical balance.

A typical arrangement of the apparatus employed is shown in Fig. 12. The step

system of elevation of the thickeners is shown; each succeeding thickener in the

decanting series is stepped up above the preceding one, in order that the dear-solution

overflow may be transferred by gravity. On the flow sheet, D represents the pumps
used for the transfer of the thickener underflow, F the feed or mixing launders in

which suitable baffles or riffles are placed to accomplish a thorough mixture of the

pulp entering the thickeners, and L the loading or feed wells, which receive and intro-

duce the feed a short distance below the surface of the solution. V represents the

pump that supplies the necessary suction to the clarifying filter and also elevates the
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clarified solution to the precipitation equipment. The precipitation presses or boxes

are usually placed high enough in the mill so that the barren solution flows by gravity

to the next to the last thickener. S represents the mill-solution pump for returning

the overflow of thickener 2 to the mill-solution storage tank or grinding equipment.

Fig. 13.—Flow shoot of rontinuous countercurrent decantation in a cox>per-leaching plant.

Fig. 14.—Dorreo **VM” diaphragm pump.

In a plant using zinc-shavings precipitation, V and S are the only solution pumps
required. Where zinc dust is used for precipitation, an additional pump is required
for forcing the pregnant solutions through the presses. ^

Although continuous countercurrent decantation was originally used exclusively
in the cyanhip process, it is now widely used in a variety of hydrometaUurgical and
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chemical industries. A flow sheet illustrating its use in a copper-leachiiig plant is

shown in Fig. 13. In this case a Dorr multideck classifier is used to leach and wash

the sandy material, and thickeners are used for washing the slimes.

Diaphragm Pumps. Dorrco Pumps .—It is very important in most thick-

ening operations, particularly in C.C.D. operations, to control the volume and density

of discharge from any thickener. The Dorrco “VM"’ diaphragm pump (Fig. 14),

was developed for this purpose. This pump is of the constant volume-displacement

type and employs cord rubber diaphragms and ball valves. Several sizes from 'ip

Fio. 16.— Denver Equipment Co.’s diaphragm pump.

to 6 in. are built to meet tonnage requirements. All are of the duplex type. Capacity

can be closely regulated by means of a stroke adjustment that can be made while the

pump is in operation.

The Dorrco p^'essure pump, which is also of the diaphragm type, b\jt with a special

diaphragm arrangement, makes it possible to pump against a discharge pressure of

about 20 lb. per sq. in.

Denver Pump,^The Denver Equipment Co.’s diaphragm pump and those of

several other manufacturers are similar in general arrangements to the Dorrco and

are used for the same purposes. Figure 15 shows the Denver motor-driven simplex

pump. These pumps are made in sizes from 1 to 6 in.
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FILTRATION!

By Donald F. Irvin

Theory.—The fundamental principle upon which slime filtration depends is that

if a filter medium of some permeable material such as canvas is immersed in a liquid

containing solids in suspension, and a difference in pressure is created between the

opposite sides of this medium, the liquid portion of the mixture will pass through the

medium leaving the solid portion on the surface in the form of a cake.

The fundamental requirement of a difference in pressure may obviously be applied

in one of two ways—by a pressure greater than atmospheric on the feed side, or less

than atmospheric on the outlet side, and the method used determines whether the

filter is of the pressure or vacuum type. If a pulp is placed in a canvas bag and pres-

sure is applied at the neck of the bag, the liquid will obviously go through and the

solids be retained by the canvas. This, then, would be the simplest type of chamber

filter or filter press. But if, instead of forcing the liquid from the inside out, the pulp

is placed in an airtight vessel surrounding the bag, the bag being supported on a fram^

and communicating with the atmosphere, and pressure is applied to the surrounding

vessel, the liquid will pass through to the inside of the bag and the solids will adhere

to the outside. This is a pressure-leaf filter. If, instead of putting pressure on the

outside of the bag, the inside were connected to a vacuum pump, the result would be

the same as before, but, as anoth(T‘ means of obtaining the difference in pressure is

utilized, this would be a new type, known as the suction-leaf filter. In order to nTine

the apparatus as much as possible, the bag would be placed on a circular frame and

suspended horizontally in the pulp. If the inner surface of the canvas is connected

to a vacuum pump and the apparatus rotated slowly, the solids will continually form

a cake on the surface of the canvas, which can be scraped or blown off as the drum
revolves. This is known as the “rotary vacuum filter^’ and is a widely used type.

It is obvious that with a vacuum filter the difference in pressure cannot exceed

14.7 lb. per sq. in.., while with a pressure filter the only limit is the strength of the

machine and the economy involved.

The capacity of a filter, expressed in either the amount of cake formed or the

amount of filtrate produced, is directly proportional to the time required for the

operating cycle. Expressed more directly, capacity is the volume either of the filtrate

or of the cake, per unit area, per unit of time, or

where C « capacity.

V «« unit of volume.

A « unit of area.

T “ unit of time.

But since V « AL^ where L « thickness of cake, then

• ^ "If
or

which is simply an expression of velocity or rate of flow. It can, therefore^ be stated

that the capacity of a filter is directly proportional to the rate of flow of the liquid

! Oliver tfiiHed Filtera, Inc., New Tork.
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through it, and any formula developed for rate of flow can be translated to a capacity

statement. Efforts have been made to derive a fundamental filtration formula,

but it has been exceedingly difficult make one formula applicable to all conditions.

Sperryi developed a formula that appears to be satisfactory for filtration

problems where the sludge is of a homogeneous nature, such as sand or calcium

carbonate. He assumes that filtration consists of two pro(tesses: the flow of liquid

through a porous mass, and the building up of a cake. For the first process, the flow

of liquid through a porous mass, Sperry gives the formula

dJl ^
dT NT 4- k„,

where dQ/dT — rate of floA/ of liquid with respect to time.

P — difference in pr^’^swre.

Ti = resistanc,e of cake.

Rm — resistance of filtiT base'.

7’ = thickness of material.

Fdr the second process, the building up of a cake, he deriv(;s the billowing formula:

/ - 5'^
I - ^

where i — thickness of cake.

% == per cent of solids in mixture.

Q = total quantity of discharge.

K = rat(^ of deposition.

Combining the two formulas and solving for Q, the total quantity of discharge,

give Sperry’s fundamental fornuila

Q = 42PKT ,
KHm
R%

Where a temperature other than standard is used, the whole expression is multi-

plied by Ns/No, where Ns equals the coefficient of viscosity of the liquid under standard

conditions of temperature and No is the coefficient of viscosity at the temperature

used.

Sperry notes that two other factors should be introduced, one a factor modifying

Pj the pressure, to allow for the squeezing together of nonrigid solids as the pressure

increases; and another to take care of the influence of gravity through the agency of

sedimentation in the filter.

F. P. Baker® shows that the pressure should be modified by an exponent n to com-

pensate for the compressibility of the sludge. He proposes the following formula

as the fundamental law of filtration, essentially the same as that of Lewis and Almy,**

derived some years before:

dQ ”"7-

where dV/dQ « rate of flow, in volume per unit of time.

K =* proportionality constant, dependent on nature of sludge.

A area of filtering surface in square feet.

P difference in pressure in pounds per square foot.

V aa volume of filtrate in cubic feet.

n aa constant, dependent on nature of sludge.

m » constant, dependent on nature of sludge (varies from 1.8 to 2.2)

1 bhom. Eng., Vol. 16, p. 198.

"ij&ur, Ind, Eng. Chem. Vol, 13, p. 6 10.

,

» Jout. Xnd. Eng, Chem., Vol, 4, p. 628.
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To apply this formula it is necessary to determine the constants K, n, and m by

experiment for any particular sludge, and from them the size of installation required

can be calculated. The constant n will be greater than unity where there are two

solids in suspension, one being of a porous nature, and less than imity for any single

solid in suspension. For noncompressible homogeneous solids, n will be unity or will

approach it very closely. It is true that Baker^s formula does not express separately

the resistance of the cake, the percentage of solids in the mixture, and the rate of

deposition, but these are all determined experimentally and come under the constant

K. Baker’s formula, however, involves an expression area which Sperry’s does

not, facilitating the translation of data directly to the calculation of sizes of filter

equipment.^

Professor George J. Young^ made an extensive study of slime filtration, and his

experiments have resulted in the standardization of a large amount of information on

filtration. He summarizes the subject of slime filtration as follows: (1) The propor-

tion of clayey material in ores that are to be filtered should be kept at a minimum.

(2) The slime pulp should be as free as possible from plus 150-mesh sand and should

contain as much as possible of minus 200-mesh material. (3) The slime pulp, prior to

filtration, should be thickened as much as possible. (4) The temperature of the slime

pulp should be maintained between 20 and 30°C., or even higher. (5) The tempera-

ture of the wash water and that of the pulp should be alike. (6) Vacuum pressures

should be varied until the proper intensity for the given slime is obtained. (7) If

very clayey slime is to be filtered, as much fine sand (limited as in 2) should be crowded

into the pulp as it will carry without luidiie settling and clogging. (8) Number
10 canvas supported by slats gives the best all-round service for the thick-cake

machines and No. 12 canvas for the thin-cake machines. (9) With slime containing

a large proportion of colloid or clayey material, pressures greater than those obtain-

able with vacuum apparatus are of questionable advantage. (10) With slime con-

taining a large proportion of clayey material, the vacuum filter should be used. (11)

With slime containing a small proportion of clayey material and much fine sand, both

vacuum filters and pressure filters could be used with perhaps equally good results.

(12) With slime containing much coarse and fine sand, chamber filters with air agita-

tion and high pressure would perhaps give the best results. (Note:—The rotary sand

filter would also seem to be applicable.) (13) Of the vacuum filters, the thin-cake

continuous filters are a decided improvement over the thick-cake filters.

Alliot^ has studied the subject of washing in filter presses and has determined

that the following factors prevent the displacement from being perfect: (1) Adsorption

j

or the unequal distribution of the solubles at the boundary between solid and liquid

phases of the cake, owing to surface-energy effects. A large excess of solubles is

retained in the surface film and will not wash away. (2) Absorption of mother liquor

by capillary diffusion into the pores of the cake particles requires a dilute wash to be

effective, and a time factor comes into effect. (3) Chemical combination with the

substance of the filter particles has little effect in metallurgical processes, but often

comes into play in the manufacture of chemicals. (4) Colloid formation from the’

removal of electrolytes which hold the particles in the coagulated state may enter

into the process. As the electrolyte is washed away, a finer structure results, causing

a reduction in the rate of flow.

1 From a practical viewpoint, it is possible to establish ex(>ected filter performance by a series of

tests using familiar and recognized test methods. To evaluate the various constants in filtration formulas
also requires thorough testing, so tliat the former method remains the generally favored basis to fix

filter rates.

* Trens. Vol. 42, p. 783.

hid. Eng, Chem, Vol. 13, p. 976.
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In obtaining the best results for thorough washing in a filter press, it appears
necessary to have a plate-and-frame press, a means for air elimination, -and the wash
must leave at the top of the press so that the cakes remain immersed in the bath of

wash, eliminating unbalanced hydrostatic head.

In vacuum filtration, the quantity of wash solution required to eliminate the

mother liquor will be approximately two and three times the quantity of mother
liquor remaining in the cake.

Even when using this amount, it is not practicable to remove the mother liquor

completely, as the wash water will go through any cracks that develop, or if the cake

is not homogeneous it will pass through the more porous portion without displacing

the liquor in the remainder.

History.—Filtration, h. its present state, is a highly developed art, but this

development is comparativ jiy i ocent and has been closely allied with the improve-

ments in the cyanide process. 'Fhe industrial world today is indeV)ted to the gold

metallurgists who, in solving their own particular slime dewatering problems, gave

to the world the luachines and knowledge they developed.

Filtration probably had its inception in the bag filter, the familiar article used

for making jelly in the kitchen. The filter press w^as invented in lOngland about a

century ago and, though modern practice has shown a tendency to more continuous

apparatus, the continued use of the filter press speaks for its efficiency.

As the cyanide process developed, engineers realized that the old plate-and-framo

presses were unsuited to their operations, because of their low capacity and high cost of

operation. George Moore, as superintendent of a cyanide mill, invented his suction

leaf filter which solved his problem and undoubtedly went a long way toward the

present-day efficiency of the cyankhi process. Another suction-leaf filter was invented

by Charles Butters and came into wide use. Its adoption led to protracted patent

litigation, and while the fight w^as at its hottest the advantages of continuous counter-

current decantation became widely recognized and a majority of plants abandoned

Moore and Butters filters in its favor.

As vacuum filtration is limited to a difference in pressure of 15 lb. per sq. in.,

several machines have been developed \itilizing pressure instead of vacuum, over-

coming at the same time the difficulties encountered in filter-press operation.

David J. Kelly, an associate of Moore, developed the first of these machines, his

particular problem being filtration in a plant at a high altitude whore a vacuum
installation was under a severe handicap. Kelly ^s machine retained all the advantages

of suction-leaf filters besides providing several new ones.

Ernest J. Sweetland, a cyanide-mill superintendent,' developed his well-known

clam-shell filter, operating on the Kelly principle, but differing in design. This

machine has been modified considerably in the last ten years and is today one of

the leaders of the pressure filters.

In the course of his work on vacuum filters, Moore evolved the idea of the rotary

vacuun\ filter, and before his company went out of business ho turned the idea over to

the International Filtration Co., which improved upon the design and put the machine

on the market as the Zenith filter.

At about the same time, E. L. Oliver invented his rotary vacuum filter, which is

today entitled to the position of leader of the rotary vacuum filters because of its

extended use. It is made by the Oliver United Filters, Inc.

The American continuous vacuum filter uses rotating disks instead of a drum,

making large filter areas per unit of floor space possible.

The American disk, as well as the Kelly and Sweetland pressure, filters are now
made by the Oliver United Filters, Inc.
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Filter Presses.—The filter press as exemplified by the Shriver and Sperry machines

consists of a framework on which rests a series of plates covered with filter cloth and

spaced a small distance apart, so that when the plates are clamped together between

a fixed and movable head they form a series of chambers, walled in by filter cloth.

There are two means of spacing the plates, and the method used denotes whether the

machine is of the plate-and-frame or of the recessed-plate type.

In the operation of either type, the cloth is first laid over the plates, centering the

holes over the conduit openings in the press. The press is then closed and the pulp

pumped in. The pressure is gradually raised to the maximum, beyond which efficient

filtration ceases. Wash water is introduced if required. To dewater the cake com-

pletely, compressed air or steam is usually introduced to replace the water. The
locking mechanism is then released and the movable head slid back, the frames being

tipped or jerked to dislodge the cake, which falls to a conveyer or to pans beneath the

press. The plates and frames are then reassembled for the next cycle of operations.

Fig. 16 .—Merrill filter press.

Although at one time very popular in metallurgical work, the filter press is now
being largely replaced by newer types of equipment. The apparatus, however, is

simple in design and construction, and skilled labor is unnecessary. It has a distinct

advantage in its adaptability to practically any filtration problem . Corrosive liquors

can be r^dily handled, since the machine may be constructed of brass, aluminum,
or wood.

The chief objection to the filter press is in the excessive amount of labor required
for operation. Numerous instances could be cited where filter presses have been
replaced by more modern types of machines with immense savings in operating cost.

The life of filter cloth is less than for other types of machines, and this is a serious
drawback because of the expense involved. Washing is not accomplished success-
fully in the filter press, since it is impossible to avoid short circuiting of the wash
water. Filter-press operation nowadays exists only on a steadily diminishing scale.

Dehne Filter.—This type of filter press 1m found extensive application in many
of the cyanide plants of ^uth Africa and Western Australia. It is of the plate-and-
frame tjqie and dirfers from those just described in that the feed and wash water enter
at the bottoiB^ through separate channels. Spigots at the bottom are provided for the
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filtrate and conduits for the air and wash solution at the top. Washing is carried on
by the through-washing process, the water entering behind the cloth of one plate,

passing through the cloth and cake, and leaving through the cloth and discharge

opening of the next cake.

Merrill Filter.—The Merrill filter is a development of the platc-and-frame press,

whereby the cake is automatically sluiced out of the press, thus obviating the necessity

for opening the press after each cycle of operations. The filter gained considerable

recognition in the cyanide field and is still used in some plants, particularly the Home-
stake mill, whore it was first developed.

Figure 17 shows the Merrill plate. I’he large conduit in the lower right-hand

corner admits the fcied and cari iO^ .* way the cake when it is sluiced away. Hirough

Fig. 17,—Plate of Merrill filter press.

the center of the press runs a rotatable sluicing pipe, operated by back gearing. The
pipe carries a series of nozzles, one of which is provided for each compartment. Each

nozzle is drilled with two holes, arranged so that the water will sweep the whole sur-^

face of the plate. The plates are corrugated with radial grooves, making the sluicing

more effective.

In operation, the cakes on adjacent plates are not permitted to touch each other,

leaving sufficient room between them for the nozzles to revolve. When the feed is

shut off, wash water is introduced through the same conduit as the feed, washing by
displacement. After washing, the press is drained, the sluicing pipe set in rotation,

and water at a pressure of 50 to 75 lb, per sq. in. introduced through the pipe. This

is permitted to continue until the press is thoroughly washed, usually requiring 5 to

19 min.

Inasmuch as the press is cleaned without opening, there is a decided saving in

khor and filter cloth, and the capacity is greater, due to the saving of time in cleaning

' thO:;prOS»v
’

/
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Ae the discharge is quite dilute, the Merrill filter is applicable only to those

problems where the solids are waste products and dilution-water loss in the sluiced

tailings is permissible. Expert operators are required to operate the machine, and
the replacement of the cloth is troublesome since the press must be taken apart for

this job.
^

Pressure filtration now finds application in a restricted field in metallurgical work.

Large tomiages are handled by vacuum filtration, leaving a few specialized problems to

various makes of pressure filters.

Suction-leaf Filter.—Moore’s discovery and application of the principles of

vacuum-loaf filtration was, at the time of its application, probably the greatest boon
received by the cyanide indinstry since its inception. Prior to Moore’s invention,

filtration was carried out in large plate-and-frame presses that were especially trouble-

some to handle on slimy materitii and, in consequence, slowed up the whole process.

Moore’s main line of attack was to form a (take on the outside of a bag, so that tint cak(t

Kio. 18.-—Moore filter.

could be dislodged by simply reversing the current through it. He also aimed to

simplify the washing problem by keeping the cakes separate and thereby wash and
discharge them independently.

The Moore filter (Fig. 18) consists of a number of rectangular filter leaves, clamped
together to form a basket, and suspended in one of a series of four hopper-bottomed
open tanks. The basket of filter leaves is moved and lowered successively into each
of the tanks by means of an overhead crane. The first three tanks contain, respec-

tively, the pulp to be filtered, weak solution, and water, and the last is designed to

receive the discharge cake. Agitation of the pulp is obtained in the first tank either

by blowing compressed air into the tank or by circulating the pulp with a centrifugal

or air-lift pump.
Each filter leaf (Fig. 19) consists of a bag of canvas or other filtering medium

covering a drainage member, and a framewqrk to support the bag. The frame con-
sists of a rectangular-shaped pipe, perforateci at the bottom to supply the vacuum and
to carry away the filtrate. The drainage member, whose function is to keep the bag
from collaf^sing and to provide -channels for the filtrate, is made eith^ of corrugated
screen fast^ed to the frame or of wooden slats slipped into pockets sewed i»to the
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bag. The leaf is clamped at the top between wooden bars, which are attached to a
pair of I beams, supporting the whole basket. The framework, forming the vacuum
inlet to the leaf, is connected to a common manifold pipe, which is, in turn, communi-
cative with a source of vacuum. A dry vacuum pump, receiver, and pump or baro-'

metric leg is the customary vacuum equipment.

In operation, the basket of leaves is first lowered into the pulp and the vacuum
applied. The solids will, of course, be retained on the filter cloth, and the filtrate

will pass through the cloth and out of the apparatus via the framework and manifold

pipe. When the cake has reached the desired thickness, the basket is removed from

the pulp tank by the overhead crane and swung to the next tank in series, containing

barren solution. As the cake bqil' up in the first tank is vc^ry uniform in consist-

ency and thickness, an eftirient displacement wash is obtained, by means of which

the pregnant solution is foico4o»:t of the cake, leaving the barren solution. In order

to recover the latter solution, the basket is removed from the second tank and trans-

ferred to the third, containing water. Here the process of washing is completed,

Fig. 19.—Moore filter leaf.

and the basket is raised out of the third and lowered into the fourth or discharge tank,

containing no liquor. Here the suction is continued until the liquid content is reduced

to the desired percentage. The vacuum is then cut off, and air pressure or steam is

applied to the interior of the leaf by means of a suitable line. This pressure releases

the filter cake; and it drops to the discharge hopper. The air current at the same time

cleans the cloth preparatory to the next cycle of operations.

On an average cyanide slime, it requires 40 to 120 min. to form a J^-in. cake,

requiring about 25 min. in the barren solution tank, about 15 min., in the water tanl^

and 6 to 20 min. to dry and discharge the cake. The time allotted in each tank

depends, of course, on the rate of flow of the liquor through the cake at various inter-

vals in the cycle, and this is usually determined by experiment or experience. The
time required to transfer the basket from one tank to another is usually not over

1 or 2 min.

The filter leaves vary in siae from 2 X .3 ft. to 8 X 10 ft. and are arranged in

baskets containing 2 to 50 leaves, the space between the leaves being usually about

4 in. It is entirely practical to design a Moore filter plant with each xmit or basket

containing over 10,000 sq. ft. of filtering areas.
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Another type of the machine has recently been introduced which employs a

quantity of cylindrical cells instead of leaves for the filtering medium. These cells

are all attached to a common header or vacuum chamber. The principles and opera-

tion of this type are identical with those of the loaf type.

The Butters filter is very similar in construction to the Moore, the sole difference

lying in the use of one tank instead of four. The principle of the Butters filter con-

sists in keeping the leaves stationary and changing the solutions in the same tank

instead of transferring the leaves from one solution tank to another, as in the Moore.

As a result, the initial cost of a Butters installation is appreciably less than a Moore,

but the cost of operation is practically the same. Moreover, the necessity for exten-

sive piping and numerous valves is apt to cause operating difficulties and occasionally

the loss of valuable solutions.

The advantages of the suction-leaf filter over the plate-and-frame press are so

numerous that its rapid acceptance by the metallurgical world is not to be wondered

at. Pe^rhaps the main advantage is the marked saving in labor. One or two opera-

tors can efficiently handle several units of immense filtering area where ten or more

would be required for an equal capacity on presses. The ability of the Moore filter

to give a high washing efficiency, due to the displacement wash, is an outstanding

reason for its popularity. The life of the filter cloth is considerably longer than in a

filter press, since there is no handling or wear between gasket surfaces.

Practically the only disadvantage of the Moore filter is that the difference in

pressure is limited to that of the atmosphere, which is, of course, lower at high alti-

tudes. As a pressure filter can operate at a pressure of 50 lb. or more, it can be

readily seen that the filtering area need not be so large as that of a suction-leaf filter

to perform the same task. ^ With the perfection of the rotary vacuum filter as well as

the pressure-leaf filter, the installations of the Moore type have fallen off markedly,

although a few of the older plants have retained their suction-leaf machines.

Hamilton^ gives the following data on suction-leaf filtration:

Name of mill

Average

daily

tonnage

Type of
Num-
ber of

leaves

Size of i

Total

area,

Area

per ton

per day,

square

feet

Time of cycle

filter leaf, feet square

feet Hours Minutes

Nipiasing (deaulphuming) 244 Butters 60 5 by 10 6,100 1 21.0 2 30

Nipiasmg (cyaniding) 244 Butters SO 5 by 10 28.0 00

Waihi Grand Junction 250

(estimated)

Moore 96 4. 25 by 10

|j|jl
43.0 H 30

Tonopab Belmont 145

(estimated)

ButtCTB 120 r> by 10 10.200 70.0 50

Pre88ure*leaf Filters.—The Kelly pressure filter (Fig. 20) consists of»a horizontal

press shell or pressure tank, supported on a heavy frame, and containing a traveling

Altef carriage supporting the filter leaves. While actual filtration is being performed,

this carriage is telescoped into the tank and the tank is sealed with a closing device,

forming the head of the chamber. To discharge the cake the head is opened, the

carriage slid back, and the cake blown off.

The filter leaves are rectangular in shape and are arranged parallel to each other
and to the longitudinal axis of the cylirfder. They are ail proportioned in size to

conform to the cylindrical shape of the shell, and are connected individually to dis-

charge pocks in the movable head.

i *' Ma|iu{U of Cysnidation,** p. 232.
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The locking device on the head works on the same principle as an umbrella.

Radial arms are secured to the shell by V bolts, the locking action being actuated by a

revolvable shaft and a toggle arrangement in such a manner that a small pressure

applied to the shaft exerts a greatly magnified pressure on the radial arms. The
mechanism is operated by a hand lever on the small machines and by an automatic

hand or air-operated device on the large ones.

To provide for a constant positive pressure within the filter, an automatic air-

regulating device is utilized, functioning on the motion of a float riding on the liquor in-

the filter. In order to effed a saving in flo('r space on the larger machines, the ^‘twin-

unit arrangement” is adopted, whereby two filters are placed with their movable

Fig. 2U.—Hand-operated Kelly filter.

heads facing each other, each filter discharging over the same space, this operation,

of course, being performed alternately by the two machines. The locking mechanism

on both filters is operated by one air motor.

The operation of the Kelly filters is as follows: The carriage is drawn into the pres-

sure chamber, locked, and the pulp forced in. The air escapes through a valve, and

the clear filtrate flows from the cocks in the head to the discharge launder. As soon

as cakes of sufficient thickness have been formed, the excess liquid is drained off, or

forced out of the tank by compressed air. Wash water is then forced in until the cake

is sufficiently washed, when the excess is drained off, and the cakes dried. To dis-

charge, the head is unlocked and the carriage slid back, a slight slope to the framework

assisting this. Compressed air, steam, or water is forced into the leaves to blow off

the cakes. A set of counterpoise weights draw the carriage back into position, ready

fot the next cycle.
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'^e Kelly is the simplest of all the pressure-leaf filters, although the operating

cost is about the same. One man can readily operate two or more filters, depending
on the length of the cycle. The capacity per unit surface is great(?r than of either the

suction-leaf filter or plate-and-frame press, but is less than that of the continuous filter.

Efficient displacement washing can be obtained by using a supply of turbid wash
water, in order to fill in any gaps caused by the cake falling off.

Nowadays, the use of Kelly filters is found chiefly in chemical industry, and in

petroleum refining, where its ability to withstand high pressures and to be insulated

for large temperature ranges is especially appreciated.

Sweetland Filter.—The Sweetland, or clam-shell, filter (Fig. 21) is composed of

two semicylindrical shells, the upper half being held rigid in a framework and carrying

circular filter leaves with suitable outlet connections. The lower half is hinged to the

Fig. 21.—Sweetland filter.

upper, so that when closed and locked the two form a cylindrical pressure chamber,
and when swung open the leaves are exposed.

The operation of the Sweetland filter is practically identical with the Kelly, the

chief difference lying in the method of discharge. To effect this, the lower half of the

filter is swung open and the cake blown off with a reverse current of compressed air

through the leaves. As with all leaf filters, the discharge is not complete and some
cake is retained on the leaves. The design of the filter is such that this remaining
cake can be readily scraped off with a long paddle. In some cases, cake is now
removed by sluicing, using a sluice pipe. This pipe is located inside the upper half of

the shell, having nozzles that play on the surface of the filter leaves and thus wash the

filter cakes away.

In the original design of the Sweetland filter, the pressure chamber was rectangular

with a V-shaped bottom/ and the filter leaves were square instead of round. Instead
of opening the press and letting the cakes fail out, a sluicing arrangement was utilized.

This d^gn, however, was abandoned later and the present clam-shell design was
adopted, '

;
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The Sweetland filter possesses all the advantages of the Kelly and suction-leaf

types. In addition, the leaves are more readily handled than the Kelly's, and inspec-

tion of them is more conveniently accomplished. The ease of operation is unsur-

passed by any other pressure filter. The fact that the filter is cyclic in operation is a

drawback common to all machines of this type, and in consequence rotary vacuum
filters have largely replaced leaf filters in metallurgical work, although they are still

extensively used in the chemical industries.

Burt Filter.—Although the original design of the Burt filter employed filter leaves,

the more popular type, the Burt revolving filter, possesses an individuality of design

that really puts it in a separate class. It is of the self-discharge pressure type, but the

filter medium is cylindrical. The vT irt machine is designed distinctly for granular

products and has found its greatest application in the caliche treatment plants of

Chile, in El Oro district of j^lexioo. on cyanide pulp, apd in handling corrosive pulps in

electrolytic zinc plants.

Fig. 22.—Burt filter.

The filter consists of a steel drum, similar to a rotary kiln, made up of sections,

and rotating on a hollow trunnion, which also acts as the feed- and wash-water inlet*

The interior of the drum contains a series of filter mats, secured to the inner shell by
angles, so that solution from the pulp entering from the hollow trunnion passes through

these panels and out through holes drilled in the shell. The end of the drum away
from the inlet trunnion is closed by a cast-iron door operated by a hydraulic piston

rod and a toggle joint and arms. The discharge of the cake is obtained by speeding

up the rotation of the drum, which causes the cake to fall off, the solids being of

necessity of a nonplastic nature. Spiral angle irons worm the cake along the drum
to the discharge end of the filter.

The Burt filter is simple in construction and has an ease of operation not obtained

in other pressure filters. The ability to form a uniform cake, irrespective of any

changes in the settling rate of the solids, and the lack of necessity of any means of

agitation are distinctly advantageous. Very efficient washing with a minimum of

w^h water is also obtained. A big disadvantage of the Burt filter is its inability to

treat any but granular materials. The operator has a very troublesome job if the
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material changes in character, so that only a thin cake can be built up. Also, the

cake sometimes tends to hold together and will not fall off the cloth, and there is no

provision in the design for taking care of this.

ROTARY VACUUM FILTERS

Oliver Continuous Filter.—The invention and development of the continuous

filter produced a machine that showed as decisive improvements over other types as

did the Moore filter over the old plate-and-frame presses. The increase in capacity,

less labor required, and efficiency in washing were advantages of which mill operators

were quick to take advantage. Although the Oliver was not the first of such machines,

the great number in use entitles it to a leading position.

The fundamental idea of the rotary vacuum filter is to build up a thin cake and

to stop this h^rmation before the rate of flow of liquid through the cake has retarded

appreciably from the maximum. This idea is in sharp contrast with the operation of

the intermittent machines previously described, where it was necessary to build a

thick cake in order to get a good capacity. As the cake on the Oliver filter is being

Fig. 23.—Original Oliver filter, North Star Mines.

continually formed, washed, dried, and discharged, with no lapse of time for draining

and discharging the cake, it is obvious that the capacity will be greater than on a

pressure filter, even though the difference in pressure is considerably less than can be
applied to the other types.

The Oliver continuous filter consists essentially of a drum or cylinder rotating on a

hori2M)ntal axis with the lower portion submerged in a tank containing the material

to be filtered. The surface of the drum is divided into compartments or sections, the

dividing partitions being parallel to the main shaft. These sections are covered

with screen for supporting the filter medium, which is held in place and protected from
wear by a spiral wire winding. This winding is usually placed with a space of 1 in.

between adjacent wires. Each compartment of the drum is connected by means
of pipes passing through a hollow trunnion to an automatic valve, which controls not

only the application of the vacuum for forming and washing the cake, but also the

admission of air for discharging. Thus, each compartment forms virtually an inde-

pendent xmit, although the filtering medium is attached as a continuous sheeting over

the whole surface of the drum.
A sQraper is fitted across the face of the drum and rests against the spiral wire

winding in su(Sh a manner that the cake is entirely removed after being released by air

or steam pressure.
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An agitator operates in the tank benekth the drum for the purpose of keeping in

suspension the heavier particles in the pulp and of ensuring a uniform cake. This

agitator is of the oscillating type, provided with roller bearings mounted on the

trunnions of the filter drum.

Washing of filter cake is accomplished by the use of drip pipes set near the surface

of the cake, or by means of atomizing sprays suspended over th(‘ drum. 'Weak solu-

tions and water washes may be independently applied.

The driving mechanism consists of a worm gear keyed to the trunnion on the valve

(‘iid of the drum, meshing v ith a worm driven from a line shaft or individual motor,

through a speed reducer. The 8]>eqd of rotation of the drum depends upon the filtering

characteristics of th(i materi d treated. It may be as fast as 1 r.p.m. or as slow as one

revolution in 10 min. The power required to rotate the drum does not exceed 3 hp,

and is 1 hp. or less on sizes smaller than the ll.t^-ft. diameter filters. Faster speeds

or specially h(‘avy duty may require somewhat higher horse power motors.

Fig. 24.—Late, types of Oliver continuous filters at Hollinger Consolidated Gold Mines
* Co., Timmins, Ontario.

The Oliver valve is made with one or two solution outlets. The valve, shown in

Fig. 25, is made with two outlets for the separation of the main filtrate from the wash
water.

In the figrire, the upper left-hand corner is an exterior and the upper right an

interior view of the valve, the former side facing out from the drum. This part is

stationary and is held in place by a valve spring (11) placed in the valve stem (10).

Kext to the valve comes the wear plate and inside of that the valve seat, both of these

pieces being bolted "to the trunnion and revolving with it. The discharge pipes from

each section terminate in the holes in the wear plate. The large hole (1) at the

bottom of the valve, as seen in the upper left-hand view, is the outlet for the filtrate.

It will be seen that this opens to the annular port and is designed to carry off all

filtrate obtained from the time when the compartment submerges until it emerges
from the liquor. The upper hole (2) in the same cut is the outlet for the wash water
and ijfc, in turn, opens to the annular port. The two solutions are divided by the

adjustable bridge (7). This bridge can be adjusted to any desired position or it can
be removed altogether, the outlet (2) plugged, and all liquor taken off through the

filtrate outlet (1). Compressed air ports (4) are provided, each controlled by a valve
stop (5 or 6) which is adjustable from the outside of the valve. If the cake is easily
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blown off, only the top port need be used, but if it is very stieky, or if the cloth becomes

gummed up with oil or precipitates, the second or third ports can be used to prolong

the blow. One stop (6) is hollow and threaded for pipe connection, so that steam

may be used either at the same time as the compressed air or to follow the first blow.

The stops are interchangeable so that steam may be admitted in advance of the air or

can be used alone. In most cases today, a single blow port is provided and is sxifficient

for the purpose.

VAIVE 5EAT WEAR PLATE

Courtesy OliveriContinuoas Filter Ccmpony

Fig. 25.—Automatic valve of Oliver continuous filter. The upper right-hand cut

shows the underside of the piece shown in the upper left corner. The valve is assembled by
bolting the removable wear plate and valve seat to the end of the filter, each hole register-

ing with a filtrate pipe from a compartment. The stationary member is centered by the

valve stem and held against the wearing plate by the valve spring and nut. Rotation of

this member is prevented by the adjusting rod pin.

The dry vacuum system is in most cases more efficient and satisfactory than the

wet system. The vacuum receiver can be dispensed with in the case of the latter,

but the former system is more flexible, durable, and efficient, besides being cheaper.

Over a period of years, various important and useful changes have been made in

the design of the Oliver filter. For example, the familiar spiral wire winding on the

filter cover has been discarded in the paneUtype Oliver filter. In this variety of filter,

the cover is held firmly at each dividing compartment, or division strip, on the filter

surface by a suitable binder, which in some cases may be a metal rod, a fiber cord, or a

rubber piece of circular section. These binders serve to force the cloth cover down
into grooves lengthwise of the division strips, thus sealing each compartment, or

section, from its neighbors. The edges of the cloth around the perimeter at the ends

of the drum are held in place by a few strand^ of wire, or by Acme bands*

Operational benefits of this design are found in its ability to form and discharge

easily thin cakes of sHmy material. . I%e filter cloth balloons out softly by a low-'

pressure air blow while the cake is removed readily by either of two new methods bf

cake rembyal adapted to Oliver filters.
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One method is by the rubber-tipped scraper which carries a molded soft rubber
strip with a tapered edge riding on the edge of the steel scraper. This rubber edge
does not abrade the filter cover as the bare steel may, nor does it ‘‘groove” from the

wire winding as steel scrapers will. The other method is by the taut wire stretched

across the face of the filter. In some cases, the wire is barely tangent to the drum
surface, and in others the wire is held close enough to lie on the cloth. This means of

cake removal will discharge some thin cakes that are less suited to the use of scrapers.

Fia. 26.—Oliver filter.

Ilecent use of the “low-submergence” Oliver filter has enabled a longer portion of

the operating cycle to be devoted to aeration, washing, and drying of the filter cake.

The conventional Oliver filter design provided 35 or 40 per cent of drum area immersed
in the pulp, while the cake was discharged at a point 10 to 16 deg, above the horizontal

center line of the drum.
In the low-submergence design, the cake is discharged at a point about a foot or

more belpw the horizontal center’ line; in the largest sizes, discharge occurs 2 ft. below
that point. Cake discharge is then Aided by gravity pulling the cake away from the
cloth surfaee. The low-submergence design is suited to any pulp that will form a cake
readily in the shorter period of cake formation which that design allows. About 25
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per cent of the filter area is immersed in the low-submergence design, when the depth

of the pulp in the filter tank is at its greatest.

Shallow immersion and improved cake discharge of the thinner cakes, so formed,

make possible maximum rotating speeds so that increased tonnages are often the

result of using this design.

Other uses of rubber in modern Oliver filter design are found in sections of rubber

hose in the internal drum piping; this relieves strains existing in an all-steel piping

assembly.

A greater novelty and one of much promise is the minutely perforated rubber

fabric, with 6400 holes per square inch, made by the United States Rubber Co. This

fabric has been used with marked success on various metallurgical filter installations,

giving iiKireased tonnages, lower moisture in cake, and longer cover life than the usual

cotton cloth.

Thus far, only the more granular, or moderately coarse, products are being handled

by the rubber fabric. ^J"he economic preference for the riiblxn fabric requires it to

last at least as long as cotton fabrics used over an equal cost interval. This would (;all,

in most cases, for at least G months’ operational experience.

The field of metallurgical filtration now covers important uses formerly unknown
or of set^ondary importance, such as chromite recovery, electrolytic manganese plant

work, recovery of alumina from various minerals and by different processes, and the

re(^overy of magnesium compounds from minerals such as dolomite and brucite, as

well as from sea water.

Improved washing of filter cakes is now possible on the Oliver continuous filter by
use of the Oliver wash net. This accessory is a specially woven fabric that lies upon
the surface of the cake on the rotating drum. The meshes of this fabric are filled by
wash water dripped upon it so that wash-water contact is more abundant than before.

Synthetic fibers have now been converted to valuable service in filtration by the

fabric known as Vinyon. This cloth is particularly useful in metallurgical filtration,

as it is resistant to acid and alkali, but it is not suited to hot pulps.

Changing Filter Cloths.—The time required for changing drum-filter covers and
the number of operators needed to make the change have both been reduced in recent

years. For instance, the narrowly spaced to % in.) winding wire, as formerly

applied to the drum, may be compared with 1 to in. as used nowadays; this cuts

former winding time in half.

Better drive mechanism today permits faster drum rotation. The speed is now
one rotation in 60 sec., which is faster than the winding speeds used in former years.

For large drums, a winding device is now available for winding two wires simultane-

ously onto the drum. All these factors combine to make a large reduction in time

needed for placing a new cover on the filter. A large filter can be recovered and
returned to operation in a half-shift. For this work, it is best to have one man tending

the wire that is being wound onto the drum face, while a helper is usually watching the

unwinding of wire from the reel.

Removing the old cloth and applying the new cloth on drum, before winding the

wire, requires a couple of hours. For this, two men are needed ^or a small drum and
thw or four for the longer dnims, depending on the length. SkiU and experience

count here as in every task requiring manual dexterity.

The modem panel-type Oliver filter does not use wire winding, the filter cloth being

calked into grooves in the longitudinal division strips, while at the ends of the drum,
the cloth is clamped by special bands. NatJurally, this design provides a much quicker

change of cloth. In view of longer cloth life nowadays, often 150 days and upward, the

percentage of operating time lost by change of cloths is a small fraction of 1 per cent

of the total running time. . *
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Worldwide use of the Oliver filter in the filtering and washing of cyanide pulp has

made it a standard element in cyanidation.

Its objective and performance therein have undergone gradual changes so that it is

now widely used as a means for rapidly extracting undissolved gold, as well as a means
for reducing mechanical solution losses in the tailings.

Many cyanide plants have provided double (or “series”) filtration of the pulp

underflow from the preceding thifekening, which usually means, nowadays, two thick-

enings, followed by two filtrations, as the best modern practice for most gold ores.

Processes in which the cake solids are the valuable product rely on the thickener-

and-filter team to deliver a ^al cake with (he least moisture (economically obtainable.

All the base-metal sulphides recovered by flotation are so handled today, as well

as many other nonsulpliki^' minerals, among which are washed fine coal, various

noiimetallics, electrdlytic-proijipss products, and a varied group responsive to filtering.

The following table gives the standard sizes of Oliver metallurgical type filters with

the respective filtering areas:

Diameter
1

Length Area, sq. ft. Diameter Length Area, sq. ft.

3' 0” 0' 6” 4 8' 0" 10' 0" 250
3' 0” y 0" 9 8' 0" 12' 0" 300
3' 0” 2' 0" 18 11' 6'' 12' 0” 430
3' 0” 4' 0” 36 11' 6" 14' 0” 500
5' 4” 4' 0” 65 11' 6" 16' 0” 570
5' 4” 6' 0" 100 14' 0" 14' 0" 610
5' 4” 8' 0" 135 14' 0" 16' 0” 700
5' 4” 10' 0” 165 14' 0" 18' 0” 790
8' 0” 8' 0” 200

Capacities.—The capacity of an Oliver filter is largely dependent on conditions,

and it is impossible to give figures that will hold for all cases. The physical con-

dition of the solids, whether granular or colloidal, the dilution of the feed, the size of

the particles, the pH value, and the temperature of the pulp are all influencing factors.

When handling a very colloidal and slow-filtering cyanide slime, the feed contain-

ing 40 per cent of solids, the filtering rate may be in the neighborhood of 200 lb.

per sq. ft. per 24 hr. On the other hand, from a granular slime containing 50 per cent

of solids, a rate of 600 to 2000 lb. and, in extreme cases, as much as 2500 lb. is obtain-

able. On flotation concentrates, the range is 200 to 2000 lb., with a probable average

of 600 lb, per sq. ft. per 24 hr. In each case under consideration, a filtration test

should be made, the facilities and experience of the manufacturer being available for

this purpose.

The pronounced advantage of the Oliver filter is the saving in labor, a whole
battery of filters requiring less than one man^s time per shift. Replacement of cloth,

of course, takes time and labor, but, in general, the cloth is replaced easily and quickly.

Washing the cake is more uniform than in any of the intermittent filters owing to the

equiresista,nt condition of the cake and the definite time allotted to washing. The
high capacity obtainable because of the continuous cycle of operation is a marked
advantage over pressure filters. The convenience in observing the work being done
is not obtainable with the former machines as it is With the Oliver, and this factor, of

course, promotes efficiency of operation.

Performance data on filtering and washing shows that the moisture content of the
discharged cake varies, as the objectives (washing of cake vs. the delivery of minimum
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moisture cake) are unlike in conditions. Likewise, screen analyses also differ, and

the mineral composition of the pulp, whether oxidized, sulphide, siliceous, or clayey,

confers quite varied qualities to the respective cakes. All these metallurgical pulps are

handled by continuous filtration today, by a judicious control of working conditions.

The choice of filter type is directly influenced through these inherent differences in the

pulp to be filtered.

American Filter.—The American filter (Fig. 27/ differs from the Oliver chiefly in

the design of the filtering surface. Instead of a drum, this consists of a series of

vertical disks fixed side by side on a rotating central shaft with the lower parts of the

disks submerged in the pulp to be filtered. Although differing in design, the general

principles of operation of the drum filter are retained.

Fia. 27,—American filter.

As shown in Fig. 29, each disk is made up of a number of sectors, this number
depending on the size of the machine. Each sector is made up of corrugated wood
backing, suitably reinforced and inserted in a drainage cap, and is covered with a

filter bag, fsistened with a clamp. The sector is then fixed in place on the central

shaft.

^When assembled on the shaft, the corresponding sectors of all the disks have a

common filtrate channel, there being as many of these channels as there are sectors

in the disks. These channels cored into tbp cast-iron segments of the central shaft

all lead to the rotating seat of a filter valve, which is the same as the Oliver valve.

Inasmuch as the cake is formed on vertical surfaces, a specially designed filter

tank is regthired. As shown in Fig. 30, the tank is made in two parts, the right-hand
side being the cake-forming compartment; and the left-hand side folmimg the indi-
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vidual compartments for the cake discharge. The cake is removed by a scraper andi

falls between the pans to a longitudinal hopper.

The operation and the layout of the American filter are so nearly identical with the

Oliver that a detailed description is unnecessary. Replacement of the cloth differs

from that of the drum filters. The sectors are all replaceable, and repairing a defec-

tive leaf simply means removing the old sector and replacing with a new one. Mean-
while the cloth on the removed sector is taken off and new cloth is put on.

The chief advantage of the American filter, and the one that was the basis for its

design, is the increase in ar<^a over drum machines for a given unit of floor space. One

DRIVE END
Fig. 28.—American filter.

machine can be made with an area greatly exceeding that obtainable with the drum

filters. Replacement of sectors of the disk in order to repair the cloth is very readily

accomplished, and the lack of necessity for wire winding is a tiraesaver.

The cake ^rmed on the American filter sectors is removed by reverse air pressure

inside the filter bags covering each sector. This pressure is low, usually provided by a

14b. air-pressure blower, or the like, and as the inflated bags rotate past the discharge

point, the cake is removed either by a curved-blade cake discharger or by a fluted

radial roller (in case of some sticky cakes) which lies against the cake surface.

The rollers are positively driven from a toothed gearing on the outer rim of the

disk, so that roller and filter disk both rotate at same speed. Flutings on the roller

fill with cake, and this cake in the flutings adheres to . the cake on the disk in sub*
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sequent rotations. The cake adhering to the roller is sliced off by a knife fixed in a

tangential position to the roller and then drops into the cake-discharge chute.

The standard diameters of the American metallurgical filters are 4, 6, 123^2

ft. Large areas arc obtainable in the latter two diameters, up to 1125 sq. ft. in the

former and 2400 sq. ft. in the latter. Present practice assigns the American filter

29.—Leaf American filter.

chiefly to dewatering duties rather than to those requiring washing of the filter cake.

Like the standard Oliver design, the American leaves the coarsely granular products

to be handled by the Dorrco filter, the hopper dewaterer, or the Oliver sand table.

The FEinc Filter.—This design follows the general design of the Oliver standard

design except for the method of cake discharge. A large number of closely spaced

small endless cords or string pass around the filter-drum upon the cloth and lead away

Fig. 30.—Filter tank—American filter.

from it around a snubbing roll, parallel to the axis of the filter drum, before returning

again to the drum surface.

As the cake is formed on the cloth and cords, the latter carry the cake with theni ks

they pass around the snubbing roll. The cake then breaks away from the cords afid

falls away from the filter. This construction has led to the use of this filter desi^
for handlhig very thin and sticky cakes, such as those in china (day prociuctioA*
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To date, this design has not had wide use in the metallurgical field, though some
cyanide plants with very clayey pulp have used FEiiic filters.

For the granular products unsuited to the previously described designs, other

types are available. The production of these sandy granular pulps has much increased,

and as their value justifies economical continuous dewatering, they are now being

handled by three types of filters. These are the Dorrco filter, the hopper dewaterer,

aild the Oliver sand table, or horizontal rotary vacuum filter. Invented at different

times by different people, all three have been improved in design lately and are now
handling much increased tonnages of mineral products.

The Dorrco filter is a continuous drum filter, whose filtering area covers the

internal surface of the rotating drum instead of the external surface as in the case of

the Oliver filter. It has no tank in which this drum rotates as the pulp feed is

held in the drum itself by the low curb ring that borders the open end of the

drum.

Vacuum is applied to the undersurface of the filtering area by an automatic control

valve and piping as in the case of the Oliver filter. This vacuum causes formation

of a cake upon the cloth surface as it rotates past the pulp which fills the lowest part

of the drum.

As rotation continues, the cake, on the filter surface, after emerging from the pool

of pulp is further dried: when it reaches the zenith of the drum, vacuum is shut off

by the automatic control valve, and the cake drops off. Back-pressure air is often

not needed for dropping the cake at this point.

To discharge the more adherent cakes, alternate blo\ying and suction at the dis-

charge point may be applied by an air-blow valve.

The Dorrco filter has been widely adopted for handling heavy concentrate such

as magnetic iron concentrates in the New York and New Jersey fields, and other

similar mineral products, relatively coarse in mesh and free from slimy noninineral

constituents.

Capacities of 2 or 3 tons per sq. ft. of filter area daily are obtainable, and moisture

in the discharged cake is low, depending on the feed material. However, 4 or 5 tons

may be attained in good conditions.

Some heavy slime-free moderately granular mineral products require both filtering

and washing, and for this problem the Oliver sand table is available. This machine
is a flat, annular filter surface, whose function is controlled by an automatic vacuum
valve like the Oliver filter, with piping that extends from the valve to the several

sections of the filtering surface.

The annulus is provided with suitable rims which retain the filter pulp, and after

the application of wash liquid, the washed and dewatered cake is removed by different

methods. They include a plow, a revolving scroll, or a drag-flight copveyer.

Some very interesting and recent applications of this design are the dewatering

And washing of a gypsum and phosphoric acid mixture, requiring thorough washing

and production of undiluted “first filtrate.” Another is the removal of surface

liquid from a silica gel and acid mixture, without cake washing.

These plants may not be identified otherwise at this time, as they are related to the

war effort. As is evident, the sand-table units noted above are built to resist the

corrosive solutions they handle, using lead, plastics, and alloy steels as required. A
wider extension of use for this serviceable unit is expected in dewatering fields as well

as in washing problems.

Rotary-hopper Dewaterer.—The function of this machine is to dewater granular

products such as crystals. It consists of a number of hoppers mounted on a hori-

zontal* shaft. Each hopper has a filter-cloth bottom, suitably supported, making
each compartment a separate unit^
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The feed is dropped into the hoppers on the ascending side at a point about

70 deg. below the zenith of travel, and vacuum is applied at the same time. Suction

continues until the hopper reaches the horizontal position, when air or steam may be
introduced to discharge the cake. Usually this is not needed, as the cake falls when
vacuum is cut off.

The rotary-hopper dewatcrer is a simple machine for dewatering granular products,

and as it is continuous and automatic, it has an advantage over gravity bed filters.

Its application, however, is limited to only a few prodiud/s. The fact that the machine

is idle for two-thirds of a revolution limits its capacity and efficiency.

Interesting application^ of this machines are the dewatering of a willemite product

at Franklin, N.J., and chromiU <|p. centrate at Benbow, Mont.

Operating Data.-'-The folk wing tabulation gives data on filter operation at

various typical mills. It naj? been found to be exceptionally difficult to obtain

up-to-date authoritative data, ai d at the same time have it complete. Consequently,

Property

Idaho Maryland Gold

Mine, Grass Valley,

Calif.

Madsen Rt»d Lake Gold

Minos, Ltd., Red Lake,

Ontario

Wright Hargreaves

Gold Mines, Ltd.,

Kirkland Lake, Ontario

Hollinger Cons. Gold

Mines, Ltd., Timmins,

Ontario

Pulp solids Flotation cone. (A)

Cyanide pulp (B) (sul-

phided)

Reground siliceous cya-

nide pulp

Reground siliceous cya-

nide pulp

Reground siliceous cya-

nide pulp

Feed density, % solids . (A) 62%
(B) 60%

67% 50% 62 to 68%

Per cent through 200

mesh.

(A) 92%
(B) 100%

77% 40% is —10 microns 78%

Filter type

Siae

Number in use

1

Oliver

(A) 5' 4" X 6'

(B) 8' X 6'

(A) one (B) one

Oliver

Dewatering

lU^iX12' (A)

Cyaniding

11H X 16' (B)

(A) one (B) two

Oliver

(A) four 14 X 16' Ist

stage

(B) four 14 X 16' 2d

stage

(C) one lUlj X 14'

Flot. cone. ,

Olhrer

(A) six 14 X 16' Ist

stage

(B) nine 14 X 16' 2d

stage

Tons per sq. ft. filter

area per 24 hr (A) 0.84

(B) 0.32

(A) 0.92

CB) 0.70

(A) 0 67

(B) 0.67

(A) 0 81 average

(B) 0.84 average

Type of cloth used Cotton Scythes Co. No. ST-10

cotton

20-08 . cotton twill Cotton twill

Life of cloth 12 months 196-200 days 60-90 days 200-276 days

Cake moisture (A) 21% (B) 22% (A) 21% (B) 23% 22% 22%

Cake thickness (A) y/' (B) Jle"

Filter speed (A) 3 min. per rev,

(B) 6 min. per rev.

(A) 3.66 min, per rev.

(B) 3.0 min. per rev.

3.25 min per rev. 3.03 min. per rev.

Vacuum used 24'' 23" 26" 22-26"

Ptilp temp Room 70‘T. 80"F.
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many of the spaces in the tabulation are left blank, because the specific information

desired was found lacking.

Costs.—A compilation of average costs for machinery has value as a guide in

preparing estimates for installations.

These average costs are assumed to t)e based chiefly on a stable average price level

for construction material and fac^tory labor.

Since the level of these factors is certainly not now (considered to be at a well-

stabilized point, any reliance on wartime costs is not justified as a basis for predicting

future equipment costs.

Beattie Gold Mines,

Ltd., Duparquet,

Quebec

Shorritt-Gordon Min-

ing Co., Sherridon,

Manitoba

Falconbridgp Nickel

Corp., Falconbridge,

Ontario

Andes Copper Mining

Co., Potrerillos, Chile

Tennessee Copper Co.,

Copper Hill, Tenn.

Calcined flotation con-

centrates

(A) Dewatering

(B) Cyaniding Ist

and 2d stages

Flotation concentrate

chalcopyrite

Flotation concentrate Flotation concentrate Flotation concentrate

Cii. Fe, Zu

(A) 60%
(B) 48%

50%

i

55-65% 72-79% Cu 76%
Fe 80%
Zn 40%

(A) 61.0%

(B) 99.0%

01 2% 58% (considerable)

slime)

60.6% Cu 83%
Fe 78%
Zn 88%

(A) lUij X 14' Oliver

(B) Two in^X14'
Olivers

6' 6" Disk American

filtijr

Two 6' 6" disk Ameri-

can biters

Four 14' X 12' Olivers Cu 6' 2" Disk

Fe 6' 3" Disk

Zn 6' 1" Disk

All Americans

0.345 0.6

i

0.32 0.367 Cu 0 84

Fo 2 6

Zn 0.24

32-qs. cotton twill .Cotton twill Cotton twill Filter fabrics No. 26 Cotton twill

(A) 90 days

(B) 60 days

30 days 60 days 83 days Cu 30 days

Fe 15 days

Zn 30 days

11-13% 9.6-12.0% ' Cu 10%

1

Fe 9%
Zn 8%

H" H-1" Cu
IFc 1H"
Zn

5 min. per rev. 5.83 min. per rev.

. . . ^ .

Cu 10.0 min. per rev.

Fo 2.7 min. per rev.

2k» 10.0 min. per rev.

26" 16" 25"

85*F. 53"F. 70®F.

Data estalUiilied in 1939-1940.
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Therefore the convenient comparison of costs found in the first edition of this

book cannot be compiled accurately in today^s economic shifts amid wartime changes.

Such a study will find a sounder basis in postwar conditions.

Cost of Filter Operation.—The important economic factors in operation may be

classed as follows: (1) investment charge, (2) depreciation charges, (3) cost of power, (4)

cost of direct labor, (5) cost of maintenance and supplies, and (6) comparative per-

centage recovery of metal by alternative equipment.

The customary practice for computing the investment charge is to figure 6 or

7 per cent annually, based on the idea that the money would earn that rate if invested

outside the business. Howtivor, the money should earn much more than that, at

San Francisco Mines of

Mexico, Ltd., fcj. Fran-

cisco del Oro,

Chihuahua, Mexico

Rt. Joseph li^ad Vi .,

Edwards, N.Y.

!

U.8. Smelting, Refin-

ing k Mining Co.,

Midvale, Utah

Mufulira Copper Min-

ing Co. Ltd., Northern

Rhodesia, South Africa

Cons. Mining k Smelt-

ing Co., Trail, B.C.

Flotation concentrate

Ijcad, zinc

Flotation coiuu'iitrate

Pb, Zn, Fo

Flotation concentrate

Fe, Zn, Pb

Flotation concentrate

Cu

Flotation concentrate

Pb, Zn

Pb 78%
Zn 71%

Zn 43% Fe 65%
Zn 60%
Pb 70%

56% Pb 78.9%

Zn 49.3%

Pb 69.7%

Zn 59.0%

Pb 91 4%
Zn .54 4%
Fc 41 0%

Fe 22%
Zn 18 6%
Pb 10 2%

87% Pb 99.9%
Zn 96.4%

Pb one 4' 6" disk Ameri-

can

Zn one 4' 6" disk Ameri-

can

Pb 8 X 14' Dorr^-o

Zn 8' X 14' Dorreo

Fe 12' X 16' Dorreo

Fe two 6' 10" disk

Ainer.

Zn two 6' 10' disk

Aroer.

Pb one 6' 10' disk

Amer.

Two 10' X 4' Dorreos One 8 X 12' Oliver

Six 6' 6 ' disk American

Pb 1.35

Zn 1.40

1

Fe 0 336

Zn 0 288

Pb 0.720

0,26 Pb 1.44

Zn 1.00

No. 176-TW No. 26 Cotton twill

26-29 days 42 -138 days Fe 25 days

Zn 30 days

Pb 60 days

20-40 days 60-103 days

Pb 7,6%
Zn 7.7%

Pb 7 6%
Zn 7 4%
Fe 9.6%

Fe 11 0%
Zn 9 6%
Pb 10.0%

9.8% Pb 8.5%
Zn 9.6%

34" H--34" Fe

Zn ^4"

Pb y/'

Pb %-l"
Zn H"

3. 6-7.0 min. per rev. 4 .
5-6

. 0 min. per rev. 8-1 min. per rev. 5 . 0 min. per rev. Pb 4.83 mm. per rev.

Zn 0.58 min. per rev.

19" 16-18"

[-1 . . .

24" 22" 23.5"

Room 42-78* Room 78* 66
*

Date tetebtuhed In 1939-4040.
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least 20 per cent, to compensate for the business risk involved. Although only 6

per cent should be charged, the earnings of 20 per cent or more should be kept in

mind in the purchase of equipment, and the additional investinent in the choice of a

more expensive machine must be justified by a definite in(‘-rease in the net profit

of operation. On this question, the plant manager must establish his own set of

assumptions.

In any discussion of costs, from the plant manager’s viewpoint, tlu^ economic

results from the use of the apparatus must enter into the cost formula.

For example, if the loss in recovery when using one type of macliine exceeds that

incurred when using another type, whose installed cost is more than that of the first

type, then a true cost comparison must include both available recovery as well as

cost.

Improvements in design and materials make such inherent betterments in results

that comparisons of costs are made even more difficult.

For example, new kinds of filter fabrics form cakes more easily, and discharge them

more completely and ensure lowc^r maintenance than the conventional cotton fabrics

that formerly were used almost exclusively.

First Cost of Filters .—The wide vari('ty of types and sizes, as well as materials of

(construction, causes a like variation in prices so that a common price per unit of

filter area is impossible.

For simple dewatering types, built of wood, steel, and cast iron, the pri(!e per

square foot of filter area would be about $16 to $18 in the smaller sizes and $10 to $12

in the larger sizes.

With special designs in wood for acid resistance and thosc.built for handling caustic

pulps, the smaller sizes may cost about $30 to $40 per square foot of filter area and

the larger ones about $20.

In some special cases that embody various costly alloys, rubber-cover(?d surfaces,

or special metals of construction, there is a much increased cost.

These tentative prices were assembled under the conditions existing before the

outbreaJk of the Second World War. Wartime conditions produce misleading indices

of cost.

Operating Costs .—These vary widely with the tonnagevs handled and the nature

of the feed sent to the filters.

Very low costs, $0,020 per ton, have been consistently obtained over long periods,

where conditions were favorable and tonnages were large.

Installations handling moderate tonnages and without benefit of specially favor-

able conditions have shown costs of $0.05 to $0.15 per ton of filter feed, varying with

Iqcal conditions.

Favorable conditions include little or no colloidal material in the feed and a rela-

tively dense feed to filter. Warm pulp is a decided aid to increased filtration rate, and
so is a weU-flocculated pulp.

From these factors giving higher output, it is also possible to obtain a lower filtering

cost.

Calculation of operating costs should contain only those items directly pertaining

to actual work. Fixed charges should not be prorated but should be carried as a
separate item because the inclusion of fixed charges in operating costs will distort

the true figure and make cost figures misleading in comparison with other similar

operations.

Sometimes filtering is combined with thickening and agitation to give a so-called
^ * treatment charge in cyanide plants. The resultant figure may be interesting to the
local management but has little value to other operators who may seek a comparison
of unit cost figures.
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Filler Presses.

Depreciation: 5 to 10 per cent per year, dependent on nature of liquor.

Power: 0.005 hp. per sq. ft. of filter area.

Labor: two men required to handle two presses with 2-hr. cycle.

Maintenance, exclusive of cloth : 3 to 5 per cent of investment.

Cloth: life is 3 to 4 weeks at 10-hr. day operation.

Pressure-leaf Filters.

Depreciation: 5 to 10 per cent per year.

Power: 0.005 to 0.02 hp
,
dependent upon head and capacit3^

Labor: two men to haudl- four or fi^ e machines, each having 1000-sq. ft. area.

A forennin and nor 'hanio wiM also be required for a large installation.

Maintenance, exclusive' of cloth: 3 to 5 per cent of investment.

Cloth: life is 6 weeks to 6 months at 10-hr. day operation.

Continuous Vacuum Filters.

Depreciation* 5 io 10 p(‘r cent per year.

Power: 0.05 hp. per sq. ft. of filter area.

Labor: One man for six machines, or more.

Maintenance, exclusive of cloth: 5 per cent of investment.

Cloth; will hist 4 to 12 months:—cotton cloth covers.

Wool cloth, 1 week to 6 months.

Metal cloth, sjmthetic fiber also used, as well as rubber and glass fiber.

Centrifugal Separation.—Innumerable attempts have been made in the past few

years to apply the centrifuge to metallurgical operations, but the chief difficulty has

been in making these machines continuous in action. A marked increase in efficiency

of operation must be shown to justify the increased cost of operation. The Carpenter

centrifugal drier has achieved some success in dewatering % in. X 0 washed coal,

and the Bird centrifuge has done good work in effecting unusually close separation of

fine granular material from slime. This is, more correctly speaking, a sizing or classifi-

cation operation rather than a filtering operation.

The Bird centrifuge is an outgrowth and later development of the machine first

known as the Laughliri. llemoval of the solids thrown to the outer wall of the

machine by centrifugal force is effected by a rotating spiral screw that rotates at a

somewhat slower differential speed.

The fundamental formula for centrifugal force is

Wv^
F = 0.000341

9^

where W « weight in pounds.

R = radius in feet.

N » revolutions per minute.

The derivation of this formula can be obtained from any textbook on mechanics.

It is obvious that the best way of increasing the centrifugal force is to increase the

speed, using as large a bowl as possible. The strength of a large machine, running

at high speeds, however, is less than its bmrsting pressure and therefore the ordinary

centrifuge of the Sharpies type employs a small basket about 4 in. in diameter and

36 in. long, running at 20,000 to 40,000 r.p.m. This machine, however, has a small

capacity and would hardly be applicable to the immense tonnages of the metallurgical

industries.



CHAPTER VITI

METALLURGICAL FUELS

By Donald M. Liddell^

Metallurgical Fuels.—The metallurgical fuels are coal, coke, wood, charcoal,

peat, oil, and gas, the latter being both natural and manufactured. Peat is not

important metallurgically. The other fuels will be discussed in the above order.

Coal is usually classed as anthracite, semianthracite, semibiturninous, bituminous,

subbituminous, and lignite. Roughly, these classes follow an increase in the ratio of

volatile combustible to fixed carbon, but any strictly chemical classification will prove

unsatisfactory, for the physical characteristics are fully as important as the chemical

analysis, so that both must be considered in classifying a coal. In fact, the classes

merge gradually into each other so that hard-and-fast lines cannot be drawn.

Anthracite is a coal having a ratio of fixed carbon to volatile combustible of over

10:1. At one time it was used to some extent in blast furnaces, instead of coke, but

it does not loosen the charge as coke does. Because of the higher prices paid for

large-sized anthracite for domestic use, and because of its short flame, anthracite is a

very unimportant metallurgical fuel today. Some metallurgictal power plants, how-
ever, burn the small-size anthracite under forced draft for steam raising. Semi-

anthracite coal usually has a ratio of fixed carbon to volatile combustible of 6:1 to

10:1. It also is negligible metallurgically.

Semibiturninous coal has a similar ratio of 3:1 to 7:1. Of all coals it has the

highest calorific value for a given weight, and is little used in non ferrous metallurgy.

It is practically smokeless and is much sought after for naval use. It is very friable,

and if it has to be transported for any distance it shatters badly. It is best burned

with mechanical stokers. Bituminous coal has a ratio of fixed carbon to volatile of

under 3:1, as has also subbituminous coal and lignite, but bituminous coal weathers

only slightly and into prisms, while subbituminous and lignite weather quickly and
into thin plates.

Bituminous coal as a rule cokes well, but some of the semibiturninous coals make a

good coke, and* some of the subbituminous coals also will produce coke, so a coal

must be tested in order to determine whether it will coke or not.

Cannel coal is a variety of bituminous coal composed almost entirely of spores,

Spore cases, seed coats, etc., of the giant ferns of the Carboniferous age. Woody
material is almost absent. It burns with great heat and a long flame. It is of little

metallurgical importance, as a good cannel coal, like anthracite, commands fancy

prices for household purposes,

Subbituminous coal (sometimes called black lignite) is distinguished from true

lignite by its color and freedom from apparent woody structure, and from bituminous
coal by its quick slacking into thin plates on exposure to weather. In the West it is

an important fuel.

Lignite, properly, refers to the distinctly brown coals and to those markedly woody
«r claylike in texture. Lignite as it comes from the mine carries 30 to 40 per cent

moisture. It has no metallurgical importance except for burning for producer gas.

^ Coikiultl^g engineer, New York.

214
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Some American Coal Analyses

HaO
Volatile

com-
bustible

Fixed

carbon
Ash S B.t.u.

Anthracite:

Anthracite region, Pa 2.2 5.7 86.2 5.9 0.6 13,830
Portsmouth district, K.l 13.2 2.6 65.3 18.9 0.3 9,310
Yampa field, Colo 1 7.0 3.4 75.6 14.0 0.6 11,740
Iron and Kane counties, THiih 8.2 4.4 58.0 29.4 2.3 8,910

Semianthrncitc:

KusscUvillc district, Ark . , 1.7 10.5 79.5 8.3 2.5 13,870
Sullivan County, Pa 3.4 9.3 75.6 11.7 0.8 13,120

Semibituminous;
Tazewell County, Va 3.8 15.5 77.8 2.9 0.6 14,860
Cambria County, Pa 3.3 12.5 77.9 6.3 1.0 14,340

Coal Basin, Colo 2.4 19.4 70.8 7.4 0.5 14,380

Georges Creek, Md 0.6 16.6 72.1 10.7 1.3 13,380

Coal Hill, Ark 1.4 14.8 76.9 6.9 1.5 14.330

Iron and Kano counties, Utah 9.5 13.2 49.2 28.1 3.6 8,860
Bituminous:

Pocohontas, W. Va 2.95 18.27 73.97 7.76 0.58 14,040
Pocohontas, W. Va 2.51 18.63 75.07 6.49 0.74 14,279

Pike County, Ky 2.8 36.2 56.7 4.3 1.4 14,180

Trinidad, Colo , non-coking 2.3 29.8 58.7 9.2 0.5 13,780

Stone Cafion, Cal 7.0 46.7 40.1 6.2 4.2 12,450

Saginaw district, Mich 11.9 31.5 49.8 6.8 1.2 11,780

Sangamon County, 111 14.3 37.2 40.3 8.2 4.4 11.me
Esmeralda County, Nov

Subbituminous

:

2.1 33.7 33.7 30.5 7.2 9,590

Gallup district, N.M 12.7 36.5 43.3 7.5 0.7 11,230
Black Mesa, Ariz 9.9 32.6 46.9 10.6 1.1 10,800

Summit County, Utah 14.2 36.0 44.8 5.0 1.4 10,630

Mount Diablo, Cal 15.0 38.4 34.5 12.1 5.6 9,240
Glenrock district, Wyo 21.9 34.0 37.4 6.7 ' 0.9 9,070
Coos Bay field, Ore 18.0 31.8 39.7 10.5 2.2 8,910
Colorado Springs field, Colo 26.2 29.7 37.7 6.4 0.3 8,350
Miles City district, Mont

1

29.2 2^.2 35.4 9.2 0.8 7,670
Lignite:

Goose Creek field, Ida 34.3 26.6 25,7 13.4 2.5 8,610
Missoula field, Mont 24.7 29.3 26.1 19.9 0.9 6,730
Camden district. Ark 39.4 26.5 24.4 9.7 0.5 6,360
Williams County, N.D 41.1 27.2 26.3 5.4 0.7 6,490
Harding County, S.D 41.5 24.0 24.3 10.2 0.6 5,650

The analyses in the .accompanying table are not to be considered typical of tiws

states represeiited, but are rather chosen to show the variations in chemical analj^sis

and B.t.u. that may exist in the different classes. Analyses of coals from almost

every district in the United States are found in U.S. Geological Survey PrafeBStonal

Paper 48 and Bulletins 232 and 290, and in U,S, Bureau of Mines Bulletin 5 (from which
most of the accompanying analyses were taken) to which reference should be made
when it is desired to know about what analysis coal from any given district may be
expected to have.

Coke.—Coke is the chief metallurgical fuel. It may be defined as the coherent

cellular residue of the destructive distillation of coal at high temperaturesA The

^ SpsBa, in ** American Fuels,’’ edited by Bacon and Hamob, McGraw-Hill Book Compaay, Inc.,

York, 1022.
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nonferrous metallurgist need not concern himself with the methods of production,

whether in beehive or by-product ovens, or with the type of the latter, so long as the
coke is a satisfactory fuel.

Coke, even though produced at one time from the same coal, differs in appearance
according to the portion of the oven that it occupies. In by-product coke the mate-
rial that was originally adjacent to the wall of the oven can be distinguished by its

cauliflower appearance and the dense layers of deposited carbon. Tln^ cokt; is classed

according to the way it breaks, as “blocky” or “flngery.” As a rule, the latter

variety comes from coals carrying over 80 per cent volatile matter. The fingering

is likely to be highly pronounced if the coal has a high oxygen content, but this con-
dition can be controlled to some extent by the heat-treatment given.

In general, the cell structure of coke can best be examined by breaking a lump
erosswise and noting the appearance of the fresh surfaces. The cells in those pieces

that were nearer the wall are usually much larger than in pieces that were nearer
the center of the oven. Also along any break the surface that was nearer the wall

will have a granular appearance and well-defined cell openings. The surface that
was nearer the center of the oven will have a graphitic luster, and the ct^ll openings
will be flatter and usually not so sharply defined. It is difficult to obtain a typi(^al

surface in a direction perpendicular to the wall of the oven except by grinding or
sawing, as any break in the coke in this direction is almost always along a fracture,

and the coke surface is obscured by deposited carbon.

The color of coke is relatively unimportant. If a large amount of water has been
used in quenching, the coke will be dark, while a minimum amount usually gives a
light-gray color. The silvery, glossy appearance formerly much souglu after prob-
ably indicates a heavy deposit of carbon, favored by slow uniform evolution of a
very rich gas.i

Transverse, pebbly seams in the coke are due to the presence of small globules of

pure carbon having no apparent cellular structure. These seams appear to be char*

acteristic of the more oxygenated coals.

The surfaces always show some cracking, and if these cracks are present to excess
the coke i^ of inferior grade. •

The apparent specific gravity of coke is the specific gravity including the cell

spaces. The true specific gravitjf is that of the coke substance proper. The porosity
apparent specific gravity ....-

^ FrSe specific gravity
— apparent specific gravity is increased by cok-

ing under pressure and is decreased by rapid coking. According to Sperr,i the same
coal will give cokes with apparent specific gravities running from 0.73 to 1.04, merely
by Varying these two factors.

Apart from proper burning qualities, the most important quality in coke is its

crushing, strength. Probably too much importance is ordinarily attached to this
qu^^,hty, however, as even in the large iron blast furnaces the coke does not have to
withstand a crushing burden of over 50 lb. per sq. in.,* and a very poor coke will easily
stand this load.

Fulton assumes the compressive strength at one-fourth the ultimate strength
and pves a minimum result of 170 lb. compressive strength for a Pennsylvania bee-
hive coke, from which his figures run up to 804 lb. on a Glassport by-product coke.

Resistance to impact and abrasion are much more important qualities from a
practical standpoint than is crushing strength. The former is measured by the
shatter'^ test.

* (7.5, <S«rv«V 336.
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Shatter Test for Coke.—As prescribed by the A.S.T.M. the apparatus consists

essentially of a box capable of holding at least 100 lb. of coke, supported with the

bottom 6 ft. above a cast-iron plate. The doors on the bottom are so hinged and
latched that th(*y will swing clearly away when open and will not impede the fall of

the coke. Boards are placed around the cast-iron plate to prevent pieces of coke from
being lost.

Each sample weighs approximately 50 lb. and is selected at random, by using a 2-in.

tine fork. The sample is cool when tested but not artificially dry. *

The entire sample, which has previouely been weighed, is placed in the box,

spread evenly over the bottom, and dropped on the cast-iron plate. The entire

material is dropped four tim('«. The small material including the dust is returned to

the box with the large coke each T’me in order to represent as nearly as possible the

practical conditions to which <*ok€ is subjected.

After the fourth drop, the coke is screened on a wire screen with square holes, 2 in.

in the clear; the coke that remains on the screen and the portion that passes through

are weighed, and the breakage is determined. If the sum of the weights indicates a

loss of over 1 per cent, the test is rejected and a new one made.

A convenient type of shatter-test apparatus is shown in the illustration. The box
is hung by cable wire over pulleys, which permit the box to be lowered for filling.

This arrangement saves the labor and time that is involved in climbing up to fill the

box before each drop.

A very good coke may be dropped 10 ft. onto a hard surface without shattering.

There sitems to be no reliable way of ^timating abrasion.

A, C. Fieldner, of the Bureau of Mines, is of the opinion that much better restilts

are obtained by using a series of screens, 2, 1, and H in*

t

rather than the single

2-in. screen now in use. .

The specific heat of Saar coke is given by Simmorsbach as follows:
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Temper-
ature,

degrees

Centigrade

Specific heat

Temper-
ature,

degrees

Centigrade

Specific heat

t Temper-
ature,

degrees

Centigrade'

Specific heat

100 ^
0.1571 800 0.2927 1500 0.4283

200 0.1765 900 0.3121 1600 0.4477

0.1958 1000 0.3314 1700 0.4671

0.2152 1100 0.3508 1800 0.4864

500 0.2346 1200 0.3702 1900 0.5058

600 0.2540 1300 0.3896 2000 0.5252

700 0.2733 1400 0.4089

But he gives for Ruhr coke a specific heat of 0.377 at 750°C.; 0.390 ai S40°C.; 0.394

at 950'^C.; and 0.400 at 1050°C. If there is so great a difference between Saar and
Ruhr coke, it is doubtful whether these figures could be used for American practice

With any more certainty than, for example, the mantissas of a number of logarithms.

The moisture, ash, volatile combustible, and fixed carbon will usually be deter-

mined. Moisture is an expense if it is paid for as coke, and incidentally it decreases

the strength of the coke; ash also is not fuel, and, in addition, must be slagged and
handled; volatile combustible promotes top fire in the blast furnaci*. Methods ^f
making these determinations may be found in the manuals of assaying, or the Pro-

ceedings the A.S.T.M.
A high ash in coke does not necessarily indicate weakness. Cokes from washed

coals may be weaker than those from the same coals unwashed. Ordinarily coke

fines will show a liigher ash than the large pieces, mainly because the large pieces of

slaty material cause breakage along the planes in which they occur, themselves
break, and the fragments impoverish the fines.

Other chemical impurities often tested for are phosphorus and sulphur, neither of

which need disturb the nonferrous metallurgist. The analysis of the ash also is

ordinarily not a disturbing factor in nonferrous metallurgy, although it sometimes
becomes of importance.

The superiority of coke as a metallurgical fuel lies in its hardness and cleanliness

(absence of smoke coming under this latter category) and in its high calorific inten-

sity. By this is meant the ability to burn a large amount of it in a small space in a
short time, thus cutting down conduction losses and making it possible to obtain
higher temperatures than with coal. This latter feature is especially important in

metaOurgy, as it is the last 100 or 200° that does the work, and not the several hundred
before the fusion or reaction temperatures. Because of its higher kindling tempera-
ture, more of the fuel can reach the active zone in the blast furnace, hence giving free-

dom from top fire. To the ferrous metallurgist the higher ratio of carbon to sulphur
is also an advantage; to the nonferrous worker, this point is not important. Coke
is attacked appreciably by carbon dioxide at 500°C., and the reaction becomes rapid
at 900°C.

Low-temperature Distillatioii.—This name is given to a number of processes
involving a much higher by-product recovery through destructive distilfetion at
much lower temperatures (not over 1000°F.) than those of the ordinary coking
proceeseai. The nonferrous metallurgist is not interested in the process itself, but in
its product. The coke is said to be- of good enough quality for metalltirgical use, but
the writer luiows of ho one who has so used it.
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Wood.—In primitive countries, wood is used to some extent as a reverberatory
and roaster fuel. It has the advantages of having a long flame, yielding a small
quantity of ash, and being free from any harmful constituents, Roberts-Austen
gives the following approximate c.omposition for air-dried wood: C, 40; H, 4.8; O, 32.8;

N, 0.8; ash, 1.6; and H 2O, 20 per cent. In the United States wood is frequently used
in sawmills and woodworljing plants, but not by metallurgi(‘al plants.

Wood is usually sold in the United States and the l^ritish Empire by the cord of

128 cu. ft. Green red oak is supposed to weight about 5800 Jb. per cord, 34(X) lb.

per cord when air dry; air-dry Hvsh, beech, birch, and sugar maple, 3800 to 4000;

air-dry white oak, 4300; hickor>
, 4600; elm, 3000; and red maple, 3200 lb.

Green wood is about 57 oer cei|!t .is effective as coal and about 75 per cent as effec-

tive as dried wood, pound ior pound. (The wood substance j;ias tJie sanu^ heating

effect in both the dry and tiie moist wood, but 1 lb. of dry wood contains more wood
substance than does 1 lb. of wet wood, apart from the difference in moisture to be
evaporated.)

For a slow fire, a combination of wet and dry wood is oftener more satisfactory than

is dry wood alone. It need hardly be said that in a wood-fired reverberatory the

fire box must be much larger than in a coal-fired one. A’ir-dried wood has a heat-

ing value of about 3,470 cal. per g. The chemical constitution of dry cellulose is

(CeHioOs)*.

Charcoal is also much used as a fuel in crucible melting, and to a gniater extent

as a cover in the crucibles, even when coke is the fuel, since there is so little ash from

the charcoal to contaminate the metal. It is also used as a cover in copper-refining

operations in reverberatories, although low-sulphur cokes have largely supplanted it

there.

In the form of charcoal, wood is extensively used in iron smcjlting and, in primitive

countries, in blast-furnace work of all sorts. Wherever it can be obtained, it is a

welcome fuel in jron smelting because of its freedom from sulphur and phosphorus,

and ‘^charcoal iron,’' because of its purity, sells on a quality basis that enables this

industry to compete with coke furnaces. To the nonforrous smelting industries,

the sulphur and the phosphorus of coke are not objectionable so that charcoal sells

on a heat-unit basis in competition with coke which renders charcoal out of the

question in moat regions.

Charcoal is an ideal fuel for gas producers because of the freedom from tarry

matter and ash, but here again the price in civilized communities makes it mieco-

nomic. A good charcoal will run about 93 per cent C, 1)^^ per cent O, 2} 2 cent H,
and 3 per cent ash. Its calorific power can be computed from its analysis, considering

all the oxygen to be combined with hydrogen as water.

Peat.—The great objection to peat as a fuel is the large amount of moistures

it contains. As it lies in the bog it carries about 85 per cent water, and to evaporate

this requires about as much heat as that latent in the dry residue. It will air dry to

a moisture content of 20 to 60 per cent, an average figure being about 35 per cent,

and can then be gasified in a producer. In a Mond producer the contained moisture

largely replaces steam in the air feed. The residual moisture after air drying is

apparently held firmly with a decay product of the original vegetable material, which

can be broken down at 150 to 200°C., after which the moisture can be expelled by
pressing. However, in view of the difficulties of preparation and the low calorific

value (2850 to 6200 cal. per g.), it is doubtful whether peat can be considered as

having any field metallurgically except via the gas producer.

Oil,—Oil is widdy used in reverberatory smelting, and, as a rule, its use is deter-

mined largely by competition in costs between coal and oil. The use of the latter is

sometimes indicated even at noncompetitive prices, as in firing dor5 furnaces, or
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crucible furnaces for gold and fine-silver melting, where its use saves the necessity

of resmelting ashes, and also of watching the loading and tramming out of the ash

cars to see that no small ingots go with them.

In making the above statement as to “competitive costs/’ it is realized that the

costs of the heat units are not the whole story, as the matters of handling the fuels,

the cost of ash removal, the advantage of quicker control of the fire with oil, lessened

stand-by losses, etc., also emter.

In general, the calorific power of an oil can be computed from the formula

B.t.u. per pound = 18,650 + 40(B4° — 10)

With oil fuel, because of the large amount of hydrogen present, a CO 2 content of 15

to 16 per cent in the waste gases would be the theoretical maximum, and an analysis

of about 14.5 per cent CO 2 would indicate close to an operating maximum.
Combustion.—Before the subject of gas fuels can be taken up, it seems neces-

sary to treat the general subject of combustion, since the manufacture of water gas

and producer gas is an imperfect combustion.

For metallurgical purposes, combustion is the combination of a fuel with oxygen,

the fuel being carbon, hydrogen, or a combination of carbon and hydrogen; or of

carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen, or carbon monoxide. The oxygen is usually fur-

nished by air, the composition of which is about:

By volume By weight

Oxveen 20.91 23 . 15

Nitrogen 79.09 76.85
jk

In the above table the rare gases are included with the nitrogen, as is also the

carbon dioxide of the air, which amounts usually to about 0.04 per cent.

The most important point in the combustion of carbon is that it unites with

oxygen to form two distinct compounds, carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide

2C -f O2 « 2CO
C + O 2 « CO2

the first being formed when there is not enough oxygen to burn the carbon to the

dioxide. The monoxide itself can burn when brought in contact with a further sup-

ply.of air

2CO 4- O 2 * 2COa

Hydrogen always burns to water

2Ha 4- O2 - 2H2O

hydroc^bons to a mixture of monoxide and water if only enough air is present to pro-

duce that result; to a mixture of monoxide, dioxide, and water, with more air, but still

not enough for complete combustion; and to carbon dioxide and water if sufficient or

an excess of air be present.
;

2CH4 4- 30t « 2CO 4- 4H,0
4CH4 4 70i - 2CO 4- 200* 4- 8H2O
CHi 4-20j - OOi-b2H,0
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A carbohydrate, such as tlie cellulose of wood, gives the same end products as a

hydrocarbon, the oxygen of the carbohydrate coming off as water and oxides of car-

bon. The partial oxidation already existing in the carbohydrates, of course, decreases

their calorific power as compared with hydrocarbons.

Sulphur will usually burn to sulphur dioxide (SO2)—under some conditions partly

to sulphur trioxide (SO3). This reaction is of little importance in power plants, but
is of tremendous importance in roasting and smelting. The metal with which the

sulphur is combined will be (^hanged to an oxide, or may, in exceptional cases with a

limited amount of air, remam behind as a Jower sulphides

The requisites for combustion are a fuel, a supporter of combustion (usually

oxygen), and a high erioug) temperature to initiate the reaction. Exact kindling

temperatures are difficult to (lcter>nine, but some approximations are given here.

Ignition Temper-
ATURE, Degrees
Fahrenheit

Sulphur ... 470

Charcoal 680

Bituminous coal 620

Anthratnte 1290

Acetylene (C2H2) 800

Ethane (CaHe) 1000

Ethylene (C2H4) 1020

Hydrogen (H2) 1095

Methane (CH4) 1290

Carbon monoxide (CO) moist 1200

The unit of heat used in TOnglish-speaking countries is the British thermal unit

(B.t.u.). This is variously defined as the amount of heat required to raise the tem-

perature by 1®F. of 1 lb, of water at or near its maximum density (39.1°F.), or as

one-one hundred eightieth of the heat required to raise the temperature of 1 lb. of

water from 32 to 212®F. For practical purposes, the definitions amount to the same
thing.

For most scientific work, the e.g.s. unit is used. This is the calorie, the amount
of heat necessary to raise the temperature of 1 g. of water from 10 to 1100°C. The
calorie is sometimes also defined as the amount of heat necessary to raise the tempera-

ture from 0 to I'^C. and also from 4 to 5®C. The differences in these definitions are

negligible in metalhirgical work.^ The large Calorie (kilogram calorie) is also some-

times used, the kilogram of water replacing the gram in the definition.

Different substances give out different amounts of heat when they combine, these,

amounts being known as their heats of combination. These are usually expressed in

the calories given out (or absorbed, as the case may be) when a number of grams of the

substances equal to their atomic weights react together. Thus, when it is said that

the heat of combination of carbon burning to CO is 29,160 cal., it is meant that 12 g.

of carbon and 16 g. of oxygen combine to form 28 g. of CO and give out 29,160 cal. in

so doing.

It is obvious that the available heat of such a reaction depends on the condition

of the end products. The heat of reaction of hydrogen burning to water, the water

remaining a gas, is not the same as where the water remains as a liquid. For this

reason combining heats must be used with a knowledge of what the state of the end

products is, and, in general, it is Unsafe to attempt to work with too high a degree of

accuracy in these combination calculations. Therefore, if the calorific value of a fuel

U B.t.u. 778 ftv^lb.

I oal. 0.426^ (g, - 981).
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is calculated from its ultimate analysis, a check on this by actual experiment in a calo-

rimeter is advisable if it can be obtained.

In most metallurgical operations, and in power plants, the end products are so

warm that any water formed remains as a gas, and therefore throughout this book the

lower values are used for the heats of combination of hydrocarbons and oxygen. The

writer believes that the A.S.M.E. recommends the higher value (H 2O remaining as

water) for calculations, but if the heat cannot be recovered the advantage in calcu-

lating on a purely theoretical basis is not apparent.

A change of state is always accompanied by the evolution or absorption of heat.

Thus, 1 g. of ice melting to water at absorbs 79.76 cal.; 1 g. of steam condensing

to water at 100°C. gives out 538 (;al.

The amount of heat (energy) required to dissociate a compound is the same as

that evolved in forming the compound. And if a reaction occurs in two stages, the

final result is the same as though it occurred in one.

C -f O - CO 29,160 cal.

CO -f 0 =^)02 68,040 cal.

' 0 -f O 2 =^C02 97,200 cal.

Also of fundamental importance in calorific calculations is the fact that two dis-

tinct substances do not require the same amount of In^at to raise their temperatures

over the same range, The number of calories required to raise the temperature of

1 g. of a substance 1° from a given temperature is defined as its specific heat at that

temperature. It usually varies slightly at different temperatures.

The specific heats of gafses vary according to whether they are measured with the

gas at constant volume or at constant pressure, the ordinary symbols for these being

Cl, and Cp.

The knowledge, then, of heats of combination and of change of state, specific heats,

and temperatures at which certain dissociations and combinations begin are the

essentials for the calculation of fuel problems, and also for many of those of drying,

roasting, and smelting.

Combustion Data

Substanoe Symbol
Atomic or

molecular

weight

Cp

|[|
Weight in

pounds per

cubic foot

B.t.u. per

poimd

c 12.005 0.145 (0-100°) 4 . 3801

Hydrogen H 1,008 3.4090 2.411 0.0066t 52,920

Oxygen . , . 0 16.00 0.2175 0.1723 0.08921

S 32.06 0.2346 (119-147°) 4,060a

Nitrogen N 14.01 0.2350 0.1727 0.078Q8
Carbon monoxide CO 28.005 0.2425 0.1736 0.07806 4,350

Carbon dioxide CO* 44.006 0.2010 0.1720 0.12341

Methane CH* 16,037 0.5929 0.486 0.04475 21,670

Acetylene CaHa 26 . 026 0.07361 21,020
Ethylehe CaH4 28.042 0.404 0.07868 20,420

Ethane CaHe 30.058 0.08469 20,500
Sulphur dioxide SO* 64.06 0.2175 t 0.1723 0.18272 945

Sulphur trioxide SO* 80.06 0.22732
Hydrogen sulphide HaS 34.076 0.545 0.00610
Water vapor HaO 18.016 0.4805 0.8700
Air 0.2417

1

0.1684 0.08072

‘ Burning t<j 14,540 burning to OOs» * To SO*.
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Heats of Combination
Calories

C(12) + 0(16) = CO 29,160
C(12) +20(32) = COs 97,200
CO(28) +0(16) = CO 2 68,040
2H + O = H,0 58,060

8(32) + 20(32) = SO2 69,260

8(32) + 30(48) = 803 91,900
C 4H == CH 4 . 22,250
2C+2H=C2H2 -54,750
2C + 6H = CaHc 26,650

2H + S = HS 4,800

Maximum Theoretical Combustion Temperatures.—By making the somewhat
violent assumptions that combustion is complete, but that no excess oxygen is sup-

plied and that there is no radiation, a theoretical maximum temperature developed

by any reaction can be computed. For combination with oxygen this would be as

follows: if II is the heat of combination of m g. of the material under consideration, h
its initial temperature, <2 its kindling temperature, Cpi its mean specific heat from h
to < 2 ,

w g- the mass of oxygen necessary for its complete combustion, tn its initial

temperature, Cp * its mean specific heat from ts to Cpz the mean specific heat of the

products of combustion, and Ia the final temperature, then

H — 7iCpt{i2 — i-i) + mCp\{t2 — l\) 4- -h ’'0 (C'jd3)(<4 — ^ 2)

Since is unknown and Cpz varies with it, it is necessary to assume a value of

for about the temperature which, it is believed will be reached, and calculate tiy

then to correct the assumption by the result first obtained and recalculate the equation.

If air is used as the oxidizer, instead of oxygen, the equation is complicated by

calculating the calories used in heating up the nitrogen of air to the final maximum

Oxygen and Air Required for Perfect Combustion^

1 kg.

J

Required

kilograms
Product of combustion Nitrogen

in original

air

kilograms
Oxygen Dry air

Composi-

tion
Ivilograms

C 1.333 5.777 CO 2.333 4.444

C 2.667 11.555 CO2 3.667 8.888

CO 0.571 2.472 CO2 1.571 1.901

H 8.000 34.664 H2O 9 000 26.664

CH 4 4.000 17.332 CO2 ,
H 2O 2.750, 2.250 13.332

C,H4 3.429 14.848 CO 2 ,
H2O 3.143, 1.286 11.419 .

Fe 0.286 1.238 FeO 1.286 0.952

Fe 0.429 1.857 Fe208 1.439 1.428

Si 1.143 5.064 Si02 2.143 3.921

P 1.290 . 5.586 P205 2.290 4.296

Mn 0.291 1.221 MnO 1.291 0.969

S.. 1.000 4.333 SO, 2.000 3.333

Metallurgy/*
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calculated temperature. Obviously, actual working temperatures are always much
less than maximum theoretical combustion temperatures, since there is always either

an excess or a deficiency of oxygen (or air), and radiation and conduction cannot bo

guarded against.

If there is an excess of oxidizer, heat units are required to warm it to the final tem-

perature; if there is a deficiency of oxidizer, not all the material is burned and the

remainder must be heated, like so much inert material, or, for carbon, an inferior

reaction takes place.

Theoretical Maximum Combustion Temperatures’
Deokees

Uentiobade

Oxyhydrogen flame 3191

Hydrogen and dry air 2010

Hydrogen and dry air in 25 per cent exc<*.ss. 1764

Carbon monoxide with cold air 2050

CO and air, both at 700°C 2284

Natural gas and air 1806)

Natural gas with air at lOOO'"!- 2288

Coal gas 1875

Blue water gas 1 960

Producer gas 1570

Thermit (2A1 -f- FeaOa) 2694
) Richards, J. W., “Metallurgical Calculations,” vol. 1, pp. 36-39,

Combustion Losses.—It may be accepted as a general truth that any losses

from soot in the products of combustion are negligible as compared with tl>e unseen

losses. When carbon burns to carbon monoxide, only one-third of its potential fuel

value is realized. However black the smoke, it is seldom that the carbon thus lost

amounts to 1 per cent of the weight of the coal, while 10 or 12 per cent of the weight

of the coal may go off as CO without exciting any comment. This condition usually

accompanies an undersupply of air and a smokeless chimney. The importance of

checking fuel utilization imder a boiler by analysis of the stack gases cannot, therefore,

be overestimated.

This is less true in metallurgical furnaces, where the character of the work per-

formed in the furnace often dictates an uneconomical method of combustion.

Gas.—There is no question that in cleanliness, ease of control, and saving of

labor gas is preeminent as a fuel. In the earlier days of metallurgy in the United

States natural gas was quite a factor, but its importance has dwindled yearly with

the exhaustion of wells, and the enforcing of prior claims of householders over factories

in its use. It consisted, usually, of over 90 per cent methane and some hydrogen.

Sexton^ gives as a typical Ohio natural gas: H, 1.89; CH4, 92.84; CO, 0.2; C2H6, 0.35;

N, 3.82; and CO2, 0,75 per cent. Natural gas has about 700 to 1200 B.t.u. per cu. ft.

Therefore the gases that are of greatest metallurgical importance are manu-
factured. And as coal itself can bo burned on surface grates or in powdered form so

economically, artificial gas competes with coal only by virtue of local factors. Some
of th^e are: (1) a summer supply of natural gas, so that the furnaces are equipped

for gas burning—^producer gas is then made during the winter months; (2) the gasi-

fication of low-grade fuels, lignite, colliery waste, etc.; (3) a shortage of water, making
the use of internal-<iombustion engines almost a necei^ity; (4) a process that produces

gas as a by-product, as the blast furnaces of the ironmakers, or nonfeitous blast

furnaces run under such peculiar local conditions as at ManSfeld.

» anH Eefrwbiory IMoiitUs/* Boqk tnc. .
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The theoretical basis of all processes for gas manufacturing is the burning of

carbon to carbon monoxide in the presence of insufficient oxygen and the reduction

of water vapor by heated carbon

2C -b O2 * 2CO
and

H2O 4- C * H2 + CO

Mond gas, probably the most widely known, carries about 14 to 16 per cent CO2,

10 to 12 per cent CO, 2 to 3 pi'r cent C‘H4, and 25 to 29 per cent Ha, the balance being

nitrogen. The Mond process iii its ( ntirety contemplates the recovery of much of the

nitrogen of the coal as ammonium sulphate, and a certain tar recovery. The proc-

ess is essentially burning coal with a mixture of air and steam, though th^re are many
refinements in a complete Mond plant, such as heat interchangers and scrubbers.

Where by-product tar and ammonia recovery is not intended, less steam is used

and the gas ('‘Sieimens gas’’) will contain about 25 to 28 per cent CO and 10 per cent

H2, the B.t.u. with both Mond and Siemens gas being about 140 per cu. ft.

W. B. Chapman! gives as the average result of a number of well-run producer

plants: CO2, 4,8; O2, 0.2; CO, 25.5; C2H4, 0.4; H2, 12.1; CH4, 3.6; and Na, 53.4 per

cent; B.t.u., 154.0 per cu. ft.; from coals averaging—H2O, 3.5; per cent volatile,

32.8; fixed carbon, 56.2; ash, 7.5; S, 1.1; and total carbon, 74.8 per cent; B.t.u., 13,450.

He states that the energy input to a producer is 97}^ per cent in the coal and 2)4

cent in the steam of the output; the cold gas carries 74.5 per cent—11.5 per cent is

in the sensible heat of the gas (usually wasted); 12 per cent loss due to radiation;

1 per cent loss as carbon in soot; 1 per cent loss to cooling water; and per cent due

to carbon in the ashes.

To cut down the loss as sensible heat in the gases and also to check radiation

losses, the top of the fire bed should be kept as cool as possible, which means a thick

fire bed. The bottom should be run as hot as possible. The even removal of ash

from a producer is apparently extremely difficult, while it is at the same time the

element that is chiefly conducive to efficiency.

While the chemistry of making producer gas is apparently simple, it is really a

complex study in equilibrium data, and anyone making this gas should refer to a paper

published by the Bureau of Mines, ‘^Essential Factors in the Formation of Producer

Gas,” by Clement, Adams, and Haskins. The laboratory equilibrium data are not

applicable because the gas goes through the fuel bed so rapidly that the time element

is lacking.

Without enrichment of the gas, Mond gas* will give the following furnace tem-

peratures:

Without preheating air or gas 950-1 150°C.

Continuous air recuperation 1 150*-1350®C.

Reversing air regeneration 1300-1400®C,

Reversing air and gas regeneration 1400-1800‘’C.

In Europe, lignite and peat are also used in Mond producers. Waldemar Dyrssen

states that bituminous coal, treated properly, will give the following; C2H4, 0,6;

CH4, 3.6; CO, 29,1; H2, 13.3; CO2, 3.4; and N*, 50.0 per cent (no account taken of

tarry vapors and H2O), Water gas (blue gas) is the reaction product of steam and
heated carbon,

! Met. Wnffj., Aug. 13, 1923.

* Cowir, in “AftMtrican Fu«Ib,” McGrawHUl Bbok Company, I»c., 1922,
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Theoretical ‘‘blue gas'^ would be 50 per cent H and 50 per cent CO produced by
the reaction

H 2O + C = H 2 -b CO

Typical analyses, as actually made,* are:

i

1

1 2

00 43.5 39.1

Ha 1
47.3 49.3

CH4 ’ 0.7 0.8

OO2 3.5 6.8

0, 0.6 0.3

N, 4.4 3.7

100.0 100.0

B.t.u. per cubic foot 302™ 295

The reacdion Ls exothermic, and consequently (^xternal heat is required to maintain

it. The theoretical reaction temperature of blue gas is about 3500°F. against 2400

to 2900°F. for water gas. It is impossible to produce a smoky flame when firing with

blue gas.

Pulverized Fuel.—Pulverized fuel has been used in metallurgical furnaces for about

thirty years. There are, in general, two types of pulverized fuel plants as follows.

Storage System ,—In this type of pulverized fuel plant, the coal is stored in bunkers

over the pulverizers which are of the hammer-mill or ball-mill type. The coal is

pulverized in such mills and usually conveyed by air through a cyclonic separator

to the pulverized coal bunker. The fuel is then fed from the pulverized fuel bunker
by a screw conveyer and air into the furnace. The advantages of this system are that

coal may be pulverized tit any time during the day. If sufficient pulverizing apparatus
is installed, the pulverizing process can take place during the off-peak hours. The
disadvantage of this type of system is that where the fuel is wet as introduced into the

plant it must be dried, otherwise the moisture is carried through to the pulverized fuel

bunker where it may cake. Another disadvantage in this type is that there is more
opportunity for explosion of the nuxture of fuel dust and air.

U7iit System .—In this system, the fuel is stored in an overhead bunker where it

is usually fed by gravity to a unit pulverizer which will be of the hamnTer-mill or ball-

mill type. Here the fuel is pulverized and fed by air directly into the furnace. The
advantages of this type of system are that the explosive hazard is less. A drying plant

is seldom required, and the first cost can be less than the stprage system. The dis-

advantage of this system is that fuel must be fed to the pulverizing unit and conveyed
constantly from the pulverizing unit in very nearly the exact requirements of the

furhace. Any partial stoppage in the fuel supply may result in inefficient operation of

the furnace. Because of this possibility, frequently two pulverizing units are installed

for each furnace so as to avoid any shutdown.

The general advantages of pulverized fud^as opposed to stoker-fired or hand-fired

furnaces are as follows: (1) Pulverized fuel can be burned with nearly all the advan-
tages of gas. Excellent control of temperatures and combustion in the fipmace can be

urn,, pp. 1005-1006.
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secured with this mixture. (2) Lower grade fuels can be utilized in a pulverized form
than can be utilized efficiently in other burning processes. Where coal with a very

low fusing ash is used, care in the design of the furnace must be taken to avoid

slagging.

To enable the pulverizing equipment to work at maximum efficiency it is usually

necessary to dry the coal. Drying also allows the coal to flow more freely and
increases the temperature of the flame. The usual method is to use a rotary drier,

which should be fitted with apparatus for catching the dust and should be operated

at such a low temperature that volatile-combustible matter will not be driven off.

If a hammer mill or disk: grinder is used for pulverizing, a tramp-iron separator

must be placed between the drier iii i the grinder.

Disk crushers, ring roils, Raymond mills, and tube and conical mills are used for

this crushing. Apart from tt)e remarks in Chap. Ill on crushing, it may be noted that

high-volatile coals crush more; readily than do carbonized fuels or anthracite.

In utilizing pulveirized fuel, it should be remembered that the choice of tije furnace

is highly important. Thcrci must be a spot in the furnace adjacent to the point of

introduction of the mixed fuel and air which is kept sufficiently hot to keep the stream

continuously ignited. The furnace must be so designed as to permit the creation of

a long lazy flame without this flame impinging on any part of the refractory or any

metal part of the furnace. Where low-fusing-point coal is used, the furnace must be

deep enough to permit the falling particles of ash to cool below their^slagging point

before reaching the ash pit.

It should be noted that, in general, the cost of the furnace represents about half

the total cost of a unit-type pulverizer plant. The power required to pulverize the

coal and to (conduct it by air into the furnace approximates 18 kw.-hr. per ton of coal

fired. This amount of power compares very favorably with the amount required for

the usual stoker-fired plant.

It should be noted, in figuring on gaseous fuels, that the B.t.u. per cubic foot of

gas is not so important as is the net B.t.u. per cubic foot of products of combustion,

and that on this figure depends the theoretical flame temperature. On this basis,

blue water gas is a better fuel that is natural gas, although the latter contains nearly

four times as many B.t.u. per cubic foot as does the former.

The following table is given by Carl J. Wright, ^ of the Combustion Utilities Corp.

Gross B.t.u.
per cubic foot

Net B.t.u. per
cubic foot

Net B.t.u. per
cubic foot of

combustion ,

products

Theorefcicttl

flame
temperature,

cfegrecs
Fahrenheit

Natural gas 1,131 1,025 86.6 3325

Coal gas 636 .570 89.5 3410

Blue water gas 310 286 102.0 3565

Producer gas 157 148 73.0 2860

It is obvious from such a table that, on any process requiring temperatures of

2500° or over, the producer gas gives but a small percentage of its heat to the process

and must be used with regeneration or waste-heat boilers to make it an economical

fuel.

Surface Combustion.—The theory of surface combustion is to feed a mixture

of a combustible gas and air into a refractory mass at a speed greater than the rate

^ Ch«mi, ^ Mel. Eng.t Nov. 1923.
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of propagation of the flame. In the refractory mass, the gas mixture spreads out,

burns, and heats the refractory to incandescence. The (combustion is without

visible flame. The danger is in a stoppage of the gas current, in which case back-

firing will take place. The metallurgical application of the process is in crucible and
muffle heating. 1

Fuel Novelties.—To the writer^s knowledge, neither colloidal fuel nor Trent

amalgam has any present metallurgical importance, but both fuels present some
interesting possibilities.

Colloidal fuel was a discovery made during the first World War—that by means of

a suitable peptizing agent a large amount of finely powdered coal or tar could be held

in dispersion in fuel oil.* The coal is prepared for dispersion by being ground so that

about 95 per cent passes 100 mesh and 85 per cent passes 200 mesh, I'he peptizing

agent has not been made public. Since the coal is partly stored in the intermoleoular

spaces, the fuel is most economical of storage space and has an extremely high calorific

value pey unit volume. Its indicated use is, therefore, for naval purposes. The
remarks concerning oil firing cover colloidal fuel. The process and the product are

covered by U.S. patent 1447008 of Feb. 27, 1923, granted to Lindon W. Bates.

Because of the similarity of colloidal fuel to oil, thc^re seems to be a possibility

of obtaining the advantages of liquid fuel, where it is higher in price than coal, at a

lower cost than straight oil firing will give, together with the possibility of great

volume intensity for the heat.

Trent Process.—For this procc'ss, the coal must be pulverized to about 200 mesh,

at which fineness most of the ash-forming material is free from the carbonaceous

matter. A sludge of pulverized coal and water is then run into a tank, where oil is

gradually added and the mixture rapidly agitated or stirred. There will come a point

where the coal and the oil agglomerate into a mass, the so-called “ amalgam, from
which most of the ash and water are excluded. The water and ash are then drawn off

and the amalgam washed. On exposure to the air the amalgam dries to 2 or 3 per cent

of moisture. Either light or heavy mineral oils can be used, the proportion usually

being about 1 of oil to 2 of coal. The oil can be distilled off at temperatures below
which the hydrocarbons of the coal begin to come off, and the oil reused, while the

coal is recovered as a dry pc^wder, which is, because of its low ash, peculiarly valuable

for coal-dust firing. “

Coal Storage.—To avoid fires from spontaneous combustion of coal, H. C. Porter

of the Bureau of Mines gives the following rules: (1) Store in small piles, no part of

which is more than 8 ft. from an air-cooled surface. (2) Store only screened coal,

larger than 1 in. (3) Rehandle any part of a pile reaching 120°F. (4) Avoid through

air oirculatioft or ventilation in piles, bunkers, or bins. (5) Avoid freshly mined or

crushed coal. (6) Keep the piles away from steam pipes and other external sources

of h«at. (7) Use the oldest coal first. (8) For large stocks, procure coal of low
friability and keep breakage as low as possible.

The introduction of liquid CO 2 or of carbon tetrachloride fumes will often Check

the tendency to ignite. Storage under water is, of course, still better.

Rule 2 above is predicated on the greater surface in proportion to bulk afforded

by the fine coal for oxidation. Some authorities, however, say the best results are

obtained where suflicient fines are used to fill in between the lumps, thus avoiding

^ Boe Bokb, doal and Its Scientifio Uses,’* Irongmans, dreen 4k Co.; Hamor and Bacon, '* American
Fu©b»’* McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc.; Trans. Vol, 43, p. 612, for furtl^er particulars.

• Many , of the particlcui are far above colloidal slse, but are held suspended by the peptising agent,

dcRpite thi^r dimensions.

•C/. PBaROTT and Kihnbt, ^‘Uaboratory Studies of the Trent Process," V.8. Bw: Setia^l

2268.
; /
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air circulation. In dumping from a trestle to the ground, there will be a certain

segregation of the falling material, the coarse having a tendency to fall to the outside,

the fines to the inside. Somewhere between will be a region where the coal is of

intermediate size with a ventilating current just sufficient to obtain the maximum
rise in temperature. The segregation of falling maUirial of different sizes is the basis

of the argument against fines, rather than the size itself.

Some authorities also consi(l(^r that it is unnecessary to rehandle coal before it

reaches 150 to 160°F., rather than the 120°F. given by Porter. It is obvious that

coal storage should be so planned that no heat is added to it from the outside.

While the usual practice .s to buy coal in summer to store for winter, the opposite

procedure gives better results. Vv i^t T-storf^d coal goes into storage at a low tempera-

ture—a preventive of spontiJiieoi's combustion—and by the time summer tempera-

tures are reached the coal lias aged—also a preventive of spontaneous combustion.

This is written, of course, merely with the prevention of. spontaneous combustion in

mind and not with smoothing off the labor curve in view.

Coals of different origin and quality should be segregated in storage. The coal

piles should not be flanked with wood, and the size of the individual pile should be

such as to admit of rehandling in the course of a few days with the ordinary plant

facilities. The temperatures of the piles should be watched—a temperature inside

the pile 20° above that of the air is a sign for watchfulness, and if a temperature of

160°F. is reached the piles should be moved.



CHAPTER IX

THERMOMETRY AND PYROMETRY

By W. F. Roeser* and M. S. Van Dusen*

Ideal Temperature Scale.—The ideal or fundamental scale is known as the

thermodynamic scale,” which has been defined by Kelvin to be su(*h that “th(^

absolute^ values of two temperatures are to one another in the proportion of the heat

taken in to the heat rejected in a reversible thermodynamic engine working with a

source and refrigerator at the higher and lower of the temperatures respectively.”

The size or the magnitude of a unit degree of temperature is not a part of this defini-

tion. The unit degree of the centigrade scale is the one one-hundredth part of the

t^emperature interval from the freezing p>omt to the boiling point of pure water undtir

standard conditions (760 mm. Hg pressure). This unit is not related in a rational

way to any other physical quantity, but is purely arbitrary.

For converting temperatures from Fahrenheit to centigrade, or vic^e versa, we have

?^(F. - 32) - C.; %C. + 32 == F.

No thermometer or pyrometer makes use of the fundamental definition of the

thermodynamic scale, f.c., by measurements of heat transfer in a reversible thermo-

dynamic engine. However the International Temperature Scale [H,® unanimously

adopted in 1927 by the Seventh General Conference of Weights and Measures (repre-

senting 31 nations), is based on a number of fixed points whose location on the Kelvin

scale relative to the ice point has been determined by gas thermometers. Part I

of the text of the scale, given below, is self-explanatory. A few editorial corrections,

not affecting the scale itself, were made in 1933.

DEFINITION OF THE INTERNATIONAL TEMPERATURE SCALE

1. The thermodynamic centigrade scale, on which the temperature of melting

ice and the temperature of condensing water vapor, both under the pressure of oikj

standard atmosphere, are numbered 0 and 100°, respectively, is recognized as the

fundamental scale to which all temperature measurements should ultimately be

referable.

2. T'he experimental difficulties incident to the practical realization of the thermo-

dynamic scale have made it expedient to adopt for international use a practical scale

designated as the International Temperature Scale. This scale conforms with the

thermodynamic scale as closely as is possible with present knowledge. It is designed

to be definite, conveniently and accurately reproducible, and to provide means for

uniquely determining any temperature within the range of the scale, thus promoting

uniformity in numerical statements of temperature.

3. Temperatures on the international scale will ordinarily be designated as

but may be designated as “®C. t(Int,)*' if it is desired to emphasize the fact

that this scale is'being used. ^

i Princijial jin»taHttFgi9t, Natioaftl Bureiku of Standarda.
> Phystdili; National Bureau of Btandarda.
* Numbeta in hraokota refer to reforanoiee at end of oii^ptor.
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4. The International Temperature Scale is based upon a number of fixed and
reproducible equilibrium temperatures to which numerical values are assigned, and
upon the indications of interpolation instruments calibrated according to a specified

procedure at the fixed temperatures.

5. The basic fixed points and the numerical values assigned to them for the pres-

sure of one standard utmosphere are given in the following table, together with for-

mulasThat represent the temperature tp as a function of vapor pressure p over the

range 680 to 780 mm. of mercury.

6. Basic fixed points of 1he International Temperature Scale.

a. Temperature of equilibrium between liquid and gaseous oxygen at the

pressure of one standard atmosphere (oxygen point)

tp - f76o 4- 0.0126(p - 760) - 0.0000065(p - 760)^ -182.97
h. Temperature of equilibriam between ice and air-saturated water at

normal atmospheric pressure (ice point) 0.000

c. Temperature of equilibrium between liquid water and its vapor at the

pressure of one standard atmosphere (steam point)

ip = ^760 + 0.0367(p - 760) - 0.000023(p - 760)2 100.000

d. Temperature of equilibrium between liquid sulphur and its vapor at

the pressure of one standard atmosphere (sulphur point)

tp = ^60 4- 0.0909(p - 760) - 0.000048(p - 760)2 444. 60

«

e. Temperature of equilibrium between solid silver and liquid silver at

normal atmospheric pressure (silver point) 960.5

/. Temperature of equilibrium between solid gold and liquid gold at

normal atmospheric pressure (gold point) 1063

Standard atmospheric pressure is defined as the pressure due to a column of mer-

cury 760 mm. high, having a density of 13.5951 g. per cc., subject do a gravitational

acceleration of 980.665 cm. per sec. 2
,
and is equal to 1,013,250 dynes per sq. cm.

It is an essential feature of a practical scale of temperature that definite numerical

values shall be assigned to such fixed points as are chosen. It should be noted, how-

ever, that the last decimal place given for each of the values in the table is significant

only as regards the degree of reproducibility of that fixed point on the International

Temperature Scale. It is not to be understood that the values are necessarily known
on the Thermodynamic Centigrade Scale to the corresponding degree of accuracy.

7. The means available for interpolation lead to a division of the scale into four

parts.

a. From the ice point to 660°C. the temperature t is deduced from the resistance

Rt of a standard platinum resistance thermometer by means of the formula

Ri =*» /2o(l 4" At 4" Bt^)

The constants Ro, A, and B of this formula are to be determined by calibration at the

ice, steam, and sulphur points, respectively.

The purity and physical condition of the platinum of which the thermometer is

made should be such that the ratio RtIRo shall not be less than 1.390 for t « 100°C.

and 2.645 for t « 444.6®C.

b. From — 190°C. to the ice point, the temperature i is deduced from the resistance

Rt of a standard platinum resistance thermometer by means of the formula

Rt ^ Rp(l 4- Ae + Bt^ 4- C{t - 100)i«)

The constants Ray A, and B are to be determined as specified above, and the additional

constant C is determined by calibration at the oxygen point.
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The standard thermometer for use below 0°C. must, in addition, have a ratio

Rt/Ro less than 0.250 for t = “183°C.
c. From 660°C. to the gold point, the temperature t is deduced from the elec-

tromotive force e of a standard platinum vs. platinum-rhodium thermocouple, one

junction of which is kept at a constant temperature of 0°C. while the other is at the

temperature t defined by the formula

e — a -p ht -p cD

Th(i constaijts a, 6, and c are to be determined by calibration at the freezing point of

antimony, and at the silver and gpld point

Fig. 1.—Etched-stem thermometers

d. Above the gold point, the temperature t is determined by means of the ratio

of the intensity J2 of monochromatic visible radiation of wave length X cm., emitted

by a black body at the temperature <2 ,
to the intensity Ji of radiation of the same wave

length emitted by a black body at the gold point, by means of the formula

, C2 / 1 1 \
* X V1336 {t +273)/

The constant Ci is taken as 1 .432 cm. degrees. The equation is valid if + 273)

is less than 0.3 cm. degrees.

A list of thermometric fixed points for which values have been assigned in the

International Temperature Scale or determined accurately on that scale and which

huVe been found useful in the calibration of thermometers and pyrometers is given in

Table 1*
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MechaBical Thermometry.—Table 2 gives a classification of thermometers of this

type. In general, such instruments are not suitable for temperatures much above

600°C.

Table 2.—Culssification of Thermometees

. , , . fLaboratory or chemical. . /Etched or engraved stem
Mercury m glass (mercurial) .

. | I Enclosed scale (einschluss)

{ (

Vapor-pressure

Liquid-filled

Gas-filled
Indicating and recording.

High-range Mercurial Thermometers.[2]—Figure 1 shows some characteristic types

of etched-stera thermometers which are more extensively used than the en closed-scale

type. Type a (Fig. 1) is xised at the National Bureau of Standards as a standard for

comparison in the range 300 to 530°C. Tyjie 6 is a continuous-scale instrument used

in distillation tests and graduated in 1° intervals in the range 0 to 400°C. for total

immersion, but actually used at about 3-in. immersion. Type c is graduated in 2°

intervals for partial immersion and is used in oil testing and other industrial work.

In all such thermomett?rs the scale should include the ice- or steam-point graduation

(0 or 100°(1 or 32 or 212®F.) which is used for checking purposes. The best rnado

thermometers may not remain constant through repeated heatings, and the change

may be allowed for by observations at the ice point.

The standard type a should not be used for partial immersion with the secondary

bulb in the stem projecting into the air. This will result in large and uncertain errors.

Table 3, taken from Bureau of Standards Circular 8, 4th ed., gives some character-

istics of the better grades of laboratory thermome-

ters. Some grades of thermometers might have

smaller tolerances than those indicated.

Unprotected glass thermometers are too frail

for plant and shop and with the exception of those

having lens fronts are comparatively difficult to

read. Figure 2 illustrates the general type of

industrial thermometer, which is mounted in a

metal protecting tube with a projecting back. It

has large distinct figures and scale marks and is

provided with a threaded connection for installing

the thermometer in pipes, boilers, etc. This type

of thermometer has a considerable ^^lag,’^ f.e., its

bulb does not rapidly follow the temperatures of

the medium into which the thermometer bulb is

immersed. Unless the mounting is so made that

the bulb can be immersed to a sufficient depth,

errors may arise that differ according to the con-

struction of the protecting case, the material

surrounding the bulb, the rate of flow of heat

through this material, and the exterior conditions prevailing around the projecting

stem. Such thermometers must he standardized or calibrated under the same condi-

tions as when in use.

Bmergent-stem Correction for Mercttry^in-glass ThermoxneterSu—Unless the

thermometer is distinctly marked otherwise, it is to be assumed that it was graduated

and calibrated for the condition of total immersion, i.s., with bulb and ail that part

of the stem containing mercury at a uniform temperature. In many cases, howeyer,

Separable Soekat

Ttaia apace filled

with narfinrr* oil or

powdered grepblle

Fig. 2*r-TlnduBtrial thermometer.
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Table 3.—Tolerances for Mercurial Thermometers
Centigrade Total-immersion Laboratory Thermometers

Temperature range, deg.

Graduation

interval,

deg.

Tolerance,

deg.

Correc-

Accuracy, tions

deg. stated

to

TberiBonieters Not Graduated above 160°

0 up to 150 .1 1 or 0.5 0.5 0.1 -0.2 0.1

0 up to 150 ! : 0.2 0.4 0.02-0.05 0.02

0 up to 100 0.1 0.3
i

0.01-0.03 0.01

Thermometers Not Graduated above 300°

0 up to 100

Above 100 up to 300

0 up to 100

Above 100 up to 200

1 ^

1 or 0.5

1

/0.5
ll.O

0.1 -0.2

0.2 -0.3

1 j

0.2
10.4

10.5

0.02-0.05

0.05-0.1

0.1

0.1

0.02

0.02

'thermometers Graduated above 300°

0 up to 300
2

j

f2 0.2 -0.5

Above 300 up to 500 1 14 0.5 -1.0

0 up to 300 1

1 1 or 0 .

5

12 0.1 -0.5

Above 300 up to 500 J1 1[4 0 . 2 —0
.

5

Fahrenheit Total-immersion Laboratory Thermometers
Thermometers Not Graduated above 300°

32 up to 300 2 1 0.2 -0.5 0.2

32 up to 300 1 or 0.5 1 0.1 -0.2 0.1

32 nn to 212 0.2or 0.1 0.5 0.02-0.05 0.02*

Thermometers Not Graduated above 600°

32 up to 212
1 2 or 1 lo

0.2 -0.5
1

0.2

Above 212 up to 600

/

12 0.5 0.2

Thermometers Graduated above 600°

32 up to 600 \ 5 It
0.5 -1.0 0.5

Above 600 up to 950 /
32 up to 600 \ 2 or 1

17

h
1 -2

0.2 -1.0
0.5

Q 2

Above 600 up to 950/ 16 0.5 -1.0
j

0.2

Centigrade Partial-immersion Thermometers
Thermometers Not Graduated above 150°

0 up to 150 . lor 0,5 1.0 0.1 -0.5 0.1
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Table 3.—Tolerances for Mercurial Thermometers.—(Continued)

Temperature range, deg.

Graduation

interval,

deg.

Tolerance,

deg.

Accuracy,

deg.

Correc-

tions

stated

to

Thermometers Not Graduated above 300°

0 up to 100 1 1.0 0.1 -0.3 0.1

Above 100 up to 300 1 1.5 0.5 -1.0 0.2

Thermometers Graduated above 300°

0 up to 300 2 or 1 2.5 0.5 -1 0.5

Above 300 up to 500 2 or 1 5 1 -2 0.5

Fahrenheit Partial-immersion Thermometers
Thermometers Not Graduated above 300°

32 up to 300 2 or 1 2 0.2 -1.0 0.2

Thermometers Not Graduated above 600°

32 up to 212 2 or 1 2 0.2 -0.5 0.2

Above 212 up to 600 2 or 1 3 1 - 2 i 0.5

Thermometers Graduated above 600°

32 up to 600 5 or 2 5.0 1 -2 1

Above 600 up to 950 5 or 2 10 2 -3 1

thermometers are used with part of the mercury in the stem extending outside the

bath in which the bulb is immersed. In such cases, an emergent-stem correction

should be applied, which can be calculated from the equation

Correction * 0.00016N(r — t) for centigrade thermometers
Correction =* 0.00009A^(2’ — t) for Fahrenheit thermometers

in which 0.00016 or 0.00009 is the apparent coefficient of expansion of mercury in

glass, N is the number of degrees emergent from the bath, T is the bath temperature,

and. i if the average temperature of the mergent column. It will be rioted that the

sign of the correction is found from the formula; e.g., if a relatively high temperature

is being measured, T — t will be positive, and the correction will be positive, indicating

that the observed reading is too low and should be increased to the amount of the

calculated correction.

Partial-immersion Thermometers.—To avoid the necessity of applying a correc-

tion for the emergent stem, so-called partial-immersion thermometers'^ are exten-

sively used, which are pointed and calibrated to read, as nearly as possible, correct

temperatures when immersed to a definite mark on the scale, e,g.^ 3 in. above the

bottom of the bulb. The indications of suefh thermometers are obviously influenoed

to some extent by the temperatures outside the bath.

$ach thermometers should be marked in. immersion*' or its equivalent,

and should be provided with a mark on the stem to indmate the depth of imptersioh.
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The reliability of corrections determined for partial-immersion thermometers is

necessarily somewhat less than that of the corrections for total-immersion ther-

mometers, but this does not by any means imply that, if both thermometers are used

with partial immersion, mor(‘ accurate results will necessarily be obtained with the

total-immersion t}i(?rmom(‘ter.

For ^^eneral laboratory use, the partial-immersion thermometer has some very"'

evident advantages. In (ihoosing the type to be preferred for any one kind of measure-
ment, it is necessary to deride whether the possible errors incident to the use of a
partial-immersion thermometer are larger than are permissible, and whether it is

worth while to use a total-imine’-sion therniometer under conditions approximating

total immersion or, if the 1 . >tal-iniinersion thermometer must be used with a con-

siderable portion of the sten; en ergent, to make an accurate determination of the

stem correction. The magnitude of the possible error due to the use of a partial-

immersion thermometer is best illustrated by an example.

Suppose a partial-immersion thermometer to have been standardized in a certain

type of bath so that for a hath temperature of 300°C. the average temperature of the

300°C. length of emtirgent stem was 40° and that it is later used to measure the tem-

perature of another bath at 300°. Under the most markedly different conditions,

the average stem temperature could hardly differ by more than 50° from that which

prevailed -during the standardization of the thermometer. For this possible difference

in mean stem temperatures in the two cases, the resulting difference in the indications

of the thermometer (error as used) would be

0.00016 X 300(50) 2.4°

In computing this error for a Fahrenheit thermometer, Fahrenheit temperatures

are used, and 0.00009 is substituted for 0.00016. hixeept under very unusual con-

ditions, the error under consideration would be hardly more than half that calculated

above, or, in round numbers, about 1°.

Consider next the accuracy attainable by the use of a total-immersion thermometer

likewise used with 300° of the mercury column emergent from the bath. If the aver-

age stem is actually 40° as before, the total stem correction is

0.00016 X 300(300 ~ 40) = 12.5°

It is at once evident that totally neglecting this stem correction will introduce an
error many times as large as could possibly result from the use of a partial-immersion

thermometer. If, on the other hand, the necessary care is taken to determine accu-

rately the large stem correction, under the above conditions of use of the total-immer-

sion thermometer, this stem correction could be determined to an accuracy of at

least 0.5°, corresponding to an accuracy of about 10° in determining the average stem

temperature, and in that case a somewhat higher accuracy could be attained with

the use of a total-immersion thermometer. If, however, the stem corrections were

determined by hanging an auxiliary thermometer beside the stem, the reading of this

thermometer might differ considerably more than 10° from the average temperature

of the stem, and the resulting error in the determination of the stem correction might

exceed 1°, which is comparable with the error incident to the use of a partial-immersion
,

thermometer. At lower temperatures, the case is slightly less favorable to the partial

immersion thermometer, because a large part of the possible error in its use is due to

differences in the temperature of 'the laboratory in different seasons.

Sources of Error in High-temperature Mercurial Thermometers.—Aside from the

error %at may be introduced in the use of ^h-temperature mercurial thermoineters

by a l^ure to observe the proper con4itidn of immersion, there are two common
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sources of error that can be attributed to actual defects in the manufacture of the

instrument. These are (1) insufficient pressure above the mercury to prevent a

separation of the mercury column, and (2) improper or insufficient annealing for use

at high temperature. This latter defect may result in a rise of the reading with

continued heating amoimting to as much as 20°C., in extreme cases.

In discussing the question of filling under pressure, it may be noted that experi-

ments have shown that even for use as low as 150°C. the filling under pressure of that

part of the capillary above the column with an inert gas such as nitrogen is desirable.

The pressure that must exist above the surface of the mercury to prevent separation

of the mercury column varies with the temperature. The required pressure may be

anywhere from 1 to 20 atm.

The failure to fill high-temperature thermometers under the proper pressure is

often the cause of large errors. This defect can be detected sometimes by the broken

appearance of the mercury column, but often the column breaks in a part of the stem

which is not visible, and the defect is not detected. Drops

of Hg distilled into the top are not a sure or even a good

indication of insufficient pressure.

Improper annealing can be detected only by checking the

indications of the instruments from time to time. Labora-

tories usually have facilities for checking the reading either in

melting ice or in steam or perhaps comparing the ther-

mometers from time to time with a thermometer that has an

ice point on its scale. Industrial thermometers should also be

tested for this source of error, although for this type annealing

changes due to heating are not likely to be of importance

below 300°C.

Indicating and Recording Thermometers.—Dial-type indi-

cating thermometers may or may not be distance reading,

i.e.y so constructed as to allow the indicator to be placed at

some distance from the bulb. A distance-reading indicating

thermometer is shown in Fig. 3. A recording thermometer
employs a mechanism for making a continuous record of

temperatures on a suitable chart. Indicating and recording

thermometers may be divided into three general classes:

electrical, pressure, and bimetallic.* Electrical thermometers
will be discussed in later seictions (Thermocouples, Resistance Thermometers).

Bimetallic thermometers utilize the differential thermal expansion of two different

metals suitably joined. The temperature-sensitive elemeiit of a bimetallic ther-

mometer consists of two strips of metal having different coefficients ^of expansion,

welded'or brazed together all along their length. If such a composite strip is wound
into a helix, changes in temperature will produce a turning moment which can be
communicated to a dial by appropriate mechanism. Numerous other thermometric
devices depending on the thermal expansion of

.
solids have been devised, but have not

come into general use.

^essure thermometers comprise a bulb containing a liquid or gas, or both, con-

nected by means of capillary tubing to some form of pressure gauge. The pressure

under which a vapor-pressure thermometer operates is a function of the temperature
of the bulb only, provided the free surface of the liquid is always in the bulb. The
liquid selected to cover a given temperature range should have sufficient pressure at

the lower temperatures in order to avoid the necessity of using delicate pressure gauges
and mechjinisms to indicate temperatures. Vapor-pressure thermometers are hot
well adapted to cover large temperature ranges on a single instrument, since the
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will be very much compressed in the lower part of the range. The maximum tem-
perature to which the liquid used in a vapor-pressure thermometer will be heated

should not exceed its critical temperature. In general, the useful range for a given

Table 4.—Characteristics of Pressure Thermometers

Designation

Material

available for

filling

Approximate

temperature

range, °C.

Scale

Vapor-pressure

Y^^jthyl ether

1 Ethyl alcohol

j
Benzene

VAniline

40-190

80-240

80-280

200-425

Unevenly divided

Unevenly divided

Unevenly divided

Unevenly divided

Liquid-filled 1
Alcohol Up-200 Evenly divided

1 Mercury Up-550 Evenly divided

Gas-filled Nitrogen Up-425 Evenly divided

liquid is included lietween its boiling point at atmospheric pressure and its critical

temperature.

The initial pressure and the pressure range of a liquid- or gas-filled thermometer

are adapted to the characteristics of the gauge used and the temperature range. Since

the increase in pressure with temperature is

approximately the same over the entire

scale, the temperature scale is evenly divid-

ed. The pressures in liquid- or gas-filled

thermometers are made relatively high to

ensure a rugged gauge me(^hanism. Table

4 gives some characteristics of vapor-pres-

SU’re and liquid- or gas-filled industrial

thermometers.

The action of the vapor-pressure ther-

mometer depends on the fact that the pres-

sure inside the thermometer is determined

solely by the temperature of the free surface

of the liquid. It follows, therefore, that the

thermometer must be so constructed that

one free surface is always in the bulb. If

this condition is fulfilled, the reading of the

instrument will not be sensibly affected by
changes in the temperature of the gauge and
capillary, but it may be affected by the

hydrostatic pressure of the liquid in the capillary unless all parts are at the same

leyel.

This is a decided advantage over other types, if the connecting tubing and gauge

are both to be subjected to considerable changes in temperature. On the other hand,

if the vapor-pressure thermometer is not filled properly, i.e., if the proportion Of

liquid is too great or too small as compared with the volume of the bulb, capillary,

aud gauge, large and uncertain errors may be introduced. As an example, take the

condition met with in the use of high-temperature vapor-pressure thermometers.

Fig. 4.—A defective vapor-pressure ther-

mometer.
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The bulb is usually much hotter than the capillary, so if the liquid only partly fills the

capillary, and there is no liquid in the bulb, the capillary will contain the free surface

of the liquid and the temperature indicated will be that of the portion of the capillary

containing the free surface of the liquid as shown in Fig. 4. This temperature, which

may be several hundred degrees lower than that of the bulb, will be indicated instead

of the true temperature of the bulb.

Gas- and liquid-filled thermometers are entirely filled with either the liquid or the

gas. The expansion of the liquid or gas in the bulb is transmitted through capillary

tubing to a pressure gauge. These instruments are subject to error if the gauge and

capillary are heated or cooled to temperatures differing from those under which they

were calibrated. This error may be made negligible in many instances by reducing

the volume of the capillary and gauge as compared with that of the bulb, or by using

a compensatbr in the gauge and capillary.

On account of the mechanical construction of pressure thermometers, with regard

to both the mechanism for indicating and recording and the necessity for using com-

paratively large and heavy bulbs, the accuracy that can be secured with this type

of thermometer is lower than that obtained with mercury-in-glass thermometers.

As with industrial thermometers, the conditions under which the instruments are

originally calibrated must agree with those of use if errors are to be avoided with

certainty. The greatest error is introduced, perhaps, when such instruments are

calibrated in a liquid and are used to measure the temperature of a gas.

Thermoelectric Thermometers.^—A thermocouple is fundamentally a pair of

dissimilar electrical conductors joined together at one end. The measurement of

temperature by means of a thermocouple depends upon the fact that a thermal

e.m.f. is developed in a thermocouple when the junction of the two wires is at a tem-

perature different from that of the other ends. In any given circuit containing any

number of dissimilar metals, the algebraic sum of the thermoelectromotive forces

generated is a function only of the temperatures of the junctions. Consequently,

if all but one of the junctions of such a given circuit are maintained at some constant

reference temperature, the e.m.f. developed in the circuit is a function of the tempera-

ture of that junction only. Therefore, by the proper calibration of such a device, it

may be used to measure temperatures.

A thermoelectric thermometer is a device for measuring temperatures by utilizing

the thermoelectric effects. In its simplest form, it consists of a thermocouple of two
dissimilar metals that develop an e.m.f. when the junctions are at different tempera-

tures and an instrument for measuring the e.m.f. developed by the thermocouple,

connected together as shown in Fig, 6.

As long as the instrument is at essentially a uniform temperature, all the junctions

in the instrument including the termmals will be at the same temper^cture, and the

resultant thermal e.m.f. developed in the circuit is not modified by including the

instrument. If the reference junction is maintained at some reference temperature,

such as 0’*C., the e.m.f. developed by the thermocouple can be determined as a function

of the temperature of the measuring junction. The device can then be used for

measuring temperatures. It is not necessary to maintain the reference junction at

t^ #ame temperature during use as during calibration. However, the tempera-

ture of the reference junction in each case must be known*. For example, let the

curve in Fig. fi be the relation between the e.m.f. E and temperature t for a particular

thermocouple with the reierence junction at 0°C. Suppose the device is used to meas-

ure some temperature and an e.m.f. E^ is observed when the reference junction is

^ The part of the diaouaslon of thermocouples was taken from a papef by W., F, Hoeser, Jouf,

AppUod Vok It, p. 888, 1940. Also published in *' Temperature~“lts Measurement ahd Qontrol
in Bcienoe and Industry/* Heinhold Publishing Corporatiou, New York.
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at 30°C. We may add the observed e.m.f. Ex to E^q (the e.m.f. given by the ther-

mocouple when one junction is at 0" and the other at 30°C.) and obtain from the curve

the true temperature Ia of the measuring junction. Certain types of instruments

which are used with thermo(;ouples in the manner shown in Fig. 5 are such that they

can be adjusted manually for changes in the reference junction temperature and the

e.m.f. Ea read directly on the instrument.

MEASURING
JUNCTION '

METAL A .REFERENCE
* JUNCTION

Fio. 5.—Simple thermoelectric thermometer.

E

Fig. 6.~r-Corrections for variations in the temperature of the reference junction.

Inasmuch as the curves giving the relation between e.m.f. and temperature are

not, in general, straight lines, equal increments of temperature do not correspond to

equal increments of e.m.f.

In many cases, the thermocouple is connected to the instrument by means of

copper leads as shown in Fig, 7.

If the junctions C and C' are maintained at the same temperature, which is usually

the case, the circuit shown in Fig. 7 is equivalent to that shown in Fig. 5. If the

junctions C and C" are not haaintained at the same temperature, the resultant thermal
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e.m.f. in the circuit will depend not only on the thermocouple materials and the

temperature of the measuring junction, but also on the temperatures of these junctions

and the thermoelectric properties of copper against each of the individual wires.

Such a condition should be, and usually is, avoided.

Circuits such as shown in Figs. 5 and 7 are used extensively in laboratory work

where it is usually convenient to maintain the reference junctions either at 0°C. by
placing them in glass tubes inserted in a thermos bottle filled with cracked or shaved

ice and distilled water, or at some other conveniently controlled temperature.

k'lG. 7. ““Thermoelectric thermometer with copper leads from thermotjouple to iustrument.

In most commercial installations where it is not convenient to maintain the

reference junctions at some constant temperature, each thermocouple wire is con-

nected to the instrument with a lead of essentially the same chemical composition

and thermoelectric characteristics as the thermocouple wire, in the manijer shown in

Fig. 8. This is equivalent to using a thermocouple with the reference junctions at

the instrument terminals. Leads that have the same thermoelectric characteristics

as the thermocouple wires are called ‘^extension leads. In most installations of

this nature, the instrument is equipped with an automatic reference junction com-
pensator which automatically changes the indication of the instrument to compensate

Fio. 8.—Thermoelectric thermometer with extension leads.

for changes in the temperature of the reference junctions, thus eliminating the neces-

sity of measuring or controlling the reference junction temperature. Such automatic
devices ^re usually part of the instrument, and in such cases the reference junctions

should located in or at the instrument or at some point that is at the same tempera-
ture as the instrument.

In some cases where expensive thermocouple wires are used, extension lead wires

of less e^^pensive materials are available which give practically the same temperature-
e.m.f. relation as the thermocouple over a limited temperature range, usually 0 to

lOO^Ci Although the combined leads give practically the same temperature-e.m.f.

relation as th^ thermocouple wires, the individual lead wires are not identical thermo-
electrically with the thermocouple wires to which they are attached, and therefore

/ f', ' '

. -

,
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the two junctions where the loads are attached to the thermocouples (C and (V in

Fig. 8) should be kept at the same temperature. This is not necessary in the case

of thermocouples where each lead and each thermocouple wire to which it is attached

are of the same material.

Types of Thermocouples.—Although a thermal e.m.f. is developed when the

j unctions of any two dissimilar metals are maintained at different temperatures, only

certain combinations of metals have been found suitable for use in the measurement

of temperatures.

The combinations of nu tals and alloys extensively used as thermocouples for the

measurement of temperatures in this country are listed in Table 5, together with the

temperature ranges in which they ftrc generally used and the maximum temperature

at which they can be used k>r short periods. The period of usefulness of a ther-

mocouple depends upon such factors as the temperature, diameter of wires, accuracy

required, and conditions und(‘r wdiich it is used.

Table 5.—Types of Thermocouples and Temperature Ranges in Which They
Are Used

Type of thermocouple

Usual temperature range
Maximum

temperatures

°C. °F.

j

°F.

Platinum to platinum-rhodium 0-14.50 0-2C50 1700 3100

Chromel-P to alumel -200-1200 -300-2200 1350 2450

Iron to constantan -200- 750 -300-1400 1000 1800

Copper to constantan -200- 350 -300- 650 600 1100

There are two types of platinum to platinum-rhodium thermocotiples used in this

country, the platinum to 90 platinum-10 rhodium and the platinum to 87 platinum-13

rhodium. These thermocouples develop, at high temperatures, 10 to 14 microvolts

per °C. as compared with 40 to 55 for the other thermocouples listed in Table 5.

The platinum 'to platinum-rhodium thermocouples at temperatures from about 400

to 1600°C. being more stable than any other combination of metals are used (1) for

defining the International Temperature Scale from 660°C. to the freezing point of

gold, 1063°C. (only the platinum to 90 platinum-lO rhodium thermocouple is used

for this purpose)
; (2) for very accurate temperature measurements from 400 to 1500°C.

;

and (3) for temperature measurements where the lower melting point materials cannot

be used. They are not suitable for temperature measurements below 0°C. because

the thermoelectric power (dE/dT) is only about 5 microvolts per °C. at 0°C. and
decreases to zero at about --138®C.

The nominal composition of the chrbmel-P alloy is 90 per cent nickel and 10 per

C/ent chromium. Alumel contains approximately 95 per cent nickel, with aluminum,
silicon, and manganese making up the other 5 per cent. Chromel-P-alumel ther-

mocouples, being more resistant to oxidation than the other base-metal thermocouples

listed in Table 6, are generally more satisfactory than the other base-metal ther-

mocouples for temperature measurements from about 650 to 1200°C. (1200 to 2200°F.).

The life of a No. 8 gauge (0.128 in.) Chromel-P-alumel thermocouple is about 1000 hr.

in air at about 1150®C. (2100'’F.),

Constantan waf originally the name applied to copper-nickel alloys with a very

sm^ll temperature cpefficient of resistance but it has now become a general name that
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covers a group of alloys containing 60 to 45 per cent copper and 40 to 55 per cent

nickel (with or without small percentages of manganese, iron, and carbon), because

all the alloys in this range of composition have a very small temperature coefficient of

resistance. Constantan thus includes the alloys made in this country under such

trade names as Advance (Ideal), Copel, Copnic, Cupron, etc., most of which contain

approximately 55 per cent copper and 45 per cent nickel.

Iron-constantan thermocouples give a slightly higher e.m.f. than the other basc-

metal thermocouples in Table 5. They are extensively used at temperatures below

about 760‘'C. (1400'^F.). The life of a No. 8 gauge iron-constantan thermocouple is

about 1000 hr. in air at about 760°O. (1400°F.).

Copper-conStantan thermocouples are generally used for accurate temperature

measurements below about 350”C. (660°F.). They are not suitable for much higher

temperatures in air because of the oxidation of the copper.

Combinations of metals other than those listed in Table 5 are sometimes used for

special purposcjs. For example, at temperatures above --200°C. (~300°F.) chrOinel-

P-constantan gives a thermal e.m.f. per degree somewhat greater than that of any

of the thermocouples listed in Table 5 and is sometimes used when the greater e.m.f.

is required. Graphite to silicon carbide has been recommended [3] for temperatures

up to 1800°C. (3300°F.) and for certain applications in steel plants.

Reproducibility of Thermocouples.—One of the first requirements of thermoelec-

tric pyrometers for general industrial use is that the scales of the instruments shall

be graduated to read temperature directly. Although the indications of the measuring

instruments used with thermocouples depend on the resultant e.m.f. developed in the

circuit, the scale of the instrument can be graduated in degrees of temperature by
incorporating a definite temperature-e.m.f. relation into the graduation of the scale.

The temperature can then be read directly if ’the temperature-e.m.f. relation of the

thermocouple is identical with that incorporated in the scale of the instrument.

All the thermocouples that have the same nominal composition do not give

identical relations between e.m.f. and temperature. As a matter of fact, in rhost

cases, two samples of metal that are identical as far as can be determined by chemical

methods are not identical thermoelectrically. This is due, in part, to the fact that

the thermoelectric properties of a metal depend to some extent on the physical con-

dition of the metal.

It is not practicable to calibrate the scale of an instrument in accordance with the

temperature-e.m.f. relation of a particular thermocouple and to change the scale each

time the thermocouple is replaced. Consequently, the scales of such instruments

are calibrated in accordance with a particular temperature-e.m.f. relation which is

considered representative of the type of thermocouple, and new thermocouples are

purchased or selected to approximate the particular temperature-e.m.f. I'elation.

If the temperature-e.m.f. relations of various thermocouples of the same type are

not very nearly the same, corrections must be applied to the readings of the indicator,

and the corrections will be different for each thermocouple. When several ther-

mocouples are operated with one indicator, and when thermocouples are frequently

renewed, the application of these corrections becomes very troublesome. For
extr^e accuracy-, it is always necessary to apply such corrections, but for most
industrial processes thermocouples can be manufactured or selected with tempera-

ture-e.m.f. relations that are so nearly the same that the corrections become negligibly

small.

The accuracy with which the various types of thermocouple materials can he

selected and matched to give a particular temperature-e.m:f. relation depends on the

materials and the degree to which the temperaturo-e.m.f. relation is characteristic

of the rnatemls available. The difference in the temperature-e.mi. relations of new
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platinum to platinum-rhodium thermocouples available in this country rarely exceed

4 to 6®C. at temperatures up to 1200°C. Consequently, there is no difficulty in select-

ing a relation between e.m.f. and temperature that is adequately characteristic of

these thermocouples. The temperature-e.m.f. relations used in this cotintry for

platinum to platinum-rhodium thermocouples are such that new thermocouples which
yield these relations within 2 or 3°C. up to 1200°C. are readily available*

The differences in the ternperature-e.m.f . relations of base-metal thermocouples of

any one type are so large that the selection of a temperature-e.m.f. relation that might

be considered (characteristic of the type of thermocouple is difficult and more or less

arbitrary. The relations generiilly used for some of these thermocouples by some
manufacturers have been changed tn m time to time because of differences introduced

in the thermoelectric properties of the materials by variations in raw materials and

methods of manufacture, however, the relations in use at the present time are such

that materials can generally be selected and matched to yield the adopted relations

with an accuracy of about ±3“C. up to 400®C. and to ±% per cent at hightir tem-

peratures. In special cases, materials may be selected to yield the adopted relations

within 2 or 3“C, for limited temperature ranges.

Temperature-e.m.f. Relations.—Corresponding values of temperature and e.m.f.

that are considered characteristic of the various types of thermocouph^s are given in

Table 6. More detailed tables will be foimd in the references given. As far as we
know, the corresponding values given for platinum to 90 platinum~10 rhodium,

platinum to 87 platinum-13 rhodium, and chromel-P-alumel thermocouples are more
or less standard and are the only ones used in this country for these types of ther-

mocouples. The temperature-e.m.f. relations of chromel-P-alumel thermocouples

have been fairly well controlled because these materials are manufactured primarily

with controlled thermoelectric properties for thermocouples by only one company.

The values for iron-constantan headed A were determined at the National Bureau

of Standards a few years ago as being characteristic of the iron and constantan

generally available at that time. The values for iron-constantan headed B have

been used by certain pyrometer manufacturers for a number of years and presumably

are characteristic of the materials available at the time the corresponding values

were determined. Owing to the differences in the thermoelectric properties of differ-

ent lots of iron and constantan, materials must be selected and properly matched in

order to obtain a thermocouple that will approximate a selected temperature-e.m.f.

relation for this type of thermocouple.

Until recent years, copper-constantan thermocouples were used primarily for

accurate measurements at temperatures below about 350®C., and in such cases it is

customary to calibrate each thermocouple or lot of wire and use an instrument cali-

brated in millivolts. However, in recent years, there has been an increasing demand
for directz-reading instruments for use with copper-constantan therihocouples. There

are large differences in the temperature-e.m,f. relations of copper-constantan ther-

mocouples, and consequently the materials must be selected in order to obtain ther-

mocouples that will yield any specified temperature-e.m.f. relation. No difficulty

has been encountered in obtaining thermocouples that will give very closely the

temperature-e.m.f, relation given in Table 6.

Instruments.—Instruments used to measure the e.m.f. developed by thermocouples

or to indicate the temperature of the measuring junction of a thermocouple may be

divided into two general classes: (1) those operating on the galvanometric principle,

Such as ordinary millivoltmeters; and (2) those operating upon the potentiometric

pmeiple. At one time, there was considerable interest in a class of instruments that

bpsrate upon a combination of the galvanometric and potentiometric principles, but

^t tbe i^esent time thsre api^ara to be no place or demand for such instruments^
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Table 6.—Cokrespondino Values of Temperature and E.m.f. for Various Types

OF Thermocouples

Temp., 90 Pt~10 Rh
to Pt, 14] mv.

[

87 Pt~13 Rh
to Pt, [4] mv.

Chromel-P to

alumel, [5]

mv.

Fe to

constantan Cu to

constantan,

[8] mv.A, [6]

mv.
B, [7]

mv.

-200 -5.75 -8.27 -5.539
-100 -3.49 -4.82 -3.349

0 0.000 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.000

+100 0.643 0.646 +4.10 +5.40 +5.28 +4.276
200 1.436 1.464

i

8.13 10.99 10.78 9.285

300 2.315 2.394
i

12.21 16.56 16.30 14.859

400 3.250 3.398 16.39 22.07 21 .82 20.865

500 4.219
j

4.454 20.64 27.58 27.39

600 5.222 5.561 24.90 33.27 33.16

700 6.260 6.720 29.14 39.30 39.19 [

800 7.330 7.927 33 31 45.72 45.48

900 8.434 9.177 37.36 52.29 51.82

1000 9.569 10.470 41.31 58.22 58.16

1100 10.736 11.811 45.14 64.50

1200 11.924 13.181 48.85

1300 13.120 14.562 52,41

1400 14.312 15.940 55.81

1500 15.498 17.316

1600 16.674 18.679

1700 17.841 20.032
i

Millivoltmeters.—A millivoltmeter consists of a coil of wire suspended between

the poles of a permanent magnet so that the coil is free to move. A pointer is attached

to the coil and moves over a scale graduated in millivolts or in degrees. Leads from

the thermocouple are connected to the terminals of the coil, usually through a series

resistance, and the e.m.f. generated in the thermocouple circuit sends a current through

the coil, causing it to deflect in the magnetic field. The magnitude of the deflection

depends on the current through the coil which, in turn, depends on the e.m.f. generated

by the thermocouple and the resistance of the circuit.

The current / In the circuit is given by

r _ E
^ Ra^R.

where E is the resultant e.m.f. in the circuit, Rg the resistance of the millivoltmeter

(including series resistance, if any), and Rx the resistance of the thermocouple and
leads. The potential difference Eg across the terminals of the instrument is given by

Eg
R,

J^g
E

Millivoltmeters are ordinarily calibrated to indicate ^ correctly when connected iu a

thermocou|fle and leads of combined resfetance Any change then in either Eg
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or Rx causes a change in the indications of the instrument. Inasmuch as instruments

are frequently used with more than one thermocouple and inasmuch as Rx varies with

the temperature and the amount of the wire heated, it is desirable to make Rg large

compared with Rx or at least to variations in Rx- However, this cannot be accom-

plished in most instances because the design of a millivoltineter for any particular

service is a compromise between sensitivity and ruggedness, which to a large extent

determines the resistance.
.
Millivoltmeters with a resistance of much over 600 ohms

are extremely delicate and cannot be used in many locations. In order to obtain the

ruggedness required, it is m^cessary in some instances to make Rg as low as 12 or 15

ohms. This means that variations in the resistance of the circuit have an appreciable

effect on the indications of the inst|u nent. Owing to these inherent sources of error,

millivoltmeters are not exreijsive^y used at the present time.

Potentiometers.—The fundan>ental principle of the potentiometer may be seen

by referring to Fig. 9. The urrent from a service cell, which may be a dry cell or a

storage cell, passes through the main circuit composed of a series of fixed resistors and

can be adjusted by a variable rheostat. The relative values of the fixed resistors and
the magnitude of the current determine the range of the instrument. By means
of a switch, either the standard cell or the thermocouple can be connected to the main

circuit and its voltage balanced, through a galvanometer, against an equal voltage

drop developed in a portion of the main circuit. The potential drop across the

various fixed resistors is made to correspond to definite and reproducible values of

voltage by adjusting the current to some standard value.

To standardize the battery current, the switch EC is closed and the current

adjusted until the potential drop across the resistor LO is equal to the e.m.f. of the

standard cell. The e.m.f. of the thermocouple can then be determined by closing

the TC switch and moving the contact K until the potential drop in the resistors in the

main circuit from 0 to K Is equal to the e,m.f. of the thermocouple. The potential

drop from 0 to if is read on some suitable scale. The resistors included between 0
and M may be made up of fixed coils, a slide wire, or a combination of the two.

The galvanometer has no measuring function but serves solely to indicate zero

efitrent jn its branch of the circuit. As there is no current through the galvanometer

ahd timmocouple when a balance is obtained, the reading of the potentiometer is
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independent of the resistance of the thermocouple circuit. However, large changes

in this resistance affect the precision of balancing, because as the resistance is increased

the sensitivity of ’response of the galvanometer is decreased and the greater is the

change in c.m.f. required to produce a perceptible deflection of the galvanometer.

It is therefore advisable to keep the resistance of the thermocouple and leads within

reasonable limits as determined by the characteristics of the galvanometer.

There are several important advantages in the potentiometer method. The scab)

is easily made very open, thus permitting precise readings if a suitable galvanometer

is used. The accuracy of the potentiometer is in no way dependent upon the con-

stancy of magnets, springs, or jewel bearings, nor upon the level of the instrument.

Insofar as temperature measurements with thermocouples are concerned, the gr(;atest

advantages are the accuracy and the complete elimination of any error due to ordinary

changes in the resistance of the thermocouple and leads. The objections to the

pot^tiometer are its higher initial cost and the fact that, except for automatic instru-

ments, a manual adjustment must be made to obtain a reading. In the recording

and controlling potentiometer equipment, however, all the various manipulations

may be performed automatically even to the standardizing of the battery current.

Potentiometers are used for practically all laboratory work where the highest

accuracy is required. At the present time, the large part of the instruments in

industrial use operate upon the potcntiometric principle.

The scales of inillivoltmeters or potentiometers may be calibrated either in milli-

volts or in degrees of temperature for a particular type of thermocouple. Either

type of instrument can be made automatically recording and can be equipped with

devices for automatically controlling the temperature of a process or furnace.

Inasmuch as the e.m.f. developed by a thermocouple depends upon the tem-

perature of the reference junctions as well as upon the temperature of the measuring

junction, corrections must be made for changes in the reference-junction temperature

unless they are automatically taken care of by the instrument. If properly calibrated,

an ordinary millivoltmeter will indicate the temperature of the measuring junction,

if the pointer of the indicator is set to read the reference-junction temperature on
open circuit. If the reference-junction temperature is nearly constant, this adjust-

ment may be made conveniently by hand. However, if this junction is subject to

frequent temperature changes, it is advisable to locate the reference junctions at the

instrument and use an instrument that automatically changes the indication to

compensate for changes in the reference-junction temperature. In the case of milli-

voltmeters, this is accomplished automatically by attaching a properly adjusted

bimetallic spring to the control spring of the moving coil. If an instrument is equipped

with an automatic reference-junction compensator for one type of thermocouple,

it should not be used with other types of thermocouples, nor shoxild it be used in any
case unl^ the reference junctions are located at the instrument.

Potentiometers for industrial use are usually provided with an automatic reference-

junction compensator or in special cases a hand-operated compensator. A hand-

operated compensator is an adjustable resistor, having a scale graduated in milli-

volts or in degrees, which the operator sets to correspond with the observed reference^

juncti^ temperature. This operation is equivailent to moving the fixed end of the

thermocouple circuit (point 0, Fig. 9) to a point corresponding with the reference-

junction temperature. For use with any one type of thermocouple, the compensator
may include a nickel coil which varies in resistance as the temperature changes and
thus compensates automatically for changes in the reference-junction temperatnre.

An instrument so equipped is usually calibrated directly degrees of temperature.

Althoi^gh it is usuS.lly at the instrument, an automatic compensator can be located

wherever d^ired. Lead wires from the thermocouple to the compimsator location
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ill any case must have the same thermoelectric characteristics as the thermocouple
wires.

Protection Tubes.—One of the reasons why the materials listed in T(^ble 5 have
come into common use for thermocouples is that they are reasonably stable thermo-
electrically when heated in a clean oxidizing atmosphere. The standards of per-

formance that are generally accepted for the various combinations of thermocouple
materials are based on their performance in air. Although it has not been shown that

a reducing atmosphere, in itself, necessarily contaminates or alters the thermoelectric

properties of thermocouple materials, it is nevertheless generally observed that

exposure of thermocouples M such atmospheres is accompanied by contamination or

changes in the chemical compbs tioi which seriously alter the thermoelectric proper-

ties. In order to obtain thi, f>est performance of thermocouples, it appears necessary

to maintain them in an atmosphere having essentially the same composition as air.

Consequently, the selection of a proper protection tube, which will protect the

thermocouple from vapors, fumes, or furnace gases, is sometimes as important as the

selection of the thermocouple materials.

Changes in thermoelectric characteristics result from causes such as the following;

1. Metals (solid, liquid, or vapor) coming into contact with the thermocouple

materials and altering their chemi(!al composition.

2. Furnace gases and fumes coming into contact with the thermocouple materials.

Sulphur and sulphur compounds are particularly deleterious.

3. Materials normally stable in an oxidizing atmosphere coming into contact

with the thermocouples in a reducing atmosphere. One common cause of contamina-

tion, which is serious in the case of rare-metal thermocouples, is the reduction of silica

(usually present in insulating and ceramic protection tubes) to silicon which readily

combines with the thermocouple materials.

4. Preferential oxidation and reduction of base-metal alloys exposed alternately

to oxidizing and reducing atmospheres. This results in a gradual (change in chemical

composition, because all the elements that comprise an alloy are not oxidized and
reduced at the same rates under all conditions.

Many types of protection tubes are required in order to meet all needs. In many
cases, the conditions under which thermocouples are used are such that two tubes

are required to provide the desired protection. For instance, a primary tube of

porcelain or fused silica may be placed inside a secondary tube of metal, silicon car-

bide, or fire clay. The primary tube of low volatility is intended to provide imper-

viousness to gases at high temperatures, and the secondary tube to provide resistance

to thermal and mechanical shock and to corrosion.

In thus providing protection for the thermocouple, however, one should not lose

sight of the fact that a thermocouple can perform its function only when the condi-

tions of heat transfer are such that the measuring junction approaches the tempera-

ture to bo measured within the accuracy desired. When a tube of large cross section

or more than one tube is used, particularly if the tubes have a high thermal con-

ductance, it should be carefully considered whether the depth of immersion is sufficient

to ensure that the temperature of the thermocouple junction is reasonably close to the

temperature to be measured. Short thick-waUed tubes may cool the junction so

much that the indications are comparatively worthless.

Platinum to platinum-rhodium thermocouples are particularly susceptible to

contamination and should be protected by ceramic tubes which are impervious to

gases and vapors at all operating temperatures. Metal protection tubes usually

provide sufficient protection for base-metal thermocouples. The oxide coatings on

the thermocouple wires are fairly effective in protecting the wires from contamination

by metnMw vapors. Metal tubes that provide sufficient protection in an oxidizing
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atmosphere may be entirely unsatisfactory if large amounts of furnace gases are

present. In some installations, it has been found advisable to ventilate the interior

of the protection tube with a slow stream of air in order to minimize the deleterious

effects of furnace gases.

The primary ceramic tubes, which meet most requirements of stability and

imperviousness to gases, are highly refractory porcelain, sometimes called Sillimanite

or Mullite for temperatures up to about 1550°C. (2800°F.); fused silica for tempera-

tures up to about 1050°C. (1900°F.) in an oxidizing atmosphere; and Pyrex glass for

temperatures up to about 600°C. (1100°F.).

The secondary, or metal, tube most suitable for a particular application depends

to a large extent on the type of corrosion encoimtered. Nickel-chromium-iron tubes

are particularly useful in oxidizing atmospheres, chromium-iron tubes in atmospheres

containing sulphur, and nickel or iron tubes in hot caustic and molten-metal baths.

The temperature limits given in Table 7 for the various types of tubes are those which

will, in general, result in a reasonably long life. The tubes may be used at higher

temperatures than those given, but higher operating temperatures will result in a

shorter life.

Fire clay, silicon carbide, and graphite meet certain requirements of secondary

tubes at temperatures above the useful limits of metal tubes. Numerous other types

of tubes have been developed for specific purposes. Recommendations regarding

tubes for any particular purpose may be obtained from pyrometer manufacturers.

Measurement of Temperatures.—The measurement of the temperature of any
particular object or space is in many cases a problem in itself, even after a suitable

thermocouple has been selected and calibrated.

Table 7.—Recommended Maximum Operating Temperature of Metal Pro-
tection Tubes

Recommended

Type of tube
maximum temperature

°F.

Seamless steel 550 1000

Wrought iron 700 1300

Cast iron 700 1300

Calorized wrought iron 800 1500

14 per cent chromium iron 800 1500

28 per cent chromium iron 1100 2000

IS (Cr)-8 (Ni)-stainless steel 850 1600

32 Ni-20 Cr-48 Fe 1100 2000

62 Ni-13 Cr-25 Fe. 1150 2100

Nickel. .• 1100 2000

The temperature indicated by a thermocouple is that of its measuring junction,

but usually this is of no interest in itself. The accuracy obtained in measuring the

temperature of any object or space usually depends on ho\^ closely the junction of

the thermocouple can be brought to the sattie temperature .as that of the object or

space^ or to some temperature which is definitely related to that of the object or

space.

If undei^ steady conditions there is a net exchange of heat between the thermo-,

couple junction and an object, then there is a difference in temperature between the
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two. The magnitude of this difference in temperature depends on the rate of heat
transfer and the thermal resistance between the junction and the object. The idea

then is to bring the thermocouple junction into as good thermal contact as possible

with the object and to insulate the junction as well as possible against the transfer

of heat to or from other objects or spaces. Greater precautions are obviously neces-

sary in accurate m(;asurem(5n,ts than in rough ones.

Ah an illustration, suppose wc desire to measure the temperature of a metal plate

that is h(5ated from within by some means. The bare thermocouple junction is

brought into contact with th^^ metal plate. The junction will receive some heat from
the plate by thermal cojiduction and probably a smaller amount by radiation and
convection. The junction will lose |itat b}'' conduction along th(i thermocouple wires,

and by convection, conductk*n, and radiation to the surroundings. Obviously the

junction will be at a lower temperature than the plate. However, this difference in

temperature can be reduced by the following methods:

1. By improving the thermal contact, (a) By flattening the junction to obtain

a larger area of contact, or better still (5) by soldering, brazing, or welding the junction

to the plate.

2. By reducing the heat loss from the junction, (a) By keeping the wires close

to the plate for some distance so as to reduce the temperature gradient in the wires

iK'.ar th(i junction, and/or (b) by raising the temperature of the space immediately

surrounding the junction (1) by insulating the junction from that space or (2) by
utilizing an auxiliary source of heat as is done in the compensated contact thermometer.

The thermo(^ouple junction may be at either a higher or a lower temperature than

the object, depending on the direction of the net heat transfer. The use of ther-

mocouple protection tubes usually makes it more difficult to bring the thermocouple

junction to nearly the same temperature as that of an object, because of the additional

thermal resistance introduced between the junction and object and the additional

transfer of heat along the protection tubes. For example, the junction of a ther-

mocouple may be brought within a few hundredths of a degree of the temperature of

a liquid by immersing the bare wires in the liquid for a distance of 5 to 10 diameters

of the wire, whereas if a protection tube is used with the thermocouple it will be neces-

sary to immerse the junction 5 to 10 diameters of the protection tube to obtain the

same degree of accuracy. In most applications, the best that can be done is to bring

the thermocouple junction and object as close together as possible and immerse the

thermocouple as far as practicable in the heated medium.

In the measurement of certain temperatures, particularly those of small objects

and materials of low thermal conductivity, consideration must be given to the possi-

bility that the temperature to be measured may be altered by the introduction of the

temperature-measuring device.

In the measurement of temperatures varying with time, heat capacity of thermo-

couples and protecting tubes as well as thermal contacts are involved. If the tem-

perature is rising, the temperature of the junction itself will at any instant be lower

than that of the surroundings. The reverse will be true if the temperature is falling.

This is referred to aS thermometric lag.'' By appropriate auxiliary measurements,

however, it is usually possible to determine the lag [9] under the particular conditions

of use and apply corrections to the thermocouple readings.

XnstallatLons.—The cost of pyrometer equipment is great enough to warrant

installing it, not only so that the desired temperature can be measured with the

required accuracy, but also in such a manner as to protect the equipment, as far as

practicable, from changes and deterioration. The installation of simple pyrometer

equipment for more or less temporary service in an air-conditioned laboratory, far

remov^ ironev th0 vibrations set up by heavy equipment such as trip hammers and
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rolling mills is a comparatively simple matter. However, in the large installations

required in many industrial plants, every precaution should be taken to protect the

thermocouple, wiring, and instruments from the various deleterious conditions that

may seriously affect their accuracy and life.

General Precautions.—The installation of extensive thermocouple equipment

requires the services of competent electricians. Just as much attention, if not more,

should be given to the wiring, switches, switchboards, etc., as is given in the case of

ordinary power installations. Proper fixtures should be used to mount the ther-

mocouples in the furnaces. Lead wires should have a weatherproof covering and

should be run in a metal (;onduit except possibly for a short length of flexible cable

at the ends of the conduit. The conduit should be grounded. to prevent leakage

from power installations or lighting circuits. All joints in the lead wires should be

soldered and taped. When indicators or recorders of low resistance are employed,

it is of the greatest importance to have a well-constructed electrical installation to

ensure a constant line resistance. Since instruments of low resistance arc usually

calibrated for a low line resistance of definite value, special attention must be given

to contact resistances at switches. Frequently switches rated at 100 amp. are

required, although the actual thermoelectric current is only a few milliamperes. If

the indicator is of high resistance, or operates on the potentioinetric principle, the

factor of very low line resistance is not of great importance, but the wiring should bo

well installed, to avoid large changes in the resistance. Stationary indicating and

recording instruments usually should be mounted upon switchboards, with suitable

selective or commutating switches when several thermocouples are to be used with

one indicator. When the junction between the thermocouple and leads is exposed to

severe conditions, rain, etc., as in outside kilns, a weatherproof terminal head should

be used. This consists of an outside casing that fits over both binding posts. The
cover may be tapped for conduit wiring or provided with a packing gland or stuffing

box if a length of flexible cable is used between the thermocouple and the conduit.

The indicator or recorder should be conveniently located. If the instrument is

desired especially for the use of the operator of a furnace, it should be placed where

it is readily visible. It should be mounted where vibration and excessive dirt and dust

will not injure delicate parts of the mechanism. In almost all industrial installations,

an outside protecting case is required to prevent dust from filtering through the case

of the indicator. Special devices are employed to damp out vibration when this is

serious, as in the neighborhood of a trip hammer or rolling mill. Frequently the

instmments are suspended on “vibration-proof mountings.

“

Loeatioii of Thermocouples.—The proper location of the thermocouple in a furnace

depends on the particular process and the use to which the furnace is put. The
primary consideration is to locate the measuring junction so that it acquires the

temperature it is desired to measure. This requires taking into consideration the

thermal lag and heat transfer to and from the thermocouple junction. Both of these

factors are materially affected by protection tubes. A secondary consideration,

however, is to locate the thermocouple where the lead wires may be conveniently

located. The space between the protecting tube and the furnace wall should be

plugged with refractory cement, so that there can be no leakage of hot gases through
the hole onto the terminals of the thermocpuple, nor can cold air be drawn in, thus

cooling the measuring junction of the thermocouple.

Common Return.—The use of a common return wire for a multiple installation

is in general unsatisfactory. When grounds or short circuits occur at any point

between the measuring junctions and the instrument^e.g., between the common
return and the other lead wire of one thermocouple—^aU the thermocouples on the

common return have, in addition to their own e.m.f., an impressed potential drop due
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to the current flowing in the shorted thermocouple. This may cause a large error in

the reading of every thermocouple in the system. With the common return, leakage

from a power installation affects the readings of every thermocouple connected to

the return, and a leakage through a high resistance may alter the readings of every

thermocouple by the same amount so that the presenc.e of such leaks is not always

readily detected. It is also possible by leakage from different thermocouples to the

ground to obtain very erratic and erroneous readings when the common return is

employed. The insulation resistance of materials becomes very low at high tempera-

tures, making it diflicult to insulate the various thermocouple wires from one another

and from the furnace parts, evfn when individual returns are used. Base-metal

thermocouples are frequently con^ti acted with the measuring junction welded to

the end of the metal protectirig tube in order to reduce thermal lag. P^ven when the

thermocouple is not welded ai this point, the measuring junction usually touches the

protecting tube and is in good electrical contact with it. If a common return is used

when the thermocoujdea are mounted in this way, any electrical connection or leakage

between th(i metal protecting tubes (through the furnace structure, etc.) will produce

THERMOCOUPLES
EXTENSION
LEADS

MEASURING
JUNCTIONS

:l
L .

s±»s* SELECTOR
• SWITCH

ZONE BOX

B
REFERENCE
JUNCTIOI

“5

COPPER LEADS
POSITIVE ELEMENT
NEGATIVE ELEMENT

INSTRUMENT

P'lG. 10.—Connections between several thermocouples and a distant instrument.

serious errors. However, if individual returns are usdd, the metal protecting tubes

need not be insulated from one another. The troubles ordinarily encountered with

common return installations are sufficient to warrant the extra cost of the wire required

to install individual thermocouple circuits.

Use of a 2^ne Box.—P^xtension lead wires are rather costly and should not be

employed extravagantly. Also the use of long lengths of extension leads increases

the line resistance, since the resistivity of the lead materials is much higher than that

of copper.

For an installation in which several thermocouples are connected through a selector

switch to an instrument located at some distance from a furnace, a wiring scheme

similar to that shown in Fig. 10 may be very useful in saving extension lead wire

and, consequently, in reducing the cost and resistance of the line. The common
reference junction B for each thermocouple can be located at any conveniently con-

trolled point or at the instrument if the latter is equipped with an automatic reference-

junction compensator by running only one pair of extension leads from the zone box

to the controlled point or the instrument. A zone box is a box or zone of uniform

tempefature which, need not be measured or maintained constant. It should be

points out that, although a common reference junction is used for all the thermo-
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couples, the system is not subject to any of the objections that have been raised against

the use of a common return.

Thermocouples Purposely Insufficiently Immersed.—In many processes, a furnace

is operated at such a high temperature that a thermocouple or protecting tube cannot

withstand the severe conditions inside the furnace. In this case, the thermocouple

may be advantageously inserted only part way through the furnace wall, or flush with

the inner wall of the furnace. The temperatures indicated by thermocouples installed

in this manner are always lower than those of the furnace interior, but they may bear

a fairly definite relationship to the temperature of the furnace, and hence the method
may be satisfactory for temperature control and reproduction of furnace conditions

from day to day.

OPTICAL AND RADIATION PYROMETRY

General Theory.—The temperature of a material may be obtained from a measure-

ment of the intensity of the radiant energy it emits. This measurement may refer

to the radiation of all wave lengths emitted by the material, or if the material is glow-

ing, the measurement may refer to the visible light emitted, or to the radiation in a

very restricted portion of the spectrum. However, in general, the intensity of radia-

tion depends not alone on the temperature of the source, but also on the particular

material constituting the soun^e. I'hus glowing carbon appears to the eye about

three times as bright as glowing platinum when both are at the same temperature.

This is technically expressed by the statement that the emissive power or emissivity

of carbon is about three times that of platinum. A material having the highest

theoretically possible emissivity is known as a ^T>lack body.’^ In general, it is

customary to assign a numerical value of 1 to the emissivity of a black body. Hence,

all other materials have an emissivity less than 1. A black body is experimentally

realized by uniformly heating a hollow enclosure and observing the radiation coming

from a small opening in the wall. The intensity of radiation emitttid from this open-

ing depends only on the temperature of the walls. It does not depend on the material

of which the walls are constructed. If E is the emissivity of any nontransparent

material and R its rejection coefficient, it can be shown that E R If a

material having an emissivity of, say, 0.40, and hence a reflection coefficient of 0.60,

is placed inside a black body, it becomes indistinguishable from its surroundings. The
total intensity of radiation leaving the material is the same as that emitted by the

black body. Thus, while the material actually emits only 40 per cent of the intensity

of a black body at the same temperature, under the above conditions 60 per cent of

the radiation falling upon it from the walls of the enclosure is reflected, with the net

result that the object appears of the same intensity as its surroundings.

However, if the material is removed from the black body and placed in the open

air, the reflected intensity is no longer present and the object appears only 40 per

cent as bright as a black body at the same temperature. Optical and radiation

pyrometers are usually calibrated to read correctly when sighted upon a black body.

Fortunately, many technical processes are carried out under black-body conditions.

Muffle furnaces, many armealing furnaces, etc., are sufficient approximations to

black bodies to give practically correct temperature readings with the optical or

radiation pyrometer. Some materials in the open are nearly “black ’’—c.g., the oxide

formed on iron and steel ingots, rails, etc.

In general, however, corrections must be applied to the pyrometer readings to

obtain the correct temperatures of materihls in the open. These corrections are

very large in the case of clean molten metals. The presence of an oxide film on the

molten metal surface greatly reduces the corrections. For temperature control, it

is not always necessary to correct the observed readings. As far as the factor of
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emissivity is concerned, the actual pyrometer readings, although known to be too low,

will always be too low by the same amount from time to time for the same observed

temperature and, hence, will furnish as a general rule as good information for tempera-

ture control and uniformity as could the true temperatures.

Optical Pyrometry.—The temperature scale of any optical pyrometer is based on
Wien’s law for spectral distribution of the energy radiated by a black body. This

law may be stated by the following equation:

—

/x * c{K~h> for a black body (1)

where X denotes the wave ler^gth in H'icroiis, C2 a constant = 14,320 micron degrees,

t? the absolute temperature (degrees Kelvin) of the black body, J\ the intensity at the

wave length X {i.e., at a particular color such as red), and Ci a consiant, the value of

which is of no consequence in pyrometry, as will be seen, since it disappears from the

actual working equations. The intensity of radiation J\' of wave length X, from a

nonblack body of emissivity E\ at temperature r?, is given by Eq. (2).

— C2 — C2

J\' == Ci\~'"E\c for a nonbla{;k body (2)

In the third term of Kq. (2), is defined as the apparc^nt temperature in degrees

absolute of the nonblack body. This is the temperature measured by an optical

pyrometer and is less than the true temperature i? for all materials except black bodies

when it becomes equal to i?. h'rom Kq. (2)

I
1_ _ X log E\ _ X log E\

d S\ C2 log e 6219 ^

In the use of any optical pyrometer, either X is known or has been involved in the

calibration, and, knowing the emissivity j&x, it is possible to obtain the true tempera-

ture from the observed temperature S\. If X is not known, it must be estimated in

order to know E\ at the wave length X.

An optical pyrometer may be defined as a pyrometer with which temperature is

measured by means of the change with temperature of the light emitted by a glowing

body. It consists of a photometer using monochromatic light (usually red) in which
the intensity of radiation from the object whose temperature is to be measured is

matched or made equal to that from a variable standard or calibrated source; or,

conversely, the standard source is maintained constant^ and the radiation from the

object is varied to match by means of absorbing devices, such as dark glass, interposed

between the object (furnace) and the standard light source. In this process of com-
paring the intensities of light (brightnesses) of the two sources, the term ciX“® of Eq.

(1) is embodied as one of the calibration constants of the instrument.

Of the different types of optical pyrometer devised and used at various times,

only two will be described here. Descriptions of other types can be found in treatises

on pyrometry.

Disappeariiig-filaiiient Optical Pyrometer.—This type of optical pyrometer is in

most general use, having the advantages of accuracy, sensitivity, and portability and
that it can be sighted upon small objects, such as Ipols or a crack or small peephole

in a furnace. Figure 11 illustrates the essential elements of the disappearing-type

optical pyrometer.

The filament of a small electric lamp F (Fig. 11) is placed at the focal point of an
obj^tive L and ocular forming an ordinary telescope which superposes upon the lamp
the image of the source yiewed. Red glass, such as Coming high-transmission red,’*
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is mounted at the ocular to produce approximately monochromatic light. In making

a setting, the current through the lamp is adjusted by means of a rheostat until the

tip or some definite part of the filament is of the same brightness as the source viewed.

The outline or detail of this section of the filament is then indistinguishable from the

surrounding field. With instruments recently developed, the temperature is read

directly on the scale of a potentiometer. With instruments of the older type, the

current through the lamp is read on an ammeter and the corresponding temperature

is obtained from a plot or table giving corresponding values of current and temperature.

The lamps should not be operated at temperatures higher than about 1400°C.

on account of the deterioration of the tungsten filament. If this temperature is not

exceeded, the calibration of the lamp is good for hundreds of hours of ordinary use.

For higher temperatures, absorption glasses S (Fig. 11) are used between the lamp and

objective, or in front of the objective, to diminish the observed intensity of the source.

LA/iP

Fig. 11.—Disappeariug-filament optical pyrometer.

oBJCcrm

The relation between the temperature of the source absolute and the observed

temperature absolute measured with the absorption glass interposed is as follows:

where A is for most practical purposes a constant.

If the instrument is not direct reading, it is usually furnished with a table showing-

the relation between the current through the lamp and the temperature both with and

without the absorption glass. If, however, this relation is not given when the absorp-

tion glass is used, it may be readily determined by measuring the constant A in the

above formula. To do this, sight without the absorption glass on a muffle furnace

or any uniformly heated furnace at 1200 to 1600°C., and observe the temperature i?,

in degrees absolute. Then with the absorption glass in place, match the filament

again and observe to what temperature in degrees absolute the current through the

lamp corresponds. The difference in the reciprocal of these two temperatures is the

constant A, This determination^ should be repeated several times and at several

temperatures of the furnace. The sqjarate values of A should not differ by more
than 1 per cent, and the mean value is used for computing the relation between the

observed absolute temperature with the absorption glass an4 :the true temperature

of the sojirce, In making these computations, all temperatui® must be converted to

degrees al)solute. Practically any desired temperature range extending above 1400^0
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can be obtained by employing absorption glasses of the required thickness. In this

type of optical pyroniet(^r, the currcuit required to cover th(‘ usual temperature ranges

is from about 0.32 to about 0.54 arnp. Consequently, in an ammeter with a scale

reading from 0 to 0.6 amp., the lower half of the scale is not used and the upper half

cannot be read with sufficient accuracy for most purposes. In some types of ammeters,
the zero is depressed so that if the instrument is to read 0.55 amp. at full scale the

lowest mark on the scale will be about one-half this value.

The principal advantages of the recently developed potentiometer type of portable

optical pyrometer, in addition to being direct reading, are (1) the lamp filament is

made much smaller, thereby reducing the size and weights of batteries as well as t he

thermal lag and the effect of chatig^ ri the ambient temperature: and (2) the scale

is made much longer than can oe obtained with a deflection-type instrument, thereby

permitting more accurate rtiadmgjs.

Figure 12 illustrates the arrangement of optical parts in the original form of another

type of optical pyrometer. Light from the furnace is focused at the center of the silver-

strip cube C. This cube produces a circular field divided through the middle.

One-half of the field receives light from the furnace and the other half from the ground-

glass screen D which is illuminated by the electric lamp F through the condenser

Fig. 12.—F. & F. pyrometer.

lens E. The ocular containing the red-glass screen A and lens B is focused on the

dividing edge of this photometric field. G and // are diaphragms that limit the cone

of rays employed. The two fields are matched by turning a thumbscrew that moves
the black-glass wedge IF across the path of the light from the furnace. By a system

of gears, this movement is transferred to a circular scale on the dial K of the instru-

ment. In the present form of the instrument, the linear wedge has been replaced by
a semicircular wedge, thus eliminating the gears. Also the comparison lamp has been

mounted in the line of sight, replacing the cube C in Fig. 12. In this arrangement,

the lamp is held at a constant specified current and a match is obtained by rotating

the wedge until the tip of the lamp disappears or matches the background. The
instrument in its later form is, in reality, a diaappearing-filament pyrometer, although,

because of the effect of the wedge, the filament is usually visible except over a very

short length at its tip, when a match of brightness is made. In order to increase the

range of the instrument, and also the scale length, an absorption glass is used, just

as in Fig. 11. The high- and low-range scales are calibrated directly in degrees of

temperature, without graduations of angular degrees. The calibration in such a

case is almost entirely empirical. An ammeter of suitable sensitivity is used, with a

mark, or marker, showing the normal current of the lamp. Once the instrument has

been correctly calibrated, a new lamp can be substituted for an old one by merely

det0rmming the new normal current.

Geiieral Use of Optical Pyrometers.—Optical pyrometers and radiation pyrom-
eters, later, afford the most reliable means yet developed for measuring
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temperature above 1500®C. When the instrument is especially designed for pre-

cision work, it is possible to measure temperatures to about 0.2°C. at llOO^C. and

about 0.5°C. at 1800°C. These figures correspond to about J i per cent in brightness.

As an illustration, Roeser, Caldwell, and Wensel [10] at the National Bureau of

Standards obtained 1773.5°C. for the freezing point of platinum in 1931: Schofield [11]

in ICngland obtained 1773. 3®C. in 1934: and Hoffmann and Tingwalt [12] in Germany
obtained 1773.8"C. in 1934.

The commercial form of the instrument when properly calibrated can be relied

upon to about 3‘"C. at 1100®C. and about 5°C. at 1800“C. Temperature differences

corresponding to about 1 per cent in brightness can be readily detected. This cor-

responds to about 1“C. at 1100°C/. and about 2°C. at 180()°C. With a well-designed

optical pyrometer, there is a perfect color match of the two fields at all times. Hence,

contrary to the general impression, color is not matched at all, but simply brightness

of uniform color. A color-blind observer will obtain the same settings as a normal

observer.

Although the optical pyrometer is essential for the measurement of temperatures

above 1500°C., its usefulness is by no means confined to the high-temperature range.

The thermocouple cannot be adapted to many processes at low temperatures

—

e.g.,

the measurement of the temperature of steel rails as they pass through the rolls, ingots,

and forgings in the open, and small sources, such as a heated wire or lamp filament.

The temperatures used in the above processes may be accurately measurcid by the

optical pyrometer. The temperature of a microscopic sample of any mat(^rial can

be measured by a modified form of the disappearing-filament pyrometer [13]. Also

in many processes a thermocouple is not so convenient as an op>tical i)yrometer,

especially when the temperature is not required often enough to warrant a permanent

installation of thermocouples.

One serious objection to the optical pyrometer from the industrial point of view

is the fact that it has not been made commercially for automatic recording. Since a

photometric match is required for every setting, the instrument necessitates the atten-

tion of an observer. Another objection is the introduction of the human element

into the readings, thus affording an opportunity for dishonest or prejudiced settings.

The observer, if he is the operator of the furnace, should be taught that the instru-

ment is for his own assistance and that it is not to be considered as a regulatory

measure. Otherwise the measurements should be made by a disinterested party.

Black-body and Nonblack-body Conditions.—Optical pyrometers are usually

calibrated to read cot-rectly when sighted on a black body. Many furnaces approxi-

mate black-body conditions very satisfactorily. In a perfect black body, the details

of the inside of the furnace vanish and a piece of steel, for example, which is being

heated cannot be distinguished from the background. If the objects in the furnace

can be distinguished but only on close observation, and if much of the detail is lost,

after they have been in the furnace some time, it is not likely that the temperature

measurement will be seriously in error. If in error at all, the observed temperature

will be too high when the furnace walls are brighter than the material being heat

treated and too low when the walls are less bright. This latter condition is possible

if ihe heat supply is variable or if it is shut off and the furnace allowed to cool.

That a steel ingot placed in a heated furnace may appear much hotter than it

really is, is a fact not always appreciated. The surface of the ingot appears hot

because it reflects the bright light from the walls of the furnace. Of course, in com-
parison with the much greater brightness of the walls, a cold ingot appears black,

but this is due to the intense contrast. If the ingot is viewed alone when the direct

radiation from the furnace is screened from the eye, it also is bright. Thus when an
optical pyrometer is sighted on an ingot in the furnace, part of the light reaching the
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instrument comes from the side walls and is reflected by the surface of the ingot.

Iron oxide reflects about the least amount of any material met with in metallurgical

practice. Its emissivity is approximately 0.95: hen(‘,e its reflection coefficient is 0.05.

Suppose an iron ingot at room temperature were suddenly placed in a furnace at

1200®C. Although the surface of the ingot is cold, it reflects 5 per cent of the light

falling upon it from the hot side walls. This 5 per cent of reflected radiation gives

the ingot the appearance of an object at 950°C. The measurement by the optical

pyrometer accordingly would be 950®C., although actually the ingot is at room tem-
perature. The higher the reflecting power of the material, the greater the observtHl

temperature under the abo\'e conditions. Thus, cold platinum would appear to be

at about 1160'^C., or at almost the same temperature as that of the furnace. One
method for reducing the er®or due to reflected radiation is to view the object through

a large open door on a surface patnllel to the opening. If the door is large enough, the

surface of the ingot thus loses a great portion of the furnace wall contributing the

reflected light. The ingot reflects the image of the opening left by the door, and this

opening is not radiating. It must be pointed out that the reflection from any material

being heat-treated is diffuse like that from a matte surface, so that an opening in a

furnace wall is not truly imaged as would be the case with a polished mirror surface.

Stray reflection is, however, greatly minimized even with matte surfaces by sighting

through a large door on a surface parallel to the opening. When the material has

attained the temperature of the side walls, it is, of course, not desirable to open a

Table 8.—True Temperatures vs. Apparent Temperatures Measured by
Optical Pyrometers Using Red Light (X = 0.65 mi(jron) Whe?^ Sighted on

THE Following Materials in the Open

True temperature, ®C.

served

tem-

pera-

ture, °C.

Molten

copper

Molten

steep

Molten cast iron

Solid

iron

oxide

Solid

nickel

oxide

Ni-

chrome

or

chromel

in air

Molten

slag*

Bright

plati-

numOxide
Clean

metal
*

700 700 701 705 755

800 801 *802 806 867

900 902 904 907 980

950 1094 953 955 957 1037

1000 1157 1004 1007 1008 1095

1050 1220 1055 1058 1058 1152

.

1100 1284 1106 1110 1109 1210

1150 1349 1184 1 1158 1162 1160 1268

1200 1414 1236 1210 1215 1210 1326

1250 1480 1288 1267 . 1261 1385

1300 1546 1341 1410 1320 1312 1444

1400 1525 1447 1525 1415 ^ 1455 1563

1500 1641 1641 1565 1683

1600 1758 1670

1700 .... 1876 .... 1780

1750 1936 .... 1830

^ Computed for » 0.40, this beiug the beet value for ordinary eteel practice,

recomputed for >*> 0.65, an average value for liquid slags.
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large door, since then the opening affects the black-body conditions.' The pyrometer

should be sighted through a small peephole as soon as approximate temperature uni-

formity is obtained. A more satisfactory method for redticing the stray n^floctions

than opening a large door is to sight into a deep wedge-shaped cavity or hole made
in the metal being heat-treated. If this cavity is deep enough, V(n*y litth^ radiation

from the side walls can be reflected from it. If such a hole cannot bo made con-

veniently, a length of iron pipe closed at one end, or a porcelain tube, may be placaal

on the material and so aligned that the pyrometer may be sighted through a peephole

directly into the bottom of the tube.

The effect of reflected light is very noticeable in an empty coke oven. The
reflection coefficient of the brick walls is comparatively high. If a perfect mirror

were placed parallel to a glowing surface, the mirror would appear as hot as the sur-

face. lliis effect of reflection takes place in a coke oven so that both walls appear of

approximately equal brightness, even though they may differ considerably in tem-

perature. Frequently, a patch of the wall on one side becomes coated with a layer

of coke. Since the coke has a higher emissive power than brick, this j^itcli appears

much hotter. Actually, it is at aborit the same temperature as the less bright sur-

rounding wall. On ac(!Ount of reflection, a corresponding bright patch appears on

the opposite wall, although this wall may be free from coke. It is evident that the

measurement of temperature of a portion of a nonuniformly heated furnace bV means
of an optical pyrometer is difficult unless the precautions suggesbal abov(i are taken.

As soon as the furnace attains temperature uniformity and equilibrium, the optical

pyrometer gives the true temperature very easily and readily.

When an optical pyrometer is sighted on a glowing material in the open, it reads

too low. Certain materials, important industrially, have a very high emissivity so

Table 9.—Spectral Emissivity of Materials at X « 0.65 Mk ron; Surface
Unoxidized

Element
1

Element

1

€0 .

Solid Liquid* Solid Liquid

Beryllium 0.61 0.61 Thorium 0.36 0.40

Carbon 0.80-0.93 Titanium 0.63 0.65

Chromitim 0.34 0.39 Tungsten 0.43

C’obalt 0.36 0.37 Uranium 0.54 0.34

Columbiurn 0.37 0.40 Vanadium 0.35 0.32

Ckmper 0.10 0.15 Yttrium 0.35 0.35

Erbium 0.55 0.38 Zirconium 0.32 0.30

Gold 0.14 0.22 Steel 0.35 0.37

Iridium 0.30 Cast iron 0.37 0.40

Iron 0.35 0.37 Constantan 0.35

Alj^anganese O.S9 0.59 Monel 0.37

Molybdenum . . . 0.37 0.40 Chromel-P (90 Ni-10 Cr) 0.35

Nickel 0.36 0.37 80 Ni-20 Cr 0.35

Palladium 0.33 0.37 60 Ni~24 Fe-16 Cr 0.36

Platinum 0.30 0.38 Alumel (96 Ni; bal. Al, Mii, Si)

.

0.37

Rhodium ...... . 0.24 0.30 90Pt-10Rh 0.27

Silver

Tantalum;

0.07

0.49

0.07
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that the corrections necessary to add to the observed temperatures to convert them
into true temperatures are small. Thus with iron oxide, the correction is only 10®

at 1200°C. The corrections are very large for clear molten metals, but are smaller

for the oxides that soon form on the molten surface when exposed to the air. Table 8

shows the true temperatures corresponding to the temperatures observed when
sighting on certain materials in the open. For temperature control, it is unnect^^ssary

to apply these corrections. The observed temperatures, although known to be low,

will be low by the same amount from time to time and hence will serve just as satis-

factorily for n^producing temperature conditions in any process as the corrected

temperatures. The above statement must be modified if factors other than emissivity

of the material rciquire (ionsiderali^i For exainplej r('producible results cannot be

expected if heavy clouds of siaokc arc‘ in the line of sight one day and not on the next

day. If the pyrometer is sighted on a stream of molten iron during pouring or tapping,

the surface of tln^ metal is usually clear and.frec^ from oxide. If the stream should

Tablk 10.—8pu(rrRAL Emissivuty of Oxioks^

Material

Range of

observed

values, eo.efiM

Probable value for

the oxide formed

on smooth metal,

eo.C6M

Aluminum oxide 0.22-0.40 0.30

llervllium oxide 0.07-0.37 0.35

C^erium oxide 0.58-0.80

Chromium oxide 0.60-0.80 0.70

Cobalt oxide 0.75

C.^'Olunibium oxide *0.55-0.71 0.70

(Copper oxide . 0.60-0.80 0.70

Iron oxide 0.63^.98 ; 0.70

Magnesium oxide 0.10-0.43 0.20

Nickel oxide 0.85--0.96 0.90

lliorium oxide 0.20-0.57 0.50

Tin oxide 0.32-0.60

Titanium oxide 0.50

Uranium oxide 0.30

Vanadium oxide 0.70

Yttrium oxide 0.60

Zirconium oxide 0.18-0.43 0.40

Alumol (oxidized) 0.87

Cast iron (oxidized) 0.70

Chromel-P (90 Ni-10 O) (oxidized)

.

80 Ni-20 Cr (oxidized)

0.87

0.90

60 Ni~24 Fe-16 Cr (oxidized) 0.83

55 Fe-37.5 Cr-7.5 A1 (oxidized) 0.78

70 Fe“23 Cr-r5 Al-2 Co (oxidized) . .

.

0.75

Constantan (55 Cu-45 Ni) (oxidized)

Carbon steel (oxidized)

0.84

0.80

Stainless steel (18-8) (oxidized) 0.85

Porcelain 0.25-0.50

^ The emissivity of^oxides end oxidized metals depends to a large extent upon the roughness of the

fttirfaoef In general^ higher values of emi88i%dty are obtained on the rougher surfaces.
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at any time contain much slag, the surface will show bright patches on account of the

higher emissivity of the slag. To make the readings conform with those taken on the

clear stream, one must sight on the darker spaces between the slag or sight upon

the slag and correct both sets of data according to Table 8. Tables 9 and 10 give the

emissivity of various materials for wave length X = 0.65 micron. The change of

emissivity wdth temperature is usually small for ‘metals.

Table 1 1 shows the corrections that must be added to the readings obtained with

an optical pyrometer using light of wave length X «= 0.65 micron, for various emis-

sivities, in order to obtain the true temperatures. These data are especially useful

when plotted with observed temperatures as abscissas and corrections as ordinates.

A family of curves is thus obtained corresponding to the different values of the

emissivity.

Tablk 11.

—

Corrections to Observed Temperatures for Pyrometer Using

Red Light

(X “ 0.65 micron, C 2 — 14,320 micron-degrees)

Emis-
Add corrections below for the following observed temperatures, °C.

sivity
700 800 900 .1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 1600 1800 2000

0.30 55 67 80 95 111 129 148 168 214 265 322

0.40 41 50 60 71 83 96 no 125
1

158 196 237

0.50 31 37 45 53 62 72 82 93 117 145 175

0.60 22 27 33 39 45 52 60 67 85 105 126

0.70 16 19 23 27 31 36 41 47 59 72 87

0.80 10 12 14 17 19 22 25 29 36 44 54

0.90 4 5 7 8 9 10 12 13 17 21 25

1.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0

Use of a Window.—It is frequently necessary, especially in the laboratory, to sight

an optical pyrometer into a furnace through a window. What correction must be

applied to the observed temperatures to take account of the loss of light at the window?
Kanolt has measured the transmission coefficient for a number of ordinary glass

windows at X « 0.65 micron and obtained a mean value of 0.904. Hence

1 1 log 0.904

S “ 9568
0.0000046

where t? is the,true absolute temperature of the source and S is the observed absolute

temperati^e. Table 12 is computed from the above formula.

Table 12.—Correction to Observed Temperatures for Absorption of Red
Light (X = 0.65 Micron) by a Single Clean Window

Observed

temperatures, °C.

Correction
* to add, °C.

I Observed

temperatures, ®C.

Correction

. to add, °C.

600 3.5 1600

f

16.0

800 6.4 1800 20.0
1000 7.5 ‘ 2000 24.0
1200 10.0 2500 36.0

' 1400 13.0 3000 50.0
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Flames and Smoke.—The optical pyrometer cannot be used satisfactorily when
sighted through flames or smoke. Usually, the presence of luminous flames increases

the tempera ture reading, and the presence of smoke clouds absorbs so much radiation

that the pyrometer may read several hundred degrees low. The optical pyrometer
can be used to measure the temperature of the slag in an openhearth furnace, but the

flames prove a serious hindrance except during reversals when observations may be

taken to advantage. In a cement kiln the dust, smoke, and flames all combine to

make the observations very untrustworthy. Carbon dioxide, water vapor, and other

invisible gases produce no efTect.

Radiation Pyrometry.—A radiation pyrometer may be defined as a pyrometer in

which the heating effect of the radiant energy falling on a temperature-sensitive

element is utilized in the nieasup*ment of temperatures. The band of wavp lengths

used may be of any width and in any part of the spectrum. Commercial instruments

of this type ordinarily utilize* the entire spectrum of the source at which the instru-

ment is sighted, with the exception of that excluded by lenses and windows when these

are used. The Stefan-Boltzmarm law expressing the relation between the intensity of

energy J (of all wave lengths) radiated by a black body and its absolute temperature

d is as follows:

J * - t?o^) (1)

where do denotes the absolute temperature of the surroundings or of the measuring

instrument reciciving the radiation, and <r an empirical constant (in industrial instru-

ments). Usually is negligible in comparison with and Eq. (1) reduces to

J =« <rd^ for a black body (2)

For a nonblack body,

J' = ffE^^ = (3)

where E is the total emissivity and S the apparent absolute temperature of the object

sighted upon as measured by the radiation pyrometer. From Eq. (3)

E =
I,'

or log E = 4(log S - log ,5) (4)

Thus, knowing the total emissivity E of any material, it is possible to obtain the true

temperature d from the apparent temperature S measured by a radiation pyrometer.

As will be explained later, none of the above equations applies exactly for any
actual radiation pyrometer, and calibration at more than one temperature is necessary.

An optical pyrometer measures the intensity of a narrow spectral band of radiation

emitted by a glowing object. The radiation pyrometer measures the intensity of

practically all wave lengths, the light rays and the heat rays combined. Usually,

the energy of all wave lengths radiated by the source is focused in some manner upon
the hot junctions of several thermocouples in series. The temperature to which these

junctions rise is approximately proportional to the rate at which energy falls upon
them, which, in turn, by the Stefan-Boltzmann law, is proportional to the fourth

power of the absolute temperature of the source. The rise in temperature of the

hot junctions of the thermopile generates a thermoelectric e.m.f. Hence, the calibra-

tion of a radiation pyrometer consists in determining the relation between the e.m.f.

developled and the temperature of the sourqp sighted upon. Most commercial radia-

tion pyrometers employ a lens to focus the energy upon the thermopile. In some
ii^tances where other methods are employed to focus the energy, the entrance to the

pyronaeter is closed with a quartz, psrrex, or mica window to exclude dust and fumes.

Iiif either case, •the lensfor the window excludes certain of the long wave lengths.
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Consequently, the energy received by the thermopile is not exactly proportional to

the fourth power of the absolute temperature. The energy received at the lower

temperatures may vary as the fifth or sixth power of the absolute temperature, but it

approaches the fourth power at the higher temperatures. This is of no 8(‘.riou8 con-

sequence because radiation pyrometers are usually calibrated by comparison with an

optical pyrometer or a thermocouple. The e.m.f. may be measured by a poten-

tiometer or galvanometer, or by any of the methods discussed under thermoelectric

pyrometry. The same type of instrument is used with the radiation pyrometer as

with th(i ordinary thermocouple. In fact, the entire discussion on methods of measur-

ing the e.m.f. of thermocouples is cqtially applicable to radiation pyrometry. The
temperature of the cold juuclion of the couple in the radiation pyrometer is not

controlled. The hot and cold junctions are in fairly (dose proximity and are, hence,

equally affected by changes in room temperature. I'he cold junction is always

shaded from the heat radiated by the source sightc^d upon.

t’lCr. 13.- - Thermopile of a radiation pyrometer.

The essential elements of a radiation pyrometer receiver are a thermopile and a

means of focusing the energy on the thermopile, enc^losed in a telescope. The struc-

ture of one form of thermopile is shown in Fig. 13. The number of thermocouples

in thermopiles ranges from about four to ten. The hot junctions of the thermocouples

are flattened and blackened on the exposed side to absorb the incident energy. The
cold junctions are attached to metal strips which are insulated with annular mica
disks and clamped in the thermopile housing.

Commercial radiation receivers are ordinarily of the fixed-focus type and are

designed to be used at distances from the source greater than a certain minimum value.

The source sighted upon should be large enough to satisfy the optical requirements

of th« receiver. This can be determined from data supplied with the receiver and
verified by sighting through the sight window usually provided for this purpose. The
hot junctions of the thermopile that are seen through the sight window should be
completely covered by the image of the souTi^e.

The maximum permissible ambient temj^rature ranges from 160 to 260®F. If

the radiation receiver is exposed to temperatures higher than t&e permissible value,

means shotild be provided for cooling. The instrument companies have cooling

jackets available. *
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Commercial radiation receivers are usually provided will) s?uch features as dia-

phragms to shield the cold junction from radiation, compensating coils to minimize

the effects of changes in ambient temperature, and calibration-adjustment devices.

Radiation pyrometer receivers may be divided into three general classes, depending

on the method employed to focus the radiant energy on the sensitive element. These

arc the lens type, the mirror type, and the cone type.

LENS DIAPHRAGMS THERMOPILE

Figure 14 shows the essential elements of a lens-type receiver, which is the one most
generally used for high temperatures. Instruments of this type are not suitable for

temperatures below about 800°F. because practically all the energy at temperatures

lower than this is excluded by the lens. The ratio of the diameter of the source to

the distances from the lens to the source ranges from about 1:20 in some instruments

to about 1 : 7 in others. The minimum diameter of source ranges from about 1 to 2 in.

MICA
DIAPHRAGM WINDOW THERMOPILE

CONCAVE
fMIRROR

z:a:^j2'zz2yA//7/z72Z. v/yz.

HOUSING7
^

LEADS SIGHTING
WINDOW

Fig. 16.—Mirror type of radiation receiver.

Figure 15 shows the arrangement of the essential elements of the mirror-type

radiation receiver. The opening in the telescope is usually closed with a thin mica

window to exclude dust and fumes. Commercial instruments of this type are suitable

for temperatures down to about 2^5®F. In order to get sufficient energy to give satis-

factory results at the low temperatures, the field of view is made larger than that of

the lens type used at the higher temperatures.
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The cone-type radifition receiver is shown diagrammatically in Fig. 16. Radiant

energy entering the diaphragm A falls upon the conical mirror K and by multiple

reflection is concentrated on the thermopile C.

Sources of Error in Radiation Pyrometers.—The most common source of error is

caused by dirt and dust collecting on the surfaces of lenses, windows, and reflecting

surfaced. All industrial types of radiation pyrometer tend to read low, the greater

the sighting distance and the smaller the source. This is not due primarily to the

absorption of heat by carbon dioxide and water vapor (a small effect at short dis-

tances), but to the imperfect limitation of the cone or cross-sectional area of the rays

falling upon the receiver, and the imperfect limitation of the area of the receiver,

which may be more exactly stated as an imperfect limitation of the quantity of heat

absorbed by the receiver. There may be reflection from the walls of the receiver tube

upon tl^e receiver, absorption of heat by the walls and limiting diaphragms, and

reradiation of the absorbed heat to the receiver or thermocouple. This latter effect

is practically eliminated in the more recent designs by the use of cooling jackets,

compensators, or both.

Advantages and Disadvantages of Radiation Pyrometers.—For temperatures

above 1400 or 1500°C., either a radiation pyrometer or an optical pyrometer is usually

employed. The optical pyrometer is capable of higher accuracy and is less susceptible

to errors than the radiation pyrometer. Smoke and dust affect the readings of both

instruments, but the radiation pyrometer is affected by the presence of cooler strata

of carbon dioxide and other gaseous combustion products in the furnace. Carbon

dioxide and water vapor absorb the heat rays, and hence the radiation pyrometer

will read too low when sighted through such gases. The main advantage of the

radiation pyrometer is the fact that it is easily made automatically recording. The
recording mechanism is the same as that employed for ordinaiy thermocouples, dis-

cussed in the section on Recording Pyrometry. The radiation pyrometer is desirable

for many processes of lower temperature where thermocouples cannot be conveniently

installed. It is also useful in measuring the surface temperature of large ingots,

sheet, strip, rails, etc.
*

Black-body and Nonblack-body Conditions.—Radiation pyrometers are calibrated

to read correctly when sighted on a black body. Most furnaces approximate black-

body conditions sufficiently well. When sighted on materials in the open, certain

corrections must be applied to the observed temperature to convert them into true

temperatures. In case the temperature of one section of an imequally heated furnace

is required or if the furnace contains much smoke or dust, it is frequently desirable

to sight the radiation pyrometer into the bottom of a fire-clay or porcelain tube as

illustrated by Fig. 17. The tube should be. uniformly heated at the end for a length

at least three times its diameter. The tube must have a diameter such that the cone

of rays entering the telescope is not intercepted by the front of the tube. Figure 18

illustrates this condition. A usual practice is to mount the radiation receiver 24 in.

from the bottom of a tube 2 in. in diameter.
^

Table ^13 shows the true temperatures corresponding to the apparent or measured

temperatu]^ observed with a radiation pyrometer when sighted on various materials
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Fin. 17.—Use of closed end tube with radiation receiver. ‘

Fig, 18.

—

Porcelain tube for observing temperatures.

Table 13.—True vs. Apparent Temperatures Measured by Radiation Pyrom-
eters When Sighted on Materials in the Open

Observed
True temperature, °C.

temperature,

•’C.
Molten Molten Copper Iron Nickel

iroti copper oxide oxide oxide

600 1130
,

720 630 710

650 1210 775 755

700 12^ 830 735 800

750 890 845

800 1200 945 840 895

850 1270 iooo 940

900 1340 1060 945 985

950 1410 1115 1030

•1000 1475 1170 1050 1075

1050 1550 1120

1100 1610 i

• 1155 1165

1150 1680 .... 1210

1200 1750 .... 1260 1255
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in the open. This table must not be confused with Table 8 for the optical pyrometer.

It will be noticed that the corrections are entirely different for the two types of

pyrometer. Radiation pyrometers have not been found to be very useful for measur-

ing temperatures of nonblack bodies.

Resistance Thermometry. [14]—ITe operation of a resistance thormonuiter

depends on the variation with ternperatTire of the resistance of an electrical conductor.

A high-temperature coefficient of resistivity might, accordingly, appear of primary

importance. Certain oxides possess this property, having a resistance at room tem-

perature from a hundred thousand to a million times that at lOOO^C. However,

the resistance of a suitably mounted material may be easily and accurately deter-

mined, so that the consideration of high-temperature coefficient is rarely, if ever, the

deciding factor in the choice of the material. The fundamentally important property

is reproducibility and constancy of resistance. A fiirtlu^r desirabh^ feature is a simple

and convenient relation between temperature and resistance. Platinum of the high-

est obtainable purity meets these re(|uir(‘mentH up to about 1 100°C. Tlui temperature

coefficient of rtisistance of platinum is so well establisluKl that a working temperature

scale up to 1083‘'C\ may be based on this form of pyrometer (^alibratc'd acjcording to

certain specifications. On the basis of this reproducible working temperature scale,

temperatures may be measun^d to about 0.1 °C. at 1(XX)”(". To obtain such pre-

cision, however, requires accurat(;ly constructed apparatus and V(Ty careful experi-

mental manipulation.

For industrial purposes, resistance thermometers are made usually either of copper,

platinum, Or nickel, the latter matc^rial being satisfactory for temperatures bt‘low

300°C. Although the resistance thermometer is of the greatest importance in the

laboratory for work of (ixtniinely high precision, its importance for industrial processes

at high temperatures is limited. The precision of which the instrument is capable

requires many precautions easily overlooked. Bad contacts in the line, a broken

strand in a flexible cable, etc., may cause large errors. The thermometer is fragile,

and its calibration may be altered by severe handling, by the slightest contaminatmn,

or by volatilization of the platinum wire forming the (^oil. "The range is confined

usually below al)out 1000°C., whereas rare-motal thermo(U)uples may be used to

14()0“C.

In the early development of pyrometry before satisfactory galvanometers were

devised for thermocouples, the, resistance thermometer afforded about the only accu-

rate means of temperature measurement, but with the highly sensitive and reliable

thermocouple indicators and portable potentiometers and with the reproducible

platinum to platinum-4*hodium couple liow obtainable, few industrial processes "are

carried out above 300°C. where a thermoelectric installation is not to be preferred.

When very small temperature changes or intervals must be measured with high

precision^i the resistance thermometer may be employed effectively. Al^o in certain

processes where an integrated or average temperature over the entire bulb is required,

the resistance thermometer is highly desirable. A homogeneous thermocouple indi-

cates the temperature of its hot junction, while a resistance thermometer indicates the

average temperature of the entire coil or bulb, which may be constructed as long as

desired. There are no cold-junction corrections for the resistance thermonteter—

a

decided' advantage over the thermocouple, but one that is offset by the disadvantages

mentioned.

Recording P3rrometry.—The pyrometers that can be easily made to record auto-

matically fall under the following classifications; (1) gas, saturated vapor, and liquid

thermometers: (2) resistance thermometers: (3) thermoelectric pyrometers: (4) radi-

ation pyrometers.
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Of these four types, the thermoelectric pyrometer recorder has the greatest appli-

cability, especially for the higher temperatures at which the first two named are not
suitable. The (constant-volume industrial gas thermometer is successful up to about
400°C. The rccsistance thermometer is capable of high accuracy up to 1000°C. At
such high temperatures, howtcver, thermocouples are more serviceable, since deteriora-

tion of the wire from continual heating does not so seriously alter the e.m.f. devel-

oped by a couple as it does the r(csistance of a resistance thermometer. Radiation

pyrometers are useful at the highest attainable temperatures, but proccssc^s in which

extremely high temperatures are employed are not, in general, subjected to precise

temperature control.

The most usual form of temp crat ire record is that in which temperature appears

as oiHc (coordinate and tiriKM.s tlu' otlncr coordinate. Such a temperature-time curve

has been calhcd an ‘‘aiitogi-aphic record.^^ This type of curve is valuable as a con-

tinuous record of tine temperature of a furnace* over an extended interval of tinuc. It

may be employed to (hctect transformation points in steel, which apptcar as flexures

or indentations on the plot when the furnace containing the sample of steel is uni-

formly heated or cooled. For this latter work, however, the ^^differential-tempera*

ture’^ (curve rec(3rder is especially adapted and will be describicd later. The various

special methods have been discussed by Burgess[15].

Potentiometric Recorders.—Recorders of this type are made by a number of

coinjianies and are available with pra(3ti(5ally any feature desired, such as cir(cular or

strip chart, singh'-point or multiple-point, calibrated in (crm.f. or directly in d(cgre(cs

(‘('iitigradc or Fahrenheit for pracctically any useful temperature range of any type

of therm o(coupl(c or radiation receiver, with or without referen(ce-jun(ction compensa-

tion, various chart speeds, with or without aut)matic control features, automatic or

manual adjustment of battery current, automatic recording of battery current, etc.

The widths of strip charts of recorders of this type ranges from 10 to 12 in. This

type of instrument may be divided into the following thnee general classes, depending

upon the method used to dete(ct the amount of unbalance of the potentiometer circuit

and to return the circuit to balance : the mechanical type, the photoelectric type, and

the ehictronic type.

The mechani(!al type of potentiometer recorder is, by far, the most commonly
used at the present time. It consists essentially of a potentiometer with a mechanical

movement for detecting the position of a galvanometer pointer and automatically

moving a carriage carrying the pen or print wheel across the paper and simultaneously

changing the slide-wire contact to a balanced position. These moving parts as well as

the paper chart are driven by an electric motor. Synchronous motors are ordinarily

used to obtain uniform chart speed.

In the phototube type of recorder, a mirror-type galvanometer is used to reflect a

light Ixmm to a phototube}. This beam of light in moving on and off the phototube

passes tin} (!0n trolling edge of a scn}en, (uiusing relays to operate whi(di, in turn, control

a reversing motor that drives the slide-wire contact of the potentiome^ter. The photo-

tube is not a calibrajted element but serves only to detect the direction of the light-

beam and to bring the potentiometer to a balance.

In the electronic type of recorder, the conventional galvanometer and its associated

mechanisms arc eliminated. In one form of instrument of this type, the unbalapced

d-c voltage between the e.m.f. of the thermocouple and the opposing potential of the

slide wire is converted into an alternating voltage by a conversion stage, then amplified

and fed into one winding of a two-phase induction motor. The other winding of this

motor is continuously energized from the power mains, and accordingly the direction

of rotation is governed by the phase of the voltage delivered by the conversion stage,
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Since the phase of this voltage reverses with reversal of the direction in which the

potentiometer is out of balance, the motor will rotate, when required, always in the

proper direction to restore the conditino of balance.

Instruments of this type can be classified as extremely high-speed recorders.

Inasmuch as they have no galvanometer, or other delicate parts, they are rugged and

unaffected by vibration.

Galvanometric Recorders.—Circular-chart and roll-chart recorders of this type

have been available, but they are rapidly being replaced by recorders of the potentio-

metric type. The principal reason for this is that the recorders of the galvanometric

type do not give the accuracy required in most cases. •

Transformation-point Indicators and Recorders.’—Instruments for obtaining trans-

formation or critical points in steel have been in use for a number of years and are

fairly well known in the steel industries. The simplest and also the least accurate

and sensitive method of measuring the temperature at critical points is to recor<l or

plot from indicator readings the temperature-time curve of the sample of steel when

placed in a furnace and heated. This method requires a steady rate of heating, and

the sensitivity is ordinarily only sufficient for high-carbon steels. It is possible, by

using a potentiometer and a sensitive galvanometer and forcing the furnace to rise

in temperature at a steady rate, to obtain a temperature-time curve that will plainly

indicate the transformations. In fact, this method is used for treating small parts,

such as gears and tools. A more accurate method for studying or testing steels is the

inverse-rate method developed at the National Bureau of Standardsflfi].

Usually, ample sensitivity can be obtained by the inverse-rate method, but if a

special study is being made, and all possible sensitivity is desired, the method of a

neutral body and differential couple, devised by Roberts-Austen, can be resorted

to, in which the data appear as temperature versus difference in temperature of test

piece and neutral body. These data can be replotted as

Tvs.
A(T - T)

T

the so-called derived-differential curve due to Ro8enhain[17], especially if errors are

suspected as a result of considerable differences in the cooling curves of the test piece

and neutral body. This curve will always aid in the interpretation of results, and

corresponds to the inverse-rate curve obtained from measurements of time and tem-

perature only, on a test piece without the neutral body and differential thermocouple.

Recorders for transformation points require no special description in sb brief a

treatment. Ordinary recorders suffice for temperature-time curves and can be easily

applied to the differential method mentioned in the previous paragraph. ^The inverse-

rate cuiVe has been obtained at the National Bureau of Standards by an automatic

device developed by French[18]. This device eliminates the tedious work of plotting

data point by point, but is too complex for general use.

High-temperature Control.—The meaning of temperature control can be extended

to cover not only the control of a furnace to a certain temperature, but also the control

of a process by means of temperature measurements and the knowledge they furnish.

Some of the factors that increase the difficulty of the regulation of furnaces, ovens,

etc., are inconstancy of heat supply, variation in internal absorption or generation of

heat, variation of loss of heat by radiation, etc., and unsteady supply or compoMtion
of materi^ to be heat-treated. Control of a furnace is best accomplished by use of a
pyrometer. There is always some point, or perhaps several, in a furnace, the tern*

perathre of which is more intimately connect^ witb the desired conditions thah anjr

other. In a hardening furnace^ it is a simple matter to put a thermocouple at some
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point and find the temperature in the immediate vicinity. But it is another matter

to determine the actual temperature of a piece of steel in the furnace The control of

a furnace is more difficult in the absence of some physical change taking place, which
may serve even as an accurate pyrometer in some cases. There are, in general, two
points or classes of points, the temperature of which are especially important. One
of these is at the object or material being heated, and the other is at the point or part

of the furnace where the widest variations in temperature occur. It is often advan-
tageous to control the furnace from m.easurements at the latter point, while adjusting

the control at intervals according to measurements at the former point. It is fre-

quently impossible or impracticable, howe^ cr, to obtain pyrometric measurements at

the point where the widest variat ons in temperature occur. It is, nevertheless,

important to consider these fac^s. If thermocouples are used, they must be placed

where the indicated temperatui^e will have direct relation to the desired conditions.

Automatic Temperature Control.—The general principle of automatic control is

to allow the furnace to heat and cool over a limited range and, by means of the result-

ing variations in e.m.f. of a thermocouple, radiation pyrometer, etc., to apply correc-

tive changes in the heat supply. Such control is complicated by the interrelation of

such factors as thermal lag and the magnitude of the temperature variations during

each period of heating and cooling. The actual variations in the temperature of

different parts of the furnace will, in general, be greater than the variations indicated

by the pyrometer. This is unavoidable. The best results are obtained by such

adjustments at intervals as will result in the smallest possible variation in the indi-

cated temperatures. The furnace operator, in such case, must correct any wide,

erratic, or sudden changes in fuel or heat supply or supply of raw material.

Automatic temperature controllers are available in as many or more forms than

recorders discussed earlier. These have so developed that it is now possible to control

automatically the heating and cooling rates, as well as the regulation of the “soaking*^

temperature. No attempt will be made to discuss the various possibilities here

because they appear to be unlimited.

Calibration of Pyrometers.—There are innumerable methods of standardizing,

calibrating, or checking pyrometers. The choice in any instance depends upon the

type of pyrometer, temperature range, accuracy required, apparatus available, per-

sonal preference, etc. Only a few of these methods will be discussed here, because

of limited space.

The accuracy required in pyrometer calibrations ranges from 0.01° in certain

laboratory work to 10 or 20°C. in certain industrial applications. For an accuracy

of 0. 1 °C. or better, agreement with the International Temperature Scale and methods

of interpolating between calibration points become problems of prime importance,

but for an accuracy of about 10°C., comparatively simple methods of calibration will

usually suffice.

The methods of calibrating pyrometers may be divided into two general classes,

(depending on the method of determining the temperature: (1) primary calibrations

in which fixed temperatures, defined by. the melting, freezing, or boiling points of

substances are used; and (2) secondary calibrations in which another pyrometer is

used as a standard of reference or comparison. In general, the secondary, or com-

parison, method is preferred for industrial laboratories. In such cases, the standard

pyrometers should be checked regularly by the'National Bureau of Standards or some

other laboratory equipped to carry out such standardization. The National Bureau

of Standards undertakes the calibration of comparison standards upon application.

Many industrial laboratories, however, carry out their own primary calibrations.

For this purpose, the National Bureau of Standards supplies standard freezing-point

samples of copper, aluminum, zinc, lead, and tin. /
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Calibration of High-temperature Thermometers.—Thermometers can be cali-

brated by comparison with standards in a water bath below 100°C., in an oil bath from

100 to 300° or even 400°C., and in a tin, lead, or fused-salt bath to 550°C^ The baths

should be well stirred.

Fixed points to be used are 0°, 100°, and the boiling points of naphthalemi, 218°C.

;

benzophenone, 306°C.
;
anthracene, 340°C.; and sulphur, 444.6°(>. The boiling-

point method is very inconvenient and, in general, more subj<'ct to error than the

stirred-bath comparison method. In checking thermometers, spcnnal attention must

be given to (1) uniformity of temperature of bath, (2) stem corrections of thermom-

eters, (3) change in the ice-point reading, and (4) use of the thermometers installed

with short immersion.

Calibration of Thermocouples.—Detailed descriptions of methods of (calibrating

thermocouph^s are giv(*n in a rciference [19] at the end of the (*hapter.

It is the practice at the National Bureau of Standards, at the pr(isent time, to

remove platinum to platinum-rhodium tlKirmocouples from their insulating and pro-

tecting tubes and heat them in air for 1 hr. at about 1450°(\ Ix'fore calibrating.

There is some question as to whether this is necessary or beneficial for new thermo-

couple wire be(!ause some of the platinum-thermocouple manufacturers give their

wire a stabilizing treatmen t. Practically all base-metal thermo(5ouple wirc^ produced in

this country is anneahHi or given a ^'stabilizing heat-trciatmeiit” by the manufa(;turer.

In general, considerable time is requin^d to calibrate a th(*rmocouple at IIkj fr(*ezing

points of metals. Except in spedal cases, this method is liiiiited to the calibration of

primary platinum to 90 platinum-10 rhodium thermocouple standards. Occasionally

it may be used advantageously to check a thermocouple of any type at a few selected

points.

In calibrating a thermocouple at the freezing point of a nu^tal, the general pro-

cedure is to immerse the thermocouple, properly protected, in the molten rnctal and

take simultaneous readings of e.m.f. and time as the metal cools slowly through its

freezing point. Precautions must be taken to assure that the depth of immersion is

sufficient to prevent heating or cooling of the junction by heat flow along the thermo-

couple wires and protection tube. The depth required will depend on the material

and size of the wires, the dimensions of the insulating and protecting tubes, and the

difference between the temperature of the freezing-point sample and that of the fur-

nace and atmosphere immediately above it. The safest method of dc^termining

whether the depth of immersion is sufficient is by trial. It should be such that during

the period of freezing the thermocouple can be lowered or raised at least 1 cm. from

its normal position without altering the indicated e.m.f. by as much as the allow^ablo

uncertainty in the calibration.

Calibration by Comparison Methods.—The calibration of a thermocouple by
comparison with a working standard is sufficiently accurate for most purposes and
can be done conveniently in most industrial and technical laboratories. The success

of this method usually depends on the ability of the observer to bring the junction

of the couple to the same temperature as the actuating element of the standard, such

as the hot junction of a standard thermocouple or the bulb of a resistance or liquid-

iurgist-^ thermometer. The accuracy obtained is further limited by the accuracy of

the standard. Of course, the reference-junction temperature must be known, but

this can usually be controlled by using &n ice bath of water and cracked ice or measured
by a liquid-in-glass thermometer. The method of bringing the junction of the couple

to the same temperature as that of the actuating element of the standard depends upon
the type of couple, type of standard, and the method of heating.

In the Cjomparison of platftium to platinum-rhodium thermocouples, the junctions

be welded together or wrapped together with platinum wire or foil and heated
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by any convenient means. The thermocouple wires should be protectcKi from
metallic vapors and products of combustion if a fuel-fired furnace is used.

In the testing of one or more small baso-motal thermocouples, they may be welded
to the junction of the standard. If a large nunibcr of base-metal thermocouples are

to be tested at the same tompcTature, the method of immtTsing the thermocouples in

a molten-metal bath or into holes drilled in a large copper or aluminum block is very
advantageous. If a tin bath is used, iron or ni(!kel-(diromium tubes are sufficient

protection for base-im^tal thermocouples. When wires, insulators, and protection

tubes of base-metal therniocouples are large, tests should b(‘ made to ensure that the

depth of immersion is sufiic'eni to eliminate heating or cooling of the junction by heat

flow along these materials.

Satisfactory results aro i*btained by purchasing base-metal thermocouple wire in

sufficient quaiitities to nuik( a la/ge number of thcrmo(;ouples, calibrating a few sam-
ple thermocouples from the coil, and applying this (;alibration to the other thermo-

couples mad(^ from the sanui coil.

Thermocouples in Fixed Installations.—After tlu'rniocouples hav(^ Ix^en used for

sortu^ time at high temperatur(*s, it is difficult if not impossible to d(‘termine how much
the calibrations are in error by removing them from an installation and testing in a

laboratory furnace. Tlie thermocouples are usually inhomogeneous after such use

and in such a condition' that the e.m.f. developed by the couples depends on the

temperature distribution along the wires. If possible, such (couples should be tested

under the same conditions and in the same installation in which they are used.

Although it is not usually possible to obtain as high a precision by testing the couples

in place as is obtained in laboratory tests, the results are far more accurate in the

senses of being representative of the behavior of the couples.

11)0 exact method of proc(‘dure depends on the type of installation. Usually it is

possible to place the standard beside the thermocouple being tested. Frequently,

there is room to insert a small standard thermocouple in the protection tube alongside

of the thcrmo(;oupl(^ being tested. In any cas(^, the hot junction ends of the thermo-

couphss should be brought as dose together as possible.

Calibration of Indicators and Recorders.—The calibration of indicators and

recorders in industrial laboratories or plants will generally c.onsist of a secondary

calibration, i.e., comparing one instrument with another, which is referred to as a

standard.

In calibrating an indicator of the galvanometer type, a millivoltmeter, it should

be borne in mind that the deflection of the point(;r of the instrument is proportional

to the current through the moving coil (considering torque of springs proportional to

such deflection and magnetic field uniform). Consequently, the resistance of the

thermocouple and leads must be taken into consideration. This may be done by (1)

connecting the thermocor^^ple and le&ds in series with the instrument during calibra-

tion: (2) connecting a resistance equal to that of the thermocouple and leads in series

with the indicator; or (3) measuring the resistance of the thermocouple, leads, and

instrument and making the necessary corrections.

Indicators having scales reading only in temperature must be calibrated while

connected to a thermocouple for which the instrument was. designed, or else the

temperature-e.m.f. relation must be known. Careful attention to reference junctions,

their disposition and compensation, should be given.

Potentiometers are compared by attaching their terminals together -f to -f- and
— to and balancing each.

,

Calibration of Optical Pyrometers.—The primary standardization of an optical

pyrometer by sighting into a black body immersed in freezing or melting metal is

difficult and tedious. A swondary calibration by comparing two instruments is fairly
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simple. The two opticals may be sighted alternately or simultaneously on the same
spot of any convenient source. Tungsten-filament strip lamps are available for

carrying out such comparisons in the laboratory. These lamps usually are provided
with a notch in the filament to permit sighting the two opticals at the same spot.

Strip lamps may also provide a convenient means of checking an optical pyrom-
eter when a working standard is not available. This is accomplished by first deter-

mining (or having determined) corresponding values of temperature and current
through the strip lamp and using it as a standard.

Facilities for controlling the current through the lamp are required in either case.

The calibration of optical pyrometers and strip lamps is carried out at the National
Bureau of Standards on application.

Calibration of Radiation Pjrrometers.—r-The best results on the calibration of a
radiation pyrometer are usually obtained by calibrating it (1) after it has been installed

or (2) at a fixed distance from a definite target. A thermocouple or, preferably, an
optical pyrometer may be used as a standard. The optical pyrometer should be
sighted at the same point as the radiation pyrometer. If the object that the radiation
pyrometer is sighted on does not very closely approach a black body, correction must
be applied for the emissivity.

The practice of calibrating a radiation pyrometer imder one set of conditions in

regard to distance from target, size of target, type of black body, etc.,, and then using
it under another set of conditions is subject to some uncertainty. The primary
difficulty is the construction of a uniformily heated black body with an opening
sufficiently large to meet the requirements of the radiation pyrometer. If such a
calibration is attempted in a laboratory, care should be taken to see that the distance
and size of opening are within the limits set by the manufacturer.
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CHAPTER X

ROASTING AND SINTERING

By Arthur S. Dwight^

Introduction.—When a metallic sulphide ore in the natural state is gradually

heated in the presence of atmospheric oxygen, the following succession of phenomena
will be observed as the temperature rises: (1) The mechanically held moisture will be

expelled, and up to 100°C. at normal pressure no other important change will take

place. This stage is called ''drying.^^ (2) As the temperature rises above 100°C.,

other compounds will be expelled, such as chemically combined water, volatile car-

bonaceous matter, and carbonic a(nd from carbonates, but, through a considerable

range of temperature, without the absorption of oxygen by the metallic elements.

This stage is called ‘Calcination,^’ and the most common example is the making of

quicklime from limestone by burning. (3) As the temperature approaches a low red

heat, the metallic sulphides begin to be attacked by the oxygen of the air with the

formation of oxides and sulphates of the metals, and sulphurous acid gas (8O2).

This stage is called “roasting.” (4) The sidphide minerals are mostly relatively

fusible: hence, if the temperature is raised too rapidly (after roasting bcigins), some
of the unroasted sulphide will fuse together or “matte,” and the roasting operation

will be interfered with—perhaps stopped altogether. This premature meeting is

sometimes erroneously called “sintering.” If, on the other hand, a favorable roasting

temperatxire is maintained, with ample contact of the material with atmospheric

oxygen, the mineral will be rapidly oxidized, the reaction being propagated from the

exterior to the interior of the mineral mass, but without fusion.

Therefore, roasting may be defined as a metallurgical operation wherein an ore is

heated under such conditions and to such a temperature (bedow that of fusion of its

mineral constituents) that the metal component of the ore which it is sought to

recover will be chemically changed from that form in which it occurs in the ore to some
other form which will be amenable to some definite subsequent treatment.

The roasting process may be any one of the following kinds: (1) oxidizing roast,

(2) reducing roast, (3) sulphating roast, (4) chloridizing roast.

Certain effects or preliminary reactions are common to all types of roast, the first

being dehydration, both of moisture and of water of crystallization, and also, with

carbonates, the driving off of the CO2, .which may be expressed by such a general

formula as

MCO* » MO + CO2

Size of material for roasting should be governed by the manner of roasting to

lie employed (or vice versa) or by the subsequent treatment for which the roasted

ore is destined: it may vary from a diameter of several inches in the weathering

process, as at Rio Tinto—or even the roasting of pyrite ore “in place” suggested

^ PreBtdent, DiKdght & Lloyd Sintering Co., Now York. The author acknowledges his indebted-

ness to .Robert 0. Canby, Reed W. Hyde, and Robert W. Eowen for their cooperation and assistance

in tike preparation of this chapter.
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by and experiments made with idea of folloTvdng by leaching in placed—down to the

pulverization of zinc ores for the dead roasting required for subsequent retorting

(0.04 to 0.08 in.).

2

The best roasting experience has shown that the '‘sizing’’ of the crushed ore into

several different sized products would result in k much better roaster practice, but
there are, apparently^ sufficient reasons, such as limited tonnage, for not adopting
the practice. The more recent advent of “blast roasting,” however, would now s('em

to render unnecessary such sizing in smelter practi<‘e, but for hydromel.alhirgical

roasting, where tonnages permit, it is well worthy of consideration, as each size could

then receive the time and the cliaracteT of rabbling suitable to that size.

Oxidizing roasting is the kind gen ially referred to in smelting operations, and it

is the roast now most generally practiced in preparing sulphide ores for acid lixivia-

tion, particularly zinc ores foi subsequent electrolytic disposition—in which practice

th(} amount of allowable sulphate of zinc is usually limited'^—and for zinc retorts,

where absolute d(iad roast is de^^ired.

A general formula for oxidizing roast may be expressed as follows:

MS -h 30 = MO + SO 2

Such a general formula, however, cannot be considered as ad(iquately expressing the

reactions of the oxidizing roast, but, rather, the ultimate theoretical result, which is

arrived at through a complicated series of reversible reactions, which in their progress

include the various stages of (2) the reducing roast, and (3) the sulphating roast.

The ultimate breaking up of the sulphates, especially of zinc, demand a high degree

of temperature in order that the result may be a complete or "dead roast.” Neither

does such a formula express the influence of catalytic reactions, such as the beneficial

effect of a certain proportion of quartz or other minerals having catalyzing properties

in the gangue. Time, temperature, oxygen (air), and suitable physical and mechan-

ical conditions are essential elements. Time may vary from the mere flash of the

"blast roasting,” the hours of the hearth roast, the months of the heap roast, to the

years of the "weather roasting” (Rio Tinto practice). This latter practice is not

properly considered as under the head of the oxidizing roast.

The temperature for an oxidizing roast must, toward the end of the operation, be
sufficient to break up the sulphates that are inevitably formed in the Earlier stages

of the roast. The temperature depends very largely upon the character of the min-

erals in the ore, and, while in some cases the temperature may be described as a bright

red heat, in zinc ores zinc sulphate gives up only part of its sulphuric acid, forming

basic sulphate, which is completely decomposed into zinc oxide, sulphur dioxide, and

oxygen only at white heat.^ At Anaconda, in oxidizing roasting of 0.573 per cent Cu
tailings in six-hearth MacDougall-type roasters, the best results were obtained with

the fourth .hearth at about 500°C. In the hottest (the third) fired hearth, 535°C.,

S, 2.2 per cent was reduced to 0.6 per cent.® In roasting for hydromctallurgical pur-

poses, however, other reactions than oxidization, such as formation of ferrites, have to

be considered. Some information on this point is given on pages 293 and 296.

Broadly, it may be stated that the high temperatures necessary to break up the

sulphate tend to cause the formation of ferrites, which are objectionable because of

their insolubility in dilute acid.

1 Eng. Mining Jour»-Pre88, June 21, 1924, p. 1018,

* SCRKABBL, Vol. 2, p. 113.

* Masok, Mining Sci. Preaa, June 12, 1920, p. 866.

* Bchnabbl, “Handbook of Metallurgy," p. 422; 900 to 970®C., Grubnawalt, ** Hydrometallurgy/’

p. 49.

» Trans. Vol. 65, p. 186, 1916,
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Experiments made at Trail, B.C., indicate that actual physical contact of the iron

mineral (pyrite) and zinc mineral is necessary to the formation of zinc ferrite: that,

therefore, if the particles were falling freely during the roasting—instead of being in

contact as in an ore bed upon a hearth—^ferrite would not be formed from such free-

falling particles of nonferriferous mineral. ^

As oxidizing roasting possesses the major interest to the metallurgist, a more
detailed discussion will be found on page 280.

Reducing roasting usually implies a heat-treatment of an oxidized metallic com-

pound under the influence of a so-called reducing agent, usually some active form of

hydrogen, carbon, or a metallic sulphide at a temperature below that of fusion, for the

purpose of lowering the oxide state or for the complete reduction to metal. •

The production of ^‘moss copper’^ from roasting high-grade matte, as in the

Crooke^s process, is an instance of reduction to metallic state, the usually assumed

reaction being that between sulphate and cuprous sulphide

CuOSO* -h CU 2S = 3Cu -f 2SO 2

Another example is furnished by the so-called roast-reaction method of smelting lead

ores by the reaction, in a roasting furnace, of PbS04 and PbO on unchanged PbS.

Still another example is the production of iron sponge from iron ore mixed with

carbon. The Republic Steel Corp. at Warren, Ohio, is installing a 22 ft. 3 in. diam-

eter 12-hearth Nichols-Herreshoff furnace for producing a form of sponge-iron from

high-grade eastern magnetite ores. Hot coke-oven gas will be used as the reducing

agent and as the means for supplying the heat necessary for this reaction. It is

expected that the Fe804 will be reduced to metallic iron at a temperature of about

1300°F.

The Nicaro Nickel Co. is using 12 Nichols-Herreshoff furnaces 22 ft. 3 in. diameter

with 16 hearths. The upper 5 hearths are used for drying and preheating the ore,

which is very high in moisture, and the lower 11 hearths serve to reduce partially the

iron and nickel present in the mixture of limonite and serpentine ores. The reducing

agent is producer gas, and heat is supplied by oil burners that are operated with about

1 per cent CO and with no excess air.

Sulphating roasting occurs incidentally during oxidizing roasting, but is essentially

the reverse operation, since the effort is made to produce the maximum amount of

sulphate of the metals by coordinating the temperature and the relative proportion

of oxygen and SO 2 in the furnace gases. This process will be discussed in its reverse

phase under Oxidizing Roasting. The muffle furnace, from its greater possibility of

controlling the relative proportions of O, SO 2 ,
and SOt, because the gases of combus-

tion do not come in contact with the roasting ore, has long been believed to be best

suited to the sulphating roast.

In more recent reverberatory-furnace practice, however, ingenious schemes of

by-passing the material and the gases, and the improved devices for assuring tempera-

ture control, are making more promising the economic production of sulphates in this

type of furnace, especially in the multiple-hearth furnace. The Coolbaugh process

is an instance of withdrawing the gases produced in a preliminary step of the roast and
then passing them, with their content of 8O2,

into the atmosphere of another furnace,

or that region of the same furnace in which the final reaction of the roast takes place

(at a temperature of 460 to 860®C.), an operation that may be arrived at by simply

drawing the gases down through the furnace so that the maximum percentage of SO2

in the furnace gases is present at the final stage of the roast.* Middleton claims to

^ BvXL. Cjcm. Intt, Min* Met*, June, ie24, p. 435.
* U.S. patent 1315761.
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convert sulphides to sulphates “in any standard type of roasting furnace” by close

temperature control. He states that from the reactions of his process “it will be
seen that the greater part of the sulphating action is due to the iron sulphate formed
during the first stage of the roast, and it has been found that this compound also

reacts with oxide of copper, forming copper sulphate. Catalytic action may play

an important role here. Some corroboration of this idea may be found in the fact

that experience in roasting various zinc ores has shown that those higher in iron pro-

duce the greater proportion of zinc sulphate, thus suggesting catalytic action of iron

oxide.* The percentage sulphated in Middleton ^s roast, as shown by sizing tests,

rises very sharply at 100 mesh and finer. He suggests the following reaction

:

2CU 2S “b 2FefcJ04 4” llO “ 4CuS04 -}- Fe208

Complete sulphating undoubtedly will be found not wholly to “depend upon tem-

perature control,” nor will a theoretically ideal atmosphere alone effect complete suh

phating, without successful maintenance of the temperature, within a reasonably close

range. The modern industrial pyrometer, with its easily read scale and recording

devices, should be of the greatest help in temperature control. Successful sulphating

roasts have been made, in an experimental way, upon ores so low in sulphides (copper)

that the amount of SO 2 in the interstitial gases must have been very small, so that

the factor of temperature and, possibly, also of catalytic action of certain gangue

minerals must have been particularly effective.

Temperature for sulphating roast for copper ore should be such (500 to 590°C.)

that ferrous sulphate will be completely broken up and that cupric sulphate will be so

far as possible undecomposed (580 to 700°C.).* For the seven-hearth MacDougall-

type furnace, with trapped pockets for passing ore from hearth to hearth (to prevent

flashing), Mackay gives hearth temperatures as follows, first (top) to seventh, respec-

tively: 420, 450, 490, 550, 590, 590, and 450°C. For low-grade ore (33 per cent zinc)

at Great Falls, hearths one to seven, respectively^ showed 440, 550, 605, 630, 650, 660,

and 580°C.^ While the later studies of the sulphating roasting have had to do

with low-grade semioxidized ores—of copper, for example, and of intimately mixed

sulphides of copper, zinc, and lead, as in Coolbaugh process—earlier studies along this

same line developed the well-known Ziervogel process for the recovery of silver by
sulphate roasting of argentiferous matte, which found application in Germany in

1848 and at Argo, Colo., in the late seventies to the early nineties. Electrolytic

refining has made such a process as the Ziervogel obsolef/e for mattes, but for mixed

copper, zinc, lead sulphide, or semioxidized ores the sulphating roast may again find

a field.

Chloridizing roasting and the recent “chloridation“ of the volatilization process

are identical, z.e., the roasting of the prepared ore with a chloride, usually common
salt, to convert the original mineralogical form of certain metals into chloride. Chlor-

ddizing roasting of silver ores was first introduced in Vienna by Born, and combined

with the Cazo process in 1786. ® The early use of the Cazo process was as a preliminary

to barrel an^algamation, but it found, temporarily, wide application also in the

“hyposulphite” lixiviation process for silver ores. The chloridizing roast has per-

sistently maintained a place in the literature of hydrometallurgy, particularly for

copper, since the advent of the cyanide process for silver, but without important

practical application, except possibly in the Longmaid-Henderson process for leaching

^ Enff» Mining Xpr. 15, 1922, 629; U. B. patent 1376025. ,

aRALSToa, **£leetrolytic Depoeitiop and Hydrometallurgy of Zino/' 1921, p, 85b

* C/. alao Hg. 1, Sng. Mining Jour,-PreiM, Apr. 15, 1922, p. 630»

i Chm, dt Met, Eng.. Feb. 9, 1921, p. 246.

* Bar. 0/ Jifinef, BvU, 211, p. 6.
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pyrite cinder. Under the term ^^chloridatioii/^ it has quite recently appeared again

as the fii;pt step of the proposed 'Volatilization process/^ But the facility with which

chlorides of copper and other metals are volatilized, as shown by these studies, indi-

cates that the chloridizing roast would undoiibtedl.y have produced enormous metal

losses in many of the processcis for which the chloridizing roast has been recommended

in technical literature as a preliminary step. In chloridizing blast roasting, in which

the ore contains 5 to 10 per cent water, Keep maintains that there is "no volatilization

loss/'^

The chemical reactions of chloridizing roasting (and "chloridatioii ") are complex

and not definitely known. In applying the chloridizing roast to preparation for

"hyposulphite’^ leaching process, the rt^action was generally assumed to be

2NaCU -f 8 -f- 2O 2 = Na 2S04 + CI 2

In this process the g(‘neral custom was to supply the sul])hur in the form of pyrite,

along with the salt.

Roasting Practice.—As roasting is generally a preliminary stc^p in a major metal-

lurgical process, it is necessary to choose a method appropriate to the conditions.

For instance, if lead is the prime metal to be recoverc'd, no (topper whatevcT being

present, it will be d(5sirable to effect an almost complete elimination of the sulphur

before smelting, thus avoiding the formation of an undue quantity of matte which

locks up metal during retreatment. It is desirable also that the roasted product

should be in lumpy form for the lead blast furnace. If (topper is the metal under

treatment, a complete elimination of sulphur may not be desired, but the degree of

oxidation should be such that in the subsequent smelting a suitable grade copper matte

shall be produc.ed.

The mechanical character of the roasted product should be coarse if it is to bo

smelted in blast furnaces, and fine if it is' to be smelted in reverberatories. In the

latter case, it is desirable also to avoid the undue formation of magnetic oxide, as this

is difficult to flux in the reverberatory whose reducing effect is slight. If zinc is to be

recovered by retorting, a complete elimination of S ("dead roast”) is necessary,

involving the breaking up of the ZnS04 compounds which tend to form during roast-

ing. The product should be reasonably fine in character (say 0.04 to 0.08 in.)^

so as to permit of an intimate mixture with the pulverized carbon in making up the

charge for the retorts. Thus there is a wide range of variation in requirements and
conditions, and the choice of a roasting process should involve a consideration of the

following factors: (1) Required mechanical condition of product in view of subsequent

treatment. Thus, if the ore is to be leached, porosity should be preserved and the

formation of insoluble compounds controlled; if the ore is to be smelted in blast fur-

naces, the product should be coarse and cellular; if in reverberatories, the product may
be fine. (2) Required chemical condition of product in view of subsequent treatment,

e.ff., oxidizing, reducing, sulphatizing, chloridizing, avoidance of formation of ferrites,

etc. (3) The chemical composition of the original ore and associated minerals. (4)

The mechanical condition of the ore as received (coarse or fine) and the question of

cnishing. (5) Elimination of undesirable elements and inipurities, as S, As, Sb, etc.

(6) Utilization of aulphur gases, requiring a gas rich in SOg
;
also the question of smoke

damage. (7) Control of temperature and air supply as in sulphating roasting. (8)

Avoidance of losses of recoverable metals, especially the precious metals, by excessive

temperatures; losses in dusting or by weathering and leaching (heaps and stalls).

1
JSJnff. Mining Jaur., Feb, 6, 1915, p, 267,

“ Schnabikl, Vol. 2, p. 113, 1907ed,
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Ihe most desirable combination of operations is that one which yields the most satis-

factory commercial result in the long tun.

The furnace gases containing the eliminated S in the form of SO 2 or SO 3 may be
wasted into the atmosphere, or may he utilized in the manufacture of sulphuric acid.

The destructive effect of sulphur gases on vegetation is apt to become a serious ques-

tion in thickly populated communities, and in many localities the percentage of SO 2

in the gases which smelters may turn out into the atmosphere is limited by law.

If the ore comes in lumps practically free from fines, the choice of heaps, stalls, or

kilns may be indicated, thougfi such practice is rare in these days.

If the ore is fine, it should be treated either on a reverberatory hearth or by blast

roasting, and the advantages of thcMi h* >dern methods are so great that it usually pays

to crush the (coarse* ores before roasting.

Essential Requirements.*- Hie primary conditions essential to good roasting

may be conveniently divided into three classes: chemical, thermal, and mechanical

requirements.

Chemical Requirements.—As iron pyrites (h"eS 2 ) is one of the most common of

the natural metallic sulphides, it will he selected as typical. When FeS 2 is gradually

heated to a low red heat with exclusion *of air, one atom of S is expelled as elemental

S, leaving a magnetic sulphide, FeS. In the pres(*nce of air, however, this reaction

Avill be modified by the burning of both atoms of S, forming SO 2 ,
and leaving the iron

in the ferric form, with perhaps some Fe304 ,
depending upon the temperature and

air supply.

The other common sulphide minerals behave much the same as pyrites, except

that they do not—with the exc.eption of chaleopyrite (Cu 2S.Fe 2Sa)—yicild any sub-

limate of metallic sulphur, their ignition aird inc.aiidescence temperatures are gener-

ally higher than for pyrites, and the resulting oxide degree will depend upon the ore

that is being treated. The temperature at which the principal metallic sulphides

will ignite differs for the different minerals and is affeeb^d also by the size of the par-

ticles. Table 1, on page 323, from Hofman,^ gives the ignition temperatures for

certain size grains. SO 2 gas in the presence of oxygen and in contact with hot Fe-jOa

or Si02 tt'iids to form SO 3 by catalysis. It is important to bear this fact in mind in

considering reactions taking place in a roasting furnace, especially when questions of

the formation and deciomposition of sulphates arc involved.

The progress of the roasting and the formation of sulphates of the metals are

greatly influenced by the temperature and the presence of SO2 and SOs in the furnace

gases. Hence, a proper understanding of the behavior of the sulphates is important. ^

The conversion of SO2 into SO3 or the dissociation of SO3 into SO2 and O are revers-

ible reactions and vary with the temperature and vapor pressure of the gases in the

contacting atmosphere. The partial pressures of the ingredient gases are propor-

tional to the relative volumes of these gases in the mixture, normal atmospheric

pressure being taken at 760 mm. of mercury. In 100 volumes of air at normal pres-

sure, 760 mm. mercury, there are 21 volumes of O and 79 volumes of N, giving partial

tensions as follows:

^Hoo X 760 = 159.6 mm. partial pressure? of oxygen

7^00 X 760 =* 600.4 mm. partial pressure of nitrogen

Now assuming that the interstitial gases immediately surrounding the ore particles

have the analysis,^by volume, as given in the following example, the partial pressures

*of the gases will be those here shown

:

1 Hofman, General Metallurgy," p. 404.

* (Supra, Sulphating Roast.
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* Volume Per Cent
50

2

10 per cent X 760 =» 76 mm. partial pressure

50

3

4 per cent X 7^ =* 30 mm. partial pressure

0 18 per cent X 760 « 138 mm. partial pressure

N 08 per cent X 760 = 516 mm. partial pressure

100 per cent 760 mm. total pressure

It is evident that the most active roasting atmosphere will be one in which the partial

pressure of oxygen is a maximum. Nitrogen is an inert diluent: SO 2 and SOs play

the double role of weakening the oxygen effect and even reversing the reaction and

promoting the formation of sulphates. Good roasting, therefore, requires a removal

of the sulphur gases from contact with the material, and a continual renewal of the

oxygen supply. If, however, SO 2 is allowed to accumulate in the contacting atmos-

phere to the extent of 9 per cent by volume, the roasting effect will automatically

cease.

The following reactions are typical; '

^

1 .

2.

3.

r 2FeS2 + 110 = Fe203 -f 480^

t FeaOa -1- SSOa Fe2(S04)3

f CU 2S -h 40 = 2CuO + SO 2

t 2CuO -f 2SO 3 2CUSO 4

j
ZnS “h 30 = ZnO -H SO 2

1 ZnO 4- SOa ZnS04

For every vapor pressure of SOa, there is a critical temperature below which sul-

phatization will be favored, and above which the sulphates will be dissociated, and

revert to the oxide condition with expulsion of SO 3 . Table 2 (page 646) gives these

critical temperatures and pressures for certain important sulphates.

As the sulphates play a very important part in securing any desired result in a

roasting operation, it will be clear from a study of the table (page 646) that a careful

control of the two factors, temperature and vapor pressure of the contacting gases,

is essential. Thus, in blende roasting, at a temperature of 720®C. the dissocia-

tion tension of SOa is 24 mm. This would correspond to a gas analysis of approxi-

mately as follows; SOa, 3; O, 20.4; and N, 76.6 per cent. If the temperature remains

constant at 720°C., and the partial pressure of SOs rises above 24 mm., or, in other

words, if the analysis shows more than 3 per cent SOa in the contacting gas, the

formation of Zn804 will be promoted, while if the partial pressure of SOa drops below

24 mm., indicating less than 3 per cent SOa and correspondingly more^ free O in the

contacting gases, the ZnS04 will tend to revert to ZnO. If blende is being roasted

as a preliminary to leaching, the formation of soluble sulphates to a certain extent is

desirable, while if a recovery of zinc by distillation is sought a rapid breaking up of

the sulphates with as complete an elimination of S as possible is the end in view, and
this means high temperature (short of melting) and a rapid removal of the sulphur

gases. Thus, it will be evident from the table why it is more difficult to obtain a

**dead roast with ores of zinc than With those of other metals. In roasting blende

on a rabbled hearth, a given particle will be repeatedly submerged in an intense

interstitial sulphurous atmosphere and then exposed to the active influence of the

oxidizing furnace gases. When the particle is exposed, the zinc sulphate tends to

dissociate to oxide, and when submerged, to resulphatize. Accompanying these

successive reversals of the reaction there is a gradual loss of i^phur, but the operation
as ordinarily, conducted requires a prolonged high temperature, and is slow.
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^ In blast roasting, the fundamental conditions are less conducive to the formation

of sulphates, and when once dissociated there is little chance for a resulphatization.

This will be discussed further under the head, Blast Roasting Blende.

Arsenides and antimonides present difficulties in roasting because their higher

oxides AS2O6 and Sb206 tend to form very stable arsenates and antimonates with the

various metallic oxides present. These objectionable compounds can be decomposed
by reducing agencies, such as SO2 gas, or by the admixture of carbonaceous matter in

the roasting charge, which will produce the lower oxides AS2O3 and Sb208, which are

readily volatile. A repetition of oxidation and reduction is necessary to drive out

As and Sb effectivdy.

Thermal Requirements.—In T tblr 1 (page 323) arc given temperatures at which

certain sizes of particles of the various ores will ignite. sustain active roasting,

an adequate temperature must be maintained or the process w ill cease. If raised to

the fusing point of sulphides, these will melt and thus stop the roasting. Certain

free^burning sulphides (e.g., iron pyrites) once ignited wdll roast without the aid of

any external heat, provided excessive heat loss by radiation and otherwise is prevented.

Ordinary blende will self-roast on a rabbled hearth down to 8 to 10 per cent^

without extraneous heat. Recent improvements in mechanically rabbled multiple-

hearth furnaces, with careful conservation of heat by massive brick walls, and skilful

})y-pas8ing of the gases and material between certain hearths, have succeeded in

'‘dead roasting” blonde without extraneous fuel. But roasting practice generally

falls far short of the theoretical, and the roasting operation often has to be assisted

by outside fuel both to ignite the material and to maintain the reaction. Especially

is external heat necessary toward the end of the operation when the heat developed

by the oxidation is waning and a high heat is needed to break up the sulphates and

eliminate the residual sulphur. Such extra heat is furnished by fireboxes burning

coal, oil, or gas and delivering their hot products of combustion over a reverberatory

hearth upon which the ore particles are spread out in a thin layer. The heat is usu-

ally applied near a point where the roasted ore is discharged, and the temperatures are

allowed to decrease gradually toward the feed end, as is proper for the best results.

In general, the roasting temperature may be described as a bright red heat.

When the roasting is done in a reverberatory roasting furnace, a low roof is desir-

able, because the hot oxidizing gases which tend to hug the highest region of the arch

are forced into close contact with the ore on the heartji : hence, it is considered good

practice to design the arch as low as the space needed for the stratum of ore and the *

passage of the rabbling mechanism will permit.

Mechanical Requirements.—In addition to the chemical and heat requirements

already mentioned, there are certain mechanical factors that must be provided for

effective roasting, all of which are directed toward securing the maximum of reactive

contact between the sulphide and the oxidizing gases.

This condition will be aided by the following factors: ( 1 ) Small granules, though

not an impalpable powder. (2) A vigorous movement of the gases, which will con-

stantly bring fresh oxygen into contact with the surface of the ore, and at the same

time remove the spent gases, f.c., the residual nitrogen and the sulphur gases. (3)

Constant exposure of fresh sulphide surfaces to oxidation. In hearth roasting this is

accomplished by frequent stirt-ing, in blast roasting and heap roasting by causing

the air to permeate evenly through the mass. Attention to these three primary

requirements is essential to good roasting practice.

The size of grain usually speciiped as most desirable for lead ores where low sulphur

is wanted is minus }i in.

^

but in. may be small enough for copper ores where only

partial elimination of S is wanted. Heavy dusting losses accorap^iy the treatment of

**M«t®Uiirgy of Zinc,'' p. 41.
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very fine and dry material, in rabbled furnaces, in falling from hearth to hearth in mul-

tiple-hearth furnaces, or in subsequent handling. This dust loss is largely absent

from blast-roasting practice, as will be explained in the appropriate section. ^

Roasting Methods.—Roasting may be performed in either one of four general

classes of roaster: (1) Roast heaps and stalls (heap roasting); (2) reverberatory

roasters; (a) hand rabbled (hand reverberatory), (5) mechanically stirred, of multi-

farious styles, (c) revolving cylinders (Bruckners, etc.) (muffle roasters, kilns, hin-

dered- and free-falling shaft furnaces (Gerstenhofer and Stetefeldt and the modern

flash roasting) may be included as types of above classes)
; (3) blast roasting in pots,

by the Huntington-Heberlein, Savelsborg, Carmichael-Bradford, MeMurtry-Rogers

methods; (4) blast roasting in thin layers (Dwight-Lloyd system): (a) intermittent

downdraft pans, (6) continuous sintering machines.

A r<^sum6 of the efficiency factors of the above classes is:^

Efficiency,

pounds per

square feet per

day

Character of

product for

blast furnace

1. Roast heaps and stalls 5 to 20 Good.

2. Reverberatory roasters:

a. Hand roaster 24 to 35 Fair

h. Mechanical average conditions 33 to 75 Too fine

Mechanical special conditions 150 Too fine

c. Revolving cylinders 128 Too fine

3. Blast roast in pots 500 to 900 Excellent

Average 600 Excellent

4. Blast roast in thin layers (Dwight-Lloyd

system)

;

a. Intermittent down-draft pans 1,000 to 2,000 Ideal

b. Continuous sintering 2,200 to 3,000 Ideal

Such a comparison of pounds per square foot of surface area per day can, of course,

be taken only very generally, but tlie enormous difference between unit area efficiency

of hand reverberatory, say 29, and the continuous sintering, say, 2600 lb. per sq.

ft. hearth area per day, makes such comparison sufficiently discriminating.

Roasting in Heaps and Stalls.—Although now practically obsolete in large-scale

operations in the United States, heap roasting may be indicated for isolated localities

where more modern methods are not available. Hence this old practice is worth

recording. Coarse ores, passing, say, a 2-in. ring, and fropi which fines have been

removed, are adapted to heap and stall roasting. Where the proportion of pyrite in

an ore is high, the 2 in. diameter may be considerably exceeded, but otherwise, and

for mattes, the pieces should not much exceed this size. The ore must contain suffi-

cient sulphur to sustain the combustion that has been started by a sublayer of fuel.

The suggested method of an intermixture oi fuel throughout the heap, to make up
such deficiency, is hardly a feasible practice. The mineral in which the sulphur is

present would determine very largely the lower percentage limit, which is somewhere

^ Dwxobt, Efficiency of Ore Roasting, Eng, Mining Jour,, Dec. SO, 1911, p. 1267..
"

’

_ ,
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between 12 and 15 per cent S. On the other hand, where the sulphide content is high,

the greatest care is necessary in regulating air supply that fusion of the sulphide may
be prevented. To correct this tendency, a suitable admixture of lower grade sul-

phide may be made?. At Cordoba, Peharroya, and other places in Spain, cinders

from boilers were added as diluent, ^ an example not likely to be followed.

To describe roast ‘Tieaps” as truncated “pyramids'^ is somewhat misleading, if

the term ‘^pyramid suggests to the mind an equilateral l)ase. The word “pyramid ”

itself, however, might well have been derived from primitive heaps, but it is much
more likely to come from sa«Tif5cial or funeral pyres. The height of the heap is to

some extent dependent upon the sulphur cont»;nt (15 per cent 8, 8 ft.
;
ovt^r 35 per cent

Fig. 1.— Pounds of ore roasted per square foot of hearth area per 24 hr.

S, only 5 ft.
;
average, 6 ft.).* Ability to control draft properly and unabated vigilance

in this control are most important. Skill in successful regulation is attained by
experienced observation.

The lateral dimensions of the heap depend upon various factors, such as manner of

handling ore, whethtir it is received in railroad cars, Bleichert overhead rope tramway

system, by steam shovel or simple barrows, the available areas of suitable level

ground, etc. Generally, the larger the heap, the less the proportion of surface cover-

ing which must be retreated, so that good practice would favor long heaps, the width

being determined by the method of handling. Hofman* gives dimensions and ton-

nage of actual practice as follows: "Stafford, Vt., 24 X 50 X 5 ft. high, 350 tons; Kes-

wick, Calif., 20 X 600 X 8 ft. high, 15,000 tons; Mond Nickel Co., Ont., 40 X 80 X 15

* Collins, “ Metallurgy of Lead.”

* Hopmxk, ” Metallurgy of Qopper,” p. 75,

« Hofmak, Metalluray of Copper,” p. 76.
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ft. high, 2500 tons; Canadian Copper Co., 55 X 100 X 10 or 12 ft. high, 1700 to

1900 tons.

The character of the ground is important. It should be hard, impervious, or

clayey ground, fairly level, protected from surface drainage or wash, and free from

depressions that cjollect water. A convenient arrangement is to have railroad tracks

at suitable distances apart, upon a hillside, so that the raw ore may be unloaded from

cars on an upper track, and the roasted ore into cars on a lower track, whether by

barrows or mechanical device. This arrangement is especially convenient where

sufficiently extensive area of level groimd is unattainable. Of course, the uniformly

level area of ground is less expensive to prepare, and, where steam shovel handling is

possible, preferable.

The wood may be spread in a uniform layer over the entire area to be covered

by the heap, either directly upon the ground or upon a uniformly spread layer of

ragging or fines. If the quantity of wood is only sufficient to make a uniform layer of,

say, 3 to 6 in., it would possibly be difficult to burn so thin a layer. The same quan-

tity of wood, however, laid in parallel rows, at suitable distances apart, with occasional

cross rows, would be preferable to too thin a uniform layer. At certain of the inter-

sections of these lateral and cross rows, towers of wood and kindling should be carried

to the surface of the heap. These towers and the horizontal rows of wood, when
burned out, leave vents, or chimneys, and air passages that carry off the fumes and
supply the air for roasting. Sheet-iron doors may be supplied for covering the

entrances to the horizontal passages, or they may be regulated by coverings of ragging

and fines. The passages are closed on the windward sides of the heap, especially

during the earlier stages of the burning, or all passages may be closed for a time.

Wliere there is a seasonal prevailing direction of wind, or draw of air, as up a valley, or

canyon, considerable saving in the labor of placing the wood may be obtained by
locating the heap so that the wood can be unloaded directly into a sort of windrow
along what is to be the windward edge of the heap. When the wood is well ignited,

the draft is checked by unloading ragging and fines along this edge, and the draft is

regulated by removing and replacing, as may be required, the fines along the wind-

ward edge. Or, preferably, the wood may be placed along the two lengthwise edges.

This method of placing the wood along the edges is applicable only in case of easily

burning ore.

This crude method of roasting, although utilizing cheap, unskilled labor for han-

dling the material, requires a most constant and skilled watchfulness during the long

period of burning. It produces, however, an ideal product both physically and
chemically (except that the sulphur is high) for the blast furnace, but it has a very

low efficiency (5 lb. per sq. ft. of roast area),^ involves the carrying a large stocks of

ore for .a very small daily output, and necessitates enormous roast yards—960 sq. ft.

to furnish 3 tons per day.* This area per ton-day is dependent upon the length of

time required for burning and cooling a heap. This time varies from a few weeks,

usually in smaller heaps, uf>,to 3 to 4 months in large heaps. The large heap is more
desirable because of the greater economy in the use of the roast yard space, and
because of the much smaller proportion of exterior to be retreated and the usually

better roast, if successfully handled. The cost of heap roast dqpends on so many
factors that a stated average is of little value. Labor is the largest item: therefore

efficient methods of mechanical handling and large tonnages make for low costs.

Available data range from 15 to 20 cents per ton up to about a dollar. Metallurgical

losses are also most variable. With copper ores and mattes, a high percentage of

soluble copper sulphate may be formed in the heap, also sulphate of ainc and silver.

1 bwiopT* ISrnff. /our., 9Qf 1911, p. 1237.
* HofmaII, Metallurgy of Copper/' p. 74.
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A collaborator has found that, in dead-burned zon(»” of a heap-roasted "‘first

matte assaying 5.7 per cent Cu, 51 per cent of the copper was water soluble. And
in a stall roast, of an ore assaying 11.6 per cent Cu and 14 per cent 2n, 16 per cent

of the copper and 22.8 per cent of the zinc were water-soluble. It is evident that such

roasted material, if handled in the open, and upon flatcars, as is the customary man-
ner of transporting, would, in rainy weather, probably entail lu^avy metal losses and,

with copper, be destructive to rolling stock. There is practically no “dusting loss”

during building the heaps, but heap-roasted ores, and particularly mattes, powder
badly in tearing down the heap, so that in dry windy weather there is apt to be a

considerable dust loss at this : tage.

For the most part, however, 1 eap roasting is prohibitive, owing to the lack of

control of the destructive fuui which are fatal to all adjacent vegetation over very

wide areas. Even in sparely ;?eith d regions, the value of virgin forest that would

be ruined by heap roasting upon any considerable scale has usually to be considered.

Stalls and kilns have not been extensively used in the United States, and their

advantage over simple heaps in Europe seems to have been most largely due to

the manner of handling the material and the ability to control the sulphur fumes.

Stalls or kilns of brick construction arc undesirable becarusc the walls are so easily

destroyed. If brick is laid in fire clay, there is not sufficient binding strength, and if

in mortar, the lime is apt to become sulphated and swell and thus destroy the walls.

The best success is with molded or cast-slag blocks. A number of American plants

have in the past used roasting stalls with varying success (Eilers plant, Pueblo, Colo.,

East Helena plant, Mont., etc.). At Keswick, Calif., stalls were replaced by heaps.

^

Roasting stalls may well be considered as practically obsolete.

Hearth Roasting.—When the finely crushed ore is spread in a thin layer on a

hearth of refractory material surmounted by a firebrick arch, under which hot oxidiz-

ing gases are caused to circulate in contact with the ore, the conditions are excellent

for rapid and efficient roasting. All the factors necessary for good roasting, as

previously pointed out, can be brought to bear, viz., well-controlled temperature,

vigorous air current, and frequent stirring or rabbling.

Hand-rabbled Furnace.—The simplest form of hearth roaster is the well-known

hand reverberatory roaster, which was extensively used in lead-smelting practice in

the United States up to 1905, when it began to decline and became obsolete in 1912,

being superseded by the Huntington-Heberlein, and that in turn by the Dwight-Lloyd

process.* Hearth, side walls, and roof are built of briclc of refractory quality in the

half of the furnace near the firebox. The arch should have as low a spring as is

consistent with stability: hence, the better the quality of the arch bricks, the flatter it

can be and the better roasting will result, as a high rise in the arch allows the hottest

gases to keep at a distance from the ore spread out on the hearth. A rise of 10 in. in

a span of 14 ft. is about the least that is safe. The frames of the working doors are of

cast iron, provided with bars or rollers to support the heavy tool while rabbling, and

are closed by a simple plate of sheet iron. Buckstays of heavy steel rails embedded in

the ground and tied across the tops with steel rods and turnbuckles take the thrust of

the arch and hold the door frames in place.

A furnace with a hearth 60 ft. long by 16 ft. wide will roast in 24 hr. about 15 tons

of pyritiferous copper ore, reducing S from 35 to 7 per cent, or 31 lb. per sq. ft. per

day, while, ^ith ore that is not free burning, the output will be less, probably about

12 tons, or 26 lb. per sq. ft., per day. The depth of the ore bed is usually kept at

3 to 4 in. The ore is fed at the flue end of the furnace through hoppers in the roof,

or shoveled through the last door, after the preceding charges have been successively

1 “Metallurgy of Copper,*' p. 82,

• Hovmak, ‘’Metallurgy of Lead,” pp.*146, 147, 1918.
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moved toward the firebox, following the drawing of the completed charge. The new

charge, spread in a thin layer, soon dried, takes fire from the hot waste gases, and

begins to roast. Every three hours a charge is drawn and the others moved forward

one stage by Jong iron paddles (see description of tools below), with frequent rabblings

and turnings over in between times. It is very arduous work, as may be seen from

the description of the tools, and even a slave driver could not secure ideal results.

The tools for the old reverberatory hand roasters were the ‘‘paddle,” the “peelc,”

the “hoe,” and the “rabble.” The paddle had a blade 10 X 18 in. of %-m. steel with

a handle 12 ft. 6. in. long of II 2 round iron, for half the length and 1 in. for the

balance, with a crossbar at the outer end, 3 ft. long. The pe(‘le had a blade 7 X 20

in. of % in. steel, the handle being al>out the same as the paddle, except that it had

a rigid ring at the end, in place' of the crossbar. The hoe had a blade 10 X 8 in. of

f*8- or steel, the handle being 12 ft. long of 1
1 ^-in. round Iron. The rabble had a

hoe-shaped blade, 6X8 in. of 5^-in. steel and a 13-ft. handle of 1-in. round iron.

The ore was moved forward by a sort of rowing-like action with the^paddle. The
peele was for breaking encrustations, the hoe for drawing the charge, and the rabble for

stirring the charge and rabbling it by a ba(?k-and-forth action.

Two men every 8-hr. shift, or six men in 24 hr., would make up the crew, and
1 to 2 tons of long-flame bituminous coal per day would be about the fuel consump-
tion, Flat grates and step grates might be used according to the nature of the coal.

The cost of roasting usually varied from $1.50 to $3.50 per ton.

While this furnace has been almost entirely superseded in modern practice by
more efficient apparatus, it has been described here because it still has its uses in

special cases, arid, moreover, it is the protof-ype from which have sprung all the many
types of mechanically rabbled furnaces to be mentioned hereafter.

Until the advent of blast roasting, the hand roaster remained the one reliable

stand-by^f the lead smelter in the United States, though for a decade earnest unsuc-

cessful efforts were made to adapt mechanical rabbling to sticky lead ores,
‘
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The hand-rabbled reverberatory roaster affords a comparatively inexpensive fur-

nace, requiring a minimum ot brick and ironwork. For installation in the frontier or

inaccessible localities, or even as was done most successfully at one of the important
smelting centers of Mexico, hand reverberatory furnaces may be constructed of adobe,

with timber buckstays (8 X 6 in.) and 1-in. roimd-iron tie rods; the firebox of brick,

firebrick lined, 4 ft. 6 in. X 20 in., with steel rails for buckstays at the firebox. These
furnac^es are 60 ft. long, with a longitudinal middle wall separating the furnace into

two parallel hearths, each 8 ft. 6 in. in width, with six labbling doors, of jsj)ecial

design (see Fig. 2) in the outer walls, the inner or middle wall, 33 in. thick (f.c., thick-

ness of length plus width of adobe) being the inner skewback for the two parallel

arches. The outer walls are *^2 in thi k (the length of an adobe).

^

The adobe arches stood up remarkably well, although eventually replat^ed, almost

entirely, by red brick arches, v^ith firebrick at the firebox end. In reality, the failure

of the adobe arches was largeb' duo to the deterioration of the corrugated iron roof

over the roastcirs and the consequent admission of rain, rather than deterioration

caus(Hl by the actual roasting service. The arches—span, 8 ft. 6 in., spring, 10 in.

—

were constructed of adobes edgewise, i.e., 22 in. thick. Apart from the moderate

first cost of these adobe roasters, they possessed considerable advantage in the roast-

ing, due to the great conscuvation of heat because of the slight radiation loss. There-

fore, with the long flame of the wood fire (oak wood), in spite of the inefficient cliaracter

of the rabbling due to lack of physical strength of the Mexican laborer, the roasting

result compared not unfavorably with reverberatory hand-roaster results on similar

ores in Colorado practice of that day. Such a double furnace roasted 10 metric tons

of leady ores down to 4 per cent sulphur, using 3 metric tons of oak, cord wood. (Fffii-

ciency about 20 lb. of ore roasted per square foot of hearth per 24 hr.)

In all reverberatory roasting, by whatever type of furnace, whether manually or

mechanically rabbled, the complete efficiency of the rabbling, both as to its character

and its frequency, is of prime importance, so that, no matter what other adjuncts to

the reverberatory hearth furnace have been added, or suggested, chief consideration

has always been given to rabbling. Dr. Peters points out,’^ “the entire energy and

ingenuity of the inventor and users of automatic furnaca^s w(‘re focused upon

this single point." He actually states that they “succeeded" in solving the"

problem.

It is interesting to note in this connection that the amount of oxygen, the most

essential reagent in roasting, received only casual consideration. Very little thought

was given to the systematic supply of air to the furnace gases. F^ven with the intro-

duction of the air-cooled rabble arm in the mechanical roaster, it was apparently the

cooling effect that was foremost in the mind of the designer rather than the admission

of oxygen, and in the more recent d(5signs of air-cooled arms the air circulates through

the system without escaping intS the roaster atmosphere.

Mechanically Rabbled Furnaces.—It is not intended in this chapter to describe

in detail the many makes of mechanically rabbled roasting furnaces, which are varied

enough to meet every special need. They can usually be ordered from responsible

manufacturers, who will supply detailed drawings. It is considered better for present

» Mexican adobes are 11.X 22 X 4 in. thick (about), of any suitably plastic clay, with which is

mixed a sn,iall amount of 'Stable manure. The beneficial effect of the stable manure does not seem to

depend on the binding effect of the straw—the^impression received from reading the glossaries of Bibles

—but is apparently due to a colloidal effect resulting, possibly, from tannin in the manure. This fact

is noted because manure from straw-bedded stabling would not ordinarily be found in frontier localities,

but such manure is suitable for adobe making, even though there be no visible straw. Comparatively

recent investigations of German pottery clays have shown the colloidal effect of tannin occurring

naturally in clay deposits.

* Minw^d Ind^ Vol, 17, p. 283, 1908.
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purposes to treat the subject in a semlhistorical way, tracing the course of develop-

ment of the different types and illustrating a few of tlie more outstanding ones in a

more or less diagrammatic way. This development, together with a clear under-

standing of the fundamental chemical, thermal, and rAechanical requirements of good

roasting, should give a broad view of the subject and permit the reader to decide how
his special roasting problem should be met.

Straight-line Furnaces.—In American practice, the mechanically rabbled furnace

has developed gradually and naturally from its prototype, the hand reverberatory.

The first departure (about 1885) was the O’Hara furnace, in which the arduous labor

of hand rabbling was replaced by iron rabbles dragged by chains along the straight

hearth of a reverberatory. This type was improved by Allen, who carried the rabbles

on wheeled carriages running on tracks laid on the floor of the hearth. As the iron

chains as well as the rabble blades were susceptible to attack by the hot sulphides and

gases, Brown improved the furna(!e by spanning the hearth with a rabble frame resting

on carriages running on tracks in narrow corridors on each side of the hearth and

partially separated therefrom by curtain walls, leaving continuous straight slots of

sufficient width to permit the arm of the rabbling mech5inism to pass freely. The
running gear and traction ropes were thus given reasonable protection from the heat

and gases. The Brown patents covering the slot idea Were the subject of much liti-

gation and were held by the courts to be very broad and basic, and for many years

they dominated the fi(dd of mechanical furnace design. The Brown furnace was made
in two principal styles, the ‘‘straight-line,” which was the original and more logical

design, and the “horseshoe,” so named from its shape, which was mechanically

illogical, besides being wasteful of ground space, but had a certain vogue when circular

furnaces of the Pearce type were popular.

The Pearce furnace, although not a straight-line furnace, may well be mentioped

here because it belongs to the same period of development of tlie art of mechanical

roasting" and, while embodying many of the details of design of the straight-line fur-

naces, it formed the American prototype of the circular furnaces and undoubtedly

contributed an important share in shaping the practice toward the modern Mac-
Dougall multihcarth furnace. The Pearce furnace has an annular hearth served by
radial rabble arms carried by a central column and projecting into the furnace across

the annular hearth through a horizontal slot ih the inside wall, which is sealed by a

moving sheet-iron shield. This furnace was often built with two or three tiers of

hearths. Following the Brown, other types of straight-line furnaces were developed,

presenting differences in mechanical detail.

The Ropp furnace is a long straight-line furnace with a longitudinal slot or opening

along the medial line of the hearth through whi(;h projects a vertical column carrying

the tr^sverse cantilever rabble arm spanning the hearth, the column being supported

by a four-wheel carriage traveling in a tunnel under ifhe hearth. A pfurality of rabble

carriages are connected in series by wire ropes passing over large horizontal sheaves

outside the furnace at both ends which moves the carriages on an endless circuit

through the tunnel and back to the place of beginning on a parallel track outside

the. furnace. The Ropp furnace has the advantage of allowing the rabbles plenty

of time to cool, but is wasteful of floor space and not economical of fuel compared with

some other types.

The Wethey furnace embodies many excellent points of design and is aldmirable

for its simplicity both in structure and in mechanism. The brickwork .is built as

panels in a structural steel frame, the skewbacks of the arches being I beams htlng

from horizontal transverse girders. The carriages carrying the rabble arms run on
tracks pi the open air, and the slot is automatically opened and closed as the carriage

'

in passing trips a series of overlapping swinging plates. The ftirnace built with
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single or multiple Hearths and also in duplex form with the mechanism in an open

space between the two blocks of hearths.

The Keller-Gaylord-Cole roasting furnace is also of the duplex type and had much
vogue in Butte, Mont. It consists of two blocks each of six superposed hearths

with the driving mechanism in the space between the blocks. The rabbles travel

with a reciprocal motion, and when they are moving in an opposite direction to the

travel of the ore the blades are lifted out of contact with the ore by a sort of 'feather-

ing^’ action. The rabbles are moved back and forth by tail ropes wound around a

large drum actuated t)y a pinion and rack attached to a hydraulic piston. The slots

are closed by metallic tapes which wind and unwind on spools as the rabbles move
back and forth. This furnace made a good record in spite of its complicated

mechanism.

An interesting type of the straight-line furnace is the Edwards furnace, developed

in Australia and used to some extent in the United States. One design has a straight

hearth 76 ft. long by ft. wide with an inclination from feed to discharge end of

yi in. per ft. One fireplace is at the discharge end and one on the side about one-third

of the distance toward the feed. The rabbling is accomplLshed by 21 revolving hori-

zontal arms carrying rabble teeth and making 1 .5 to 2 r.p.m. The arms are attached

to vertical spindles passing through the roof and held in position by iron frames sup-

ported on the side walls. The spindles are rota-ted by bevel gears, which are driven

by a single line shaft running the entire length of the furnace. Each rabble sweep

rotates in the reverse direction to its immediate neighbors, their circles of rotation

overlapping each other almost to the centers. Thus the rabble arms, throwing the

ore outward and inward, pass it on ‘from one to another, causing it to take a zigzag

course down the entire length of the hearth. There are dead spaces in the triangles

between th(i intersecting circles of revolution and the side walls of the furnace.

Another model of this furnace permits the whole structure to be tilted to a greater or

less angle and thus increases the capacity under special conditions.

The Merton furnace has several superposed straight-line hearths, using the same
general mechanism for rabbling as the Edwards. A still more recent development of

Australian roasting practice is the Leggo furnace, which uses the same principle of

rabbling sweeps revolving in overlapping circles. The Leggo furnace is made in

multiplerhearth straight-line type, and also in turret form with four or six sweeps on

each of the circular hearths. The Edwards, Merton, and Leggo furnaces claim great

advantage from the light weight in the moving parts, ease in replacing rabble arms,

and improved roasting, due to the low arches which this type of rabble arm permits.

The Zellweger furnace has found some use in roasting zinc ores. It is a straight-

line furnace with a rolling rabbling mechanism attached to an axle connecting two

large gear wheels which travel in corridors on either side of the hearth. The principal

objection to this type is the high arch necessitated by the diameter of the rolling

mechanism, which makes it very wasteful of heat.

Muffle Furnaces.—Muffle furnaces are particularly adapted to oxidizing roasts

of sulphide ores where the S does not generate enough heat to decompose the sulphate

formed in the roast and where it is essential that the roast gases be not contaminated

with products of combustion of carbonaceous fuel.^

For this purpose, the ore charge during all or part of the roasting period is con-

tained in a chamber externally heated, so that the gases resulting from the roasting

can be kept separate from the heating gases. Muffle furnaces were first introduced

by Liebig and Eichhorn by arranging heating flues in pyrite burners of the Maletra-

Schaffner system, and then with Success in zinc smelters by Hasenclever.*

1 HoruAN, “ General Metallurgy,*' p. 426.

* HAiit and Hatwarp, “Metallurgy," p. 233.
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In the United States the idea was introduced by Mathiosen and Hegeler in 1881,

but was in common use in Belgiuni and Germany V)efore that. The Hegeler furnace

is of the same type as the Sp(‘ii{;e; the Fahlding of th(i Kdwards and Merton type;

the Haas and Wedge are of the MacDougall type. I'he muffl(.“ fiirinn^e is expensive to

build, to keep in repair, and to opt'rate. possible objection has been urged

against the Hegeler furnace, among wliicdi may be mentioned tlnvse: It is dithcult to

regulate and expensive to build; it tak('s a comparatively large amount of room and

is awkward in shape; it is difficult to arrange fen* easy and cheap handling of or(^; it

gives a fluctuating SO 2 gas and its fuel consumption is high. Ib'gardless of all these

faults, if it is prop(‘rly ])uilt, this furnace can in the hands of trained men be opc*rated

to produce a well roasted product at a low operating and maintenance cost.^^i

The Hegeler furnace as generally ustal in the United States has two compartments

about 75 ft. long. Kach compartment has seven hearths, the lowest two being of

mufile construction. The rabble arms are dragged by chains or rods. The rake

enters at one end and leaves at the opposite', and after f)eing cooled by air enters the

furnace again. Each shelf is closed at its two extremities by iron doors, witli a

mechanism for handling and drawing the rabbles. I'he shelves, or roasting chambers,

are relatively high, about 2 ft., which tends to give poor gas, viz,, 3 to 4^2 per cent

SO 2 . The charge is stirred at intervals of to 2 hr. The capacity of tlie Hegeler

furnace is about 40 tons piu 24 hr. Fuel averag<^s 20 to 25 per (a'lit, power about

40 hp.*

Gas flues have more recently been in parallel instead of zigzag. The usual fuel

is producer or natural gas. The Hegeler furnace is used in practically all zinc plants

in the United States in which the sulphur gases are utilized for acid making. The
improved Spirh^t has had some use as at Kansas Gity and is said to produce ri(dj(‘T gjis.

Circular Furnaces.—The first circular roasting furnace is suppost'd to be the

Parkes furnace, which was patented in England in 1850 and used for roasting copp(ir

ores. It embodied practically all the principles and many of the important details

of the most successful mechanical roasters of today, iriz., those of the so-called Mac;-

Daugall type. Tt had two superposed heaidhs, 12 ft. in diameter, a central vc^rtical

air-cooled shaft act\iatod by a bevel gear at the bottom, jind drop openings botw(Hm

the hearths. Tt is said to have yielded etiiciemt r(*.sults, but the brickwork was con-

structed with insufficient reinforcement and racked its(4f to pieces rapidly, and so

caused its abandonment. Thus, owing to a slight fault of design, the development of

this most promising type of furnace was postponed several de(;ades.

In 1873, MacDougall in England designed a modification of the Parkes furnace,

which, by enclosing the brick structure in a 6 ft. diameter cylindrical iron shell, cor-

rected the structural difficulty that had wrecked the Parkes furnace, and at the same
time permitted the rmmber^f hearths to be increased from two to six. The ore was
made to travel from the center to the circumference of one hearth and from circum-

ference to ’center on the one below, and so on. The arches over one hearth formed the

floor of the hearth above, thus greatly promoting the heat conservation. The weak
point in the design was the construction of the rabble arms, which were rigidly

attached to the center shaft so that the furnace had to be shut down and cooled off

when it was necessary to make repairs to the arms or the rabble blades. Hence the

repair item was so great that this furnace also had to be abandoned.

The idea of the circular furnace lay dormant for another two decades, until the

urgent demand of American metallurgists for more efficient roasting methods caused

the MacDougall principle to be resuscitated* The next improvement was made in

1 CiiASB. $no. Mining Jour., Oct. 20, 1917, p. 701.

* D» LtTMMBM, Eng. Mining Jour., June 10, 1916, p. 1023.
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America by Herreshoft', who, in adapting the furnace to tlic roasting of fine pyrites

ores for sulphuric acid manufacture, enlarged it and improved the construction in

many respects, substituting for the fixed rabble arms of the earlier design air-cooled

arms attached to the hollow central shaft by a simple locking device permitting the

arms to be replaced without cooling off the furnace. This furnace was originally

about 8 ft. in diam(‘ter, but has subsequently been Iniilt in much larger sizes and

improved greatly in mechanical details, so that it is .now oiu' of the standard furnaces

of this type, as will be described below.

Meantime coi)per-sm(‘lt ing j>racti(a* in the west(‘m United States was finding that

the straight-line roasting furnaces were expensive to operate, vvastefful of floor space,

arul not good conservers of heat. Apart from tlie mechanical difliculties and other

objections to the straigld-litn'. horseshoe, annul/ir, or other l.ypes of one-story rever-

beratory, th(‘ multipl(‘-hearth furnace, for pun'ly oxidizing roast, has, even with

exactly etpiivalent rabbling, bolh as to manner and frequency, an advantage over tln^

one-story furnace, due to the drop or fall of the ore from hearth to hearth, ^‘inasmuch

as probably 40 to 50 p('r ccmt of the sulphur oxidation takes place as the ore drops.'’

^

T(irhune found, while experimenting with a 8tetef(4dt furnace, upon a leady matte

containing 22 per cent 8, that “its sulphur was half oxidized in the two seconds of

time of descent. This drop, which is advantageous for a purely oxidizing roast,

becomes objectionable in roasting ferriferous copper and zinc ores for dilute acid

leaching, because of the formation of ferrite dm; to the high temperature of “flash”

in the fall.

In 1892, Evans and Klepetko brought out a MacDougall furnace Avith numerous

improvements, including water-cool<;d rabble arms, which permitted the diameter of

the hearths to be considerably increased. With a diameter of 16 ft., six hearths,

and a minimum of interruption for rei)airs, this furnace made a great record and set a

new standard for roasting practice, especially in the fi<;ld of copper smelting.

The livans-Klepetko roaster, by its early adoption at some of the more prominent

plants, bec.ame the most important of a number of variations of the MacDougall type

of roaster. It represents an era when the furnaces in use were the redtilt of modifica^

tions and improvements introduced by the metallurgists in charge of the smelting

plants, in their efforts to meet their own necessities and without any particular thought

of following up their introduction commercially. At the present time, the roasting

furnace may well be considered in the light of a proprietary roasting machine, various

“makes” being marketed in competition, such, for example, as the Herreshoff, the;

Wedge, and the Skinner, all of which are variations of the original MacDougall id(‘a.

The metallurgist, although thus so largely relieved of the responsibility for the con-

structive dt;sign, has, none the less, his full share of metallurgical and mochani(;al

responsibility in adaptation of the furnace to his particular requirements, as dcjter-

mined }>y fundam(;ntal principles, both metallurgical and mechani(;al.

The Herrt'shoff furnace has a cast-iron, sectional, air-cooled, central driving shaft,

with hollow air-cooled rabble arms, and with the MacDougall type of cylindrical steel

outer casing. The sections of the central shaft are tongue-and-grooved, held together

by bolts, the heads and nuts being protected by refractory material. The rabble arms

are similarly bolted to the central driving shaft, air under slight pressure being forced

to the ends of the arms and returning to the central shaft to*be wasted or used as heated

air for roasting. The blades slide transversely onto cast-iron plates, which, in turn,

slide longitudinally onto the rabble arms. Arms and blades are removable through

the hearth do<jrs in the outer shell by stopping the arm opposite the door. Figure 3

shows a modern 12-hearth furnace of this type.

1 Eng, Mining Jour*^ 8ept. 24, 1921, p. 491. »

* Trona. AJ.M.E,, Vol. 16, p. 22, 1887-1888.
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The Wed^e roasting furnace is distinguished by its central air-cooled driving man-
way or shaft in. sheet steel, brick insulated) of a diameter sufficient (4 ft.) to permit

replacement of the rabble arms and blades through the shaft. The rabble arms are

water cooled, the supply piping also being accessible within the central shaft. The
rabble arms are provided with cast-steel breech blocks of such design that the arms
may be quickly removed and replaced and water connections made, without cooling

Fig. 3.—Herreshoff furnace.

or seriously delaying the furnace operations. The characteristic cylindrical sheet-

steel shell plate) encloses the furnace. The skewbacks and various hearth

bricks are of special pattern, the wall lining of the shell of 9-in. (generally) red brick.

In the Skinner roaster, the cylindrical steel-plate shell, which has been character-

istic of the MacDougall type of furnace and has given the rigidity of construction^

which has been a feature of that type, has been abandoned for what might be termed

a
* *

cage copstruction A series of 8-in . steel bands, at the skewbacks, of such stiffness
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that the firebrick would be crushed before bending out of round, are supported by 18

large vertical channel columns. The entire frame is accurately centered and plumbed
before brickwork is started. The hearth levels are accurately determined by the

position of the skewback bands. The brickwork (the walls) between the skewback
bands may at any time be readily knocked out and replaced for necessary hearth

repairs, or the amount of radiation may be varied locally as the character of ore and
requirements of roast may demand by using brickwork of varying thickness in the

panels, or even sheet iron. The central actuating shaft, 30-in. diameter, is cast in sec-

tions, each section, except the top and bottom, holding rabble arms for two hearths.

The rabble arms are fastened by a simplev. interlocking device by turning the rabble

90 deg.; no bolts are required. Thi rabble arms are air cooled, a vertical partition

dividing the vertical shaft into two separate compartments, vertical partitions in the

rabble arms articulating with the central vertical partition, causing the cooling air to

pass up one side of the central column, through the rabble arms to the outer ends and
back to the other compartment of the central column, thence to waste or for use as

desired. The central shaft is supported on heavy conical roller bearings, and addi-

tionally aligned by four roller bearings at the top. Roller bearings are adjustable by
set screws. Rabbles are removable from outside through suitably located hearth

doors.

Review of Mechanical-roaster Types.—Since increased efficiency by frequency

of rabbling has been the line of improvement, particularly in the oxidizing roast, the

development of the mechanical roaster has naturally centered largely in this mechan-
ical feature. On the other hand, in roasting for acid making or as a preliminary to

hydrometallurgical treatment, the line of improvement has been to control the char-

a(!tcr of the gaseous products in the furnace atmosphere, the drawing of S02-laden

gases from the earlier hearths to finishing hearths, etc., or the by-passing of the ore

charge itself in its descent from hearth to hearth.

In the development in the mechanism of rabbling in the straight-line and horse-

shoe types of reverberatory roaster, the following features should be noted: chains

moving in the roaster atmosphere—the O^Hara; cables moving in partially protected

compartments or entirely outside—Brown, Wethey, Keller, etc.; carriage actuated

through slot in hearth, like a cable car^’—Ropp; or by reciprocating movements in

which rakes are provided with trippers so as to act upon the ore in one direction only

—

Spence, Hegeler (for acid essentially), Keller. But for ore roasting these reciprocating

and vehicular rabbling mechanisms, of which there were such a number, have become

practically obsolete. There are also furnaces with longitudinal one-story hearths and

a series of rabble arms sweeping in circular, slightly overlapping fields, actuated by

vertical rotating shafts, like the Edwards, Ridge, etc.

The Godfrey is a circular furnace with a horizontally rotating hearth, with sta-

tionary rabble aAas. The Spirlet has alternately movable and stationary hearths,

the rabbles for one hearth being attached to the lower side of the hearth immediately

above. The Pearce furnace, with its vertical central shaft and attached radial rabble

arms operating through a slot in the inner wall, is, in a very true sense, the link in

•development between the straight-line reverberatory and the multiple-hearth Mac-

Dougall type. Pearce rabble arms were air-cooled, air being forced through the air

pipe in the central shaft and thence into the radial rabble arms, issuing through small

holes, one between each two blades. The cooling air thus supplied additional air

for roasting. Wedge, in increasing the' diameter of the central shaft (to 4 ft.) suffi-

ciently to permit the removal and replacing of the rabble arms through the central

shaft, applied the Pearce furnace ^*well'' to the MacDougall-type roaster. The most

cutsory glance at the variety of mechanical rabbling devices that were proposed or

used for the straight-line reverberatory roasters makes most evident the advantage
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of the compaot and more simple IMacDoiigall type, whether encased in the steel-plate

cylinder or of the cage construction. 'Fhc^ Cottrell process of electrical precipitation

has overcome one of the greatest obj(‘ctions to multiple-hearth furnaces, viz., dust

loss which would otherwise occur due to ore falling from hearth to hearth'. With the

general adoption of a few of the nw^st successful makes of multiple-hearth roast(irs,

the number of mechanical details upon which it is necessary to center the attention

is a minimum, so that, in a closely competing field, the most economical results as to

cost and time of repairs have been attained in the construction and handling of the

rabbling devices.

Notwithstanding the great variety of methods of attaching the rabble blades to

the arms, and of attaching the arms to the c<ailral actuating shaft, tln^ blades tli(‘m-

selves have remained flat blades set at a suitable angh?. In the multiple-hearth fur-

nace, the ore is mov(‘d alternately from center to cinnimference on one hearth and

in the opposite direction on the next. In ‘the Skinner furnac^e, for example, the

'‘push-out^' tecith are set at an angle of 45 deg. with the arm and the ''pull-in” teeth at

30 deg. The lesser ajighi is found advisable in the “pull-in” h(‘arths to keep the beds

from filling up with ore, since, there is a tendency for the radial arms tluaiiselvc^s to

crowd loose material tt)ward the circ.umference. Teeth are customarily set staggering

with those on the follower arm. At the Steptoe, Nev., plant, handling roaster feed

with 16 to 20 per cent of very, wet slime concentrate, it was found advantageous to

use, in place of tlu' ordinary rabble blades, upon the drier hearth, disk harrows, such

as are commonly used in farming. These disk blades had the advantage of cutting

up the masses of fine slime concentrate and causing them to adhcu’c to the coarsci

sulphide particles.^

Many of the recorded modifications of the multiple-hearth furnace to adapt it to

some particular purpose appear little more than variations in operating conditions,

hardly warranting their consideration as actual furnace modifications, h'or example,

location of extraneous heating grates, mode and position of drawing off or by-passing

the fumes or gases. Other examples might be cited, viz.: (1) the adaption of the

Wedge furnace to “preroasting” lead matte, without extraneous fuel, the temperature,

by careful control, being kept below the fusing point of the matte, the roasting being

sufficient for the subsequent treatment of the roaster product upon the Dwight-Lloyd

machine;* (2) the autogenous roasting of a zinc ore, down to 3 to 7 per cent S on the

first five hearths, the roast being completed, upon the sixth and seventh hearths, by
a downdraft, with extraneous fuel;* (3) more recently, the c.ompleto autogenous roast-

ing of a zinc ore (60 per cent Zn, 30 per cent S) in the Ord furnace—the Ord furnace

is a Wedge furnace modified so as to permit portions of the ore from the second hearth

to be by-passed, in proper proportion, to the third, fifth, and sev(mth hearths;^ (4)

for the sulphating roast of complex sulphide ores, another example is (U.S. patent

131576],, Coolbaugh) the drawing of S02-laden gases from an earler liearth to the

finishing hearth of a multiple-hearth (Skinner) furnace; (5) and Mackay, proposal to

trap the ore in its fall from hearth to hearth to prevent the “flash” formation of

ferrite.®

Thus the literature and patent files contain innumerable minor modifications of

.

roaster construction or modes of operation. But it is not probable that roasting for

hydrometallurgical purposes will find any wide application for copper ores, and, as for

zinc ores (concentrates), there is a trend toward acid strength that will make presence

4

1 SvU, AJ.M.E,, Nevada Branch. Pomeroy and Kinnear, June, 1917.

> Eng. Mining Jour., Oct. 7, 1916, p, 026.
« Ibid., Oct. 7, 1910, p. 626.

* Mining Met., Dec., 1922, p, 11.

‘ Eng. Mining Jour, Preee, Dec, 8, 1923, p. 976.
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of ferrito pcirmissiblo, indicating, therefore, a high-temperature direct oxidizing roast in

the simplest form of multiple-hearth roaster, or possibly by the Dwight-Lloyd system.

Flash Roasting.—Flash roasting is a method of oxidizing roasting whereby the

preheated ore particles are caused to fall through a body of air, causing an almost

instantaneous oxidation or ‘‘flashing” of the combustible constitiKuits. This requires

(1) that the or(*. particles shall contain sufficient combustible to maintain a self-

supporting temperature and (2) that the particles sliall be of a size sufficiently small

to permit a completci reaction during the time of falling.

When this method was first adopted, multiple-hearth furnaces of the MacDougall
type were (and still are) employed wuth son»e of the intermediate hearths removed to

open up a larg(‘. combustion chambei ^Phe improvement wjis a natural developmcmt

from numerous observations tha* a larger proportion of the sulphur was climinat(^d

while the (;harg(‘ was dropping Jtom hearth to hearth than took place during the

rabbling operation.

In lat(;r {)ra,ctice, c.ombusticui chambers of special design have r(;plac(Ml in soim;

cas(^s tlie modifit'd multiple-hf^arth furnaces. The eflichauty of flash roasting compared

with other and older standard methods cannot logically ])e based on relative luiarth

areas as in the table (on page 284), but the following comparison has been given as a

fair one.^

When roasting zinc concemtrates in an ordinary multiple-hearth furnatre, the

capacity will be about 40 lb. blende concentrates per square foot of hearth area p(T

day, thus coming within the rating (item 2h) of the above-inentioned efficiency table.

In flash roasting with a given size furnace, r.c., a given diameter and height of

furnace shell, tin; capacity is about 2*2 times that of the same size m\iltiple-hearth

unit. For example, a 25-11. diameter seven-hearth furnace will roast 40 tons per day,

whereas by removing heartlis 2, 3, 4, and 5, and using the combustion chamber so

created for flash roasting, the tonnage will be increased to 100 tons of concentrates

per day. The two systems of flash roasting in common use today are the Nichols-

Freenian and the Trail systems, both covered by patents.

Nichols-Freeman Flash-roasting System.—Experimental work conducted by
Horace Freeman during 1926 to 1928 resulted in the development by the Nichols

Engineering & Research (1orp. of the Nichols-Freeman flash-roasting system which

has been successfully applied to the burning of pyrite flotation concentrate of 40 to

50 per cent sulphur in air suspension. Some plants so operating are those of the St.

Lawrence Papt^r Mill Co. at Three Rivers, Quebec; E. B. Eddy Co., Hall, Ontario;

Vinegar Hill Zinc Co., Cuba City, Wis.; and about 30 installations in Australia,

Europe and Asia, installed under license to use the Nichols-Freeman patents.*

According to general practice, the pyrite concentrates are fed to a ball mill to

brciik up lumps. The dry fine concentrates are fed by air current to a special burner

nozzle located in the top center of the combustion chamber. About 50 per cent of the

air for combustion is admitted at this nozzle, plus, in some cases, recych^d cooled SO 2

gas for temperature control. The remainder of the air for combustion is introduced

at the bottom of the combustion chamber, passing through the open bottom of the

inverted conical base of this chamber. This rising (current of fresh air is preheated

by the hot roasted-ore particles and helps to complete the elimination of the sulphur.

The calcines normally contain less than per cent sulphur, averaging about 0.25 per

cent sulphur.

In descending through the combustion chamber, the particles attain a very high

temperature, expand to several .times their original size, and tend to take the form of

tiny hollow balls. The ascending current of secondary air tends to keep the particles

^ Private communication.
» U.S. patents 1812397, 1888164, 2002496, 2015053.
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out of contact with the walls of the combustion chamber until the reaction is complete

and the particles have become partially chilled. The temperature of the gases leaving

the combustion chamber near the top is about 1000 to 1050°C.

General practice is to pass the hot gases from the top side of the combustion

chamber through a waste-heat boiler where the temperature is reduced from 1000°C.

to about 350°(>, The formation of SO 3 is reduced to a minimum by the high tempera-

ture maintained in the combustion chamber followed by the rapid cooling in the waste-

heat boiler.

In producing SO 2 for sulphite paper-mill use, the gases are then scrubbed and

cooled in a countercurrent scrubbing tower, usually packed with spiral tiles. The

volume of the scrubbing water is controlled so that the temperature of the effluent

water is about 80°C. at which point the solubility of SO 2 is extremely low.

Gas strengths of 10 to 12 per cent SO 2 are normal with recirculation of SO 2 gas.

In most of the Australian installations, the gas from the flash roaster is partially

cleaned of dust by passing direct from the combustion chamber to cyclone dust col-

lectors and thence to the gas-cleaning system of the acid plant.

Trail System of Flash Roasting.7-This system of flash roasting, developed by the

Consolidated Mining & Smelting Co. of Canada, Ltd. of Trail, B.C., is applied to the

roasting of zinc-sulphide flotation concentrates in connection with the company’s

large contact sulphuric-acid plants at Trail.

^

A modification of multiple-hearth furnace is employed, the central shaft and

rabbling mechanism being used at the top for drying the concentrates and at the

bottom of the furnace for finishing the roast, and in some cases for increasing the

degree of sulphation when this is desired.

Wet blende concentrates are fed to the open top hearth and are rabbled inw’ardly

and discharge upon the first internal hearth where they arc dried by hot gases passing

over the hearth. The dried concentrates are discharged at the peiiphcry of the first

internal hearth through a chute extending out from the wall to a screen or air classifier,

the oversize being ground in a ball mill; the undersize and ground oversize are then

elevated to a small feed bin from which the dry blende (85 per cent minus 200 mesh)

is fed into the burner nozzle. This large nozzle is located just below the top internal

hearth, and the blende is injected horizontally in a stream with all the air for combus-

tion. The recycled cool gas and the gas used for drying the ore on the first internal

hearth are sucked into this burner and mixed with the atmospheric air and air from the

gas cooler.

It will be noted that’ the practice at Trail differs from the Nichols-Freeman prac-

tice by using a single downward current of air in the combustion chamber and with-

drawing the waste gases at the bottom, instead of the countercurrents employed in

the Nichols-Freeman system and the withdrawal of the waste gases at the top.

The fine flotation concentrates burn in suspension while falling vertically through

a space about 20 ft. in height. They finally land on a lower hearth where rabble arms
attached to the center shaft plow the partially roasted ore across this hearth to the

center. Here the ore discharges upon the lowermost hearth where it is again rabbled

toward the periphery from which the calcines discharge at a single point into the

conveying apparatus for calcines. Dust collected from the gas cooler and Cottrell,

when this is used, is normally returned,by a screw conveyer through the side of the

furnace just above the hearth forming the bottom of the combustion chamber,

A concentrate containing 30 per cent sulphur, will flash roast down to about 8 per

cent sulphur, and after the rabbling on the Wo lower hearths, the sulphur will be

reduced to about to 2 per cent.

^ U. S. patents 2030627, 2030628.
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Units of this general type arc in operation at the Grasselli Chemical Co. plant,

Newcastle, Pa.; American Smelting & Refining Co., Corpus Christi, Tex.; New Jersey

Zinc Company, Palmerton, N.J.; American Zinc, Lead & Smelting Co., East St.

Louis, 111.^

The Bruckner and Howell-White Revolving-cylinder Roasters.—The Briick-

ner cylinder, for intermittent charges, and the Howell-White, for continuous feed,

may be considered as, in a sense, movable-hearth roasters and are of simple and rigid

construction. The Brtickner and Howell-WLite found a prominent place in the

chloridizing roast for such processes as the “hyposulphite*’ leaching and in early

metallurgical practice—being levived to some extent in the earlier days of the present

century—for roasting leady ore. which would have proved difficult to handle in the

then prevailing form of nuchanicsLlly rabbled roaster. As there are no rabbles, the

ore falling through the oxidizing field, this type, with its improved methods of firing

and directing the flame against the falling ore, has much to recommend it. The
advent of blast roasting undoubtedly hastened the abandonment of the revolving

cylinder for metallurgical purposes, but the wide adoption of the' revolving-cylinder

type of furnace for burning cement clinker would seem strong testimony as to the

mechanical desirability of the type. Excessive dust losses were particularly observa-

ble when using deflecting blades upon the sides of the cylinder, or a core, as in the

Douglas revolving roaster, as at the Argentine, Kans., plant. A second fireplace

was used in some cases in the Howell-White furnace practice, to roast the dust as it

entered the dust flue.

The rotary kiln, similar to that used in the manufacture of cement, is being used

to some extent for the roasting and nodulizing of flue dust, fine concentrate, etc. The
kiln may be fired with powdered coal or oil, and the size of the sintered particle

depends upon the amount of fuel used per ton of material. A 60-ft. kiln will treat

50 to 75 tons of material per day, depending upon its nature.

Modern copper-roasting practice calls for the delivery of the calcines to the rever-

beratory furnace as hot as possible, as a means of fuel economy. Special types of

calcine cars have been developed to suit the conditions at the various plants, but all are

based on the idea of heat conservation. The prevailing calcine temperature seems

to be 500 to 900®F. Extraneous fuel, generally oil, is at times used on the lower

hearths as a means of securing the desired calcine temperature, and also to increase the

capacity of the roaster. Where the ores are lean in sulphur, the roasters are used

simply as a means of drying the charge and preheating it for the reyerberatories. At

several plants where this is done, the oil used amounts to about 4 gal. per ton of feed.

Nodulizing has been experimented with as a competitor to briquetting for the

treatment of flue dust. At Chrome, N.J., a 60 X 6 ft. cement kiln was used for this

work, the operation being described as follows:*

The kiln, which had a 6-in. brick lining, was set at an inclination of in. to the

foot and made r.p.m. The kiln was fired with oil except when the fuel-oil market

ran away, the top prices reaching nearly 6 cents per gallon; then a large firebox for

coal, similar to those used in^reyerberatory jpractice, was tried, but did not operate

satisfactorily, owing ?o the impoggibility gf keeping an.eyen temperature at the mouth
of the kUp: when firing. Most cement kilna are how fired wjth pulverized coal, but

the nature of the Chrome experiment did not permit of the considerable investment

required for coal drying and pulverizing. Fuel oil is an ideal fuel for such work when

its costs are low, and at the time these experiments were begun it was selling at about

2}i cents per gallon. The oil consumption was lower than had been indicated by
preliminary experiments with a smaller test kiln. With the 60 X 6 ft. kiln, a granular

i tr.S. patents 1884348, 1968282, 2089603, 2120474, and 2120475.

Trane. A./, Af.J?., Vol. 49, p. 500.
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Band could be made with about 8 gaL per ton, a first-class smelting nodule with 12

gal., and great chunks with 16 gal.

When perfectly clean, 75 tons of flue dust could be nodulized, but with a choked-up
shell only about half this output was made. There is a decided tendency to form
accretions within the shell, and it took some time for the operator to acquire the neces-

sary skill to control the formation of the rings. Steady conditions of flame are

necessary; if the kiln is overheated, semimolten material forms on the walls and a

subsequent overchilling will plaster the sand on rapidly. Various mechanical contriv-

ances for removing accretions were tried and abandoned; spraying with a hose was
more effective; with reasonable care on the part of the attendants, and a few hours’

work for two or three men once in two w(‘eks, accretions were kept down to a point so

that the cjdiiider delivered an average of 50 tons per day without di/Ticulty.

The normal operating condition of the kiln is to have the first 40 ft. next the flu(‘,

acting simply as a preheater, without any real nodulizing action. The material then
begins to stick and ride around, which is the first step toward the formation of nodules.

The actual nodulizing should be completed in the next 15 ft., leaving th(‘ last 5 ft. for

hardening to nodules in the cooler zone back of the flame. This is to keep the nodules
frOm sticking together in a semifused mass when they drop into the receiving car.

Nose rings will be confined to the 15-ft. nodulizing zone, where they are readily aiuujs-

sible from the end when the firing hood is rolled away. No trouble was (ixperiem^ed

from flue dust blowing out of the kiln. It was expected that a considerable saving
would result by delivering red-hot noduhvs to tlie blast furnace, but tlu^y snndled so

much faster than tlu^ r(‘st of the chargi; that better ri^sults were obtained by feinling

the nodules cold. This probably would not be true in the case of nodulizing ores

where the product was not self-fluxing. About 25 per cent of the fliui dust fed would
pass 100 mesh, and a sertien test when making small nodules gave the. following results:

between a-nd }i in., 54.21 per cent; between and i^^
>
23.16 per cent; between

6 and Me in., 20.6 per cent; between Me i*^- and 80 mesh, 1.9 per cent; through 80
mesh, 0.08 per cent. The oxidizing action, though marked in a small test kiln, was
much less so in the larger kiln, nodules having 4.95 per cent 8 being obtained from
flue dust containing 1 1.86 per cent S, or an elimination of 58 per cent.

While nodulizing is comparable with blast roasting, the two processes have dif-

ferent limitations, much as do blast-furnace and reverberatory smelting. Sintering
requires a properly balanced internal fuel supply, while nodulizing is entirely independ-
ent of this. To nodulize properly, a material must have a sufficient interval between
the temperature of becoming sticky (incipient fusion) and that of actual melting to
give a pnactical range of operating flame temperatures. As a nodule is formed from
individual grains stuck together, every piece lias a solid structure and there are no
defective ones full of unsmelted material. Mr. Addicks believes that the kiln is deserv-
ing of a \yider application in the metallurgies,! field than it has as yet obtained, but the
extent of this expansion can only be determined by experiment. While these notes
cover but a single material, blast-furnace flue dust, and that from but a single plant,

yet this material is much more like ore than pyrites cinder and other refractory prod-
ucts. It would be advisable to use a kiln 7 or 8 ft. in diameter to lessen the nose-
ring difficulty, and this is in line with the experience in other classes of work. As to
length of kiln for low-temperature work, 60 ft. is probably long enough; for refractory
materials calling for a greater unit fuel consumption, longer kilns will pay in fuel sav-
ing. As far as operating cost goes, the crux of the whole matter lies in the cost of fuel.
A single operator can attend to the firing of several kilns.

It may be mentioned in passing that experiments have indicated the nodulizing^
kiln to be well adapted to the agglomeration of flotation concentrates for subsequent*
blast-furnaee smelting.
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SINTERING BY BLAST ROASTING

Blast roasting may Ixi dcifincd as that method of roasting in which the oxidation

effected by internal combustion is propagated within a mass of ore particles by air

currents forced through the; mass. It differs radically from the hearth-roasting

methods previously described, wherein the oxidizing gases are in contact only with the

surface of the mass, which, tluTcfoni, has to be constantly stirred in order to bring

fresh ore particles to the surface of the mass and into contact with the oxidizing

atmosph(*re.

The term '‘blast roasting v as suggesled by the author in 1908 and promptly

adopted by the industry at a tinH‘ whci. the principal application of this pro(UHlure was
in the treatment of sulphide lead ores in which the roasting was quite as mu(*h of a

desideratum as the sintering; but as the impertant developments which quickly

emsued included operations in which sinter was the desideratum with little or no

roasting as in sinte?ring iron oxide ores, the term came to have a broader meaning, and

is still used in that broader senses as a matter of convemiemce.

Blast roasting reepiire's more careful aeljustment of chemical anel mechanical condi-

tions than hearth roasting, but when properly ordered it is capable of showing an

efficiency per square foot of hearth area of three to twenty times as great"Us the best

work in hearth roasting in the most moelern type of mechanically rabbled furnaces.

It can newer entirely displace hearth roasting, however, because it is not always pos-

sible or expediemt to provide the necessary e5onditie)ns for successful blast roasting,

and there are also other industrial factors that influence the choice of meithod.^

Each method has its special sphere of usefulness. Sometimes they can with advantage

be (employed as successive steps to the desired end. Perhaps the most outstanding

characteristics of the two methods lie in the (character of their respective products.

The product of hearth roasting is generally as fine and pulverulent as the ore was

before roasting, while one of the principal advantages of blast roasting is that it may be

made to turn out a coarsely agglomerated cellular product, commonly called “sinter,’'

which is peculiarly favorable to blast-furnace smelting.

It does not follow, however, that merely forcing air through a mass of pulver-

ized sulphide ore after igniting one surface will result in the production of “sinter.”

Depending on the conditions, any one of the following cases may be present: (1) A
brief period of oxidation of the portion of the mass near the ignition, with a cumulative

heat effect sufficient to melt together the adjacent sulphide particles to form an

impervious layer of matted material that will prevent penetration of air currents

and stop further roasting, or will form nodules of matte that resist further oxidation.

(2) A complete effect of roasting, without sintering. (3) Roasting and sintering, more

or less complete. (4) Sintering without roasting, as with oxidized iron ores, an

admixture of fine carbon furnishing the fuel. (5) Calcination, or the expulsion of

H 2O or CO 2 without further change, as in burning limestone; calcination, accompanied

by sintering, as in the sintering of limonite or carbonate iron ores. All these phases,

except the first (which is equivalent to failure), are- used to produce certain desired

effects in metallurgical work.

Numerous experiments are on- record in which metallurgists have tried to increase

the rapidity and efficiency of hearth roasting by the aid of jets of air, either impinging

on the upper surface of the ore (as in the air jets in the rabbling mechanism of the

Pearce turret furnace)® or in the porous-hearth furnace of J. E. Greenawalt,® where

1 See Roasting Practice, supra,

* Hofman, "MetaHurgy of Copper,” p. 132.

• U.S. patents 839064. 904060.
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the effect of rabbling was supplemented by a gentle draft of air passing upward or

downward through the minute interstices of the hearth itself. Efforts in this direction,

however, have generally been disappointing because they defeated their own ends.

The high temperature produced by the more rapid oxidation of the sulphide caused

premature melting of the charge and consequent interference with the normal progress

of the roasting.

The great stumbling block in the way of increasing the efficiency of the mechani-

cally rabbled hearth furnace has been that the amount of sulphur or other fuel that

can be safely burned on a unit of area of hearth in a given time is distinctly limited.

It is a function of the percentage of fuel in the ore sulphur) and the fusibility of

the charge, the heat effect being augmented by mass action.

Technique of Blast Roasting.—Blast roasting became feasible when it was dis-

covered how temporarily to hold in check and positively to control the mass action

resulting from the rapid burning of the contained sulphur. The underlying principle

of that control is to mix with the grains of raw sulphide a sufficient proportion of grains

of an inert or refractory material or ore that will serve to isolate from one another

the sulphid(* grains, holding each grain, as it were, in a little individual furnace with

walls of refractory’ material. Moistening the mass also assists in the even control

of the temperature by retarding the progress of the ignition through the mass, besides

its other function of making the mass more permeable to air. Tiimestone and gypsum
are. specially effective diluents on account of the large amount of heat absorbed in

their decomposition.

If, now, a stratum of slightly moistened material so constituted is ignited at one

surface and a blast of air forced through it from the surface of ignition, the combustion

will propagate itself through the mass in the direction of the air current. The sul-

phide particles in their little refractory cells, if held against agitation, will successively

flash and shrivel up as the fierce oxidizing blast reaches them. For a given particle

the combustion is almost instantaneous. The particle itself is transformed from

sulphide into oxide, the heat of its combustion serving to dry and set fire to the next

succeeding row of particles of sulphide. Thus, the combustion is propagated as a

thin zone of intense combustion slowly moving through the mass in the direction of

the air currents from the surface of original ignition to the opposite surface.

If the isolating particles of refractory material that have separated the sulphide

particles during the oxidizing stage have a chemical composition such that they can

combine with the metal oxides of the roasted particles to form a more or less fusible

slag, the cumulative action of the heat developed by the mass effect in that immediate
vicinity, intensified by the heat of chemical combination that is developed at the

moment of nascency, will cause the oxidized particles and the refractory particles to

melt together. Thus, for a brief moment there is a condition of fluidity; in other

words, a thin film of liquid slag is momentarily present which is whipped and spun
by the passing air currents into delicate go^mer-walled air passages and cells. If the

particles are under too great pressure as from the weight of overlying material, these air

passages will tend to close up while still plastic, and a more or less compact, slaglike

mass will result. If, however, the pressure is light, as is the case where the layer of

material is thin, the delicate cell structure will remain open, and a porous, cokelike

mass will result, which has come to be known as “sinter'^ and which has been found
to have many novel and favorable properties which modern metallurgy has not
failed to utilize in many different fields. For this reason, thin layers are conducive
to the production of the ideal quality of sinter.

There are other advantages of treating thin rather than thick layers in blast

roasting isdiich should be mentioned: (1) As the intensive thermal action is progressive,

only a thin
;

stratum is raised to the climax temperature at a given moment, and, con-
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sequently, the bulk of the charge is either waiting to be reached, or has been finished

and is waiting to be discharged. Hence, the smaller the ratio of the thickness of the

ore layer to the thickness of the stratum of thermal intensity, the greater will be the
efficiency factor. (2) Thin layers will give up their heat more readily by radiation

or convection than thick layers, and there is less danger of premature melting by mass
action. (3) Thin layers mean less supernatant pressure on the slagging particles,

and consequently a more porous sinter.

One of the fundamental differences between hearth roasting and blast roasting

is that in hearth roasting every particle in the charge is under treatment throughout
the entire roasting operation, while in blast roasting the period of reaction for a given

particle is extremely brief, not m ire than a minute or two.

This is proved by Hofmau’s temperature measurements,^ which showed that, as

the thin zone of reaction prcgies^od through the mass, the temperature at a given

point rose in 1 min. from under 100°C. to a sharp peak of 1000°C. or over, and then

declined rapidly to 500°C. or less within 5 or 6 min. If, therefore, a layer of ore under-

going sintering with the correct proportion of internal fuel is dissected, a thin zone

of intense heat will be found, accompanied by incipient fusion, moving with a smol-

dering action in the direction of the air currents with its plane bounded on one siGe

by a coherent cake of rapidly cooling porous sinter, and on the other side by a stratum

of moist, unroastod fine ore—awaiting its turn. The phenomena can best be com-

piared with the gradual burning of a well-seasoned cigar, the tobacco corresponding

to the sulphide ore, and the ash to the smter (see Fig. 6). When there is an excess

of internal fuel, the zone of reaction is less clearly defined, because of the slower cooling

of the overheated mass.

Blast roasting requires external heat only for the primary ignition of the com-

bustible elements at the surface of ignition, after which the combustion proceeds by a

smoldering action within the mass supported only by the air currents. Any applica-

tion of external heat is detrimental, as it interferes with the characteristic progres-

sive reaction and causes overheating and premature matting of the sulphides and
stoppages of the air passages by searing over the surfaces where the air enters the

mass. Likewise, any stirring or rabbling of the charge is contrary to the theory of

efficient blast roasting, because it disturbs the even transmission of the ignition effect

through the mass and, by breaking up the close, brooding contact between the

particles, which is necessary for the transmission of the ignition from the burning

particle to its neighbors, tends to cause the temperature to fall below the degree

necessary for maintaining the sintering and causes the fire to die out.

The air supply must be vigorous enough to maintain this internal combustion and

develop sufficient heat to propagate the characteristic reaction that involves a momen-
tary temperature of 800 to 1200®C., in a limited zone. Failing these temperatures,

sintering will not take place, and the fire will die out. The rate of travel of the

sintering zone through the mass from the surface initially ignited is to .I 2 in. per

min., when treating thin layers (e.g., 4 in, thick) by the downdraft method under

ordinary operating conditions. This rate increases with the volume of air, but the

volume, in turn, is limited by the fusibility of the raw charge and the difficulty of

holding very fine material on the grates.

Thus, there is a sharp distinction in principle between hearth roasting, which

during almost the entire operation requires external heat (whether it is furnished by
furnace gases or by hot furnace walls), and blast roasting, which requires external

heat only for the primary ignitjon.

Evolutipii Of Blast Roasting.—In 1896 at a smelting works at Pertusola, Italy,

two metallurgists, Thomas Himtington and Ferdinand Heberlein, after many fruitless

1 HoriUAH, Tram. A.IM.B,, Vol. 88, p. 126, 1907.
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experiments in roasting galena ores by an air blast, found that premature melting

of the sulphide (^ould be prevented by borrowing from the old Flintshire^ lead process

'the expedient of mixing a quantity of burnt lime with the charge. They were amazed

at the vigor, rapidity, and completeness of the reaction that ensued. It seemed all

out of proportion to what might be expected from a mere air blast. From what is

now known, the cause was simple, and based on the establishing of favorable mechani-

cal conditions as above described, but these investigators surmised that it must be

the lime that was performing some chemical function previously unsuspected, and

they finally concluded that the C -aO became Ca02 and served as a vehicle for conveying

nascent oxygen t/O the lead sulphide. 8o sure were they of this fact that they based

their first patents in all the important countries of the world on the use of burnt lime

for this purpose, thus relying on a. n^action that careful rest^arch subseciuently demon-

strated to be fallacioxis. Their results, however, received wide attention, and the

process was extensively adopted.

In Australia, t'armichael and Bradford, while conducting the H&H process, dis-

covered that C'aS04 was an intermediate product of the reactions and that gypsum

was as good, if not better, a diluent as burnt lime; so they proceeded to take out

p^ents for the use of C/aH04.

Next A. Savelsberg, of Aachen, Germany, reasoned that (^aO in limestone ought

to answer as well as eitlu^r of the foregoing, which he found to be the case, and so he

took out still a third pattait, claiming limestone as a diluent. In tin; H<feH process

the blast roasting was usually proceeded by a preroast in a reverberatory hearth

furnace (Godfrey furnace). The C'armichael-Bradford and the Savelsberg proccsse^s

could treat a higher pe^reHUitage of sulphur than the H&H without preroasting because

of the great heat-absorbing properties of the gypsum or limestone whi(;h they employed

as diluent.

All these investigators firmly believed that lime was endowed with some hitherto

unsuspected chemical potency as a carrier of nascent oxygen and that the remarkable

speed of the roasting was due to the extraordinary heat thus developed. Much scien-

tific research was undertaken to try to account for the phenomena on this theory,

when, as a matter of fact, there was no more heat generated than could be accounted

for by well-known chemical reactions. Dwight and Lloyd demonstrated that the

vigor of the reaction resulted from the advantageous manner in which the Biel element

was lu*ought in contact with the air currents, a purely iiiochanical matter, and that

the real problem was not so mucdi how to augment the evolution of heat, as how to

control and dissipate it, as has been already explained.

Although Huntington and Heberlein were not at first aware of the whys and
wherefores, they did succeed in working out a practical solution of an important

metallurgical improvement. They are entitled to great credit as the pioneers in this

new art, which has had such far-reaching developments. They made a ^reat advance

in the metallurgy of lead, by furnishing a method of desulphurizing galena that was
three to five times as efficient as the best mechanically rabbled furnaces (if, indeed,

these could have been adapted to roasting high-percentage lead ores satisfactorily) and
fifteen to twenty-five times as efficient as the hand-rabbled reverberatory which had
remained the standard device in the lead-smelting industry up to that time.

In these three variations of blast roasting, the operation was performed in large

cast-iron pots with a grate in the bottom through which air under pressure was
forced upward through the ore charge, the ignition being started by a layer of hot
coals or red-hot ore placed on the grates before feeding the charge. The product

was an agglomerated cake of desulphurized material partly porous and partly indu-

rated, > accompanied, usually, by a stratum of pulverulent, partially roasted but
unsintered fines on the top. This procedure was commonly called ^^pot roasting'^

or ‘‘lime-rofsting.”
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Other attempts at updraft blast roasting were made by J. W. Neill/ J. Williams,

Rhodes and Klotz, H. Haas,^ H. C. Bellinger, Cyrus Robinson, F. G. Kelley, and
others. All these methods use an updraft and are intermittent in operation.

The next step in the improvement of blasWoasting methods was taken by Dwight
and Lloyd, who discovered that, whereas it was impossible to sinter completely a thin

layer of ore by updraft, on account of the agitation of the particles among themselves
in the upper portion of the layer, caused by the air currents, it was possible to sinter

the entire layer into a coherent cake by the simple mechanical expedient of holding

against agitation the particles pf the mass at the surface of exits of the gases. This

could be accomplished by superposing a fine metal screen on the top surface of ore in

an updraft pot; but the simplest way was to reverse the draft, drawing the air down-
ward through the layer of ore and the grate upon which it rests, thus making the grate

act in the dual role of support ivnd restrainer. There was the additional advantage

that by shifting the ignitioji to the upper surface it became possible to change the

process from an intermittc'iii to a continuous one. Th(5 utilization of this simple

discovery has given ris(i to important economies in numerous established lines of

metallurgical work and has furnished the metallurgist with a new product, “sinter,”

possessing peculiarly valuables (characteristics, the use of which is continually opening

up new possibilities of improvement in method in numerous fields of the metallurgical

industry.'^

The Dwight-Llo,yd proc(*,ss depends for its successful operation upon an application

of the fundamental principles of blast roasting, already described. It is a mechanical

imprewement over the older blast-roasting process (1) through the iidoption of thcc

mechanitcal expedient above dccscrilx^d for completely sintering a thin layer (2) by
developing a (continuous process. No spcccial diluents or fluxes n(‘(id be ncsorted to

except as required to establish proper charge conditions, as els(cwhere explairncd.

Chemistry of Blast Roasting.—The general principles previously enunciatixl

governing good roasting apply to blast roasting as truly as to hearth roasting. While

the differences are chiefly thermophysical, there has been so much speculation over

the behavior of the galena in conjunction with various diluents that it may be useful

to recite briefly the results of the best research.

Taking SiOa as a typical inert diluent, the reactions with galena may be expressed

as follows:®

PhS + 30 = PbO A SO 2 + 99,866 cal.

SO 2 + O - SOs + 22,640 cal.

PbS 4- 4SO 3 - PbS04 -f 4SO 2 + 104,940 cal.

PbO 4- SO 3 = PbS04 4- 73,000 cal.

2PbO 4- SiOa = Pb 2Si04 + X cal.

2PbS04 4- SiOa - Pb 2Si04 + 2SO 3 (or SO 2 -f O)

Richter^s experiments established the fact that CaO and CaS04 do not appear to

have any direct action on PbS and PbO. CaS04
,
which may be the diluent, is

decomposed by heat alone at 1200°C. and in the prei^ce of Si02 starts decomposition

at 1000°C. and is complete at 1250°C. The reaction
^

6CaS04 -f mOz 4- 2PbS 4- 80 = fiCaSiOs 4- 880, 4- 2PbO

begins below 800°C. and is coniplete at 1000 to llOO^C.

1 Hofman’s papejl* on blast roasting and discussion, Trans, VoL 41.

* Bno. Mining Jour,, 1910, p. 1910.

* U.». patent 942052, Pec. 10, 1910.

* 17.S. patent 1020340, Dwight and Lloyd.

* Metallurgy of l<«ad,’' p. 159, 1918,
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Make-up of Charges.—To secure a satisfactory elimination of S and the produc-

tion of a proper quality of sinter, certain conditions must be fulfilled. The heat

developed by the oxidation must not be excessive, or premature melting will stop the

roasting action. This tendency can be controlled by (1) preroasting the sulphides to

remove excessive fuel value; (2) addition of diluents to the charge, sufficient to reduce

the average percentage of fuel ingredients to a suitable extent. Heat-absorbing

minerals, such as those containing CO 2 or combined H 2O, are most effective; (3)

moistening the charge; (4) diluting the air with inert gas (not used). Huntington-

Heberlein use (1) and (2); Savelsberg and Carmichael-Bradford use (2) and (3);

Dwight-Lloyd use (1) or (2) to suit the special problem, and (3).

The limit of sulphur for direct blast roasting is generally taken to be about 16 per

cent, and 12 per cent is better. Sulphur over 16 per cent makes too fiery a charge,

with a tendency to matte formation and incomplete roasting. Where sulphur

elimination is not important, however, as in some copper ores, charges containing as

high as 30 per cent S have been sintered. Higher sulphur can be treated by Dwight-

Lloyd methods than by the pot processes, because in the former there is greater facility

in dissipating the heat and less tendency to mass action.

Preroasting for Blast Roasting.—The standard practice of the Huntington-

Heberlein process employed the Godfrey furnace for preroasting. This is a circular

furnace with a revolving hearth and stationary rabble blades projecting down through

the roof. The hearth was usually 26 ft. in diameter, and the daily capacity was about

30 tons of material, reducing the sulphur from about 25 to 8 or 10 per cent. Other

types of mechanical furnace were used for preroasting, such as the llopp at Port Pirie,

Australia; in fact, any good furnace is suitable.

Following the adoption of a Wedge for preroasting leady matte at Herculaneum,

Mo., in 1911, in preparation for D & L sintering, that type of preroaster was exten-

sively adopted in western plants.^ The D & L apparatus itself can be used for pre-

roasting under certain conditions, as will be described under the heading Double

Roasting.

Whatever type of furnace is used for preroasting, great care must be exercised so

to control the temperature that there shall be no premature fusion of the sulphides.

This control is obtained by regulating the admission of air and the exit of furnace

gaseS) by-passing them in some cases, and varying the rate of feed and the frequency

of rabbling.

In this connection the peculiar behavior of the sulphur in certain sulphides should

be mentioned when roasted by the downdraft method. When iron pyrites is present

in the charge, there is a tendency for the extra atom of sulphur to distill off as elemental

sulphur and condense in the interstices of the cold moist ore below, then melting and
liquating downward in advance of the descending zone of high temperature until it is

expelled through the grate either as drops of fluid sulphur or as sublimed flowers Of

sulphur. In updraft, any sulphur thus condensed tends to liquate down into the fire

and be expelled as SO2 rather than as S.

Pot Roasting.—Space will not be taken to describe separately the Huntington-

Heboriein, the Carmichael-Bradford, and the Savelsberg processes, since the pro-

cedure is practically identical, except for the preroasting, and even that difference

was gradually obliterated. Although they are now almost obsolete in the United

States, having given place to the cheaper and more effective D & L process, there are

cases where the need for simple and impromptu apparatus makes a knowledge of their

use desirable.

In addition to any preroasting equipment that may be needed, a pot-roasting

plant congests essentially of one or more pots, blast apparatus capable of furnishing

^ Metallurgy of Load**’ p. 17a, 191S,
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1000 to 2000 cu. ft. of air per minute per pot, at a pressure of up to 15 to 20 oz.; a

furnace or brazier to kindle hot coals for igniting the charges; adjustable hoods and
stacks over the pot stands for carrying off the sulphur gases, which, being concen-

trated, are particularly irritating to the workmen; and suitable arrangements for

making up the ore charges, mixing and delivering to the pots, and handling the product

therefrom.

The pots originally used were small conical-shaped containers holding about a ton

of charge. They were mounted on trucks and could be moved about at will. In

American practice, the pots were of a general hemispherical shape, 8 to 10 ft. in diam-
eter at the top, by 4 to 6 ft. d(iep, of cast iron, usually built in sections, and holding

8 to 10 tons of charge. The grate, Iso sectional, pierced by ?4-in. holes, was aVjout

6 ft. in diameter, set about 18 in. above the bottom of the pot. Under the grate

there was a 5- to 6-in. air inlcl;, airianged so as to be quickly coupled to the blast nipple

when the pot had been charged and placed in position for the blow. In the smaller

plants, the pots were mounted on high supports and were tipped by means of a worm
gear and hand wheel

;
in the larger plants, the battery of pots was served by an over-

head traveling crane which could pick up a pot bodily, carry it to the Godfrey furnaces

or elsewhere to receive the ore charge, replace it in the blowing stand, and, after the

blow was finished, pick it up, pour off the unsintered fines on the top of the cake for

retreatment, and discharge the agglomerated cake on the cooling floor, where it would

later be broken up into fragments of suitable size for the blast furnace, either by men
with sledges or by dropping weights on it.

In the operation, the grate generally is first covered by a bed of ashes, on which is

spread a layer of burning coals or red-hot ‘‘primer'' calcine from the preroaster, which

will ignite the charge when the blast is turned on. On this the 6 to 9 tons of properly

prepared charge are evenly spread, usually in a single batch, making a bed 4 to 5 ft.

thick, but sometimes added as a number of small batches at intervals during the

blowing period. The pot is now covered with the hood, and the blast is immediately

turned on, at first under 4- to 8-oz. pressure, which is increased to 8 to 16 oz. after

the charge is well ignited. The blowing continues for 8 to 12 hr., or until the roast-

ing is completed to the top surface of the charge. At short intervals the pot tender

examines the pot through doors in the hood and breaks down any channels or “blow-

holes" that the blast may have formed through the bed, keeping the action as uni-

form through the pot as he can by poking or plastering the crater with fresh charge.

Toward the end of the “blow," the blast pressure is again reduced, in order to decrease

the agitation of the upper layers and reduce the amount of unsintered “fines" that

always remains on the upper part of the charge, and which must be retreated. When
the operation is completed, the pot is dumped and the cake broken up as described

above.

The labor required to operate a pot plant is divided among charge crew, pot

tenders, and crew breaking up cake. The actual number of men needed will depend

Pot plant D & L machines

Monthly tonnages treated * . . .

.

6 , 500 tons 10 , 000 tons

Mon per 8-hr, shift 32 8

Tons roasted per man per day 2.3 * 14.8

Cost per ton (average 1 year) $1.54 $0.50

Cost of plant, per ton-day capacity $300 $146
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on the size of plant, use of overhead crane, and other mechanical labor savers. At a

number of plants formerly in use, the labor ratio varied from 2 tons of ore roasted per

man per day to 8 tons per man per day, while the cost of pot roasting (circa 1910) was
from $1.50 per ton to $5 or $6, averaging perhaps $2.50 per ton. The figures

tabulated on page 307, taken from a plant which was at that time treating the

same ores both in pots and on D & L machines, in approximately the same
tonnages, illustrate one reason for the passing of blast roasting in pots.

Dwight-Lloyd Process of Sintering.—This process differs from the other methods

of blast roasting in that the charge is treated in a thin uniform layer in such a manner
that agitation of the individual ore particles is prevented, with the result that the

entire charge is roasted and sintered to a porous cellular biscuit of proper size for

subsequent blast-furnace treatment, thereby avoiding both the large proportion of

unagglomerated fine particles from tlie top of the charge and the huge solid cake that

result when blast roasting in pots without restraint against agitation at the top

surface. In practice, quiescence of the ore particles is most conveniently obtained

by drawing the air blast down through the charge, thus making the grate a(;t as a

screen to prevent agitation, bid- it may be accomplished in other ways.^

The Sintering Machine.—Of the several types of continuous sintering machines

that have been designed by Dwight-Tiloyd, the straight-line machine is now the most

widely used. The drum type^ and the horizontal round-table type of nuK^hine^ are

both limited to small capacities by mechani(ral considerations and hav(^ been entirely

superseded by the straight-line nnudiine in this (country. In lOurope a number of

the round-table mac^hines may be in us(^, especially in (connection with tlm manufac-

tun^ of sulphuric acid from the gas('s. Von Schlipptmbach* divided the wind box into

sections, connected with separate fans, one of which draws off gases rich in SO2 which

are usc^d for making acid, and the other withdrawing and wasting the lean gases from

the othcir section. This modification may also be applied to the straight-line machine,

and the many other advantage's of the straight-line type over the round-table type

have resulted in its use in the more important European installations.

Pans or shallow trays, with downdraft operated intermittently, have been occa-

sionally used for sintering, as at Cerro de Pasco, Peru; Port Pirie, Australia; Midvale,

Utah, and Anyox, B.C., but have usually been replaced by the continuous machine
with its many advantages in operation and economy.

9 The D & L straight-line macdiine consists essentially of a heavy structural-steel

frame that supports the suction box, feed mechanism, igniter, a pair of endless-track

elements, the pallets or cars that carry the charge and the driving mechanism (see

Fig. 5). The pallets, are not connected to one another, but completely fill the track,

making a closed circuit, except for a space of about 24 in. at the discharge end, and
thus form a continuous conveyer for the charge. The ends and bottoms pf the pallets

are machined to assure tight-fitting joints both between adjacent pallets and between

pallets and wind-box tops. At each end of the wind box is a machined dead plate,

which seals against air leakage as the pallet approaches or leaves the wind box; and
along the top edg(is of the wind boxes are adjustable soft-steel seal bars which make
light contact with the inner side of the pallet, thus preventing; air leakage at this

point. In the larger machines this seal bar is now replaced by a flexible ribbon or

band of special composition, which is held by suction in close contact with the side of

the pallet.*^ A pair of steel sprockets, driven by suitable gearing, engage four steel

» C/. U.8. patents 882617, 910396, and 910397, A, 8., Dwight.
* Dwight, Sng. Mining Jottr., Mar. 28, Ui08, p. 649; Mineral Ind,, 1907, Vol. 16, p. 380; and U.S.

patent 916394, A. 8. Dwight and R, L. Lloyd.
* Hofman, frana, A.LM.E,^ 1910, Vol. 41, p. 756; U.S* patent 016392, A. 8, Dwight.
< U.S. patejxt, 1060191.

» U.S. patent 1491778, by H, J. SteWi.
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rollers on the pallet axles, to lift ihe pallets from the lower return track and push

them forward alonj? the horizontal upper track where the sintering tnkes place.

Thus, while on this upper track, the machined joints betwi'cn adjacent pallets are

kept tightly sealed by the pressure of the following pallets, as the train of palhds is

pushed slowly along over the \yind box. At the discharge end, the pallets are pushed

off on^ by one over the brink formed by the curved guides where there is a space of

24 in. down Which the pallet plunges to strike against the edge of the one ahead, the

shock discharging the sinter cake and cleaning the grate-bar slots. The track is so

Fig.

4.

—

Dwight-Lloyd

straight-line

sintering

machine.
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designed that, just before it drops over the end curve, the pallet is raised vertically half

an inch, which bi^^aks the cake loose from that on the following pallet. The pallets

return down the lower inclined track by gravity, in the smaller machines, or arc pushed

back along a horizontal track by a second pair of sprocket wheels, in the large machines.

Formerly, the section of outboard track beside the wind boxes was omitted, the pal-

lets sliding along the top edge of the wind-box castings; but although this gave an

excellent seal against air leakage it resulted in excessive wear on the contact surfaces,

so the complete track circuit described above was adopted.^ The outboard rails

beside the wind boxes are set at a height such that the pallet bottom just clears the

wind-box top, air leakage being prevented by the seal bars or flexible seal band

above mentioned. Rate of traved of the pallet train is so adjusted that sintering

is complete down to the grates as the pallet reaches and passes beyond the end of

the wind box.

Fio. 5.—Diagrammatic- sketch of Dwight-Lloyd straight-line sintering machine.

The wind box or suction box, of which there are one or more sections, depending

on the length of the machine, is made up of castings and steel plate, or entirely of

castings, depending on the service the machine is designed for. Cast iron resists the

action of condensed sulphurous and sulphuric acids better than the steel plate, and also

is more resistant to the abrasive action of such materials as iron flue dust, but a cast

wind box is corrsiderably more expensive and heavier. In general, unless temperatures

are to be expected at which the sulphurous and sulphuric acids will be active or where

iron flue dust is to be treated, the steel-plate wind box is preferred. The wind box is

connected to a suitable high-vacuum centrifugal fan, which draws the air through the

charge while it is passing over the wind box. The degree of vacuum depends upon the

class Of materials treated, varying from 4 to 16 oz. or even more, the higher vacuums

being necessary with such tight charges as, for instance, iron flue dust sometimes

makes. In general, the lowest vacuum that will draw through the charge the neces-

sary quantity of air should be employed, as high vacuum has a tendency to cause the

charge to pack and hence to aggravate the condition it is designed to overcome.
^
The

wind box is made of large volume, to act as a dust catcher to collect the small amount

> U.H. patent 1097592, by E. H. I4awfl.
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of dust that may be drawn through the grates, and is provided with clean-out doors.

Smaller wind boxes, with a separate dust catcher between the machine and the fan,

may be used. With several of the larger size machines the wind-box elements have
been reduced to mere nozzles connecting to a central hustle pipe, which is flushed

with a stream of water to wash down the dust. Needless to say, this is the practice

only where the gases are free from SO2.

Fans.—A special type of centrifugal fan has been developed to meet the exacting

conditions found in sintering. The construction is particularly rugged through-

out to withstand abrasion and corrosion, and repairs, when necessary, are simplifitid

by making the casing sectional so that the impeller and shaft can be removed bodil>^

Large clean-out doors give acces- ^ tc the inside of the casting. The impeller is of the

center-plate type with the shaft carried through the casing to large outboard bearings

on each side, and the inlet is divided to admit half the gas to each side of the impeller

in order to avoid unbalancing (he latter. Water-cooled bearings lined with high-

speed babbitt or ball hearings of ample size are used, and, where the gases to be

handled are very hot, the shaft itself is water cooled.^

Fig. 6.—Longitudinal section through sinter bed.

The motors are direct connected to the fans by means of a rigid coupling and a

cast-iron base plate carrying the motor and one of the fan bearings, thus ensuring,

positive alignment. A single sintering unit should invariably have its own individual

fan, otherwise irregularities in operation will result.

Ignition.—The igniter, placed above the pallets at the forward end of the wind

box, serves to set fire to the surface of the charge as it enters the suction zone. It

may be fired with any available fuel—solid, liquid, or gaseous—and, of course, the

type of the igniter itself will depend on the kind of fuel used. Distillate, powdered

coal, or blast-furnace or by-product gas are most generally employed, as one of these

is usually available and cheap. Lump coal, coke, charcoal, wood, gasoline, kerosene,

producer gas, city gas, and other fuels have been used with entire success, but oil

or gas is now most commonly used. TKe igniter itself consists essentially of a fire-

box or burner of suitable type and a muffle or inverted trough that deflects the

hot products of combustion uniformly across the surface of the charge on the pal-

lets and protects the workmen and adjacent structure from the heat. It is placed

at the front edge of the wind box, and above at right angles to the direction of motion

of the pallets, so that the hot gases which are blown into the muffle at high pressure

1 tr.S. patent 1439491.



Fia. 8.—Muffle f*or ig^iition with oil.

For use with crude oil, a muflEle such as shown in Figs. 7 and 8 is frequently used,

the oil burner being placed at or just inside the combustion chamber. Oil and air

are supplied from storage tanks and compressor through suitable piping, with regulat-

ing valves looted at a point convenient for the operator.
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Oil Burner .—A widely used burner is shown in Fig. 9. It consists of two sinall

cylindrical steel blocks each having an annular groove in one flat surface, with a

tapped hole for pipe connection leading to the groove at one point, and diametrically

opposite a very shallow fan-shaped slot. The two are bolted togidher with a copper
gasket between. Oil at a pressure of 20 to 60 lb. is admitted to the one half and the

air for combustion, also under high pressure, to the other half. The fan-shaped jet

of high-pressure air striking the jet of oil coming from the upper slot thoroughly
atomizes and mixes with the latter, causing complete and almost explosive combustion.

This type of burner (of which there are several modc^ls) functions independently of

any combustion chamber and gives intense heat with low oil consumption. From
} 3 to gal. of fuel oil is used per ton of lead or copper ore, slightly more for iron ores,

which require a higher ignitkni tempemture. Any grade of oil, from gasoline t/O tar,

can be used in its proper bunicr, r. distillate of 40 to 45°B6. being the cheapt^st, as a

rule.

For burning solid coal the same principles are followed, although the details of

construction are quite different, du(^ to the nature of the fuel. An enclosed firebox

is hung over the pallets at the front edge of the wind box, the hot gases from which are

deflected by a bridge wall downward into a chamber corresponding to the muffle

and impinge against the surface of the charge to be ignited. A dampered stack is

provided for use in starting the fire before the suction fan has been started. Such a

coal igniter is shown in Fig. 5.

Gas Burner .—For burning gas, two types of apparatus are used. In one a gas

burner with air and gas connections, such as the Fulton blowpipe, is inserted in one

end of the muffle, much as in the case of the oil burner. In the other, air and gas

are caused to mix and burn in a long, narrow chamber above and separated from the

muffle by a perforated plate or tile. This type is commonly used with blast-furnace

gas. Whatever fuel is used, exposure of the charge to the heat is brief, as ignition is

practically instantaneous, and from this point the internal combustion of the fuel in

the charge maintains the reaction and supplies the heat for sintering.

Grate Bara.—The open bottom of the pallet casting is fitted with grate bars on

which the charge rests. Malleable iron is the best all-round material for these bars,

as it stands the alternate heating and cooling and the chemical action better than

cast iron or steel, although under favorable conditions cast-iron grate bars carefully

annealed have at times proved more economical than the malleable iron, in spite of
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the shorter life. Bars with herringbone slots, or with straight slots from which the

sinter cake pulls off readily, are used where the charge is ft^vorahle. But where easily

fusible material is sintered, it tends to fill the grate-bar slots and gradually choke them.

To avoid the labor of cleaning slots, various types of self-cleaning grate bar have been

designed, the best known being that designed by Stewart at Trail, B.C. This con-

sists of three stationary bars on each pallet with finger-shaped crossbars, between

which are fitted two loose bars capable of slight vertical motion and with fingers

which interlock with the stationary fingers. As the pallet drops over the discharge

curve, the movable bars shift slightly, freeing the slots from any sinter that may have

formed in them.

Automatic Proportioning and Preparation of Charges.—Placed above the drive

end of the sintering machine are a superhopper and a mixer. The ore charge is

brought up fron) the storage bins by belt conveyer or other means, to the super-

hopper placed in the top of the building. From the bottom of this, an automatic

feeder delivers it to the mixer. This feeder is driven from the drive shaft of the

sintering machine so that, as the speed of the machine is varie^d, the speed of the

feeder automatically follows. In this way the correct amount of charge is constantly

and automatically assured, irrespective of variations in the speed of the sintering

machine. An adjustable gate at the hopper permits the primary adjustment of the

feed. At the mixer, the charge is turned over and over, and the necessary proportion

of water incorporated, until the whole is well and uniformly mixed. The proportion

of water varies with the material from almost nothing to 15 to 20 per cent or even

more in extreme cases. It is controlled through a valve in the water line placed on

the operating floor.

The feeder and mixer may be combined, in one machine, as in the round-table or

revolving-plate feeder. This is similar to the Challenge feeder, and consists of a disk

of steel plate, or a casting, set under the hopper. A fixed rabble arm above server to

turn the ore over as the disk revolves, while water from a spray valve moistens the

material. Another type is the revolving inclined barrel, similar to the trommel.

Either of these mixers works well with a material that is not sticky or otherwise

difficult to mix together, such as granular ores or concentrates. But when it is neces-

sary to mix such a thing as claylike ‘‘blue billy'' with 6 per cent of fine coke, these

appliances will not give a sufficiently' uniform product for satisfactory sintering.

For materials of this class, the old-fashioned pug mill has proved best adapted, in

spite of its higher power consumption and wear. In the case of fine flotation con-

centrates, the cylindrical “pelletizer" hereinafter described is especially effective

(see Fig. 17).

From the mixer, the charge is dropped gently through a distributing chute onto the

grates. Sometimes a chute that swings from one side of the pallet to the other is

used to distribute the charge evenly across the pallet back of the scraper plate, and at

other plants a. chute formed of a segment of a cone is used. The ore stream strikes

the apex of the cone and is divided and spread in a thin sheet evenly across the pallet.

This chute works well, except with sticky materials, when the swinging chute is pre-

ferred. The object is to deposit the charge on the grates in such a manner that the

bed will be uniform, noncompacted, and as permeable as possible to the air that

must be drawn through the bed to roast and sinter the material. •

The rate of flow of the material is so regulated that a low pile of charge is main-
tained back of the scraper plate, which is set to maintain the bed at the desired depth.

The top of the pile is only a few inches abOVe the bottom of the plate, so as to avoid

pressure. As the charge drops from the chute onto the pile, the coarser materials roll

down the ilope toward the approaching empty grate, and thus come to rest directly

on the bitre grate bars, while the finer particles are deposited on top of this as the
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moving grate carries the coarse stratum underneath. As a result, the coarse supports

the fine, and practically no dust is drawn into the wind boxes, even with charges as fine

as flotation concentrates. A slot in the dead plate directly under the feed hopper
prevents even small quantities of fines being carried over into the wind box. By
maintaining the pile at a uniform height, all portions of the bed on the pallets are

compressed uniformly, and therefore offer substantially the same resistance to the

air blast. This ensures uniform speed of sintering, where otherwise one portion

might be finished before another, on the same pallet, and the speed of the machine
would have to be reduced to suit the slowest portion or else part of the charge would
be discharged too soon, in either case resulting in a loss of capacity.

The mechanism for making up and handling the charge has become well standard-

ized. Hopper-bottom storage bins, the number and size depending on the quantity

and variety of materials to be sirdered, are provided, each bin having an adjustable

gate and a feeder of the re'volving-plate or endless-belt type, which delivers a con-

Fiq. 10.—Automatic proportioning of ingredients.

tinuous thin stream of ore onto a collector belt common to all bins. The metallurgist

figures his charge and regulates the gate of each bin to feed the desired proportion of

that material (Fig. 10). Consequently, a series of thin streams of the various mate-

rials which are to make up the desired charge is continuously deposited in successive

strata on the conveyer belt so that a minimum of mixing will produce a uniform

mass to be delivered to the storage hopper, commonly known as the superhopper.

The feeder mechanism at the main storage bins and also the feeder at the machine

hopper should be directly coordinated with the pallet speed of the sintering machine,

so that the delivery of material is automatically adjusted to the requirements of the

machine as its speed is changed.

From the superljopper the materials, already partially mixed, are delivered to the

mixer at a rate proportional to the speed of the sintering machine. Here the necessary

proportion of moisture is added and the whole thoroughly turned over to assure

uniformity. The mixture now drops through the distributing chute and falls auto-

matically in a thin uniformly porous bed onto the pallets. As the pallets are pushed

forward, the top surface of the charge is momentarily exposed to the hot gases from
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the igniter to start combustion, which is then continued by the air currents as the

pallet travels forw^ard over the wind box. As soon as the sintering is complete and

the pallet has reached the end of the upper track, the pallet drops its cake down a chute

into a bin or railroad car, and returns along the lower track to repeat the cycle. Ihe

discharge end of the sintering machine is generally placed outside the building in

order to keep dust and gases away from the working place.

Each step in the process, from the making up of the charge at the storage bins to

the delivery of the sintered product, is accomplished mechani(^ally and automatically,

and all the fundamental factors of successful sintering, such as uniformity of mixture,

fuel content, moisture, thickness of layer, impact, porosity, intensity of ignition, air

supply, both pressure and volunjc, and time of sintering, have been translated into a

series of mechanical controls which are at the command of a single operator.

Fig. 11.— Operating floor of a Dwight-Lloyd plant.

It is the great advantage of the continuous process of sintering, compared with the

intermittent, that all the conditions necessary for favorable results can btfmaintained

with comparative case after being oiicc) cornjctly established instead of having to

reestablish these conditions for every st^parate batcdi. Thus the highest efficiency

with the minimum of attendance may be secured.

Aside from the later types and designs of sintering apparatus, the fundamental

elements of the D & L system of sintering were covered by basic U.S. patents including

(1) the general ^‘downdraft ’’'principle which made possible successful treatment of

thin layers of materials; (2) the process and rudimentary apparatus for continuous

sintering; (3) the automatic proportioning, mixing, and conveying the ingredients

of the charge in a continuous manner and exactly coordinated with the speed of the

sintering unit; (4) the methods of ignition; and finally (5) the sinter product. These

basic patents have now expired.

Sinteiing Pi^ctlce.—The underlying principles are the same in sintering all kinds

of materials,^but the operating details will naturally vary somewhat. The bed of
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charge on the grates is always kept shallow, the exact depth varying somewhat,

but never being allowed to reach the point, where; the weight of the charge will compact
the lower layers and destroy th(‘ characteristic cellular structure of the prodiict. The
most common depth is 4 to 5 in. with lead and (;opp<;r or(;s, and 8 to 10 in. with iron

ores. Granular material, such as jig concentrates, will permit a deeper bed than

flotation concentrates. There s(‘ems to be no limit to tlu' fineness of grain that can

be sintered, providtnl only that the material can be laid down in a bed permeable to

air blast. To this condition the propter moistening, mixing, perfectly eviai distribu-

tion of the charge, and fr(‘('dom from compression as deposited on the pallets are of the

utmost importance for ituiking good sinte r. At the; other end of tin; scale, or, rarely,

'

•j in., is the largest material ust d, t ccept. in the case of material applied as a grat(‘

dressing.

The proportion of moistuie iK^ossary varies from 3 or 4 per cent with a granular

material to 20 per ctmt or e.veri more with a plastic material, such as limonite. The
test is to squeeze a handful of the moist (diarge lightly, when it should stick slightly

together, or ‘M)all.^* So moistened, and if not packed by excessive weight above

it, a bed > of such fine material as flotation (‘onceritrates will be surprish gly

porous.

The rate of sintering varies from 8 to 20 min., with perhaps 12 min. as a fair a’\^<^r-

ag(;, although these are not to be taken as hard-and-fast limits. A loose, porous charge

sinters more rapidly than a tight, clos(4y packed one. And as the speed and capacity

of the sintering machine are limit(‘d by the time in whicli the layer of matesrial sinters,

anything that will reduce this time will allow a gnuiter palled speed and thus increase

the possible; capacity of tin; machine. Aside from the chemical character of the

charge, its rate of sint{;ring may be said to depend on tl\e rate' of the internal combus-
tion of the fuel in it. The greater the amount of air that (‘an be .supplied per minute,

the more rapidly will the fuel burn and the faster will be the rate of sintering, always

rem(;mbering that it is possible to ov(;rdo a good thing and to build up a temperature

that will fuse the charge, stopping the action by blocking off the air and resulting in

poor product. It is the volume of air drawn through tin; bcal, not the vacuum used,

that affects the rate of sintering, and it is the permeability of the bed, its porosity, on

which air volunu; largely depends. A high d(;gree of porosity—which must be uniform

at all points across the pallet to permit uniform ratenf sintering—is the condition aimed

for. ''riiis is secured by properly moisttming, mixing, and distributing the charge on

the grates, and by canffully adjusting the inatc-rials going into the charge, so far as

the ore supplies available to the metallurgist permit him a choice. With the contin-

uous machine and the chain of auxiliary apparatus that has b(;en developed to serve it,

these factors are each subject to the instant, close adjustment of the operator, and,

once adjusted, afe maintained automatically.

Frequently, screened sinter of half-inch size or smaller ('‘returns’') or granular

ore is added to a very fine material to make it more permeable, Sometimes a thin

layer of crushed limestone, sinter returns, or coarse oxide ore is fed upon the grates

from an auxiliary hopper in order to prevent very fine material being drawn through

the slots or to protect the grates from a very firey charge, but this is rarely necessary.

There is a surprisingly small metal loss from dusting or fuming with a properly

constituted charge. The moistened mass of fine particles forms little arches over the

grate-bar slots, resisting the tendency to be drawn through by the air currents. Under

normal operating conditions, not more than 1 per cent of the charge should be carried

down into the wind box. With careless operating, allowing uneven distribution of

the charge on the grates, improper moisture, and working with broken grate bars,

the accumulations in the wind box may be considerable. The wind boxes should be

cleaned but periodically, and the material sent back for retreatment.
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The metal loss by fuming is very low on account of the short time that a given

particle of ore is undergping the heat-treatment. Whereas in the case of hearth roast-

Fig. 12,—Discharge ends of row of Dwight-Lloyd sintering machines.

Fig. 13.—Sinter cake at discharge end of machine.

ing or pot roasting it is a matter of hours, in the case of the DdcL process it is a matter

of minutes.

The suOtion needed varies considerably, but should always be kept a$ low as

^
possible, eoTitsistent with drawing the required amount of air through the bed^ in order
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not to compress the charge. From 5- to 10-in. water gauge is the average, except in

treating iron ores, when up to 15 in. is sometimes used. But wherever possible to

do so it will be found more satisfactory to increase the permeability of the bed, as
by mixing in "‘returns,” than to use a high vacuum. The amount of air required is

usually 40 to 100 cu. ft. per min. per sq. ft. of hearth area (at 20°C. and 76 cm., pres-

,

sure). The temperature of the waste gases is not high, usually 125 to 200°C., because,
except near the far end of the wind-box section, the lower portion of the bed is not
yet undergoing sintering, but is absorbing heat from the gases.

The capacity of any sintering machine is proportional to its hearth area (area of

wind box). The widely used 42 X 264-in. machine, having a hearth area of 77 sq. ft..

Fig. 14.—Dwight-Lloyd sinter.

has a nominal capacity of 100 tons per 24 hr., but the tonnage actually treated is

generally greater. With lead ores, single sintering, it will vary from 100 to 260 tons per
24 hr., with copper ores from 100 to 125 tons, and with zinc ores from 75 to 100.tons.
Such a machine was long considered standard, especially by the lead smelters, and
still presents many advantages fbr general work by its simplicity, efficiency and low
cost of repairs.

But as the tonnages to be treated have increased, especially in the iron-ore teld,

the industry has gradually demanded larger capacity machines. This demand has
been met by enlarging the wind-box area and (1) widening the pallets and wind box,

(2) increasing the length of the wind box, or (3) increasing both width and length.

In modem practice, some machines with pallets as wide as 72 in. and lengths; over
100 ft. are in use,
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In the writer’s experience, increasing the length is preferable to increasing the width,

as the weight of the pallet increases out of proportion to the increase of width, and the

greatly increased shock when the pallet drops in discharging requires much heavier

^ construction throughout. There is more grate-bar trouble and more difficulty in

"fjisecuring an even lateral distribution of the charge, so lu'cessary to good work.

I In handling a large daily tonnage there are advantagt's in dividing it over a number
I* of smaller units compared with one large unit, with little if any difference in the

labor required, and less interruption of output when one of the units recfuires

repairs. As there is no brickwork to be heated up, operations can start at a moment’s

notice, so that the work can be done in one or two shifts as economically per ton as on

a 24-hr. program.

But little labor is needed for operating a well-designed sintering plant. A man at

thfie mixing bins, while making up tl\e charges, an operator, and a helpcT at the machine

wfll take care of se^XTuI machines, with a day crew to unload ore into the mixing bins.

Figb. if* and 16.—Left to right; Photomicrographs of copper flue dust before sintering; and
^ sinter from same.

At ohe modern plant having four machines, three nnui p(‘r shift sinter 600 tons of

ore pifjr 24 hr.

/The foregoing discussion of operating conditions will show that the cost of sintering

vijiries considerably. A dollar per ton of sinb'r would perhaps be a fair average for a

stti(^ll plant, although on a larger plant costs of 50 to 60 cents are more representative.

#Pouble Sintering.—In the blast-furnace treatment of rich lead ores, particularly

whJr.e there is much zinc, it is desirable to have as little matte as possible, so that a

fui^nace charge low in sulphur is required. To secure a thorough elimination of

sulphur from these ores, the practice of double sintering was developed. The crushed

sulphide charge, containing, say, 25 to 35 per cent lead and 11 to 15 per cent sulphur,

is mj^t passed over the sintering machine at a rapid rate—5 to 7 min,, corresponding

to 250 to 300 tons per 24 hr. on a 42 X 264 in. machine—reducing the sulphur to 6

to 7i|)er cent and making a partially sintered and friable cake. This is crushed in

8uita®lt^ crushers to to in. size, moistened, and again sintered, this time more

fllow^—15 to 20 min., corresponding to 100 to 125 tons per 24 hr.—and making a

firm fi^ular|cake containing only 1 to 2 per cent sulphur, which goes to the blast
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furnace. The first pass is sometimes made with a 6- to 7-in. hed and a higher vacumii.

Verj^ light ignition should be used to avoid overburning or fusing the top surface.

No effort to secure a sinter is made, the sole object Ijeing to remove sulphur as rapidly

and cheaply as possible. On th(i second pass, the standard 4 *

2 -iii. bed with lighbu’

vacuum, but more intense ignition (on account of the low S contcmt of the charge),

is used. This charge sinters more slowly, as there is littk^ fuel available for the

reaction, but gives an excadlent cake.

Formerly, at some of the plants having both TT&H and D&L equipment, one

stage of the double treatment was carried out in the II&H pots, but even this use of

the pots has now goncu'ally succumbed to the more economical continuous rnacliine.

Preparation of Flotation Concentrates.—The decade just passcnl has witnessed

an enormous growth in the us<‘ of the tiotation proc.ess for the beneficnation of low-

grade ores oil nil the metals, and this has presented new problems to the metallurgists,

,

The resulting concentrates are so fine that even in a tliin layer they are almost irnpervi-

Fic. 17 . Pelletizer for flotation concentrates.

ous to air currents. The problem of sintering them is how to make, a layer o. them

uniform!}’' pervious. If we can do that, the rest is easy. When they contaiit an

appreciable amount of re.sidual oil, the difficulties of treatment are increased; the

ignition is slow and the sintering action sluggi.sh, with the capacity rcaluced in co^

sequence. Probably the oil films make a tighter contact between the particles, thu^

impeding the air passage.

An ideal condition is created by steaming the concentrates and rubbing thci|En

through a I'^-in. screen forming a inass of pellets. These tend to take a partia,!

*^set,” so that the pellets maintain their separate shape under ordinary handling, and

a mass of them when fed to the sintering machine makes an ideal charge. TKe

individuah pellets being loosely compacted are themselves relatively permeable

roast more speedily and thoroughly than ore particles of equal size. These pelmts

can be produced by a rolling action, but the ttouble is that large dense balls formfas

well as small pellets and these lumps cause irregularities and poor sinter.
• |

When received from the mills, flotation concentrates usually contain many lirge

wet lumps which must be screened out and pulverized before they can be hailed
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through the feeding mechanism. The*, pug-mill type of mixer is well adapted to break

up the lumps, though it, too, is not infallible, as balls of concentrates may form and

work along to the discharge end. To meet this difliculty an improved form of pug-

mill has been designed,^ which consists of a slowly rotating drum with an inner paddle

shaft, offset to one side, eccentric to and below the axis of the drum. The rapid action

of the paddles thoroughly mixes and “fluffs^’ the charge, while any lumps that may
be present are carried into contact with the paddles by the rotation of the drum and

broken up. Figure 17 shows a pelletizer mill of this type with some of the product.

Another method of sintering flotation concentrates which is widely used is to mix

with the raw charge a proportion of finished sinter crushed to minus or in. size.

These ^^returns” serve two purposes in the case of sulphide ores. Being low in

sulphur they dilute the sujphur content of the mixture so that a single sintering opera-

•fion produces a low sulphur in the sinter cake. As the returns are comparatively

hoarse, they loosen up the mixture and make the charge more permeable to air, while

at the same time each piece of returned sinter becomes an inert nucleus coated with a

thin layer of the sticky fine sulphide particles which arc thus presented in an ideal

way for rapid aiid efficient blast roasting. The result is that the operation is rapid,

and a much larger tonnage can be treated with a given equipment than would other-

wise be possible. A small proportion of granulated slag has been successfully used in

place of returns. In sinte^ring flotation concentrates from oxidized ores, returns may
also be used to open up the charge with considerable advantage.

More care in the preparation of the charge for sintering and a very thorough

mixing of the ingredients is rocpiired in this procedure than in ordinary sintering or

double sintering, for if large lumps of concentrates are permitted to get into the feed,

or if the coarse material is not evenly distributed through the fines, the results will

not be good, as the sulphur will be high.

Applications of Blast Roasting.—As previously stated, many applications of the

downdraft blast roasting principle has been found which were not originally con-

templated, and some of these do not, strictly speaking, include actual roasting. As
the apparatus used is the same, and the variations in the technique are often so slight

that a casual observer would have difficulty in telling what class of material was
being treated on the sintering machine, it is but natural that the designation “blast

roasting,” as originally applied, should be used in a broader sense to cover this general

method of heat-treatment by internal combustion (page 301).

Where the material contains naturally no fuel constituents, such as sulphur in

sulphide ores, the deficiency can be made up by an admixture of carbon in the form
of coke fines or small anthracite coal, the former being the more suitable. In sinter-

ing fine iron ores, the proportion of mixed fuel varies from 5 per cent or less with some
magn€>tite8 to 8 per cent with materials where the iron is present as Fe203

,
as in

pyrites cinder. Bituminous coal can be used with precautions, but is not desirable

^or this purpose on account of the accumulation of tarry products in the flues and
fan and the possible danger of explosions of the unused and unburned volatile hydro-

carbons. Similarly, peat has been used with reasonable success.

The uses that have been found for the D & L process including the following:

1. Roasting and sintering of ores and by-products preparatory to lead blast-

furnace smelting. This has now become standard practice the world over. In many
plants the entire blast-furnace charge, including fluxes, is made up by the D&L
aulomatic system and put over the sintering machine on its way to the furnaces.

This has resulted in great economies in labor, metal losses, coke oonstunption, and
furhace speed.

Machinery Corp.. Keteong, N, J.
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2. Roasting and sintering of copper sxilphide ores prei)aratory to blast-furnace

smelting. By car('iul manipulation it. is possible to minimize the expulsion of sulphur,

where conservation of the available sulphur is important, as is often the case. On
account of the great improvements made in reverberatory smelt ing in the past decade,

sintering has not found the same field of usefulness in copp(T smelting that it has m
lead smelting.

3. Sintering of fine iron ores, concentrates and sulphur-bearing iron ores hereto-

fore unusable, and the reclamation of iron blast-furnace flue dust and pyrites cinder,

which were once considered waste products. This has found wide application in

American iron practiire. Furnaces hav(i bcKui run on 100 per cent 1) & L sinter with

manifest operating advantages and r* markable saving in coke.

4. Sintermg of ores and concentrates of blende, after a preliminary roast down

to 8 or 10 per cent sulphur, which can be accomplished in a suitable furnace wuthout

extraneous fuel, and finishing on the sintering machines down to under 1 per cent

sulphur. 1 It has been found that tlui product yields a larger direct zinc output from

the retorts with a distinct saving in fuel. This practice has been adopted by a num-

ber of zinc smelteries in the United States.

5. Agglomeration of small scrap metal of many kinds, jeweller's sweepings, etc.,

in metal-reclarnation plants. This use is quite extensive.

6. Other special uses hav(‘ been found in chemical technology, where a heat-treat-

ment with or without sintering is desired, as, for ('xample, calcination of lime and

other earthy materials, cement clinkcring, and the treatment of phosphate rock.

7. Sintering dolomite for lining opeidiearth sti'ol furnaciNS.

8. Preparing sinter for use in openhearth steel furnaciis in place of iron and steel

scrap. *

Tablk 1.— IciNiTioisr Temperatures of Sui.phides

Material

Size of grain, millimeters

1 1-2 Over 2

Pyrite 325°C. 405°C. 472°C.

Pyrrhotite 430 525 590

FeS 535

Ni 73.3 S 26.7 700 802 886

Co 66.37 S 33.63 574 684 859

Co 70.20 S 29.80 514 751 1,019

340Stibnite 290

Molybdenite 240 508

Cinnabar 338 420

Chalcocite 430 679

Bi 83.3 S 16,7 500 626

Mn 61.01 8 33.98 Fe 2.02 355 700

Argentite 605 875

Blende 647

Galena (in oxygen) 554 847

Millerite 573 616

1 U.S. patent 1401733* by Gilbert Ri«g.



CHAPTER XI

REFRACTORIES

' By Fhed a. Harvey 1

General Aspects.—Tho tonn '‘rofraotorios" cnibraoos iill matorialH usedjji tho

arts for the cfmstruction of heat-resisting QQUtJ^]ne|*s, usingTlie word in its broadest

Stmse, whetheFit be to afford spacer for the evolution of gast^s in combustion processe^s

01 the holding of molten (diarges or of solids undergoing heat-treatment. The two
pr.i cipal functions involved in the us(j of refractory materials are those jof^i^Llpal

ins", tiuji and conduction. In the outside walls of a furnace, refractories serve the

puin ^e of c.onfining the heat and preventing an excessive loss to the atmosphere;

in a muffle or retort, they serve to conduct the heat through the walls to the charge.

Although, in general, the heat-rcisisting quality of refractories is of paramount

impprt” ce, this is by no means the only requirement and may at tinn^s be only a

seQo.A consideration. Refractories may be expected to be relatively unaffected

by high peratures under stress whether negligible or heavy; to resist mechanical

abrasion at various temperatures; to resist th(} intrusion of molten metals, slags, or

metallic vapors, as W(41 as the action of superheated steam and hydrocarbons, sul-

phurous oxide, chlorine, or other gases; and to withstand sudden temperature changes.

Under one set of conditions, high thermal conductivity may be required and under

anot^sir high insulation value, while in still other cases hi|h eioctrical resistance at

modeT'fltely high temperatures may be demanded. It is obvious that no single refrac-

tory fpletely fulfill all these functions, and hence the proper selection of a

suitabi jerial is often a complicated task.

Sim, , abiany reactions the yi(;ld or speed increases rapidly with increase in t(mi-

peratiire above a given point, it is clear that a gain in working temperature of only a

few degrees, made possible by the use of a more refractory material, may result in so

mucl^ /ier returns that tho additional cost of the installation is unimportant.

G^.«eral Properties of Refractories.

—

It is gencTally realized by experienced

operatprs that the virtues and faults of refractories for a given purpose are usually

deterriJV pd by one or two outstanding properties possessed by a material, other

con^^ rations being of secondary importance. Not infrequently a refractory that

is fw from the standpoint of heat resistance may be the most economical

ijftateif
.

Jor some special service. For tKiS^eason it is desirable to consider the

prin chemical and physical properties called into play in service and to discuss

th^ each type of refractory. Moreover, the methods employed for estimating

th(‘ .ial properties should be considered, since familiarity with them will make it

pq . > differentiate the various materials and to recognize both their advantages

af:
,

limitations.

i'e’ fincipal factors involved in the use of refractories may be summarized as

folly

^ Chemical and mineralogical composition.

V Refractoriness.

I Permanent expansion or contra<5tion upon reheating.

t Porosity and specific gravity.

Director of Kaaearoh, H^rbison-Walker Refractories Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.; deceased April

27.1^, i
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5. Resistance to compression at furnace temperatures.

6. Thermal properties: heat capacity, thermal conductivity, and expansion.

7. Resistance to rapid temperat\ire changes. Thermal spalling.

.„>8. Resistance to slagging action.

9, Mechanical strength and resistance to abrasion.

These factors are not necessarily arranged in their order of importance; in fact

they cannot be so arranged, since one property, such as resistance to spalling, may be
most important in one furnace, while another property,x^uch as low porosity, may be
far more important in anotlmr type of furnace. |

Chemical and Mineralogical Composition.—1'he classification of refractories for

metallurgical purposes has been baet I frequently on the composition of the materials

as expressed by their acidity, the ratio of silica* to the basic con.stituents. It

has been assumed that sijiceous slags woiild not attack refractories high in silica, and
that basic sl^gs would not coinBin'e with basic refractories. In a general way, i its

assumption is undoubtedly true, but it must be realized that the resistance I a

refractory to attack by slag is iidlucnced to a marked degree by its density. T pus
refractories, no matter how well adapted they may be from the chemical stanupfint

to resist attack by certain slags, are poorly suited for such requirements, since they

absorb liquid slag by capillary action and hence may be destroyed in a short time.

Again, in the calcmation of solids, an excellent showing may be made by rr '^•^ries

whose chemical characteristics are exactlpTipposiie^o those of the char- in the

burning of lime for example, silica-brick kiln linings give excellent rosuito. This is

due to the fact that the temperatures of calcination is below the formation of any lime-

silica eutectic. If the tc^mperature rises above the eutectic point, about 2G50°F, a

destructive reaction occurs.

As the temperature is raised, the reactions between solids occur at. progressively

higher rates and diffusion phenomena are more rapid. In the openhearth furfeace,

therefore, it is usual to separate the acid silica brick from the basic magnesit brick

by means of a neutral course of chrome brick, a practice also followed in sdpper

reverberatory sinefting furnaces.

It is evident that chemical composition is of fundamental importance in actermin-

ing the character and the quality of a refractory. A low content of basic impurities

in siliceous materials and of acid impurities in basic refractories is obviously desirable,

and for this purpose chemical analysis is useful.

Committee C-8 of the A.S.T.M. has developed accurate methods for the chemical

analysis of the common refractory materials. ^ r
A rough classification of refractories is silica sand, quartz, ganister, ' tzite,

fire clays, flint clays, kaolin, schists; Neutral: bauxite, diaspore, fused ai *ina,

chromite, zirconium silicate, silicon carbide, kyanite, spinels, corundum, n 'uesium

silicate, graphite; Basic: magnesia, lime, dolomite, magnesium ferrite, and onium

oxide.

The mineralogical structure of the heat-resisting materials is of great ii ice

in the study of this subject. The principal tools for studying mineral con ius

are the petrographic microscope and X-ray equipment. With these, it is j

acquire a'thbrouginarowlcdge of the conversion of quartz to cristobalite and w ^
in silica brick, the formation of mullite in clay firebrick, the crystallization ^^Is,

the recrystallization of periclase in magnesite brick, and the formation of at

minerals.
•

'I
1 These methods appear in Manual of A.S.T.M. Standards on Refractory Materials," pp. 6 & 86,

1941 edition. They may be obtained from the society and are known as A.S.T.M. Designation |l 18.

AH the A.S.T.M. Standards on Refractories have been published in this manual. It inoludes| also

several valuable surveys of conditions of refractory service in industrial furnaces. ^
, - A'"’

'
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Refractoriness.—It is evident that a refractory retains its usefulness only as long

as it continues to be sufficiently rigid to support its own weight and such loads as may
be imposed in service.

Unfortunately, the term '‘rtifract/oriness” has no specific meaning. For many
years it was loosely considered to represent the so-called melting j)oint, or fusion point,

of the material.^

Such a definition introduces a serious difficulty, as most of the common refractory

materials possess no melting point in the proper physical conception of this term.

Pure alumina, AI2O3, and pure forsterite, 2Mg0.Si02, are exceptions. Alumina melts

at y04°F. and forsterite at 3470''F.

It is well known that silicates, such as clays, offer no definite transition point from

the solid to the liquid phase. It is necessary, therefore, to depend on deformation

data, sindi as thi; bcaiding of specimens of standard size and shape in the manner of

Orton cones, or a load test. lOven when a standard condition of deformation has been

established, it is evidc^nt from th(H>r(^tical (considerations that tlie rate of heating will

have a decided influcmce on the deformation temperature. Rapid firing results in a I

higher temp(U‘ature of deformation than a slow rate of heating. This condition is}

made still more c.ornpdebated by the heterogeneous nature of the materials to be tested,

which consist of particles of different substances varying greatly in size. Thus, the

determination of refractoriness by deformation is not so simple as it might appe^ar.

It undoubtedly is true that many more failures occur because of softening and shrink-

age than are due to true fusion.

The same indefinitene«B is found in those refractories whose failure is due to d(M;om-

position rather than plastic flow. There is usually no definite point at which decom-

position begins, although it becomes much more rapid with incTcasing temj)erature.

The A.S.T.M., through its (/ommittee C-8 on Refractories, has coined the term

^'pyrometric cone equivalent” (P.C.E.) and established standard Method C 24 for

the determination of this property. Pyrometric cone equivalent is defined by
A.S.T.M. as follows: In the case of refractories, the number of that standard pyro-

metric cone whose tip would touch the supporting plaque simultaneously with a cone

of the material being investigated when tested in accordance with the Standard

Method of T(»st for Pyrometric Cone Equivalent of Refractory Materials (A.S.T.M.

Designation C 24) of the American Society for Testing Materials.

Pyrometric Cone Equivalent (P.C.E.) of Refractory Materials (A.S.T.M. C 24).

1. This method of test covers a procedure for determining the pyrometric cone

equivalent of fire clay, fire-clay brick, silica cement, and ground fire clay by compari-

son of test clones with standard pyrometric cones under the conditions herein prescribed.

Preparation of Sample

2. (a) Lump Clay or Brick .—The entire sample of lump clay or brick, in case the

amount is smfill, shall be reduced in size by means of rolls or a jaw crusher to a maxi-

mum size of in. In case the amount is large, a representative sample obtained by
approved methods shall be so treated. The sample shall then be mixed thoroughly

and the amount reduced to about 250 g. (0.5 lb.) by quartering. Any magnetic

mati rial introduced by crushing or grinding shall be removed by means of a magnet.

This portion shall then be ground in an agate, porcelain, or hard steel mortar and the

anlount reduced again by quartering. The final size of the sample shall be 50 g. and
the fineness such that it will pass a No, 70 *(210-micron) A.S.T.M. sieve® (equivalent

* Harvey, Pyrometric Cone Equivalent vs. Fumoii Point, Proc. A.S.T.M., Vol. 34, Part I, pp. 376-

377, 1934.

tThis and other A.8.T.M. methods are reproduced with pcirmisaion o! the American Society for
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to mesh No. 65 of the Tyler standard series). In order to avoid excessive reduction

of fines, they shall be removed frequently during the process of reduction by throwing

the sample on the sieve and (ioiitinuing the grinding of the coarser particles until all

the sample passes through tlie sicwe.

(5) Fire-clay and Silica Ccmentn .—In the case of ground fire clay and silica cements,

the sample obtained by approved im^thods shall be tested as received without grinding

or other treatment.

Note:—Neither fire clay nor silica cements include the materials sold under the

name of high-temperature bonding mortars.

Preparation of Test Cones^
^

3. (a) The dried samph’ dudl be thoroughly mixed and after the addition of

sufficient dextrin, glue, gum irag.icanlh, or other alkali-free organic binder and water,

Fig. 1.

—

Method of mounting tost cones and appearance after testing.

shall be formed in a metal mold int/O test cones in the shape of tetrahedrons 8 mm.
(5 i 6 in.) on the sides at the base and 25 mm. (1 in.) in height.

(6) When dry the test cones may be subje(;ted, when necessary, to a preliminary

burn at a temperature not exceeding 1300°C. for the purpose of sintering them to a

firm condition to permit handling.

Mounting

4. The test cones shall be mounted on plaques of refractory material of such a

composition as will not affect the fusibility of the cones.* They shall be mounted

with the base embedded approximately 3 mm. (0.12 in.) in the plaque and the face

of one side inclined at an angle of 82 deg. with the horizontal. The arrangement of

the test cones with respect to the standard pyrometric cones shall be substantially as

shown in Fig. 1, i.e., alternating the test cones with the standard pyrometric cones in-

1 Detailed requirements for this sieve are given in the Standard Specifications for Sieves for Testing

Purposes (A.S.T.M. Designation F 11) of the American Society for Testing Materials; see 1939 Book

of A.S.T.M. Standards, Parts II and III,

•*A mixture of equal parts of a highly refractory clay such as a good grade of china clay and fused

aluxpina which will pass a No. 100 (149 micron) A.S.T.M. sieve (equivalent to mesh No. 100 of the Tyler

standard series) has been found satisfactory.
,
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sofar as is practical. The plaque may be any convenient size and shape and may
be biscuited before using, if desired.

Note:—'J'he number of cones and their mounting so us to face inward as shown in

Fig. 1 is typical for gas-fired furnaces of relatively large dimensions and gases moving

at high veIocitJ^ The practical bore of the muffle tubes in most electric ‘furnaces does

not permit cone pats of this size. The static atmosphere prevailing permits the cones

being mounted to face outward, if so desired.

Heating

5. {a) The heating shall he carried out in a suitable furnace at a rate to conform

to the following reciuirements:

To reach cone 20 45 min.

Time interval to:

Cone 23 20 min.

Cone 26 6 min.

Cone 27 4 min.

Cone 28 4 min.

Cone 29 10 min.

Cone 30 4 min.

Com^ 31 12 min.

Cone 32 8 min.

Cone 32^2 9 min.

Cone 33 9 min.

Cone 34 6 min.

Cone 35 10 min.

Cone 36 ' 10 min.

Cone 37 4 min.

Cone 38 6 min.

Note:—

A

t 1000°C. the old cone pat may be remov(‘d and a new one put in with-

out cooling the furnace to below red heat.

(6) That type of furnace in which a neutral or oxidizing atmosphere may be main-

tained is to be preferred. Excessive reducing conditions should be avoided. Care

should be taken that the flame does not strike directly against the came or cone plaque.

The furnace should b(5 tested at intervals for the determination of the uniformity of

the distribution of the heat.

Pyrometric Cone Equivalent

6. (a) The softening of the cone will be indicated by the top bending over and the

tip touching the plaque. The bloating, squatting, or unequal fusion 'of small con-

stituent particles should always be reported. The pyrometric cone equivalent shall

be reported in terms of standard pyrometric cones and shall be that cone which most
nearly corresponds in time of softening with the test cone. If the test cone softens

later than one standard pyrometric cone but earlier than the next standard pyrometric

cone and approximately midway between, the P.C.E. shall be reported thus: cone

If the test cone starts bending at an early cone but is not down until a later

jcone, the fact should be reported.

NoTE:—The temperatures corresponding to the end points of the standard pyro-

metric cones are frequently of interest. These are shown below.

The temperatures corresponding to the end points of those standard pyrometric

cones that are used in connection with refractories are as follows:
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( bnc
,

End point

Cone

p]nd point

“C. "F. °C. °F.

15 1435 2615 30 1650 3002

16 1465 2(i()9 31 1680 3056

17 1475 2087 32 1700 3092

18 1490 2714 321^ 1722 (approx.) 3131

19 1520 2768 33 1745 3173

20 1530 2786
1

34 1760 3200

23 1580 2870 35 1785 3245

26 1595 2<'03 36 1810 3290

27 1605 2921 37 1820 3308

28 1615 2939 38 1835 3335

29 1640 2984 1

i

Those tempera tTir(*s (except cone 32^2) which wore determined by Fairchild and

Peters^ for a heating rate of 150°C'. per hr. for cones 15 to 20, and of 100°0. per hr. for

cones 23 to 38, other conditions bein^? the same as specified, apply satisfactorily for

all the conditions of this test nudhod, but do not apply to conditions of the commercial

burning and use of rc'fractory materials.

In spite of the earn; used in establishing the procedure of method C 24, it is found

that different laboratoric^s fail to check one another closer than within about one cone.

Various types of furnaces are used in making P.C.E. tests. They are heated by gas,

either natural or manufactured, by acetyhme, or by an electric current and carbon

resistance heating elements. It is probable that the gas-fired furnace manufactured

by the Denver Fireclay Co. is more widely used than any other type.

Permanent Expansion and Contraction.—Practically all refractories, when heated

for long periods under the conditions of their use, are subject to changes in volume.

These volume changes are permanent in distinction to reversible changes brought

about by thermal expansion and contraction. Clay, magnesite, and alumina refrac-

tories tend to contract or shrink, while silica brick and a few other siliceous materials

expand. It is evident that excessive volume changes are exceedingly undesirable,

inasmuch as they tend to bring about deterioration of the furnace striicture, through

the opening up of joints and the formation of cracks, thus causing leakage or possible

slag penetration. For most purposes, materials showing the least contraction or

expansion in use are most desirable. Excessive shrinkage may be due to insufficient

firing during manufacture or to lack of refractoriness.

A knowledge of the volume and porosity changes of a refractory raw material

during firing is indispensable to the manufacturer. A method frequently used for the

determination is known as the method of draw trials. By this method, a series of

specimens, lli X IH cylinders, 6 X 1 X in. bars, or small cubes, are prepared.

These specimens are then fiired and drawn from the furnace as definitely scheduled

temperatures are reached. The specimens should be numbered with ceramic ink to

ensure their identification.

The temperature range must be adjusted to the kind of rtifractory being tested.

If a fire-clay material is being used, the range between 2100 and 2700°F. may be

^ Fairchild and Peters, Characteristics of Pyrometric Cones, Jour., Amer, Ceramic Soc., vol. 9,

No. 11, p. 700, November, 1926. *
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(chosen. The temperature is raised to 1800°F. in 2 hr., and after 1800°F. has been

reached at the rate of 50'’F. per hr., and this schedule must be adhered to closely in

order that it may be possible to check the results in other firings. If the clay con-

tains much carbonaceous material a hold of 4 or 5 hr, at 1500 to 1700°F. is necessary

to ensure oxidation. The spetumens must be so placed that they can be reached from

without the furnace and withdrawn by means of suitable tongs. It is also well to

place a series of pyrometric cones as close to the specimens as possible, to serve as a

check on the heat-treatment. When the pyrometer indicates the temperature of

2100"F., the first three specimens should be withdrawn and at once placed in an

auxiliary muffle furnace maintained at a temperature of about 1100 to 1300°F., or

placed in a tray and covered with insulating powder. If the temperature interval

Temperoiture, deg. F

Fic. 2.—Volume-porosity changes on firin/^

decided upon is 50^F., the next specimens must be removed at 2150°F., and so on,

until the maximum temperature has been reached. The temperature intervals may
be taken as large or as small as is convenient. W^here but few points are desired, the

intervals may be made as large as 100°. When all the specimens have been removed

and placed in the auxiliary muffle, the latter is allowed to cool at its natural rate.

It is customary to compute the percentage of shrinkage of each specimen based

upon its volume in the dried state according to the obvious relation 100(Fi — V 2)/V\,

where Vi is the volume of specimen in the dried state and ¥% its volume in the fired

§tate. The plotting of these results in graphic form offers a convenient means of

comparison, from which an estimate of the behavior of the material can be readily

made. Such a graph is shown in the curve A pf Fig. 2 which indicates that the refrac-

tory continues to contract until the temperature 2450°F. has been reached. The

material, therefore, must be burned to this point if it is desired that it be as constant

in volume as possible. It will be noted that beyond this temperature the specimen

expands. This phenomenon is very characteristic of clays that overfire/^ i.e., on
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account of excessive softening caused by heat and the evohition of gas(js, they develop

a vesicular or spongy structure accompanied by a swelling of the mass. Clay in this

state tends to flow and deform. It possesses low mechanical strength and offers but
little resistance to corroding influences such as slags. The diagram thus gives impor-

tant data concerning a refractory, viz,y the rate of shrinkage with temperature, the

temperature at which maximum condensation has taken place, and the point at which

“overfiring*^ begins.

Flo. 3.—Seger voluminometer.

Many clays exhibit the property known as “secondary expansion,*’ and this

expansion must not be confused with that due to overfiring, since it does not indicate

a lack of refractoriness. Curve B of Fig. 2 is typical of Pennsylvania flint clays that

show secondary expansion. The clay had a P.C.E. of cone 33-34.

The amount of shrinkage (or expansion) will depend on the grain size of the mate-

rial from which the specimens are formed, and in order to have comparable test data,

the material is frequently ground so that it will all pass a 20-mesh sieve.

If the volume changes are determined by weighing dry, suspended in water or

kerosene, and saturated, the same data will make it possible to calculate porosity for

the various specimens. This information is frequently useful.
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Instead of drawing the specimens from the hot furnace, it is sohietimes desirable

to make a separate furnace run for each final temperature, hold this temperature for

6 hr,, and allow the specimens to cool in the furnace. This takes much longer than a

draw trial method, but gives results more directly applicable to manufacturing

conditions.

It is evident that such studies also show volume alterations due to molecular

changes, such as the transformation of quartz to cristobalite and tridymite and the

decomposition of clay into mullite and silica.

A.S.T.M. method C 113^ covers the determination of permanent linear change

after reheating of refractory brick. This method is used to determine whether the

brick has been burned to a sufficiently high temperature. It may also be used for

testiug clays.

Equipment for Volume Studies.—The volume of the specimens may be determined

by several methods, whichever may be the more convenient. The direct determina-

tion of volume is made conveniently by means of a voluminometer such as t he Seger

type (Fig. 3).

If the specimens are regular in contour, such as the cylinder nnmtioned, tiie volume

may be determined b^" direct measurement and calculation.

Indirectly, volume may be determined by seve^ral weighing methods. One method

consists in saturating the specimen by immersion in a suitable liquid, kerosene or

water, and weighing it in this state. The same test piece is then weighed while sus-

pended in the liquid. From these weights the exterior volume of the speenrnen, in

cubic centimeters, is computed from the relation v — {w — s)/d, where v is the exterior

volume, w the saturated weight, s the suspended weight in grams, and d the density

of the liquid. A rapid method, requiring no previous saturation of the test piece, is

to weigh in air and then find the weight necessary to submerge it in mercury.

Porosity and Density (A.S.T.M. Method C 20).

1. This method of test covers procedures for determining the following properties

of burned refractory products:

Apparent porosity.

Water absorption.

Apparent specific gravity.

Bulk density.

Note.—This method is not applicable to materials attacked by water.

Preparation of Sample

2. (a) The sample shall consist of at least five standard 9-in. brick or similar

units, from each of which a single test specimen, having a volume of approximately*

25 or 26 cu. in., shall be cut or broken. When testing standard 9-in. straight brick,

the specimen shall be a quarter-brick obtained by first halving the brick along a plane

parallel to the 9 X 2J^ in. face and then again halving along a plane parallel to the

4}^ X 2M in. face. Four of the surfaces of the resultant quarter-brick specimen
include part of the original molded faces. These surfaces are half of one end, half

of one side, and one quarter of each of the two 9 X 4^^ in. faces. When testing large

shapes, the sample shall consist of several specimens cut or broken from each shape
from both the center and outer portions.

Each specimen' shall be freed of all loosely adhering particles.

Visibly defective specimens shall not be used.

^ Manual <4 A.S.T.M. Standards on Refractory Materials.

' '

'

v
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Dry Weight D

3. (a) The test specimens shall be dried to constant weight by heating to 105 to

110”C. and the dry weight D in grams determined to the nearest 0.1 g.

The drying procedure may bo omitted only when the test specimens are known to

be dry, as may be the case with samples taken directly from kilns.

The drying of the specimens to constant weight and the determination of their

dry weights may be done either before or after the boiling operation (Sec,. 4). Usually

the dry weight is determined before boiling; if, however, the specimens are friable or

evidence indi(;ates that particles have broken loose during the boiling operation, the

specimens shall be dried and wf ighe'd after the suspended weight S and the saturated

weight W have been determined ns d< f'cribed in Secs. 5 and 6. This second dry weight

shall be used in all appropriate c;dculations.

Boiling

4. (a) The tot specimens shall,be placed in water and boiled for 2 hr. During

the boiling period, they shall be kept entirely covered with water and shall not be in

contact with the heated bottom of the container.

After the boiling period, the tot specimens shall be cooled to room temperature

while still completely covered with water. The cooling may be accelerated by running

cold water into the container.

Suspended Weight S

5. (a) llic weight S of each tot specimen aft(‘r boiling and while suspended in

water shall be determined in grams to the nearest 0.1 g.

This weighing is usually accomplished by suspending the specimen in a loop or

halter of 22-gauge copper wire hung from one arm of the balance. The balance shall

be previously counterbalanced with the wire in place and immersed in water to the

same depth as is used when the refractory specimens are in place.

Saturated Weight W
6. After determining the suspended weight, each specimen shall be blotted lightly

with a moistened smooth linen or cotton cloth to remove all drops of water from the

surface and the saturated weight W determined in grams by weighing in air to the

nearest 0.1 g. The blotting operation shall be performed by rolling the specimen

lightly on the wet cloth, which has previously been saturated with water and then

pressed only enough to remove such water as will drip from the cloth. Excessive

blotting will introduce error by withdrawing water from the pores of the specimen.

Exterior Volume V

7. The volume V in cubic centimeters of the test specimens may bo obtained by
subtracting the suspended weight from the saturated weight, both in grams as follows:

V W -S
Note.—This assumes that 1 cc. of water weighs 1 g. This is true within about

3 parts in 1000 for water at room temperature.

Volumes of Open Pores and Impervious Portions

8. The volume of open pores and the volume of the impervious portions of the

specimen may be calculated as follows:

Volume of open pores in cc. «= TU — D
Volupae of impervious portion in cc. =« Z> —
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Apparent Porosity P

9.

The apparent porosity expresses as a percentage the relationship of the volume

of the open pores of the specimen to its exterior volume and shall be calculated as

follows:

Water Absorption A

10.

The water absorption A expresses as a percentage the relationship of the

weight of water absorbed to thc’i weight of the dry specimen and shall be calculated

as follows:

ir - I)

D X 100

Apparent Specific Gravity T

11.

The apparent specific gravity T of that portion of the test specimen which is

impervious to boiling water shall be calculated as follows:

Bulk Density B

12.

{a) The bulk density B in grams per cubic centimeter of a specimen is the

quotient of its dry weight divided by the exterior volume, including poies, and shall

be calculated as follows:

(6) This method of determining bulk density is useful for checking bulk density

values obtained by the direct measurement method.^ While it is more accurate than

the direct measurement method, and generally gives higher values (by about 0.02

to 0.04), the direct measurement method is better suited for plant and field testing,

since it is a less involved technique. The present method is preferable for specimens

which are branded deeply or irregular in contour.

Report

13.

{a) For each property, the average of the values obtained with at least five

specimens, and preferably also the individual values, shall be reported.*

(6) Apparent porosity and water absorption results shall be reported to one deci-

mal place, and apparent specific gravity and bulk density results to two decimal places.

Note.—When values are reported for water absorption but not for porosity, it is

suggested that the report shall also give the results for bulk density. This makes it

possible to calculate the corresponding apparent porosity values as follows;

P » AX B
Etvd of Method C 20.

When refractories are heated, they show reversible thermal expansion, f.e,, when
heated they expand and when cooled they contract, just as do most materials. How-
ever, with increase in temperature above some definite point, the apparent volume of

1 Methods of Test for Sise and Bulk Density of Hefraotory Brick (A.S.T.M. Designation C 134)

1941 Suppilement to Book of A.S.T.M, Standards, Part 11,
'

^ When tbe^ are pronounced differences axpong the individual values, another sample of five speci-

metis shall be tested. These shall consist of the quarter-brick diagonally opposite from the original

ii|>ooimens. T1i!|b average of all 10 determinations shall be reported.
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most refractories decreases steadily, due to colloidal changes or to the influence of

fluxes which tend to bring about softening of the mass. In general, most refractory

oxide bodies undergo contraction upon being heated to a sufficiently high tempera-
ture. Contraction must in a large measure be described as a surfa<^e-tension phe-

nomenon. This force is active in reducing the superficial area of the mass and
theoretically tends to reduce the exterior volume to the shape of a sphere. At a lower

temperature the rigidity of the system is too great to allow appreciable contraction,

but at higher temperatures the effect becomes more and more manifest, as may be
readily demonstrated by heating alumina, magnesium oxide, thorium oxide, zirconium

oxide, etc., to temperatures somewhat below the temperature of complete fusion.

Contraction increases rapidly in tlie presence of fluxes, so that, for instance, the addi-

tion of a small amount of b jric acid will cause alumina to reach constant volume at

3180®F., about 520°F. below its fusion point. The presences of basic oxides in clay

and siliceous materials and of acid compounds in the basic refractorie^s tends to form

eutectic combinations which depress the softening temperature of the whole and at

the same time bring about a marked decrease in the viscosity of the system.

Even though the refractories are as free from fluxing materials as is commercially

possible when placed in service, they frequently pick up harmful fluxes from the

furnace slags or dust-laden gases. This condition may cause a marked shrinkage and
vitrification of the hot face at furnace working temperatures. Vitrification makes
the refractory more susceptible to spalling, and if the furnace temperature fluc-

tuates, may cause cracks to open up, allowing the penetration of more slag. By
properly choosing the refractories, and by careful bricklaying, slag penetration may
be minimized.

Porosity and Specific Gravity.—Coincident with the shrinkage in volume as the

temperature increases, there occurs contraction of the pore space. The reduction in

porosity may, therefore, be taken as one criterion of the gradual softening of the

mass, and as it is determined quite readily, it is sometimes used to establish the refrac-

tory character of a material. This method is not so sensitive with reference to small

temperature effects as the measurement of volume, but is sufficiently accurate for

most purposes. The determination of porosity for materials not attacked by water

is covered by A.S.T.M. Method C 20. When necessary, kerosene may be used for

the liquid and the equation corrected by using the specific gravity of kerosene as on

page 332.

As in the case of changes in volume, the apparent porosities of a material after

firing to different temperatures may be plotted against the temperature. The curves

thus obtained are equally instructive and valuable for the comparison of the pyro-

technical properties of refractories. Curves C and D of Fig. 2 give the results

obtained with fire-clay materials. Here again the rate of porosity decrease and the

temperature at which the structure has become dense—shown by the approach to

zero porosity—offer data of practical importance.

. Since the determination of apparent porosity depends to a large extent upon the

absorption of water by the material, it will suffice in some cases to make use of water

absorption in establishing the relation between temperature and its effect upon ;the

consolidation or vitrific&tion of the body. The determination of water absorption

is covered in Method C 20. The value merely expresses the ratio of the weight of

water absorbed to the dry weight of the specimen. The apparent porosity, which

is the ratio of the volume of open pores to the exterior volume, is to be preferred in

all cases where close differentiation is desirable or where the comparison of bodies

possessing different specific gravities is involved.

Occasionally, it may be desirable to determine the total porosity of refractories,

especially when they are dense and the absorption of water is incomplete or when
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closed pores exist into which the liquid cannot penetrate. For the calculation of

t his value, it is necessary to determine both the bulk and the true specific gravity.

The former is determined by obtaining the weight of the dried piece, in air, and its

exterior volume, as described in a preceding paragraph. The bulk density, obviously,

is equivalent to the relation w/v, where w is the weight of the specimen and v its volume.

The true specific gravity is found by grinding the material, passing it through the

100-mesh sieve, and determining the values sought by means of a pycnometer in the

usual manner. The true porosity is then computed from the relation p = 100(1 —

di) /dij where p is the per cent pore space in terms of the exterior volume, di true specific

gravity, and ^2 bulk specific gravity.

The determination of true specific gravity is fully covered by A.S.T.M. Method
C 135.

It is interesting to note that most refractories made from silicates, upon being

heated, decrease in density, in spite of the fact that the exterior volume may decrease.

It is evident that this plienomenon is to be as(;ribed to molecular changes and to the

progress of softening or fusion. In general, the porosity-temperature curves roughly

parallel the specific gravity-temperature plots. Fire clays high in fluxing impurities

invariably show a lowcir specific gravity than purer materials after firing to the same
temperature, but evcm refractory clays exhibit an appreciable drop in spec^ific gravity.

Thus a high-grade Kcmtucky clay of spc'cific. gravity 2.60, after firing to 2820°F.,

possessed a spe(ufi(^ gravity of 2.38. From the technical standpoint, the determination

of the specific gravity in tlie case of silica brick is often of service in determining the

degree of firing to which the bric^k has been subjected and in judging whether it has

been brought to the proper end point.

The true specific gravity is also of great value in th(^ theorc^tical studies for the

observation of transformation points. From the exact standpoint, fusion represents

a change of state which may b(i located by the discontinuity of some physic*al property.

It may represent the intersection of the vapor-tension curves of the crystalline and
amorphous states, the point of optical deorientation, the break in electrical conduc-

tivity, the discontinuity of the heating curve, the change in specific volume, etc.

For this reason, plots showing the relation between specific gravity and temperature

frequently establish critical points ,,of considerable interest. At the same time, it

may be entirely possible that even the most refined nujthods of the laboratory will

fail in dealing with systems of great viscosity in which the high internal friction may
arrest or greatly delay any changes by means of which the critical point is recognized.

Resistance to Compression at Furnace Temperatures.—In service, refractories

are frequently subjected to compression and sometimes to tensile or shearing stresses,

particularly in the arches and crowns of furnaces and kilns, gas-retort benches, hot-

blast stoves, etc. Any decrease in rigidity suffered by the refractory body, due to

incipient softening, will at once become evident by more or less marked deformation

under stresses exceedingly small compared with the compressive strengths of the

material in the cold state. Thus, a firebrick showing a cold crushing strength of 3000

lb. per sq. in. may be deformed under a pressure of 25 lb. per sq. in. at furnace tempera-

tures, The softening of such substances through a given viscosity range is not only a

function of temperature but of time as well. It is possible to vitrify a body by expo-

sure to sufficiently high temperatures in a short time and to secure the same result

at lower points of the temperature scale during longer periods.

Great differences exist in the viscosity and deformation of different materials, both
natural and artificial. To generalize, it may be stated that the higher the impurities,

Le,, basic oxides in the case of siliceous refractories and acid oxides in basic mixtures,

the greater will be the deformation under conditions of pressure. Also, high-heat

duty fire-clay brick high in alumina usually show greater contraction under constant
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pressure than do more siliceous ones. The resistance of refractories to pressure at

furnace temperatures therefore offers a measure of their rigidity and, indeed, of their

resistance to heat, since it is evident that a material showing hut little deformation

at a given temperature, other things being equal, is preferable to one that softens and
shows excessive subsidence.

When considering resistance to load conditions, it should be remembered that the

refractoriness of a material is a function of the pressure applied. For instance, a

firebrick, showing a P.C\E. corresponding to cone 32 to 33, may under pressure

show a steady deformation or even collapse at a temperature represented by cone 19

to 20. The initial mechamcal strength and the degree of firing are factors in deter-

mining the resistance to load, smce dense brick formed under a heavy pressure are,

in general, more resistant than those of a more open and porous stnn^ture. The type

and amount of bonding muterim pre.serit are involved as well. Almost invariably

hard-fired brick will stand up much bc'tter under load than those burned at a lower

temperature. It must be remembered, however, that the liot face of the refractory

in a furnace wall is th(^ only part that reaches or even approaches the true furnace

temp(^rature. Therefore, resistance to pressure at furnace temperature is by no means
a simple property, and a t(5st involving such a condition should not be prescribed

indiscriminately. The test should be reserved for refractories that arc to be used in

places where pressure is really an important factor. The test as applied so far in this

country errs on the safe side, but is likely to be unfair to certain materials.

Failure under load may occur in one of two ways, either through the softening of

the mass, as evidenced by excessive contraction, distortion, or bending, or through

shear, in which case the failure is usually more or less abrupt. The former type of

failure is more common with firivclay refractories and the latter with silica, chrome,

and magn(;site r(ifractories.

The load test is fully covered by A.S.T.M. Designation C 16.

Although not a part of the standard method, the expansion and contraction of a

brick in the load test may be measured by attaching a pantograph recorder to the

beam. However, the specimen is rated according to the subsidence it has suffered,

expressed in percentage of the original length, unless it has failed by collapse.

Schedule I is usually used for intermediate-heat duty brick, schedule II for high-

heat duty, and schedule III for super-duty fire-clay brick. The test is no longer used

for silica brick since the load that can be applied produces no subsidence in them
at any of the standard test temperatures.

Thermal Properties.—The thermal properties of refractories, specific heat, con-

ductivity, and expansion are determined according to the established physical methods.

While these properties are of no little practical importance, the data available are

meager and not very accurate. ^ The structure of the manufactured product, irrespec-

tive of its composition, is of paramount importance. Furthermore, these properties

are subject to change with temperature, and comparatively few constants arc available

to establish accurately the character of tjiese relations. Also, it must be realized that

the structure of all these materials is certain to undergo physical changes that affect

the thermal qualities. It is known that, in general, the specific heat and the thermal

conductivity increase with temperature, but the fundamental laws governing these

changes have not been established. The thermal conductivity of magnesite and

silicon-carbide brick decreases with increasing temperature. They are, thus, excep-

tions to the general rule.

Specific Heat .—This constant is determined by heating a specimen of known
weight in a furnace and, when it has been brought to constant temperature, allowing

^ “Modern Refractory Practice,” p. 212; Wilkes, Jour. Am. Ceram, Soc., Vol, 16, pp. 125-130, 1933;

Atni;nN, Jour, Am. Ceram. Soc., Vol. 17, pp. 173-177, 1934.
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it to drop into a calorimeter. The error due to the heat lost in transferring the

specimen is usually greater than has been appreciated. The evidence indicates that

the increase in specific heat with temperature is, in general, a linear function, although

this has not been established beyond doubt, and in some cases it is known that the

relation is a more complicated one.

Table 1 from “Modern Refractory Practice,’^ reprinted by permission of Harbison-

Walker Refractories Co., gives the values for specific heat which are considered most
probable:

Table 1.—Specific Heats of Refractory Materials
Mean Specific Heat between 32°F. and ^°F.

fF.
Fire-clay

brick

Silica

brick

Magnesite

brick

Chrome
brick

32 0.193 0. 169 0.208 0.170

200 0.199 0.188 0.219 0.175

400 0 205 0.211 0.232 0.182

600 0.212 0.229 0.243 0.188

800 0.220 0.238 0.250 0.194

1000 0.227 0.246 0.257 0.199

1200 0.234 0.252 0.263 0.204

1400 0.242 0.256 0.267 0.208

1600 0.248 0.260 0.273 0.212

1800 0.253 0.264 0.277 0 216

2000 0.258 0.269 0.282 0.220

2200 0.261 0.272 0,^87 0.222

2400 0.266 0.276 0.293
1

0.224
!

Thermal Conductivity .—The determination of the thermal conductivity of refrac-

tory materials is a matter of considerable difficulty. Tests carried out by different

investigators have failed to agree, sometimes by as much as 50 per cent. In 1928,

Committee C-8 of the A.S.T.M. appointed a subcommittee to study methods of test.

The first report of this subcommittee presented tests made at five different laboratories.

The results showed a wide variation in data on specimens taken from a carefully

selected sample. The committee succeeded in interesting the Bureau of Standards
in the problem of developing a suitable method, and the studies were undertaken in

1934. No suitable method had been developed up to the time it became necessary

to set the work aside for the duration of the war. It is reported that considerable

progress had been made. In the meantime, the subcommittee has continued its work
on the data on insulating firebrick, from various laboratories, which are now in

reasonably close agreement. At the recent meeting of Committee C-8, it was agreed

to adopt a method depending on the water calorimeter method originally described

by Wilkes. 1

It is recognized that this method has some shortcomings and probably does not

give absolute values of thermal conductivity, but the committee feels that a method
which gives comparative values, even though limited to insulating firebrick, is better

than none. Check values within 6 to 10^ per cent have been obtained with the

apparatus at different laboratories.

1 Nouroif, Jour, Am. Coram. 8oc., Vol. JJ5, pp, 451-459, 1942 ; WiLKica, /owr. Am. Corttm. Boo., Val.

16, pp. 126- 13^, 1938 .
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It should be remembered that heat is transferred not only by conduction,

but also by radiation and by convection. All three, conduction, radiation, and
convection, play a part in the transfer of heat through a furnace wall. Re^fractory

materials are quite porous in comparison with vitreous bodies, and heat is radiated

from one cell wall to another, and minute convection currents are set up inside the

hollow cells and in open joints. The brick in a furnace wall under gas pressure from

TEMPERATURE. DEGREES FAHRENHEIT
Fig. 4.—Thermal conductivity of refractories.

inside to outside show much higher temperatures than when the gas pressure is higher

outside than inside the furnace chamber. Even in the conductivity apparatus we
are really measuring heat transfer, in which all three types of heat transfer play some
part, rather than measuring true conductivity. Only on a vitreous or refractory body
of zero porosity could conductivity alone be involved. These facts must be borne

in mind in using conductivity data for calculating heat losses through furnace walls.

Figure 4 and Table 2, from Modern Refractory Practice, give relative data.

Quoting in part from W. A. Hull,* , . . it must be taken into consideration that

only rough estimates of the heat transfer through the walls of a given installation

» Htri.?-, Chem, tSf Met. JSnff., Sept. 13, 1922,
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Table 2.—Approximate Thermal Conductivities of Refractories

B.t.u. per Hr. per Sq. Ft. of Wall Area, per °F. Temperature Difference, for 1 In.

Thickness

Temperature, ®F.

jtuna 01 DiicK

j 0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000 2200 2400 2600

Magnesito brick 39.5 37.2 35.4 33.3 31.5 .30.0 28.3 26.9 25.9 25.0 24.0 23.5 23.2 23 .

0

Chrome brick 9.0 9.5 10.0 10.5 11.

0

11.5 12.0 12.5 13.0 13.5 14.0 14.5 15.0 15.5

Star silica brick 6.0 6.8 7.5 8.3 9.0 9.8 10.5 11.3 12.0 12.8 13.5 14.3 15.0 15.8

Woodland fire-clay brick. . . 5.0 5.6

1

6.1 6.7

1 1

7.3 7.8 8.4 9.0 1 9.6 10.1 10.7

1

11.3 11.8 12.4

could be obtained by computation, in most cases, even though precise figures for the

thermal conductivity of the firebrick were available. In the first place, the tempera-

tures of the inner and outer surface must be known and, if the wall is to be more
than one brick thi(!k, the effect of the joint, or joints, must also be known as well

as the conductivity of the refractory material, before the heat flow through the wall

can be computed. Unless the temperatures of the two surfaces can actually be

measured, a rough approximation is introduced at this point. The effect of joints must
not be overlooked and introduces another factor that is uncertain as to magnitude.

‘‘Furthermore, it must be taken into consideration that heat conductivity, or its

reciprocal, resistance to heat flow, is but one of several factors working in scJiiies and
that the larger the other factors, such as surface resistance and the effects of joints,

the smaller, relatively, is the effect of differences or errors in the values assumed for

thermal conductivity. The effect of surface resistance is shown in the operation of

retorts in a gas plant, by the fact that when the flame changes from transparent to

luminous the rate of gas production increases, showing that heat is passing into the

retorts more rapidly. When the flame is transparent, a very large portion of the

heat must be taken up by the retort by conduction
;
when the flame becomes luminous,

radiant energy is transferred rapidly from the myriad of minute particles of incan-

descent carbon floating in the gas to the surface of the retort, and the retort is heated
by radiation, rciducing, to a large extent, the effect of the surface resistance. The
fact that the difference in rate of production is considerable shows that the surface

resistance is a large factor. This factor has been studied sufficiently to justify the
statement that the surface resistance of one surface of a retort may be as great as

the internal resistance of the retort wall itself.

‘‘There is one other factor that should not be lost sight of in this connection. In
the case of furnaces operating at high temperatures, there is a tendency for a portion

of the brick to vitrify in the course of time, increasing the feonductivity of that portion

by possibly 40 to 50 per cent. Also, under certain conditions, refractories become
impregnated with various substances taken up from slags or the gases penetrating

them and it is practically certain that the impregnated materials differ to an important
ejctent in heat conductivity and in other properties from the original material.

“It is not the purpose of the foregoing discussion to discourage the making of

computations, but it is thought that some computers may believe, erroneously, that
the lack of reliable figures for thermj^l conductivity is the greatest obstacle in the way
of obtaining reliable estimates of the heat transfer to be expected in a given case,

whoreatii, as a matter of fact, the more one studies the problem the less concern is

felt about the accuracy of the value ascribed to the conductivity of the material in
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question; other fa(^to^s which necessarily enter into the computation have to be
approximated so roughly that the uifcertainty involved in this one becomes relatively

unimportant.”

Reversible Thermal Expansion .—The linear expansion upon heating specimens

to known temperatures may be determined by direct measurements, using a microm-

eter microscope or Ames dial; by a system of levers, magnifying the expansion so it

may be read from a scale; or by the interferometer method.^

These measurements present relatively little difficulty between room temperature

and 1800°F. since fused-quartz rods or disks may be used up to this temperature. As

TEMPERATURE. DEGREES CENTIGRADE
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the temperature is raised, the difficulties of accurate mcjasurcment increase, but the

expansion can be measured with fair accuracy up to 2900°F. by the method described

by R. A. Heindl.2 Table 3 and Fig. 5 taken from ** Modern Refractory Practice”

give probable values of reversible thermal expansion.

Resistance to Temperature Changes, Thermal Spalling.—It is probable that no

single property of refractory brick has been studied more intensively and persistently

than that of resistance to spalling. Committee C-8 of the A.S.T.M. in 1921 adopted

a water-dip test. This method was found to give unreliable results, and a modifica-

tion was introduced which prescribed preheating the brick to a standard temperature.

The brick were then subjected to the alternate heating and cooling, with one end first

heated by being placed in the door of a hot furnace and then chilled by dipping in cold

running water. This method, too, was found inconsistent with results in service

and was replaced by a test developed by the Refractories Fellowship at Mellon Insti-

1 MsRaiTT, The Interference Method of Measuring Thermal Expansion, Jour. Research Nat. Biur.

Standards, Research Paper 515, Vol. 10, January, 1933.

The Thermal Expansion of Refractories to 1800®C., Jotfr, Research Najt, Bur. Standards,

Research Paper 562, Vol. 10, June, 1933,
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tute. This test, with several minor modifications, is the standard today. A.S.T.M.
Method C 38, which is here reproduced through the courtesy of the A.S.T.M., gives

a general description of the test. There are also two specific standard tests: C 107,

dealing with high-heat duty fire-clay brick, and C 122, dealing with super-duty
fire-clay brick.

The Navy Department of the United States government uses a modification of

the panel spaUing test for tests and specifications, although the Bureau of Standards
still uses a modification of the old water-dip test.

The standard A.S.T.M. test is applicable to fire clay and super-duty fire-clay brick

only. Silica, magnesite, and chrome brick are more susceptible to temperature change
than fire-clay brick. Attempts ijav( been made to use the panel spalling test for these

brick also, but so far no standard procedure has been adopted.

Although, in general, it xixay be said that the ability of refractories to resist sudden
temperature changes is an inverse function of the coefficient of thermal expansion,

many other factors affect this property. Furthermore, the physical changes brought
about by the continued effect of heat in service may bring about a gradual change in

the character of the refractory. Thus, a firebrick may resist sudden temperature
changes very well when first placed in service but gradually become denser at the

surface, through vitrification or the absorption of slag or glass, and thus acquire a

decided tendency to spall. With some kinds of refractories, their tendency to spall

when rapidly heated or cooled constitutes a limiting factor in their application in

service.

Panel Spalling Test (A.S.T.M. Method C 38).

1. (a) This method of test outlines a general procedure for determining the

resistance of refractory brick to the separate and combined effects of structural and
thermal spalling. The test is believed to give a sufficient simulation of service con-

ditions to suggest its use as a suitability test for certain classes of service that have
been correlated with the test data.

Note.—Such correlation is now available in the case of super-duty and high-heat-

duty fire-clay brick for stationary boilers, malleable iron furnace bungs, and inciner-

ator furqgces.

(6) Detailed methods of test to be used in conjunction with this procedure in

testing specific types of refractories are as follows:

Standard Method of Panel Test for Resistance to Thermal and Structural Spalling

of High Heat-duty Fire-clay Brick (A.S.T.M. Designation C 107), and
Standard Method of Panel Test for Resistance to Thermal and Structural Spalling

of Super-duty Fire-clay Brick (A.S.T.M. Designation C 122) of the American Society

for Testing Materials.

Apparatus

2. The apparatus and equipment^ shall consist of the following:

() Panel Frame *—A panel framework shall be used which is essentially the same

as that shown in Fig. 6.

() Preheating Furnace .*—A preheating furnace shall be used, constructed essen-

tially like the design shown in Figs. 7 and 8.

(c) SpaUing Furnace .—A spaUing furnace shall be used, constructed in a manner

as shown in Figs. 9, 10, and 11.

i The complete «©t of drawinas neceaeary for the construction of the panel spalling equipment would

require too much apace to be included with the procedure, but theso'^ire available at a nominal charge

from the Refractories Fellowship, Mellon Institute of Industrial Research, Pittsburgh, Pa.

* See figures, p. 345.
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(d) Temperature Measuring Instruments.—The temperature of the tost panel

during the preheating shall be measured by means of an optical pyrometer. The

spalling furnace temperature shall be determined by means of a platinum-platiniim-

rhodium thermo(50uple.

(#?) Air Supply.—Means shall be provided for delivering air through each cooling

unit at a specified rate.

Transfer Facilities.—A suitable means, such as a track or trolley, shall b(^ provided

for transferring the test panels.

Section Through Brickwork at B’B

Fio. 6,—Panel frame and brickwork. The brick around the test panel are dummy brick
which are used to help maintain uniform conditions within'‘the panel.

Test Specimens

3. Whenever possible, the specimens for the test panel shall consist of 9-in, straight

brick. When shapes of other sizes are to be tested, the specimens shall be cut so as

to be hot more than 3 in. in thickness by not more than 9 in. in length by not more
than in. in width.

Panel Construction

4. The specimens shuil be laid up so as to form a test panel not less than 18 in.

square, so that a 9- X 2H“in. surface of each specimen will be exposed to the heat-

treatment. Each specimen shall be labeled with ceramic paint on the face opposite

that to be tested, and then weighed to the nearest 0.1 lb, There shall be placed about
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the test panel a suitable grade of refractory dummy brick, in the manner shown in

Fig. 6, All brick in the test panel shall be laid up with refractory kaolin unless

otherwise specified. The joints shall be not thicker than He in. The test panel,
including the dummy brick, shall be insulated in accordance with the arrangement
and design shown in Fig. 6.

Preheating Test Panels

5. The prepared test panels .shall be placed in position on either side of the pre-

heating furnace. Wlien only one lot of brick is to be t(isted, a dummy panel sho\ild

be used. The joint between the ends of tie; panel dummy brick and the preheating

furnace shall be sealed with plastic kaolin. During the heating of the panels, the

surface of the test specimen opposite that being heated shall be insulated in the speci-

fied manner so as to maintain a suitable temperature gradient in the specimen. The
furnace shall be so operated that the temperature specified for preheating shall be

reached in not less than 5 nor more than 8 hr. and maintained 24 hr. The permissible

variation in temperature may be plus 20®C. and minus 25°C., but the average of the

temperature during the run shall be that specified. After completing the preheating,

the test panel shall be left in position for not less than 8 hr. before being removed. As
a result of this heat-treatment, any tendency toward fusion, vitrification, swelling, or

shrinkage will be evident and any development of structural spalling will be apparent.

A record shall be made of the condition of the brick specimens, indicating the extent
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of the fusion, vitrification, swelling, or shrinkage. If Hlirinkage takes place a record

shall be made of its nature, t.c., whether or not this occurs as a shrinkage of each brick

as a unit, or as the development of cracks on the surface of each brick. The surface

of the test panels may be photographed.

Procedure

6. The test panels shall then he subjected to thermal spalling by heating them

within a specified time to a specified tiunperature and rapidly cooling by means of a

prescribed blast. The panels shall be placed in position in front of the spalling furnace

Fig. 8.—Preheating furnace with panel in position on far side of furnace.

in the manner shown in Figs. 10 and 11. The temperature of the spalling furnace

shall be raised within 3 hr. to the specified temperature. During the heating period,

the panels shall be alternately placed in position in front of the furnace so that each

may be heated to about the same temperature. The position of the panels shall be

changed at temperatures of 400, 200, and 100®C. below the final furnace temperature.

During this period, the test panels shall not be cooled by means of the cooling blast.

After the final temperature of spalling is obtained, the panels shall be held in position

for a specified time, and then shifted so as to expose the heated panel ^or cooling.

After each panel has been subjected to the required number of cycles, tlhe furnace

shall be allowed to cool, but the cooling procedure for the test panels shall be conducted

so that each panel receives two additional cycles without the water mist.
*
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Fig. 10.—Cooling equipment for panel spalling test. View from the back of the fur-
nace showing the panels in po.sition, the nature of the inechaTiism which causes the air
manifolds to operate with a reciprocating motion, and the motor blower unit used to
operate the furnace.

Fig. 11.—Spalling equipment for panel spacing test. Front view showing one of the
two panels in positibn. During the test a second panel is placed in front of the furnace
opening. The two panels are linked together so that when the one which is now in the
position for cooling is moved in front of the furnace, the other panel will be in position in
front of tliO right-hand cooling unit. By this means, each panel is alternately heated and
cooled. ,
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Dismantling Test Panel

7. When the test panel has cooled sufficiently so that the brick can be handled,

the panel shall be carefully dismantled. Each of the test specimens shall be cleaned

to free it of kaolin and in such a manner as to remove spalls, after which the specimens

shall be reweighed to the nearest 0.1 lb., and the loss in weight recorded as percentage

of the original weight. When a second heating treatment is given and the 9-in. brick

specimens have been numbered from 1 to 7 from top to bottom in the tost panel, their

Fiq. 12.—Arrangement of test brick for making photographic report. Ihe brick are

in the same corresponding position as laid up in the panel. The percentage loss and

photograph number or designation are also shown.

order shall be changed so as to assume the positions of 4-3-2- 1-7-6-5. In the case of

the six 3-in. brick specimens the order shall be changed so as to assume the positions

of 3-2-1-6-5-4 for the second heating treatment. The specimens shall also be turned

end for end.

Report

3. The report may include a photograph of the test panel after preheatog, ^d
ahull include commentB as to its condition. The average spalling loss for the whole
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panel shall be given, well as a photograph of the spalled brick specimens arranged

in the manner shown in Fig. 12.

Resistance to Slagging Action.—Although the effect of slag on refractories is of

primary importance in determining their life in service, no quantitative test has yet

been found which adequately correlates test data and actual performance. The
absorption of molten material by a refractory depends on the structure and chemical

composition of the refractory, the temperature, and the viscosity and chemical com-

position of the slag or glass. It is evident that for highest slag resistance the refrac-

tory should be dense and as impervious as possible and not subject to chemical

interaction when in contact with the liquid slag. It appears, however, that not only

the total volume of pore space but also its capillary character, /.c., the fineness and con-

tinuity of the pores, is of great significance in this respect. Sometimes a slag will act

as a glaze over the surface of the furnace wall and the action be merely a slow, even

washing away of the refractory, but if the temperature is raised even a little, the glaze

vanishes, the slags penetrate the brick by capillary action, and the brick is quickly

honeycombed. It is sometimes a question as to which is more important, a dense

brick that retards slag penetration or one that is of such a chemical nature that the

slag is slow to react. A dense brick of the correct chemi(;al composition can seldom

be found.

Some years ago the A.S.T.M. adopted a tentative slag test in which a ring 2 J 2

in. inside diameter and in. deep was cemented to the surface of the test brick, or a

similar cup cut into the brick. The rmg or cup was then filled with ground slag and the

brick heated to a specified temperature, usually 2462^. After the test the brick was
sawed through the center of the ring and the depth and area of the slag penetration

measured. This test was abandoned because it gave more emphasis to the permea-

bility of the brick to the slag than to its tendency to react. The test is still used as a

research tool but must be interpreted with caution. A test in which the slag is blown
into a pot furnace from a rotating burner has been developed by R. K. Hursh^ at the

University of Illinois. This test has some features to commend it but is still far from
standardized. Reviews of the literature on slag tests have been published from time

to time, the most recent bemg by T. L. Hurst and E. B. Read.^ It appears probable

that no single slag test that will cover all conditions can be developed. It may be

necessary to use several tests, each covering a definite condition.

Mechanical Strength.—The mechanical strength of refractories in the cold state

varies between wide limits, according to the density and hardness of the materials.

Thus, fire-clay brick may show compressive strengths from 1000 to 5000 lb. and moduli
of rupture up to 1200 lb. per sq. hi. The toughness of refractories, as measured by
their resistance to abrasion, likewise varies greatly. Many refractories that resist

very high temperatures stand up but poorly under conditions of abrasion. Under
certain conditions, as in the top part of iron blast furnaces, hard and tough materials

are required to resist the wearing action of the charge, while for other uses this require-

ment may not be essential.

The toughness of refractory bricks may be determhied by means of the rattler,

a machine employed for the testing of paving brick, with the modification that the

entire charge consist of the smaller spheres employed in the standard test of the

A.S.T.M., C 7, or by running the test for 600 revolutions instead of 1800, or by leaving

the entire charge of balls out of the barrel and tumbling the bricks upon themselves.

This test has not been standardized. At least two other abrasion tests have been
proposed, one by Hartmann and Hougan, Hot and Cold Abrasion Tests, American

1 HttstfiiB, A Laboratory Sla^guig Furnace with a Rotating Burner; Jour. Am. Ceram, 3oc., Vol, 22,

pp. 864-367, 1930.
* HtrSBT a^d JoUr. Am. Ctram, Soc.^ Vol. 25, pp. 288-294, 1942.
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Fvloctrochemical Society, 1920; a second by Harvey and McGee. ^ Neither has found
any place in testing procedures.

Committee C-8 endeavored to develop a hot abrasion test and a method was pro-

posed by J. B, Shaw.^ This nuithod, too, fell by the wayside.
*

The mechanical strength of refractories while hot has been studied by McGee,®
Cole/ Hunt and Bradley,'^ and Hartman and Koehler.®

Types of Refractories.—The several types of refractories may be classified from
the technical standpoint as follows:

A. Refractories of the si’lic L-alumina scr'ies.

1. Fire-clay rofrar;tori(‘S.

2. Silica rcfract(4ries.

3. High-alumina refnjclories.

. Diaspore type.

. Other types.

B. Basic refractories.

1, Magnesite refractories.

2, Chrome r(ifractories.

3, Dolomite refractories.

C. Special refractories.

D. Insulating refractories,

REFRACTORIES OF THE SILICA-ALUMINA SERIES^

The decade just past has witnessed a remarkable change in the character and types

of refractories available for furnace construction. Not much more than fifteen years

ago the production of rt'fractories of the alumina-silica series consisted almost solely

of silica and fire-clay brick. Silica-brick linings came at one end of the series with

about 96 per cent silica and 1 per cent alumina, the other 3 per cent being made up of

lime and other oxides. Next came siliceous fire-clay brick with about 76 to 85 per cent

silica and 21 to 12 per cent alumina. Second-quality and first-quality fire-clay brick,

as they were called at that time, filled in the range from 62 per cent silica and 31'per

cent alumina to 53 per cent silica and 43 per cent alumina. A few high-alumina brick

were made from Missouri diaspore, or from bauxite and fire clay, and brick were also

available, although little used, which were made from electrically fused alumina of a

high degree of purity. Today, brick covering practically the entire range of com-

position from about 98 per cent silica to 98 per cent alumina, except for an interval

from about 1 to 12 p(^r cent alumina, are finding commercial application. Even
in this short interval, silica mortars are found. In the high-alumina range, the indus-

try has standardized on diaspore brick compositions of 50, 60, and 70 per cent alumina.

There are also available brick of 80 and 90 per cent alumina and, finally, practically

pure electrically fused AI 2O 3 brick. These refractories fill out the gap between 42

and, say, 98 per cent alumina which was formerly but sparsely covered.

1 Harvey and McOeb, Factors Affecting the Resistance of Silica Refractoiies to Abrasion, Jour

Am. Ceram. 80c., Vol. 7, p. 895, 1924.

2 Shaw, Jour. Am. Ceram. 80c., Vol. 13, pp. 427-436, 1930.

® McGee, Comparison of Hot and Cold Modulus of Rupture for Silica Erick, Jour. Am. Ceram. jSoc.,

Vol. 5, pp. 888-900, 1922.
* Cons, Relation of Crushing Strength Of Silica Brick at Various Temperatures to Other Physical

Properties, Jour. Am. Ceram. 80c., Vol. 15, pp. 011-621, 1932.

Hunt and BRAonEV, Jour. Am. Ceram. Soc.t Vol. 20, pp. 267-269, 1941.

• Hartman and Koehler, Physical Characteristics of Specialized Refractories, Part IV, Gross

Breaking Strength, Trane. Am. Electrochem. Soe., 1921.

^ The data on th© alumina-silica series are largely taken from a pai>cr by Fred A. Harvey presented

,
before The Electrochemical Society and published in Vol. 75 of the society’s transactions.
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The development of refractories in this field has included not merely the manu-

facture of diaspore brick of standard high-alumina composition, but has utilized mate-

rials other than diaspore as the source of alumina and has introduced varying methods

of manufacture. Of particular importance have been the changes that have taken

place in manufacturing methods. Formerly, brick were made mainly by hand

or by the auger machine, and little diversity, except in raw materials, existed. Today
it is possible to grind and screen portions of the brick batch separately and then to

recombine them under high pressures in the manner that experiments have shown to be

most advantageous and, if desired, to remove the air from the ground clays by the

application of a vacuum during pressing. The more important principles of grain

WEIGHT PER CENT SiO,,

100 90 80 70 60 50 40 30 20 10 0

weight per cent ai,o.

Fig. 13.'—Alumina-silica equilibrium.

sizing have been established, and there have been evolved some particular products

which have properties of outstanding value.

The variety of refractories is becoming increasingly large, and the selection of the

refractory tliat will best be adapted to some particular service condition consequently

requires expert knowledge:

1ril0 Alumina-Silica Equilibrium Diagram.—The equilibrium diagram for mixtures

of pure alumina and pure silica is the logical starting point in any discussion of refrac-

tories of the alumina-silica series. It must be recognized that this diagram represents

ideal conditions, involving only two components, and those \mder a condition in which

equilibrium has been attained. Neither of these conditions is ever reached in the

manufacture of refractories. The crude materials contain accessory oxides which,

in general, lower the temperature at which liquids begin to form, and the refractory is

usually in a state far from equilibrium. Nevertheless, much of the knowledge of the

eubject mui^ based on the^e fundamentals.
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Figure 13^ s^iows the equilibrium diagram for the alumina-silica sy^em. The
curved heavy line represents the temperatures at which any possible mixtures of pure
alumina and pure silica become entirely liquid. Below this curved line the mixture

may be entirely solid or may consist of solid and liquid. The various afeas marked
off on the diagram show the composition of the mixtures, for equilibrium condition.

Disregarding accessory oxides, all the refractories of the alumina-silica series fall

somewhere within the limits of Fig. 13. Silica brick arc close to the extreme left and
fused-alumina brick to the extreme right.

The Firing Behavior of Clays.—The firing behavior of clays has been touched

upon on page 353, and e luethod of te^t by “draw trials” has been deseril)ed.

% KAOLIN (DEHYDRATED)
0 35.10 51.95 01,86 68.38 73.00 76.42 79.10 81.22 82.95 84.40 85.00

^QUARTZ

Fig. 14.—Seger’s softening-temperature diagram.

In estimating the value of a bond clay, it is particularly desirable to study its char-

acteristics at a series of temperatures. It is useful to know the volume and porosity

changes, showing the temperature at which the clay becomes dense or vitrified,

the range of vitrification, and the temperature at which the clay begins to overfire.

With bond clays, it is usual to draw the first specimen at i050°C. and from there on at

each additional 25°C. until overfiring becomes pronounced. The rate of temperature

rise of the furnace should not exceed 25®C. per hr. Other things being equal, a clay

with a long range of vitrification, f.e., the temperature interval between the vitrifica*

tion and overfiring temperatures, will be more useful and easier to fire than one of

short range. For some specific purposes, such as acid-resisting fire-clay brick, the

minimum porosity reached is,of great importance. Figure 2 shows the volume and

porosity curves for a long and short-range clay. Tables 4 and 5 give data on physical

tests of a number of refractory bond clays.

1 BowXK&nd Gmsio; The System; AljO».8iO*, Jour, Am, Ceram. Soc., Vol. 7> pp. 238*-243, 1924.
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Fire-clay Refractories.— P.(\K. of the purc.st elays in about cone 34, cor-

responding to about 3200®1\, t.c., apjjroxiiiiatcly the melting pomt of pure platinum

(3224°F., 1773.5°C.)- Clays with a P.C.I]. below about cone 19 (about 2768‘^F.)

should not be classed as fire clays. The A.S.T.M. definition for fire clay is as follows:

'‘A sedimentary clay of low flux content” (A.S.T.M. Dt?signation C 71). Although
the chemical composition of fire clays approaches more or less closely that of kaolinite,

Al203 .2Si02 .2Ii20
,
wide differences exist as regards their physical structure, varying

through all stages from the well-defined crystalline state to that of a typical colloid.

From the technical standpoint, roughly, four classes of refractory clays may be
distinguished, viz., kaolins. Hint clays, semifhnt clays, and plastic clays.

Kaolin.

—

The purest type of lay is that represented by carefully washed kaolin,

consisting essentially of a hydrous siliciate of aluminum, Al2O3.2SiO2.2H2O, correspond-

ing to the following percentage C(nnposition:

Dry basis,

per cent

Calcined basis,

per cent

Silica * 46.5 54.1

Alumina 39.5 45.9

Combined water 14.0

Iloss and Kt^rr^ state: “Kaolinite is the dominant mineral in residual kaolin.

Kaolinite is almost th(^ only kaolin mineral that forms extensive deposits and is the

source of most if not all of the kaolin and ‘china clay^ of commerce.”

Kaolinite was reported by Grimes and Bray^ to be present at least to the extent of

40 per cent in flint clay from Phelps County, Mo., and in diaspore clay from the

same location.

However it seems unsafe to assume that kaolinite is the fundamental constituent

of all fire clays, since relatively few fire clays have been studied and reported.

While an extended discussion of the nature and classification of the clay minerals

is not justified here, it seems well to mention that there are six known mineral con-

stituents of the kaolin group. Kaolinite, nacrite, dickite, and halloysite, all have the

same chemical composition, while anauxite has the composition Al 2O 8 .3SiO 2 .2HiO
and allophane, Al 2O 3.nSiO 2.nH 2O. An excellent discussion is found in the Orton

lecture by Kerr.*

Georgia kaolins are being used in the manufacture of both kaolin and fire-clay

brick. The volume shrinkage of these kaolins is high, and this fact introduces con-

siderable difficulty into its use for brickmaking. Were it not for their distance from

the large consuming markets, these kaolins would be more widely used.

Flint Clays*—The composition of high-grade flint clays is close to that of the kao-

lins, even as to the content of chemically combined water. The flint clays are highly

refractory and show a P.C,E. from cone 32H to 34. Physically, they are unlike the

soft and chalky kaolins in possessing a hard, dense amorphous structure, showdng a

well-defined cbnchoidal fracture. The color is usually gray. They have little natural

plasticity, and this property is not greatly improved by weathering. It is possible by

' Ross and Kuan, The Kaolin Minerals, Professional Paper 165, Shorter Contribution to (General

Geology, {/.S, Oeol. Sure®?/, 1630,

^OniMBe and Rray, The Mineral Constitution of Various Ceramic Clays, Jour. Am. Ceram. Soc.,

Vol. 19, pp. S07-316, 1986.

• Ksiia, A Decade of Research on the Nature of Clay, Jour. Am. Ceram. Soc., 21, 267-886, 1938;

Alto, NoaTOit, *'Rehactories,” 2d ed., pp. 180rl50, McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc. 1942.
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suitable grinding treatment and the addition of some organic materials to develop

sufficient plasticity for the molding of brick either by hand or on the power press.

Flint clays occur extensively in Pennsylvania, Kentucky, and Missouri and to some

extent in Maryland, Ohio, Colorado; Georgia, California, and Oregon. They dilfor

markedly in thck burning characteristics. Many of the Pennsylvania flint clays and

some of the others show the characteristic known as “secondary expansion.” When
clay is fired, it first shrinks, then expands (secondary expansion). It may again show

some shrinkage on reaching higher temperatures before the overfiring temperature is

reached and attendant expansion starts. The grain size is of importance in this con-

nection. A coarse grind will exhibit much greater secondary expansion than a fine

grind, but a relatively coarse grind is necessary to the development of certain desirable

properties of the brick for particular services.

It is not customary to make brick of flint clay alone, although this has sometimes

been done. Usually the grains of flint clay are bonded with 15 to 30 per cent of semi-

hard or plastic clay. It is customary also to incorporate a certain proportion of waste

brick bats of tluj same composition as that of the brick being manufactured. This

helps to decrease shrinkage and cracking in drying and burning and is most useful in

the case of large and irregular shapes.

Semifiint Refractory Clay.—As is suggested by their name, the semiflint clays lie

between the true flint and the plastic clays. They occur in all districts, although the

name is most commonly used in Pennsylvania. As a rule, they have a P.(XE. between

cone 31 and 321^. They are subject to weathering and develop considerable plasticity

and bonding strength. They are used with flint clay as bonding clays or as the main

portion of the brick mix.

Plastic Refractory Clays.—Clays combining high plasticity with high refractoriness

are not of common occurrence. While there are many plastic clay deposits in the

United States, the majority of these materials show plasticity at the expense of heat-

resisting power. Much of the plastic or bond clay used in the manufacture of refrac-

tories has a P.C.E. of cone 28 to 32, and occasionally clays as low as cone 18 are used

in high-heat duty brick for special purposes. For intermediate and low-heat duty

brick the mix usually consists of semihard and plastic or of plastic clay alone with or

without grog (i.e., bats). There is an abundance of plastic clay of this quality in

Pennsylvania, Kentucky, and Ohio. In Missouri, there are extensive deposits of clay

of a P.C.E. value of about cone 32 to 32 gray in color and of greater plasticity than

the so-called flint clays of that state.

Important deposits of plastic clays are the so-called ball clays of Tennessee and
Kentucky, and the plastic fireclays from St. Louis and southern' Ohio. These clays

are of great importance as sources of clay for the manufacture of refractorit^s for the

glass industry and of graphite crucibles. Plastic clays of good quality are also found

in Coiol’ado, Utah, and California.

Typical analyses of clays of the various types and districts are given in Table G.

Siliceous Clays,—It has been customary to divide refractory clays into two types,

one high and the other low in silica. The advantage of such a division arises from the

fact that the two types behave quite differently in service. The division line between

the two kinds of ma,terials has been arbitrarily fixed at a silica content of 70 per cent,

on a calcined basis. It is obvious that the gradation from one class to the other is not

an abrupt one and that the properties of the first gradually merge into those of the

second. These clays thus consist of clay minerals plus a considerable amount of free

silica as quartz sand or chert. Some siliceous clays are also micaceous.

There are several characteristics by means of which the two types may be dis-

tinguishisd. As a class, although with oertain exceptions, the siliceous clays possess

less plasticity, bonding power, and strength in the dry state than do the more alumi-
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nous clays, and also a lower drying shrinkage. In the firing process, they usually show
no decided shrinkage and hence remain porous.

It was realized early in the study of fire clays that any addition of free silica to

pure clay substance lowered the softening temperature. Thus Seger^ found that a
mixture corresponding to. the molecular formula Al208 . 17Si02

,
composed of kaolin

and ground quartz, softened at cone 26, while the clay itself fused at cone 35. This
composition was believed to represent the eutectic between the two components,
consisting of 23 per cent hydrous clay substance and 77 per cent quartz. Seger^s

eutectic composition varied considerably from the true point as determined by Bowen
and Greig^ (sec Fig. 13). The curve of Seeer is given in Fig. 14.

' Tablk 6

P.C.E. SiOa UlsO, TiO, Fe203 CaO MgO K,0 +
NajO

Ign.

loss
Total

Pennsylvania:

Flint clay 33-34 43.8 37.0 2.4 1.6 0.1 0.3 0.9 13.8 99.9
Semifiint 32 50.3 32.3 2.0 1.7 0.2 0.5 2.6 10.2 99.8
Plastic 30 56.0 27.2 1.5 2.8 0.2 0.5 3.0 9.4 100.6

Nodule 34 22.4* 53.0 2.8 5.3 0.3 0.2 1.6 14.5 100.1

Siliceous 30-31 69.7 19.7 1.0 0.4 0.1 0.6 1.5 6.9 99.9

Ganistor 321^ 98.10 0.83 0.12 0.46 tr. 0.06 0.30 0.35 100.22

Kentucky

;

Flint 33-34 44.5 36.8 2.2 1.5 0.1 0.3 0.9 13.5 99.8

Semi flint 32-32}^ 50.7 31.8 2.5 1.5 0.2 0.6 1.5 11.4 100.2

Plastic 30 56.3 27.0 1.7 2.2 0.3 1.0 2.6 8.8 99.9

Ohio

:

Flint 32 1^ 46.4 34.1 2.1 2.4 0.2 0.4 1.3 12.9 99.8

Plastic 30-31 57.4 26.5 1.8 2.0 0.4 0.7 1.8 9.6 100.2

Missouri:

Flint 33-34 43.4 38.5 2.^ 0.8 0.2 0.4 0.8 13.6 99.9

Semiflint 32V^ 49.4 34.1 1.1 1.6 0.4 0.4 1.7 11.4 100.1

Plastic 31-32 55.6 27.7 1.6 2.4 0.4 0.3 0.4 12.4 99.8

No. 1 diaspore. 38 13.4 66.3 3.5 1.5 0.2 0.4 1.0 14.0 100.3

Burley diaspore 36 24.5 55.6 3.1 1.4 0.1 0.4 2.0 13.1 100.2

New Jersey:

Siliceous 30 76.2 15.8 1.7 0.5 0.3 0.3 0.2 5.6 100.6

Plastic 30 65.2 22.3 1.4 1.1 0.2 0.8 1.7 8.0 100.7

Georgia:

Kaolin 33-34 46.2 37.1 1.4 1.1 0.4 0.2 0.3 13.5 100.2

Texas (Athens):

Siliceous clay.

.

32-32J^ 58.4 26.8 1.7 1.2 0.8 0.5 0.5 9.9 99.8

The Testing of Refractory Clays.—In the study of clays it soon becomes evident

that the chemical composition is not the only criterion of their value. It is impossible

to foretell anything concerning the physical properties of a clay from its composition,

except the refractoriness, which can be estimated with fair accuracy. For this reason,

tests of the physical properties are of great significance. It might be well to consider

some of these, together with simple tests devised for their numerical evaluation.

“Cplleoted Writings,” Vol. 1, p. 434.

* Bowbn and Qbsic, Tlid System: Al20i,Si02i Jour, Am, Ceram, Soe.^ Vol. 7, pp. 238-254, 1924.
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In testing clays to investigate their suitability for refractory purposes, the follow-

ing method may be of use.

Table 7.—Gkoup Tests for Clays
To Investigate Their Suitability for Various Uses

HWRCO
Method

Tests to be Run Plastic

clays

Semi-

flint

clays

Flint

clays

14 P.C.E. X X X
17 Chemical analysis, complete X X X
11 Draw trial, h-p cylinders ^

1

X X
Draw trial, lumps — X X
Bulk specific gravity of lumps X X X

29 Water of plasticity X
13 Ring test and working tin)c on ,20-mesh sample X X
29 Linear drying shrinkage X
29 Dry modulus of rupture X X
29 Bonding strength, dry X X

The tests called for in Table 7 are mostly covered by A.S.T.M. Standard Tests

or by Harbison-Walker Standard Method 29 which follows:

DRYING SHRINKAGE, WATER OF PLASTICITY, AND BONDING STRENGTH
OF FIRE CLAYS

Apparatus and Materials.—A mold for making bars 1 in. square and 7 in. long.

Standard Ottawa sand.

Grind of Sample.—Mortars and fine ground fire clays are to be tested as received.

Crude materials are to be ground to pass 20-mesh Tyler hand screen.

Mixing with Water.—The ground clay or other material shall be mixed with water
to a plastic consistency and then thoroughly kneaded by hand. The consistency shall

be such that when the test piece is removed from the mold, it can be handled without
appreciable bending. It should contain the maximum amount of water which will

still permit this operation. This may be judged by making the plastic mass as wet
as possible without its sticking to a steel spatula as it cuts through the mass.

Molding.—The mold shall be thinly and evenly oiled with kerosene or a light

machine oil only as frequently as is necessary to keep the clay from sticking. The
test piece shall be formed by taking in the hand a lump of clay, somewhat larger than
required to fill the mold, and kneading it into a roll approximately the length of the

mold. It shall then be placed in the mold and forced into the corners by blows with
the cheek of the fist. The excess shall then be struck off with a wire and the piece

slkjked with a spatula and appropriately marked or numbered for identification,

Cate should be taken by the operator to keep his hands free from oil. The test piece

shall be removed from the mold immediately and transferred to a smooth, straight

pallet, care being taken not to distort it.

Three test pieces of each mix are required for determinations of drying shrinkage
and a minimum ot 10 pieces for bonding strength.

Marking for Shrinkage.—With a sharp-edged spatula^ a line shall be drawn length-

wise of the freshly molded specimen and at right angles to this line two cross marks
will be placed in. apart. (These marks will, therefore, be one huhdted Ks tn.
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apart and, in measuring the shi^inkage in drying, 3 1 e in. will be equivalent to 1 per

cent linear shrinkage.)

This method of marking is suggested as a convenient short cut; in any case the

measurements are to be made between two parallel marks on the surface of the speci-

men and not between end face's.

Water of Plasticity.—One bar is to be weighed as soon as molded and again after

drying. From these data, water of plasticity is calculated as follows:

water of plasticity = wet weight — dry weight

dry weight
X 100

Drying.—The bars are 1o be aljovved to dry for about 6 hr. in air at room tempera-

ture and then for 15 to 24 hr ai 120''(3.

Drying Shrinkage.—Upon w>;npleting the drying treatment, the distance between
the parallel marks is to be imiasured. Linear drying shrinkage is then calculated from

the following formula

:

Linear shrinkage = wet length — dry length

wet length
X 100

Bonding Strength.—Modulus of rupture (average 10 minimum) shall be considered

a measure of bonding strength of the raw clays. It shall be obtained on bars molded
and dried in accordance with the general method (above) on test bars of the following

mixes:

1. 100 per cent clay.

2. 50 per cent clay.

50 per cent standard Ottawa sand.

Note:—Portions of this method were adapted from the 1928 American Ceramic

Society Standard; Jour. Avi. Ceram. Soc., Vol. 2, p. 450, 1928.

End of Harbisonr-Walker Method 29.

A purely arbitrary method for the determination of plasticity of refractory mortars

and plastic clays has been in use at the Harbison-Walker Laboratory for several years.

It represents no striking advanije in knowledge, but because of its usefulness and the

lack of a better method, it is reproduced here.

PLASTICITY TESTS FOR REFRACTORY MORTARS

Scope: (1) This method covers the procedure for determining the following properties

of refractory mortars:

A. Water retention (by ring test).

B. Spreading time and working qualities.

C. Rate of settling, normal procedure.
'

D. Rate of settling, dilute-suspension procedure.

Apparatus:

(2) A 25-cc. pipette, evaporating dishes, balance sensitive to 0.1 g., 100-cc.

stoppered glass graduate, putty knife, spatula with blade tapering from %
to in. at the end, standard ring, watch with second hand, and dry silicabrick.

,(3) When tested by the procedure of paragraphs (6 to 8) with the standard silica

fire clay, the silica brick shall show a water-retention value of 40 to 50 sec.

(4) The standard ring for use in the water-retention test shall be made of brass

and shall be of the design shown in Fig. 15.
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Standard Sample:
(5)

For a primary standard of comparison, silica fire clay shall be used. The
primary standard will initially consist of 500 lb. and is to be used sparingly.

Secondary standards, for use at the control laboratories, may be prepared by

comparison with the primary standard. In using the standards, the follow-

ing method shall be followed: Weigh out 83.3 g. to the nt^arest 0.1 g., add

25 cc. of distilled water with a pipette, and mix thoroughly. When the test

Fid. 15.—Mold for clay testing.

samples have been brought to the same consistency as the standard sample,

prepared in this manner, they are of the proper consistency for the spreading

and water-retention tests.

A. Water-retention Test.

(6) The standard sample shall be prepared as described above. One hundred

(100) g. of the sample test shall then be weighed out and placed in an evapo-

rating dish. Distilled water shall be added from a glass graduate, working
it into the sample until the mixture is of the same consistency as the standard.

The amount of water added shall be recorded. If the proper end point is

passed, more dry sample (weighed) shall be added, making proper correction

on the amount of water reported. Before proceeding, all samples containing

cither sodium silicate, other chemical bonds, or an organic plasticizer shall

be allowed to stand for 30 min. after being tempered. It may be necessary

to add more water after the 30-min. period, to bring the mortar back to the

proper consistency, in which case the total amount of water shall be reported.

(7) The standard ring shall be laid flat on a silica brick. Then enough of the

test sample to fill the ring shall be placed in it with a spatula, and the excess

shall quickly be struck off level with the top of the ring. The ring shall be
left in place, and the number of seconds which elapse from the instant the

sample was placed in the ring until the shine disappears from the tpp of

the pat shall be recorded.

(8) The ‘‘shine'' disappears due to the absorption of water from the pat by the

silica brick. Most silica fire-clay samples will lose the top film of moisture

in 18 to 60 sec.

B. Spreading Time and Working Qualities.

(9) Enough wet cement prepared as in paragraph 6 shall be picked up with the

spatula to fill the standard ring about ttn^ice—this will be about 1 in. along

the blade and about in. thick. This portion shall be spread as far as it

will go on a silica brick, usipg approximately a in. thick Spread, 1 to 13^ in.

^ide. Thep the material shall be smoothed with a backward motion.
Then it shall be scraped together Into a pile and spread as before on the same
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area with one forward and one backward motion. Then it shall again be
scraped into a pile and the spreading out and piling up procedure repeated

until the mortar becomes too difficult to spread. The number of seconds

of spreading time shall be recorded.

(10) The “feeT^ or working qualities of the cement shall be observed. Finally

the pat shall be scraped from the brick to determine whether it leaves a

clean or dirty surface. The most plastic mixes leave a dirty surface.

(11) Another portion of the prcipared mortar shall be spread out on a silica brick

and a putty knife placed flatly against it; the blade shall be quickly with-

drawn perpendicularly from the brick, to determine whether or not the mortar
pulls free from the bri< k.i

C. Rate of Settling : Normal Procedure.

(12) For silica fire clay, 100 g. of the dry sample placed with 60 cc. of distilled

water in a 100 cc. stoppered glass graduate shall be shaken well for 3 min.

and allowed to stand. The percentage of clear water after 1 hr. and after

24 hr. shall be reported as percentage settle.

(13) P'or ground fire clay, the procedure shall be the same as in paragraph 12,

except that 80 g. of dry sample and 64 cc. of water shall be used.

(14) For furnace chrome, the procedure shall be the same as in section 12 except

that 120 g. of the sample shall be used. If there is a formation of a cloudy

suspension which is not definitely composed of chrome particles, its volume
shall be reported. In this case the per cent settle shall be calculated as

follows:

Per cent settle
cc. clear ligxud -j- cc. suspension __

cc. clear liquid -f cc. suspension + cc. solids
X 100

(15) Mortars containing sodium silicate or other binders or plasticizers shall be

prepared as in sections 12 to 14, but shall be shaken again after 30 min.

standing, and the settling time counted from then.

(16) When testing unknown types of mortar or mortars which are not classified

as fire clay, silica fire clay or furnace chrome, similarity to one of these three

types may be used as the basis for deciding whether to follow the procedure

of sections 12, 13, or 14.

D. Rate of Settling : Dilute-suspension Procedure.

(17) Ten grams of the dry sample shall be placed in a 100-cc. stoppered glass

graduate and distilled water added until the total volume of the suspension

is 100 cc. The mixture shall be shaken thoroughly for 3 min., and tiihing

shall begin immediately, to record the cubic centimeters of clear liquid

(per cent settle) after the elapse of 3, 6, 8, 10, and 15 mfh.

(18) Note:—This dilute suspension settling test is found to give greater dif-

ferentiation between various silica fire clay samples than procedure C.

The method is not suitable for samples containing sodium silicate or other

deflocculants. It is applicable to some clays.

Silica Refractories.—The raw materials used in the manufacture of silica refrac-

tories are quartzite, or so-called ganister rock, and lime. The principal districts in

which suitable ganister is found are Huntingdon, Blair, and Mifflin counties in

Pennsylvania, the Devil^s Lake District in Wisconsin, and in Alabama. Lesser

deposits are found in Colorado, Montana, Utah, and California. Some silica pebble
*

rock deposits in southeastern Ohio are also being used. The ganisters of the main pro-

ducing distlpicts differ little in chemical analysis. The analysis given in Table 6 for
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Pennsylvania ganister might be used (equally as well for Wisconsin or Alabama. In

general, the accessory oxides are alumina, which should not exceed 1 to 1.5 per cent;

lime and magnesia, which occur in small amounts and are good bonding agents; and

alkalies, which should be kept as low as possible, not over 0.4 per cent. Iron oxide

occurs up to about 1 per cent but is not an injurious oxide. The silica content runs

about 98 per cent.

The ganister occurs in floes or talus slopes, in which the blocks may vary in size

from a few pounds up to several tons, and in the so-called “solid measure*’ rock from

which the bodies of talus originally broke.

Not all quartzites arc suitable for the

manufacture of silica brick. Not only

the chemical composition but also the

texture is of importance.

Quartzites that break with a sharp

fracture are more desirable than those

of a sandy nature. "J^'ho work of J. S.

McDowell^ on this subject, which was

published in 1916, is still authoritative.

The lime that is used for bond in silica

brick is the high-calciurn type and gener-

ally conforms closely to the A.S.T.M.

Specification for “Quicklime and Hy-
S1O2 10 20 30 40 drated Lime for the Manufacture of Silica

Weight percent CaC?
Brick,” A.S.T.M. Designation C 49. It

Fig. 16.—Effect of lime on silica refractories,
2 per cent lime, as

CaO, for bond. Clay-bonded silica brick have not been produced in this country for

a number of years.

High-alumina Refractories. Raw Materials.—Within recent years the diasporitic

clays of Missouri have assumed a position of increasing importance in the manufacture

of refractories. The clays occur in pits or sink holes in limestone formation. Many
of these pits contain only so-called flint fireclay, but some grade all the way from the

38.5 per cent alumina typical of the flint clay, through the burley flint of about 44 per

cent, burley diaspore of 55 per cent, and No. 1 diaspore of 66 per cent, to occasional

patches of material as high as 75 per cent alumina. Diaspore nodules occur in the

body of clay; and the variation in alumina content results from the variation in the

degree of concentration of those nodules. The purest clay is light gray in color,

appearing almost as white as kaolin, but some of it is high in iron oxide and is almost

red. The most experienced pit men can sort the clay, on the basis of its alumina con-

tent, with uncanny accuracy. Unfortunately, the supply of this type of high-alumina

clay appears to be limited. The known pits are being exhausted at a rapid rate under

present conditions, and new pits are not being discovered. It would be possible under

normal peacetime conditions to use bauxite for the production of high-alumina refrac-

tories, but since the aluminum industry now requires all the low-iron bauxite imme-

diately available, it may be that there will be none for refractory purposes. Bauxite

was used in refractories a number of years ago, but the refractoritMS produced were

decidedly inferior to present day high-alumina refractories. Bauxite is a very high-

shrinking material, and it has been difficult to fire the refractories to a sufficiently high

temperature to bring them to a state of stable volume. With advance in knowledge,

it now seems probable that the present sbindard of quality can be maintained with

bauxite if it can be obtained.

^ McDowifliiLi, A Study of ^Uca Eefract^ms^ 119f 1916.
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There are also materials other than (Jiaspore used in the manufacture of high-

alumina refractories. Kyanite, AhOg.SiOa, both domestic and that from India, fused

alumina, and fused mullite are used in special refractories. Topaz has recently

been much in the limelight owing to the discovery of a deposit in North Carolina.

Estimates of the extent of this deposit differ considerably, even those estimates put
out by the government. Topaz, AlaOa.SiOa.fFOH)^, contains much fluorine which
is driven off in calcining, carrying some of the silica with it. The calcined product
approaches the composition of mullite, 3Al203.2Si02, quite closely and may substitute

for Indian kyanite to some extent. However, the refractories so far produced have
not been so dense as those produced from Indian kyanite and would not be expected

to
^
give as good service where resi tance to glass or slags is of primary importance.

It is unfortunate that no a\ ailable substitute for Indian kyanite has been found in this

country. The domestic kj'ariitc has very different firing characteristics and cannot

be substituted for the Indian variety where density of the refractory is of importance.

Tabular alumina, a dense product of nearly pure alumina, and electrically fused

alumina are also used in the manufacture of some high-alumina products.

SILICA REFRACTORIES

Table 8, Column (1)

The composition of silica brick has undergone no substantial change for many
years. Tin? mixture used is usually 98 per cent quartzite rock and 2 per cent lime.

It is true that the ganister is more carefully selected than formerly, or is washed, so

that the alumina is held close to 1 per cent or less. While it was formerly a generally

accepted rule that the combined iron oxide and alumina should not exceed 2)^ to 3

per cent, it is now known that the iron oxide has very little effect on refractoriness of

silica brick. Alumina, on the other hand, in a mixture of silica and lime, is a bad
actor and will reduce the refractoriness to a considerable extent. The bulk density

of silica brick has been increased by application of the principles of grain sizing and in

some cases by power pressing the brick instead of molding them by hand or by drop

machine.

It has been a practice for a good many years to deplore the necessity for using

silica brick in basic openhearth and electric-furnace roofs. This is an attitude of

mind that is hardly justified by the facts. Silica brick, although properly classed as

an acid refractory, will withstand the addition by absorption of considerable lime

and iron oxide from the furnace dust and fumes, without a material reduction in

refractoriness. Figures 16 and 17 show, respectively, that lime and iron oxide in

considerable amount may be added to silica without making much change in the

ultimate melting temperature of the mixture. It is true that the amount of the liquid

phase present in the mixture at temperatures below the liquidus line becomes increased

with increasing basic oxide content, but the liquid, particularly in the silica-lime

mixtures, is highly viscous. The increase in liquid probably causes the ends of silica

brick in high-temperature furnaces to soften for a distance of an inch or so (2.54 cm.)

from the hot face, but they do not become sufficiently fluid to flow or drip until the

temperature is increased nearly to the melting point of pure silica.

figure 6 shows the reversible thermal .expansion curves for certain refractories.

The expansion characteristics of silica brick, after the low-temperature danger zone

is pass^, are ideal. The long range, from about 1200®F. almost to the melting point

of rilica, in which the volume changes of silica brick are almost negligible, is evident

from the chart. Silica brick are not susceptible to thermal spalling at temperatures

above SOO^F. Where it is possible to heat the silica slowly and steadily through

the teiQperature range in which cristobalite inverts from the low-temperature to the
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high-temperature form, about 400 to 525®F., and maintain the temperature above
this range, silica brick will give long service. Silica brick are remarkable for their

load bearing, especially at high temperatures. In no other refractory of the alumina-
silica series can the furnace be operated so close to the final fusion temperature of the

refractory.

Table 7 shows laboratory tests on the various classes and types, of brick. Only
those tests are listed which are considered most important. For example,
no spalling test value is shown in column (3) for intermediate-heab-duty firtvclay

brick, since such brick are not intended for use under service conditions that require

resistance to spalling. Numbers are used throughout the text to refer to the (column

in Table 8 where the test data are listed.

The mortar most commonly used for laying silica brick consists of a ground mixture
of ganister rock, silica brick bats, and a plastic fire clay. For most applications, the

refractoriness of such a mixture is sufficient, but for certain operating conditions it is

6
o

^ /

•I'
n/ Liquid A and

B

\
^

^Crisfoba/ife

and liquidA

LiquidB -

Crislobalile

and liquidB

SiOz 10 20 30 40 50
Weight per centJTeO

Fig. 17.—Effect of iron on silica refractories.

advantageous to use a mortar whose refractoriness is practically equivalent to that of
the silica brick. A mortar has been developed for this service which has the required
refractoriness, yet is sufficiently plastic.

SILICEOUS FIRE-CLAY BRICK

Table 8, Column (2)

Fire-clay brick made from siliceous fire clay have two charac^ristics. The first

is the ability to support load at fairly high temperatures, and the second is resistance
to spalling. Porosity is generally high, 28 to 32 per cent, and mechanical strength
and resistance to abrasion relatively low. Refractoriness as measured by P.C.E.
is three to five cones lower than that of other high-heat-duty brick.

mOH-HEAT-DUTY FIRE-CLAY BRICK

Table 8, Columns (3) and (4)

The development of the power-press process (frequently called dry press) and the
vacuum-press process has brought about radical changes in fire-clay brick. While
the cliemical composition of these brick is practically the same as that of the brick
made by hand, the physical properties are decidedly improved. In the old days when
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a brick was desired for maximum resistance to spalling conditions, the manufacturer
made one of open texture and as light a burn as could safely be transported. Porosi-

ties ran as high as 30 to 35 per cent for this type of brick. Today the brick of highest

spalling resistance are made by the power-press process and are of high density and
hard burn. Porosities run as low as 14 to 16 per cent, and the brick are fired 6 to

10 cones higher than formerly. However, it is not merely the change of process that
has brought about the improvement. The brick mix, as fed to the power press, must
be properly sized or the desired result will not be attained. This sizing can be accom-
plished most definitely by grinding the clays, screening, storing the separate fractions

in different bins and then recon bining the tractions in the proper proportions. The
proper sizing may also be attained closely for a given mix by varying the amount of

feed to the dry pan, the nomber and size of open plates in the bottom of the pan
through which the crushed clay passes, and the rate of feed and mesh sizes on the

screens.

That the advance in resistance to spalling has been a real one is shown conclu.sively

by service records. Some comparative tests recently made in the laboratory on old

and on new type britjk may be of interest. Three lots were tested. The first lot

was made up of the mix and by the process used about 15 years ago and represented

about the best possibk? brick by the old handmade process. The second lot repre-

sented brick made by the power-press process without grain sizing. The third lot

represented current production of power-pressed brick intended for use under condi-

tions conducive to spalling.

Process
Spalling loss, %,

A,S.T.M. Text G 107-36

Old process Handmade 16.5

3 years ago Power-pressed, unsized

Power-pressed, sized

20.0

Current production 3.5

Resistance to slag attack may also be met today by the use of the vacuurn-press

process brick as well as by brick made by the extnision process.

There are many kinds of mortar material available for laying fire-clay brick.

Fine-ground fire clays, also called dry milled clay, are the old standby. They are

made of a mixture of clays and have a P.C.E. of about cone 29 to 32 for High-hcat-duty

Classification. They act admirably as a cushion between the brick to take up irregu-

larities and give a full bearing surface. Some of these clays have an amount of

shrinkage at furnace temperatures that tends to open up cracks through the joints,

and they do not bond the brick together except for a narrow band on the inside hot

edge of the brick. Because of this looseness of bond, the salvage of brick from an old

furnace may be high. Where cracks in the joints are a disadvantage, as in the case

of gas leakage, slag penetration, or mechanical weakness, or where arch spalling is

troublesome, it is well to use some type of high-temperature bonding mortar. Many
kinds are available. Hot-setting mortars are usually mixtures of plastic fire clay and

calcined clay. They represent a distinct advance over fine-ground raw fire clay in

that they shrink much less and also give a better bond between the brick. As in the

case of fire clay, however, the brick are bonded only for a short distance froiri the hot

face. Gas leakage and slag attack are less troublesome with heat-setting mortar than

with ordinary fire clay. Air-setting bonding mortars made with fire-clay base and

shijpped wet or dry are usually rather low in refractoriness but of excellent workability

and strong bond. Air-setting bonding mortars made with a high alumina base,
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usually shipped in a plastic, ready-mixed condition, have a refractoriness practically

equal to high-heat-duty* fire-clay brick. They show little if any shrinkage under

normal conditions if used in thin joints, they bond the brick tightly from hot to cold

face, and they make the joints as nearly gas- and slag-tight as are the brick themselves.

Chrome-base mortars, shipped wet or dry, make strongly bonded joints which are

highly resistant to attack by slags, espedally those high in iron oxide. They are not

recommended for use under strongly reducing conditions at high temperatures.

SUPERDUTY FIRE-CLAY BRICK

Table 8, Columns (5) and (6)

The development of the power-press process to its present high standard of useful-

ness has made possible the development of brick of a new class known as superduty

fire-clay brick. The alumina content of high-hcat-duty fire-clay brick usually lies

below 42 per cent, that of superduty fire-clay brick between about 43 and 45 per cent,

while theoretically pure calcined kaolinite is 45.9 per cent alumina. The difference

between the alumina content of some high-heat-duty and superduty brick is relatively

small and is due to the low(;r content of accessory oxides of the fire clays used in

making superduty bri(!k.

The refractoriness of high-heat-duty brick, as measured by the P.C^E., is normally

cone 32 to 32J'^, that of superduty fire-clay brick cone 33 to 34, a difference not

greater than two cones, or about 60°C. (108°F.), but the difference in effective refrac-

toriness is much greater than this small cone difference would indicate. While the

relatively slight increment in alumina content and P.C.E. would not normally be

expected to have any great effect on service, the difference in physical propertms

between superduty and high-heat-duty fire-clay brick is substantial. Furnaces have

been operating so close to the maximum permissible temperature for the refractories

that an increase in effective refractoriness of just a few degrees often results in a

material increase in the life of the furnace.

The resistance to spalling conditions shown by superduty brick is one of its out-

standing characteristics. The increased resistance to spalling has been definitely

established by numerous comparative service records. Measured by the same labora-

tory spalling test, the superduty brick show zero loss as compared with 2.5 to 10 per

cent fbr the most spall-resistant high-heat-duty brick (A.S.T.M., Test C 107).

The test usually used for superduty brick, however, was developed particularly to

test brick of this class and is much more severe than that used for high-heat-duty

brick. The panels of brick in this superduty test (A.S.T.M., Test C 122) are

preheated for 24 hr. at 3000°F,, a tt^mperature 90° higher than the former test. The
average spalling loss in this more severe test is probably about 3 per cent for all brands

of this class, and the maximum allowed by the A.S.T.M. Specification C 27 is 4

per cent.

Another property of primary importance in the superduty brick is volume stability.

Service records have proved Its exceptional merit in this respect. The A.S.T.M.

specification requires that the brick show less than 1 per cent linear shrinkage in the

2912^F. reheat test (A.S.T.M., Test C 113 Schedule C).

Certain of the superduty fire-clay brick are the densest fire-clay brick on the mar-

ket today (acidproof brick excepted). Porosities range as low as 10 per cent and

seldom exceed 16 per cent. One brand showed an average of 13.7 per cent for about

150 tests made in 1938, with all monthly ayerages between 12,6 and 14.7 per cent.

This low porosity givesthe brick a decided advantage in Resistance to slag attack.

It should be remarked that superduty brick generally present a slightly rough

appearance. There is some surface crazing and cracking, and usually the better brick

from a seryice standpoint has a poorer looking surface.
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Two types of superduty fire-(day brick [(5) and (6)1 are available. The distinction

between the two types is largely a matter of degree of crystalline conversion, or
stability.

In the operation of three-phase electric steel furnaces, during slack business

periods, superduty brick have been found to give more economical operation in the

roofs than silica brick. They are also used at times in the roofs of three-phase nickel

furnaces, and three-phase arc furnaces operating on ferrochrome.

Another type of brick that li(i8 within the same range of alumina-silica as the

superduty fire-clay brick is that made from kaolin (7). Crude kaolin shrinks to a
greater extent during firing than do mor't fire clays. This fact introduces manu-
facturing difficulties which are liffi ‘ult and expensive to overcome. One of the most
widely known brick of tlii** type is j eported to be made largely of kaolin calcined to a

very high temperature, widi scene crude kaolin for bonding material. The brick is

strong and dense, has a P.C.E. of about cone 34 and a resistance to spalling in the

same range as that of superduty brick made of fire clay. If used to a temperature

higher than that to which it was originally fired, about 2900“F., the continued shrink-

age characteristics of kaolin again become evident. This shrinkage may or may not

be harmful, according to conditions.

HIGH ALUMINA BRICK

Columns (8) to (18)

Brick of the 50 per cent alumina class are customarily made from diasporitic clays

in combination with clays of the type used in superduty or high-heat-duty brick.

They are used less generally than the superduty brick, probably because of the price

differential, but for certain s(;rvices their higher refractoriness justifies their installa-

tion. Brick of the 50 per cent alumina class are made in at least three modifications.

The first (8) is similar in character and properties to the superduty brick but has a

P.C.E. about one cone higher. It may not be quite so stable in volume as superduty

brick, owing mainly to the shrinkage of the diaspore, although this point is open to

discussion on the basis of both stTvice records and laboratory tests. The second type

(9) is a stronger, tougher brick, of smooth surface and greater apparent density; it is

used where slag attack is the primary consideration. This type of brick is not so

resistant to spalling nor so stable in volume as the first type, but its greater resistance

to the attack of slags justifies its use. The third type (10), made from Pennsylvania

nodular clays, has been in use longer than either of the first two. The toughness and

strength of this product make it strongly resistant to abrasion. Its service is confined

largely to rotary cement kilns.

In the 60 per cent alumina clas.s, two standard types as well as some special types

are available; all the 60 per cent alumina brick have about the same P.C.E., cone

36 to 37 (3300°F.). Of the standard types, one (11) is highly resistant to spalling

and is in the same class in this respect as superduty brick. In laboratory tests, brick

of this type are stable in volume even at extremely high temperatures. In general

they show a slight expansion when reheated for 5 hr. at 2912°F. It is not regarded as

definitely established that they are as stable in volume under service conditions as the

laboratory tests would indicate. The second type (12) is a tougher brick, more

resistant to abrasion and slag action but leas resistant to spalling conditions than

brick of the first type. Both types of brick are made from combinations of Missouri

diaspore and fire clay, and their different characteristics result from the manner in

which the components arc sized and combined.

A special 60 per cent alumina brick is available which is highly resistant to load

under soaking heats. This brick (13) is mode from fused alumina, diaspore, and fire
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clay. Still another type, the so-called sillimanite brick (14) (made from Indian

kyanite and domestic fire clay), falls in the 60 per cent alumina class. These brick

are exceedingly stable and highly resistant to chemical attack and solution by soda,

lime, and most commercial glasses in the molten condition. They are attacked

rather readily by metallic oxides—particularly those of iron and lead.

In the 70 per cent alumina class there are again at least three types of brick avail-

able. Two of these are made mainly from diasporitic clays. One (15) is of open

structure, with about 31 to 34 per cent porosity, and has a marked stability of volume.

The second (16) is dense and tough and more resistant to abrasion than brick of the

first type. These brick are close to the mullite composition, which is the only stable

form for alumina-silica combinations at high temperatures, as shown in Fig. 13.

iThe thir4 type of 70 per cent alumina refractory is electrocast mullite. This

refractory, being fused and cast, should have its reactions completed and, owing to

its high density (porosity nearly zero), it is exceptionally resistant to molten-glass

slags. Unfortunately, blocks of this type are not resistant to sudden temperature

change and even after the most careful annealing are likely to spall in exposed portions

of the furnace structure.

Brick of 80 and 90 per c(;nt alumina (17 and 18) are available for use in furnaces

of extraordinarily severe service requirements. They arc made from diaspore and

corundum with suitable bond and are substantially corundum and mullite when
burned.

In general, it should be said that most refractory materials are better if made by
the power-press or vacuum-press rather than by the handmade process. This is par-

ticularly true of superduty and high alumina brick. It is a decided advantage to use

standard shapes from the standpoint of both quality and cost, where this is possible.

If special shapes are necessary they should, if possible, be designed so that they may be

power pressed.

The mortar materials used for laying high-alumina brick usually present no
exceptional problems. The same principles discussed above are merely adapted to

the high-alumina mixes.

BASIC REFRACTORIES

Magnesite.—The mineral magnesite, MgCOs, is the source of the most important
refractories for metallurgical furnaces that use a basic process. This natural mineral

occurs in many parts of the world. Prior to the First World War, practically all the

magnesite used in this country was produced in Austria and Hungary. In the United
States, deposits in Washington and California have been developed and the former

brought to a high rate of production since 1914. Deposits in Russia and Manchukuo
have also been developed. Magnesite is now also being produced from sea-water
bitterns in California and Japan and from sea water and dolomite in the East and in

England. Refractory magnesite is also being produced in Canada by concentration

from rock containing calcite, dolomite, and brucite.^

Magnesite* dissociates on heating, by tbe release of carbon dioxide; the product
is magnesia (MgO), which develops, either simultaneously or on further heating, a
crystalline structure, and is then known as periclase. . . . When dead-burned or

sintered, magnesium oxide is resistant to hydration and carbonation at the tempera-

ture and pressure of the atmosphere. . . . Strictly the name magnjraite should refer

only to the mineral MgCCh but common usage applies it to most of the manufactmed
products with a classifying prefatory word, e.(7., dead-burned magnesite and caustic.

» XJ%8. pa^t 2208186v M. F. Goudoo.
"

Induatrial Roojw aad Mineral*}, Chap. XXIV, pp. 433-447, AJ,M MM.,
'1937. / -
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For the most part these products are actually magnesia. . . . Dead-burned (or sin-

tered) magnesite is the product obtained by calcining magnesite at a temperature of

2640 to 3000°F., which dispels virtually all of the ('O 2 and sinters the grains to dense

particles suitable for refractory purposes/’

There is considerable variation in the composition of magnesites from various

deposits. Table 9 giVes a few typical analyses:

Table 9.—Dead-burned Magnesite

Source MgO Si02 AI 2O 3 FcaOs CaO
Igni-

tion

loss

Chewelah, Washington, regular 81.6 6.9
1

1 .5 4.6 3.3 0.1

flotation 88.3 4.9 1 .5 2.2 3.0 0.1

f84.5
1

5.1 0.3 7.3 2.3 0.1
Sea water, California

190.3 !
5.1 0.7 1.3 1.8 0.7

Austria 83.0 5.8 1.7 4.0 5.0 0.2

Czechoslovakia 88.9
1

0.6 0.5 6.5 2.4 0.9

Russia 92.5 1.5 0.5 1.6 2.2 0.6

Manchukuo 92.0 3.7 1.0 1.5 1.6 0.1

Burned Magnesite Brick.—It has been customary to make magnesite brick of a

blend of dead-burned magnesites in order to secure the desired properties in the burned

product. The magnesite grains are ground to the desired fineness, mixed with about

4 per cent water and a small amount of organic binder, tempered in a wet pan or

^ixer, and formed into brick on a Boyd or hydraulic press. After drying, they are

burned to cone 18 or cone 23.

The burned brick are exceedingly strong and show cold crushing strengths varying

from 7000 to over 10,000 lb. per sq. in. Their density is about 170 lb. per cu. ft.,

and their porosity about 18 to 22 per cent. They are not resistant to spalling and

fail by shear in a load test of 25 lb. per sc|. in. when a temperature of about 2650 to

2700°F. is reached. Their chief advantagejsjheir d^^

acter a^ad-CQlisequent resistance to. basic slags.

The melting-point of pure magnesia is 5072°F. ± 23°F. (Day-Sosman scale).

This is the highest of any of the oxides listed by F. C. Kracek,i with the exception

of thoria which is estimated at 5520°F.

Tho mean specific heat of magnesite brick is high compared with most refractories.

Values are shown in Table 1 .

The thermal copductiyity of magnesite brick also is high in comparison with fire

clay, silica, and chrome brick values as given in Table 2 and Fig. 4.

M^nesite brick tend to react with other refractories at high temperatures, partic-

ularlythose of a^^^ ^^Mbdefn Keframbry^^^^

tio^^T^giv^ temperafuFes at wKich reactions occur between brick of different types.

Beactions may occur* between brick and mortar at lower temperatures.

Magnesite brick Will hydrate in contact with steam. This fact makes it necessary

to exercise caution in stbnhg magne^tb except on dry floors if they are near

furnaces, to avoid using an excess of water in bonding mortar and also to avoid leaky

water cooling pipes in furnaces.

* ICxtA.caiK, Mdtmg and Tranjrformiwllton Temperatures of Mineral and Allied Substanoes, Qeo. 3oc.

Am., i$]>eo. Fapers 80, Sec. H, “ Handbook of Physical Constants,” edited by F. Birch, pp, 139-174, 1942.
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Table 10.—Reaction Temperatubes between Different Refractories
(Degrees centigrade)

High

Type of refractory brick

Silica Fire clay
alumina

(70%
AI 2O )

Chrome Magnesite Forsterite

A B A B A B A B A B A B

Silica 1500 * 1600 * No reaction 1500 1600 1700 1700
Fire clay ir)00 * No reaction 1600 * 1400 1500 1500 1600
High-alumina (70% AljOs). .

.

1600 * No reaction 1600 1000 1500 * 1700 1700
Chrome No reaction 1000 * 1600 1600 No reaction No reaction
Magneaite 1500 1600 1400 1500 1.500 * No reaction No reaction
Foraterite 1700 1700 1500 1600 1700 1700 No reaction No reaction

A Reaction first observed.

B Reaction first became damaging.
* Not damaging.

1400°C. « 2552°F. 1500°C. = 2732®F. lOOO^C. » 2912°F. 1700°C. => 3092°F.

Metalkase and Chemically Bonded Magnesite Brick.—Within recent years,
chemically bonded magnesite brick have been introduced to the trade and have
gained increasingly large fields of usefulness. These brick genc^rally contain some
chrome ore mixed with magnesite, and this combination produces a radical change in
properties. As indicated above, they depend upon a chemical bond for their mechan-
ical strength and are unburned.

Many of the chemically bonded magnesite brick are of the metal-encased type.
The brick are covered on three sides with sheet steel. They have the high refractori-
ness and slag-resisting qualities of burned magnesite brick and are much more resistant
to spalling than burned brick. They are used extensively in openhearth furnace
walls, electric-furnace side walls, and copper-reverberatory furnace roofs.

Chrome.—Thirty years ago chrome brick were very sparingly used in furnace
construction. They were used mainly as intermediate courses between magnesite
and silica brick to prevent chemical reaction between them. Today chrome brick
are very widely used and with chrome ramming mixtures for furnace bottoms and
furnace chrome for patching or fettling material are highly important materials for
furnace construction.

Commercial chrome ores vary greatly in composition. They con^st primarily
of a complex spinel, RO.E^Oa, based on the well-known 1 : 1 ratio, but with four com-

ponents instead of two. The formula might be given f in which the FeO
L MgO.Al208

and MgO and correspondingly the Cr^Oa and AbOa vary over wide limits yet maintain
the 1 ; 1 ratio of the RO component to the R2O3 component.

In commercial chrome ores, there is also a fairly large propqrtion of impurities in
the form of magnesium silicates: tak, serpentine, olivine, and others. Typical chem-
ical analyses of the chrome ore used in refractories are given in Table 11. Ores in
which the CrjiO, content exceeds 46 per cent p,re commonly used for metallurgical or
chemical purposes and not for the manufacture of refractories. In general, the com-
bined CrgOa and AlaOj should about equal or exceed 60 per cent in ores suitable for
refractory purposes. If this condition is met, ores having a CraOa content as low as
30 per cent ^ake quite satisfactory chrome refractories. Satisfactory ore is found in
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southern Rhodesia, Greece, New Caledonia, India, Cuba, the Philippines, Russia,

and Turkey. There are large bodies of ore in the United States in Montana, Cali-

fornia, and Wyoming, but these require concentration before they are usabler and up
to the present time these ores have not been used for refractories. The grinding

necessary for purification puts them in too fine a state of subdivision to be suitable for

brickmaking purposes. They should be suitable for furnace chrome if they could be
made available at competitive cost.

Table 11.—Chrome Ore as Used in Refractories

Source eVaOa SiO. A 1.0

I

FeO MgO C^aO
Ignition

loss
Total

i

Cuba 31.8
i

‘6.3 27. 2 13.0 18.5 0.6 2.2 99.6

Cuba . . 36.9 2.5 28, 2 13.5 17.1 0.3 0.8 99.3

Greece 40.0 4.6 21, 9 15.2 16.7 0.7 1.4 100.5

India 46.7 3.8 17. 3 18.8 13.1
1

ND 2.0 100.7

Philippines 33.9 4.4 29..5 12.8 17.9 0.2 1.3 100.0

Rhodesia. . 45.4 8.2 13 .4 15.8 15.1 ND
1

3.1 101 .0

Russia 41.4 7.5 18 .2 14.4 16.5 ND 3.8 101.8

Chrome ore has been found and mined from time to time in the eastern part of the

United States, but it occurs in small pockets or lenses. No large deposits are known.

There have been great advances in technical knowledge concerning chrome brick

in the last decade. Formerly the brick were made by grinding the chrome ore in a

wet pan with about 3.5 to 6 per <?ent water, molding the brick on a Boyd press, and

burning them to about cone 16. Brick made in this manner possessed, of course, the

chemically neutral characteristics that made them satisfactory as an intermediate

course between silica and magnesite brick, but they were highly sensitive to rapid

temperature change and failed under a load of 25 lb. per sq. in. at temperatures varying

from 2350 to 2600°F. As a result of the increase in technical information, it was

found that most of the low-melting silicate impurities in the chrome ore could be con-

verted into forsterite, 2Mg0.Si02, by adding magnesite to the brick mix and firing.

Were the magnesite not added, the silicate impurities in the chrome ore would be

converted largely to clino-enstatite, MgO.SiOu, on firing. Since forsterite has a

melting point of 3470°F. and clino-enstatite one of approximately 2840°F., it is evident

that chrome brick bonded with clino-enstatite will fail by softening or shearing at a

much lower temperature than chrome brick bonded with forsterite. The practice of

converting the low-melting silicates to forsterite by the addition of magnesite is used

in many chrome brick on the market today. Brick made in this manner do not

fail in the load test at 25 Ib./sq. in. until temperatures of 2800 to 3000°F. are reached.^

The same principle is used in making chemically bonded chrome brick. Brick of this

type have high cold crushing strength, 5000 to 6000 lb. per sq. in., are very constant

in volume even whea heated to high temperatures, 2900 to 3000®F., and show much

greater resistance to spalling conditions than do regular burned chrome brick.

Ramming mixes made largely of chrome ore but with minor additions to increase

plasticity and cold-setting strength are being quite extensively used in heating-

furnace and openhearth furnace bottoms. Finely ground chrome ore with or without

the addition of plasticizers is extensively used for patching or spooning openhearth

furnace walls.

» Method of Making Chromite Refractories, G. E. Beil, U.S. patent 2037600; Refractory, Harvey

and McDowell, U.S. patent 2053146; Chrome Ore Refractories, Harvey and Birch, U.S. patent 2077796,
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Bolomite.—Dolomite is a mineral that in the pure state consists of magnesium and
calcium carbonates in equal molecular proportions. Dolomite is widely distributed

and occurs abundantly in many parts of the United States. Some of the deposits

are quite pure and approach the theoretical composition, but many of them are high in

impurities and contain an excess of lime. Dolomite is much cheaper than magnesite

and is extensively used both in the raw and in the calcined state for patching or

fettling openhearth furnace bottoms. The calcined product, being a mixture of

magnesia and lime, is very refractory, and it would be among the most useful of

refractories were it not for the fact that lime cannot be dead-burned, at least not in

commercial kilns. The lime hydrates upon exposure to the atmosphere. Much
research work has been done and many patents have been issued covering means of

overcoming tliis shortcoming. It is now common practice to add iron ore and other

fluxes to the dolomite in order to form a stable sintered grain for patching openhearth
furnace bottoms.

Burned brick made from dolomite have not been successful in service in this coun-
try, although they are now used to some extent in England. It is possible to produce
brick that will not hydrate under reasonable treatment, but the stabilizing agents
added cause high shrinkage when the brick are heated to high temperatures. Such
brick are also sensitive to spalling influences.

Special Refractories.—Silicon carbide brick are used extensively in applications

in which resistance to abrasion at high temperatures or high thermal conductivity
are of primary importance. They have proved of advantage, for example, in the side

walls of boiler furnaces at the clinker line of chain-grate stokers. They are also used
to form the muffles in certain furnaces in which exposure of the material to furnace
gases would be deleterious. Silicon-carbide brick are not resistant to iiiolten iron

or iron oxide. They also have a tendency to oxidize or decompose under oxidizing

conditions at high temperatures, which may be a disadvantage in some applications.

Were it not for their high cost, silicon-carbide brick would doubtless be much more
extensively used.

Forsterite refractories made from natural olivine and magnesite* were introduced
several years ago and are finding a gradually widening market. The natural olivine
contains some low-melting silicates, and these are largely converted to forsteriteby
combining with the magnesite during firing. Forsterite brick are being used in
certain parts of the roofs of copper reverberatory furnaces, in copper holding furnaces,
in steel furnaces, and in rotary kilns.

Zirconia and Zircon^ the oxide and silicate of zirconium, respectively, seem to offer

good possibilities on account of their high refractoriness. However, the raw materials
on the market are mainly recovered from sand and are in too fine a state of subdivision
to produce a dense refractory body by present-day manufacturing methods. They
are high in cost. In general, brick made from these materials are not resistant to
metallic slags. It is reported, however, that they have given good service in phos-
phate smelting furnaces and in glass furnace feeder ports. They are also useful in

the manufacture of small crucibles and other laboratory ware.
Carbon Refractories .—Clay materials containing carbon in some form have been

in use for a long time. Carbon itself must be considered a refractory of high grade
which can be used wherever the possibility of continuous oxidation is excluded.

Brick were made many years ago from mixture of crushed coke and clay or crushed
coke bonded with tar. Such mixtures are usually hand rammed, dried, and fired in
muffles with as complete exclusion of air as possible. The carbonisation of the tar
cements the coke particles into a compact mass. The coke may also be replaced by

1 BiBCH and Habvidt. Forsterite and Other Magnesium Silicates as Refractories, /owr. Am. C^am.
Soc., Vol. 1% PP. 17&-1C2, 1936.
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graphite. Refractories of this type combine high heat-resisting power with excellent

thermal conductivity.

Mixtures of clay and graphite are used very largely in the crucibles employed, in

the melting of metals and in steel ladle stoppers.

Alumina spinel, MgO.AbOjj, offers much promise as a refractory, but has not
made much headway because of high cost and manufacturing difficulties. It has a
high melting point. No low-melting eutectics exists between pure alununa and mag-
nesia. During the First World War, brick made from bauxite and magnesite were
used quite extensively, but later their \ise was discontinued and it has not, been
revived.

Insulating Refractories.— he ' se of insulating firebrick has increased rapidly

within the last few years. Fhere is a great advantage in the low thermal conductivity

and low heat capacity of tlicse biick, and where there is no slag and the temperatures

is not too high, considerable economies can be effected by their use. The A.S.T.M.

has classified insulating block and insulating firebrick on the basis of density and of

constancy of volume when subjected to a reheat test. The five classes are shown in

Table 12.

Table 12.

—

Grouping of Insulating Firebrick

Group
identification

Permanent linear c.hange

not more than 2% when
tested at

Bulk density, lb.

per cu. ft., not

greater than

16 ISSO^F. (846°C.) 34

20 1950°F. (1065°C.) 40

23 2250°F. (1230°C.) 48

26 2550“F. (1400°C.) 52

28 2750°F. (1510°C.) 1 60

Brick in group 16 are intended for use at temperatures up to approximately 1600®F.

Natural diatomaceous earth and certain light-weight clay refractories meet this

classification. Groups 20, 23, and 26, to be used at temperatures of 2000, 2300, and

2600°F., respectively, include brick that are usually made from fire clay mixed with

some type of organic material such as sawdust or coke, which is burned out in the

firing process, leaving a porous structure.

Group 28 brick arc made from high-grade kaolin or high-alumina materials.

Still another type of insulating brick is made from silica ganister with an organic

burnout. These bricks are widely used for insulating tfie silicsTBrlck crowns of glass

tanks.
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Table 13.—Application op the Common Types of Refractory Brick and of

Insulation in Furnace Construction^

Type of furnace

Air furnace

Annealing furnace

Arches, sprung

Arches, suspended

Bake oven

Blast furnace:

Copper

Iron

Lead

Blast-furnace stove, iron. . . .

Boiler setting

Carbon baking furnace

Application

Bottom
Side walls

Roof

Stack base

Stack

Lining
( ’ombustion chamber
Backing

Complete

C/omplote

C'ornbust ion chamber
Lining

Backing

Crucible

Shaft

Settlers

Hearth and bosh

Inwall

Top
Piping

Crucible and shaft

Lining

Dome
Well wall

Checkers

(k)mbustion chamber
Arches and side walls

Bridge walls

Baffles

Second pass

Backing

Lining

Kinds of brick used ^

(alone or in combination)

3 -A, 1-B«, 2-B

1-A, 1-B

1-A, 1-B

1-B

3-C, 1-D

1-B, 1-C, (i-A

1-A, 1-B, 2-A, 2-B

l-(^ 3-D, G-B

1, 2, 3, G-A, 7

1-A, 1-B, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6-A, 7

1-A, 1-B, 2-A, 2-B

1-A, 3-B, 1-C

1-C^, 3-D, 6-A, 6-B

1-B, l-C, 4, 5

1-B, l-C

4,5
1-B

1-B

l-B

1-C

l-B, 3-C

1-B

1-A, 1-B

1-A, 1-B, 2-A, 2-B

l-A, 1-B, 2-A, 2-B

l-A, l-B, 2

1-A, 1-B, 2

1-A, 1-B, 2

1-B

1-B, 1-C

1-C, 3-D
1-A, 1-B

1 In some cases the aupucations given may appear to be conflicting. It must be borne in mind that

both furnace designs and operating conditions vary

meats vary correspondingly.

* 1. Fire-clay brick

1-A Superduty
1-B High-heat duty
1-C Intermediate-heat duty

1-

D Low-heat duty
2.. High-alumina brick

2-

A 50% alumina class

2-B 60 % alumina class

2-C 70 % alumina class

2-D <80 % alumina class

2-BJ*90% alumina class

considerably; consequently the refractories require-

3. Silica brick

4. Magnesite brick

6. Chrome brick

6. Insulation

6-A Insulating refractory brick

6-B Insulating brick

7. Forsteritfe
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Table 13.—Application of the Common Types op Refractory Brick and op
Insulation in Furnace Construction.'

—

{Continued)

Type of furnace Application
Kinds of brick used

(alone or in combination)

Carbureter

:

Oil gas Lining 1-B

Checkers 1-A, 1-B, 1-C

Water gas Lining 1-B

Cl cokers 1-A, LB, 1-C, 2

Coal gas benches Retorts 3

! Set { ings 1-B

Coke oven:

By-product Above floor 3, 6-A, 6-B

Below floor 1-B

Regenerators 1-B

Checkers 1-B, 3

Flues 1-B, 1-C

Doors l-B, 1-C

Backing b-B

Beehive Floors and doors 1-B

Walls and crown 1-B, 3

Converter:

Copper Lining 4, 5

Nickel Lining 4,5
Steel Lining 3

Crucible furnace Lining 1-A, 1-B, 2

Cupola Lining (except melting zone) 1-B, 1-C

Melting zone 1-A, 1-B, 1-C, 3

Backing 1-C

Distillation furnace, zinc . . . Outer wails 1-A, 1-B

Center walls 1-A, 1-B, 3

Roof 1-A, 1-B

Dross furnace (nonferrous) .

.

Bottoms 1-A, 1-B, 4

Side walls 1-A, 1-B, 2, 4

Side walls (at slag line) 2,4
Roof 1-A, 1-B, 2

Electric furnace:

Brass Complete lining 1-A, 1-B, 2, 2-B

Steel (acid) Bottom 3

Side walls 3

Door jambs 1-A, 1-B, 3

Roof 1-A, 1-B, 2-B, 2-E, 3

Steel (basic) Bottoms 4

Side walls 3,4
Door jambs 1-A, 1-B, 3

Roof .
1-A, 1-B, 3, 2-B, 2-E

Enameling furnace 1 Complete lining 1-A, 1-B

tiers 1-A, 1-B, 2-A, 2-E

Enamel frit furnace Complete lining 1-A, 1-B
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Table 13.—Application of the ('ommon Typer of Refractory Brick and of

Insulation in Furnace (construction.^

—

{Continued)

Type of furnace Application
Kinds of brick used

(alone or in combination)

Forge furnace

Generator

:

Lining 1-A, LB, 2-A, 2-B

Oil gas Complete lining LA, LB
Producer gas Complete lining LA, LB
Water gas Complete lining LB

Wall (at clinker line) 2-A

Glass lehrs Complete lining l-B, 6-A

Backing 6-B

Glass pot furnace Lining LA, LB, 2

Glass tank (continuous and

Crowns LA, LB, 3

day) Regenerators LA, LB
(dicckers 1-A,1-B,2-A,2-B,2-R, 4,7
Ports LA, LB, 2, 2-E, 3

Breast walls 2-E, 3

Roof 3

Bottoms and side walls Flux blocks

Gypsum kettle Complete lining LA, LB
Backing LC, 6 A, 6-B

Heating furnace Bottoms and- several courses

in side walls LA, LB, 4, 5

Side walls LA, LB, 2-A, 2-B, 6-A

Holding furnace:

Roof LA, LB, 2-A, 2-B, 6-A

Copper Lining LA, 4

Nickel

Incinerator:

Lining 4

Municipal (/oniplete lining LA, LB
i

Backing LC, LD
Paper mill

Kilns:

Lining LB

Cement, rotary Burning zone 2, 4,7
Intermediate zone 1-A, LB
Cold zone LB, LC
Coolers LC

Ceramic, periodic Lining LA, LB
Combustion chambers LA, LB, 2

Backing LC, LD, 6-A, 6-B

Ceramic, continuous Lining

Burning zone (walls and
LA, LB

arch) LA, LB, 2, 3

Backing LC, LD, 6-A, 6-B

Dolomite, rotary Burning zone LB, 2, 4, 7

Intermediate zone LA, LB, 2-0

Cold zone LB, LC
'

Coolers LC, 1-D
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Table 13.—Application of the Common Types of Refractory Brick and of
Insulation in Furnace Construction.^— {Continued)

Type of furnace

Kilns: Cent.

Lime, rotary

Lime, vertical shaft arul

pot type

Ladles:

Copper

Steel, tapping.

Treadwell ....

Litharge furnace;

liocornotive firebox. . . ,

Malleable-iron furnace

Melting furnace:

Aluminum—
Brass

Copper, anode and wire

bar

Metal mixer

Muffle furnace

Openhearth furnace:

Steel (acid)

Application

Burning zone

Intermediate zone

fbld zone

C< olers

I

Lh ’ing

Top lining

Hot zone and arches

Biers

Lining

Complete lining

Complete lining

Bottom
Lower walls

Upper walls

Roof

Complete lining

Bottom
Side walls

Bungs
Stack base

Stack

Lining

Bottom
Lower side wall

Upper side wall

Roof

Bottom
Lower side wall

Upper side wall

Roof

Complete lining

Complete lining

Muffle

Furnace lining

Checker chamber lining

Checkers

Top course checkers

Backing checker chambers

Stack

Kinds of brick used

(alone or in combination)

1-B, 2, 4, 7

LA, LB
LB, LC
LC, LD

LA, LB
1-B, LC
LA, LB, 2, 3

LA, LB, 2, 3

LB, 4

LB, LC, LD
LA, LB
4

4

LB
LB, 2-B

LB
LA, LB
LA, LB
LA, LB
LB
LC, LD

LA, LB, 2-E

LB
4

LA, LB
LA, 3

3,4
4

3,4
3

LA, LB, 6

LB
3, Silicon Carbide

3

LA, LB
LA, LB
LA, LB, 2

LC, LD, 6*A, 6-B

LC, LD
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Tablm 13.

—

Application of the Common Types of Refractory Brick and of

Insulation in Furnace Construction.^—{Continued)

Type of furnace Application
Kinds of brick used

(alone or in combination)

Openhearth furnaces: Coni.

Steel (basic) Bottom 4,5
Bottom walls to slag line 4

SU^pca 4, 5

Upper front walls 3, 4, 5

Upper back walls 3, 4, 5

Upper end walls 3, 4,5
CU>rncr walls 4,5

Ports 4,5
Water-cooled ports 2-A, 2-B, 2-C

Bulkheads 3, 4, 5

C'hecker chamber lining 1-A, 1-B

(/heckers 1-A, 1-B

Top courses checkers 1 A, 1-B, 2-B, 3

Backing (*hecker chambers 6-A, G-B

Stack 1-C

Puddle furnace (k)mplete lining 1-A, 1-B

Recuperatcfi's Complete lining 1-B

Refining furnace {see Melt-

ing furna(^e)

Refining furnace (nonfer-

rous) Bottom 1-B, 4

Side walls to slag line 4

Side walls upper 1-A, 1-B, 2, 3

Roof 1-A, 1-B, 2, 3

Regenerators Complete lining 1-A, 1-B

(checkers 1-A, 1-B, 2, 3

Backing 1-C, 1-D, 6-A, 6-B

Reverberatory furnace:

Copper Side walls 3,4
Roof 3, 4

Taps 4,5
Lead Bottom 1-B

Side walls 1-A, 1-B, 2

Side walls at slag line 2-C, 4

Roof i1

Nickel Lining In general similar to

those used in copper

reverberatory furnaces

Roasters Complete lining 1-B

Silicate of soda furnace Bottom 1-B

Side walls 1-A, 1-B

Roof 1-A, 1-B, 2, 3
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Table 13.—Application of the Common Types of Refractory Brick and of

Insulation in Furnace (Construction. ^

—

{Continued)

Type of furnace Application
Kinds of brick used

(alone or in combination)

Soaking pits (steel) Bottom 4,5
Ix)wer side walls 4,5

Side walls 1-A, 1-B

Roof 1-A, LB
B icki'ig l-C, 1-D, 6-A, 6-H

Soda~recovory furnace (pa

per mill) . . .
.*

j

lit tom 5

! Willis l-B, 5

Backing l-C, 1-D, 6-A, 6-B

Softening furnace {nee Rever-

beratory furnace, lead)
!

Stacks, chimneys
I

Stack base 1-B, l-C

Lining l-C, 1-D

Stills (oil refining) Lining

( Combustion chamber, pai-

1-A, 1-B, 6-A, 6-B

ticulaiiy at slag line 1-A, 1-B, 2

Bridgewall 1-A, 1-B, 2

Bat^king l-C, 1-D

Superheater (water gas) Complete lining 1-B

Checkers 1-B, l-C

Welding furnace ( Complete lining 1-A, 1-B, 2-A, 2-B

Bottom 1-B, 4, 5

Zinc distillation furnace (see

Distillation furnace, zintO

Zinc oxide furnace (’omplete lining 1-A, 1-B, 3

Table 13 is taken from the section on Refractories by McDowell and (luenther in “ Handbook of

Engineering Fundamentals,’' edited by O. W. Eshbach, John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1930. It has been

revised and extended by the authors and is used with the permission of the above cited authors, edi 1 ;0r,

and publisher (1946).
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Table 14.—American IIefractories Institute Standard Sizes of Firebrick

Standard 9 X 4}^ X 2,12 in. Series

9" straight 2 I 2
" series 9" X 43^5" X 23^2

"

Small 9" brick 2 I
2

'' series 9" X SH" X 2H"
9" soap 2,^^" series 9" X 23"^" X 2t^"

9" checker 2 I
2

'' series 9" X 2 ^ 4
" X 2'^i"

9'' split brick 2 ^

2
^' series 9" X 41

2

" X Hi"
9" - T brick 2 I 2

'' .series 9" X 41^" X 2"

9" No. 1 arch 21 2
" series 9" X 43^" X (23'^^" - 234 ")

9" No. 2 arch 2 ) 2
" series 9" X 432" X (2H" - IH"

9" No. 3 arch 2 ^ 2
'' series 9" X 432 " X (232" - 1") )

9" No. 1 wedge 2 ^
2
" series 9" X 43^" X (21^" -- IK")

9" No. 2 wedge 2 ^
2
" series 9" X 432 " X (232^" - 132 ")

9" No. 1 key 2^2^^ series 9" X (4K" - 4'0 X 23^" "

9'' No. 2key 2 ^
2

^^ series 9" X (43^^" - 3H") X 23^
9'' No. 3 key 23 *

2
^' series 9" X (4K" - 3") X 2K" "

9" No. 4 key 2 ^
2

'' series 9" X (4K" - 2li") X 23^
9" feather edge 23

'

2
'' series 9" X 4K" X (2K" - K")

9" neck brick 23^

2
^' scries 9" X 434" X (2K" - K")

9" end skew 2^2 " series (9" X 6^") X 4K" X 2K"
9" side skevV 23^" series 9" X (43^" - 2K") X 2K"
9'^ edge skew 212 " series 9" X (43i" - 1,4") X 23<2"

9" jamb brick 2 ^ 2
^' series 9" X 43i" X 234"

Large 9" straight 2b2'^ series 9" X 6 ^/4" X 232
" 3" series 9" X (>:4" X 3"

Large 9'' No. 1 Wedge 2? 2
" series 9" X 6:4" X (2^2" - IK")

3" series 9" X 64" X (3" - 24")
Large 9^^ No. 2 Wedge 23-^" series 9" X 64" X (23. 2

" - 13^")

3" series 9" X 64" X (3" - 23^")

Large 9" No 3 Wedge 9" X 64" X (3" - 2")

Flat back straight 9" X 6" X 23':^"

Flat back sprit 9" X 6" X 44"
No. 1 flat back arch 9" X 6" X (332" ~ 23^")

No. 2 flat back arch 9" X 6" X (314
" - 2")

9" X 6" X 23^" straight 9" X 6" X 24 "

9'' X 6" X 3" straight 9" X 6" X 3"

9" X 6" X 22 " No. 1 key 9" X (6" - 54") X 2312
"

9" X 6" X 31. No. 1 key 9" X (6" - 54") X 3"

9" X 6" X No. 2 key 9" X (6" - 4146 ") X 234"’

9" X 6" X 3" No. 2 key 9" X (6" - 4146") X 3" .

12'' X r' X 3" straight 12" X 6" X 3"

13>^" X 6" X 21^" straight 133^" X 6" X 23^"

13J^" X 6" X 3" straight 133^" X 6" X 3"

12" X 6" X 3" No. 1 wedge 12" X 6" X (3" - 24")
12" X 6" X 3" No. 2 wedge 12" X 6" X (3" - 214 ")

12" X 6" X 3" No. 3 wedge 12" X 6" X (
3" - 2")

13}^" X 6" X 3" No. 1 wedge 133^" X 6" X (3" - 24")

13M"X 6" X 3" No. 2 wedge 134" X 6" X (3" - 2K")
13H" X 6" X 3" No. 3 wedge 1334" X 6" X (3" - 2")

13K" X 6" X 2M" No. 1 key 134" X (6" - 5") X 23^"

13H" X 6" X 3" No, 1 key 1334" X (6" - 5") X 8"

13M" x r X2M" No. 2 key 133i" X (6" - 44 ") X 234"

13H" X 6" X 3" No, 2 key i33r X (6 -- 44") X r
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Table 15.—Weights of Hefractory and Insulating Materials

Material

Average

weight,

lb. per

cu. ft.

Material

Average

weight,

lb. per

cu. ft.

Fire-clay brick: Dead-burned grain niagne-

Handmade 120-129 site, in place, when

Extruded
1

125-140 ^‘burned-in” an open-

Power pressed 125 140 hearth or other furna(;e

Fire-clay materials; bottom * 105-170

Calcined flint clay, in lumps. 77 Finely ground furnace mag-

Finely ground fire clay, in nesite, in bulk 130-140

bulk 1
! 80-85 H-W Periklase bonding mor-

Plastic clay dobies, dry . , .

.

124 tar
!

105-110

High-alumina brick:

50% AljOs 125-135

Chrome brick:

HWR Co 180-190

60% AI 2O 3
* 135-145 H-W Chromox 180-190

70% AUOs 140-145 (Uirome materials:

80% AUOa 147-152 Chrome ore, solid 250

High-alumina material, finely Chrome ore, lumps, in bulk

.

140

ground high-alumina clay,

in bulk 90-95

Finely ground special fur-

nace chrome 135-145

Star silica brick 100-112 Forsterite brick 150-160

Silica materials: Forsterite bonding mortar 100-105

Finely ground silica fire clay

(silica cement) in bulk 75-80

High-temperature bonding

mortars:

Ground ganister (passing a Firebond 75-80

% in. screen and including Harwaco Bond 120-130

fines) 80 Thormolith 130-140

Magnesite brick: Duro acidproof brick 140-146

HWR Co 162-175 Insulating brick * 25-35

H-W Periklase 162-175 Insulating refractory brick .... 35-60

H-W Magnex 180-187 Bulk insulation 12-30

Magnesite materials:

Dead-burned grain magne-

site, in bulk 112
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Table 16.—Approximate Furnace Temperatures

Kind of furnace
Degrees

centigrade

Degrees

Fahrenheit

Air furnace (malleable iron):

Melting chamber, front Up to 1650 Up to 3000

Melting chamber, center Up to 1370 Up to 2500

Melting chamber, at neck Up to 1315 Up to 2400

Base of stack Up to 1315 Up to 2400

By-product coke oven:

. Coking chamber Up to 1200 Up to 2190

(las chamber Up to 1400 Up to 2550

Chopper furnaces:

Blast furnace Up to 815 Up to 1500

Converter ' Up to 1200

Up to 1540

Up to 2190

Up to 2800Reverberatory smelting furnace, hot zone

Reverberatory smelting furnace, cool end Up to 1315 Up to 2400

Gas producer: i

Combustion zone 1370 2500

Gas leaving producer 675 1250

Glass furnaces:

Plate-glass furnace, between pots 1375 2510

Plate glass in pots, working 1050 1920

Plate glass in pots, refining 1310 2390

Tanks meltfid for casting 1325 2420

Annealing glass 440-550 825-1020

Iron and steel furnaces:

Annealing ovens in foundries* 925-1000 1700-1830

Blast furnace:

Front of tuyere 1705 3100

Iron at tapping 1510 2750

Bessemer converter:

Steel funning into ladles 1640 2980
Steel running into molds 1580 2875

Openhearth furnace:

Producer gas entering regenerator 590 1100

Producer gas leaving regenerator 1200 2190
Air leaving regenerator 1100 2010

Waste gases entering air chamber Up to 1430 Up to 2600

Waste gases entering gas chamber Up to 1315 Up to 2400

Waste gases in flue to stack 730 1350

Waste gases entering stack 650 1200

Refining steel, apparent flame temperature 1650-1840 3000-3350
Refining steel, interior wall and roof temperature 1530-1620 2785-2950

Steel running into ladles 1580 2875

Ingots in soaking pits 1200 2190
Lead blast furnace 1 1200 2190
Lead refining furnace ; 1090 2000
Portland cement:

Clinkering, range 1260-1540 2300-2800

Cfinkering, average 1430 , 2600
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ESTIMATING BRICKWORK; NUMBER OF BRICK

The following figures may be used for estimating purposes. They apply to refrac-

tory brick only. A small percentage should be added to net amounts to take care

of breakage and cutting.

A square foot of wall requires the following number of 9-in. straight brick;

Thickness of

wall, in.

Number of brick required

1 9 X 4^;^ X 212 9 X 41 iX 3 in.

1

G.4 5.3

9 12.8 10.7

13^2 19.2 16.0

A cubic foot of brickwork requires 17.1 standard 9-in. straight brick of the

series.

A cubic foot of brickwork requires 14.3 standard 9-in. straight brick of the 3-iii.

series.

1000 standard 9-in. straight brick, of the 2} series, closely stacked, occupy

58.6 cu. ft.

1000 standard 9-in. straight brick, of the 3-in. series, closely stacked, occupy

70.3 cu. ft.

A GLOSSARY OF TERMS COMMONLY USED IN THE REFRACTORIES
INDUSTRY

The preceding tables and the following definitions are from “Modern Refractory

Practice” with the permission of the Harbison-Walker Refractories Co.

abrasion. The wearing away of a material at its surface through the cutting

action of solids. Refractories are often subjected to the abrasive action of moving
charges (such as lumps of lime in a vertical lime kiln), dust-laden gases, or tools used

for charging or cleaning.

absorption. As applied to ceramic ware, the ratio of the weight of water which

can be absorbed by the ware to the weight of the dry ware. It is expressed as a

percentage.

acid refractories. Refractories which contain an appreciable amount of free

silica, i.e.f silica uncombined chemically with other materials. Silica brick are com-

posed almost entirely of free silica, and are therefore strongly acid; most fire-clay

brick contain relatively small quantities of free silica, and are therefore less strongly

acid.

amorphous. Lacking crystalline structure or definite molecular arrangement;

wit^iout definite external form.

arc. As applied to circles, any portion of a circumference.

basic refractories. Refractories which contain either magnesia or lime in con-

siderable quantity. Mftgnesite brick, which are largely composed of uncombined
mhgnesia, are ba^c.

t>a^r. A slope of the face of a waft, usually causing a diminution of thickness

as the wall ascends; the angle at which a face of a wall slopes from the vertical.
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British thermal unit. The amount of heat required to raise the temperature of

one pound of water one degree Fahrenlieit.

calcination. An industrial heat-treatment to which many rocks or minerjJ

substances are subjected, mainly for the purpose of effecting dissociation, and driving

off some constituent in the form of a gas. A familiar example is the calcination ol

limestone which, in the process, loses weight and is converted into lime, through loss

of carbon dioxide. Clays are calcined not only for the purpose of driving off com-

bined water, but also to effect shrinkage.

calorie (small). The amount of heat required to raise the temperature of one

gram of water one degree centigrade.

calorie (large). The amount of heat required to raise the temperature of one

kilogram of water one degree centigrade.

ceramics. In its narrower sense the term ceramics applies to ware made from clay

and fired (subjecited to the action of heat), and to the art of making clay ware.

In its broader and more general application it includes also all refractory materials,

cement, lime and plaster, pottery, glass, enamels, glazes, abrasives, and electrical

and thermal insulating products made from earthy materials by the application of

heat.

chord. As applied to circles, a straight line joining two points on a circumference,

chrome brick. Brick made from refractory chrome ore and usually containing

32 to 44 per cent chromic oxide,

cold set. The hardening or ^‘setting” of a mortar material which takes place

merely upon drying. Bonding mortars containing agents which give them greater*

strength after drying than is obtainable with a clay or other refractory base alone are

said to be cold setting.

colloid. *'A condition of the dispersion of a substance in a medium, the peculiar

characters of the substance depending upon the size of the particles.^’—Friend.

Colloidal particles are invisible under the muiroscope, and their diameters arc

believed to lie roughly between one-tenth and one-thousandth of a micron. Par-

ticles of smaller diameter are of molecular dimensions. Cllue, starch, and gelatin are

typical colloids, and many clays are at least in part colloidal.

congruent melting. The change of a substance, when heated, from the solid form

to a liquid of the same composition. The melting of ice is an example of congruent

melting.

corbel. An arrangement of brick in a wall in which each course of brick projects

beyond the course immediately below it.

corrosion. Gradual wearing away of a solid body through chemical action, as

the rusting of iron. Corrosion of furnace linings through chemical attack by gases,

slags, coal ash, or other fluxes occurs in many types of furnace practij^e.

course. A layer or row of brick as built into a furnace structure,

crystal. A chemically homogeneous solid body having a definite internal molecu-

lar structure and if developed under favorable conditions having a characteristic

external form, bounded by plane surfaces,

crystalline, ("omposed of crystals.

dead-burned magnesite. A hard, dense, granular material obtained by calcining

magnesite rock at a temperature high enough to form a product inert to atmospheric

moisture and carbon dioxide. It is composed essentially of magnesia, MgO, usually

with a few per cent of other oxides.
;

density. The mass of a unit volume of a substance. It is usually expressed either

in grams per cubic centimeter, or in pounds j)er cubic foot,

devitrification. The change in a solid body from a glfissy state to a crystalline

condition*
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dobie. A molded block of ground clay, usually crudely formed.

Dutch oven. A combustion chamber built outside and cormectcjd with a furnace,

erosion. Wearing away of a solid through abrasion or corrosion, or through
removal of loosened particles by the action of a moving gas, liquid, or solid. In

furnace practice, the blowing away by the furnace gases, or washing away by a slag

or molten bath, of loosened particles of refractory material from the lining is called

erosion. The sand-blast action of dust-laden gases moving at high velocity is an
example of erosion caused by abrasion. The washing away of grog particles from a

brick by a molten slag, after the bond of the brick has been weakened by c.hemical

attack, illustrates erosion ret-ulting from corrosion.

eutectic temperature. The l owest melting temperature in a series of mixtures

of two or more components.

fillet. The concave curv^ed junction of two surfaces which would otherwise meet

at an angle. Fillets are used at reentrant angles in the design of brick shapes to

lessen the danger of cracking.

firebrick. In its broader application, this term refers to refractory brick of any

type; in its narrower and more usual application, it refers specifically to brick made
of fire clay.

fire-clay brick. Brick manufactured essentially from refractory fire clays,

flux. A substance or mixture which promotes fusion of a solid material by chem-

ical action. The ashes of many coals, and various other materials, act as fluxes upon

refractories.

furnace chrome. Finely ground chrome ore suitable for laying brick or for patch-

ing or daubing in furnaces.

furnace magnesite. Finely ground dead-burned magnesite, suitable for use as a

joint material in laying magnesite brick, and for patching or daubing furnace masonry.

fusion. A state of fluidity or flowing, in consequence of heat; the softening of a

solid body, either through heat alone or through heat and the action of a flux, to such

a degree that it will no longer support its own weight, but will slump or flow. Also

the union or blending of materials, such as metals, upon melting, with the formation

of alloys.

fusion point. The temperature at which fusion takes place. Most refractory

materials have no definite fusion point, as they soften gradually over a relatively wide

range of temperatures. See also melting point and pyrometric cone equivalent.

grain magnesite. Dead-burned magnesite in granular form, consisting of a mix-

ture of grains usually varying in size from about % in. diameter to very minute

particles.

grog. Nonplastic material, frequently precalcined, added to a brick or mortar

batch to reduce shrinkage in drying and firing.

header and header course. A header is a brick laid with its length perpendicular

to the face of a wall. A header course is a course of brick laid in this manner.

high^alumina refractories. In American practice, refractories containing 47.5

per cent or more of alumina. Among the materials used in their production are

diaspore, bauxite, gibbsite, kyanite, sillimanite, andalusite, and fused alumina (arti-

ficial corundum).

incongruent melting. Dissociation of a compoimd upon heating, with the forma-

tion of another compound and a liquid of different composition from the original

compound. For example, mulUte, 3Alat>«.2Si02 melts incongruently to form corun-

dum, AlaOg, and a silicate liquid.

inversion. A major change in the form and character of a crystalline material

accompanying molecular rearrangement. For example, the changes in silica from

quartz to crystobalite and from cristobalite to tridymite are inversions.
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isomorphous mixtures. Mineral compounds of similar chemical composition

and parallel crystal habit are called “isomorphous/" Many of these crystallize

together in various proportions, forming '^isomorphous mixtures/'

jamb. An upright structural member forming the side of an opening in a furnace

wall.

lime. Calcium oxide, forniuta CaO; commercially prodii(‘od by calcination of

limestone.

lintel. A one-piece horizontal structural member spanning an opening in a furnace

wall and usually supporting a superstructure.

loss on ignition. A term used in reporting the results of chemical analysis; the

loss in weight which results from bringing a sample of a material to a high tempera-

ture, after preliminary drying at a temperature just above the boiling point of water.

The loss in weight upon drying is called “free moisture”; that which occurs above

the boiling point, “loss on ignition.” The chemically combined watt^r of clays, and

the carbon dioxide of limestones, arc usually reported in cliemical analysers as “loss

on ignition.”

magnesite brick. Brick consisting essentially of magnesia, MgO, usually with a

few per cent of other oxides.

melting point. Ip common speech, the temperature at which a solid changes to

the liquid condition; technically, the temperature at wjiich crystalline and liquid

phases having the same composition coexist in equilibrium. Metals and most pure

crystalline materials have sharp melting points, t.c., they change abruptly from solid

to liquid at definite temperature. Most refractory materials have no true melting

points, as they soften gradually over a relatively wide range of temperatures as an

increasing amount of the solid material is changed to the liquid state. See also fusion

point and pyrometric cone equivalent.

Metalkase magnesite brick. Magnesite brick with a metal casing which increases

their resistance to rapid temperature changes.

mineral. “A mineral species is a natural inorganic substance which is either

definite in chemical composition and physical characters or varies in these respects

between definite natural limits.”—Winchell.

modulus of rupture. Sometimes called transverse or cross-breaking” strength,

is calculated from the formula

M ZWl
2hd‘^

M =» modulus of rupture in pounds per square inch.

W » total load in pounds at which failure occurs.

I w distance between the supports in inches.

h width of the specimen in inches.

d * thickness of the specimen in inches.

The load is applied vertically to the top surface of the speenmen, midway between

two parallel supporting knife edges on which it rests.

monolithic lining. A one-piece lining, or a lining without joints
;
cdmmonly formed

by the use of a material which can be tamped or sintered into place.

neutral refractory. A refractory material which is neither definitely acid nor

definitely basic. However, the term is merely relative in most cases, since at high

temperatures such a material will usually react chemically with a strong base, func-

tioning as a weak acid; or with a strong acid, functioning as a weak base. Chrome
refractories are the most nearly neutral of all the commonly used refractory materials.

nino^indi brick. The standard 9- X 4^- x'^HAn. straight brick; the unit of

measurement of brick quantities in the refractories industry. A single l^ape, a large
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shipment, and the daily or yearly output of a brick plant may all be expressed in

readily understandable figures by reducing them to their ‘‘9-in. equivalent.*'

permeability. The property of a porous body which permits a gas or a liquid to

flow through it. Permeability is measured by the rate of flow of a standard fluid

under definite pressure. I'hc permeability of a body is dependent upon the number,
size, and shape of the interconnecting pores. Pores which are sealed have no effect

upon permeability.

plastic fire clay. A fire clay which has sufficient natural plasticity to bond together

other materials which have little or no plasticity.

plasticity, lliat property of a material t\B a result of which it can be molded into

desired forms, which are retained t tier the pressure of molding has been removed.

Finely ground clays usually be<‘.nrh(^ plastic when mixed with water.

polymorphism. The pn per1> by virtue of whi(9i some elements and compounds
form two or more minerals of <lifferent crystal structures and physical properties.

For example, carbon crystiillizes both as diamond and as graphite. Silica crystallizes

as quartz, as cristobalite, and as tridymite—three minerals having distinctive crystal

forms and physical properties.

pores. The small voids between the solid particles in a refractory body or brick.

Pores are described as “open’* if permeable to fluids; “sealed” if impermeable.

porosity. The ratio of the volume of the pores or voids to the volume of the entire

brick; usually expressed as a percentage. Generally the volume of pores is obtained

by determining the amount of water absorbed by a brick, and therefore does not

include the volume of the sealed pores. The result so obtained is an apparent rather

than a true porosity.

pyrometric cone. One of a series of pyramidal shaped pieces consisting of mineral

mixtures, and used for measuring temperature effect. A standard pyrometric cone

is a three-sided pyramid; and, approximately, is either 2^8 in. high by 5?^ in. wide at

base, or IKe wide at base. J^jach cone is of a definite mineral

composition and has a number stamped upon one fac.e; and when heated under

standard conditions, it bends at a definitely known temperature. (See table on page

329.) Pyrometric cones are widely used in controlling the firing treatments for

ceramic materials, and in determining their relative resistance to high temperatures.

pyrometric cone equivalent (P.C.E.). A term used as an index of the heat-resisting

qualijbies, or refractoriness, of firebrick and other ceramic materials. Formerly, in

speaking of refractories, the terms “fusion point,” “melting point,” and “softening

point” were all used rather loosely for what is now called the “pyrometric cone

equivalent.”

refractories. Materials of high resistance to fusion suitable for use in furnace

construction. While their primary function is resistance to high temperature, they

are usually called upon to resist one or more of the following destructive influences:

abrasion, pressure, corrosion by slags or other fluxes, or rapid changes in temperature.

rock. A naturally occurring mineral aggregate consisting of'one or more minerals.

For example, quartzite rock is an aggregate consisting essentially of crystals of the

mineral quartz.

rowlock course. A course of brick laid on edge; used in furnace hearths, sills,

tops of walls, and sometimes in other furnace parts.

silica brick. Brick made from ganister (quartzite), bonded with lime, and con-

sisting essentially of silica, usually with about 2 per cent of added lime, and containing

small quantities of iron oxide, alumina, and alkalies.

silica cement, silica fire day. Finely ground silica material, used mainly as mortar

for laying silica brick.
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sill. The horizontal structural member forming the bottom of a door or other

opening in a furnace wall.

skewback. The course of brick, having an inclined face, from which an arch is

sprung; also, the iron or steel work which supports such a course of brick, and which

resists the thrust of the arch.

slag. A substance formed by fusion, in one of several ways:

1. In smelting operations, through the combination of a flux, such as limcHtone,

with the gangue or waste portion of the ore.

2. In refining of metals, by substances (such as lime) added for the purpose of

effecting or aiding the refining.

3. By the action of fluxes, such as coal ash, upon refractories.

Slags are generally waste products, although those of some industries form valuable

by-products.

softening point. See melting point; also pyrometric cone equivalent,

soldier course. A course of brick set on end; little used in the case of refractories

except in the bottoms of some types of furnaces.

solid solution. A homogeneous crystalline phase with a variable (jomposition.

The term ^^solid solution^' is often applied to an isomorphous mixture; and sometimes

refers to the solution in one substance, of an unrelated substance, by means of an

exchange of atoms in the atomic structures of the two substances.

spalling. Breaking or cracking of refractory brick in service, to such an extent

that pieces arc separated or fall away, leaving new surfaces of the brick exposed.’’

—

A.S.T.M.

specific gravity. The ratio between the weight of a unit volume of a substanc(^

and that of a unit volume of some other standard substance, under standard condi-

tions of temperature and pressure. For solids and liquids, the specific gravity is

based upon water as the standard; for gases, it is based upon the weight of dry air or

hydrogen. Therefore, a solid lighter than water has a specific gravity less than 1;

and a solid heavier than water has a specific gravity greater than 1 . The total volume
of a brick is made up of two parts; first, the solid material, and second, the pore spac^e,

sealed and open.

The “true specific gravity” is based on the weight of the solid material, excluding

all pores. The “bulk” or “volume specific gravity” is based upon the weight of a

specimen as a whole
;
f.6.

,
the solid material with all its included pores. The “apparent

specific gravity” is based upon the weight of the solid material and its sealed pores.

Determinations made by absorption methods yield apparent rather than true

values; those made on powders by the pycnometer method yield true values; and those

based on over-all measurements and weights give bulk specific gravities. If no sealed

pores Or voids are present, the apparent and the true specific gravitiej? are the sanfe.

specific heat. The ratio between the amounts of heat required to raise the tem-

perature of a unit weight of a substance and of the same weight of water one degree.

stretcher. A brick laid on flat with its length parallel to the face of the wall. A
stretcher course is a course of brick laid in this manner.

thermal conductivity. The property of matter by virtue of which heat energy

is transmitted through particles of matter in contact. For engineering purposes,

thermal conductivity is measured by the quantity of heat expressed in B.t.u. which

will flow in one hour through a square foot of wall one inch thick, for each degree

Fahrenheit difference in temperature between the two faces of the wall.

thermal expansion. The increase in volume or in linear dimensions shown by
practically all materials when heated. Such expansion is of a temporary character,

as the thaterial returns to its original dimensions when cooled. Thermal expansion

is not to be confused with volume changes of a permanent character which many
materials undergo when heated.
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The ‘‘coefficient of linear expansion” is the expansion per degree centigrade or

Fahrenheit per unit of length.

vitrification. A process of permanent chemical and physical change in a (‘(‘ramie

body, such as a fire clay, at high temperatures; the chang(^ is accompanied by the

formation within the body, of an appreciable proportion of glass; the most noticeable

effect is reduction in porosity. Most unvitrified fire-clay refractories have a measur-

able porosity, and a dull appearance on broken edges. After compleUi vitrification,

tilrough exposure to an extremely high temperature, fire-clay brick ar(' very strong

but brittle, the pores have almost entirely closed, and fracture surfaces of brick are

usually shiny or glassy in appearance.

SELECTED LIST OF MINERALS AND ROCKS

alumina. AhOs, the i>xid( of aluminum. Free alumina forms the mineral

corundum; in chemical combimttions with Si02 and H 2O, alumina forms the various

clay and kaolin minerals; in combination with H 2O alone, it forms diaspore, bauxite,

and gibbsite.

andalusite. AbOa.SiOi. (imposition: AI2O3 62.9 per cent, Si02 37.1 per cent.

Specific gravity 3.1 to 3.2, Mean specific heat 0 to 100®C., 0.168. Decomposes on

heating, beginning at about ISfiO^C., to form mullite, 3Al208-2Si02 and probably a

silicate glass.

asbestos. Commercially the term asbestos refers to any mineral which can be

separated into flexible fibers. The most (jommoii form of commercial asbestos is

chrysotile; empirical formula, 3MgO.2SiO 2 .2H 2O. The heat-insulating value of

asbestos is high.

bauxite. A high-alumina rock usually consisting of rounded concretionary grains

embedded in an amorphous claylike mass, and believed to consist essentially of a

mixture, in various proportions, of alumina trihydrate, AI 2O 3 .3H 2O, and alumina

hydrate, AI 2O 8.H 2O.

bentonite. A kind of clay characterized by extreme fineness of grain, great

plasticity, and great ability to absorb water. It is a hydrous silicate of alumina of

variable composition usually containing 5 to 10 per cent of alkalies or alkaline earth

oxides.

, breunerite. A variety of magnesite containing several per cent FeCOa in solid

solution. Specific gravity 3.2.

brucite. Mg0.H20. Composition: MgO 69 per cent, H 2O ^1 per cent. Specific

gravity 2.38 to 2,40. A soft, waxy, translucent mineral; dissociates at high tempera-

tures with the formation of MgO.
calcite. CaCOj. Composition: CaO 56 per cent, CO 2 44 per cent. Specific

gravity 2.71.

chrome ore. A rock having as its essential constituent the chrome-bearing spinel

(Fe, Mg)0.(Cr, Al, Fe)208, Chrome ore contains variable amounts of accessory

minerals, of which the serpentine minerals are the most abundant, (ffirome ore is the

raw material from which chrome refractories are made.

clay.i “An earthy or stony mineral aggregate consisting essentially of hydrous

silicates of alumina, plastic when sufficiently pulverized and wetted, rigid when dry,

and vitreous when fired at a sufficiently high temperature.”

corundum. AUOs (Crystalline alumina). Specific gravity 3.95 to 4.10. Melting

point 2060®C. (3722®F.). Mean specific heat 20 to 1000®C., 0.26. Mean coefficient

of linear thermal expansion 20 to 1000®C., 8.5 X lO”®.

cristobalite. A mineral form of silica; stable from 1470®C. (2678°F.) to the

melting point, 1728°C. (3142®F.). Specific gravity 2.32.

^ StandArd Definitions of Terms Relating to Refractories, A.S.T.M. Designation C71-31.
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diaspore. A1208.H20. A mineral theoretically containing 85 per cent alumina

and 15 per cent water of combination. Decomposes when heated and forms corun-

dum. Specific gravity 3.45,

diaspore clayA “A rock consisting essentially of diaspore bonded by fire clay.

Commercial diaspore clay of the piirest grade usually oontains between 70 and 80 per

cent alumina after calcination; the remainder is mainly silica, with small amounts of

other oxides.”

diatomaceous earth. A hydrous or opalescent form of silica occurring in the

form of a soft chalklike very light rock, and consisting mainly of microscopic shells

of diatoms and other marine organisms. It is widely used both in the crude and cal-

cined form, for the insulation of furnaces, and for other purposes.

dolomite. CaO.MgO.2CO 2 . The mineral dolomite has the approximate com-

position: (.aO, 30.4 per cent, MgO 21.0 per cent, CO 2 47.7 per cent. Specific gravity

2.85 to 2.95. Dissociates in steps from 500 to 900°C. (932 to 1652°F.). The rock

called dolomite consists mainly of the mineral of that name and may also contain a

large amount of the mineral calcite.

fayalite. 2Fe0.Si02. Composition: FcO 70.6 per cent, Si02 29.4 per cent.

Specific gravity 4.0 to 4.1. Melting point 1205®C. (2201®F.).

feldspar. A group of aluminum sili(;ate minerals, of which the most important

are: ( 1 ) the potash group, of which orthoclase and microcline, K20.Al20 s.6Si02 are

the most common, and (2) the soda-lime group, of which albite, Na20.Al208 .6Si02
,

and anorthite, Ca0.Al 203 . 2Si02 form the end members of a continuous series of solid

solutions. Specific gravity 2.55 to 2.76. Melting points 1122 to 1550°C. (2052 to

2822®F.).

fire clay.^ ‘‘A consolidated sedimentary clay of low flux content usually associated

with coal measures.’^ Fire clay is the raw material for fire-clay brick.

flint fire clay. A hard or flintlike fire clay with very low plasticity. It usually

breaks with a smooth or shell-like fracture.

forsterite. 2Mg0,Si02. (Composition: MgO 57.3 per cent, Si02 42.7 per cent.

Melting point 1910®C. (3470°F.). Specific gravity 3.21 to 3.33. No sharp line can

be drawn between forsterite and chrysolite. Mean coefficient of linear thermal expan-

sion, 20 to 900°C., 10.5 X H)-6.

ganister. A dense, high-silica rock (quartzite), suitable for the manufacture of

silica brick. Confusion sometimes results from the \ise of this term, because it is

also applied in some parts of the country to crushed firebrick or to mixtures of either

crushed firebrick or silic^a rock, with clay, for use in tamped linings.

gibbsite. AI 2O 3 .3H 2O. Composition: AI 2O 3 65.4 per cent, H 2O 34.6 per cent.

Specific gravity 2,3 to 2.4. Found in some bauxites.

hematite. Fe208 (red iron ore). (Composition: Fe, 70 per cent;.0, 30 percent.

Specific gravity 4.9 to 5.3.

kaolin. A white-burning clay usually having kaolinite as its chief constituent.

Mica and quartz are the most common accessory minerals. Specific gravity 2.4 to

2.6. The P.C.E. of most commercial kaolins ranges from cone 33 to cone 35, cor-

responding to 1745 to 1785°C. (3173 to 3245®F.).

kaolinite. Al 2Oj.2SiO 2 .2H 2O. A mineral consisting theoretically of 39.5 per cent

alumina, 46.5 per cent silica, and 14.0 per cent combined water. The principal con-

stituent of most commercial kaolins and many fire clays. Specific gravity 2.59.

kyanite. AljOj.SiOj (Cyanite). Composition: AljOj 62.9 per cent, Si02 37.1 per

cent. Specific gravity 3.66 to 3.67. Decomposition begins at about 1326®C. (about

241 5°F.) with the formation of mUUite and probably a silicate glass.

^ standard Dafinitionis of Terms Relating to Refractories, A.S.T.M. De^gnation 0 71-31.
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limestone. A sedimentary rock composed essentially of calcite, CaCOs or calcito

mixed with more or less dolomite, CaCOj.MgCOj*. Specific gravity 2.6 to 2.8.

limonite. F'e208-nH20 (brown iron ore). Approximately Fe20s 85 per c(;nt,

H2O 15 per cent. Specific gravity 3.6 to 4.0.

magnesioferrite. One of spinel group of minerals. MgO.FcaOa. CompVisi-

tion: MgO 20.2 per cent, FeaOa 79.8 per cent. Rar(4y found in nature; usually

constitutes the red coloring material in magnesite brick. Specific gravity 4.57 to

4.65.

magnesite. A mineral consisting of magnesium carbonate MgCOs, and theoreti-

cally containing 47.8 per C(mt magnesia and 52.2 per cent carbon dioxide; also a rock

containing the mineral inagnesi e a/ its eeistintial constituent. Commercial refractory

magnesite rock contains sm^ll percentages of other oxides such as lintc, silica, alumina,

and iron oxide. Specific gj tvit> 2.9 to 3.1.

magnetite. FeaOi (magnetic iron ore). C^omposition : iron 72.4 per cent, oxygen

27.6 per cent. Specific gravity 5.17 to 5.18. Strongly magnetic.

mica. A group of rock minerals having nearly perfect cleavage in one direction

and consisting of thin elastic plates. The most common varieties are muscovite and
biotite.

mullite. 3Al203.2Si02. Composition: AI2O3 71.8 per (;ent, Si02 28.2 per cent.

The only compound of Si02 and AI2O3 stable at high temperatures. Specific gravity

3.15. Mean specific he'.at 20 to 800°C., 0.175. Mean coefficient of linear thermal

expansion 20 to 1400°C., 5.4 X 10~®. Dissociates at 1830°(\ (3326®F.) to form

alpha-alumina (corundum) and a silicate glass.

nephelite. Na20.Al203.2Si02. A mineral common in igneous rocks. A common
reaction product in furnaces wherein slags or vapors of high soda content come into

contact with fireclay or high-alumina brick. Stable to r248°C. (2278®F.) at which

temperature it inverts to carnegieite. Specific gravity 2.67.

nodular fire clay.^ A rock containing aluminous or ferruginous nodules, or both,

bonded by fire clay. In some districts such clays are called ‘burley’ or ‘burley flint^

clay.'’

olivine. A series of minerals having the general formula 2R0.Si02, in which RO is

MgO, CaO, FeO, and sometimes MnO. More specifically, chrysolite, a continuous

mineral series consisting of forsterite, 2Mg0.Si02 and fayalite, 2Fe0.Si02 in varying

proportions. Specific gravity 3.27 to 3.37, increasing with the amount of iron

present.

periclase. MgO (crystalline magnesia). Specific gravity 3.65. Melting point

2800°C. (5072°F.). Mean specific heat 20 to 1000®C., 0.285. Mean coefficient of

linear thermal expansion 20 to 1000®C., 13.5 X 10“®. The form of MgO which occurs

in magnesite brick.

picotite. A member of the isomorphous series of minerals of the spinel group;

intermediate in composition between MgO.AUOs and FeO.Cr20a. Specific gravity

4.08.

plafttU fire clay.^ “A fire clay of sufficient natural plasticity to bond nonplastic

materials.”

pyrite, FeS^ (iron disulfide). Composition: Fe, 46.6 per cent, S 53.4 per cent.

Specific gravity 4.9 to 5.2. Color, brass yellow. The most common sulphide mineral.

quartz« A common mineral, consisting of silica, SiOi. Sandstones and quartzites

are composed largely of quartz, which occurs also in numerous other rocks. Specific

gravity 2.66. Mean specific heat 20 to 10(^°C., 0.263.

quartzite. A rock consisting essentially of quartz grains united by a cement of

secondary quartz. In general, quartzites are metamorphosed sandstones. When

' Standard Defimtiona of Terms Eelattng to Refractories, A.S.T.M. Designation C71-31t
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a quartzite rock is broken, the fracture passes through both grains and bonding mate-

rial
;
while in sandstone, the fracture occurs entirely in the bonding material. Quartz-

ite is the raw material from which silica refractories are made.

rutile. Ti02. (Titania.) Specific gravity 4.18-4.25. Occurs in most fire clays

in small amounts. ’*

serpentine. A group of hydrous magnesium silicate minerals, ('hrysotile and

antigorite, 3MgO. 2SiO 2 .2H 2O, are the most common. Specific gravity 2.5 to 2.7.

Also, a common rock consisting essentially of serpentine minerals.

siderite. FeCOg (ferrous carbonate). Composition: FeO 62.0 per cent, CO>

38.0 per cent.

silica. SiO-i, the oxide of silicon. Practically all rocks (iontain silica in some

proportion, either free or combined. Quartz and chalcedony are common silica mate-

rials; quartzite, sandstone, and sand are composed largely of free silica in the form

of quartz.

sillimanite. Ah03.Si02 . Composition: AI 2O 3 62.9 per cent, SiO^ 37.1 per cent.

Specific gravity 3.24. At about 1530°C. (2786°F.) it begins to decompose into mullite

and a silicate glass.

soapstone. A soft magnesium silicate rock consisting mainly of talc,

spinel. A group of minerals of the formula RO.R 2O 8 ,
in which RO may be MgO,

FeO, MnO, or ZnO or mixtures of them; R 2O 3 represents Fe 203
,
AI 2O 8

,
CViOg, or their

mixtures. Pure magnesian spinel, MgO.AROg contains 28.2 per cent MgO, 71.8 per

cent AI 2O 3 . Specific gravity 3.6. Melting point 2135°C'. (3875°F.).

talc. 3MgO.4SiO 2.H 2O. A hydrous magnesium silicate. Composition: MgO
31.9 per cent, Si02 63.4 per cent, H 2O 4.7 per cent. Loses half its H 2O at dull red heat

and the rest rapidly l^etween 875 to 960°C. Specific gravity 2.6 to 2.8.

tridymite. A mineral form of silica; stable from 870 to 1470°C. to 2678®r.).

Specific gravity 2.26.

vermiculite. A group of micaceous minerals, all hydrated silicates, varying widely

in composition. They are alteration products of the micas. When heated, vermiculite

exfoliates and increases greatly in volume.

wollastonite. CaO.SiOj. Composition: CaO 48.3 per cent, Si02 51.7 per cent.

Specific gravity 2.9, Inverts at 1200°C. (2192®F.) to pseudo-wollastonite (Ca0.Si02).

Melting point 1544°C. (2811°F.).

zircon. ZrSi04. Composition: Zr02 67.1 per cent, Si02 32.9 per cent. Specific

gravity 4.7. Melting point 2550°C. (4622'’F.). Mean coefficient of linear thermal

expansion 20 to 1000°C., 4.4 X 10“*.

zirconia. ZrOi,* Specific gravity 5.8. Melting point 2700°C. (4892°F.). 'Mean

specific heat 20 to 1000°C., 0.16. Mean coefficient of linear thermal expansion 20

to lOOO^’C., 6.6 X 10-«.



CHAPTER XII

SEPARATION OF SOLIDS AND LIQUIDS FROM GASES

By P. E. Landoi/i'I and F. H. Viktk^

The cleaning of air or other gasts by the removal of solid or liquid particles is an
engineering problem requiring an intimate knowledge of gas engineering, together

with a thorough understanding of related plant operations. It also requires a knowl-

edge of the proi>erties of gases and of the corrosive effects of temperature and various

substances contained in the gases on the materials of construction of the gas-cleaning

apparatus.

Gas-cleaning falls into two general classes: (1) Dry Cleaning, for the removal of

suspended solids from gases; (2) B^ei Cleaning, for the removal of either solid or liquid

particles from gases. There are many types of apparatus, some of which are adapta-

ble to either class.

The degree or completeness of cleaning required largely determines the type of

equipment selected. To some extent, related plant operations become a factor in the

selection of such equipment. Finally, questions of first cost and operating expenses

must be considered.

The following chapter has been prepared, with due consideration of the problems

of the plant engineer, for the purpose of acquainting him with the various types of

equipment available, without attempting to draw a conclusion as to the particular

equipment to be selected for a given application.

The various types may be classified as follows:

1. Settling chambers or pure-gravity-type separators.

2. Direction changers or differential-inertia-type separators.

3. Impingers or impact-type separators.

4. Dry filters or filtration-type separators.

5. Wet washers or scrubber-type separators.

6. Electrical precipitators or particle-ionization-type separators.

Settling chambers or pure-gravity-type separators are the simplest type of appa-

ratus and depend on a low rate of gas flow. Gases moving at an appreciable velocity

carry finely divided particles, which will settle out if the gas velocity is reduced by
passing the gases through a greatly enlarged flue section. The particles thus settled

must be relatively dense, i.e., having the maximum mass for the minimum surface.

In gravity settling, the fundamental factor is the settling velocity which can be

expressed by Stokes’ law as

where v is the settling velocity, p the density of the particles, d the diameter of the

particle, n the viscosity of the gas, and k a constant. From this expression, the

settling velocities for different sized particles are shown to vary from 1.5 ft. per sec.

for a 100-micron particle to"0.0003 ft. per sec. for a 1-micron particle.

1 Chemical engineer, New York, N.Y.
‘ Chemical engineer, Glendale, Calif.
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A similar expression for centrifugal separators is

_ d^prw^

kn

where w is the angular velocity of the gas, r the radius of the path of the particle, with

the other symbols the same as in the previous paragraph. These formulas explain

why fume particles of less than 1 micron will not settle out.

The Howard dust chaviber is one example of a modified settling chamber and

depends for its advantage over a straight settling chamber on the shelves which pro-

duce increased settling areas and, of more direct importance, reduce the height of fall

of the particles. The apparatus sliown in Fig. 1 has a capacity of 4000 cu. ft. per

min. at lOOO^F. This apparatus has been developed for the cleaning of SO 2 gases

from i^rites-fines burners. Its efficiency varies from 60 to 95 per cent. It is usually

shut down and cleaned out once a month.

The wire-hung dicst chamber is another modification of the settling chamber. In

this type, a great number of coarse wires are hung in the chamber and serve to pro-

duce obstructions for the particles to impinge upon and to produce small eddies which

piromote the settling action.

The advantages of the gravity-type separators may be listed as low cost, both as

to first cost and operating cost; low draft loss; and applicable to all reasonable

temperatures.

Its disadvantages are large space requirements and limitation in its application

and efficiencies. \
]>ilfereiitial-inertia-type Separators.—Centrifugal separators have come into con-

siderable prominence in nonferrous metallurgy in recent years and are the most widely
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applied form of this type. These may vary from the large-diameter single unit,

widely used in the separation of sawdust, etc., and sometimes used on agglomerated

or flocculated metallurgical fume, to the small-diameter multiple-tube units used in

the separation of finer dusts. All these depend for their separation on the formation

of a high-velocity whirl or vortex in a cylindrical tube, from which the gas is drawn
olT from the center of the vortex. The suspended particles are driven toward the

inner surface of the tube by centrifugal force and thence to a suitable exit into a

quiescent chamber and conveyed away.

The initial whirl may be given the gas by means of a tangential entrance into the

tube or by a system of pruperlv arranged vanes.

O

a he
Fig, 2.—Differential-inertia separators: a, VG multiclone assembly; 6, VG collecting tube

(Western Precipitation Co.); c, Buell Engineering Co. unit.

In these units, power in the form of draft is consumed in moving the gas through

the unit, and the efficiency of separation depends on many design features and is a

function of the amount of power consumed. The amount of power required to move
a given volume through a unit designed for a given efficiency may be expressed thus

where h is the pressure drop across the unit, expressed in inches of FTTC, v the gas

volume in cubic feet per minute, i the absolute temperature in F®, and k a constant,

depending on the design of the unit. In practice h may be 1 to 6 in. of water.

Efficiency may vary from 60 to 98 per cent.

It should be pointed out that this type of separator is limited as to the size of

particle that may be collected. Within limits, the smaller the diameter of the tube,

the smaller the particle that may be separated by it.

The following table will serve to illustrate this ratio:
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Collection Efficiency of Cyclones

^

Approximate particle-size distribution of suspended dust (density = 3 g. per cc.)

5”10m 10~20/x +20^
26% T0% 21% '43%

I’ressure drop—4 in. water. Inlet dust concentrate—2 to 5 grains per cubic foot

Diameter of

Cyclone, In. Per Cent Collected

6 Total 90 -5m 66 + 5m 98

9 Total 83 -10m 60 + 10m 99

24 Total 70 -20m 47 + 20m 98

The main application is on dry materials.

Some recent work indicates that two (cyclones operating in series show considerable

improvement in over-all efficiency for a total pressure drop over a single-stage unit

having the same pre.ssure drop.

Fig. 3.

—

Impact-type separator.

Impact-type Separators.—Dry impact separators may be either the small member
type such as the wires or chains that are sometimes hung in settling chambers, or

they may be the high-velocity types where the inertia of the coarser particles throws
them against a surface placed in their path, thus bringing them to rest and allowing

them to drop out of the stream before they t&n be entrained again. An example of

this type of equipment is shown in Fig. 3.

^ “Chemical Engineers’ Handbook,” chapter on Separation of Dusts and Mists, by Evald Anderson,
p. 1860, 2d 1941.
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Baffle separators may be considered under this heading. These use baffles to divert

the gas by a system of plates or rods that allow the particles to be carried on, because
of their inertia, into quiescent zones where they are collected. These also depend
on the suspended particles being relatively dense.

The apparatus consists of a steel box containing a series of metallic screens and
baffles arranged so that the gas passes through a nozzlelike compartment, causing the
gas and dust to attain a high velocity; then this velocity is reduced in a large area
following. The dust passes through the screens and drops into a d(^ad-ga8 space and
thence to the hopper for final removal.

* This method is based on a difference in inertia between dust and gas, and functions

best with large dust particles. It is limited to dust and is not effective for fume.

The pressure drop across the machine varies with the design, but resistance to gas

flow up to 13^ in. of water may expected in commercial equipment of this character.

Periodical shaking of the colle<‘ting elements may be necessary to remove collected

dust and prevent clogging.

Wet^surface impact separators arc those which place a wet or sticky surface in the

path of the gas and depend on the inertia of the particle to throw it against the treated

surface, where it is held. These units may utilize rigid coated surfaces, such as oiled

mesh, or (jontainers j)acked with irregularly shaped objects, oil-soaked. They embody
the so-called viscous type of filter used in air cleaning. Their use in the metallurgical

and industrial field is limited by their inability to handle heavy dust loadings.

An example is the P. & A. tar extractor which depends on the passage of the gases

through a series of perforated baffles. This apparatus is inexpcaisive, removes 75 to

95 per cent of the tar, requires little attention, and is compact. Back pressure in this

apparatus varies from H to 1 in. of water.

Another example is a device that consists of '‘units ’’ of steel frames with perforated

plates or (ioarse mesh screen holding small steel or cast-iron pieces, coated with grease.

This apparatus is principally used for air cleaning, for which purpose it is simple and

effective. The grease is periodically melted off the iron pieces, the dust separated,

and the grease recovered for future use.

These may also consist of liquid surfaces where the gas is blown down against the

surface of a reservoir. An example of this is the Murray washer developed to remove

cinders from stack gases. It depends for its operation on the impingement of a

high-velocity jet on a wet surface, usually a bath of water. The gases are turned

through 180 deg. in their passage over the water surface. Particles of considerable

size and density are removed almost completely.

Its action has been considerably improved by the addition of sprays at the point

where the gas is driven down and by a system of spray eliminators at the outlet.

Filtration-type Separators.—This type of apparatus utilizes the principle of filtra-

tion wherein the suspended matter is strained out by a close-mesh obstruction. Such

apparatus may take various forms, the commonest and most widely used being the

cloth filter.

In cloth filters, usually bags, the filter or strainer is flexible. The suspended

matter is collected on the fibers of the bag material and is finally dislodged by jarring

the bag. The mesh of such a bag must be sufficiently close to prevent the solid matter

from passing through. The suspended matter deposited on the cloth fibers assists in

the filtration.

Finely divided or fibrous materials such as mineral wool, coke, quartz, asbestos,

glass wool, and steel wool are also used for filtration of suspended matter from g^ses.

Fine-mesh metallic screens are sometimes used, but they are more difficult to

clean than cloth screen, and possess no appreciable advantage over cloth under the

conditions of operation possible.
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A gas cleaner of this type is limited by the following conditions:

1. The temperature at which the bags will lose their strength. For cotton cloth

this is at or near 180®F., and for wool somewhat higher. Some glass fabrics have been

developed that may come into general use to bring this temperature limit up to approxi-

mately 700°F.

2. The chemical nature of the gas. An excess alkaline or acid condition of the gas

destroys and impairs the usefulness of the filter cloth.

Fig. 4.—Bag filter. {American Foundry Equipment Co.)

3. Moisture in the gas has a tendency to clog the bags and naturally interferes

with their proper cleaning. Acid or alkaline conditions are destructive in a moist

gas.

4. The pressure drop across such a machine is approximately 3 in. of water.

An efficiency up to 99 per cent may be obtained. The chief item of maintenance
is replacement of the filter bags.

An example of this type of equipment is the automatic bag filter

.

In this type of

cleaner, the dust is collected by passing the air or fume through bags of special weave,
which arfe automatically cleaned at definite intervals. The dust is discharged into a
hopper at tbe bottom of the machine.
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The collector consists of a number of annular compartments, each containing

12 bags for the collection of the dust. The dust-laden air enters the machine at
the bottom of the compartment, making a sharp turn in entering the lower ends of

the bags, and thus tending to cause the larger particles to drop into the hopper. The
upper ends of the bags are closed, the air or gas passes through the interstices of the

cloth, and the dust is collecjted on the cloth fibers. The cleaned gas passes through
to the flue at the top of the compartment.

The bags are cleaned by a violent shaking, the dust dropping into the dust hopper.

While the bags arc shaken, a current of gas is passed through the bags in the opposite

direction of the flow while cleaning the

gas. This countercurrent flow aid- the

bag cleaning.

Another example of this type, the

Sly dust arrester^ is representative of the

commercial application of the flat cloth

screen as a dust collector. The arrester

is usually a rectangular metal box

having a series of plane cloth screens

vertically placed in the chamber. The
screens are continuous and act as one

long screen, and are arranged in zigzag

fashion to give a larger filtering area.

The dirty gas enters a chamber
called the ^‘dust chamber. The gases

entering this chamber lose consider-

able velocity and, therefore, some of

the dust. On the clean-gas side is a

chamber known as the “fresli-air

chamber, which receives the gas from

the screens. The fan is usually placed

near the fresh-air chamber. The dust

is caught in a hopper at the bottom of

the arrester. . A shaking system is pro-

vided which can be operated mechan-

ically or manually to clean the screens

when they become clogged.

The small “stocking’’ dust collector, consisting of a number of bags rotated and

automatically cleaned, has found some small applications in the recovery of the minor

metals, though its main use is in manufacturing operations.

Scrubber-type Separators.—In such apparatus all the principles applied to dry

cleaning and described above may apply, but, in addition, water is used to create

a tremendous surface for catching particles, which surface is continuously being

removed from the path of the gases.

Where ordinary shower sprays are used in large open chambers or where gas is

bubbled through liquid, a proper and sufficient “wetting” of the particles is not

effected.

Other forms of apparatus have been devised wherein the gases may be passed up

or down through a tower or chamber in which there is some obstruction to flow, such

as perforated plates, checkerwork, or rings, on which there is a continuous moving film

of water or other liquid. Sprays or whirling nozzles may be substituted for baffles,

checkerwork, etc. Examples of such apparatus are the Braseert and Steinbart tower

washers in iron blast-fumaoe practice.

Fig. 6.—Schneible multi-wash tower.
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The process of washing or screening or filtering and washing may be further aided

by causing either the gas or the sprays or the baffles to be set in motion by mechanical

means in such a way as to promote centrifugal action, more perfect distribution of

spray, or intimate mixing of the water particles and the gas particles. Theissen and

Feld type apparatus illustrate this type of equipment.

Good results have also been obtained by conducting the gases at high velocity to

an apparatus in which there is a relatively large surface of water and causing the gases

to be turned 180 deg. as they impinge on the surface of the water. This type is dis-

cussed in the previous paragraph on the Murray washer.

Of the gas washers^ tfie Bartlett-Hayward Co. Feld-type scrubber is probably best

known in nonferrous metallurgy. The Feld scrubber operates on the principle that

dust particles are forced into contact with a very large surface of water by agitation

and are '’screened out.” The dust particles must pass through the series of "screens”

of water. The water particles pick up dust particles and are deposited, largely by

centrifugal action.

The scrubber consists of a number of separate washing chanibers mounted one on

top of the other and rotating on the same vertical shaft. Each washing chamber is in

the form of the frustum of a cone, there being five solid shells. The sixth or outside

shell is perforated.

The gas enters at the bottom of the shell and the liquid at the top, the gas leaving

the scrubber at the top. When the vertical shaft revolves, the cones pick up the

water, which is thrown horizontally with considerable velocity through the outer

perforated cone. The liquid is projected through the gas space in the form of a fine

high-velocity spray through which the gas has to pass.

In this scrubber the minute particles of liquid and gas come in intimate contact,

.assuming that the gas will not have an opportunity of channeling. Also, other

liquids than water can be used as the liquid medium. However, when chemical reac-

tions take place in such a scrubber it becomes a "reaction chamber,” and not merely a

gas cleaner.

One disadvantage of this scrubber is that if the dust is a by-product the plant opera-

tions will have to be extended to handle the liquor containing such dust.

Electrical Precipitators.—The principles that underlie the opera tion of the electrical

precipitator are so different from those governing other previously described types of

equipment that this group falls into a unique position by itself. It is applicable not

only to all the problems considered thus far, but to any problem where solid or liquid

particles are suspended in a gaseous medium.
The degree of cleaning, or percentage removal of solids from the gas, not only can

be foretold accurately but any desired percentage efficiency may be designed for, even

approaching (but never quite reaching) 100 per cent, or total cleaning. The efficiency

varies with the size and, consequently, with the cost of the precipitator. Most designs,

therefore, are for efficiencies between 90 and 99.9 per cent.

The principles of precipitation are based on the fact that a gas stream, and particles

suspended in it, become charged or ionized when passed between electrodes producing

a highly stressed electrical field. The familiar corona discharge is evidence that this

ionization is taking place. Gas molecules are normally balanced electrically, being

made up of a nucleus having a positive charge and a number of electrons having nega-

tive charges which total and balance the positive charge of the nucleus. Ionization

is the phenomenon of separating electrons from the positive nuclei. The gas mole-

cules, or what remains of them, are now charged positively and are called positive

"ions”; the negative electrons may remain free, or they may become attached to

neutral molecules and so make up negative ions.
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The ions and electrons become attached to the suspended particles, and the result-

ing agglomerates move across tlie electric field because of the force exerted upon the

unbalanced electric (charges they carry. Particles, no matter how small or how finely

divided when thus charged, will move toward one or the other of the electrodes,

depending on the sign of the charge and the position of the particles with relation to

the electrodes. They will usually move toward the electrode having the largest sur-

face, which is also usually the positively charged electrode. It is probable, however,

that precipitation is more largely due to ionization of the gases than to induction.

In apparatus for the electrical precipitation of suspended particles, one of the

electrodes is usually filamentary, or has sljarp points or edges, and the other elec.trode

has a relatively smooth and ext^iding surface. It is possible, by impressing a high

voltage across the electrodes, -o obtain ionization of the gas and any liquid or solid

particles suspended therein.

For electrical precipitation v ork, direct current is found to give much better results

than alternating current, and the best results are secured when the ionizing, or so-called

distdiarge electrode, is of negative polarity. It is possible to make the electric field

around the ionizing electrode intense which tends to keep particles from being

deposited upon it, thus moving practically all the suspended material over to and
depositing it on the smooth or (collecting electrode. The electric; field adjacent to this

electrode will be relatively weak because of its extend(;d surface. Tliis characteristic

of the particles to migrate toward the weakest part of the field may be explained in

part by the phenomenon (U)inmonly called ‘^electric wind.'' Th(^ mokiculcs of gases

that have become ionized and the suspended partick's to which electric charges are

attached are propelled rapidly through th<; gases by the force of the electric field.

The movement of these particles and molecules has an aspirating effect on adjacent

gas molecules, setting thorn in motion—the direction being from the strongest to the

weakest part of the field. Charges of both positive and negative sign are present in

the gases, and they tend to move in opposite directions, but those which tend to move
(;ountcrcurrent to the ele(;tric wind have to overcome considerable resistance and are

probably swept back or neutralized, especially if these charges are endeavoring to take

with them suspended particles. By making the small electrode of negative polarity,

the movement of the gases is set up by electrons and negative ions, which have a

higher velocity than positive ions, and the results described above are then the most

pronounced and most satisfactory. Even the minute particles (smaller than 1 micron

)

that are formed when metals are volatilized and condensed are ionized in this manner,

and as they migrate through the gas they tend to come together and agglomerate into

larger particles which arc more easily transported into the hopper or receiving system.

Two groups of equipment are essential for these processes: electrical equipment to

generate the high-potential unidirectional current required, and the precipitator in

which the gases are cleaned.

To produce the high-voltage unidirectional current, it is necessary to have certain

special electrical equipment. The usual commercial power supply of 220 or 440 volts,

one or three phase, 25 or 60 cycle, alternating current may be used for the operation.

Low-vqltage control and regulating devices are placed in the primary circuit of a

single-phase transformer, which is used to step this voltage up to the proper potential

for the electrodes. A mechanical rectifier, synchronously driven from the same source,

rectifies the high-voltage current from the special transformer before it goes to the

electrodes. Where direct current only is available, it is necessary to use a motor

generator set to obtain a low-voltage alternating current which can be properly trans-

formed and rectified . A high-vacuum-tube rectifier of the type known as the Kenetron

may be substituted for the mechanical rectifier.
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The precipitator design depends on the type of gas treated and material to be
collected, and also on the state in which the final collected material is to be handled,
i.e., whether it is to be dry or wet.

All precipitators have a shell or housing which should conform to the rest of the
flue system in the nature of its general construction. This shell should be equipped
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with suitable hoppers or other proper means of handling the collected material. The
variations will lie more particularly in the nature and arrangement of the electrodes

themselves.

If dry material is to be collected, and if it is desired to have it dry when delivered,

the electrodes will take one'Or the other of two usual forms. First, they may consist

of a series of vertical tubes usually 6 to 10 in. in diameter, electrically grounded to the

shell, and so arranged in it that the dust-laden gas must pass through them. These

tubes form the positive electrode system which is grounded.
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Each of the tubes will have at its axis a fine wire or similar electrode properly

insulated from the tubes and shell and which, when electrically energized, beconujs

the charging or ionizing electrode.

Or, second, the electrodes may be a scries of vertical plates,” with the ionizing

electrodes suspended between them and so arranged that the gas must pass between

the oppositely charged electrodes. Gas flow may be either vertical or horizontal.

The plates may take one of several forms; they may be flat, they may be corrugated,

they may be divided into a series of closely placed members, such as rods, or angh‘H,

or ‘‘pockets,” so arranged that they form virtually a continuous curtain.

In all these arrangements where the material is to be recovered dry, provision must

be made for the removal of the deposit from the electrodes and its safe conduct into

a quiescent zone, usually a hopper, out of the main gas stream. This cleaning means

usually takes the form of a rapping or a jarring system attached to the electrodes, but

may 'consist of sempers.

If the rhaterial to be collected is wet or if it can best be removed wet, then the

electrodes may take a form similar to the ones first described above, but should receive

special consideration as to corrosion resistance. The deposited material is usually

removed by flushing the electrodes either continuously or interitiittently with some

liquid that is allowed to flow over the collecting surface.

When the particledaden gas enters the space between the electrodes, the particles

become charged and arc moved to the ele(;trodes in a volume that decreases logarith-

mically as the gas moves along the electrodes and as its dust burden is diminished.

The fewer particles there are present, the fewer will be pre(dpitated, by a constant

percentage.

The size of the precipitator is determined by the volume of gases to be cleaned per

unit of time, the properties of the material that is to be removed from the gases, the

degree or percentage of cleaning desired, and, to some extent, by the temperature and

composition of the gases themselves. Calculation to determine the size of the pre-

cipitator to be used may be based on the following equation:

a = gas volume to be treated per unit of time, usually cubic feet per minute.

h function of equipment and maintenance cost,

c « value of solids treated,

d «= a function of the specific precipitation rate.

X = precipitator size.

When the size of the precipitator has been determined, the capacity or size of the

electrical equipment may then be determined for the C'ottrell electrical-precipitation

processes.

These processes have been applied to various problems for the removal of sus-

pended particles from the gases, and the diversity of their application to both dry-

and wet-gas cleaning is shown by the following summary:

1. Nonferrous metallurgical fume and dust: recovery of copper, lead, tin, zinc,

silver, gold, bismuth, arsenic, and potash, etc. Operations: sintering machines,

reverberatory furnaces, blast furnaces, converters, roasters, driers, etc.

2. Acid problems:

a. Sulphuric acid concentrators (new, spent, and sludge acid), parting kettles.

5. . Nitric acid: nitrating operations. Phosphoric acid: phosphate-rock reduc-

tion. Hydrochloric acid: roasting operations, pickling, etc.
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c. Miscellaneous: recovery of chlorine, bromine, ebc.

3. Smoke, soot, and cinder:

a. Boiler-plant gases.

h. Engine roundhouses.

c. Lampblack from oil. Carbon black from natural gas.

4. CUeaning of gases containing sulphur dioxi<le:

a. Hot gas (pyrite burners): sulphuric acid manufacture.

h. Cold gas (pyrite burners): sulphuric acid manufacture: (sulphur burners);

sulphite liquor production.

5. Combustible gas cleaning:

a. Iron blast-furnace ga^ cleaning.

h. Hot producer-gas cleaning.

c. Tar recovery from producers, illuminating gas, coke oVens, low-temperature

(fractionation), wood distillation.

G. Air cleaning:

a. Small-capacity installations: foundries, machine rooms, etc.

h. Large-volume installations: slate crushing, etc.

7. Miscellaneous applications:

a. Dust and fume from industrial operations:

(1) Potash from cement kilns.

(2) Large electric furnaces.

h. Dust and fume from miscellaneous chemical-plant operations.

c. Oil industry: catalytic cracking units for recovery of (Catalyst.

d. Organic materials: spray drying, milk, fruit juices, etc.

The following table gives some typical figures on first cost, together with operating

costs, of a representative group of Oottrell installations:

Oil re-

finery

crack-

ing

catalyst

Metal-

lurgi-

cal

fume

H 28O 4

mist

concen-

tration

HaSO.
mist

SO 2

gases

Bonier

house

gases

(pO)W-

dered

coal)

Zinc

roaster

gases

Pro-

ducer

gases

(detar-

ring)

Spra.y

drying

solids

re-

covery

Investment per rated cubic foot

per minute $2.25 $0.56 $1.80 $3.75 $0.11 $3 . 00 $1.28 $0.60

Temperature of gases treated, 500 500 250 70 300 1200 100 150

Cleaning cost per 1(X),0()0 cu. ft.

per hr

f.$0.05

l$0.10 $0.05

$0.09

$0.10 $0. 18 $0.01 $0.16 $0.11 $0 . 05

Power consumption, kw.-hr. per

100,000 cu. ft. per hr 0.25 0.76 1.00 0.67 0.25 0.55 0.88 0..56

EflRciency of removal of sus-

pended matter, per cent 99.6 90-95 98 99.9+ 90 95 95-98 95

Length of discharge electrode, ft.

per 100,000 cu. ft. per hr.

treated 450 360 115 150 170 280 100 280

Spacing plate to plate, in. (or

pipe diameter)
1

8-11 6 8 8 4 8 6 4

1

diam. diatn.

i
i

diam.

i

Cottrell installatione may be designed for any predetermined efficiency in per cent of the suspended

matter to be removed in the Cottrell apparatus, and the removal may be as much as 99.9 per cent.

The draft loss through these installations is usually negligible, but, including pressure loss through

the inlet and outlet connections, the total pressure drop is less than H oi water.
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Cottrell apparatus has been designed and is operating on gases at temperatures up

to 1200 to 1300°F., and the apparatus is so designed that the temperature drop through

it is approximately 100°F. Here a twofold problem is solved, viz., gas cleaning and

heat conservation. Cottrell installations operate continuously and, in larger installa-

tions, provision is made for by-passing any of the precipitator units for cleaning or

repairs. Maintenance of these installations is usually figured at 1 to 2 per cent of the

first cost, the apparatus in any given case being designed to suit operating conditions,

e.g., the use of special materials to obviate corrosion caused by high temperatures or

chemical action.

The essential data in any gas-cleaning problem are as follows: (1) volume of gases

to be treated per unit of time; (2) temperature of such gases, with a graph showing

maximum at\d minimum as well as usual working average; (3) pressure of such gases

with information on related operations and the effect of resistance to gas flow in such

operations: furnaces, ventilations, fans, flues, stacks, etc.; (4) humidity of such gases,

relative humidity and dew point for gases under 212°F., grains per cubic foot in gases

above 212°F.; (5) gas composition, particularly acid constituents; (6) quantity of

suspended matter per cubic foot of gas; (7) physical and chemical properties of such

suspended matter; (8) degree of cleanness required (efficiency); (9) availability of

power and water; (10) utilization of cleaned gases and recovery of by-products;

(11) operating costs.



CHAPTER XIII

BRIQUETTING APPLIED TO METALLURGY^

Definition.—Briquettmg is the process of fabricating, through the medium of a
press, with or without other operations in connection therewith, fine materials into

blocks of larger size but essentially the same composition, for a purpose involving the

destruction of the blocks sucli, either by direct useful consumption or as a step in a

melting or reducing operation.

In metallurgy the following are dealt with: (1) ores, flue dusts, and other by-prod-

ucts that are subject to smelting; (2) metal scrap, which is subjected to melting; and

(3) the fuels and fluxes with which that smelting or melting is performed. All these

raw materials may be subjected to briquetting, under certain conditions, to the

betterment of the process. Fuel briquettes have been used in smelting and metal

melting in comparatively few instances. They have been used in stationary power
practice to some extent, to a greater extent on locomotives, and very widely as domes-
tic fuel. In the field of ore smelting, briquetting has had a wide application. In

general, where air must be driven through a metallurgical charge, the substitution of

briquettes for fine materials provides a free passage of the blast. The products of the

iron furnaces—flue and filter dust—and, to a smaller extent, of the blast furnaces

involved in copper and lead smelting have been briquetted for^iany years, and recently

a close and intensive study has been given to improvement of the practice. In the

metallurgy of zinc, where recovery depends upon the vaporization of the metal content

with subsequent condensation, the process has been facilitated by briquetting the

the entire ore charge. Fluxes are seldom briquetted by themselves, but the practice

of briquetting ores and by-prbducts with their fluxes has been found advantageous in

some cases.

In general, metal scrap is briquetted without binder. The by-products of the

furnaces are briquetted by the addition of a corrosive substance which forms a binder

by chemical action or with such reagent with the assistance of a binder. Fuels in

nearly all cases require a binding medium to form good briquettes. There are excep-

tions. Milk of lime is sometimes added to assist the bond in metal-scrap briquetting.

Inert ores which do not contain elements that will react to chemical reagents require a

binder, whereas, in the fuel class, sawdust, peat, and the braunkohle lignites are

briquetted without the addition of any binding medium.
Briquetting of Metal Scrap.—There is a very large production of metal turnings

and chips, known generally as swarf or light scrap. The heavy scrap of all metals

brings higher prices in the open market than does the swarf, for several reasons: The
transportation and handling of tangles of light scrap, with a large volume in propor-

tion to'the weight, are expensive. Charging is difficult. During the melting excessive

oxidation occurs, and with the volatile metals, a large loss by volatilization occurs.

When such a charge is briquetted, a bulky and unwieldy mass is transformed into

uniform dense blocks, ranging in quality from superiority over heavy scrap of the same
metal, as with steel for open hearth, to a near equality, as exemplified by cast iron

and yellow brass. In aU cases, handling and transportation are much facilitated,

melting time is reduced, and the quantity of metal per heat increased.

^ Original ohaptar by Albert I«. Btillznan, reAriaed by the editor, 1943.
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Where the turnings or chips are small in size, dry, unmixed with heavy scrap, and

of a metal not too hard and resistant, the material can go directly to the press. Usu-

ally, one or more conditions are present, which necessitate some preparation before

pressing can take place. Heavy scrap, caught in the molds of the press, may cause

scoring and breakage, and certainly its presence causes lines of weakness in the

briquettes. Long turnings rebel against packing into the receiving hopper, resulting

in very small briquettes, with consoiiuent high cost of operation. Hard material

may call for a heat-softening or annealing treatment, usually too costly for steel- and

iron-briquetting practice, but most useful for brass. Oil should be removed, and

deoiling is accomplished by burning off the oil in the same operation that softens the

metal, or by removal of the oil or grease by a solvent, followed by centrifuging. This,

too, is usually confined to nonferrous practice.

In the briquetting of metal swarf for melting, the following features of preparatory

treatment may be cited:

1. Shredding the tangle<l mass of turnings—performed by a tedder, consisting of a

rotor with projections operating against a stationary plate with retarding members.

2. Pneunuiiic separation of the light from accompanying heavy scrap—nuts,

defective “work,” and the like. The materials are dropped vertically in a thin stream

before an air blast, which deflects the light turnings into an air chamber, at the bottom

of which is a conveyer. The heavy material drops to a cross-conveyer below and is

used as heavy scrap, having no future part in the briquetting process.

3. Cutting the long turnings into shorter lengths. Several cutters have been

designed in the United States for breaking up long turnings. This part of the opera-

tion was long a bar to profitable working, but there are now several cutters in the

market operating efficiently and at low cost.

4. Drying^ Deoiling, and Annealing .—The removal of oil and water and the soften-

ing of the metal are performed in the same apparatus, a revolving rotary drum.

The feed end is a little higher than the discharge end. A burner, located at the dis-

charge end, throws a flame into the furnace, exhausting through a small stack at the

feed end. The chips are fed from an elevator into the hopper. As the drum revolves

at a moderate speed, the metal is carried to the discharge end partly by gravity and

partly by vanes inside the furnace, so shaped as to push the metal along in one direc-

tion. The dried chips discdiarge automatically through an opening in the shell, which

comes into the discharge position with each revolution. However, as already indi-

cated, removal of oils and greases may also be done by solvents.

Usually this work is confined to the copper and nickel alloys, and oil in the ferrous

metals is allowed to remain in the briquettes, not being especially objectionable in the

open hearth, and the cost of the treatment being higher than the selUng price of steel

or iron briquettes would justify. In practically all briquetting operations, however,

serving material to the press hot, within limits, contributes much to the ease

of operation of the press and to the strength and quality of the briquettes

produced.

The briquetting of scrap at high temperatures originated in Germany, but W.
Johnson & Son, Ltd., of Leeds, England, has done a great deal to develop this process,

and it is understood that some of their installations are briquetting steel and iron

scrap at red heat or close to it, using a tamping hammer that delivers 2^50 blows per

minute.

It is understood that some English companies are heating aluminum and mag-
nesium scrap almost to its melting point and are then extruding it as a substitute for

briquetting.

In the treatment of nonferrous scrap such as aluminum or brass, the materials

should put through a magnetic separator before briquetting. With all possible
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care, there is an iron pickup in the treatment of nonferrous scrap which is most
undesirable.

6. Pressing .—The usual method of briquetting metal chips is to apply a very
heavy pressure and to rely on the pressure to break down the elasticity and resistance

of the metal in the block formed. No binder is required in the majority of instances.

Cases are known where the addition of a small proportion of milk of lime assists the

bond very much. Fresh water—and, at times, salt water—is added to the scrap of

the various metals to induce a slight corrosion, forming a binder of ferric oxide. Lat-

terly, acid sulphite liquor has been advocated in the briquetting of cast-iron borings,

as the acid contained in the sul}»hite, acting upon the borings in conjunction with the

colloidal pectin in the sulpluto, produces an excellent cement. So quick is its action

that roll-press practice is pcrmi»sible, with the consequent lowering of pressures and
raising of possible tonnage many times over. In the bulk of existing practice, how-
ever, especially in the llnited States, hydraulic practice is used. In Great Britain,

toggle presses having lower pressures have been used to advantage.

Where high pressures are used, and no binder or corrosive action is employed, the

bond is secured from one of two phenomena, or, perhaps, a combination of both.

Where comparatively soft metals are used, as, for instance, lead, the metal actually

flows under pressure and all interstices between the chips are thereby filled. Whore
hard brasses are briquetted there is but little flow, but a very considerable skin tension,

accompanied by cracks, which interlock on the tangent surfaces, forming a friction

bond. As the ultimate resistance of the metal is passed by the working pressure, the

interlocking is permanent and the bond is secure.

Four large and two small hydraulic presses liave been in common use in the

United States for the briquetting of metal swarf. The large are: (1) the Ronay-
Gilmore type, an improved design of the Ronay press used in Germany; (2) the

Duryea type; (3) the Jacomini type; (4) the Timken type. The smaller sizes arc the

Stevenson-Little and the Gilmore.

The Ronay-Gilmore Press .—The press used in the United States is a three-post

construction. The two-post, lighter, is used in Europe.

The rigid frame of this press is divided into upper and lower platens, supported

by the columns. Six molds are carried in a horizontal rotating table. Either 5- or

6-in. molds are used, depending on the unit pressure desired. the upper platen are

attached cylinders carrying the packing, ejecting, and table-turning rams. The
pressing position is between the packing and ejecting positions, forming the apex of

the operating triangle. The pressure ram operates from below, against a counter-

plunger in a cylinder above. Three of the molds are subject at the same time to the

various operations of packing, pressing, and ejecting, while the alternate three molds

are idle, though two of them are carrying material—one, swarf packed but not pressed,

and the other, a briquette prior to ejection. On the completion of the ram action in

each case, the table-turning mechanism comes into play, bringing the alternate trio

of molds into the working position. At the pressure position the pressure is applied

in two stages, the accumulator pressure entering first and considerably reducing the

volume of chips in the mold. At the ejection position a descending ram comes into

play, driving the briquette downward through a chute into the receiving hopper.

It will be noted that there is a counterplunger so that pressure can be applied to

both ends of the briquette. This is most important particularly in the treatment of

iron and steel scrap. In any pressing operation in which the pressure acts against a

rigid mold back, the briquettes are better formed at the ram end and are quite badly

compressed at the fixed end of the mold.

Briquettes made by this press are 5 in. in diameter where a pressure of 36,000 lb.

per sq. in, is required, and 6 in. in diameter where a working pressure of 22,000 lb.
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is Bufiicient. The briquettes are usually about 5 in. high for steel borings, and
weigh between 16 and 20 lb.

The Duryea Metairhriquetting Press .—The mold is stationary, supported in a frame

of four columns. The mold is fed by means of an automatic plunger and the various

operations are brought into play, accurately timed by a camshaft on which six cams
are mounted. The mold is filled by a charge carrier, and hydraulic pressure forces a

ram downward upon it. The hydraulic pressure is little more than a packing pressure,

and, as soon as it is complete, the pressure from an internal-combustion engine’s

explosive charge is brought to bear upon aiiother ram, operating from above, which
is fdrced downward upon the hydraulic fluid.. The pressure thus transfers to the
pressure ram, which is forced downward, delivering the force of the explosion to the
oharge in the mold. The pressure developed is extremely great, and the briquettes
formed are very compact. After the action of the power-cylinder exhaust valve is

opened, and the power piston forced downward, the opening of the hydraulic valve
then following relieves the pressul^ ram from its pressure and it rises clear of the
mold. The counterplunger at the base of the mold rises, putting the briquette in

positioh for ejection by the coming new charge. The briquettes are small, cylin-

drically i^ped, with rounded ends.
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This press has been used for the briquetting of cast iron, brass, and gas-mask
charcoal.

The Jacomini Press.—Filled molds are placed successively under a ram and
removed as the operation is finished. A ram is moved downward on the charge by
hydraulic pressure. The press is supported by four columns. After the maximum
of hydraulic pressure has been reached, live steam is admitted to the operating

cylinder. The structure of the cylinder and the ram head is such that for an instant

the resistance to the plunger practically disappears, so that the descent of the ram
on the charge has the effect of a hammer blow.

After the completion of the pressure the ram is raised, the mold containing the

briquette is removed, and a nevv^ m >ld is placed in working position. The briquettes

are 4 in. in diameter, about 5 in wide, and weigh about 10 lb. The work of this press

so far has been confined to cast-iron borings.

The Timken Press.—This press was named from its installation at the Timken
Roller Bearing plant, and is made by the Southwark Machine Co. In it, a horizontal

piston works against a retreating mold and counterplunger. The pressure application

is mechanical.

The Sievenson-Little Press.—This press consists of a mold mounted on springs with

the pressure cylinder and piston above. The mold is filled through a conical hopper

through which the plunger descends. As the pressure is exerted, the springs are com-
pressed and the mold lowered. When the pressure is released, the mold assumes its

regular position. A hand lever moves the block, carrying the counterplunger to the

back of the press, giving room for the ejection of the briquette on the downward
movement of the ram.

The Gilmore Horizontal Press.—This press is the simplest in design of the hydraulic

class of briquetting presses. A piston, hopper, and mold lie in a straight, horizontal

line. After the hopper is filled with the charge, the piston is moved forward, packing

the turnings. Then the pressure is built up to maximum and the briquette formed.

The pressure is released and the mold raised by means of a hand lever, so that the

briquette can be ejected by the piston, again advanced.

Steel briquettes are ideal for charging into the openhearth furnace. Their regular

shape is of help in loading the charging box and permits larger loads per box. Charg-

ing time is saved. In the melting they immerse rapidly in the bath, melting from the

outside. The melting loss is small. In general, they may be considered as superior

to heavy melting steel for this purpose.

The briquetting of cast-iron borings is undoubtedly the cleanest and best method
of preparation for melting down such borings in cupola practice. Those who have

tried all methods prefer the briquettes to the boxing of borings or melting them down
in cans or pipe. Briquettes are not the equal of heavy scrap in cupola practice, how-

ever, nor can a 100 per cent briquette charge be used unless a low grade of iron is

permissible. Where too great a proportion of briquettes is used in the charge, the iron

takes on the characteristics of white iron. In no metal briquettes are the voids

absolutely eliminated, and 75 to 80 per cent metal constitutes excellent briquetting

practice. Consequently, in the upper zones of the furnace a large proportion of

graphite and silioon is burned up and the briquettes are likely to take up more sulphur

than the ordinary metal charge. Where small proportions are used—10 to 20 per cent

of the charge—excellent iron is made.

The briquetting of copper alloys is especially important, and the importance

increases with the percentage of volatile metal, such as zinc, incorporated in the alloy.

The melting down in crucible furnaces of light swarf and fine turnings increases by
surface contact the tendency of the zinc to escape. The same turnings in briquette

form behave very much as do ingots. The advantages of handling, of saving of melt-
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iiig time, and prevention of oxidation are also present. Oil should always bo removed,

preferably by burning out prior to the briquetting. If the oil is retained, the lubrica-

tion between tlie particles of swarf weakens the bond. Again, the annealing and the

softening of the metal increase the efficiency of the pressure applied. Practically all

nonferrous scrap contains particles of iron or steel which must be removed by magnetic

separation, as already mentioned. If oil is not removed, the work of the magnetic

separator is largely negative and a proportion of iron remains in the scrap to the great

detriment of the resulting ingot. Dry turnings, if well cut up, are readily separated

by the magnet.

Briquetting Aluminum Chips.—It is strange that more has not been done in the

briquetting of aluminum, as in no case would it seem that briquetting is so necessary.

Aluminum oxidizes very easily, and in the melting of small-size chips a great amount
of oxide is formed, which remains with the metal to its great disadvantage. By
briquetting, the contact of the surfaces with the air is reduced, and the briquettes arc

readily charged and submerged. The use of extruding devices for the preparation of

aluminum and magnesium chips has already been commented on. A recent patent

(U.S. patent 2332277, Oct. 19, 1943, to Max Stern) covers the treatment of fine

material by pressing at 250 to 500°F. after heating in a reducing atmosphere to clean

the material.

General Considerations.—A survey made by the editors of Iron Age^ of 12 large

American plants showed the unanimous opinion that briquetting of metal scrap paid.

'Idle advantages were that metal losses in melting were lower; tliere was greater ease

of charging the material to the furnace; it was easier to handle briquettes in and out

of storage; the storage space was less than that required by the nonbriquetted mate-

rial; and a closer control of the melts was possible.

There was little similarity in their operations. The capacities of the 12 plants

varied from 7 to 35 tons of finished briquettes per 8-hr. day. Idie diameters of the

briquettes ranged from 2%, to 5 in.; the briquettes varied in thickness from 2,1^ to

4 in.; and their weights varied from 234 ^ lb. The wide divergences in operations

render the unanimous opinion in favor of briquetting the more striking.

For a plant turning out 3 to 5 tons per 8 hr. of briquettes from light scrap and 5

to 10 tons per 8 hr. from heavy scrap, the pulverizer will require 30 to 50 hp., the

magnetic separator 1 to 2 hp., elevators about 2 hp. each, the feed table to the press

1 hp., and the briquetting press itself 10 to 15 hp. It is estimated that the cost of

briquetting will be about $1.40 per ton and that the direct savings will be about $4

per ton.®

Bundling or cabbaging, whereby long strips or sheets of metal are pressed into

rectangular bundles suitable for melting, has been established practice for some time.

It is a recognized economy, and bundles are quoted at an advance over loose scrap.

Bundling, as such, is limited to the long flexible turnings and sheets. Nothing can

be done, so far as these cabbaging operations are concerned, with the loose fine needles,

borings, punchings, and brass washings. That is purely a function of metal briquet-

ting. In all metals a distinction should bO made between bundling and briquetting.

It must be emphasized that the briquette and the bundle are in no sense competitive,

as they use material in entirely different forms.

Methods of Securing Bond.~-The problem of first importance in the briquetting

of fine materials is the securing of a bond between the particles. Different methods
must be used for different materials. Thq follo’jving methods are in use. 1. By
pressure only, (o) The applied pressure brings about a restricted flow of the material

so that the particles interlock and fill the interstices between them. Examples:

1 Iron Age, Vol. 150, p. 81. Oct. 29, 1942.

* Sngino^ng, Vol. 152, p. 306, Oot. 17, 1941; Nov. 7, 1941, p. 366; Nov. 2S. 1941, p, 426.
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(’hips of babbitt metal, lead, or other soft metals, (h) By skin tension of adja(^ent

surfaces. Examples: small brass chips, metal borings, (r) Interlocking of particles

under pressure. This is usually combined with skin tension or flow. Examples:
long turnings, as steel and hard nonferrous metals.

2. The material is made self-binding in whole or in part by processing or chemical
action. Example: cement and bricks, wherein the entire material is processed by thci

use of heat or by the addition of water until it becomes self-binding. Materials used
for briquetting purposes are seldom of this nature. The following examples may be
cited of materials whose briquetting is best accomplished by rendering part of the

material self-cementing, {a) Bv hydrolized cellulose, usually combined with bitumen
—peat, braunkohle, and lignite. Q ) By chemical action, wherein a reagent is used to

make part of the material self (jementing. Example: blast-furnace flue dust, zim;

ores, and dusts.

3. Materials where binder is extracted during a preparation process. Example:
flne wood waste, where rosin or gum is extracted from the particles by preliminary

steaming; bituminous coals subjected to heating and mastication, whereby the con-

tained bituminous matter assists an added binder in maintaining bond; bituminous

coals subjected to brique^tting pressure and heat at the same time, whereby a binding

tar is evolved and sets.

4. Materials in themselves inert briquetted by added binders. Of the binders

that may be added for this purpose the following are the more prominent: {a) Inor-

ganic: lime, magnesia, gypsum, Portland cement, slag cement, clay, water glass.

•(6) Organic, insoluble in water: wood tar, gas tar, pitches from the above tars, natural

and petroleum asphalts. Organic water-soluble: glue, starch, gluten, sulphite liquor,

molasses, and other similar compounds.

Briquette Plant Design.—Where binders are added or are present in the material

or arc made by processing the material, an equal distribution of that binder through-

out the mass is highly necessary. The methods used to secure such distribution arc

very similar in all materials, so in this respect the briquetting of fuels and metallurgical

products and ores are closely allied. Most added binders are liquid, but some pitchers

are used in solid form. None the less, the principle of equable distribution appli(5s

in all cases, and argument against the use of solid binders is founded on the difficulty

of distributing them through the mass. The preparatory treatment is, therefore,

of at least equal importance to the pressing mechanism.

Tn the design of a briquetting plant, the character of material and the character

of the bond and their relation to each other must be constantly kept in mind. The
material itself should be sized properly and should consist of a mixture of sizers begin-

ning with a determined maximurn. It has been found in the case of anthracite coal

that No. 3 buckwheat is the largest size compatible with the best work, and the mass

should contain a large proportion of smaller sizes to fill the interstices; otherwise an

excess of binder must be used. Similarly, if a large proportion of fine material occurs,

an excess of binder must be used in order that each particle be thoroughly coated.

The problem of the preparatory treatment is so to coat or treat each of the various-

sized particles of material involved with natural or added binder that they will

mutually adhere, and that, too, with the smallest possible expenditure of material and

effort.

It is usual—and necessary where an excess of moisture is contained in the mate-

rial—that it be dried prior to mixing. The heat tends to preserve the liquidity of

the binder added later on, if a hydrocarbon binder be used, and thereby to assist in

distribution. Where it is necessary that low temperatures in drying be used—as with

lignite, where the danger of explosion is present—steam drying is ideal. In most cases,

as in the briquetting of anthracite, open-fire driers are best and lowest in cost. Some-
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timeS) where bituminous coal is briquetted, a semidirect type of drier proves efficient

and safe. Where flue dusts are briquetted, the addition of the reagent usually pro-

duces a palpable increase in temperature. In fact, as the hot dust as received from

the furnaces is the easiest to handle, there is seldom a drying problem in connection

therewith. At all events, if the lignite and the Zwoyer process for coal are excepted,

there is nothing in the drying of materials for briquetting which is of special nature.

The steam drying of lignite is performed either on steam tables or in tubular revolving

drums, the steam being carried in the drum and the lignite in the tubes. In the
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Fig. 2.—Briquetting plant flow sheet, drying apparatus not shown.

Zwoyer process for coal briquetting, drying is simply and easily effected by passing

hot gases through a pugmill against the travel of the material and prior to the addition

of binder.

From the driers the material passes int^ pugmiHs Or distributing screws. If

binder or reagent is added, the pugmill is preferable. If, as in the lignite or braunkohle

industry in Germany, the binder is contained in the material, the distributing screw

is well adapted to the situation. At the head of the paddle mixer or pugmill the

stream of binder or reagent is added. If binders such as asphalt are used, it ie well to
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use steam jets throughout the length of the paddle mi?^er. If water-soluble binders are

used, care must be taken that the fine material is not overheated in the drier lest

there be undue evaporation of water and consequent difficulty in later mixing. The
condition of the material on emerging from the paddle mixer or series of paddle

mixers should be damp and homogeneous. In the past it has been the practice to

pass material from the mixer directly to the press, with possibly a passage through a

vertical fluxer intervening. Especially is this true today in European practice, where

solid pitch is ground together with coal, run through a heated paddle mixer and tluxer,

and then pressed into briquettes. In American practice, an additional treatment to

secure excellence of product has been found beneficial. A prominent treatment

involves the use of a ^‘masticaior,^^ whereby the mix from the pugmill is ground for

a time under heavy rolleirs moving about a circular pan. The feed and discharge

Fig. 3,—Masticator for preparing briquetting mixtures.

of such a machine is continuous. The product from the masticator is compara-

tively dry as compared with the" material that has entered, but the distribution of

the binder or reagent and its cementing quality has been greatly improved. The

binder is not only around the particles but penetrates them. Where chemical action

is necessary to make the binder—as in blast-furnace flue dust—the rapidity, of the

reaction is much increased by mastication.

Sometimes, and notably when tars, pitches, or asphalts are used as the binder,

a fluxing or tempering apparatus is placed in the system at this point to ensure an

equable press feed. In fact, many presses are made with vertical fluxers attached.

In this apparatus the material is passed down a cylinder in which is contained a

vertical sh^t carrying shelves. The material passes down from shelf to shelf in an

atmosphere of steam and is thqn in excellent condition as a feed to the Belgian or piston

presses. Frequently, the cooling of the binder, especially during mastication, results

m the formation of lumps, which are broken up by the subsequent tempering treat-

ment. A paddle mixer or screw conveyer with steam jets may be used to perform a
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similar function. Where water-soluble cellulose binders are used, this work is hardly

necessary and the mix is conveyed to the press. Where the modern rotary press has

been installed, designed to take a gravity feed, obviating the use of rotating feeding

devices, again there is little need for such a device, for such a press is capable of making

briquettes regardless of the lumpy condition of the feed.

Two types of briquetting press are in common use; (1) mold-and-plunger type;

(2) roll type.

Fig. 4.—Zwoyer universal roll-press for briquette making.

In Kurope, all metallurgical briquetting and a large part of the coal briquetting is

done by piston-and-mold methods. The piston-and-mold presses may be roughly

divided into four classes: (1) closed-mold horizontal-table type; (2) closed-mold

vertical-table type; (3) reciprocating-mold vertical type; (4) open-mold horizontal

type, used in braunkohle or lignite briquetting. Types of each one of these presses

will be found described at the eud of the chapter. There are various types of the roll

press as well, but the differences are chiefly in the method of feeding. The two main
types are: (1) the Belgian, or mechanical-feed type; (2) the gravity-feed type, such as

the Zwoyer. Several presses combine in a measure the rotary-press with the piston-

and-mold principles* Notable among these is the Rutledge.

As between the two main types of press the following considerations rule: The
rotary p^^esses make small briquettes, easily shoveled and quick in setting. The
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piston presses require less binder for the formation of good briquettes but ao require a

larger outlay for labor and repairs. A high-tonnage rotary press is very much lower

in first cost than a piston press of the same capacity. Wliere large bricks are wanted

and where tlic scale of pay for labor is low, the piston press must be used—especially

in the packing of coal briquettes in the bunkers of ships, and, as a consequence, most
of the briquettes made in Wales for overseas are of this class.

On the Continent and in England, where there is a large demand for briquettes of

the size and the weight of bricks, for combustion in tile stoves, the piston press is the

Fto. 5.—Revolver press—mold table rotates in vertical plane.

choice of the majority of establishments. In North America, where domestic heating

is largely done by means of central furnaces, the shoveled briquette has met with the

greater favor, to such an extent that there are practically no piston presses employed

in fuel-briquette manufacture, except for those made by the Rutledge press in the

Middle and Far West, largely for power purposes, and these rarely weigh more than

1 ib. eaclv

In metallurgical briquetting, involving the preparation of ores and flue dusts for

smelting, for many years the practice has been to use one of the various types of piston

presses. The examples of such presses as used in Germany are Schumacher, Grbndal,

Tigler; in Great Britain and the Colonies, the Sutcliffe, Yeadon, Johnson. (The

latter two, of the closed-mold vertical-table type—colloquially known as the '*revol-
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ver press’^—have been very largely used.) The revolver presses, in fact, have

proved successful,in both coal and metallurgical briquetting, in the United States

the White press has long held vogue, particularly for briquetting nonferrous flue

dusts, while the Schumacher press has been employed in several instances for the

briquetting of iron dust. At times, ordinary brick presses have been used. Latterly,

the tendency has been to substitute the rotary press on account of the high tonnage

obtained, the cheapness of operation, and the convenient size of the briquette. In

general, in metallurgical operation small briquettes arc more satisfactory than large.

Presenting as they do a greater surface in proportion to their weight, they dry out in

Fig. 6.—Fernholz geared press.

faster time, and thereby more quickly attain a permanent set. In the furnace, they

lend themselves well to the making up of the charge and to even reduction. The New
Jqrsey Zinc Co. has successfully employed overhead-feed Belgian presses in the manu-
facture of briquettes of zinc ores and anthracite for the production of zinc oxide by
distillation. In the reclamation of iron flue dust, the roll press has obtained favor,

largely as a result of the perfecting of the gravity-feed type of press. The gravity-

feed type has been made possible by careful design, the rolls being properly propor-

tioned to their requirements, so that they become self-feeding. The pockets take

their load from a superposed hopper filled with the briquetting mix. Higher pressures

can be ot>tained, as desired, by varying the head in the column—^whieh is manifestly

impossihib where the feed is controlled by rotating fingers. In the briquetting of
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metallurgical mixes, and particularly of the iron flue dusts, where the permanent set

is in practically all cases obtained in the briquette about an hour after the material

has passed through the press, it has been difficult to secure sufficient pressure in the

rotary press to enable the newly formed briquette to fall from the machine. In

the Belgian press the breakage has heretofore been prohibitive. In the gravity-

feed type of roll press the breakage is little. Most briquettes require some treatment

after leaving the press, even if it is cooling only.

Briquetting in the Magnesium Industry.—The rise of the Pidgeon process for

magnesium has brought about quite a study of briquetting, for it was early found

Fig. 7.— Rutledge press—combines rotary and piston pressing.

that thorough intermixture of the magnesite and ferrosilicon entering into this process

was a necessity. The New Jersey Zinc Co. investigated this part of the process at

some length and published the results as Technical PuUicMion 1707 of the American

Institute of Mining Engineers.^ The study of this problem by the New Jersey Zinc

Co. is so illuminating that it is abstracted at length.

Pidgeon originally made his briquettes by mixing finely ground calcined dolomite

and ferrosilicon, briquetting the dry mix in a plunger press under high pressure, though

he planned to use a roll press in his commercial operations. The unsatisfactory results

of early experiments by New Jersey Zinc on roll pressing led to experiments with wet

briquetting.

Sufficient water was added to slake the lime of the calcined dolomite and to provide

a plastic mix. The excess water was removed after briquetting by first heating to

1 Fierce, Waring, and Fetterolf, Some Developments in the Production of Magnesitim from Dolo-

mite by the FerrosiUeou Process, February Meeting, 11^44.
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ver prees'^—have been very largely used.) The revolver presses, in fact, have

proved successful.in both coal and metallurgical briquetting, in the United States

the White press has long held vogue, particularly for briquetting nonferrous flue

dusts, while the Schumacher press has been employed in several instances for the

briquetting of iron dust. At times, ordinary brick presses have been used. Latterly,

the tendency has been to substitute the rotaiy press on account of the high tonnage

obtained, the cheapness of operation, and the convenient size of the briquette. In

general, in metallurgical operation small briquettes are more satisfactory than large.

Presenting as they do a greater surface in proportion to their weight, they dry out in

Fig. 6.—Fernholz geared press.

faster time, and thereby more quickly attain a permanent set. In the furnace, they

lend themselves well to the making up of the charge and to even reduction. The New
Jersey Zinc Co. has successfully employed overhead-feed Belgian presses in the manu-
facture of briquettes of zinc ores and anthracite for the production of zinc oxide by
distillation. In the reclamation of iron flue dust, the roll press has obtained favor,

lax^gely as a result of the perfecting of the gravity-feed type of press. The gravity-

feed type has been made possible by careful design, the rolls being properly propor-

tioned to their requirements, so that they become self-feeding. The pockets take

theii* load from a superbosed hopper filled with the briquetting mix. Higher pressures

can be obtained, as desired, by varying the head in the column—-which is manifestly

imposstblb where the feed is controlled by rotating fingers. In the briquetting of
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metallurgical mixes, and particularly of the iron flue dusts, where the permanent set

is in practically all cases obtained in the briquette about an hour after the material

has passed through the press, it has been difficult to secure sufficient pressure in the

rotary press to enable the newly formed briquette to fall from the machine. In

the Belgian press the breakage has heretofore been prohibitive. In the gravity-

feed type of roll press the breakage is little. Most briquettes require some treatment

after leaving the press, even if it is cooling only.

Briquetting in the Magnesium Industry.—The rise of the Pidgeon process for

magnesium has brought about quite a study of briquetting, for it was early found

Fig. 7.—Rutledge press—combines rotary and piston pressing.

that thorough intermixture of the magnesite and ferrosilicon entering into this process

was a necessity. The New Jersey Zinc Co. investigated this part of the process at

some length and published the results as Technical PvMication 1707 of the American

Institute of Mining Engineers.^ The study of this problem by the New Jersey Zinc

Co. is so illuminating that it is abstracted at length.

Pidgeon originally made his briquettes by mixing finely ground calcined dolomite

and ferrosilicon, briquetting the dry mix in a plunger press under high pressure, though

he planned to use a roll press in his commercial operations. The unsatisfactory results

of early experiments by New Jersey Zinc on roll pressing led to experiments with wet

briquetting.

Sufficient water was added to slake the lime of the calcined dolomite and to provide

a plastic mix. The excess water was removed after briquetting by first heating to

1 Pierce, Waring, and Fetterolf, Some Developments in the Production of Magnesium frotn Dolo-

mite by the FerrpsiUcon Process, February Meeting, 1044.
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110®C., and the water of hydration was removed by heating to 600 or 700°(". in a

muffle. The mixing was originally done in a pan mill with a heavy muller, but satis-

factory results could also be obtained in a paddle mixer or a cement mixer. It was

found advisable to densify the mix by passing it through rolls before briquetting.

These rolls could be smooth, corrugated, or briquetting. The densified mix was then

briquetted in rolls at a pressure of about 2000 lb. per sq. in. on the mix.

It was found that, by limiting the temperature of the heating gases, oxidation

could be avoided and that by discharging briquettes at a temperature of 650 to TOO^^Cl

the COi content was low, so that direct-ftred preheating of the briquettes was possible

in an internally fired rotary kiln, and it was also found that the strength of the

briquettes was adequate to prevent serious breakage due to the tumbling motion of the

kiln.

If the calcined dolomite was of the type in which only the calcium oxide hydrated,

the density of preheated briquettes was about 1.7 g per cc.
;
if the dolomite was of the

type where the magnesia hydrated, the density of the preheated briquettes was

reduced to about 1.3 grams per cc. The expedient of hard burning the dolomite led

to a slow hydration of the magnesia in the finished briquettes with constant cracking

and disintegration. If the water added was only sufficient to hydrate the lime, the

magnesia later picked up water from the air, resulting in disintegration of the

briquettes.

Later in the research, a Komarek-Greavos press was obtained with which it was
possible to obtain better results by dry briquetting than had been obtained theretofore.

The Komarek-Greaves press is a high-pressure roll press designed for briquetting

dry materials. It employs two alloy-steel briquetting rolls of 203^ in. diameter by
face and produces almond-shaped briquettes of a size X 1 X 1 in.

thick. To obtain the required briquetting pressures, a load of about 100 tons is

applied to each roll by means of springs. The spring assembly is held by two rods

extending through the frame, and the spring tension is controlled by adjusting two
nuts that hold the spring assembly in place. The rolls are gear driven at 6 to 9 r.p.m.

by a 40- to 50-hp. motor, and a fine oil spray on the rolls facilitates the discharge of

the briquettes from the pockets. The briquettes are discharged from the press onto

a moving belt, at the end of which there is a screen to remove the fines.

The size of the briquettes produced is of course fixed by the shape and size of the

pocket and by the amount the rolls separate during briquetting. Even under maxi-

mum spring tension, the fin between the briquettes was approximately 3^ in. thick.

An attempt to reduce the thickness of the fin by substituting solid blocks for the springs

only obtained a partial reduction in the fin thickness. In general, wet briquetting is a

simple and less expensive operation with higher capacity than dry briquetting. A
stronger briquette is produced, and there is freedom from disint^ration during

reduction. The outstanding advantage of dry briquetting is a higher briquette

density, which permits higher^harge weights and greater magnesium yield per retort.

This advantage can be intensified by the use of an amount of fluorspar equivalent to

1 to 5 per cent of the weight of the dolomite. Such a briquette after calcination gives

a briquette with a density of about 2.5 g. i>er cc.

In commercial work, the Komarek-Greaves press was highly successful and 73

presses were installed at various Defense Plant Corp. plants. The dolomite and ferro-

silicon are both ground to 100 to 200 mesh and mixed in the proportion of 82 per cent

dolomite to 18 per cent ferrosilicon. The, materials contain a large amount of air,

which must be eliminated before briquetting. For this purpose the press has a feeder

consiating of right- and left-hand screw elements which press the material toward the

center of the feeder where it is engaged by an impeller-type paddle which forces the

meteriat ^ the press rolls. The pressure at which the materials are compressed
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is 35,000 to 40,000 tons per sq. in. The rolls are gear driven at 6 to 9 r.p.m., a 75-hp.
motor being used to drive the press and feeder. The capacity is approximately 4
tons of briquettes per hour.

Apart from the direct bearing of these experiments and practical results on mag-
nesium metallurgy, those who have worked with certain beryllium processes will find

them of interest as bearing on their own problems.

Fuel Briquetting.—One type of press, viz.^ the open-mold horizontal type, is used
cliiefiy in the braunkohle or lignite industry and, to a small degree, in (he peat and

Fia. 8.—Komarek-Groaves press (for normal working pressure of 17^^ tons per sq. in.).

sawdust. Wherever this press is used on a commercial scale, no binder is added.

Dependence is made upon contained bitumen and the hydrolysis of cellulose. The
heated mix, dried to the proper moisture content, is pushed by a piston into a con-

stricted mold, and the constriction of the mold builds up a tremendous pressure on
the briquette, together with an enhancement of heat by friction. The row of bri-

quettes already formed—colloquially known as the “rope''—^forms the back against

which the new briquette is made. The presses are usually run by steam and recip-

rocate rapidly.

Usually some aftertreatment is necessary before the briquettes are ready for

market or for use. Peat blocks or briquettes must be spread in the sun or artificially
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dried—usually the former. They dry, shrink, and harden to an excellent marketable

fuel. Lignite briquettes, coming from the open-mold press, must be cooled under

pressure. This cooling is usually done by continuing their travel in a long channel

pushed forward by the press piston. At the end of the channel they are delivered

cool, hard, and ready for shipment. Similar treatment has been given to wood waste.

Coal or coke briquettes made with oil binders need to be cooled, preferably by travel

through the air, or by the less desirable treatment of water sprinkling or immersion

before storage—otherwise the contained heat will cause melting and breaking up in

the bins. All briquettes made with lime or inorganic binders, whether fuel or metal-

lurgical raw materials, require a hardening treatment, which consists usually of

exposure to steam. Practically all inorganic binders require a setting time after the

briquettes are made, which may vary from 1 to 24 hr., depending upon the size of the

briquette and the character of the materials used. In the briquetting of iron blast-

furnace flue dust by the modern corrosion method, an hour^s travel is given to the

briquettes upon a broad belt, allowing for as great exposure to atmospheric oxygen as

possible to permit the formation of a permanent ferric sesquioxide binder. The
briquettes leave the press hot and steaming, the heat being caused by chemical

action. At the end of the belt travel the briquettes are ready for the furnace,

hard and well set. The large briquettes made on piston presses by the same

method require a 24-hr. setting time, necessitating a considerable labor cost for

handling.

In fuel briquetting a very important phase of the aftertreatment of briquettes

consists of some form of carbonization or distillation. The main motive in the

employment of such processes rests in the desire to secure a smokeless briquette or

anthracite substitute. The recovery of liquid or gaseous by-products is secondary.

The carbonization of briquettes made with water-soluble binders—especially sulphite

liquor—is gaining ground and has met with a considerable technical success. The
expense in this case is comparatively slight, as the briquettes are carbonized in less

than half an hour at temperatures between 500 and 700°F. Where tars or pitches

have been used as the binding medium, far higher temperatures must be used, and th(}

tendency has been to attempt, unsuccessfully, recoveries to help defray the expense.

In the Carbocoal installation at Clinchfield, Va., briquettes made from semichar

were subjected to 1800°F. in closed retorts and the by-product recovered. The
binding material used was coal-tar pitch. The briquettes produced were excellent

—

hard, firm, and smokeless.

In carbonizing briquettes with water-soluble binders, it is the binder that is car-

bonized, not the coal. It is reduced practically to a charcoal and is, therefore,

insoluble in water. The briquettes are carbonized as much for weatherproofing

purposes as to gain smokeless combustion.

Binding Materials.—^Lime has been used very largely in the briquetting of metal
ores and flue dusts. It acts as a mortar either by the formation of calcium car-

bonate or by the action of free or combined silicate to form calcium silicate. In these

cases, treatment in live steam for 8 hr. or setting aside for 24 hr. in the atmosphere is

necessary to secure a good setting. The inconvenience of handling such briquettes

,has resulted in a general abandonment of the use of lime.

Clay .—On account of the long tradition associated with clay as a briokmaking

material, the pioneer efforts in briquetting turned to it as the sole admixed binder.

In certain sections of Europe the peasanta make briquettes from coal dust by mixing
with clay and then sun-drying the mix. Where iron ores contain argillaceous material,

advantage is taken of its presence in certain instances. Because of its history, the

use of clay may be mentioned in discussing briquetting, but it has never proved
successful as an admixed binder.
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Magnesia.-^Good briquettes can be made of inert material having the specific

gravity of coal with about 5 per cent oxide of magnesia added with water. The
resulting briquettes are tougher than those made from lime, and the set is more rapid.

The briquettes, however, are brittle, and the magnesia is expensive. If magnesium
chloride is added—making what is known as Sorel's cement—a better bond is secured,

but the expense is even greater. Magnesia and magnesia cement are used to assist

the bond where they occur in ores and flue dusts, but no commercial plants use them
as admixed binders.

Before the First World War, La Soci6t^ John Cockerill, Seraing, Belgium, was add-
ing magnesium chloride as a binder. As described by Emile Hiertz, the process

was as follows: The first press ^''a8 installed in June, 1910, and the second in March,
1911. They produced 1009 briquettes per hour, weighing 5 kg. each, under a pressure

of about 400 kg. per sq. cm Ti e chloride of magnesium is received from the potash

mines at Hanover in tank cars iii approximately a 35 per cent solution. The quantity

of solution added to the flue dust varies between 2 and 3 per cent, so that the briquettes

contain about 1 per cent MgCL. To fresh dust as much as 10 per cent coke breeze

may be added, still making briquettes that have a crushing strength of 25 to 30 kg.

after 36 hr. and 45 kg. after 6 days. After treating 40,000 tons of such material,

the reports of the blast furnaces show that the briquettes improved the action of

a furnace and produced less dust than did Minette ore. As much as 35 per cent of

briquettes may be added to the furnace charge without bad effects on operation. It

is most interesting to note that the presence of chlorine did not produce any corrosion

in the furnace, downtakes, or other piping. The presence of a certain amount of

chlorine in the dust reduces the amount of chloride of magnesium which it is necessary

to add for briqu(;tting.

Gypsum.—This, too, has not proved a desirable binder. Briquettes made from it

are brittle, and a high percentage is required. Where spent sulphate liquors are

available and a limey flue dust is to be briquetted, the two may be mixed, forming

an artificial gypsum.

Cement.—Portland^ Hydraulic^ and Slag .—('ement when set is usually some form of

calcium siheate. Much has been done in investigating the use of all cements as

applied to briquetting. The main objection has been that too long a time is required

for the set, as with lime. In Germany the use of slag cement in the briquetting of iron

ores and flue dusts was for a time an important development. It was known as the

Scoria process and was invented by Prof. Oberschulte and Mathesius. Granu-

lated slag and hme were mixed with ores and flue dusts and exposed to live steam.

The cost and the handling and loss of time required have proved handicaps to the

introduction of steam hardening in the United States.

Ferric oxide is formed by the corrosion process in flue-dust briquetting by the

action of a salt or acid upon iron monoxide, producing chemical reactions that form

the ferric hydroxide. The ferric hydroxide dries out, under the heat of the chemical

reaction, in a hard mass of sesquioxide of iron. The reagents that may be employed

are chlorides, sulphates or sulphites of metals, with the exception of sodium, potas-

sium, and ammonium. Typical reactions are as follows:

FeO -f FeSOi + 4H2O « H2SO4 -f 2Fe(OH)2 4- 2H
Fe(OH)2 + H2O 4* heat « Fe(OH)« + H

2Fe(OH)8 4“ heat « Fe20s + H 2O (vapor)

As the heat lessens and the bulk of the water passes off, the ferrous sulphate is again

formed

H 2SO 4 + 2FeO * Fe(OH)2 A F0SO 4
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Zinc hydroxide and zinc chloride formed in a similar way make an excellent

briquetting binder for zinc ores. In the Kippe process a salt is added to zinciferous

material to produce a hydroxide reaction. The hydroxide serves as a bond. Copper

and other nonferrous flue dusts often contain these reagents and can be briquetted

on the roll press with the addition of water only.

Sodium Silicate or Water Glass.—This material makes a good binder for ore bri-

quetting where the metallurgical requirements permit its use. It is, however, expen-

sive and has not received wide recognition in the mineral field. It has been tried often

in fuel briquettii\g. Briquettes are of excellent appearance, but brittle, disintegrated

by water, and apt to clinker badly.

Wood Tar,—Wood tar is expensive. It has, in consequence, not been used in

metallurgical briquetting. Applied to fuel, it makes excellent briquettes, provided

they are carbonized. On account of its cost, however, the only application of wood
tars to the briquette industry occurs when charcoal fines occur in quantity in the

neighborhood of a wood-distillation plant. The liquid wood tars or pitches can be

used for the briquetting of the charcoal, although a large quantity—between 20 and

30 per cent—is needed, depending upon the fineness of the charcoal and the consistency

of the binder. Where such large quantities of binder arc needed, it becomes advisable

to redistill and recover the liquid element from the briquette. Charcoal briquettes so

made are denser than the usual product of wood distillation and are excellent for

metallurgical purposes.* Undoubtedly, the fabrication of charcoal fines into briquettes

is an industry that will reach a large tonnage in the future.

Coal and Gas Tar and Pitch,—In the past, the majority of coal-briquetting plants

have used heavy-tar or coal-tar pitch binders. The bond is strong and the binder

cheap. On the other hand, the smoke is heavy, the odor terrible, and the vapors acid.

The use of anthracite briquettes bonded by heavy coal tar was abandoned on an

American railroad because the tarry acids generated in combustion were alleged to have

caused serious skin eruptions on the train crew. Briquettes made from these binders

show considerable degradation in handling and shipping, and in general, it may be

predicted that the use of these binders has little future in North America. In Europe,

the use of this class of binder for fuel briquetting is practically universal and will

continue so. The smoke nuisance is mitigated by the use of piston presses which

require a smaller percentage of binder for a good product. Again, the people are

accustomed to the burning of soft coal in domestic heating and have little objection

to the smoke and odor. In Great Britain it is the practice in most instances to use a
pitch of high melting point. The pitch is not melted, but is ground fine and then

mixed with the coal, subjected to heat during the mix, and pressed. This method
involves larger percentages of binder than does the liquid mix and, while it has advan-

tages of simplicity and low cost of installation, it has made practically no headway in

North America. Gas tar ahid gas-tar pitch are often mentioned as possible briquette

binders. In general, they have all the disadvantages of coal tars and pitches to a

rather more pronounced degree.

Natural Asphalts,—There is no good reason why natural asphalts should not be

a good binder for fuel briquettes, having largely the same characteristics as the oil

residuum. The prices of natural asphalts have heretofore been too high to permit

much use in briquetting practice.

Asphaltic Petroleum Residuum,—Practically all the asphaltic binders used in

commercial briquetting are of this nature, m., the heavy residues produced by
the evaporation and distillation of petroleum. For fuel briquetting, these asphalts

have the advantage of being comparatively smokeless; they melt easily and show a
high degree of miscibility with coal fines. They are deficient, as compared with coal-

tar pitch, hi residual carbon, and fuel briquettes made from them have a tendency to
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fall apart before combustion is complete. This tendency is usually obviated by adding
an amount of binder in excess of the amount required for the bond or by the addition

of a small amount of coking soft coal. Up to date, asphalt of the petroleum-residuum
variety, having a melting point between 150 and 190°P\, has proved the favorite binder

for American coals. In fact, the great bulk of coal briquettes today sold on the Ameri-
can market are made with this binder melted to liquidity and mixed with the hot dry
coal through well-designed proportioning devices. Some attempts have been made to

use such material as binder for metallurgical products and ores, but tln^se have met
with little favor. As the briquettes soften in the preliminary heat and at compara-
tively low temperatures, they are unable to stand the heavy burden—a feature that

prevents their use in most metNlIui gical operations. Some attempts have been made
to use water-soluble asphalt binders, usually by treating the asphalt with strong alkali

solution and depending oii a sui isequent baking operation to fix the binder.

Glue .—The various annual glues are too expensive on the one hand and too

odorous on the other to be used extensively in any kind of briquetting. In some parts

of Europe where hand briquetting is done in homemade molds, some kinds of glue

have served as binders.

Starch .—The various starches, having the property of forming a paste when heated

with water, make good binders where waterproof briquettes are not required. The
preparation of the starcdi binder with water on a large scale is somewhat difficult.

Other binders, such as sulphite liquor, serve equally well, without this added trouble.

There have been no briquetting plants operated successfully with starch binder

‘alone. On the other liaiid, the waterproofing of starch binder with oil has been very

carefully studied, and the C. E. Hite binder, used in the operation of the fuel-briquet-

ting plant at Lykens, Pa., is made by the following formula: 25 gal. of water are

mixed with 140 lb. of starcjh, and the mixture is dropped slowly into 175 gal. of boiling

water. As the starch paste is formed, 35 gal. of melted asphalt are added very slowly

at a temperature of 220°F. When emulsification is complete, the binder is ready.

After the briquettes are made, they are dried at a temperature below 400°F., suffi-

cient to dextrinize the starch. This method, involving as it does considerable pains

in the binder manufacture, is hardly adapted to the briquetting of ores or flue dusts.

There is no question that the anthracite fuel prepared by the above formula is excelleht.

Gluten .—If a binder is ever required for the Northwest lignites, gluten, prepared

from the Northwest wheat waste, will probably be a factor in the binder market. At

present it is not especially prominent.

Molasses .—This forms a good binder, as it has a large proportion of cohesive

pectin. Briquettes made with molasses must be made waterproof, preferably by
heat. It is today merely a question of price between molasses and other cellulose

binders, such as sulphite liquor.

Sulphite Liquors .—Sulphite liquor, a by-product of the sodium sulphite process of

papermaking, is produced in enormous quantity. In most places today it is a stream

polluter and a nuisance. Evaporated to 50 per cent solids, it is an excellent briquette

binder. It has also been used in the making of foundry sand cores. It has an

appreciable amount of pectin or pectin equivalent. In the manufacture of fuel,

briquettes it requires carbonization, whereby a strong odorless and smokeless water-

proof briquette is produced. It is not advisable to waterproof this binder by treat-

ment with oil or chemical reagents, even if such procedure is possible. In this case

the bad combustion odors still remain. On the other hand, the carbonization of

sulphite liquor produces a very strong charcoal, particularly if mastication has been

employed in the preparatory treatment. In metallurgical briquetting, and partic-

ularly in the handling of blast-furnace flue dusts, it has the advantage of being a

dui^ex binder if in acid condition. On the one hand, the pectin content makes a
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briquette strong enough to drop from a roll press (it is essential that the roll press in

this instance properly designed for the purpose), while the acid or salt content

acting upon the iron monoxide produces a sesquioxide binder as described under the

head of ferric oxide. Briquettes so made season in an hour and are ready for the

furnace. As a consequence, sulphite liquor has been largely adopted in the practice

of the corrosion process of flue-dust briquetting. It is understood to be the reagent

depended upon for briquetting the charge in the continuous distillation process of the

Now Jersey Zinc Co., in which the entire charge is briquetted.

For such special purposes as this, briquetting will continue to have a place in

metallurgy, but there is no question that for briquetting ore and flue dust the rise of

the reverberatory furnace and the extension of the field of the Dwight-Lloyd roaster

have greatly diminished the importance of briquetting.

Exothermic Briquettes.—An interesting development in briquetting has taken

place in the ferrous field, which seems to invite note in nonferrous metallurgy. This

is the use of exothermic briquettes to add alloying elements to steel. They produce

a turbulence that greatly aids in distributing the added metal thoroughly in the steel.

The source of energy is a reac;tion between sodium nitrate and ferrosilicon, the bri-

quettes being composed of finely ground ferroalloy mixed with dry sodium nitrate and

ferrosilicon in such a way that the sodium nitrate and the ferrosilicon are in a more

intimate mixture than the ferroalloy and the sodium nitrate. The mixture is bri-

quetted, dried and heat(;d to the melting point of the sodium nitrate, so that this

material also acts as a bond to hold the briquettes together. When the briquette

is added to the metal bath, a reaction is started between the sodium nitrate and the

ferrosilicon, the amounts of these materials being determined by the heat that it is

desired to liberate,^

1 Mining Met., February, 1944, p. 77.



CHAPTER XIV

POWER PLANT AND ACCESSORIES

By lloDiCHicK D. Domaldson^

Introductory.—Although a po^ er plant is a power plant whether utilized in a

metallurgical process or for aiiv other application of power, it should be noted that

circumstances permit a design for most metallurgical purposes to secure a greater

over-all thermal efficiency t han in tl)e usual power plant of like size. The reason for

this is that in many metallurgical plants power units can be selected to furnish just

the required power for the processing performed. However, it is recognized that for

metallurgical purposes the geography and the terrain of the metallurgical power user

sometimes dictate the type of power plant to be constructed so that the refinements

of power-plant efficiency must be neglected.

Prime Movers and Their Choice.—Prime movers for a metallurgical power plant

will be selected first on a(;count of local conditions and second on account of the

load characteristic to be served. As many metallurgical plants are located in areas

having a poor and scarce water supply, it may be found that internal-combustion

engines will best serve the conditions confronting the engineer. Where the water

supply is poor and scarce, difficulties may be confronted with steam-plant operation

through creation of boiler scale (or the necessity of expensive water treatment) and
through inadequate water for (joiidensing purposes.

If internal-combustion engines are selected because of poor and scarce water supply

or because of other reasons, elevation of the power plant site above sea level must be

given careful consideration as such engines lose their horsepower rating as the elevation

increases. Furthermore, the jacket cooling water system should be of the closed-

circuit type so that the water once treated is used over and over again with very little

make-up. In this system the hot water circulated through the engine jackets flows

through pipes over which water drips. This closed system will prevent scale-forming

troubles in the water passages around the cylinders and through the engine parts.

If the conditions confronting the engineer dictate the use of internal-combustion

engines, the inability of this type of engine to carry overloads must be taken into care-

ful consideration. If the load to be carried by the power plant includes overcoming

the inertia of a heavy piece of machinery, special attention must be given to the size

of the engines selected and the design of the flywheels on these units. Unless this

matter is given careful consideration, the starting of a large crusher or a large rotary

kiln may cause a shutdown of an internal-combustion engine plant which is amply

large to carry the load when the machinery is in full operation. Should the inertia

load of a particular machine be excessive, additional relief can be secured in the case

of electric motor-driven machinery by the selection of a motor having more than

usual *^slip.”

Under these circumstan^ces, a synchronous motor should never be u^ed on a machine

requiring a high starting torque. It will probably be found that better over-all

results can be secured by selecting a motor with more than usual end-ring resistance,

thereby sacrificing motor operating efficiency to a greater starting torque. In extreme

cases and in lar^e motor application, it may be necessary to go to a specially designed

* CoasuHing engineer, Cresco, Fa.
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motor of the wound-rotor type with additional resistance inserted in the circuit which

can be cut out when the machine is operating at rated speed, thereby cutting down the

rush of current from the power plant. As internal-combustion engines have poor

economy when operating at partial loads, it may be well to install one or more small

units for utility service such as lights and small power.

Some metallurgical situations may present an opportunity for the development of

hydroelectric power. Where such opportunities exist, careful analysis should be

made to determine the minimum stream flow either as naturally exists in nature or

as it may be augmented by upstream storages. In a great many cases, the minimum
stream flow either in the summer drought period or in northern latitudes through

winter freeze-up will be found to be in excess of that experienced after the hydro-

electric plant is built. When considering the installation of a hydroelectric plant,

careful analysis should be made to determine if the investment in the hydroelectric

unit can be surely amortized through the profitable life of the metallurgical develop-

ment. In some cases, it will be found that the fixed charges on the hydroelectric

development (including amortization) will be greater than the operating expenses

of some other type of power source.

Waste-heat Boilers.—As waste-heat boilers are frequently an efficient and

profitable adjunct of a metallurgical plant, the selection of steam-power units may be

desirable. Unless there is a profitable use for low pressure, exhaust-steam turbo-

electric units making use of relatively high pressure from the waste-heat boilers and

operating at a vacuum of 2 in. absolute pressure or better should be the selection.

While the jet or barometric condenser may represent a smaller initial investment, it is

believed that the surface type of condenser will prove more profitable. This is

particularly so if the boiler feed water runs above a few grains hardness. It is surely

not profitable to waste the condensate from the turbine and be required to treat all

the boiler feed water.

Waste-heat boilers are rarely worth installing unless the average temperature of

the gases is 1200°F. or more. If it is 2500°F., the boilers may be of standard propor-

tions, except for the grate and furnace. With lower temperature, more heating sur-

face must be used per horsepower than is normal, and the gas velocities must bo

Tabie 1. Average Working Temperatures of Waste Gases
(Babcock & Wilcox Co.)

Process

Brick kilns

Zinc furnaces

Copper-matte reverberatories

Beehive coke ovens .

Cement kilns

Nickel-refining furnaces

Open-hearth steel furnaces . . .

Temperature

Fahrenheit

. 2000-2300

. 2000-2300

. 2000-2200

. 1800-2000

. 1200-1600

. 1500-1750

. 1100-1400

increased. This last requirement implies high (usually mechanical) draft. The
draft at the primary furnace must not be impaired. The evaporation per square foot

of heating surface may fall to 2 lb. or so. The efficiency may exceed that of a boiler

burning primary fuel, as there are no combustion losses to be considered. Dust and
tar deposits may give trouble, and clean-out doors should be liberally provided.

Settling chambers are often necessary. Gases containing sulphur are corrosive in

the presence of moisture. Auxiliary grates, burning primary fuel, are sometimes

used to fteady conditions. If W lb. of gas are available per hour at r®F., and if the
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amount of heating surface is sufficient to reduce the gas temperature to i°F., the horse-

power derived is W{T — i)s -f- 33,479 where s mean specific heat of gases.

In the ordinary copper-refining furnace about 6 or 7 lb. of water will be evaporated
in the waste-heat boiler per pound of fuel fired in the furnace. For a general discus-

sion of the waste-heat boiler, see a paper by Arthur D. Pratt.

^

Even where hydroelectric power is not available, it is probably best to generate

electricity and distribute power for mills in that way, rather than by the involved

systems of shafts and belting that a steam-driven plant requires.

Choice of Prime Movers.—It is assumed in the selection of power units for a

metallurgical plant that irrespective of the type of prime mover selected the power
plant will consist of electric genera ors generating electricity to propel electric motors
driving individual machines or driving a short jackshaft for the operation of several

small machines. It is diflicult to imagine a situation where either operating econo-

mies or lower initial investment will be secured through direct engine drive on the

machines individually or on a system of shafts and'belting.

The problem of fuel transportation to isolated metallurgical plants may be so acute

as to render it advisable to have the internal-combustion engine generator or steam

electrics-generator plant located some distance from the main operations and to trans-

mit the electric power to the main operations.

If the ^‘inexhaustible wood supply’^ in the area indicates the use of wood for fuel

great care must be used to determine the so-called “inexhaustible supply" and deter-

mine the cost of logging operations to bring this fuel to the wood-burning plant after

the wood in the immediate neighborhood has been used. If wood is being used as fuel,

a Dutch oven will be required as an adjunct to the usual boiler furnace, as such fuel

requires a much greater cubic space per ton fired than docs coal. A wood “hog" or

masticator will probably be found necessary so that the wood may be introduced into

the Dutch oven in sufficiently small pieces to result in reasonable boiler efficiency.

When selecting engine units, it should be remembered that high-speed units will

cost less and weigh less per horsepower developed but that such high-speed units,

particularly in the case of internal-combustion engines, carry with them a much more
rapid depreciation and a much higher maintenance cost.

Where steam is needed in metallurgical operations in order to heat solutions, a

very inefficient noncondensing reciprocating engine may be the proper selection,

the engine in this case merely acting as a reducing value with a power byproduct.

However, such would be the case only where all the exhaust from such an engine is

profitably used in the metallurgical process. Where only very hard water is available

with all its attendant boiler troubles, it may be found that a turbogenerator con-

densing system for the generator of power is preferable. In such case the heat

requirements in the plant process may be better secured through the use of a closed

heating system rather than permitting the condensate to be lost in the heating

process.

The gas engine and the diesel engine |ire both inflexible units. The amount of

air per cycle limits the fuel that can be burned. They do not respond to overloads,

and at underloads the efficiency rapidly falls off.

As George J. Young points out,* the wide adoption of the diesel engine in marine

service shows its reliability, but in mining districts skilled diesel operators are com-

paratively scarce as compared with steam engineers.

In wild countries simplicity and reliability are so important that operating costs

may be sacrificed somewhat to them. That is, the unreliability of the skilled labor

»Tran«. A,8.M.S., Vpl. 88, p. 599.

* Mining Jour., June 28, 1919.
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supply and the difficulty of obtaining repair parts for complicated apparatus must

always be kept in mind.

In engines, generators, and motors, it is usually a good plan to figure on the next

larger size than the one recommended by the manufacturers.

An internal-combustion unit should be arranged to start under practically no load,

the load to be thrown on gradually after the engine is in operation.

Pipes and Piping.—The (iaution as to allowing expansion joints in long steam

pipes should be unnecessary, as should also be the advice to cover steam pipes, but

neglect of these injunctions can be seen in nearly any mining camp.

Bleeder valves should be provided at any low points on either steam or air piping.

Pumps.—The liquids to be moved in metallurgical establishments vary from water

to thick pulp and include highly corrosive acids, alkalies, and salts. The pressures

likewise vary from a small head encountered in keeping sumps clean, to the high back

pressures of filtering operations.

Fig. 1.—Volute pump. Fio. 2.—Turbine pump.

Reciprocating Pumps.—These may be either of the piston or the plunger type.

These types are too well known to need extended description. Plunger pumps
are usually used with large quantities of water, which may be dirty, and for high

lifts. The plunger pump has less friction and more accessible packing than a piston

pump, while the latter will require less space for a given capacity. For handling

muddy water, ball valves are probably best.

A reciprocating pump is essentially a slow-speed machine because ..of the reversal

of travel against a practically incompressible medium. If it is desired to keep

up a uniform flow and delivery, a duplex or multiplex arrangement must be a-

dopted, and with a single pump large ajr chambers should be provided to take up
the shocks.

A plunger pump should be used for clear solutions only, as grit and dirt rapidly

destroy the fit.

A centrifugal pump consists of a casing in which revolves an impeller, Le,, a

wheel carrying a number of suitably shaped vanes. The centrifugal force sets up a

static head in the casing, and a certain velocity is imparted to the liquid. With the

discharge valve closed, only the static head is noticeable and can be measured. This

is called the shut-off head and is *» Ua^l2g nearly, where Ua “ the peripheral veloc-

ity of the impeller in feet per second and g « 32.2 ft. per sed. When the discharge

valve is oi^oned, other forces come into action and it is possible to obtain a head higher
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than that due to the centrifugal force alone. This higher head is chiefly obtained by
the conversion of the velocity into static head.

This conversion can be accomplished in two ways, resulting in the two types:

1. Volute Pump .—The impeller is surrounded by a spiral casing (the volute) of

gradually increasing cross section (Fig. 1).

2. Turbine Pump .—The impeller is surrounded by a guide ring, provided with

a number of suitably shaped channels which receive the liquid in the direction in

which it leaves the impeller, guide it to the outside, and at the same time reduce its

velocity to such an extent that it will readily turn in any direction and flow toward

the point of the casing where the discharge may be located (Fig. 2).

The volute pump is recogni/.ed '

>y its spiral casing and tangential discharge nozzle,

the turbine by its concentric ca’^iing and radial discharge nozzle. The practical limit-

ing velocity and head in a volute pump with one impeller are f/a = 120 ft. per sec.,

with a corresponding head of about 220 ft., while with a well-designed turbine pump
Ua may equal 140 ft. per sec., with a corresponding head of 300 ft.

Multistage centrifugal pumps are used where higher heads must be overcome,

though this would be most unusual in metallurgical practice.

PISTONLESS PUMPS

Pulsometers (Fig. 3) are pistonless steam-operated displacement pumps with

two chambers A A. The steam enters these chambers alternately and is controlled

by a ball or flap valve C. It enters one chamber and forces the water contained

therein out through a check valve F to the discharge pipe // until the steam enters the

discharge pipe, where it is condensed and
produces a suction effect that throws the

valve C and draws up the water through the

suction valves. J is an air chamber.

Notwithstanding their low efficiency, they

are used extensively in mines, at railroad

watering stations, for draining building pits,

etc. Suction lifts runs up to 26 ft., maxi-

mum, preferably 7 to 14 ft,; discharge head,

up to 150 ft. The steam pressure must be

about 50 per cent higher than the total

water pressure. Low heads give a lower

efficiency than high heads. The discharge

water is heated 3.5°F. for a head of 30 ft.

For every additional 30 ft., add 1.5*^. For

water temperatures in excess of 120°F., no

suction lift is obtainable. The steam con-

sumption by volume is two to three times the water displacement. Wood finds

duties varying from 10,500,000 to 13,400,000 ft.-lb., the higher figure corresponding

to the higher head. This corresponds to a steam consumption of 190 to 150 lb. per hp.

per hr. A duty of 21,345,000 ft.-lb. has been found for total lifts of 102.6 ft.

An ingenious diaphragm pump is made by T. Shriver & Co., Harrison, N.J., for

handling gritty materials in filter-press work, the diaphragm being m5ved by a series

of concentric rinifs on one side and by a crescent-shaped disk on the other.

Compressed-air pumping may be accomplished by displacement apparatus

(eggs, montejus, etc,). The air pressure is applied directly on the liquid in the tank.

Two displacement tanks are generally used, alternately filling and discharging.

The valve distributing the compressed air may be operated by hand, by floats, by the

drop in air pressure upon discharge of liquid contents, by the air following the liquid

Fig. 3.— Pulsometer.
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through the line, or by some suitable timed mechanism. If sufficient submergenc^e

can be had, the tanks are submerged and the liquid will then flow in by gravity, as in

the Wheeler system. If not, the empty tank may be connected to the suction side

of the air compressor and a partial vacuum produced, as in the Harris system. The

acid egg is of particular advantage in the cheap intermittent handling of l\ighly

corrosive fluids.'

The Starrett air-lift pump® utilizes two displacement chambers from which the air

alternately displaces the water by pressure, after which the same air is allowed to

escape up the standpipe and, in the manner of the air lift, assists in raising the water

Fio. 6.—Arrangements of air lifts.

and increasing the effective head. A test of such a pump by H, C. Behr' gave an
efficiency of 50 per cent at the compressor, and 35 per cent net.

The air lift consists of a drop pipe placed in a well with its lower end submerged,
so that it is under the free pressure of the water, more or leiss filling the well. An
air pipe delivers air at the bottom of the drop pipe and forms a mixture of air and
water, which is lighter than the column of solid water in the well; consequently, the
mixture rises above the level of the surrounding water. The displacement of the

1 Thia apparatus ia a container of oval shape eimilar to Fig. 4. Such an egg-shaped vessel is free

from pockets and is readily drained.

^Bng, Mining Mar. 30, 1007.

* Calif, iffining Bw., Bull. 9.
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air compressor required per gallon of water pumped is D ~ kl/bS5 log [1 -f (s/34)] cu.

ft., where I * lift in feet, measured from the lower water level, when pumping, to the

point of discharge; s submergence below the lower water level in feet, when pump-
ing; A; « a coefficient taking care of all the losses, approximately A; =* 3 + (1/700).

The operating pressure = s-ft. water column is not always known in advance, as the

water will stand at a lower level when pumping than when not pumping, and it is the

former that de^termines the point from which the submergence is measured. The cen-

tral air-pipe system, although obstructing the passage to some extent, has the

advantage over the other systems that the submergence can be changed conveniently

and thus the point of highest economy determined. The starting pressure Sa ft.,

where Sa ~ submergence whin n »t pumping, is generally higher than the operating

Table 2.—Economical (^apa* ities and Dimensions of Air Lifts with Ce>jthal

Air Pipe

Diameter of
Gallons per minute

based on a velocity

of 4 ft. per secondWell, inches Drop pipe, inches Air pipe, inches
•

4 3 1 70

5 m IK 95

6 4 IK 125

6 IK 158

7 5 2 195

8 6 2H 280

9 7 2H 380

10 8 3 500

12 10 4 780

Table 3.—Air-lift Data^

Lift,

feet,

1

Water
horsepower,

W

Displace-

ment of air

compressor,

cubic feet

per minute,

D

Operating

air pressure,

pounds per

square inch

Air,

horsepower,

adiabatic,

A

Indicated

steam

horsepower,

/

Overall

efficiency,

per cent,

W
100 y

20 0.00505 0.38 13 0.017 0.0213 23.7®

40 0.0101 0.475 26 0.036 0.045 22.5

80 0.0202 0.68 52 0.0825 0.103 19.6

120 0.0303 0.82 78 0.129 0.162 18.8

160 0.0404 0.97 104 0.178 0.223 18.2

200 0.0505 1.13 130 0.235 0.294 17.2

250 0.063 . 1.44 162 0.335 0.418 15.0

1

^ Based on a submergence of 1.51, this being considered the most desirable submergence. Figures

In table are lor a capacity of 1 gal. per min.
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pressure. In Fig. 5, a ** Pohl6 or side inlet, b annular space inlet, c = Saunders

system, d » central air-pipe system.

The efficiency of the air lift is very low, but its many advantages, triz., simplicity,

absence of working parts in the well, ability to handle gritty water or oil, and prin-

cipally the fact that the full area of the well may be rendered available, tend to counter-

act its low duty. Generally it is desirable to work a well to the limit of its capacity,

regardless of expense.

The best efficiency is obtahuid for a capacity of 10 to 15 gal. per min. per sq. in.

of drop pipe (allowing for an obstruction of 20 per cent by the central air pipe, this

will be equivalent to a water velocity of 3.2 to 4.8 ft. per sec.).

Fig. 6.—Bronze clapper
valve.

Fig. 7.—Leather-faced
clapper valve.

Fig. 8.—Ball
valve.

Another method of air pumping is to admit compressed air to the steam end of a

steam pump. This can be done without difficulty in a simple-cylinder direct-acting

pump, but where the air is used expansively the moisture in the air is apt to freeze

at the exhaust nozzle and choke the exit. A remedy is to heat the air before admis-

sion; this also effects a considerable increase in efficiency, which at best is quite low.

Air Chambers.—The object of an air chamber is to provide an elastic element

in the pipe line and produce a uniform flow. Simple pumps require large air chambers

(eight times the displacement of the plunger per stroke)
;
duplex pumps only small

air chambers (four times the displacement), duplex low-service (75-lb. pressure)

and small general-service pumps require no air chamber.

Air chambers are a necessity on all crank and flywheel

power pumps, l^f the air coming in with the water is not

sufficient to replenish that absorbed by the discharge

water, an air-charging device should be used. This may
be an independent air compressor or simply a pipe con-

nected to one of the pump chambers, provided with two
check valves for air inlet and outlet. On pumps for over

300-lb. pressure, where the air is absorbed rapidly by the

water, a spring-loaded ram, called an alleviator, should be

used.

A vacuum chamber performs the same duty on the

suction pipe and should have its inlet on the dead end of

a tee so as to be in line with the current. It should be

placed on the suction pipe of every good-sized pump and is a necessity on high lifts

and pumps producing an irregular flow. When the water carries much air, the vacuum
chamber may act as an air collector from which the air may be removed by a vacuum
pump. In long suction pipes where the air h^ more time to .become liberated from
the water, the chamber may be constructed as a separating box.

The object of a foot valve is to keep the pump primed during a stoppage. It

adds to the friction and reduces the possible suction lift. Figure 9 shows a clack

valve and strainer. If the watcir carries impurities that might do dama^ to the,

pump, a striijner should be provided in the suction pipe.

Fio. 9.—Clack valve and
strainer.
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The ideal suction lift of a pump equals the water column sustained by the atmos-

pheric pressure minus the vapor pressure; the former is affected by the barometer and
altitude*., the latter by the temperature of the water. The hydraulic losses, which
comprise the friction through the suction pipe, valves, and passages, and the velocity

head are generally insignificant as compared with the influence of the air contained

in the suction water, the effect of which cannot be computed.

Acid Pumps.—When an acid or other corrosive substance is to be handled by a

pump, no material should be used that is attacked by the substance. Therefore,

pumps may be constructed either wholly of brass, bronze, rubber, or even stoneware,

or wholly of iron, or they mav be merely bronze fitted, which means that certain

working parts, such as pistons, rods, and pump pistons, are made of bronze or are

bronze lined. In ordering bronze or brass-fitted pumps, the parts that should be

made of bronze or brass should be clearly specified. In an all-iron pump the piimp

cylinder is bored to size and has no lining. The valve seats and stems are made of

malleable iron.

If, in a brass-fitted pump, the size permits, the piston rod should be split in the

crosshead, and the steam piston rod should be made of steel. Brass is too soft to

wear well in the high temperature maintained in the steam cylinder.

Rotary Pumps.—In rotary pumps not of the centrifugal type a pair of spur gears

run in a closed casing. The points of the teeth, which run close to the case, pick up
the liquid and hold it in the series of pockets formed })y the teeth, then discharge the
liquid on the delivery side. The shafts are driven by exterior gearing, which should
be on both sides of the casing, so that the pump will not itself act as a gear.

Solutions can be delivered by these pumps against a high head, but their mechani-
cal efficiency is low, and the liquid to be pumped must be clear.

The Frenier spiral sand pump consists of a rotating helix which scoops tip the

material to be handled, passes it through the spiral passage, and discharges it at

the center into a lift pipe.

The principle appears also in the device for the continuous feeding of tube mills and

is the basis of the spiral wheel for pumping molten metal out of lead kettles.

The ejector or steam siphon is often used for moving liquids where an admix-

ture of water will do no harm. The principle is familiar in the injector for steam

boilers.

The principle is used with molten metals, to produce finely divided powders by
steam suction and “atomization.”

Operating Direct-acting Pumps.—Small pumps are provided with a petcock

on the discharge chamber for blowing out the air. On larger pumps a starting

valve, or waste valve, should be placed on the discharge pipe inside of the gate and

check valves. Prime and start the pump with the waste valve open to work the air

out of the pump chambers. If there is a check valve, this will open automatically

when the right speed is reached, but if there is only a gate valve a gauge should be

placed at some point inside of the gate valve, which will indicate the proper time to

open the gate valve, viz.^ when the pressures on both sides are balanced. Both sides

of a duplex pump should be packed alike, or one side will travel at a higher velocity

than the other.
* Before opening the throttle valve, blow out the steam pipe. If cylinders are

jacketed, admit steam to the jackets some time before starting. If the air pump is

independent, start it and get up a vacuum before starting the main engine. After

stopping, open all blowoffs and drain the valves. If the pump is to be idle for some

time, open the cock of the oil cup, so as to let the oil flow into the steam chest, then let

the pump make a few strokes to distribute the oil well over the inside of the steam end.

When a pump is to be drowned, flood the cylinders with oil and shut off steam from
.

the Surface.
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Keep the stuffing boxes well packed with a good quality of packing. Screw up the

gland no tighter than is necessary to stop leakage, and renew the pac^king before it

becomc^s hard. Watch the rods and the outside-packed plungers to detect cutting.

If the pump is provided with a surface condenser, never exhaust into an empty

condenser, as this will destroy the tube packing.

Operating Centrifugal Pumps.—(Centrifugal pumps are primed before starting,

either by an ejector with the discharge closed, or, if a foot valve is provided at the

find of the suction pipe, it may be filled with water through a priming pipe, the air

escaping through a vent at the highest point of the casing. Start and bring up to

>5peed, then open the discharges valve. Always close the discharge valve before start-

ing and stopping. f.

The stuffing boxes should be packed with square graphite packing. Round
packing will wear grooves in the shaft. Obtain from the manufacturer a set of char-

acteristic curves and compare with actual performance. If the readings do not

agree with the curves, examine the pump for defects, such as stones in the impeller or

broken blades. These curves will also assist in running the pump near the point of

maximum efficiency.

Setting up Pumps.—The suction pipe should be large and as short and direct as

possible. Centrifugal pumps will not operate satisfactorily on suction lifts of over

G to 10 ft. on long suction lines. Bends should be of long radius. Lay to a uniform

grade, rising toward the pump, so as to avoid air pockets. In connecting the steam

pipe, make due allowance for expansion. Place a throttle valve in the pipe close to the

pump, and provide means for draining the pipe with the valve closed. Before

connecting the pipe to the steam chest, blow out the steam thoroughly to keep dirt

from getting into the cylinder.
'

The nozzles of a centrifugal pump as furnished by the manufacturer are necessarily

computed for fairly high velocities. Increasers should be attached, and the pipes

should be made large enough to give velocities of 4 to 5 ft. per sec. in the discharge

pipe and 3 to 4 ft. per sec. in the suction pipe. A strainer of liberal proportions should

be at the bottom of the suction pipe, and the free opening through the strainer should

be two to four times that of the pipe. The openings through the strainer should be

smaller than the smallest passage in the impeller. Install a gate valve and a check

valve near the discharge nozzle with suitable drains, priming pipes, and a pressure

gauge.

GAS CONVEYING

The movement of gases is of prime importance in metallurgy, for the basic opera-

tions of fusion, oxidation, and Veduction are dependent on air or gas supply. This

supply may be governed by natural draft (chimneys) or by fans, compressors, or

blowers.

CHIMNEYS

Chimneys.—Apart from the function of producing draft, metallurgical stacks

are called upon to carry off noxious fumes? and must be built to withstand their

effects. In addition, they must be designed to withstand wind stresses, often far in

excess of the stress placed upon the stack by its own weight.

Sulphur dioxide will not harm either brick; or steel stacks so long as the tempera-

ture is at all elevated. Sulphur trioxide becomes harmful at temperatures under about

400°F., if (here is any great concentration of sulphur trioxide and Water vapor.

Above this point the trioxide has little effect on an acidproof mortar. Chlorine and
nitrous acid fumes are about the same—an impervious brick should be used, with
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waterproof mortar, and the temperature must be kept fairly high. Sulphur trioxide
is practically quantitatively removed by the Cottrell process.

If the temperature of the gas is low and the sulphuric acid is not removed by a
Cottrell apparatus, projecting lead petticoats dripping into a pan in the bottom will

do some good, though they check the draft.

Where lightning rods are installed on acid chimneys, the upper 50 ft. or more of the
complete rod should be sheathed to protect the copper from the effects of the acid.

Lead covering is in most cases effective.' All chimneys handling acid gases should be
equipped with an outside ladder, the upper portion of which should be covered with
lead or an acid-resisting material. Chimneys that have been in practically con-
tinuous service for years witho ut showing any effect from the smoke stream have been
observed to develop defects, particularly in the upper portions, after they have been
shut down for a protracted period.

Although the conditions of temperature, dilution, acid mixture, and the like may
be such as not to cause damage while the chimney is in operation, yet an accumulation
of dust on the inner walls, which is deliquescent by virtue of its acid content, may tend
to do damage when the chimney is not in operation.

The weather, rain, fog, snow, or a heavy humid atmosphere furnishes the necessary

water within the chimney to convert the previously inert dust with an acid content
into a liquid acid which immediately becomes active.

It is, therefore, wise, when the chimney is shut down for a period, to cover the
entire opening at the top with a temporary weatherproof lid. Tliis can be made in

sections of light wood easily placed and removed. Lugs protected against acid action

Table 4.—Weight of Air at Various Temperatures, Pressures, and Degrees
OF Humidity

Temper-

ature,

degrees

Fahren-

heit

Weight of 1 cu.

ft. of dry air (at

14 lb. per square

inch or 28.5 in.

of Hg), pounds

Increase or de-

crease of weight

for each 0.1 lb.

change in pres-

sure, pounds

Increase or de-

crease of weight

for each 1 in. of

Hg change of

pressure, pounds

Decrease of

weight for each

10 per cent in-

crease in relative

humidity, pounds

32 0.07688 0.000549 0.002698 0.000019

35 0.07642 0.000546 0.002681 0.000021

40 0.07565 0.000540 0.002654 0.000025

46 0.07490 0.000535 0.002628 0.000030

50 0.07417 0.000530 0.00260? 0.000035

55 0.07340 0.000525 0.002580 0.000040

60 0.07272 0.000520 0.002554 0.000051

65 0.07203 0.000515 0.002530 0.000059 ^

70 0.07134 0.000510 0.002506 0.000070

76 0.07068 0.000505 0.002482 0.000081

80 0.07003 0.000500 0.002457 0.000095

85 0.06938 0.000495 0.002432 0.000111

90 0.06875 0.000490 0.002408 0.000127

95 0.06811 0.000485 0.002384 0.000147

100 0.06752 0,000480 0.002359 0.000172

105 0.06694 0.000475 0.002334 0.000199
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should be' built into the chimney head to which the sections of the temporary

lid may be fastened.^

Theoretically, if H be the height of the chimney, a the expansion coefficient of the

gas (approximately 0.00366 per degree centigrade), h the suction head of the chimney,

and t' and t the average temperatures inside and outside of the chimney, //(I + at')

« (H h){l + at) or aP 1 4- a^does not differ greatly from unity,

it can be neglected, or = Ha{V — t).

The theoretical velocity with which outside air would enter the chimney {i.e.y

if there were no chimney leaks or resistance ) would be v ~ y/2gh where g — 32.16 ft.

per sec. Substituting, v = \^2gffa(t' — tj.

The quantity of air Q passing through a chimney is equal to the area A times the

velocity times the weight per cubic foot of the gases (d' at temperature t').

If do is the temperature at 32°F. and TOO-rnm. pressure and the barometric pressure

prevailing is p',

the n d'
do p'

.

I -\- at'

‘

hence

^ “ 760 1 + a<

It should be noted that A in the above expression is not equal to the total real area of

the stack, but is a smaller quantity, the effective area. If A a is the actual area, the

effective area will be approximately

A = A. - 0.6 VA
While a chimney four times as high will apparently double the draft, actually there

comes a point where added friction and cooling by radiation more than overcomes the

added draft effect. Chimneys are rarely over 150 ft. high, and when they are it is

usually in order to distribute objectionable fumes over a wide area rather than for

draft purposes.

Draft Apparatus.—The draft of a chimney varies directly as its height above the

grates. The volume of gas it discharges varies directly as the area, and as the square

root of the height. Very low and very high chimneys are both undesirable. For
the sizes required, see the accompanying tables.

Table 5 gives the horsepower of chimneys computed by Kent method.

For the pounds of coal burned per hour for any given size of chimney, multiply the

figures in the table by 5. Chimneys 25 per cent larger are recommended for low-grade

bituminous coal, while with oil fuel the rated power will be from three times in the

small-size stacks to about two in the large.

The cheapest and least durable chimney is the guyed steel stack. Self-supporting

steel stacks and reinforced concrete come next. Radial and hollow-brick stacks,

properly designed, are cheaper than those of common brick of equal excellence.

For a chimney 60 ft. high, about 116 lb. of anthracite coal will be burned per hour
per square foot of effective area of chimney; 135 lb. for an 80-ft. stack; 152 lb. for a

100-ft. stack; 93 Ib. for a 40-ft. stack.

The combustion of 1 lb. for bituminous coal gives about 550 cu. ft. of products of

combustion, measured at 500®F. Usually with bituminous coal the stack area is

made one-fifth to one-half the area of a furnace grate and one-eighth to one-sixth the

area of a boiler grate.

‘ The IsMSt three paragraphs are taken from a staff report of the Alphons Gtwtodis Chiumey Con-
struction Co.
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Table 5.—Horsepower of Chimneys

Diameter,

inches

*

Height
Effec-

tive area,

square

feet

Actual

area,

square

feet
60

feet

80

feet

100

feet

125

feet

150

feet

200

feet

250

feet

300

feet

18 25 29 30 36 40 46 51 56 0.97 1.77

24 54 62 69 78 85 98 110 120 2,08
'

3 14

30 92 107 il9 133 146 169 189 206 3.58 4.91

36 141 163 182 204 223 2.58 288 315 5.47 7.07

42 200 231 258 289 316 365 408 447 7.76 9.62

48 269 311 348 389 426 492 ‘ 549 602 10.44 12.57

60 437 .505 .565 632 692 800 804 979 16.98 19.64

72 • 646 747 835 934 1,023 1,181 1,320 1,447 25.08 28.27

84 896 1,035 1,157 1,294 1,418 1,637 1,830 2,005 34.76 38.48

96 1,186 1,370 1,532 1,713 1,876 2,167 2,423 2,654 46.01 50.27.

108 1,517 1,751 1,9.59 2,054 2,392 2,770 3,098 3,393 58.83 63.62

120 2,180 2,438 2,557 2,986 3,448 3,855 4,223 73.22 78.54'

132 2,656 2,970 3,114 3,637 4,200 4,696 5,144 89.18 95.03

144 3,5.54 3,726 4,352 5,027 5,618 6,155 106.72 113.10

168 4,878 5,115 5,974 6,899 7,713 8,449 146.50 153.94

192 6,724 7,852 9,068 10,138 11,105 192.56 201.06

216 9,987 11,532 12,894 14,123 244.90 254.47 !

240 12,378 14,293 15,980 17,505 303.53 314.16 1

For measurement of draft pressures, probably the most delicate apparatus is,’

Iles^ modification of the Fallis manometer. ‘ The ICllison differential draft gauge is

also a very sensitive instrument.* {

Blast Apparatus.—Forced blast is a necessity for many metallurgical operations,

either for ventilation, to secure more rapid combustion than would otherwise take

Fig. 10.—Multiblade fan, Fig. 11 .—Paddle-wheel fan with cast casing.

place, or for the maintenance of reducing or sulphatizing atmospheres. The usual

pieces of apparatus are injectors and exhausters, disk and centrifugal fans, rotary

blowers, and blowing engines.

Fans.—These are used only at low pressures. As said above, they are of two

types, the propeller and the centrifugal. The former moves the air in a direction

parallel to its axis of rotation, the effect being similar to that of a ship’s propeller.

The centrifugal fans have an inlet at the center and discharge at the periphery.

Fans may operate with equal efficiency at any speed which their mechanical

strength safely allows. They may also discharge, in practice, through orifices varying

in area from that of their full discharge, to a very small percentage of the full outlet.

» Described in Eng. Mining Jour,, Vol. 59, 1900, p. 765; aleo in Ilea’ “Lead Smelting.**

* Amenoan Steam Gauge A Valve Mfg. Co,, Boston, Maes.
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The efficiency varies with different orifice areas, but not according to any fixed law for

all designs. *

The horscpowej' for any fan or blower, if the area of the discharg(i orifice remains

unc^hanged, varies directly as the cube of the speed
;
also, if the area of the discharge

orifice remains unchanged and the speed is con-

stant, the horsepower varies directly with the

density of the gas being handled. The horsepower

of a centrifugal fan, if the speed remains un-

changed, generally decreases as the area of dis-

charge orifice is decreased. In some designs the

horsepower with rated orifice is not over one-third
of the horsepow^er with orifice equal to area of fan outlet, and in other designs it is very
little less at rated orifice than with unrestricted orifice.

The horsepower of a propeller fan, if the speed remains unchanged, increases as
the area of the discharge orifi(;e is decreased. In some designs the horsepower with
rated orifice is not over one-quarter of the horsepower with complete restriction. The

\ propeller fan is used in heating, ventilating, cooling, drying, etc., rarely for pressures

/ exceeding 1 in. of water. Hated capacities are given in Table 6.

hiG. 12.—Steel-plate cone fan.

Table 6.—Rated Capacities of Propeller Fans
4

1

Wheri
diameter,

feet

1

L

Free delivery

Static pressure, inches

0.25 0.5 1.0

Cubic

feet

per

minute

Revolutions

per

minute

Brake

horsepower

Cubic

feet

per

minute

Revolutions

per

minute

Brake

horsepower

Cubic

feet

per

minute

Revolutions

per

minute

Brake

horsepower

Cubic

feet

per

minute

Revolutions

per

minute

Brake

horsepower

2 4,000 170 0.24 2,100 710 0.63 3,000 1,000 1.6 4,260 1,420 4.2
.

3 9.000 465 0.54 4,800 470 1.2 6,750 670 3.4 9,500 940 9.6
f 1 16,000 350 0.95 8,500 355 2.1 12,000 500 6.0 17,000 710 17.0

36,000 233 2.15 19,000 235 5.1 27,000 335 14.6 38,000 470 41.0

1 64,000 175 3.8 34,000 175 8.5 48,000 250 24.0 68,000 365 68.0

Appi' Horsepower of Propeller Fans.—The horsepower required to drive
any propelii nay be represented by an expression of the form

' Horsepower = K,

where Ki is a. constant depending upon the design and upon other conditions, T is

the peripheral velocity or the tip speed of the wheel in feet per minute, A is the gross
area of the wheel in square feet, w is the absolute density of the gas handled in pounds
per cubic foot, 0.076 is the weight of standard air at 65®F. in pounds per cubic foot.

Table 7.

—

Constants for Propeller Fans
(B. F. Sturtevant Co.)

Type of Fan
Sturtevant propeller 0.0006
Multiblade disk ' 0 , 0012
Blackman propeller 0 . 0012
Davidson propeller 0.0016

Csntrilu^^ fans find a much wider application than do the propeller. They
are used upHo pressures of about 16 oa., or about 27 in. of water.



Table 8.—Table of Constants for ('entrifxToal Fans
(B. F. Sturtevant Co.)

Type of >Fan W (Width; D * Diameter) K
Paddle wheel with 6 to 1 0 straight blades and W ~ 0.45D .... 0 . 0060

Steel pressure with 24 backward curved blades and W * 0.15I> 0.0060

Slow speed conveying with 18 forward curved blades and W ==

0.252) 0.0100

Single-inlet multiblade drum with 60 narrow curved blades,

inclined forward and W = 0.50D 0.0350

Double-inlet multiblade drum with 60 narrow curved blades,

inclined forward and W — 0.252) 0.0250

Double-inlet multiblade drum wilh 60 narrow curved blades,

inclined forward and W — 0.502> 0.0400

Double-inlet multi f>]ade drum with 60 narrow curved blades,

inclined forward and IF — l.OOD 0.0350

Table 9.— Com'ER.sioN Tables for Air Pressures

pRBSBUBB IN OuNCES P*R SqUARB InCH CORRESPONDING TO INCHES OP WaTER

443
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Multiblade fans are made by the American Blower ('o., Sirocco; the Buffalo

Forge Co., Conoidal; Keith & Blackman, Keith; the N. Y. Blower Co., Seri-Vane;

the B. F. Sturtcvant Co., Multivane. The wheels contain 30 to 60 blades, generally

of shallow radial depth and curved with concave surface forward in rotation. The

inlet is exceptionally large compared with the wheel diameter. A spiral casing encloses

the wheel (see Fig. 10). The range in pressure is ordinarily 0 to 5 in. of water.

1
%
tS

Static pressure, inches

1

0.5 1 2 4

1

Cubic

feet

per

minute

Revolutions

per

minute

Brake
horsepower

Cubic

feet

p«r

nunute

Revolutions

per

minute

Brake horsepower

Cubic

feet

per

minute

Revolutions

per

minute

Brake horsepower

Cubic

feet

per

mirute

Revolutions

per

minute

Brake horsepower

1 2 1,170 780 0.30 1,650 1,100 0.85 2,340 1,560 2.4 3,300 2,200 6.8

2 4 4,650 390 1.2 6,600 550 8.4 0,300 780 9.6 13,200 1,100 27.0

4 8 18,700 195 4.8 26,400 275 13.6 37,400 890 38.5 52,800 550 109.0
> 6 12 42,000 130 10.8 69,400 184 30.5 84,000 260 86.0 118,800 368 244.0

8 16 76,000 98 19.

1

105,600 138 54.0 150,000 196 163.0 211,200 276 432.0

10 20 117,000 78 30,0 165,000 110 85.0 234,000 156 240.0 330,000 220 680.0

Cast casing paddle-wheel fans are made by the American Blower Co., type V;

the Buffalo Forge Co., type B; the Green Fuel Economy Co., cast-iron volume fan;

the N. Y. Blower Ck)., Peerless; the B. F. Sturtcvant Co., Monogram.

The wheels are of paddle-wheel type—six to eight blades—and not quite so wide
axially as the paddle wheels in ‘^steel-plate” fans. Casings are spiral in form and
of cast iron (see Fig. 10). The range of pressures is 0 to 6 os., and they are used for

forges, oil furnaces, light-dust collecting, etc.

Cast-iron and steel-plate pressure fans are made by the American Blower Co.,

type P; the Buffalo Forge Co., type P; the B. F. Sturtcvant Co., “steel pressure

blower.” The wheels are of paddle type, with 6 to 24 blades, width narrower than
other types* The casing is of spiral form. The range of pressures is 4 to 16 oz., and
they are used for forges, oil furnaces, cuxwlas, gas producers, boosters, etc.
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i

1
1
1

Approximate

height,

inches Static pressure, ounces

1

4 8 12 16

.2-i

tl

•S c

1 a

& ^

Brake
horsepower

Cubic

feet

per

minute

I'i

& &

Brake
horsepower

Cubic

feet

per

minute

Revolutioxia

per

minute

Brake
horsepower

Cubic

feet

per

minute

Revolutions

per

minute

'M
rQ

14 25 600 2,800 1.3 8.50 3,960 3.7 1,040 4.850 6.7 1,200 5,600 10.4
21 39 1,300 1,900 2.8

i

l,b50 2.680 7.9 2,250 3,300 14.5 2.600 3,800 22.5
84 59 3,400 1,150 7.1

1

4,800 1,625 20.0 6,900 2,000 37.0 6,800 ! 2,300 57.0
45 77 6,300 876 13,0 8.900 1,240 37.0 10,900 1,500 67.0 12,600 1,750 104.0

Steel-plate-paddle-wheel fans are made by the American Blower Co., the Buffalo

Forge Co., the Garden ('ity Fan C/O., the Green Fuel Kconomy Co., the N. Y. Blower
Co., the B. F. Sturtevant Co., etc. The wheels have 8 to 12 blades which are deep

radially and connected to spider arms emanating from a central hub. (^asiiigs are

of spiral form. The range of pressures is 0 to 5 in.

Wheel

diameter,

feet

Approximate

height,

inches Static pressure, inchca

0. 5 1 2 4

Cubic

feet

per

minute

Revolutions

per

minute

Brake horeepower

% S
^ a

3 ®

fl S3O a

S 5
O 0
•n rt

3 aO ®

c (S

0.

Brake horsepower

^,5
fi; 0

a

.s 'i

3 SJ

O ft

S 2
2 5^

^ a

I’i

0.

1..

at

© ^
^ ft

PQ E
0

Cubic

feet

per

minute

Revolutions

per

minute

Brake
horsepower

2 40 1,800 610 720 1.1 3.600 1,020 3.0 5,000 1,440 8.6
8 60 4,000 340 6,700 480 2.4 8,000 680 11,400 960 19.0
4 80 7,200 256 1.6 360 4.3 14,600 610 12.0 20,400 720 34.0
6 120 16,000 170 3.4 22,800 240 9.6 32,000 340 27.0 46,600 480 77.0
8 160 28,700 128 6.0 40.700 180 17.

1

67,500 256 48.0 81,400 360 137.0
12 240 65,000 85 13.6 91,200 120 38.4 130,000 170 182,000 240 307.0

Steel-plate cone fans are made by the American Blower Co., the Buffalo Forge

Co., the Green Fuel Plconomy Co., the N. .Y. Blower Co., the B. F. Sturtevant Co.

Static prcsssure, inches

1

0.25 |oH|| 1.0 1.5

1 2 5 S 2 1 5 1 fc t S i ^ &

1
o g

ii

I a
^ ‘i

h If

i
1

i\
if

1 ^

Brake

horsepow

•£ ^

.« ’§

1
O ft

i|
•3 S

P* &

Brake

horsepow

^ s

SI

s s

I1
t is

M * If

8 820 0.63 6,100 460 1.8 8,600 640 5.0 10,400 786 9.2

4 7.650 340 l.l 10,800 340 3.2 15,300 480 8.9 18,700 690 16.3

6 17.300 160 2:5 24,300 326 7.1 34,400 320 20.0 42,000 390 87.0

8 120 4.5 43.000 170 12.7 61,000 240 36.0 76,000 295 66.0

13 60.000 80m 98,000mHI 138,000 160 80.0 169,000 195 147.0
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These fans are of the paddle-wheel type, but built on a ba(rk or supporting cone

instead of a spider having arms emanating from a central huh; 8 to 12 blades are

employed, and no casing is used. The fan discharges directly into the atmosphere

or into a large room, as the case may be. The pressures run from 0 to 11 2 ij‘*, J^-nd the

fans are used for heating, ventilating, cooling, drying, etc.

After a few months' service most fans give materially less than the maker’s rating,

and allowance should be made for this in buying a fan.

Steam-jet Blowers.—Steam jets have long been used for 'T)lowing” or exhausting

in order to maintain combustion in locomotive boilers, usually employing the exhaust

from the engines through properly shaped “nozzles.” This type of air compressor or

exhauster is also extensively used for emergencies and at times in permanent installa-

tions for removing foul air from mines, factories, ship holds, and for gas exhausters,

for securing forced draft, and for handling gases under low pressures in certain chemical

industries. Among its advantages are simplicity, ease of operation, small space,

minimum of repairs, aixd ease of regulation.

A. von Ihering (“Die Geblase”) reports some tests as to steam consumption
which indicate 1.3 to 3.4 lb. of steam required per 1000 cu. ft. of

air handled, the larger sizes being the more economical.

Hydraulic Compressors.—Several devices have been mad(5

for utilizing falling water for the purpose of compressing air

without the use of any mechanical moving parts. The most
successful of these is the Taylor compressor, shown diagram-
matically in Fig. 13. In the figure, air tubes are represented at

C, all terminating at the conical entrance B to the down-flow
pipe E. The water supply is furnished through the flume D. As
the water falls it draws air through the small tubes, carrying it

down to the separating tank 0, where it is liberated at a pressure

depending on the weight of water in the vertical pipe H. The
compressed air is then conducted through the pipe K to the place where it is to be
used. The distance from M to the tail race L represents the height or fall of water
that is available.

In this system the compression is isothermal, and the compressed air is saturated
with moisture. The oxygen content of the air is reduced, which renders the air less

beneficial for mine ventilation if the exhaust from the air tools is planned to assist

ventilating. The system offers a very simple solution for utilizing water powers when
the market for compressed air justifies its installation. It has the advantage of

Fig. 13. - Taylor
hydraulic air com-
pressor.

,
Air measurements, absolute pressures Water mea8uremenj;s

Free air, cubic
Free air,

Compres-

sed air, Horse- Cubic feet Head, Horse- Efficiency,
feet per minute

8()uare inch
pounds per

square inch

power per minute feet power per cent

10,580 n 128 Bi 13,067 70.6 1,741 82.17
11,930 128 BSH 14,820 70.0 1,961 82.27
9,238 I 128 42,710 70.6

i

73.50

simplicity with a minimum of operating expense, and very high efficiencies are secured.
The first cost of the installation is likely to be high.
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Figure 14 illustrates some of the dimensions of a Taylor hydraulic compressor

installed near Cobalt, Ont. This was designed for a capacity of 40,000 cu. ft. of free

air per minute to be compressed to a gauge pressure of 120 lb. The compressed air is

conducted to mines through 9 miles of 20-in. pipe leading to two 12-in. lines with a

total distributing line of 21 miles in length. The water is admitted through suitable

gates to two “heads ” each 16 ft. in diameter and containing 66 pipes 14 in, in diameter.

The size of the heads is reduced in diameter to about 8 ft., and the whole apparatus

can be raised or lowered as required by operating conditions. A. cone a assists in

separating the air and water, and the long horizontal tunnel permits quite complete

separation. The compressed air is removed through the pipe c, and the water freed

from the entrained air escapes tliroiigh the vertical shaft h. Pipe e acts as a relief for

a surplus of compressed air. Its end is normally below the surface of the water in

the tunnel, but if too much air should accumulate the end would be exposed and permit

the escape of the surplus without seriously affecting the normal air pressure of the

distribution system.

Piston Compressors and Blowers.—The large quantities of air required for blast-

furnace and Bessemer converters arc usually supplied by piston compressors of large

Fig. 14.—Taylor hydraulic compressor installation near Cobalt, Ont.

capacity, driven either by steam or gas engines. Turboblowers directly driven by
steam turbines, however, have been developed for this work.

Piston compressors used as blowers for blast furnaces and Bessemer converters

usually operate at discharge pressures of 15- or 20-lb. gauge. But small compressors

of this type are built for pressures as low as 1 lb. above atmosphere, single-stage up

to 80 to 100 lb., two-stage from 80 to 500 lb., three-stage to about 1200 lb. (small

units even to 2500 lb.), and four-stage to 3000 lb. or even higher. The tendency in

blower design is to secure increased capacity by higher speeds than formerly. The
AUis-Chalmers Co. now uses a maximum speed of 90 r.p.m. for a 48-in. stroke and

85 r.p.m. for a 60-in. stroke, giving piston speeds of 720 to 850 ft. per min. With

piston speeds approximating 750 ft. per min, the inlet area is approximately 13 per

cent and the outlet area 11 per cent of the piston area. With increased speeds the

tendency is to increase clearance, which will usually vary 9H to IIH per cent.

The Slick blowing tub consists of* a reciprocating cylinder on the outside of the

compressing cylinder, arranged so as to open ports at the ends of the cylinders for

inlet. This gives unobstructed inlet areas of 18 to 20 per cent with very small

clearance.
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The ratio of inlet valve area to piston area varies from 0.05 to 0.14. For ordinary

types of valves, the inlet area should, as a rule, be not less than 8 or 10 per cent of

the piston arc^a. Automatically operated inlet valves are apt to be irregular in their

action and reduce the volumetric efficituicy of the compressor. This disadvantage is

overcome by using mechanically operated inlet valves, usually of a (/orliss type, but

on account of the variation of discharge pressure they are not used so often for dis-

charge or for inlet on the high-pressure stages of a multistage compressor. The

area of the discharge valves will usually vary from 10 to 15 per cent of the piston area,

the larger per(!entage being required for the higher piston speeds.

In the Ijaidlaw-Dunn-Gordon compressors, a valve gear is used that mechanically

controls the opening and closing of the suction and the closing of the discharge.

Effect of Altitude.—As the density of the atmosphere decrease's with the altitude,

a compressor located at a higli altitude will take in a smaller weight of air at each

stroke. The reduction of pressiin^ at the inlet affects the power expended in com-

pressing the air, but the decrease in power required does not vary in the same ratio

TaBLK 10. VoLUMEl'RIO AND HoKSEPOAVKR COEFFICIENTS FOR TwO-STAOE AiR

Compression

Terminal gago pressure, pounds per square inch

Altitude,
feet

Barometer
prcBBure,
pounds per
square inch

70 80 90 100 120 140 150

Horsepowercoefficients
Volumetric

coefficients
Horsc^wer

coefficients

Volumetric

coefficients

Horsepower

coefficients

Volumetric

coefficients

Horsepower

coefficients

Volumetric

coefficients

Horsepower

coefficients

Volumetric

coefficients

Horsepower

coefficients

—

Volumetric

coefficients

if

11 ll

Sea level 14.72 1.00 1.00 1,00, 1.00^ 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

1,000 14.17 0.98 0.97 0.98 0.97 0.98 0.97 0.98 0.97 0. 98 0.97 0.98 0.97 0.08 0.97

2,000 13. 64 0. 97 0, 94 0.96 0. 94 0.96 0.94 0. 96, 0. 94 0. 96 0. 93 0.96 0.93 0. 06 0. 93

8,000 13.13 0. 95 0.91 0.96 0.91 0.94 0.91 0.94 0i91 0. 94 0.90 0.94 0.90 0.94 0. 00

4,000 12,64 0.93 0.88 0.93 0.88 0.93 0.88 0.92 0.88 0.92 0.87 0.92 0.87 0.02 0.87

5,000 12. 17 0.91 0.86 0.91 0,85 0.91 0.85 0.91 0.84 0.90 0.84 0.90 0.84 0.90 0.84
6,000 11.71 0.90 0. 82 0.80 0.82 0.89 0. 82 0.89 0.82 0.88 0.82 0.88 0.81 0.88 0.81

7,000 11.27 0.88 0.80 0.88 0.79 0.87 0.79 0.87 0.79 0.86 0.79 0.86 0.78 0.86 0.78
S,000 10. 85 0.86 0.77 0.86 0. 77 0.85 0.77 0.85 0.76 0.85 0.76 0.84 o.7e 0.84 0.76
9,000 10.45 0.85 0.75 0.84 0.74 0.84 0.74 0.83 0.74 0.83 0.73 0.82 0.73 0.82 0.73
10.000 10.06 0.83 0. 72 0.83 0.72 0.82 0.72 0.82 0.71 0.81 0.71 0.81 0.71 0.80 0.70
11,000 9.69 0.82 0.70 0.81 0.70 0.80 0.69 0.80 0.69 0.79 0,68 0. 79 0.68 0.79 0.68
12,000 9.33 0,80 0, 68 0. 79 0.67 0.79 0.67 0.78 0.67 0. 78 0. 66 0. 77 0.66 0.77 0.66
13,000 8.98 0.78 0.65 0.78 0.65 0. 77 0.65 0.77 0.64 0.76 0.64 0.75 0. 63 0. 75 0.63

14,000 8.64 0. 77 0. 63 0. 76 0.63 0. 76 0.62 0.75 0.62 0. 74 0.62 0,74 0. 61 0. 74 0. 61

15,000 8.32 0.75 0.61 0.74 0. 61 0.74 0.60 0. 74 0.60 0. 73 0.59 0.72 0.59 0. 72 0.50

as the decrease in capacity. For this reason, compressors to be used at high altitudes

should have the steam and air cylinders properly proportioned to meet the varying

conditions at different levels. Table 10, published by the Sullivan Machinery Co.,

of Chicago, HI., shows the variation in capacity and horsepower for various altitudes.

The altitudes given are heights above mean sea level and are subject to correction for

temperatijre and latitude. From the table it ©an be seen that for a two-stage com-
pressor discharging at 100-ib. pressure when operating at an altitude of 8000 ft. the
volumetric capacity will be only 76 per cent of that at mean sea level, while the horse-

power req^red will be 85 per cent of that at mean sea level.
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Efficiency.—In practice it is found that compressors with mechanically operated

rotary inlet valves show volumetric efficiency varying from 91 per cent at 100 r.p.m.

to 88 per cent at 188 r.p.m. Piston inlet machines at 100 r.p.m, give 88 per cent

efficiency, and at 188 r.p.m., 79 per cent.

Centrifugal Compressors.—Centrifugal compressors differ from centrifugal pumps
(see page 432) only in handling gases instead of liquids, and are similarly classified as

regards the number of inlets per impeller, the direction of the impeller tips at impeller

exit, and the number of stages employed. They are further classified into low-pressure

(1 to 5 lb. per sq. in.) and high-pressure (above 6 lb.) compressors, and also into the

radial-inlet type and the axial-inlet type, according as the gas enters at right angles to

the shaft or in a direction parallel to the shaft.

Centrifugal compressors for pressures bedow 1 lb. per sq. in. are generally known
as blowers or centrifugal fans (see page 441); in these the kinetic energy of the gas at

the impeller exit is usually allow ed to dissipate itself in eddies. For air pressures of

5 lb. per sq. in. and under, a single impeller is generally suffitnent. For comparatively

light gases, however, a pressure of 5 lb. may require two or more impellers in series,

or a multistage compressor. Such a compressor is also frequently spoken of as a high-

pressure gas compressor. For quantities of gas of 10,000 cu. ft. per min. and over,

compressors of the radial-inlet type require shrouds or reinforcing rings at the inner

ends of the impeller blades to prevent the wide blades from crumpling at the inlet

under the action of centrifugal stresses. Impellers of

the axial-inlet type are not subject to such crumpling

and are therefore generally used when large volumes

are handled. The radial-discharge impeller is the one

best adapted for high peripheral speeds, and is the typij

most commonly used. Both the backward-discharge

and the forward-discharge impellers require shrouds at

their outer peripheries. The former are frequently

resorted to when large gas quantities (requiring a large

impeller inlet) are to be raised to a comparatively low

pressure with a direct-connected high-revolution-per-

minute driver; the latter are but rarely used. Multi-

stage compressors are usually provided with special

means for cooling the gas during its passage through each impeller and from stage

to stage, and alsoTor preventing leakage from stage to stage and to the atmosphere.

The centrifugal compressor occupies comparatively little room for its output;

direct connected to an electric motor or to a steam turbine, it forms a very compact

unit. Besides its bearings, it has no rubbing or wearing parts; it contains no moving

valves or springs; and it requires a minimum of attendance and oiling. It is also

fairly free from vibrations and requires comparatively light foundations. At constant

revolutions per minute it will maintain approximately constant pressure for widely

varying quantities of gas, which makes it very desirable for general power transmis-

sion, If no gas is required temporarily, the discharge pipe may be shut off without

stopping the compressor or wastihg the gas into the atmosphere. Its steadiness of

blast makes it also very valuable for oil burning and for general forge work.

For blast furnaces, where the resistance to the flow of the air is likely to vary

from time to time, while a uniform supply of oxygen or air regardless of such variation

in resistance is important, the centrifugal compressor may be supplied with a con-

stant-volume governor. This governor, actuated by the variation of air velocity in

the conipreseor inlet, causes the speed of the driver to vary in accordance writh the

needs of the furnace, and thus maintains a constant volume (referred to atmospheric

conditions) of air against widely varying pressures with fairly constant efficiency.

Fig. 15.
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The centrifugal compressor also finds wide application as an exhauster in ash convey-

ing, sawdust conveying, and in the general pneumatic (ionveying of coal, cement, rice,

starch, etc. For intermittent work, such as pneumatic cash and mail conveying, its

prompt response to overloads allows the use of a comparatively small driver. In

coke-oven-gas manufacture the centrifugal compressor maintains constant suction

on the gas main, and then compresses the gas so that it will flow through the con-

densers, piirifiers, and into the gas holders. It is frequently used as a booster to a

high-pressure reciprocating compressor, the two compressors forming together a very

compact and efficient set. By compressing the air, say, to 30 lb. per sq. in. gauge in

the centrifugal compressor, the volume of the air to be handled by the reciprocating

(jompressor is only about one-third of what it would otherwise be, making it possible

to employ a much smaller unit.

While a centrifugal compressor will maintain a fairly constant pressure over a

wide range of quantities, there is for every speed a certain range of quantity at which
the discharge vanes cease to cooperate, causing a sudden drop in pressure. This

“breakdown” region can be pushed back toward lighter loads, and the drop in pres-

sure made less abrupt by making the discharge vanes very few and their inlet angle

small. Also, when working on that part of the pressure curve where the pressure

increases with the quantity or remains constant, there are usually pressure surges or

pulsations which, while slight in themselves, may be greatly intensified by a sort of

resonance effect if the volume of the inlet and of the discharge piping happens to have
a certain critical value. A slight throttling of the inlet will always stop these pulsa-

tions by making the pressure curve slightly drooping.

CHARACTERISTIC CURVES

Uses of Characteristics.—Besides affording smooth curves of hydraulic and shaft

efficiencies, a set of characteristic curves as shown in Fig. 16 enables one readily to

Fio. 16.—Characteristic curves of centrifugal compressors.

draw reliable pressure and power curves against quantity for any given wheel speed
or revplu^ons per minute. In that case, the load-coefficient scale may be replaced
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by a quantity scab', whib^ the readings of the Cp and the C„ curves will give the data
for the corresponding pressunis and powK^rs. (In Fig. 16 the wheel speed has, in all

the coefficients, been replaced by the revolutions per minute.) The systcjm of char-

acteristic curves is found to hold true for various sizes of centrifugal compressors,

centrifugal blowers, and centrifugal pumps, giving in each case consistent curves

regardless of the actual speeds, pressures, and powers. Only in ventilating-faii blowers

do there seem to be occasionally some serious discrepancies near the point of maximum
efficiency.

Multistage Centrifugal Compressors.—A multistage compressor consists of a

number of single-stage compressors connected in series. When the number of single-

stage compressors is small, they ire isually enclosed in the same casing; but when the

number exceeds eight or Urn, they are generally subdivided between two or more
casings, separated by intercooler^ , Multistage compressors are frequently built with

single-inlet impellers, dopen<Ung for the overcoming of the axial thrust on balancing

pistons, on special grouping of the impellers, and on similar devices, also with back-

ward-discharge impellers, when they are supplied with substantial shrouds to prevent

the blades from bending or breaking under the action of centrifugal force. They are

also built with all the impellers of the double-inlet type, thus obviating the need of all

balancing means and requiring a much smaller number of impellers; the interstage

passages, however, become rather complicated.

The successive impellers in a multistage compressor, handling smaller and smaller

volumes of air, should be designed on the principle of similar compressors if all stages

are to be equally efficient. Since the revolutions per minute is the same for all

impellers, the diameters and all the other dimensions should vary inversely as the cube

root of the density. In pKactice, however, the impellers are divided into two or more
groups, and each group designed for its own average conditions.

Cooling.—The cooling of the gas during its passage through a multistage com-
pressor is of paramount importance for high efficiency and low power consumption,

and ample passages for cooling water must be provided in the diaphragms between
the stages. For pressures below 50 lb. per sq. in., it is generally aimed to keep the

temperature down to that corresponding to .adiabatic compression; while for higher

pressures, isothermal compression is more usually aimed at by the introduction of

intercoolers between groups of stages. In the latter case, the hydraulic efficiency is

given on the basis of isothermal con\pression.

Theoretical Power.—The theoretical horsepower required to compress adia-

batically and deliver 100 cu. ft. of gas per minute (initial pressure, pi lb. per sq. in.)

is hp.a = 1.501pi[(p2/pi)° *® — 1]; and for isothermal compression it is hp., =* 1.004pi

logio (P 2/P 1 ). Table 11 gives the ratio of the theoretical work for isothermal com-
pression to that for adiabatic compression for the largest range of pressures likely to

be met with in practice.

Tablk 11

Ps/pi 1.5 2.0 2.6 3 4 6 r 7 8 9 10

(Isothermal -h Adiabatic) 0.940 0.904 0.876 0.85 0.812 0.784 0.763 0.744 0.728 0.703

Leakage,—To reduce the leakage between stages and from the inlet of the last

stage to the atmosphere, labyrinth packings are usually provided. In general, the

leakage may be assumed as about 3 per cent of the rated quantity, about two-thirds

of this taking place between the inlet of the last stage and the atmosphere. This

loss is fairly independent of the number of stages.
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The efficiency of a centrifugal compressor is the ratio of the theoretical power,

adiabatic or isothermal, corresponding to the rated quantity and pressure, divided

by the power delivered to the compressor shaft. There is, however, considerable

room for controversy and misunderstanding in this connection, owing to the difficulty

of measuring accurately the output of the driver. The input of the driver, however, is

generally easily determinable. It is, therefore, customary to specify that the input of

the driver per 100 cu. ft. of air delivered by the compressor shall not exceed so many
kilowatt-hours, or so many pounds of steam, the steam conditions being those of the

customer’s plant.

Commercial sizes of the single-stage compressors have pressure ratings from 0.75

to 4 lb. per sq. in. and capatdties from a lower limit of 500 cu. ft. per min. to a higher

limit which ranges from 12,000 cu. ft. at 0.75-lb. pressure down to 3000 cu. ft. at 4-lb.

pressure. The multistage compressors are built in the following sizes:

C^ubic feet per minute 4,.500 9,000

(V-25

16,000 25,000 40,000

12-30

50,000

Pressure, poundH ])er sqnar(‘ inch 0-35 6-25 12-30 12-30

Multistage compressors have also been built for pressures as 'high as 150 lb. per

sq. in., the volunu^s being comparatively .small.

With a driver allowing speed variation, like a steam turbine or direct-current

motor, a centrifugal compressor of a given rating will operate with a number of

different combinations of pressure and volume without excessive loss in efficiency.

The different rated pressures of multistage (5ompres8ors are usually of)tamed by the

use of a different number of stages, all stages in a given size of machine being similar.

A given compressor may, however, operate successfully between, say, 15 and 30 lb. per

sq. in., if the driver will allow of the necessary speed variation.

Without any special governing device a centrifugal compressor driven at constant

speed will maintain a substantially constant pressure, regardless of the volume of

air delivered. Should there be temporarily no demand for air while the compressor
is being driven at full speed, the casing will become slightly hotter, but otherwise the

machine will not be subjected to any particular strains. The power required by a
centrifugal compressor between half load and, say,'25 per cent overload varies approxi-

mately as the load. The following {able shows the usual variation of pressure and
power with the volume handled by a single-stage compressor at constant speed.

For blast-furnace purposes, where a constant quantity of air is to be delivered

against varying pressures, a constant-volume governor has been developed.

CtlAKACTERISTICS OF CeNTRIFUGAI. COMPRESSORS AT CONSTANT SPKED

Volume, per cent of full load

.

0 20 40 50 60M 80 100 120

Pressure, per cent of full load

.

92 94 97.5 100 103 105 100 91

Power, per cent of full load . . . 60 53 58 62 66 73 81 100 120

BLOWERS AND COMPRESSORS

Rotary blowers are built for air pressures varying from 6 oz. to 10 or even 12 Ib.

per sq. in. The best efficiencies of this type of blower, however, are usually secured

below 5-lb. pressure, but the simplicity of the machine gives it an advantage over
compressors of the piston type and frequently warrants its installation for the higher
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pressures indicated when d(!signed for this purpose. As the machine operates by-

displacement, it is usually preferred for cupola practice, and for copper and lead Idast

furnaces, because its positive action will not permit a reduction in air supply if the

cupola tends to clog. For other uses of air at pressures below 8 oz., the fan is ordinarily

more economical.

Blowers of this type may be designed to give either constant volume or constant

pressure, and to handle (hther licpiids or gases. They consist of a casing containing

one or more revolving impelh^rs of various forms of design. Figure 17 represents a

cross section of the Sturtevant high-pressure blower, which is built in capacities rang-

ing from 5 to 15,000 cu. ft. per min. at z. pressure (speeds, from 375 to 800 r.p.m.

for the smallest size down to loO to 220 r.p.m. for the largest; weights with subbase

range from 200 to 39,000 lb.). The smaller machines have a vertic^al arrangement of

shafts, while the larger types usually luive their shafts in the same horizontal plane.

Two impeller blades are ahv'ays m action, and leakage by one is c.aught by the other.

The proper size of blowtir for a cupola may be calculated on the basis of 30,000 cu. ft. of

air p(u‘ ton of iron melted. Sturtevant machines are also used for handling ga^es.

The capacities for the various sizes of gas exhausters range from 7500 to 900,000 cu.

ft. per hr. at 8-oz. pn\ssurc, making no allowance for shrinkage, which will vary from

10 to 20 per cent, dcipending on the gas and its pressure. The inlet and outlet diam-

Fio. 17.—Sturtevant rotary blower. Fn;. 18.— Roots blower.

eters run from 3 in. in the smallest size to 30 in. in the largest; weights, from 400 to

33,000 lb.

Figure 18 illustrates a cross section of a Roots blower. The two impellers are

symmetrical and are driven in opposite directions by gears outside the casing. The
impellers do not touch each other nor the casing, but the clearance is reduced to a

minimum in order to reduce slip or leakage. The amount of this slip or leakage may
be determined by operating the machine with a closed discharge, at a speed sufficient

to maintain the required discharge pressure. The amount is usually largest in

machines of smallest capacity, z.c., a machine displacing 0,75 cu. ft. per revolution at a

pressure of 1 lb. will have a slip of 60 to 70 revolutions, while a machine having a

capacity of 300 cu. ft. per revolutioa will have a slip of 3 to 5 revolutions. For inter-

mediate capacities, the slip will vary proportionally and increase with higher pressure-

as the square root of the discharge pressure, i.e., at 4-lb. pressure the slip will be

approximately twice that at 1 lb.

In most blower work the so-called hydraulic formula for horsepower will be found

satisfactory; horsepower = Q(p 2 ” pi)/33,000, where Q is the cubic feet of air com-

pressed per minute, pi the initial pressure, and p 2 the final pressure in pounds pcTr

^uare foot. To get the actual horsepower at the shaft, the horsepower should be

dmded by the efficiency, which will vary from 0.60 to 0.80. If the speed remains

unchanged, owing to the small clearances, the horsepower tends to increase tremen-

dbuely with decrease in orifice. ^
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The so-called Hytor compressor (or exhaust) works on the principle of a

number of columns of liquid acting as pistons between the rotor teeth. The casing

is ovoid, and as the moving liquid swings away from the rotor shaft the gas is drawn

into the space vacated. As the liquid swings back further in the revolution, the gas

is compressed and tends to escape through the outlets.

The efficiency is high, but the effluent gas will always be saturated with the vapor

of the liquid used as the circulating medium.

Air Drjdng.—This can be done by contact with dehydrating (usually deliquescing)

salts or acids, by compression and cooling, by refrigeration, by adsorption.

The best salts and acids are KOH, NaOH, H2SO4, CaCl 2
,
CaBr 2 ,

MgCU, ZnCh,

ZnBr^, and P 2O 6 . If CaCU, CaBra, or the like are used, the reagent should usually not

be allowed to deliquesce, but only to hydrate partially, as it requires less fuel per

pound of water to dry the lower hydrates than the higher. MgCl 2 cannot be com-

pletely dried.

Sulphuric acid drying requires the use of 60 per cent acid or stronger. As it is

impossible to get good contact without the use of sprays, there is danger of introducing

an acid mist which may seriously affect the process.

Drying by compression is prohibitive in cost unless compression is incidental to

some other process.

Drying by refrigeration is probably the best method for metallurgical work.

Lowering the temperature of any gas causes condensation of the exc’.css of the vapor in

the air at its original temperature over its dew-point content at the low^er temperature.

Chemical reagents are a costly, method of drying, but a convenient one for small

installations, while calcium chloride was for some time used as a dehydrating agent on

a large scale for the blast to an iron furnace.

Table 12.

—

Water Vapor in Air^

Temperature,

degrees Fahrenheit

Vapor pressure,

inches Hg
Grains per cubic

foot

Volume displaced,

per cent

-40 0.0039 0.072 0.024
-20 0.0126 0.166 0.042
-10 0.0222 0.285

1

0.074

0 0.0383 0.481 0.128

+ 10 0.0631 0.776 0.211

20 0.1026 1.235 0.343

30 0.164 1.935 .0.548

40 0.247 2.849 0.825

^50 0.360 4.076 1.203

.60 0.517 5.745 1.728

70 0.732 7.980 2.446

80 1.022 30.934 3.416

90 1.408 4.706

100 1.916‘ 6.404

110 2.576 3. 610

1 Table by Holobk, Eowin C., from Methods of Air Drying, Chem. <fc Met, Eng^, Vol. 28, p, 801»

May 7, 1923.

From T^-ble 12 it is evident that, to refrigerate to 2 grains of water per cubic foot,

the temperature must be reduced to 30®F. J. E. Johnson, Jr., in Blast Furnace
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(instruction/^ states that to refrigerate 1000 cu. ft. of air per minute from 85®F. and
70 per cent saturation to 25°F., with condenser temperature at 85°F., will require

With single-stage refrigeration 11.56 hp.

With two-stage refrigeration 7.95 hp.

With two-stage refrigeration and regeneration 4.97 hp.

p]dwin C. Holden comments on the al)f)vo tliat each refinement adds to the cost

of the plant, and the regenerating towers required in the last scheme add seriously to

the power required to blow the air blast through the system,^ so that the ultimate

relative economy is not what il appears from the figures given. ^

If air is to be refrigeraU-d bclnvt^ 32'^F., as a matter of practical working it should be

done in two stages, one to about 33 or 34°F., removing the bulk of the water as a

liquid, then another stage to die final temperature. Otherwise, there is a large

deposit of ice on the pipes that cuts down efficiency and is costly to remove. It is

easier to remove rain than snow from a sidewalk.

Removal of moisture from air by adsorption may be done by passing the air over

adsorbents like fuller’s earth, bauxite, alumina, charcoal, or silica gel. It is estimated

that* with a three-stage silica-gel adsorption apparatus the power per 1000 cu. ft. per

min. flow will be 70 to 90 kw.-hr., considerably more than refrigeration.

The preheating of gases is seldom practiced in nonferrous metallurgy. In certain

difficult roasting operations th(; air is preheated by moving it through pipes running

through exhaust-gas flues, while the old Pearce furnaces at Argo, Colo., had a tortuous

system of passages running under the reverberatory bottom which cooled the bottom

and preheated the air. Some of the earlier pyritic furnaces had tops in which the

exhaust gases passed around the blast mains. In general, howtwer, the question of

rcHuiperators, blast stoves, and regenerative reverberatories is left to the ferrous

metallurgist, and information should be sought in the ferrous metallurgies.
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CHAPTER XV

MATERIALS OF METALLURGICAL CONSTRUCTION

]^y John A. Chuhc'H^

Scope of Chapter.—lliis section deals with those properties of materials which

goyern selection and use of those materials (for plant layout
,
see Chap. XVI). The

subdivisions are Review of Structural Theory; Engineering Materials (for general

structural purposes); Materials of Metallurgical Ecpiipment (for withstanding high

temperatures, or chemical corrosion, or both; for refractories see Chap. XI).

REVIEW OF STRUCTURAL THEORY

This review is intended to cover only simple probhuns of design. For complete

theory and practice see the bibliography; for compkix problems refer to a competent

structural engineer.

Structural Members

Strength Properties.—Load applied to a structural member causes cliange of form

(strain), which is resisted within the member by forc(;s of cohesion (stresses). Sustain-

ment of the load implies equilibrium of external and internal forces, whence load equals

and measures stress. Deformation may occur in three ways: by stretching, com-

pression, and slip (of one particle past the next, alongside), resisted, respectively, by
tensile, compressive, and shearing stresses; total resistance of the member in tension

and compression (direct stress) depends on. its sectional area normal to—rin shear

paralhil to—the direction of stress. Unit stresses are averages per unit of such sec-

tional area (before deformation); they do not imply uniform distribution of stress,

though used to measure its intensity over limited areas. For a limited range of stress

the ratio of stress to strain is a constant (modulus or coefficient of elasticity) character-

istic of the material; within this range, deformation is not permanent, for zero stress

implies zero strain

—

i.e., the material is elastic. The elastic (proportional) limit marks
the upper end of the range; at Iiigher stresses strain is accelerated and persists after

removal of load; i.e., the material tends to become plastic.

Tension.—If plasticity is well defined, there is a yield point slightly above the elastic

limit at which, for small stress increments, strain becomes excessive. Further loading

develops maximum stress (ultimate strength), measured by maximum sustained load,

above which failure begins by local constriction (necking) and strain increases so fast

that the load may even be partially relieved before the neck finally parts, A brittle

material shows an ill-defined yield point and breaks sharply with little necking.

Compression exhibitsj a like elastic range and limit, and for many materials the'

modulus of elasticity is the same as in tension. Beyond the elastic limit, brittle

materials develop their ultimate compressive strengths and then fail by crumbling or

breaking; plastic materials continue to deform, therefore show no true ultimate

strength and no definite failure.

Sheaf,—Direct tension causes not only stretch (tensile strain) but also lateral

contraction^ due to slip along planes oblique to the direction of load

—

i.e,, shearing

1 Lieutenant^Colottel, A.U.S., Washington, D.C.
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strains, resisted by shearing stresses acting along those plaiK^s. Poisson^s ratio g of

shearing to tensile strain varies with the material, theoretically within the limits of

0 and 0.5. Ratio of shearing to tensile modulus of elasticity is approximately

1:2(1 4“ S'), or from 0.33 to 0.5, roughly confirmed by test. Unit shearing stress

varies from 0 on planes parallel or normal up to 0.5-unit tensile stress on planes at

45 deg. to direction of load. Direct compression also involves shear, with lateral

expansion replacing contraction, but similar relationships. Shear has its own elastic

limit and ultimate strength, which under certain conditions may govern design.

Systems of Loading.—Th(i external forces acting on a structural member (comprise

active. loads and reactive forces of support If collinear, they produ(?e din^ct tension

or compression; if parallel and opl mar, but not collinear, bending; if parallel but not

coplanar, torsion^ with or without bending.

In Fig. 1, AB is the axis oi a member subject to vertical forces P\Pi coplanar with

AB, and to Pi vertical but uot ( •planar. On normal d from Pa at the axis, apply the

balanced forces P&/^c, each equal and parallel to Pz\ they do not affect equilibrium.

Now PiPaPfi are coplanar and exert (1) a pure bending effort, measured at any point

on AP by the algebraic sum of their moments on either side about that point; (2) an
effort of transverse shear on planes normal to A B. P^Pe form a couple exerting an

effort of torsion, measured by t he torsive moment P^d. If the system is static, there

is an equal and opposite reactive couple at the support, whose moment Re = Pgd.

Any oblique force P4 is resolved at point of application (shown here in the horizontal

plane through AB) into components Qi horizontal, Q 2 vertical, and Qz parallel to AB.

Q\ with its reactions at the supports (not shown) exerts horizontal bending and shear-

ing efforts. The total bending moment and transverse shear at any point ejn AB is,

then, the square root of the summed squares of the separate moments and shears due

to PiPiPz and Q\. Q 2,
not coplanar with AB, is analyzed like Pz. Qz exerts a hori-

zontal bending effort and presents the common case of an eccentric longitudinal load.

These principles serve to analyze any system of external forces.

BendingT—Beams.—The Simplest case is a slender horizontal member (beam)

under‘gravitational load; be., all external forces are vertical. Premises: (1) a straight

beam of uniform section symmetrical to th{^ plane of external forces; (2) all stresses

within the elastic limit; (3) the bending strain (deflection) small; (4) elastic moduli

alike in tension and compression.

Stress Moment .—Under load the beam is slightly curved; the external bending

moment is resisted by an equal moment of horizontal stresses, compressive on the

concave, tensile on the convex side—hence zero at some intermediate section (the
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neutral surface) whose intersection with the plane of symmetry is the neutral axis.

For equilibrium the sum of tensile and compressive stresses must be zero. Tests show

that unit strain—hence stress intensity—varies directly with distance z from the

neutral surface (Fig. 2). If dA is an element of sectional area and S the stress intensity

z
at distance e (extreme fiber stress), then stress on dA = - SdA, and total stress on the

section =* - zdA = 0 (as above), whence
/ zdA = 0 and the neutral axis cuts

e Jei Jei

the centroid of the section. The stress moment about AB equals

- f" z'^dA =—= M ( 1 )
e Jei e

wherein I is the moment of inertia of the section about AB and M is the external

bending moment. Bending increases the differential fiber length inn{ = ah) by np,

whence unit tensile strain = — = - = e (Ey the elastic modulus), and
tun r (tx dL

'

j|f 83 ^ ~ the deflection y due to bending is computed by expressing M in

terms of x (see below). For I and e see Table 1 (general). I /e is the section modulus.

External Moments .—A simple beam is one that rests freely on end supports (Fig.

3 ). If Q1Q2 are the reactions due to P2 alone, Qi Q2 — P2 and moments Qd — p2a
« Q2I — Piil — a) a* 0

,
whence Qi and are computed. Moment at X due to

P2 ®= Qi{l — a;) = Q2X — P^ix — a)y maximum for x = a; if fe scales this maximum,
ordinates to ced scale moments due to Pi throughout. If ckd is the corresponding

diagram for Pi alone, draw em =* intercept Ji, and kn in like manner; then ordinates

to enmd scale moments due to Pi and Pi combined. Maximum deflection due to

any single load P2 is ^ given load produces maximum moment

and deflection when concentrated at span center (see Table 2). Total moments due

to any combination of loads, uniform and concentrated, are found by simple addition

of ordinates in the moment diagrams shown in Fig. 3 and Table 2 .

Shear.—In Fig. 3
,
ordinates in diagrams hgvw represent vertical shear V;hg = Pi,

vw » Riy 08 Pi, rz — P2; shear passes through zero where the moment is maximum;
its intensity is V/BH (B and H are width and depth of beam) . There is an equal hori-

zontal shear in the beam, zero at the extreme fibers, of maximum intensity v at the

neutral surface; v « NV/BH {N ^ % for a rectangular or ^ for a circular section).

This longitudinal shear may control in designing short, deep wooden beams, whose
strength is flight along the grain: a simple rectangular beam of* this sort, with uniform
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load, is proportioned to allowable limits of stress by v/S = ll/l; with single center

load, by v/S ~ H /2l. Deflection dne to vertical shear is important only in beams
wherein I = 10// or less. For a rectangular section, it approximat^es C(Pl/GBH)
{G ~ the elastic modulus in shear); C is 0.3 for a simple beam with single center load,

1.2 for a cantilever with single end load, and one-third of these values for uniform

loading (P == pi).

Constrained Beams.—A constrained beam is so held that the support applies a

reverse moment and at some point of contraflexure reverses the curvature due to bend-

ine; at this point the moment is zero. A
card ‘lever is supported at one end only (see

Table 2). A continuous beam extends with-

out break over several supports, ft is stiffer

than a series of simple beams of like spans and
section, but. subject to serious changes in com-

puted stresses due to minor readjustments of

support.

Overstressed Beams.—Beyond the elastic

limit, fiber stress and strain are no longer

proportional and Eq. (1) does not apply.

Extreme fiber stress at failure (computed from

the breaking moment) is termed the modulus

of rupture
y
an experimental index of strength.

Fio. 3.—Stress in beams. Fia. 4.—Loaded columns.

Bending-—Columns.—A column under axial load fails by lateral bending before

its full compressive strength is developed. If r© is the least radius of gyration

(= \//7ar^) of the column section, a slenderness ratio l/r^ above 120 defines a long

column, less than 120 a short column. The conditions of the ends (Fig. 4) influence

column strength, but can rarely be exactly prescribed by the designer: i.e., pin ends

are modified by frictional restraint, fixed ends by the practical difficulty of rigid sup-

port—Whence the empirical nature of many formulas.

EulePs formula (for long columns), viz., total axial load causing failure by pure

bending « mr^EI /P, wherein n 2.5 for square ends and 1.67 for pin ends in practical

use, is applicable only when the result is not over one-third ultimate compressive

strength.

Rankine^s forymila (for short columns) is safe load in pounds per square inch for

k area . .

combined compression and bending wherein k is allowable unit com-

^ ^ NrP
pressive stress in pounds per square inch and C add N are constants (Table 3).

Straight-line Formulas (Empirical).—General, form: Safe load in pounds per

square inch « As — C— » wherein k is allowable unit compressive stress and C is a
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Tables 1 and 2

Table 1. Properties cf Sections
Axes through centroids of sections.

T= Moment of Inertioi r© ’'Radius of gyration

e-Distonce from axis to extreme fiber

tables. — Formulas for Beams
Load(P) m lbs, (p) in lbs. per inch.
(1) in inches. (I) in inchc&4». (E) in

ibs. per inch^. Max. deflection due to
bending (Y) in inches. <3) Vertical
shears in. lbs. (2) Moments, in inch -lbs.
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Table 3

(After Merriman)

End condition C Material N

Both fixed 1 Timber 3.000

5.000

1

36,000

25,000

Both round 4 Cast iron

One fixed, one round 1.95 Wrought iron

Steel
‘

constant, both in pounds per square inch. For specific applications see text on cast

iron, steel, and timber.

Moving Loads.—The weight of a locomotive is treated as a series of wheel con-

centratiofis, the weiglit of a train as a uniform load or a series of equal concentrations

uniformly spaced. Required—values of, and posi-

tions of loading for (1) maximum moments and

shears at some specific se(dion of a beam so loaded;

(2) absolute maxima for the b(\am.

Two loads (f.c., travtding crane truck), maxima
for the beam (Fig. 5a) : If C is the resultant of th(i

two loads, maximum moment occurs under the

heavier whim r — s; for two equal loads, under that

nearer span center when s = }ia (unless a exceeds

0.586/, in which case the maximum is P//4, wherein

P =» either load).

Any number of loads^ criteria for section A (Fig.

55): Moment at A is maximum when span center

bisects the distance from A to the resultant of the

loads, or when XQ/XP = m// (wherein XP is the

Table 4 - Torsion

goOrnnOoJ

'T-T
Fig. 6 .—Moving loads.

Section
Toriive Moment
(Tj)fr

w •

|<-a

Tiab^ m
16

‘ ^

Er
^

3a+1.8b
^

Fig. 6.—Torsion.

sum of loads on the span and XQ of those on BA ) ;
usually true only when XQ includes

a part load (Le., a wheel is over J4 ). A long series of loads may have several maxima,

one of which is the absolute (found by trial). Maximum shear at A i? — XQ and

occurs when some load (found by trial) is over A but excluded from XQ in computa-

tion. Maximum shear in the beam is JK, itself maximum when some load (found by
trial) is over S but included in XP.
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Uniform Load ,—Maximum moment at any section requires a fully loaded span

;

maximum shear occurs when either BA or DA (whichever is greater) is fully loaded

and the rest of the span without load.

Torsion.—In Fig. 6, the couple Pa acts on a cylindrical member of radius r and

length Z( — OB) and induces an equal reactive couple Rb at the support. These

couples tend to rotate each normal circular section about the axis of the member so

that surface points originally on OB take positions OD; this torsive deformation is

resisted by shearing stresses acting along these normal sections, and the external

moment Pa is opposed by an equal moment of shearing stress. Assumptions: normal

sections originally plane remain so in torsion; stresses are within the elastic limit; stress

intensity varies directly with radial distance from the centroid of section C, where it is

ssero (true for circular, approximate for rectangular sections). Then if the stress

intensity at periphery is T, that on any element dA of the section at distance z is

z ^
T, the total stress on this element is - TdA and the stress moment - TdA

;
the total

r r

stress moment of the section is

— =Pa (2)
r

wherein J is the polar momcuit of inertia of the section about the cylindrical axis.

Fig. 7.— Eccentric column loads.

Total torsive strain is measured by the arc BD\ unit strain by BDjl =« TfQ
(wherein Q is the elastic modulus in shear)

;
an^U of torsion BCD in radians =* BD/r

« IT/Gf^ IPd/GJ =* 57.3 (IPa/GJ) in degrees (see Table 4).

Combined stress is the stress due to more than one type of loading—direct tension

or compression, cross-bending, column loading (axial or eccentric), and torsion. If a

superimposed load produces stress unlike the stress due to the member^s own weight,

combined treatment is always necessary.

Isolation,—

S

maximum unit extreme fiber^stress due to bending^ in pounds per

square inch; e, /, E, and Y as in Eq. (1) and Table 2; Z unit tensile or compressive

stress due to axial load, in pounds per square inch; M\ * bending moment due to

bending load Pi, in inch-pounds; A «» sectional area of member in square; inches; and
2 on its length in inches. The treatment of combined direct and bending loads follows

Ketphum. .

Crms-hmdinjg and Axial I/ond.—Table 2 shows that for either uniform of* center

load Y PPfcMI and M Pl/kj wherein c and k are numeric^ coe&Piehts (to
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uniform load P = pi)
;
then Y = MP/nEIj wherein n = c/k. In Fig. 7a the maxi-

mum bending moment M (causing deflection Y) - Mi ± P^Y — Mi ± —^r ^
nJal e

then

s = (3)

^ ~ nE

Use the plus sign when Pz is tensile, the minus when compressive; n is 10 for a simple

beam, 24 for a beam fixe<l one end and hinged (simply supported) at the other, 32

for a beam fixed at both ends. The maximum combined stress is

rr t I
M \6 , . V

^ 4“ *=

PlP
] ± nE

tensile in the lowermost fibers (with plus sign) when Pi is tensile, compressive in the

uppermost fibers (with minus sign) when Pi is compressive.

Eccentric Column Loads.—For a single eccentric column, load Pi (Fig. 7h) Eq. (4)

})ecomes

^ nE

For two loads (Fig. 7c), Pi eccentric andp 2 axial (i.e., a post with side bracket support-

•j \ r/ I o P l P 2 I

P
ing a crane girder), ^ 4- ^ = —

-j
1

(PTlTPtWi
^ nE

Rectangular I bar in tension of width B, depth II, length I, weight p per inch of

length and w per cubic inch, under tensile axial load P (linear dimensions in inches,

loads, and weights in pounds). Here Mi (due to own weight) «= pP/S, p = BHw,
e - Hf2, I = BIP/\2, Z =» P/A - P/BH, and P = ZBII) then Eq. (3) takes the

convenient form

S = Jm—^ (6)

If the bar is an inclined member, multiply this value of S by the sine of its angle to the

vertical. Maximum combined stress is Z 4- ^ as before.

Bending and Torsion (as in a Crankshaft).—Treat the horizontal thrust P in

Fig. 7d as in the case of Pj, Fig. 1 {q.v.)] design the shaft D to resist torsive moment
Pa [Eq. (2)1 or bending moment Ph [Eq. (1)], whichever

requires the greater section.

Special Problems. Stresses in Pins,—In a pin connection

between two or more structural members, the pin is designed

for bending, transverse shear, and direct bearing load. A, B,C
(Fig. 8) are the hinge parts of the members bearing on pin D;

find the maximum bending moment and transverse shear as

usual, treating the pin as a simple beam. If the loads trans-

mitted hy A i
B,C are not coplanar, resolve them into two sets

of components, horizontal and vertical. Draw the moment
diagram for each set, and combine the component moments at S-*~;Sf^re8sea in

any ‘section by the method for PiPjPj — Qi (Fig. 1). The

maximum resultant moment is located by trial or inspection and its value

inserted in Eq. (1) to find pin diameter required for bending. Component
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shears are combined by the’ same method for each portion a, h, c of the span, and

the maximum of these resultants fixes the sectional pin area required for shear, on the

basis of allowable unit shear. Compute the pin diameter required by the direct

bearing load of each member separatel.y, by load A /d.t = allowable unit bearing stress,

etc. The maximum pin diameter by any of these computations is final.

Flat Plates in Bending under Normal Load {after Grashof).—Peripheral support,

free if the periphery is unconstrained, fixed if it is riveted, bolted, or embedded;

uniform load of p pounds per square inch of entire surface; maximum allowable unit

fiber stress aS in pounds per square inch; linear dimensions in inches; then plate

thickness t ^ C \/p/S and maximum deflection Y = K{p/EP). Values of C and A’:

For a circular plate of radius r, freely supported, C — 0.956r and k — O-TSSr**; fixed,

C » 0.839r and K = 0.176r^ For a square plate of side a, fixed, C = a/2 and

1C ar a^/64. fi'or a rectangular plate of sides a and 2>, fixed, the stress being parallel to

a, C 2(a~Y~^
and K = ^^be strength of freely supported square and

rectangular plates is about two-thirds that of the same plates fixed.

Closed Tank under Uniform Pressure (Thin Walls) (Fig. 9).—Uniform pressure p

in pounds per scpiare inch; linear dimensions in inches, d'hickness of cylinder wall

required : by tendency to rupture on diametral plane

A B is

t =
pa

IT
(7)

by tendency to rupture on transverse plane CC is

pa

Fig. 9.—Stresses in tanks.
^ ""

2aS^

in each case S is the maximum allowable unit stress, compressive if p is external,

tensile if internal (in which case allow for metal removed by rivet holes)
;
if .there is

a riveted joint across the line of stress, multiply S by the per cent efficiency of the joint

(see Structural Steel). The head A is hemispherical; maximum tendency to rupture

occurs on diametral plane DDj and required thickness = pb/2S (applicable also to a

hollow sphere). The head H is a dished plate; S ^ pC
'j -p p^ j^2a — s ^1 4-

J
>

whereiti for steel heads riveted in place C =? 0.5 and K =0.33 to 0.38; for cast-iron

heads cast with the cylinder C — 0.8 = K; solve for t (Hatt).

Structures

Framed Structures.—Conditions of static equilibrium of forces: the sum of their

vertical components SV =0; the sum of their horizontal components = 0; the

sum of their moments about any point in their plane XM = 0. The structures ana-

lyzed below are statically determinate (or so treated); f.e., their reactions and stresses

are fixed by the foregoing conditions. Analysis of a Fink roof truss under vertical

load (Fig. lOo) is as follows.

Algebraic.—Equal loads (P each) on the upper panel poirUs, except at ends, where
the loads (P/2 each) are carried directly by the support, hence ignored; Ri ^ Rz ^
%P. The forces at panel point 1 (Fig. lOfl^) are Ai, stress 1-2 and stress 1-3, in

equilibrium; then XV = (1-2) sin ti? — Ifi = 0, and S/f «* (1-2) cos w -t- (1-3) = 0;

solve for the stresses, which are compressive If plus (as 1-2) and tensile if minus (as

1-3). At panel point 2, forces P and 1-2 are now known; solve as before for 2-3 and
2*4, and at 8 solve for 3-4 and 3-5. At 4 and 5 there are three unknowns each, aod a

third equation is required; pass a section (wavy line) through members 6-8, 7-8, and
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9, whose stresses hold in equilibrium all external forcKJs to the left; with moments
about 8, XM *= //(5-9) + cos w [72i(arm 1-8) — P(arm 2-8) — P(arm 4-8) — P(arm

6-

8)] 0; solve for stress 5-9, which permits solution at points 5, 4, 6, and 7 by
SF = 0, X/i = 0. Stresses in corresponding members of the two halves of the truss

arc the same. For analysis by method of moments alone, see Fig. 126 and text.

Graphic.—Bow notation: letter the truss diagram P"ig. 10a as shown. Then any
force is known by the two letters (in clockwise order) between which it acts; f.c.,

stress 2-3 m JG for point 2 and GJ for point 3. In the stress diagram (6) the forces are

represented in magnitude and dire^ction by straight lines marked at their ends by the

corresponding small letters. Forces represented by the sides of a closed polygon
(followed around in order) fuliil’tl e conditions XV = 0, XH = 0; any of the forces

reversed is the resultant of the others. Scale the loads CD to FV on line cv; then

tc == Ri. For panel point 1, dra w eg parallel to CG and gt parallel to GT ; their junction

P

closes the force polygon cgt and locates g; reading clockwise, eg (compressive) acts

toward point 1, gt (tensile) acts away; their lengths scale the required stresses. Simi-

larly, j and k are located, but m is indeterminate. Pass a section through members
STy SQ, and QF, whose stresses balance /2j, CD, DE, and EF. From any point a

in (6) draw rays 1 to 5 as shown; from the peak in (a) draw string 4 parallel to ray 4

until it cuts the line of EF, thence string 3 to the line of DE, and so on until string 5

cuts the line oi ST
\
close the string {funicular) polygon with string x and draw ray x

parallel to it in (6). Then each string cuts the two forces between which its ray

terminates in (6), the string between SQ and QF being reduced to a point; triangles oed,

etc., show that each force is resolved into two forces acting along its strings in (a), the

two components in each string being equal and opposite—true only if ray x locates s

and defines si. Now find m, n, and q by intersection; in practice diagram (6) should

be drawn for both halves of the truss.

Trasses are structures whose member stresses can be reduced to direct tension or

compres^on only; then loads are best applied at panel points, to avoid cross-bending.

, Roof trusses carry their own weight, weight of roof, and snow load as vertical loads

(together with any special loads, such as cranes)
;
wind loads are usually treated as
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normal to the roof. The stresses due to vertical loading are analyzed in Figs. 10 a, b

(see also Table 5). Figures 10 c, d show a truss fixed at both ends under normal wind

load; scale the loads on ri — n. Required the values of Ri and R 2 (whose sum XP
is ri — r2): draw a funicular polygon as shown (string 1 being a point because Ri and

P/2 are collinear)
;
ray x, parallel to closing string x, locates k and defines kri{ = Rj) and

^ R 2 )', solve stresses as before and combine them with the stresses due to vertical

Table 5.—Formulas for Dead-Load Stresses and Member Lengths in Trusses

n -number ofpanels. p r ordinalnumber offhe individuctlpanel. P
.

i?/ = ^(n-l). The plus sign and heavy lines denote compression^ theminus sign

and light lines denote tension

CICidenticalvdthDM

P
PRATT ROOF TRUSS
Any number ofpanels

,1 ,ifl

Members Stresses Lengths

DM,EQ,
FS,GU

m
n

XK,XN,XF
xzxv -f(n-p)

L
n

KhS,NQ,RS,

Tir

MKQKsr,
uv

^^]/Al+4pZ ^]/A^^4p2

TT
I

H
!

JL

These formulas apply to corresponding members in each ha/f-fruss

J/ 2 ! ^ W
H

yfARREH BRIDGE TRUSS

Any number ofpanels

Y^(n-p) Z-CnfT-2p)

Members Stresses Lengths

Upper Chord

SD, Sr, etc.
-hpY tanocP

L
n

Lower Chord
CM, m, etc.

Web

CD, DE, etc.
t^sec dcP ffsecoc

These formulas apply to allmembers from one endofthe truss to the other.
Beginning ofeither end, use theplussign for the first web memberfas SCJ and allmembers
parallel thereto^ and theminus sign tor webmembers oppositely indined} the fbrmula '

itselfmakes the necessary reversalofsign atspan center.

loads. Figures 10 e, / show a truss under normal wind load with one eud on rollers

(common for spans over 70 ft.); the reaction at this end is vertical; if the leeward
end is on rollers, the reactions are R\ and R^y if the windward, Rz and Ri,. Draw
the funicular polygon, and extend ray x to a; then ari >» Ri, r*a (vortical) i2a,

hr9 (vertical) *» B#, R4
* solve for stresses in both cases and design each member

for its maxiniuin.
.

' *
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Bridge Trusses.—See T'able 5 for stresses due to weight of truss, which are regarded

as concentrated at the panel points of the loaded chord. For live-load stresses see

Moving Loads; stresses due to a series of wheel concentrations require extended treat-

ment (sec Bibliography).

Transverse Bent.—When a roof truss is carried on posts instead of walls (Fig. 11),

the resulting bent is stiffened by knee braces 3-7 and 4-8. Bending of the posts due

to truss deformation is ignored, and vertical loads arc treated as in Figs. 10 a, h; the

truss reactions become column loads on the posts. Any other loading subjects the

posts to bonding. Figure 11 shows horizontal wind loads, of which those on the roof

are horizontal components of tfie normal loads, the vertical being treated as in Figs.

10 a, h. Assume the posts to l.e pin ended at 1 and 2 (t.c., simple beams) and Hi =
Hi — I 2 solve for Fi by moments of external forces about 2; F 2 — — Fi. Bending

loads on the posts: Qi ^ H 2 . Qi — — II 2 , Qz — — II 2 ) Qa = (P 2 — Ps), Ob — “

(//a ~ Pb), Qe = “ {Hz — Pf, <; maximum moment in 2-6 is Qin (at 4), in 1-5 is Q^n

(at 3); shears are Qi in 2-4, Qi in 4-6, Qa in 1-3, and Qe in 3-5. Direct stress: V 2 in

2-4, -f (Q.' cosec v) in 4-8, (V 2 — Q 2 cot v) in 4-6, — Fi in 1-3, — [(^l 6 — P 4) cosec v]

in 3-7
,
~[Fi — {Qi — P 4 ) cot v) in 3-5; solve for stresses in the truss as usual. Since

SP may act in either direction, design both posts for combined bending and direct

stress [Eq. (4)] under maximum post conditions.

Buildings (Ketchum’s Specifications).—Dead weight of roof truss (for spans

up to 150 ft.), IF = ^ where P' is the capacity of the truss, both

W and P'^are in pounds per square foot of horizontal projection, L is the span in

feet, C the spacing of trusses in feet. For weight of roofing, see Table 6 . Snow
A — 1

load in pounds per square foot of horizontal projection ==» (latitude — 30®) — —

>

wherein A = L/II = span/risc (see Table 5); for the Pacific Coast and arid regions

Table 6.—Weight of Roofing {Carnegie)

1

’

Pounds per square

foot,’ inclined

Corrugated galvanized iron:

No. 20 B.w.g

‘p

2.25

No. 26 B.w.g 1.25

Felt and asphalt or coal tar 2

Glass in. thick 1.75

Lath and plaster ceiling

Sheathing:

1 in. thick, hemlock ‘

. 2

1 in. thick, white pine, spruce 2.25-2.50

1 in. thick, yellow pine 3.50

Shingles, 6 by 18 in., 6 in. to weather 2

Slate:

3-in. double lap, in. thick 4.50

3-in. double lap, ^0 in. thick
1

6.75

Zinc, No. 20 B.w.g •. 1.50
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reduce by one-lmlf; above latitude 34° the minimum load is 10 lb. per-sq. ft. Wind
2 sin IV

load
:
pressure in pounds per square foot normal to roof (Duchemin) »= P

^ sin ‘^ 4//

wherein P ^ 30 lb. per sq. ft. (in exposed locations 40) and iv is as shown in Fig. \0g]

pressure on vertical walls = 20 lb. per exposed square foot for heights at eaves of 30

ft. or less, 30 lb. for a height of 60 ft., and pro rata for heights between; as an example

of concentrating at a panel point, P 4 (Fig. U) « unit pressure X spacing

of bents. De.sign for (1) dead and wind load, (2) dead and snow load, (3) dead, wind,
and minimum snow load—whichever produces maximum stresses and stress reversals.

Equivalent roof load should be not less than 30 Ib. per sq. ft. of horizontal projection.

Bins.—The lateral thrust on a bin wall depends on unit weight, depth and internal

friction of filling, its friction with the wall, and on size and slope of wall. Internal
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friction of the filling is measured by its angle of rest (maximum slope at which it will

not slide on itself), its friction with the wall by the maximum slope at which it will not

slide on the wall material
;
the tangent on the latter angle is the coefficient / of this

friction. Both <f>
and/ vary with the nature of the filling, its fineness, and its moisture

content (see Table 7, compiled (;hiefiy from Ketchum).

Table 7.

—

Constants for Bin Filtjngs

i

Unit weight

per cubic footjj

w

Angle of

rest <f>,

degrees

Angle of friction with wall

(whose tangent is/), degrees

Steel

plate

Wood
(Tibbed

Con-

crete

1

Bituminous coal
[

47-56 35 18 35 35

Anthracite coal 52-56 27 16 25 .
27

Coke 23- 32 25 40 40

Ashes 40-45 40 31 40 40

Ore 110-150 35

A bin is shallow if the ‘‘plane of rupture’’ (see Fig. \2a) cuts the surface of fill, deep

if it cuts the wall. The thrust diagrams (Fig. 12) show bin sections of^unit length

(normal to paper); then areas are represented by lines, volumes (and weights) by

areas; V is the vertic.al, L the lateral pressure of fill in pounds per square foot, and

K ^ L/V. The treatment follows Ketchum.

Shallow Bins. Example 1. Hopper bin heaped at angle / ~ 0; graphic

method. Figure 12tt, FOMN is the half bin; complete ABEC {AC is the hopper slope,

BE and CE planes of rest). Draw successively semicircle CdE, Bd normal to CE,

Cc = Cd, C8 normal to CE and ct * cs; weight of area cM ^ Pi ^ lateral thrust on

BC acting at BC/3 above C. is the weight of area ABC acting through its centroid,

and is the resultant of Pi and P2; draw Cn =* 2{Fi/AC)] then area ACn represents

P3 and any intercept Mm represents jinit pressure at M. Total pressure P4 on GM is

represented by area GMmp acting through its centroid; pressure; on MN is the weight

of area MNBD\ pressure Ps on FG is the weight of area xyz (built on the plane of rest

through G as shown), acting FG/S above G] if Gg 2{P^/FG)j intercepts to Fg are the

corresponding unit pressures. Figure 126 shows the supporting bent: loads Pi and

P2 are the reactions of a simple beam in span a due to P5, Rz and P4 those in span b

due to Pi] Rb » Pe =* pressure on MN; multiply in each case by the spacing between

bents. Cut members 1-5-, 2-5, and 2-3 (section Q)

;

then their stresses hold in equilib-

rium all forces to the left: XM (about plint 2) * -(l-5)d - Ry a ^ 0 and stress

l-,5 38S —Pi {a/d)f also ZM about 5 solves for 2-3. Section Sy I>M about 2 solves

for 3-5; with SM about 3, section T solves for 6-6 and U for 2-5; with XM about 5,

X solves for 3-4 and W for 1-2. These are the live-load stresses in the frame; the bin

walls are designed for the pressures found in Fig. 12a.

Example 2.—Hopper bin filled level; / « 0. Figure 12c, V (average) « |
and

2 1 in
L (average) - Kw then Pi — Kw wherein K by theory is

^
Pi “
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Kw —
;
7^2 ,

Fg, and Pa are found as before (same notation). In a triangular bin
A

{ABC) the pressures are P\ on BC and Fg on AC. In a triangular bin with back wall

(FGCB) the pressures are Fi on FC, weight of area GCnp (acting through its centroid)

on GC, and Fg.

Deep bins of circular, square, or rectangular section, filled level (Jansen). V and

L are maximum at section (Fig. 12d); let 11 ~ hydraulic radius of the bin at //

— (—5—--- ^ in feet. Maximum V = (1
\penmeter/ A/

Kfh

), wherein W — unit weight

of fill in pounds per cubic’ foot and e is the Napierian logarithmic base = 2.718. Maxi-

Kfh

murn L » KY wH
(1 — e ^^ ). Tlie constant K should be determined by test;

less exactly, K | Figure 12d also shows a (conical bin bottom; stresses
1 -j- sin <t>

Ti{^ }iVq cosec 6) and F 2 (
= Lq) in the cone wall are tanfcntial. Both are maxi-

mum at tj{q r). The circular girder on which a ])in of this shape is often carried

falls in the class of continuous beams, which only an exptjrienci^d designer should

attempt; the support can be designed for simple beams, which are easier to fabricate

in local wshops.

Retaining walls, if vertical, are treated like bin wall FG in Fig. 12a (surcharged)

or Fig. 12c (level fill). A masonry wall resists lateral thrust of fill by its weight

(acting through its centroid of section); the resultant of thrust and weight of wall

should fall well inside the outer edge of the wall. Roughly, the base width of a wall

should be about three-sevenths of its height for level fill and four-sevenths for sur-

charge. A superimposed load on level fill is treated as an equivalent surcharge.

The*po^tion at which the resultant of thrust and weight is allowed to fall must
take into account the bearing value of the ground.

Tanks.—For liquids L = F — wh (maximum); notation as for bins.

Foundations.—For safe loads on soils, see Table 8 (Ketchum). For increasing

the bearing strength of soils by piling, see Structural Timber. The line of action of

the load on a foundation should fall within the middle third of the foundation base

width, else the design will imply a tensile cohesion between soil and foundation that

does not exist. The load is not always vertical (c/. Fig. 11).

Table 8.—Foundation Loads
• Maximttm

Safe Load,
Tons per

Square Foot
Ordinary clay and dry sand mixed with clay 2

Dry sand and dry clay t . . 3

Hard clay and firm, coarse sand 4

Firm, coarse sand and gravel 5

Shale rock ‘
. 8

Hard rock ^ 20

Impact—Working Stress.—Since the vibratory and shock effects {impact) of

moving loads add to the stresses induced by the same loads considered as static, the

allowable unit stress for ‘‘hve^* load is less than that for purely static or *Mead” load

(such as weight of structure)
;
or, conversely, the computed stresses due to live load are

increased in stated proportion before combination with dead-load stress; Le,] if L
and D <m pounds) are live- and dead-load stresses, respectively, as computed by static

theory, then total stress (for which the member is designed) is NL -f D. For bridges
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and structures of equivalent heavy duty, N is usually taken at 2. For “structures

carrying traveling machinery, such as cranes, conveyors, etc/^ N » 1.25 (American
Bridge Co.). For bins, Ketchum requires that N == 1.5; for machinery and moving
loads in headframes, tipples, and the like, iV = 2. For the combination of wind-load

stress with dead-load stress and twice the live-load stress, he permits an allowable unit

stre.ss exceeding the allowable dead-load unit stress by 25 p(!r cent maximum. For
steel buildings exposed to corrosive gases, he adds 25 per cent to the dead loads them-
selves before computing dead-load stresses. All values of working stress specified

in this chapter are dead-load values.

Members subject to alternate tension and compression are designed
:
(Ketchum)

for each kind of stress; (American Bridge Co.) for the stress requiring the greater

section, their connections fo)’ the sum of the stresses.
,

For structures, this treatment

of alternate stresses is adequate, but long-continued alternations, or repetitions of one

stress alone, are subject to special limitations (see Prof. Kommers’ chapter in Johnson’s

“Materials of Construction,” fifth edition).

MATERIALS OF ENGINEERING

This subdivision deals with engineering materials apart from their distinctively

metallurgical use. Their choice is governed not only by strength, but also by many
properties affecting cither specific use or fabrication.

Physical Propertiks

Plasticity is measured by the extent of permanent deformation (beyond yield

point) possible before failure; strictly speaking, ductility implies tensile, mallexibility

compressive deformation of this kind, although “ductility” often denotes plastic

properties in general. Plastic deformation of metals at ordinary tiunperatures (cold

working) usually increases strength and hardness, but decreases ductility. Heating

to a temperature just sufficient to permit molecular flow and relief of internal stress

(annealing) reverses these effects. The work done in loading to rupture is much
greater for a ductile than for a brittle material of the same ultimate strength; hence

the value of ductility in resisting shock and precluding sudden failure. Ductility'' is

defined by elongation and reduction of area (cross-sectional) accompanying failure in

tension. ^)longation is the percentage increase in a measured length that spans the

ruptured section and, hence, combines the general stretch of the piece with local exten-

sion due to necking. The one depends on, the other is independent of, the original

length selected, which is, therefore, standardized (at either 2 or 8 in.) for comparable

results. A ductile bar in tension beyond its elastic limit first yields by incipient neck-

ing, thus intensifying stress in the contracted area of the neck, where rupture must

ensue unless the cold-working effect of neck deformation causes a compensating local

increase in strength. If this occurs, necking begins elsewhere, is again checked, and

so on until the load becomes too great* for compensation. The bar then fails with

marked general elongation as well as reduction of area (Jeffries and Archer). A
ductile material little subject to the cold-working effect fails with marked reduction

of area but little general elongation, hence both criteria are required to define plastic

behavior.

Bend tests form a good practical index of plasticity. They require that a test

specimen of thickness t withstand bending through a specified arc^ around a pin of

diameter d without, cracking. In the specifications hereafter quoted, the notation

rf » 0 for an arc of 180 deg. indicates that the specimen must withstand bending flat

on itself.

Toughness, though it implies plasticity, is marked by high resistance to plastic

deformation. It is measured by work done, or energy absorbed, in loading to rupture.
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Toughness under slowly applied load is distinct from toughness under impact, and the

two properties do not necessarily exist together. The former is often estimated

roughly by reduction of area, the latter requires an impact test. An abrupt change in

the cross section of a loaded member—a shoulder, notch, or groove, even a tool

scratch—induces uneven distribution of stress across the section and may lead to local

overstressing at moderate load; this effect renders notched bars particularly liable to

failure under impact, unless the material has ^^notch toughness’’ (Iloyt). There are

various methods (C'harpy, Izod, etc.) of measuring the energy of impact necessary to

ruptures; their results are of comparative value, but are not used as bases of commercial

specification.

Repeated and Reversed Stresses.—Rapid reversals of stress {e.g., between equal

tensile and compressive values) cause brittle fracture even in a ductile material at

maximum intenaities below static ultimate strength. In many cases, however, the

material is characterized by a linuting stress intensity {endurance limit) within which

it withstands an indefinite number of reversals. The range through which stress can

oscillate indefinitely without failure is the endurance range; for reversal between equal

intensities of opposite kind it is, obviously, twice the endurance limit. The effect of

reversal between unequal maxima, or repetition of only one kind of stress, is less under-

stood, but McAdarn^ finds that within the elastic limit of steel its endurance range

remains iKiarly constant
;
i.e., that as one limit of the range is reduced the other may be

correspondingly extended. Since rapid oscillation of stress occurs chiefly in machine

parts, whose useful strength lies within their elastic limits, this conclusion generalizes

for steels the endurance limits found for symmetrical reversal.

Hardness is variously defined as resistance to indentation, abrasion, and cutting;

in most materials these resistances are unrelated. The Brinell and scleroscope tests

(the only criteria of hardness commonly used) measure resistance to indentation only;

the first indents the specimen by the pressure of a hardened steel ball under standard

load and uses the ratio of load (in kilos) to area of indented surface (in square milli-

meters) as an index of hardness; the second, by means of an arbitrary scale, measures

the rebound of a diamond-pointed hammer dropped on the specimen from a fixed

height, the scale reading constituting the index.

Specification.—Ultimate strength, elastic and plastic properties, hardness, and
physical and chemical character are general functions of the material, and form the

basis of specification; whereas allowable service conditions and working stresses are

partly functions of use, and govern specific design. Excerpts from standard specifica-

tions in the following pages are presented for their descriptive value and as guides to

sejlection only; they are not sufficient to serve as forms for purchase contracts.

Specifications of the American Society for Testing Materials (A.S.T.M.) are

standard expressions of quality. They are obtainable from the Society (1315 Spruce

St., Philadelphia) singly or collected in triennial volumes (1924, etc.). Each speci-

fication bears a distinctive letter and number,•quoted with its excerpt below.

Iron and Steel

Iron.—Unit weight, 0.2833 lb. per cu, in.; coefficient of linear expansion at ordinary

temperatures, 0.000006 to 0.000007 per l^’F.

Constitution.—Iron, which is in the alpha state below 760°C., has at least one

allotropic modific!ition (gamma iron, nonmagnetic) occurring at temperatures above
900®C. The elemental metal {ferrite) is soft an^ ductile, its carbide {cementite^ usually

considered FesC) hard and brittle; their interrelations dominate the iron-carbon series.

They form solid solutions up to a limiting composition {austenite) of 1.7 per cent carbon

at li^0°C.;. at this temperature an increase in carbon content produces austenite^

ipm. Vol. 23, p. 515.
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cementite alloys, with a eutectic at 4.3 per cent carbon and an upper limit of 6.67 per
cent .carbon (pure cementite). Cementite is insoluble in alpha iron, whenoe on slow
cooling austenite breaks up into cementite and ferrite, which form a eutectic (pearHie,

called “eutectoid” for distinction) of 0.9 per cent carbon at 690°C.; below this tem-
perature the slowly cooled alloy consists of pearlite with excess ferrite if its carbon
content is less than 0.9 per cent and excess cementite if more. For relationships near
the low-carbon end of the series, see Fig. 13. Rapid
cooling prevents the austenite-pearlite transition or

arrests it at one of its intermediate stages—martensite,

troostite, or sorbite (in the order named), of which the

first is notable for its’ hard ness; thi^ is the basis of the

hardening property in strjei. With 1 to 3 per cent of

silicon present, the carbon requirement of the aus-

tenite-cementite eutectic is V)werod, and slowly cooled

primary cementite tends to Vneak up into ferrite and
graphite (as in gray cast iron), though the cciiienlite

resulting from the dissolution of austenite is less

affected. Rapid cooling preserves cementite froih

dissociation (as in white cast iron).

Grain growth in the metal is promoted by high

temperature, and coarse grain tends to persist in cool-

ing even though the austenite-pearlite transition. It

impairs strength and ductility and is corrected by
reheating just above the critical temperature range

of 690 to 900°(). (7tor?nalizing)

;

the original structure

is effaced and a fineness of grain secured corresponding

to the annealing temperature. In practice, wdth

allpys of carbon content above 0.9 per cent, reheating

to about 750°C. is found to be sufficient (see Fig. 13).

Classification and Manufacture.—The definitions

are condensed from those of the Committee on ITni-

form Nomenclature, International Association for

Testing Materials. Type and quality are often defined

by mode of manufacture, hence the notes on process.

Pig iron is the product of ore reduction in the blast furnace. It usually contains

silicon, manganese, sulphur, and phosphorus derived from natural association, and
carbon (3.5 to 4 per cent) derived from the furnace fuel. Of those, sulphur (causing

rod shortness) and phosphorus (cold shortness) are injurious. Charcoal pig iron is a

high-grade product made from good grades of ore with charcoal replacing coke as fuel.

Cast iron contains so much carbon that it is not usefully malleable at any tempera-

ture. It is essentially pig iron, usually remelted, occasionally cast direct from the

blast furnace. Ordinary grades contain 2.5 to 4.5 per cent carbon and 0.5 to 3.5 per

cent silicon. Gray cast iron is relatively soft, characterized by sheetlets of graphite

(gray fracture)
;
white cast iron is very hard and brittle, most or all of its carbon Ixung

combined as cementite (silvery fracture)
;
mottled cast iron is an intermediate type.

MalUahle iron is made by annealing white iron castings under special conditions,

to precipitate combined carbon as finely divided graphite (temper carbon).

Wrotighi iron is malleable iron aggregated from pasty particles without subsequent

fusion and containing so little carbon that it does not harden usefully when rapidly

cooled. It is made from white or mottled pig iron by puddling, i.e., slagging of! silicon

and manganese and oxidizing carbon at a temperature above the melting point of pig

iron but below that of the puddled, product, which emerges in pasty masses retaining

I
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2 to 3 per cent of the still fluid slag; these are rolled into rnuvk bars, which are finally

bundled side by side and rerolled at wedding temperature into refined bar iron, or

stacked in alternate cross-layers and similarly reroiled into wrought-iron plate. Typi-
cal analysis: 0.05 to 0.25 per cent carbon; 0.10 to 0.20 per cent silicon; up to 0.10 per

cent manganese
;
0.02 to 0. 10 per cent sulphur; 0.05 to 0.20 per cent phosphorus. Bars

rolled from mixed iron and steel scrap {common iron) are of inferior quality. Charcoal
iron, made in Sweden from charcoal pig and in America usually by remelting iron and
steel scrap in a charcoal fire, is of exceptionally high grade.

Steel is iron usefully malleable in some one range of temperature and (1) cast from
the molten state into a mass initially malleable, regardless of carbon content and hard-
ening properties; or (2) aggregated from pasty particles without subsequent fusion,

with enough carbon to harden usefully on rapid cooling from above its critical range.

It is distinguished from wrought iron in point (1) by fluid origin, in point (2) by the

Hof-rolfeat
'

J.- Qu'efJchec^ in OH
2rAhtieatedl 4fr OH QuenchedandDrawnofS60

S* ‘OH QuenchedandDrawnat SSO^'C.

Fio. 14.—Effect of carbon content on properties of steel.

hardening property; and from malleable iron by initial malleability.* Carbon steel

owes its distinctive properties chiefly to its carbon content, alloy steel to one or more
other constituents; ferroalloys contain these other constituents in excess and serve as
vehicles for their introduction into iron and steel. Steel is made from pig iron by
oxidizing its silicon, manganese, and carbon, reducing incidental iron oxide, and
recarburizing. The Bessemer converter oxidizes by air blast, the openhearth furnace
by admixture of iron oxide, each process’ having its '‘basic” practice (using basic
refraetbries and fluxing phosphorus with lime) and “acid"' practice (using siliceous
linings without lime flux, hence without phosphorus removal). Crucible steel results
from crucible melts of pure iron stock mixed with charcoal; it is of high grade, but
costly. The electric fOmace is used in making light castings and tool, high-speed, and
special alloy steels (c*g., stainless steel, certain ’automotive alloy steels, etc,).

Cast iron is cheap and easily cast to almost any de^red shape, but is liable to defects
and lacks precision of elastic properties. Silicon up to 3 to 4 per cent promotes
graphitization (see Constitution) and softens the iron. Nickel has the same effect
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and also refines the grain, with a compensating tendency to harden, the result in irons

of high carbon content being a net increase in hardness, without impairment of

machining qualities. Cast iron with 1 to 5 per cent nickel is sometimes used in elec-

trical resistance grids, automobile cylinders and pistons, rolls, and other parts that

require greater precision of performance, but ordinary gray iron is standard for struc-

tural castings, in which its disadvantages are nact by high safety factors or overdesigii.

Nonmagnetic cast iron, so alloyed that its austenitic range is shifted to ordinary

temperature, is used abroad for certain electrical parts.

Gray Cast Iron .—Ordinary castings are ^Might^^ if any section is less than }4 in.

thick, ^‘heavy ” if none is less than 2 in. thi‘ k, otherwise “medium’^; high-test castings

include those of so-called semiate^l. Table 9 shows the A.S.T.M. requirements

Drawing Temperal jre,(Jfg.C.(oifler oil quench and normalizing as recornmended)

(A-48, 88), based on the ‘‘arbitration bar*' (a taper cylinder 15 in. long, cast in a mold

134 hi- i^ diameter at the top, l^^e at the bottom). In bending, the horizontal

bar is simply supported over a 12-in. span and center loaded so as to cause a central

deflection of 0.1 in. in 20 to 40 sec.; the tensile test is chiefly an index of quality.

Cast iron is most reliable in compression, wherein its ultimate strength is about 80,000

lb. per sq. in. (Carnegie). Its strength in shear (rarely directly employed) is about

25,000 lb. per sq. in, (Fremont). Its elastJb modulus in tension and compression is

12,000,000 to 15,000^000, in shear 6,000,000 to 7,000,000 lb. per sq. in. Working

stress in direct compression is 10,000 to 15,000 lb. per sq. in. Heavy impact stresses

require overdesign, or the use of a,more shock-resistant material.
.
For hollow cast-iron

columns (New York Building law, 1917) unit load in pounds per square inch of net

section « 9,000 — 4pZ/ro (see Bending—Columns). Shrinkage stresses are reduced

by designing so as to avoid the juncture of sections of contrasted thickness. Surfaces
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subject to heavy wear (as wheel treads) may be hardened by cMllingy i.e., rapid cooling

in the mold to produce skins of white iron. The same effect may appear in thin sec-

tions when (due to resulting brittleness) it is not desired.

Tabi.e 9.—Gray Cast Iron

Castings
Maximum
per cent S

Bending, minimum at

center
Minimum

ultimate ten-

sile, pounds

.
per square

inch

Load,

pounds

' Deflection,

inches

Biglit 0.10
j

2,500 0.10 18,000

Medium 0.10 2,900 0.10 21,000

Heavy 0.12 3,300 0.10 24,000

High-test 3,800 0.12 28,000

Cant-iron Pipe
y
Bell-and-spigot {A.S.T.M ,y

^4-44).—Table 10 shows nominal inside

diameter /, actual outside diameter O, and thickness Ty all in inches, and weight W
in pounds per foot of laid length (including socket). Class A is designed for 100-,

class B for 200-, class C for 300-, class D for 400-ft. head (pressures of 43, 86, 130, and

173 lb. per sq. in. respectively). Pipes less than 20 in. in diameter must withstand a

hydrostatic test of 300 lb. per sq. in.; larger sizes, 150 for class A, 200 for cla.ss B, 250

for class C, and 300 for class D. Minimum lengths, excluding socket, are 12 ft.*

Table 10.—Dimensions and Weicjhts of Cast-iron Pipe

I

Class A Class B Class C Class D

0 T W 0 T W 0 T w 0 T W

4 4.80 0.42 20.0 4.80 0.45 21.7 6.00 0.48 23.3 5.00 0.52 25.0

6 6.90 0.44 koEII 6.90 0.48 33.3 7.10 0.61 35.8 7.10 38.3

8 0.46 42.9 9.05 tiWifl 47.5wm 52.1 9.30 65.8

10 BKE 67.1 11.10 0.67 63.8IB 0.62 70.8 EiKQ 76.7

12 13.20 0.64 72.5 13.20 0.62 82.1 13.60 0.68 91.7 13.60 tf.75 100.0

14 0.67 89.6 15.30 0.66 102.5 lS.65m 116.7 15.66 129.2

16 m 108.3 17.40 mmB 143.8 158.3

18 19.60 129.2 19.60 0.75BEn0.87 175.0 19.92 191.7

20 0.67 B 22*. 06 0.92 208.3 22.06 1.03 229.2

24 26.80 204.2 25.80 0.89 233.3 26.32 1.04 279.2 26.32 1.16 306.7

30 31.74 0.88 291.7 338.3mmm 1.20 32.74 1.37 460.0

36 37.96 391.7 EKS 454.2 38.70 1.36 546.8 39.16 1.58 625.0

42 44.20 1.10 512.6 44.65 1.28 691.7 45.10 1.54 716.7 46.58 1,78 825.0
*48 ilBa 666.7 60.80 1.42 61.40 1.71 51.98 1.96 1,060.0

64 1.36 1.56 933.3 1.90 1,141.7 2.23 1,341.7

60 62. §0 1.39 916.71 1.67 1,104.2 1 1,341.7 64.82 2.38 1,683.3
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Malleable-iron Castings.—The A.S.T.M. specifications (A-47) require a minimum
ultimate tensile strength of 50,000 lb. per sq. in. and an elongation 10 per cent in 2 in.

Wrought Iron.—The hot rolling of puddled iron giv(?s it a definite grain, along which

its ultimate tensile strength is 45,000 to 55,000 lb. per sq. in., but across which it may
be only 60 to 90 per cent of these values. Its tensile elastic limit is about half the

ultimate. Its elastic modulus is about 27,000,000 lb. per sq. in. in tension and
compression. The special value of wrought iron to the engineer lies in its welding

properties.

Wrought-'iron plates (A.S.T.M., A-42) are rolled from muck bars derived in turn

from pig iron with permissibh* admixture of (1) plate scrap only (class A) or (2)

wrought-iron and cast-iron scrap (eh*s8 B). In Table 11 each class is subdivided into:

(1) plates 6 to 24 in. wide, (2) pi'ites over 24 to 90 in. wide; deduct 1 per cent from the

tabular elongations for each J^.e-in. deficiency in specified thickness below in.

Specimens for tension tests are cut with their axes parallel to the direction of rolling.

Table 11.

—

Wrouqiit-iron Plates

Class A Class B

1

*

2 1 2

Ultimate tensile strength, poiinds per square

inch 49,000 48,000 48,000 47,000

Yield point, pounds per squiye inch 26,000 26; 000 26,000 26,000

Elongation in 8 in., per cent 16 12 14 10

Cold-bend teat, 90 deg. arc, d = l.U 1.5^ ’St 3^ >

Fracture All fibrous 90 % fibrous

Steel is made by any of the processes previously described except basic Bessemer

(which is foreign to American practice); it is invariably of fluid origin (definition 1).

Its properties depend on composition, mechanical treatment, and heat-treatment, of

which the first is universally effective, but usually associated with one or the other

type of treatment in fixing the characteristics of commercial steels; the effect of carbon

in these associations is shown by Fig. 14.

Mechanical Treatment .—Hot rolling, drawing, pressing, and forging (at temper-

atures above the critical range) effect a mechanical refinement of grain that is

emphasized by finishing the work at temperatures not far above the critical (see

Constitution); f.c., hot workiiig enlists an incidental effect of heat-treatment and

increases strength and ductility. Cold working (rolling, drawing, pressing, and

twisting) acts as a plastic deformation to increase elastic limit, ultimate tensile

strength, and hardness, and to decrease ductility.

Heat-treatment .—Commercial steels rarely exceed 1.7 per cent in carbon content

and, hence, revert to the austenitic condition when heated to or above the critical

range. Complete reversion requires temperatures increasing as the carbon content

varies either way from 0.9 per cent. Annealing temperatures range from 790 to 925®C.

dependent on carbon content and size of piece (see Fig. 13). Subsequent cooling is

effected more slowly for the highercarbon contents, and slow cooling promotes softness
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Table 12.—Machine Steels

1 1

Curve 8. A. E. No
Quenched from,

degrees Centigrade
In

1 1020 870-000 Water

2 * 102 .'» 860-900 Water

3 1035 830-860 Oil

4 1035 830-860 Water
6 1045 800-830 Oil

6 1045 800-830 Water

TheJaht on this chari' apply specifically fo /yinch diameler orsquare bars.

Hardness deferminea midway between center andsur face

m

Drawmg Temperw+ures, cleg, Cent.- Afl«r Recommended Heaf-Trea+menH

Composition, per cent

C Mn Max. P Max. S

0.05-0.15

O.IO7O. 2O
0.30-0.60
0.30-0.60

0.045

0.045

0.05
0.05

0.16-0.25 0.30-0.60 0.045 0.05

0.20^.30
0.26-0.35

0.60-0.80
0.50-0.80

0.045

0.045

0.05
0.05

0.30-0.40

0.35-0.46

0.50-0.80
0.50-0.80

0.046
0.045

0.06

0.05

0.40-0.60

. 0.45-0.55

0.50-0.80

0.50-0.80

0.046

0.045

0.05

0.05

0.40-0.60 0.30-0.60 0.046 0.05

0.46-0.65

<]>.56-0.70

0.90-1.20
0.90-1.20

0.040
0.040

0.06
0.05

0
,^
90-1.06 0.25-0.60 0.040 0.05

Case hardening. Cold-drawn tubing and
pressed parts. Yield point (untreated or

annealed), 28,000-36,000. Poor machin-

ing qualities.

Case hardening. Cold-ckawn tubing.

Maohinoable.

j
Forged, machined and cold-worked (but

/ not case-hardened) parts.

Medium-carbon steel for small and med-
ium: forgings and machined parts. Im-
proved by normalising 900 to 996® before

quenching.
^

Ditto for larger forgings and parts ma-
chined from bar stock. Improved by nor-

malising 870 to 925® before quenching.

A variant of 1,046 for water-quenched

gears.

Helical spHngs of rotmd cold-drawn wire.

0.026-4). 100 in. in diameter (1,860) and

,
0.100-0.1876 (1,360).

Chiefly for leaf springs.
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and ductility at the expense of strength and elasticity (A.S.T.M., A-S5). The range

of control, from rapid to slow, is represented by (1) withdrawal from the annealing

furnace and cooling in air {normalizing), (2) cooling in the furnace with door open, and

(3) with door shut. Hardening involves rapid cooling {quenching) from above the

critical range, to restrain the austenite-pcarlite transition and hold the austenitic

(or some intermediate) condition suspended in the cold piece. The hardening prop-

erty becomes less marked as carbon content decreases, and in “ingot iron’^ (0.02

per cent carbon) it is absent. The usual quenching media are water, brine, and oil,

of which oil is the gentlest in effect, hence the most used
;
a severe quench may cause

warpage or even cracking. Drawing and tempering involve reheating a hardened steel

to release the aust(inite-pearlite craii dtion, which then proceeds to a stage determined

by the drawing temperature and corresponding to the strength, hardness, and tough-

ness desired in the finished piece (see Fig. 13). Drawing temperatures range from

200 to 700°C. Casehardening produces a hard skin on wrought iron or soft steel by
absorption of carbon from without. The metal is packed or immersed in carbon-

aceous material, held at 900 to 950°('. for several hours and quenched (1) at once if

toughness is immaterial, (2) after slow cooling to 650°C. and reheating to 775 to 825°C.

to refine the skin, or (3) after slow cooling to 650°C. and reheating to 900 to 950°C.,

followed by treatment (2) and a second quenching, to refine both skin and core.

Final drawing at 200°C. reduces quenching stresses (A.S.T.M., A-37). The effects

of heat-treatment are more uniform in small than in large pieces (see Table 14).

Carbon Steel.—(choice of carbon content to suit required strength or projected

treatment or use is indicated below by excerpts from the A.S.T.M. specifications and

the “Handbook” of the Society of Automotive Engineers (S. A. E.). The latter lists

a numbered series of type steels for which compositions are specified and heat-treat-

ments and uses recommended.

Machine steels throughout the usual carbon range are described in Table 12

(S.A.E.), wherein strength properties are included only as general indications. Spe-

cified strength properties for forgings are shown in Table 14 (A.S.T.M.), which also

illustrates the effect of size of piece on strength limits. For screw stock and welding

steel, see Table 13.

Table 13.

—

Sc^rew Stock and Welding Steel (A.S.T.M., A-80)

Per cent C
Per cent

Mn Per cent P Per cent vS

Screw stock:

Bessemer 0.08-0.16 0.60-0.80 0.09-0.13 0.075-0.15

Open hearth 0.15-0.25 0.60-0.90 0.06 max. 0.075-0.15

Welding:

Bessemer Up to 0.12 0.60 max. 0.115 max. 0.08 max.

Open hearth dead soft 0.05-0.12 0 . 55 max. 0.05 max. 0 . 06 max.

The A.S.T.M. specifications (A-18) for forgings require openhearth or electric-

furnace steel; phosphorus not over 0.05 per cent, sulphur not over 0.05 per cent,

manganese (class A), 0.30 to 0,55 per cent, (classes B-G) 0.40 to 0 80 per cent; strength

as shown in Table 14. Class A forgings are suitable for 'welding or casehardening,

B and C a^e mild-steel forgings for structural use, and D, E, P, and G are machinery

forgings.
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Table 14.— C-akbon-bteel P^okgings

Class

Size of forging,

inches

Tensile strength

minimum or

range, pounds
per square inch

Elongation in 2

in., minimum
Reduction of

area, minimum

Heat
treatment

Over-all

diameter

or thick-

ness

Wall
thick-

ness

Ulti-

male
Yield

point

Coeffi-

cient^

Mini-

mum,
per cent

Coeffi-
j

cient*

Mini-

mum,
per cent

A 20 max. 47,000- 0 . 5 ult. 1.50 2 . 50 None
60.000

60,000 1 . 55 22 2.40 35
B

( 12-20 60,000 0. 5 ult. ,
1.48 21 2.22 32 1

None

f 12 max. 60,000 0 . 5 ult. 1.70 25 2.70 38 ) 1 jC
{ 12-20 60,000 1.60 24 2.52 36

? .iiinealed

75 , 000 1.60 18 2.20 24

D H-12 75,000 0.5 ult. 1.50 17 2.00 22 None
12-20 75,000 0.5 ult. 1.40 16 1.80 20

75 , 000 1.80 20 2.80 33

E 8-12 75,000 0.5 ult. 1 . 725 19 2.64 31 Annealed
12-20 75,000 0.5 ult. 1.65 18 2.40 29

8 mux. 80,000 0. 5 ult. 1.80 20 2.80 32

F 8-12 80,000 0.5 ult. 1.725 19 2.64 30 ‘ Annealed
12-20 80,000 0.5 ult. 1.65 IS 2.40 28

,

Elastic

limit

r 4 max. 2 max. 90,000 55,000 2.10 20.5 4.00 39
1

G ‘
i

4-7 3.5 max. 85,000 50,000 2.00 20.6 3.80 39
1 Quenched
/ and

1

7-10 5 max. 85,000 50,000 1.90 19.5 3.60 37

i 20 max. 6-8 82,500 48,000 1.80 19 3.40 36
tempered

J Minimum elongation or area reduction (subject to tabular limit) equals (coefficient X 1,000,000) +
ultimate strength.

Steel Castings {A.S.T,M A-27).—Openhearth, electric-furnace, converter, or

crucible steel. Class A castings are without physical requirements and are heat-,

treated only when so specified, or when carbon content eixceeds 0.30 per cent; class B
castings must meet the physical requirements of Table 15 and must be heat-treated.

Treatment in either case may be by annealing, normalizing, normalizing followed by
an anneal, or normalizing followed by a draw, but quenching in liquid media is

excluded.

Table 15.—Steel Castings

Class

Maxitnum percentage Minimum pounds
per square inch Elongation

in 2 in.,

per cent

Reduction
of area,

per centC i S Ulti-

mate
Yield

pointAcid Basic

B, hard 80,000 0.46 ult.n 25

A 0.46 0.07 0.06 B, medium ........ 70,000 0.46 ult. 80

0,06 0,05 0.06 B, soft 60,000 0 46 ult.n 35
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Steel Pipe {A.S.T.M., A-53).—For welded pipe, Bc^ssemer or opeiihearth steel

of soft weldable quality; pipe 3 in. or less in nominal diameter may be butt-welded;

larger sizes must be lap-welded; for seamless pipe, openhearth steel only. Minimum
phosphorus (openhearth), lap-welded 0.06 per cent, seamless 0.05 per cent. Two-
inch or smaller pipe (except double-extra strong over 1 in.) must withstand a 90-deg.

bend around a mandrel of twelve times its (nominal) diameter without cracking.

Larger pipe (except double-extra strong) must similarl^ withstand flattening between

parallel plates (with the weld 45 deg. from the line of pressure) to the extent of 40 per

cent (butt-welded) or two-thirds (lap-welded) of its o\itside diameter. Table 16 lists

nominal inside diameter /, outside diamet r O, and thickness T—all in inches; weight

W, in pounds per foot (for standar I pipe, with threaded ends and couplings; for extra

and double-extra, with plain ends); number of threads N per inch; and hydrostatic

test pressures Ph (butt-welded) or Pa (lap-welded and seamless), in pounds per square

inch.

Table 16.—Dimensions and Wetciits of Steel Pipe

I

.Sluudard Extra strong Doublo-oxtra strong

n W Pb Ps T \V D Ps

0.25 27 700 0.095 0.31 700

H 0.088 0.43 18 7(X) 0.119 0.54 700

0.675 0.091 0.57 18 0.126 0.74 700

>2 0.840 0. 109 0.85 14 70Q 0.147 1.09 700 0 . 294 1.71

1.050 0. 113 1.13 14 700 0.154 1.47 700 0.308 2.44

1 1.315 0. 133 1.68 llHm 0.179 2.17 700 0.358 3.66

1.660 0.140 2,28 llH 700 1,000 1,600 2 , 500 0.382 5.21

m 1.000 0.145 2.73 llH 700 1,000 0.200 3.63 1,500 2 , 500 0.400 6.41 3,000
2 2.375 0.154 3.68 llH 700 1,000 0.218 5.02 1 , 500 2,500 0.436 3,000

2M 2.875 0.203 5.82 8 800 1,000 0.276 7.66 1,600 2,000 0.652 13.70 3,006

3 0.216 7.62 8 800 1,000 0.300 10.25 1,600 2,000 0.600 18.683 3,000

3M 4.000 0.226 9,20 8 1 ,000 0.318 12.51 2.000 22.85 2,600
4 4.500 0.237 10.89 8 1,000 0.337 14.98 0.fi74 27..54 2,600

iVi 5.000 0.247 12.64 8 1,000 0.355 17.61 1,800 2,000
5 5 . 563 0.258 14.81 8 1,000 O’. 375 20.78 1,800 2,000
6 6 . 625 wm 19.19 8 1,000 0.432 28.57 1,800 0.864 53.16 2.000
7 7.625 0.301 ! 8 1,000 0.500 38.05 1,600 0.875 63.08 2,000

S 28.81 8 1,000 43.39
1

1 .500 0.875 72.42 2,000

9 9.625 0.342 34.19
1

^ 900 48.73 1,200

10 10.750 0.365 41.13 8 900 fWSiiil 54.74 lEIld]
11 11.750 0.375 46.25 8 800* 0.500 60.08 1 ,000

12 0.376 50.71 8 800 65.42 1,000

Teat presHures for pipe more than 12 in. in diameter to be calculated by P =* 24,000T 4- 0, wherein

P ** test pressure in pounds per square inch; other notation as befoj'e.

Structural steel, used hot rolled, is usually of medium-carbon type, although for

bridges the greater strength and saving in weight of nickel steel may offset its higher

cost. As furnace construction resembles bridge- rather than mill-building practice in

the heavy duty it imposes on steel members, data on nickel steel are added in Table 18.

CarJmi steel for buildings (A.S.T.M., A-9) may be Bessemer or openhearth (except

rivets, and punched plates and angles more than % in. thick, which must be open-

he&rth). All bridge steel (A-7) must be openhearth (see Table 17).

Nickel steel (A.S.T.M., A-8) must be openhearth, and show a silky or very finely

granular fracture. Requirements for bridgework are shown in Table 18.
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Table 17.

—

Sthuotttral ('arron Steel for Huii.DiNG.s and Bridges

Buildings Bridges

1

Structural Rivet

Composition (maxima):
0.10

Acid open hearth 0.06 0.06 . 0.06 0.04

Basic open hearth . . . 0.06 0.06
0.045

0.04

0.05

0.04
0.045

Tensile tests (minima):

Ultimate strength, thousands of pounds per square

inch

Yield point ratio

Yield point, thousands of pounds per square inch.

Elongation in 8 in., coefficient'

Elongation in 2 in., peer cent

55—65

>2 ult.

30

1.40

22

46-56

hi ult.

26

1.40

55-65

}'2 ult.

30

1 . 50

22

46-56

H ult.

26

1.50

Cold-bend tests (180-deg. arc):

Material H in. thick or less, d =® . . . .

I-bar flats Other

0

t

t 0
1

Material H to IH m. thick, d =*

1

"
1

2t t 0

Material over in. thick, d = 2t lU 2t
J

* Elongation in per' cent = coefficient X 1,000,000 -i- ultimate atroiigth.

The tabular elongations in 8 in. are reduced 0.25 per cent (down to 18 per cent) for each Hs in.

excess over in., and 1.25 per cent for each H 2“in. deficiency below He in. in specifie<l thickness of

material. Bend-test specimen for pins and rollers to be machined to 1 by >‘i in.; for cold-drawn rivets,

to be normalized before testing.

Table 18.

—

Structural Nickel Stp:el

Composition, per cent

Plates,

shapes,

bars

Rivet Physical requirements

Plates,

shapes,

bars

Rivet

Ni, minimum 3 . 26 3.25 Tensile tests (minima):

C, maximum 0.45 0.30 Ultimate strength, thousands of

Mn, maximum 0.70 0.60 pounds per square inch 85-100 70-80
P (aoid) maximum 0.05 0.04 Yield point, thousands of pounds
P (basic) maximum 0.04 0.03 per square inch 60 45

S, maximum 0.05 0.045 Elongation in 8 in., coefficient^ , . 1.60 1.60

Elongation in 2 in., per cent 18

Reduction of area, per cent T 26 40

Cold-bend test (180-deg. arc):

Material H in.thick or less, £/*»., t 0

Material over in. thick, d » . 2t 0

- 1 Elong. in per cent
coefficient X 1,000,000

ultimate strength

For plates, shapes, and ^nannealed bars, over 1 in. thick, deduct 0.25 per cent (down to 14 per cent)

for each Hs in. excess over 1 in. Bend-test specimens of cold.‘drawn bars are normalized before testing.

Alloy Steels.—Alloying elements modify the properties of steel (1) through the

characteristics of new alloy series, (2) by shifting the temperature ranges and transi-

tions of the iron-carbon series. In most alloy steels, the latter effect makes carbon

a principal element and induces very marked response to heat-treatment, as Fig. 15

shows. / Therefore, these ste^ are used chiefly in the treated condition, except for
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the structural nickel grade {q.v,). The difficulties of heat-treatment for large pieces,

combined with the cost of alloy elements, thus limits alloy steels largely to the field

of special machine parts, except for certain corrosion- and heat-resistant uses described

in the last section of this chapter. A few ferroalloys of marked thermal or magnetic

properties are noted here among the steels.

Manganese steel typically contains 11 to 13.5 per cent manganese, 1.0 to 1.3 per

cent carbon, 0.3 to 0.5 per cent silicon, 0.02 to 0.08 per cent phosphorus. It therefore

lies in the austenitic region of Fig. 16, 15

has practically no magnetic properties,

as originally cast is very hard and brittle,

cannot be softened by anneal, and is too

hard for machining. In the cast form, c
after an annealing quench from 1050°C. ^
in cold water, it is extremely resistant to S-

abrasion and cutting, though easily g
dented (Brinell index about 190). It c

^
shows an ultimate tensile strength of ^
140,000 to 150,000 lb. per sq. in., but ^
has an ill-detined and low elastic limit and
practically no yield point. It fails in

tension with little necking but marked
general elongation (40 to 50 per cent,

compared with about 40 per cent reduc-

tion of area). In compression it deforms

plastically, with low strength values.

Among steels it is a poor heat conductor but of high .expansivity. In small patterns

it requires a shrinkage allowance of about in. per ft., and, when heated for the

quench, calls for care in preventing unequal expansion and cracking.

Its uses are for abraded parts of jaw and gyratory crushers, rolls, dredges, etc.,

for steam-shovel dippers, frogs, switches, and curve rails, and wherever cast parts are

subject to severe abrasion; it is also rolled in merchant bars and sections.

Fro. 17. Fig. 18.

Figs. 17-18.—Structure of nickel and chrome steel.

Nickel Steels.—In the pearlitic region of Fig. 17, nickel tends to refine the grain of

pearlite and ferrite in the direction of sorbite and assists casehardening by retarding

the rate and increasing the depth of carbon penetration; the structural and machine

grades of nickel steel lie in this region (see Structural Steel). Those of the austenitic

region are of limited use.

Mmhine grades are fisted in Table 19.

\
A usleniit'c

^ X
VSi ^

X >
-X

X
^ •

<0

1

Pearh // c
1

1

C 0.5 1.0 l.fcB Z,0

Carbon, per ccn+

cl. 16.—Structure of manganese steel.



Chiefly case hardening. ^

Case hardening only for massive parts (core brittle^

ness). Forgings. Machined parts.

Unsuited to case hardening. Forgings ai^jd ma^

chined parts. If machined from bar stock,

normalizing may usually be omitted.

Harder and more brittle after quenching, hence

less used. For parts machined from bar stock,

normalizing may usually be omitted.

Gears of large section.

Case-hardened parts with vexy, tough core; if

subsequently machined, Ni should approach

.
lower limit.
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High-ni^kel steels ^{25 to 38 per cent nickel, 0.3 to 0.5 per cent carbon) arc rnst

resistant, have low thermal expansivity, and find some use in gas-engine valves, boiler

tubes, etc.

Ferronickel Alloys,—Invar (36 per cent nickel), with a thermal expansivity of

O.OOOOOl per degree between 0 and 40°C., is used in clock construction, measuring
tapes, and length standards. Its expansivity increases about 300°C. and again at low
temperatures. Permalloy (about 78 per cent nickel), properly heat-treated, has

extraordinary magnetic permeability, approaching saturation in the earth’s field.

Its magnetic qualities are impaired by mechanical strain, and therefore for cable

windings heat-treatment is pc^'^tponed an d about the winding operation.

Chrome Steels.-—In the x^earidic region of Fig. 18, chromium promotes grain

refinement, strength, and liardness; this is the region of the machine steels listed in

Table 20. Above the pearlita limit there are two groups of steels noted for rust

resistance; those with 9 to 16 per cent chromium and moderate carbon content can

be hardened by heat-treatment; those with 17 to 30 per cent chromium can be hard-

ened only by mechanical work and show a shock brittleness in strong contrast to the

toughness of the corresponding chrome-nickel series.

Table 20.- -('hrome Steels of Machine (Ikade

S. A. E.

No.

Composition, per cent

Cr C Mn Max. P Max. S

5120 0.60-0.90 0.15-0.2.') 0.30-0. 00 0.04 0.0-15

5140 0.80-1.10 0.3.5-0.45 0..50-0. 80 0.04 0.045

5150 0.80-1.10 0.45-0..55 0.50-0..80 0.04 0.045

5210 1.20-1.50 0. 9.5-1. 10 0.20-0.50 0.03

j

0.030

Uses

1

Chiefly case hardening. Physical

properties those of Nos. 2320 and
3120.

lleat-treatod forgings and parts

machined from bar stock. Equiva-

lent to Nos, 2340 and 3140.

[ Heat-treated forgings and parts

) machined from bar stock,

f Races and balls or rollers of anti-

l friction bearings.

Table 21.—Propekties of Stainless Iron

Tension, pounds per

square inch
Per cent

Brinell

index
Condition

Ultimate

strength

Yield

point

Elon-

gation

Reduc-

tion of

area

Hot rolled 164,250 77,650 28.2 321

Normalized, 870®C 81,960 61,100 73.4 192

Annealed, 750^C

Oil hardened:

73,300 42,900 73.6 153

96S®C, not drawn
'

173,000 167,250 12 33.7 340

Drawn 370“C 156,100 17 50.9 321

.Dmwn 640*C 144,650 19 65.3 293
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Steel of 9 to 16 per cent chromium (Crucible Steel Co. of America), if le^s than 0.12
per cent in carbon, is ^^stainlesa iron''; if more, “stainless steel." When the carbon
content is raised to 0.15 to 0.20 per cent, air-hardening properties develop that call for

care in treatment. Table 21 lists the properties of a stainless iron (0.10 per cent car-

Orttwing Temperatures, - After Rccommendedl Heat-Treci+menH

Fig. 19.~*-Chrome-nickel steel.

bon, 14.37 per cent chromium). Its machining qualities hot rolled are poor; normal-
ized and annealed, good; quenched and drawn, fair.

Stainless steel, containing usually 0.30 per cent carbon and 12 to 14 per cent chro-
mium, and hardened at about 980°C., develops its highest stainlessness and a tensile

strength of 225,000 to 250,000 lb. per sq. in., both properties being retained through
drawing at 480 to 510®C., after which its elongation is 7 to 9 per cent and reduction of
area 20 lb 25 per cent.
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Chrome-nickel steels of pearlitie type furnish machinery grades of wide use.

The austenitic type, recently developed, has corrosion- and heat-resistant properties

described later. Its peculiar strength properties are noted here.

Machine Steels (see Table 22 and Fig. 19 in conjunction).

Table 22.—Chrome-nickel Steels op Machine Grade

8. A. E.
Composition, per cent

No.
Ni Cr C Mn

3115 0.45-0.75 0.10-0 20 u. 30-0.60 (No. 3120 for massive parts only.) Both
3120 1 .00-1.50 0.45-0.75 0.15-0.25 0.30-0.60 "5 also used for heat-treated structural

parts.

3215 0.90-1.25 0.10-<'.20 1 Greater core strength; more suited to

3220 1.50-2.00 0.90-1.25 0.15-0.25 0.30-0.60 a>n

6
sections over in. (No. 3220 for

massive parts only.)

3312 3.2.5-3.75 1.25-1.75 0. 17 max. 0.30-0.60 Very strong and tough core.

341i> 2.75-3.25 0.60-0.95 0.10-0.20 0.45-0.75 ff 9f ft

3125 •2 Interchangeable with Nos. 2330 and
iBiisRil 0.45-0.75 0.2,5-0.35 a

a 2335.

kie9 1.00-1.50ESSK 0.50-0.80 o Interchangeable with Nos. 2340 and
3140 0,35-0.45 0.60-6.80 1 2345.

3230 0.90-1.25 0.25-0,35 a Respond better to heat treatment and
3325 3.25-3.75 1 . 25-1 . 75 0.20-0.30 more suited to severe duty than Nos..,;

3435 2.75-3.25 0.60-0.95 0,30-0.40 0.45-0.75
1> a

23.30, 2335, 3125, 3130.

3240 0.90-1.25 0.3,5-0.45 0.30-0?60 Respond better to heat treatment and
3335 3.25-3.75 1.2,5-1.75 0.30-0.40 0.30-0.60

i
more suited to severe duty than Nos.

3340 3.25-3.75 1.2,5-1.75 0.35-0.45 0.30-0.60 2340, 2345, 313.5, 3140. No. 3240 not

3450 2.75-3.25 0. 4.5-0. 6 1 recommended for gears.

3246 1.50-2.00 0.90-1.25 0.40-0.60 0.30-0.60 Oil hardened part • of very high strength

3260 0.90-1.25 0.4,5-0.55 0.30-6.60 2
w •

for severe dynamic stress.

Maximum P, 0.04 per cent. Maximum S for the 3,100 aeries, 0.045 per cent; for other series, 0.04

per cent.

^‘RezistaV* (Crucible Steel Co. of America) comprises a series of austenitic steels

of which the type, ‘‘ Atha’s 2600” contains 0.50 per cent maximum carbon, 8 per cent

Curve SAE No. Normalised
at rc,)

Quenched
From In

1 3120 855®-886® Oil
2 3120 866®-885® Water
3 3130 816®-846® Oil

4 3130 815®~845® Water
5 3140 87G®-926® Oil

6 3220 885®-940® . 815®-870® Oil

7 3220
1

885®-940® 845®~870® Water
8 ' 3230 816®-846® Oil

9 3240 885‘*-940® Oil

10 3250
;

770®-800® Oil

11 3325 970«-926® Oil

12 3335 870«-925® oa
13 3435 770^-800® OU
14 3450 760®-790® Oil

chromium, 22 per cent nickel, 1.75 per cent silicon, 0.70 per cent manganese, and 1 per

cent copper; silicon is a requisite. They are nonmagnetic, rustless, increasingly

shock resistant down to — 60°C., tough at all temperatures between — 185 and 1200®C,,

and softened by quenching.' They can be hardened and strengthened only by
mechanical work, whence their useful strength may be limited by machining con-

siderations (see Table 23). Their*true elastic limits are low, but in proportional limit

they are comparable to other steels. They can be forged, welded, and cold-worked.
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Table 23.—“Rezistal” Steels

“Atha’s 2600“—treated

Tensile tests
Rezistal range,

untreated
For simple'

machining

For complex
machining^

Ultimate strength, pounds per square inch

Vield point, pounds per square inch

Proportional limit, pounds per squan; inch

Elongation, per cent

Reduction of fi,rea, per cent

Brinell index

100,0(X)~1.50,000

80, (KK)- 11 0,000

1

2C1-35

30-50

225-300

105,000-125,000
75,000- 95,000
56,000™ 70,000

25-35

40-55

95.000-

110,000
65.000- 65,000
36.000- 50,000

25-35

40-50

Modulus of elasticity 27,000,000-30,000,000 pounds per

square incli

> Annealed at 870°(\, water quenched.

Table 24.—(Chrome-vanadium, Nickel-molybdenum, and Chrome-molybdenum
Steels

Chrome-vanadiurn steels; Cr 0.80-1.10 per cent; V 0.15 per cent minimum, 0.18 per cent desired;

maximum P and S, 0.04 per cent each (except No. 6195, 0.03 per cent each).

S. A. E.
1

Other elements, per cent

No.
Mn

6120 * 0.16-0.25 0.50-0.80

6125

6130
6135

6140

0.20-0.30
0.25-0.35
0.30-0.40
0.35-0.46

0.60-0.80
0.50-0.80
0.50-0.80
0.50-0.80

6145
6150

0.40-0.50
0.45-0.65

0.50-0.80
0.50-0.80

6196 .
0.90-1.05 0.20-0.45

Uses

f Case hardening; heat-treated structural parts. Interchangc-

l able with Nos. 2315, 2320, 3115, 3120.

f Heat-treated forgings. Interchangeable with Nos. 2330,

I 2335, 3125, 3130. 3326.

f Heat-treated forgings. Interchangeable with Ni and Ni-Cr
I steels of similar carbon content.

[

Heat-treated forgings and machined parts with more strength

I

than is obtainable from Nos. 1045, 2345, or low’-ohromium

(
steels of similar carbon content.

Primarily a tool steel; used also in antifriction bearings.
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Other Alloy Steels.—Various other alloy combinations have been tried, among
them the useful chrome-vanadium, nickel-molybdenum, chrome-molybdenum,
chrome-nickel-molybdenum, and “silico-manganese’’ steels (Tables 24 and 25).

Tungsten steels (Table 26) find some use, and tungsten is the chief constituent of

high-speed tool steels, of which S.A.E. Nos. 71360 and 71660 are examples; these

steels acquire th(ur ability to keep a cutting edge at red heat through specialized heat-

treatment and are best selected by service test.

Table 25.

—

Silico-manoanese Steels

S. A. K.

No.

Composition, pc • cc 't^

1

«

Si
1

Mn
;

C
'

i

1

Uses

9250

9260

1.80-2.20

1,80-2.20

O.GO-0.90

0.60-0.90

0.45-0.55

0.55-0.65
Chiefly as spring steels. Also used in

gears; properly treated, for cold chisels.

Unsuited to use without heat treatment.

1 Maximum P and S, 0.045 per cent each.

T\ble 26. —Tungsten Steels

S. A. E.

No.

Composition, per cent

w Cr C Max. Mn Max. P Max. S

71360 12.00-15.00 3.00-4.00 .0.50-0.70 0.30 0.035 0.035

71660 15.00-18.00 3.00-4.00 0.50-0.70 0.30 0.035 0.035

7260 1.50- 2.00 0.50-1.00 0.50-0.70 0.30 0.035 0.035

National Emergency Steels.—A war novelty has been the development of the

so-called National Emergency steels which were intended to utilize the mixed alloy

scrap coming bkek to the steelmakers. They have proved so useful that it will be

strange if they do not last into the postwar era. In general, the 8600 and 8700 class

seem to be fairly reliable substitutes for the same carbon numbers in the 2300, 3100,

and 4100 steels. Much work is also being done on the 9300 and 9400 series, and it

seems safe to say that any properties reported by the steelmakers can be depended

upon in these numbers.

,
Structural-steel Design.—The selection and combination of I beam, channel,

angle, tee, H beam, zee, and plate sections are based on the principle that econ-

omy requires maximum strength per pound of material with due regard to cheap-

ness of assembly and connection, and that maximum strength per pound requires

concentration of material outward from the axis of the member, with only enough

connecting material to resist 'sheari Figure 21 shows single and built sections for

various uses, and Table 27 graphically lists the elements of 69 I beams, channels,

and angles, chosen for range of principal section moduli; it is a tabulating, not a

ealculatuig chart, Structural steel, especially in metallurgical use, requires frequent
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Table 27 .—Structural Shapes
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painting, hence the objection to “boxed’' members (unless concrete filled) whose

interiors are inaccessible to the brush.

Riveting is designed to transmit stress by resistance of rivets to shear (not tension)

and by resistance of the surrounding metal to compression. Compressive resistance

depends on area td (Figs. 20 a, 6), shearing resistance on area 7rd®/4 in single shear

(Fig. 20a), twice this area in double shear (Fig. 20?>). Table 28 (after Carnegie)

shows bearing and shearing values at allowable unit stresses for shop rivets of 24,000

and 12,000 lb. per sq. in., respectively; for field rivets and bolts reduce these values

one-sixth (American Bridge C^o.). The same table shows lengths and weights of

rivets, and rules for mininmin rivet spacii g (including “gauge” for each section listed

in Table 27). Maximum spacing Fig. 20/) : maximum m = eight thicknesses of piece

;

pitch p in line of stress of compression members (built of plates and shapes), sixteen

times the least thickness of quiside, or twenty times the least thickness of enclosed

plate (maxima of 12 and IT) in
^
respectively); pitch not in line of stress, twenty-four

times the least thickness riveted (American Bridge Co.). The effective area of tension

members is the net after deduction of metal lost in rivet holes; diameter of hole is

in. greater than that of rivet (but effective rivet diameter d is always the diameter

Fig. 20.—Rivets and riveted joints.

before driving). Pins are sometimes used for ease of field connection, but are giving

way to modern field riveting. For steel pins, allowable unit stresses in pounds per

square inch are 24,000 for bearing, 12,000 for shear, and 24,000 for extreme fibers in

bending (American Bridge Co.) (see Stresses in Pins).

Riveted connections are designed with enough rivets at allowable bearing and shear-

ing values to transmit the known stresses. In terms of strength of the unjointed

plate, eflficiencies of riveted joints in tension (for boilers and tanks) are as follows: for a

lap joint, single riveted (Fig. 20c), 46 to 60 per cent; double riveted (Fig. 20d), 63 to 74*

per cent; for a butt joint with single butt strap, single and double riveted (Figs. 20 c,

/), the same; for a butt joint with double butt straps (Figs. 20 p, /t), 80 per cent.

Efficiencies tend to be greater for the thinner plates. In structural work, connections

are often eccentric, i.e., with rivets not exactly in the line of stress. Figure 20i shows

Ketchum’s treatment of a typical case. At the centroid g of the rivets {n in number)

on either side of the joint, apply opposite forces P, Q each equal and parallel to stress <8,

which is thus replaced by force P and a couple of moment M Sh. Shear per rivet

due to P is S/n. In any rivet B the shear due to Jl/ is Rh, wherein R « shear due to M
at unit distance from g; resisting moment of B is P6*, and total moment M * (Pa* -f*

Rb* -f Pc* 4- Pe* 4* P/*)
;
solve for P and compute the iiidividual rivet shears.

Total shear on any rivet is the sum of the shears duetto P and M, The standard

I-beam connections shown in Fig. 21a are eccentric.
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Steel Members.—Axes of symiiiotrical members and rivet gauge lines of single

or paired angles arc usually identitied with the center lines ut triiss diagrains.

Table 28.

—

Rivet Constants

Beam and Oirdere.—A single section used as a beam is selected by Eq. (1) (Bending
—Bnama), which finds the mo|nent of inertia or section modulus required by a known
bending n^oment t^see Table 27). A plate girder (Fig. 21r) is usually designed with
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flange area sufficient to take full bending stresses and web plate heavy enough to take

shear
;
required net area of angles in the tensioA flange = maximum M 4- Sd^ wherein

M and S are as in Eq. (1) and d (effective depth) as in Fig. 21c; angles of the same
size are used in the compression flange; required net web area « maximum F 4- T,

wherein V is total vertical shear and T the allowable unit shear. Part of the flange

area may be supplied in cover plates, as in Fig. 21c. In all cases S = 16,000 lb. per

sq. in., except that for a beam braced (by tie rods or otherwise) against lateral deflec-

tion at intervals greater than ten times the width (w) of the compression flange,

S = 19,000 — 300//w;; wh'^rein I = greatest unbraced length: l/w should not exceed

Fm. 21. Steel girders, columns, and connections.

40 (American Bridge Co.). T «= 10,000 lb. per sq. in.; in a very short beam, loads

within safe bending limits may cause excessive web shear; total shear in pounds

should not exceed [depth of beam X web thickness X 10,000), Buckling of a web

(due to column action), either directly under a concentrated load or at supports,

is prevented by using a web heavier than required by shear alone, or by stiffeners, or

(for unsupported webs) by allowing sufficient bearing to distribute loads and reactions

as follows: if d is the depth of beam, t is web thickness (both in inches), and a is as

shown in Fig. 21e, then JP » 4“ w^herein n = 2 for a concentrated Center load

and 4 for a reaction, P is the load or reaction in pounds, and S 19,000 — 17M/t.

Th0 formula bolds for a series of concentrated loads, provided Xa for the loads is not
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less than 2a for either reaction (Carnegie). Except for very deep girders, stiffeners

(angles) are designed for simple compression; they are usually in pairs, one on each face

of the web, and always placed at points where loads and reactions are applied, or

(for moving loads) at intervals not exceeding d (Fig. 21c). For a stiffener crimped
(Fig. 216) over the flange angle, c = thickness of latter plus V/i in. but not less than

2 in.; end stiffeners are not crimped, but are riveted over fillers (Fig. 21c). The
flange rivets of a plate girder (Fig. 21c) take horizontal stress due to total shear V in

the girder, and vertical stress due to any superimposed load P (e.g.y a wheel load) that

may rest directly above. If R (in pounds) is the safe bearing or shearing value of one

rivet (whichever is less), p and h (in inches) are as shown, and a is the length of girder

(inches) over which P is applied, then R = Vpjh for the horizontal and Pp la for the

vertical stress; resultant Jf2 = \/{Vp/hp + {Pp/aP, whence solve for p, which usually

Tables 29-30.

—

Elements of Carnegie H-beams and Paired Angles

z Depth
of beam

in.

Lb.

per
ft.

Sect.

area
in.-^

Flange

width
m. miiiiiiiiEBiBllBflIlllllllliil »i

ramm 1

m4
Ive
in.3

To
m.

i4.3 IMajI 8.00 0.175 115.5 28.9 3.4-0 35.1 1.87

24.1 6.00 0.113 45.1 15.0 2.S4 14.7

18.9 S.OO 0.313 23.8 9.S 2.0& 7.8 IB!i
tk.

1 13.8 4.00 0.313 EEi 5.3 1.G4 3.C>

Etrepf in -Hre case
of siie of angle,
and ofX and y,
figures refer to
paired angles.

a-•i* i.>: I HH1I
1

r“'-
z 1

tsm

1 1u1
Sue of
one anglc^

in.

amm
i

I

in.4

t£EElEVllMIlillEI

I
na

%.
Area
in?

Axis

1-1

fm iiirB fmim C’i when a*
BQiWljgaIIZSI im

10.8 sirr 1.04 3.8 1.11 tiM 1.48 PSHIBBEEDIIBIiimDca
4x 11.(0 3.38 1.14 5.9 1.18 1.14 1-18 1.33 1.43 0.74 2.8 0.89 1.87 1.92 l.'96 2.09

4x3’/ix5/(( 15.4 4.50 1.18 7.2 1.19 1.51 1.55 1.90 I.C>9 0.93 5.1 1.07 1.8) 186 1.91 EEEj
15.4 4.50 1.47 94 1.44 1.11 1.19 1.30 1.40 0.72 3.4 0.87 2.15 2.10 2.25 2.34

19-4 4.80 1.68 12.9 l-9( 1.17 Ml MG 1.35 3.9 0.85 142 2.47 ?,52 2.91

5»3'/»V)a 17.4 5.11 I.S9 13.1

!

1.91 1.41 145 1,50 1.59 0,84 5.4 1.03 2.35 2.39 2.44 2.54

MWI\i 19.& 5.74 2-01 21.8: 1.95 1.33 1.37 1.41 1.50 0.79 5.8 l.OO 2.90 2.95 3.00

6)i4 )i3/8 14.9 7.22 1.94 1.S3 1.S8 1.92 1.97 1.79 0.94 9.8 1.17 2;83 7.87 2.91 3.02

33.0 9.98 2.95 65 .0 1.59 1.13 1.18 Ml 141 ^.2 0.91 4.02 4.07 4.11 4.12
40.4 11.8G 1.45 78.4 2*57 2.39 2.43 2.48 2.59 1.45 38.9 1.80 3.94 3.98 3.73 3.82

8*6* 3/4 97.9 19.88 2.59 119.8 2.53 244 2.52 2.91 1.59 91.4 1.79 3.69 373 3.78 3.87

varies in different sections of the girder. The web splice (Fig. 21c) is an eccentric

riveted connection. For limited headroom the steel-and-timber beam shown in

Fig. 22 (lacing bars omitted) is very strong and convenient. The same design, with
channels laced, makes a strong column.

Colunma.—Safe load in pounds per square inch of column section =* 19,000 —
lOOZro with a maximum of 13,000 (American Bridge Co.)

;
r© is the least radius of gyra-

tion of the section, I the column length in the same unit. For a column braced
against flexure across its weaker axis, the larger ro may be used. Figures 21 /, p, hf i

show typical column sections; a single I beam or, preferably, H beam avoids much
shop oost, as ddes a comer column of one 4-, 5- or 6-in. angle; a column of four angles

laced (long le^ out) is fight, easy to connect, and can be reinforced at stress concen-

trations by replacing the lattice bars with batten plates (Fig. 21i); for moderately
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heavy loads, two channels laced (Fig. 21^) with flanges turned either in or out com-
bine strength in both directions with accessibility to paint. The Lally column, of steel

pipe filled with concrete and threaded into cast-iron pedestal and capital, is strong,

cheap, and convenient.

Table 29 lists the elements of standard H beams, whose strength about the 2~2

axis especially fits them for column use. Radii of gyration of unequal angles in

pairs are shown in Table 30, which may also be used for the angle column (Fig. 2It)

because lacing is not computed as part of the column section. In this figure, if d is as

shown, i^o is the radius of gyration of the whole column about its 1-1 axis, and rp

that of one pair of angles abou t their own 1-1 axis (Table 30), then Ro ==*

if a web plate is used, Rq — \/i area as computed in Table 1. For lacing bars, see

Table 31 (American Bridge Co.); if d exceeds

15 in., use double lacing.

Steel Buildings.—Pitch of roof (II/Ly

Table 5): for a tar-and-gravel roof, almost

flat; for corrugated steel (Table 32), preferably

one-fourth; for slate, tile, and shingles, mini-

mum one-fourth, preferably one-third. Eco-

nomical spacing of trusses usually varies from

16 (for spans up to 60 ft.) to 25 ft. for long

spans and heavy loads (Ketchum); these inter-

vals permit using single lengths of rolled sec-

tions (e.ff.f channels) as purlins.

Details .—Figure 2If shows a typical connection of column and roof truss. A good

section for many purposes (as for chords of roof trusses. Fig. 21f) consists of two angles

back to back with enough space between for ^late connections. They should be

riveted together, with fillers between, at intervals of 2 to 4 ft. Figure 21d shows a

variant of this section with web plate, used for the upper chords of roof trusses on

which purlins are carried between panel points. Secondary truss members may be

single angles; the eccentric stress due to connecting such angle by only one leg must be

taken into account. ' Minimum thickness of metal (except in fillers), H in*; minimum
angle, 2 X 2 X

Utfh'ce Bars

Lag^’
Screws ^Timber Becessed

forChannelFlanges

Z ChanneU^

Fig. 22.—Steel and timber beam.
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Table 32.—Weights of Flat and Corhuoated Steel Sheets {Ketchvm)

(2^^-in. corrugations)

Gage No.
Thickness,

inches

Pounds per square (100 sq. ft.)

P’lat Corrugated

Black Galvaniz(Hl
Blac^k-

painted
Galvanized'

16 0.0625 250 11 275 291

18
1

0.0500 200 220 236

20 0.0375 166 165 182

22 0.0313 125 141 138 154

24 0.0250 100 116 111 127

26 0.0188 75 91 84 99

28 0.0156 63 79 69 86

For two corrugations sid(* lap and 6-in. end lap, add 25 per cent; for one c!orru-

gation side lap and 4-hi. end lap, add 15 per cent. For paint, add 2 lb. per square.

General.—The elastic moduli of practically all steels lie between 27,000,000

and 30,000,000 lb. per sq. in.; for structural steel, 29,000,000 is a fair value. Endur-
ance limits are still under investigation. McAdam’s rcKSults, ^ summarized in Table 33,

include determinations of torsional endurance limits which, though tentative, have
comparative value.

Nonferrotjs Metals and Alloys

Nonferrous Metals and Alloys.—Campbclbs comprehensive list of alloy com-
positions is available in pamphlet form (A.S.T.M.). Materials of value for their

resistance to rust at ordinary temperatures are treated hero, as being of general

engineering use; heat- and chemical-resistant alloys are treated in the third section

of this chapter.

Copper.—Unit weight, 0.3214 lb. per cu. in.; specific gravity, 8.89; expansivity,

0.0000168 per degree centigrade at ordinary temperatures. The resistivity of the

pure metal is lower than that of any other except sih^er, but rises rapidly with the

addition of certain impurities; expressed conversely, its conductivity is reduced 1 per

cent by 0.0013 per cent arsenic or 0.0071 per cent antimony (Hofmkn). Copper is

embrittled by bismuth, arsenic, antimony, lead, iron, and sulphur; arsenic is pur-

posely used as a hardener and to increase strength. The American market refers to

electrolytic refined shapes—wire bars, wedge bars, cakes, slabs, billets, ingots, and
ingot bars, of which the last two are ihade for remelting, the remainder for rolling,

drawing, etc. Lake copper (electro or fiire refined) must originate in the northern

peninsula of Michigan. Table 34 shows the A.S.T.M. requirements for both (B-5

and B-4, respectively), wherein cakes, slabs, and billets take wire-bar classification

^

only when specified for electrical use at purchase. Casting copper (fire refined) is

' often specified at 99.6 per cent copper minitiium, although selected brands are of much
higher grade. Standard copper (in Europe) comprises blisters and rough coppers,

meny of them specialized in clientele. The properties of copper respond sharply to

‘JVm. 4.5.r.Af., Vol. 23, Pi^rt 2, p. 56.
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the mechanical treatment involved in fabrication and are, therefore, defined here for

typical fabricated forms; heat-treatment does not extend beyond annealing.

Cuproberyllium (Be about 2.25) comes in a class by itself; in view of its high-

tensile, high-fatigue limit. Its corrosion resistance is much greater than that of copper

and it has no liability to sparking.

Table 34.

—

Refined-copper Shapes

Resistivity at

20°C., ohms
Per cent

per meter-

gram Cu 4- Ag Cu + Ag -f As

Electrolytic and low-resistance Lake:

Wire bars 0.15535 99.880

Ingots and ingot bars

High-resistance Lake, defined as

0.15694

over 0.15694

99.880
99.880*

•Araenic content subject to agreement at purchase.

Wire Oi Ofmefer, indues (logarithmic scale)

*=> cS <^0cp»c>0<=>0
' \Min.%ilongofffonl

Table SS.-t-Copper Wire (A.S.T.M.)

Maximum resistivity in pounds per mile-ohm

Diameter or thicknesd of wire, inches
0.460-

0.325

0.324r-

0.290

0.289-

0.103

0.102-

0.021

0.020-

0.012

0.011-

0.003

Untinned:

Hard-drawn, round (B-1) 900.77 910.16

«

910.15 910.15 910.15

Medium hard-drawn, round (B-2) .... 8^.16 905.44mMil 906.44, 906.44

Soft annealed, rectangular or roundL

.

891.68 891.68 891.68 891.68 891.68 891.68

Tinned, soft (B-33) 896.16 896.15 929.62 939.51

> B-49 !(t«at«ktive} for reetangula^r/ B-3 for round.
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Sheet copper is rolled in all thicknesses up to in.; thicker sections are usually

known as plate. To convert thickness (in inches) into the common designation by
weight in ounces per square foot, multiply by 750.

Roofing Copper ,—For flashings, gutters, and leaders of rolled sheet, 16-oz. copper is

preferable; sheet of “roofing temper (annealed) is used in flashings and other pieces

shaped on the job, of “cornice temper (hard rolled) for gutters, leaders, cornices,

etc., supplied ready shaped. Provided free movement is allowed, flashings up to 12

in. in width may be fastened with copper or brass nails, but larger sizes require copper

cleats (Copper & Brass Research Association). Copper shingles of rolled sheet are

best suited to elaborate buildings, but the copper-clad asphalt shingle competes with

slate and composition roofing for tue small dwelling (Anaconda Copper Mfg. Co.).

Boiler tubes (A.S.T.M., B-13) of the compositions shown in Table 34 may be

arsenical (0.15 to 0.35 per cent arsenic) or nonarsenical, finished hard or annealed.

They are tested to 750 lb. per sq. in. internal hydrostatic pressure.

Painting^ rarely advisable, requires preliminary roughening of the copper to secure

bond. Wash the surface with a solution of 4 oz. of copper sulphate and oz. of nitric

Table 36.

—

Copper and Brass Pipe

Size,

inches

Outer

diameter

0, inches

Standard Extra strong

Thick-

ness T,

inches

Nominal pounds per

foot Thick-

ness Ty

inches

Nominal pounds per

foot

Brass Copper Brass

H 0.405 0.0620 0.259 0.246 0.100 0.371 0.363
• H 0.540 0.0825 0.460 0.437 0.123 0.624 0.593

H 0.675 0.0905 0.643 0.612 0.847 0.805

0.840 0.1075 0.957 0.911 1.25 1.19

1.050 0.1140 1.30 1.24 * 1.71 1.62

1 1.315 0.1265 1.83 1.74 2.51 2.39

iH 1.660 0.1460 2.69 2.56 3.46 3.30

IH 1.900 0.1500 3.20 3.04 4.19 3.99

2 2.375 0.1565 4.23 4.02 5.79 6.51

2.875 0.1875 6.14 5.83 0.280 8.84 8.41

3 3.500 0.2190 8.75 8.31 0.304 11.82 11.24

3K 4.000 0.2500 11.41 10.85 0.321 14.37 13.67

4 4.500 0.2500 12.94 12.29 0.341 17.25 '16.41

4K 5.000 0.2500 14.46 13.74 0.375 21.10 20.07

6 5.663 0.2500 16.21 15.40 0.375 23.67 22.52

6 6.625 0.2500 19.41 18.44 0.437 32.93 ‘31.32

7 7.625 0.2816 25.17 23.92 0.600 43.34 41.23

8 8.626 0.3125 31.63 30.05 0.600 49.42 47.02

9 9.626 0.3440 38.83 36.94 0.500 55.66 62.81

10 10.760 0.3666 46.22 43.91 0.500 62.40 69.32

Hydroataiio test preasur© in pounds per square inch 2 TS + 0, wherein S in pounds per aquare

inch ia 0,000 for copper, 7,000 for braaa.
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acid in )4 gal. of lul^ewarm water: wash off the solution and apply a first coat of 15 lb.

of red lead in 1 gal. of raw linseed oil with not more than 3^ pt. of oil drier; finish with
two coats of 15 lb. of white lead in 1 gal. of the oil, with the desired color and not more
than 5 per cent of the drier (Copper & Brass Research Association).

Brasses and Bronzes.—The useful range of copper-zinc alloys includes the mal-

leable and ductile alpha and beta phases; that of the copper-tin alloys includes the

alpha and alpha-plus-delta fields. By additions of tin the brasses are gradually

merged in the tin bronzes, and many alloys of both groups contain essential

elements foreign to their respective binary series. Usage has extended the term

“bronze’^ to several brasses, as well as to certain copper-aluminum alloys; but
composition and treatment affect strength and ductility so profoundly that each

alloy presents an individual range of properties, to which the usual terminology

is a poor guide. Cold work, which gives the brasses their strength and hard-

ness, also induces internal stresses that sometimes act later under mild corrosive

conditions to cause ‘‘season” cracking and splitting, and, if strength is a requisite,

the remedy of annealing must not be carried too far. A common test for sufficiency

of anneal requires immersion for 15 min. without cracking in an aqueous solution of

100 g. of HgNOs and 13 cc. of HNOs (specific gravity 1.42) per liter. For bronzes as

bearing materials, see Bearing Metals.

Casting Brass .—Table 37 shows the A.S.T.M. specifications (B-30) for ingot metal

suite^d to sand eastings. No. 1 is a high-grade steam metal. No. 2 a high-grade, and
No. 3 a medium-grade red brass for general service; these alloys are easily handled in

the foundry and machine readily. No. 4 is suited to low-pressure valves and fittings,

No. 5 to air, gas, and water fittings; neither is difficult to handle, and both machine
very easily. No. 6 is a yellow brass for general service, No. 7 is used for plumbers^

flanges, scuppers, etc.; both are difficult to machine and to handle in the foundry,

although their casting properties are improved (but with more shrinkage*.) by adding

up to 0.3 per cent aluminum; neither is suited to use in bearings or water-pressure

fittings.

Table 37.—Brass Ingot Metal

No.

Standard composition, per cent
Maximum, per cent

impurities^ Ulti-

mate
tensile^

Elon-

gation

in 2 in.,

per cent

Reduc-
tion of

area,

per cent

Brinell

index

Cu Sn Pb Zn Fe Sb P

1 87±1 8±b.75 2 max. 310.60 0.25 0.05 30-36 25-30 25-30

2 86±1 5±0.50 5±0.50 6 ±0.50 0.35 0.25 0.05 27-33 16-20 15-20 60-60

3 saiii 4 ±0.60 6 ±0.75 710.75 0.36 0.25 0.06 28-33 15-20 ' 20-26 65-60

4 77±1 3±0.60 10±0.75 1010.75 0.40 0.36 0.06 23-28 10-16 10-15 60-66

5 76±1 2 ±0.50 6±0.75 0.40 0.25 0.06 25-30 20-30 20-30 43-48

6 65 ±1 1.0 max. 2±0.60 0.20 0.02 26-30 20-30 26-36 37-42

7 60±1 1.5 max. 3±0.60mm 0.20 0.02 30-46 16-26 20-30 43-48

^ Sulphur, 0.06 per cent maximum. Aluminum, aero, except as noted for Nos. 6 and 7.

* In thousands of pounds per square inch. Only the oompositionii are specified.

Na»al brass, containing a small proportion of tin, is one of the few brasses that

respond favorably to quenching and drawing, the effect of which is shown in Fig. 23.

Quenching produces a mixture of the alpha and beta constituents
;
drawing at 300°C. or

npLore permits the beta to break down, with sacrifice of ductility due to precipitation

of the ga^ma. Therefore the drawing temperature should not exceed 250®C, ^ Naval

» CAMiwjBtt, WiLMAM, Export to Niivy Department.
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brass rod as specified by the A.S.T.M. (B-21) for machine part^, bolts, etc., can be

forged hot, but is not free cutting; it is hot rolled or extruded, then if necessary cold

drawn to size (see Table 37). Specimens must stand a 120-deg. bend {d = 2t) and pass

the Hg(N03 )!i test.

Table 38.—Rod Brass

Composition (Zn remainder)

Rod

Per cent Cu Per cent Pb

i

Per cent Sn
Maximum
per cent Fe

Maximum
miscellaneoua

Ponding

Free-cutting
1

68.5-61.5
60.0-63.0

1.5 -2.5

2.25-3.25
1

0 15

0.15

0.35“

0.25“

69.0-62.0 0 . 30 max. 0.60-1.50 ' 0.10 0.10

Naval braaa

Diameter or thickness

P9und8 per square inch

Elongation in

2 in. per centUltimate tensile

strength
Yield point

Up to 1 in. 62,000 31,000 25

Over 1-2.6 in. 60,000 30,000 30

over 2. 5-3. 6 in. 56.000 25,000 35

Over 3 . 5 in. 64,000 22,000 40

• Inoiuditiv F«.
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Rod Brass [Table 37 (A.S.T.M.)]*— (1) Free-cutting rod (B-16) is finished by cold

drawing and (as a limit to the resulting hardness) is required to stand a 120 deg. bend
for which d « 2L It is suited to high-speed screw machine work, and for proper

machining quality must contain lead, which, however, reduces strength and ductility.

(2) Forging rod (B-15) is hot rolled or extruded, then if necessary cold drawn to size; a

specimen one diameter long must withstand while hot an 80 per cent compressive

reduction of lengt/h without cracking. It is suited to hot forging and machines readilj^

;

its strength, forging quality, and maximum lead content (without danger of hot

shortness) vary inversely, its toughness directly, with copper content.

Fia. 24.—Properties of manganese bronze.

Brass pipe for plumbing, boiler feed lines, etc., (A.S.T.M., B-43) is finished by
cold drawing to size and for ordinary purposes is semiannealed

;
if intended for bend-

ing, it must be so specified and is then fully annealed. For sizes and weights see

Table 36; the HgNOs test and various flattening tests are required.

Tobin bronze (American Brass Co.) is very similar in composition to Naval brass

and meets the same strength requirements.
; It is one of the nonferrous alloys avail-

able in structural shapes (I beams, bulb angles, tees) and is also marketed in bars,

hot-fogged and pressed parts, sheets, plates, tubes, rods, and wire. It resists the action

oi sea water and plays a part in ship construction. Unit weight, 0.3036 lb. per cu.

in.
;
speeifie iP^avity 8.404.
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Muntz metal comprises brasses of the 57 to 63 per cent copper range. 70-*30 brass

defines itself. Admiralty metal is typically a 70-29 alloy with L per cent tin. For
seamless condenser tubes, these alloys as specified by the A.S.T.M. are listed in Table

39; they are cold-drawn to size and sufficiently annealed, with Muntz metal, to show a

microstructure indicating complete recrystallization, and with 70-30 and Admiralty
metal, to produce an average' grain size of not more than 0.045 mm.

Table 39.

—

Condenser Tubes

A.S.T.M. - Composition, per cent^ Cu Sn
Maxi-

mum Pb
Maxi*

mum Fe

B-55 70—30 brass Min. 70 0.075 0 Ofi

B-56 Muntz metal 59-63 0.30

B-44 Admiralty metal Min. 70 0.9-1.

2

0.075m
* Remainder Zn. Internal hydrostatic test pressure, 1,000 lb. per aq. in.

Table 40.

—

Cast Manganese Bronze (A.S.T.M.)

Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent

Cu ngm Sn Mn A1 IfHI Pb

55-60

noon
0-1.5 0-3.5 0-1.5 IH

Table 41.

—

Cast Manganese Bronze {Moore)

Pounds per square inch Tension
Com-

pression i

Shear 1 Torsion

Com-
position,

per cent

Ultimate strength

Proportional limit

Flastic limit

70.000

13.000

10,240

14,235,000

42,390
1

15,500

43,190

11,140

Cu 56.85

Zn diff.

Sn 0.32

Mn 0.20

A1 0.23

Fe 1.50

Elastic modulus

Modulus of rupture 61,890

Endurance limit 15,000

Tensile elongation in 2 in., 32.8 per cent,* reduction of area, 40.8 per cent.; Brinell index, 93, specific

gravity, 8.26.

1 Double shear.

Manganese bronze comprises a group of brasses of varying composition but with

strength properties comparable to those of steel, due to minor percentages of added

elements. Their response to heat-treatment varies considerably. Figure 24 shows

the effect of quenching and drawing on one member of the groujf, but many others if

quenched lose their ductility beyond recovery.^ Cast manganese bronze (A.S.T.M.,

B«54, tentative) must show an ultimate tensile of at least 65,000 lb, per sq. in, and

» CAitfFBXLZ,, WIX.LXAM. Bepprt to Navy Dapartmaot.
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Table 42.—Sheet Brass

Composition,

per cent

High
sheet

Cartridge

brass
“^Temper

Minimum
ultimate

tensile

strength,

Copper. , 64..5-67.

5

66..5-69.

5

pounds per

Maximum lead 0.30 0.07 square inch

Maximum iron 0.05 0.05

Maximum misoclla- 0. 10 0.15 High sheet (hard )

:

neous Quarter hard 45 , 000
Zinc T4alf h«rH 52,500

j

llemainder
jmii jiciiFU .........

Hard 67,500

Extra hard 80,000

. Spring 87,500

Same (annealed):

Light anneal 45,000

Drawing anneal 42,000

Soft drawing anneal 40,000

X^artridge brass

Mini-

mum
per cent

elon-

gation^

Brinell

index®

27.5 7.5- 95

15.0 95-115

5.0 130-150

2.0 150-170

1.0 160-180

82.0 6.5- 75

38 . 0 56- 65

42 0 47- 55

61-65

1 ^’or ultimate tensile strength and elongation, tost specimens are less than 0.08 in. thick.

» Hardness, average of ten samples 0.08 in. thick or more.

Table 43.—88-8-4 Alloy

Alloy type

Pounds per square inch
Elongation in 2

Ultimate tensile strength Elastic, limit
in., per cent

1

88- 8-4 ,39,220 — 30.6

88-10-2 38,860 H 25.2

Table 44.—Phobphor Bronzes

No.
Per cent

Cu
Per cent

Sn
Per cent

P
Per cent

Fe

I’er

cent

Pb
1

Per

cent

Ni

Ultimate

tensile

strength

Elon-

gatiou

1 06.62 3.87 0.307 0.16
1

'

2 92.5 7.0 0.5

3 89 max. 11 max. 0.26 max. 0.2 max. 2.25 max. 33,0001 14«

4 88.7 11 0.3 .... 35-40,000 6-10
6 85.38 12.65 0.24 0.02 0.61 1.01 0.11 31,000 1.6

« Minima

No. 4 (Corse)

Pounds per square inch: Ultimate tensile strength, 36,000-40,000; yield point, 22,000-23,000; com-
pressive elastic limit, 16,000; elastic modulus, 12^000,000- 14,000,000.

Per cent: Elongation in 2 in., 6-10; reduction of asm, 7-9; Brinell index, .76-85; specific gravity (20®C.),

8.5; Pounds per oubiodnch, 0.31; ooelBcient of friction, 0.004; Shrinkage allowance, in. per foot.

No. 5 {Lea)

Pounds p# square inch; Ultimate tensile strongthi 81,000; elastic limit, 9,80o*, elastic modqlns, 14,800,-

000; per,^ent elongation, 1.3.
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a minimum elongation in 2 in. of 25 per cent (see Table 40 for required composition).

Properties of the east metal (including endurance limit ) as found by Moore in a single

series of tests^ are shown in Table 41.

ShrH-hras8 requirements aitj shovv/i in 'I'able 42.

Gun metal (government bronze) is a casting bronze of 86 to 89 per cent copper,

8 to 11 per cent tin, and 1 to 3 per cent zinc: its name of ^‘88-10-2 mixture defines its

type. Its miniimxm ultimate tensile is 30,000 lb. per sq. in. and minimum elongation

(in 2 in.) 14 per cemt; it is not recommended for use at temperatures above 2()0^'(\

Fig. 25.—Properties of aluminum bronae.

(A.S.T.M., B-10). Burgess and Woodward,^ quoting tests by the Bureau of Stand-

ards, recommend an 88-8-4 alloy of smilar quality; the two alloys are compared
in Table 43.

Pho8phor~f>rome is a generic name for tin bronzes in whose manufacture phos-

phorus is used as a deoxidizer and in which it remains as a minor ingredient. The
copper-rich members of the series are ductile, and a bronze of 98.75 per cent copper,

1.2 per cent tin, and 0.05 per cent phosphorus is suited to wire drawing. Increase in

the tin content lowers ductility and augments strength and hardness. In Table 44

alloy No. 1 (95.5 per cent copper) is of rolling grade, and shows torsional ultimate

iproc. A.S.TM., Vol, 23, part 2, p. 106.

•* TrafH, Vol. 60. p. 179.
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strength and elastic limit of 70,000 and 34,200 lb. per sq. in., respectively (Bregowsky

and Spring); No. 2 (92.5 per cent copper) is credited with a tensile ultimate of 38,980

lb. per sq. in. and elongation (in 10 in.) of 17.5 per cent; in Nos. 3 4, and 5, of higher

tin content, the loss in ductility is evident. Nos. 3 and 4 are gear bronzes, the former

specified by the A.8.T.M. (B-22). With the addition of lead, chiefly at the expense

of copper, the series extends to the bearing bronzes, for which see Nos. 1 and 2 of

Table 52.

Aluminum bronze comprises a series of copper-base alloys containing up to 11 per

cent aluminum as an essential constituent; other elements may be added, as in the

iron-bearing Sillman bronze. Alloys in the low-taluminum part of this range are very

ductile; those of about 10 per cent aluminum are much less so, but have high strength

and respond favorably to quenching and drawing, as shown in Fig. 25. ^ Table 45

lists a series of these alloj'^s, of which No. 1 is a 5 per cent aluminum type (Bregowsky

and Spring), No. 2 a gear bronze, ^ and Nos. 3 and 4 a Sillman bronze tested by the

Bureau of Standards (No. 3 cast; No. 4, wrought).

Table 45.—Aluminum Bronze

No.

Per

cent

Cu

Per

cent

A1

Per

cent

Fe

^

Per

cent

Pb

Per
1

cent

Sn

Pounds per square inch

Elongation,

per cent

Reduction of

area, per

centUltimate ten-

sile strength

Elastic

limit

1 94.94 4.90 0.14 0.16 0.03 36,600 28,000 56 47

2 10 1 65,000-80,000 20-30 21-29

3 86.4 9.7 3.9 78,850 11,500 14.6

3 86.4 9.7 3.9 84,400 14,000 11.5

No. 2

Pounds per square inch: Ultimate tensile strength, 05,000-80,000; yield point, 23,000-28,000; com-
pressive elastic limit, 19,000; elastic modulus, 15,000,000-18,000,000.

Per cent: Elongation in 2 in., 20-30; reduction of area, 21-29; Brinell index, 92-100; specific gravity

(20®C.), 7.5. Pounds per cubic inch, 0.27; coefficient of friction, 0.0025; shrinkage allowance, 0.22 in.

per foot.
*

Zinc.—Unit weight, 0.255 lb. per cu. in.; expansivity, 0.0000311 per degree centi-

grade at ordinary temperatures. The usual grades and their specified compositions

(A.S.T.M., B-6) are shown in Table 46; ornamental castings require a special grade.

Table 46.—Spelter

Per cent maximum
j

1

High

grade

Inter-

mediate

Brass

special
Selected

Prime

Western

1

Pb 0.20 0.60 1.60

Pe 0.03 0.03 0.08

Cd mSM 0.50 0.50 •

Pb + Fe + Cd 0.10 0.50 1.00 IB
Zinc is brittle in tension, plastic in compression, and its strength as cast varies mark-
edly with grain size^ hence with relatively slight variation of temperature conditions

> OAMeBBLL, William, Report to Navy Department.
* CoitaiS. Tran$. AJ.M.M.S., V61, 60, p, 178.
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at casting; 4000 to 6000-lb. per sq. in. is a fair average for ultimate tensile strength,

18,000 for a compressive load corresponding to 10 per cent deformation (Riggs and
Williams).

Roofing Zinc ,—Zinc shingles compete with wood, asbestos, asphalt, tile, and slate,

and are cheaper than copper shingles; corrugated zinc is especially recommended as

a roofing material in the tropics and semitropics (American Zinc Institute).

Tin.—Unit weight, 0.265 lb. per cu. in.; expansivity, 0.000021 per degree centi-

grade at ordinary temperatures. The Federal Specification Board’s requirements

as to composition are shown in Table 47; grade A must be now metal, grade B may be

remelted material. Structurally, tin is a roofing material or a means of protective

coating, but block tin pipe is al^ available (Table 48). Ultimate tensile strength,

3500 to 4600; elastic limit, 1500 to 1800; ultimate compressive strength, 6,000; and
elastic modulus, 4,000,000 lb. per sq. in. for the cast metal (Carnegie).

Table 47.

—

Pig Tin

Mini- Maid- 'Maxi- Maxi- Maxi- Maxi- Maxi- Maxi- Maxi- Maxi-
mum mum mum jnaum mum mum mum mum mum mum

per cent per cent por cent per cent per cent per cent per cent per cent r per cent per cent

Sn Pb 8b Zn Cd As Ca S Fe Bi

A 99.75 0.10

1

None 0.10 0.10 0.01 0.01 0.01

B 98.00 1 . 50 None 0.10 0.10 0.01 0.10
1

0.10

Table 48.

—

Block-tin Pipe {Hoyt Metxjl Co.)

I 0
Ounces

per foot
/ 0 Ounces

per foot
0

Ounces

per foot

H He 1.0 He /T6 3.67 H 8.0

H H 1.8 He M . 5.67 H ^He4 10.0

%2 2.67 He He 9.0 H H 12.5

H He 3.33 % Jl6 2.0 Ha 9.0

He H 1.0 % H 4.0 H ‘He 12.0

He %2 1.8 .% He 7.33 H 16.0

He He 2.5 % He 9.67 H 9.0

He
•

H 4.33 % ‘He 12.5 H ‘He 12.0

He He 6.17 He H 2.0 % «H4 16.0

h %2 0.75 He He 5.33 1 IH 12.0

He 1.33 He H 7.67 1 IHe 16.0

H % 3.17 H 4.0 IH IHe 20.0

H Vie 5.17 H 5.0 IH 1H‘ 28.0

H H 1
7.5

. H 5.5 IH 1‘H6 24.0

He % .
1.67 H *yei 6.0 2 2He‘ 32.0

I «* inside, 0 “ outside diameter in inches.

« Scant. * Full.

Solders*—The lead*tin alloys used as solders are listed in Table 49 (A.S.T.M.,

B-32); compositions are specified, other data are added as a guide to selection, the

melting points pf pure lead and pure tin being included as extremes of the series. Thq
alloys are completely solid below ‘‘melting point/’ completely liquid above “complete
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liquation point,” and partly solid partly liquid between, although in grade 1 the

proportion of solid in this range is very slight. In the two alloys of grade 4, the

proportion of solid and liquid in the tabular range fits them for use as wiping solders

TaBLF. 49. SOT.DERS

Grade

Composition, per cent
Temperature, degrees

Centigrade

iSn
Approxi-

mate Pb
Maximum

Sb

Maximum
Cu

Melting

point

Complete
liquation

point

100.00 232 232

OA 63.00 37.00 0.12 0.08 181 181

lA 50.00 50.00 0.12 0.08 181 213

IB 49.25 50.00 0.75 0.15 185 208

2A 45.00 55.00 0.12 0.08 181 225

2B 43.50 55.00 1.50 0.15 188 220

3A 40.00 60.00 0.12 0.08 181 237

3B 38.00 60.00 2.00 0.15 188 228

4A 37.50 62.50 0.12 0.08 181 241

4B 35.50 62.50 2.00 0.15 188 231

5A 33.00 67.00 0.12 0.08 181 252

5B 31.00 67.00 2.00 0.15 188 235

100.00 327 327

Lead.—Unit weight, 0.41 lb. per cu. in.; expansivity, 0.0000286 per degree centi-

grade at ordinary temperatures. Table 49 shows the composition limits of pig lead

Table 50.

—

Pig Lead

Per cent Corroding Chemical

Common

Desilver-

ized

Soft

Missouri

Ag maximum p.0015 0. 005-0. 015‘» 0.002

Cu maximum 0.0015 0.04 -0.08“ 0.04

Cu -b Ag maximum 0.0025

As maximum 0.0015

Sb + Sn maximum 0.0095 .

As -(- Sb -h Sn maximum
Zn maximum 0.0015

Fe maximum 0.002

Bi maximum 0.05 0.005 0.25

Pb (by difference) 99.9330 99.7265 99.931
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required for usual grades by the A.S.T.M. (B-29); the iintiinonial grade is treated on
page 662. The ordinary metal is marketed as sheet, pipe, tape, wool, etc.; sizes and
weights of pipe are listed in Table 51. The ultimate tensile strength of cast lead is

about 1800 lb. per sq. in., but increases with mechanical forming to 2200 to 2500 in

pipe and wire and 3300 in rolled sheet (Carnegie).

Table 51.—Lead Pipe (Hoyi Metal Co.)

I 0

Weight per fool

r

i

O

Weight per foot

/ o

Weight per foot

Pound.s Ounce j i*ounds Ounce's Poun<l.s Ounces

0.250 0 3

1

1.076 2 4 2.752 0

1.107 2 8 2 . 893 8 0
0.358 0 4 1.165 3 0 3.027 • 11 0

0.381 0 5 1.221 3 8 3.156 14 0

H 0.402 0 6 1.274 4 0 3.280 17 0
0.342 0 8

0.511 0 12 1.196 1 10 3.213 6 0

1.237 2 0 3.244 5 12

0.522 0 8 1.276 2 6 3 3.374 9 0

0.553 0 10 1 1.364 3 4 3 . 504 12 6

0.582 0 12 1.435 4 0 3.639 16 0

H 0.637 1 0 1.503 4 12 3.782 20 0

0.733 1 8 1.609 6 0

0.819 2 0 1 3 . 747 6 12

0.896 2 8 1.446 2 0 3.843 9 8

1.491 2 8 4.028 15 0

0.618 0 8 1.535 3 0 4.142 18 0

0.670 0 12 l}4 1 . 599 3 12 4.252 22 0

0.717 1 0 1.680 4 12

0.762 1 4 1 . 775 6 0 4.1624 5 0

H 0.804 1 8 1.831 6 12 4.1941 6 0

0.845 1 12 4.2549 7 15

0.883 2 0 1 . 745 3 0 ’ 4.3949 12 8

0.955 2 8 1.782 3 8
‘

4.4992 16 0

1.022 3 . 0 1,837 4 4 4.6156 20 0

1.891 5 0 4.7571 • 25 0

0.767 0 12 1.976 6 4 4.8946 30 0

0.809 1 0 2.090 8 0

0.888 1 8 2.153 9 0 5.1438 5 8

0.959 2 0 5.5470 21 12

H 0.993 2 4 2.189 3 0 5 5.6182 24 12

1.026 2 8 2.249 4 ' 0 5.6944 28 0

1.058 2 12 2.307 5 0 5.7869 32 0

1.089 3 0 2 2.392 6 8

1.148 3 s 2.447 7 8 6.1365 6 4

2.527 9 0
iX

6.4680 22 0

0,891 0 14 2.623 10 14
U

6.6100 29 0

H 0.945 1 4 7.0187 * 50 0

1.013 1 12

2H 2.703 4 0

I inside, O "• outside diameter iu inches. For antimonial lead, reduce these weights 4, 5, 6.5,

or 8 per cent for antimony contents of 4, 6, 8, or 10 per cent, respectively.

Boftring metals typically 'are alloys of two or more micro constituents contrasted

in hardness: the harder particles provide strength and wearing quality, the softer

permit slight adjustment of the wearing surface in service and cause the minute sur^

face Ine^iualities that aid in holding lubricant. Any wide disparity in hardness
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between moving part and bearing metal in severe service prevents the mutual polish-

ing of surfaces required in a good bearing, whence the material of the moving part

is a factor in selection, as well as in the strength and casting properties of the bearing

metal itself.

Bronzes ,—In Table 52, grades 1 to 6 have the compositions specified by the

A.S.T.M. (B-31) for bronze bearing metal in ingot form; the supplementary data on

strength indicate what may be expected of material properly handled. Grades 1 and

2 are phosphor-bronzes; the last two grades. Which are liable to segregation of lead, are

improved by 1 per cent nickel. For railroad use, metal similar in composition to

grades 2 and 3 is specified for eccentric straps, crosshead gibs,’ etc., and similar to

grade 6 for tender, freight, and passenger-car equipment. Alloys A and B are speci-

fied (B-22) as to both composition and properties for turntables.and swing and lift

bridges. They illustrate the choice of bearing metal according to the material of the

moving part; A is suited to contact with hardened-steel disks at pressures over 1500

lb. per sq. in. (turntables, swing bridges), B to contact with slow-moving soft-steel

parts at lower pressures (trunnions and journals of lift bridges).

Table 52.

—

Bearing Bronzes

•

No.

Composition, per cent Pounds per square inch
Elonga-

tion in

2 in.,

per cent

Brinell

index
Cu Sn Pb

Maxi-

mum
Zn

P
Maxi-

mum
S

Maximum
total

impurities

Ultimate

tensile

strength

Compressive

deformation

limit®

1 85 10 5 0.27 0.70 min. 0.05 0.60 28,000 18,000 60

2 80 0.60 0.70 min. WHI]« 0.75 25,000 15,000 55

3 80 2.00 0.06® 2.50 22,000 12,500 50

4 77 8 15 0.50 0.25« 0.75 20,000 12,000 10 48

5 73 7 20 0.50 0.05® 0.26 1.00 18,000 11’, 000 7 45

6 70 5 25 None 0.25 1.00 15,000 10,000 5 40

Unlisted Permanent set in

maximum 1 in. at 100,000 Ib.

per square inch

A b 1.0« 0.50 24,000 0.06-0. 12 in.

B h 1 0« 0.60, 18,000 0.10-0.20 in.

** Maximum.
^ Remainder. In grades 1 to 6, Fe is limited to 0.25 per cent, Sb to 0.50 per cent, and A1 is excluded.
« X>e5ned as the load in pounds per square inch that produces 0.001-in. compression in ^ specimen

1 iur and 1 aq. in. in section. Permissible variation in specified percentages (except of impurities)

:

not over 6 per cent specified, ±0.50; over 5 to 10 per cent specHied, ±0.75; over 10 per cent specified,

± 1.60.

White Metals,—The original tin-base babbitts have been merged in a series leading

to lead-base alloys in which tin plays iittle or no part. Table 53 shows the 12 com-
positions specified by the A.S.T.M, (B-23, tentative), to which alloys a, 6, and c

were added by the War Service Association of Manufacturers of Solder and Bearing

Metals; and Table 54, summarizes thq classification applied to this series by William

A. Cowan. The practice of applying a tWn and easily renewed lining of babbitt to

the tinned surface of a bronze bearing calls for alloys of great fluidity at pouring teiu-

peratures; these are indicated in the table.

Kklgzh—^Unit weight, 0.319 lb. per cu. in., expansivity, 0.0000132 per degrees

centigrade at ordinary temperatures, Alone, or as a prominent m^ber of various
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alloys, nickel combines marked resistance to corrosion with strength properties com-
parable to those of steel. Typical analyses of the metal as produced for fabrication

Table 53.

—

White-metal Bearing Alloys

Grade

Composition, per cent®
Temperature, degrees

Centigrade

Sn Sb Pb Cu

'

Maxi-
mum
Fe

Maxi-
mum
As

Melting

point

Complete
liqua-

tion

Proper

pouring

1 91 4,5 0 .

35^ 4.5 0.08 0.10 223 441
2 89 7..

5

0.3.5 3.5 0.08 0.10 241 354 424
3 83.3 8.33 0.35' 8.33 0.08 0.10 240 422 491
4 75 12 10 3 0.08 0.15 184 306 377
6 65 15 18 2 0.08 0.15 181 * 296 366
a 61.5 10.5 25 3 0.08 0.15
b 45 7.5 46 1.5 0.08 0.15
c 30.5 8.5 60 1 0.08 0.15
6 20 . 15 63.5 1.5 0.08 0.15 181 . 277 346
7 10 15 75 0..5«» 0.20 240 268 338
8 5 15 80 0.5^ 0.20 237 272 341
9 5 10 85 0.5*» 0.20 237 256 327
10 2 15 83 0.5<» 0.20 242 264 332
11 15 85 0.5* 0.25 244 262 382
12 10 90 0.5* 0.25 245 259 329

Grade

Compression, pounds per square inch
i

Brinell index

Ultimate® Yield point** Elastic limit*

1

Oo 100° o0

j

100° 20° 100° 20° 100°

'

1 12,850 6,950 4,400
1

2,650 2,450 1,050 17 8

2 14,900 8,700 6,100 3,000 . 3,350 1,100 24.5 12

3 17,600 9,900 6,600 3,150 6,350 1,300 27 14.5

4 16,150 6,900
1

6,650 2,150 3,200 1,550 24.5 12

5 15,050 6,760 5,060 2,150 3,750 1,500 22.5 10

6 14,660 8,050 3,800 2,050 3,550 1,800 21 10.5

7 15,660 6,150 3,550 • 1,600 2,500 1,350 22.5 10.5

8 15,600 6,150 3,400 1,750 2,660 1,200 20 9.5

9 14,700 5,860 3,400 1,650 2,400 950 19 8.5

10 15,450 5,750 3,350 1,850 2,250 1,200 17.5 9

11 12,800 6,100 3,050 1,400 2,750 1,100 15 7

12 12,900 6,100 2,800 1,250 2,260 960 14.5 6.5

» Zn and Al, zero. Permitted variations (except in impurities) are ± 0.25 per cent for a specifeed

oontent'of not more than 2 per cent, ±0.60 per cent over 2 to 5 per cent, ±0.76 per cent over 5 to 10

per cent, ± 1.00 per cent over 10 per cent. ^ Maximum. « Load causing 26 per cent reduction of length

in a Cylinder specimen 1.&- by 1,5-in. diameter. ^ l^oad causing 0.125 per cent reduction in gage length.

* Load corresponding to a rate of deformation 60 per cent greater than in initial load.

are shown in Table 56; cobalt is an invariable minor component (about 0.5 per cent

average in the American product) and is usually reported with the nickel content.

Table 56 shows the tensUe properties of certain fabricated shapes, together with
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properties of more general character. Among the commercial forms of nickel are

castings up to 2 tons in weight, forged parts, tubes, sheet (some of it electrodeposited),

strip, rods, wire, and cold-worked parts. In its familiar' use as a plating material,

recent advances in the application of heavy coatings (0.01 to 0.02 in., as compared

Table 54.

—

Classification of White-metal Bearing Alloys {William A. Cowan)

Class Grade* Hard constituents Soft constituents Uses

A
1, 2 Sn-Cu compound Solid solution, Sb in Sn Almost all uses. Often re-

placeable by class C.

3 Sn-Cu compound and

SnSb

B
4-0

and
a~c

8nSb and Sn-Cu com-

pound
Eutectoid P- and related

structures

Very thin linings of great

fluidity and firm adherence to

tinned backs.

C •

7 SnSb Eutectoid O* and related

structures

General service; alloy 7 espe-

cially suited to replace class A
alloys.8, 10 Sb or solution Sn in Sb

11 Sb crystals Pb-Sb eutectic

D
9 Eutectoid 0* Soft dendrites of Pb

1 Unsuited to general service.

For special use, as in lining

railroad-car bearings.12 Pb-Sb eutectic

1 See Table 53.

with the customary 0.001 to 0.003) are increasing its protective value. It can be

welded by oxyacetylene or electric methods; under special rolling conditions it can

also be plastically welded to steel.

Table 55.

—

Malleable Nickel {International Nickel Co.)

Per cent ElecitroHm C

Ni and Gg

1

99.40 n 96.75

Co 0.80

Fe..: 0.30 0.75

C 0.10 0.15 0.15 0.15
S 0.015 0.025 0.025 0.03

Si 0.10 0.10 0.20 0.20

Mu 0.16 1.75 1.75

Chrome-nickel alloys (26-30 Cr, 8-20 Ni; or 35-40 Ni, 15-18 Cr; or 60-70 Ni,

12-20 Cr, balance iron) are resistant to oxidation up to about 2000®^'^ These alloys

are subject to intergranular corrosion, but .can be stabilized to a large extent by Va
and Cb.

Niekel-coplker alloys include both structural and special heat- and corrosion-

resisting types, of which the latter are treated in the third swtion Of this chapter.
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Monel Metal .—Unit weight, 0.318 ib. per cu. in.; expansivity, 0.000014 pt^r degree
centigrade at ordinary temperatures. This natural alloy contains roughly 67 per
( erit nickel, 28 per cent copper, and 5 per cent of other elements, and in strength and
lesistance to corrosion resembles nickel itself. Table 67 quotes Navy Department
specifications for the cast and hot-rolled or forged metal, together with other strength

data drawn from various sources. Monel metal is a standard structural material, not
only under ordinary rusting and steam service conditions, but also for specialized

chemical and metallurgical construction. In the former field it is used for pump liners

and rods, valve fittings, mining machinery, marine construction, roofing, and in a
variety of other ways. It is cast, rolled, drawn, -spun, and stamped in all the usual

fabricated forms and can be we ded by oxyacetylene or electric nu'thods.

Tajilk .^0.—Propeiitieb of Nickel

Tensile properties

Pounds* per square inch Elon-

gation 2

Reduc-

tion of

(Grade A, Table 55)
Ultimate tensile

strength
'i ield point

in., pt^r

cent

area,

per cent

Hot-rolled rods 70,000- 80,000 20,000- 30,000 40-50
1

50-70

Sheet

:

Hard-rolled 90,000-110,000 85,000-105,000 1-2 20-40

Annealed 60,000- 76,000 15,000- 25,000 35-45 40-60

Wire:

Hard-drawn
Annealed

Cast nickel (deoxidized)..

90.000-

110,000

65.000- 75,000

50.000- 60,000

85.000-

105,000

20.000- 30,000

20,000- 30,000 20-30

Hardness, Brinell index:

Cold-worked 130-160

Annealed 80-100

Elastic modulus:

In tension 30 , 000 , 000-33 , 000 , 000 lb. per square inch

In shear *
. . . 10,000,000 lb. per square inch

Modified Monel metal (“M-M-M^O^ developed for use in valves and turbines in

superheated-steam service, contains 60 to 65 per cent nickel, 24 to 27 per cent copper,

and 9 to 11 per cent tin. Its strength properties are shown in Table 58 (Manning,

Maxwell, and Moore). It is easily cast, even in sections as thin as in.

Cupronickel, Benedict, and Related Alloys.

—
^Table 59 shows compositions and ten-

sile properties of important members of the copper-nickel series. The 2.5 per cent

nickel aUoy is used in the driving bands of shells, that containing 14 to 16 per cent

nickel (Benedict metal) in condenser tubes and feed-water heaters, the 25 per

cent nickel alloy in subsidiary coinage, .the 40 to 46 per cent nickel alloy (Constantan)

in pyrometer and electrical-resistance wire. These alloys are free from “season

cracMng.

An^bruc is an alloy pf 76 per cent copper, 20 per cent nickel, and 5 per cent zinc,

the last component acting as a deoxidizer to improve working qualities. Table 60
ShowB tensile properties; the metal is easily rolled, forged, drawn, and cold-worked,
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.and has good corrosion-resisting properties
;
it can be cold-drawn into fine wire without

becoming embrittled, and is free from “ season cracking (American Brass Co.).

Table 57.—Monel Metal

Cmponiion

Cant*

Hot-roUed or forged^

Tortion

Hot-rolled, rounds;

H-i in

in

in

Hot-hammered:

Rounds, 394-6 in

H-2 in

Shear

Hot-roUed rods-

944n., single shear. ....

double shear

single shear

double shear

CmpreeaUm

Cast

Rods

Minimum Minimum Maximum Maximum Maximum Maximum
per cent per cent per cent per cent per cent per cent

Cu Ni ' Fe A1 Mn C + Si

23

23 60

3.5

3.5

0.5

0.5

3.5

3.5

2,0

0.8

Teneion

Cast

Rods and bars, round, square:

1 in, or (ess

lHe-2 in

2He-3H in

Over 3^i in

Hexagons and rectangles .

.

Sheets and plates

Cold-drawn rods

Sheet:

Hard

Annealed

Wire:

Hard

Annealed

Pounds per square inch
Elonga-

tion,

per cent

Brinell

inde]t

Cold

bend

Ultimate Yield point
Proportional

limit

65,000« 32,600- 15,000-25,000 25- 100-120

80,000- 40,000- 32,000-37,000 30- 180°-

85,000- 48,000-
1

30- 180°-

80,000- 36,000- 35- 180°-

80,000- 40,000- / hot rolled 32- 180°-

80,000- 40,000- 32- 180°'

65,000 30,000- J 15- 120° <

80.000-110,000 60,000- 90,000 20-30 150-170

100,000-120,000 90,000-110,000 1- 2 180-200

65,000- 75,000 25,000- 35,000 35-46

100,000-120,000 90,000-110,000 1- 2

66,000- 76,000 25,000- 36,000 20-30

Shear,

inch Elastic modulus,

per pound per square inch

inch*

62,000 30,000^ 25,200 2.78 9,240,000

61,800 38,600 29,700 2.83 9,640,000

63,300 26,700 20,200 2.64 9,620,000

62,100 32,200 24,200 2.67 9,750,000

63,600 36,000 24,800 1.65
"

9,470,000

45,000- 50,000

00,000-103,000 26,000,000-26,000,000

55,000- 61,000

115,000-127,000

20,000- 30,000 15,000-25,000

60,000- 70.000 25,000-60,000

» tJ.S. Navy specifications, miniznum as to stttogth properties.

* Of gage length.

Adnic (“Admiralty nickeb” the* customary copper-ainc-tin Adrrtiratlty metal
with aiim replaced by nickel) contains 70 per cent copper, 29 per cent niekeb and 1 per
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cent tin. It was developed as a material for diaphragms, especially in thermostats,

and in this service has withstood between one and two million cycles of operation with

negligible permanent set and softening. A 3'^-in. hard rod showed elastic modulus of

21,200,000; ultimate tensile strength, yield point, and elastic limit of 112,500, 108,500,

Table 58.—Modified Monel Metal

Temperature

degrees Centigrade

Tension

Compression,

elastic

limit, pounds
per square inch

Ultimate,

pounds i»er

square In^h

|

Elastic

limit, pounds
square inch

Elastic

in 2 in., per

cent

Reduction of

area, per cent

20 70,200 43,.500 5 4 40,000
316 67,r)00 46,000 2 3.5

482 59,150 43,900 3 .

5

Table 59.—Copper-nickel Alloys

Composition
per cent

Form

Pounds per square inch

Elon-

gation,

per cen tCu Ni Ultimate tensile

strength

Yield

point

98 2

Tubes:

Soft

Hard
39,200

63,.500

44

5.5

97.5 2.5 Driving bauds

Wire (0.08-in. diameter), hard

31,770

72,150

14.340
!

69.6

1.6

90 10 Strip, annealed 48,450 28.4

84-86 16-14

Benedict metal tubes:

Diameter

Outside Inside

Annealed • 0.517 0.441

Light drawn 0.516 0.444

Medium drawn 0.750 0.656

Hard drawn 0.750 0.656

43,080
51,520

60,300

75,800

39.0

8.1

4.2

2.0

75 25 rod:

Hard
Annealed

64,000

51,600

58.000

21.000

17

39

55 45
K-in- hot-rolled rod

Annealed wire

Hard-drawn wire

6.5.000- 85,000
60.000- 65,000
110,000-140,000

25-40

and 86,000, respectively (all in pounds per square inch)
;
elongation of 12.5 per cent and

reduction of area of 53 per cent (data from W. B. Price, Scoville Mfg. Co.).

Aluminum.—Unit weight, 0.0975 lb. per cu. in.; expansivity, 0.00002363 per

degree centigrade at ordinary temperature. The physical properties of the metal
are discussed in detail in Chap. I of the volume entitled “Recovery of the Metals”;
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Table (JO.

—

AMBRAf*

Tension

Pounds per square inch

Elongation in

2 in., per centUltimate ten-

sile strength
Yield point

Sheet

:

Soft 50,000 24,000 30

Light roll(Hl 60,000 50,000 20

Hard rolled 84,000 2.5

Hard rod:

in 80,000 12

Ke in 75,000 65,000 12

1K“1H in 65,000 60.000 15

Table 61.-

—

Tensile Properties of Substantially Pure Aluminum^

Form
Tensile strength,

pounds per

square inch

Yield point,

pounds per

square inch

Elon-

gation on

a 2-in.

length,

per cent

Reduc-

tion in

area, per

cent

Sand cast 11,000-13,000 8,000- 9,000 15-25 30-40

Chill cast 12,000-14,000 9,000-10,000 20-30 50-60

Sheet

:

J^illy annealed 12,000-15,000 8,000- 9,000 15-30 30-40

^Half hard 18,000-22,000 10,000-12,000 10-20 20-30

Hard (heavy reduction)... 22,000-35,000 12,000-25,000 2-10 5-20

12-gage (ordinary reduc-

!

tion) 25,000.
;

17,000 7 15

16-gage (ordinary reduc-

tion) 28,000 20,000 5 10

20-gage (ordinary redut;-

tion) 30,000 22,000 3 7

Bar, hard-drawn 2S,(K)0-35,00() 14,000-25,000 3-10 6-20

Wire:

Hard-drawn 22,000-55,000 14,000-33,000 1-10 2-20

40-mil 31,000 23,000 3 6

80-mil 28,000 20,000 5 10

120-mil 25,000 16,000 7 15

200-mil 22,000 14,000 0 20

1 Approximate values, from various sources.
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of these, the most distinctive is its lightness, which is largely shared by the aluminum-
base alloys, some of them with strength comparable to that of mild steel. Alumiimm
can be worked hot or cold, stamped, spun, rolled, drawn, and otherwise fabricated in

the usual commercial forms. Table 61 (from Chap. 1 of the volume entitled “Recov-
ery of the Metals”) shows its tensile properties in the more common of these, and
Table 62 contains data on minimum strength and approximate hardness of aluminum
sheet, rolled from metal of 99 per cent grade or better. The elastic modulus of the

cast metal is 10,000,000 and its ultimate compressive strength 60,000 lb. per sq. in.;

its Brinell index is about 25 ^Tablo 6, Chap. 1 of the volume etititled “Recovery of

the Metals”).

Table 62.—Flat and ('otLi.D Aluminum Sheet {Aluminum Co. of America)

Temper

Ultimate

tensile

strength,

pounds per

square inch

Per cent elongation in 2 in., for B. & S. gage Nos.

Brinell

index

2-4 5-6 7-9 10-16 17-20 21-24 2.5-28

Soft 12,000 30 30 30 30 25 20 15 22

Quarter hard 14,000 10 10 9 7 5 .27

Half hard 1(5 , 000 7 7 5 4 3 32

18,000 5 3 2 2 35

Three-quarters hard 10.(X)() 4 3 2 1 37

20 ,
(KH) 4 3 2 1 39

22 , 000 4 40

24 . 000 3 43
Hard

26,000 2 46

1 30,000
1

• • 1 50

Aluminum-base Alloys.—For general discussion, sec ( 'hap. I of the volume entitled

“Recovery of the Metals.”

Casting allays have been developed in great number, of which the physical proper-

ties of a representative series are shown in Table 8 of that chapter. Table 63 presents

data on sand-cast alloys commonly used in American practice. Numbers 43, 45, and

Table 63.—Sand-cast Aluminum Alloys {Aluminum Co. of America)

No.

Composition, per cent
Ultimate

tensile

strength *

Elon-

gation in

2 in., per

cent

Approximate

A1 CuD 8i Mn Yield

points
Brinell

IHMIllllll 12,000-14,000 15 -25 25

12 92 8 18,000-23,000 1-3 10.000 65

112 Bal. 6-8 1.5 max. 19,000-24,000 1 -2.6 65

109 Bal. 12.5 19,000-26,000 0 -1.5 70

43 Bal. 5 17,000-21,000 3-7 40

45 Bal. 10 19,000-22.000 1-3 9.000 60

47» Bal. 12.6 26,000-30,000 60

106 Bal. 2 16,000-20,000 3.6- 6.6 40

195 Bal. 4 28,000-35,000 5.5-11 70

196 Bal, 5 36,000-45,000 0 - 2.6 115

145 Bal. 2,5 1.25 10

. . . .

25,500-^,000 3-6 65

1 jPouada per equare inch. » Modified alloy.
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47 are especially recommended for thin sections; they are leakproof, have low shrink-

age, and (with No. 106) show good resistance to relatively severe forms of atmospheric

corrosion. Castings of alloys 195 and 196 may be heat-treated.

Wrought Alloys .—For certain casting alloys used in wrought form, see Chap. I of

the volume entitled “Recovery of the Metals.^' Table 64 contains data on sheet

rolled from an aluminum alloy containing about 1.5 per cent manganese. The

standard members of this group comprise duralumin and two newer combinations

described by Archer and Jeffries.^ All three are hardened by quencbing from about

500°C. and acquire further strength and hardness by subsequent ‘‘aging,” to which,

however, each has its own separate response. Duralumin (the copper-magnesium

alloy, represented l^y 17S in tlie table), luirdens spontaneously at room temperature

Table 64.

—

P'lat and Coiled Alttminum-at.loy Sheet {Ahiminum Co. of America)

Temper

Ultimate

tensile,

strength,

pounds per

square inch

Per cent elongation in 2 in.. for B. & S. gage Nos.

Brinell

index

2-4 5-6 7-9 10-16 17-20 21-24 25-28

Soft 16.000 25 25 25 20 20 15 10 30

Quarter hard 19 , 000 8 8 7 6 5 34

Half hard 21 , 000 6 C 4 3 2 38

23 , 000 4 3 2 2

Three-quarters hard 25,000 4 3 2 1 42

26,000 4 3 2 1 44

27,000 4 45

30,000 3 47

Hard 33,000 o

, 35,000 1 55

Elongation are minima with or across grain for the “soft” and "hard” tempers, with grain only for

intermediate tempers. Maximum thickness of coiled sheet, No. 10 B. & S. *

for several days after the quench; the magnesium-silicon alloy (No. 51-S) similarly

hardens to some extent at room temperature, more markedly if heated at 100 to

175®C.; the copper alloy (No. 25S) can be age hardened only by heating to 100

to 175®C. Aside from quenching, all three alloys respond to various forms of

treatment. Annealing reduces strength and hardness and permits the maximum
of mechanical forming, which, in turn, hardens and strengthens the material at

the sacrifice of ductility. Quenching and aging, on the other hand, promote strength

and hardness without impairing ductility. Extrusion, as a form of hot working,

has an incidental effect of heat-treatment, of which the results on physical

properties vary with manufacturing conditions, and hence can be illustrated by
general values only. Tables 65. and 66 show the properties of these alloys in various

conditions, subject, in the case of heat-treated material, to prior obliteration of the

cast structure by mechanical work. Due to its spontaneous aging, the data for

No. 17-S “quenched and unaged” are applicable for only 1 to 4 hr. after the quench;

auring this time it withstands mechanical forming almost as well as when aimealed,

but later rapidly hardens and becomes more difficult to work. Of the^three alloys,

duralumin is not so easily worked as either 25-8 or 51-S; of these two, 25-8 is the

stronger, 51-S the better fitted for severe eold forming, although, if yield point rather

than tensile strength is the requisite, the two alloys when properly treated differ very

little. Number 25-S has been extruded in the smaller I-beam and channel sections

for structural use.

» 1925,
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Table 65,—Duralumin (Alloy 17-Sj Aluminum Co. of America)

General Properties

Composition, per cent
Tension, pounds
per square inch

Elon-

gation

in 2 in.,

per cent

Brinell

index

Cu Mg Mil A1

Ulti-

mate
tensile

strength

Yield

point

[
Minimum , 3.5 0.2 0.4 02 Hard rolled 43,000 30,000 4 HO

17S
1
Maximum

.

4.5 0.7.5 1 0 Annealed 30,000 9,000 1.S 54

[
Nominal. .

.

4 0..5 0.5 }1rI. Quenched and
iinn.gftfl •18,000 20 78

A17S nominal 2.5 0.3 0 Bal. Quenched and 60,000
!

33 , 000 20 05

T117S nominal 3,5 0.3 0 Bal. aged

Selected Forms

Temper Siz<‘s, inche.s

Tension, pounds per square

inch

j

Elon-

gation

in 2 in.,

per cent

Cold bend

d =

TTltimatc
Yield

point

Sheet;

0.,500-0. 250 25,000-35,000 12-22 3-2t

1 <0.250-0.125 25,000-35,000 12-22 1.5-0.5<
l/o A]lllC£ll6Cl 1

1

<0.125-0.021 25,000-35,000 10-12 0.5-01

1 0.020-0.013 25.000-35,000 8-18 0

[

0.500-0.2,50
1

50,000-.55,000 25,000-33,000
1

12-20 4-31

<0.2.50-0.125 .53,000-60,000 28,000-35,000 15-22 3-2.251

i

<0.12.5-0,020 55,000-65,000 30,000-38,000 18-25 2.25-21

[ 0.019-0.013 55,000-65,000 30,000-38,000 16-22 SM

Intermediate 20,000-25,000 20-28

A17S Quenched and ag<?d^ .

.

Intermediate 35,000-45,000 15,000-20,000 20-28

Intermediate 22,000-30,000 20-28

B17S Quenched and aged*. . Intermediate 12,000-50,000 20,000-25,000 20-28

Bar:
1

17S Annealed 0.75 -1.5 35,000 msiz. 16 min.®

f

Over 1.5 45,000-55,000 20,000-30,000 13-25

17S Quenohed and aged.

. |

1 >0.75 -1.5 50,000-60,000 25,000-35,000 36-23

[
0.12,5-0. 75 55,000-65,000 25,000-36,000 *14-22 2t

Tubing:
[ 0.25 -1.0 55,000-65,000 30,000-40,000 18-28

17S Quenohed and aged.

.

>1.0 -1.5 65,000-65,000 30,000-40,000 16-23

>1.5 -3.0 55,000-65,000 30,000-40,000 14-20

1758, Quenohed and Aged
Shear strength, 30,000-35,000 pounds per square inch; compressive strength equal to tensile; specii5o

gravity, 2.76*^2,82 (not more than 2.85); weight, pounds per cubic inch, 0.101 to 1.103; melting range,

540 to 650°C.; expapBivity, 0.000023 per degree Centigrade (20 to 100*^0.); elastic modulus in teoMOn,

10,000,000 pounds per square inch; endurance limit, 10,000 to 12,000 pounds per square inch.

1 Brinell index 56 to 76. * 66-85. « Elongation in 4L
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Cadmium.—Apart from the great value of cadmium in fusible alloys, which

hardly come under Materials of Metallurgical Construction, the war has demonstrated

the value of cadmium plating where it is necessary to protect against exposure to

corrosion. It appears to be vastly superior to zinc, in spite of the close resemblance

between the two metals chemically.

Table 66.—Aii-Cu and Ai^Mg-Si Alloys (Nos. 25S and 51S, Aluminum Co. of

Americn)

Aluminum-copper type Alurainum-magnesium-silicon t3q)e

Tension Ultimate ten-

sile strength,

pounds per

square inch

j

Yield point,

pounds per

square inch

Elonga- 1

tion in

2 in.,

per cent

Brinell

index

Ultimate ten-

sile strength,

pounds per

square inch

Yield point,

pounds per

square inch

1

Elonga-

tion in

2 in.,

per cent

Brinell

index

Annealed ^BjB 4.5-.55 15-30 23-80

Extruded 18-25 40-66

Quenched* 15-20 70-85 56-70

FuUy treated* BHBHBB 18-25 BBHIHB 10-18 88-100

1 From filfi to 540°C.
3 For average use; heated (after quenching) for 4 to 18 hr. at 100 to 160°C.

Fusible Alloys.—The following table of alloys fusible at comparatively low tem-

peratures is taken from Johnson’s ‘‘Materials of Construction,’^ fifth edition. See

also the chapter on Bismuth in the volume entitled “Recovery of the Metals.^’

Table 67.

—

Alloys Fusible at Low Temperature

Name

1

Per cent

Bi

Per cent

Pb
Per cent

Sn .

Per cent

Cd

l\ision tem-

perature,

degrees Centi-

grade

Newtorrs 50 ;n 19 0 95

Rose's 50 28 22 0 - 100

Darcet's 50 25 25 0 93
Wood's 50 24 14 12 66-71

Lipowitz’s 50 27 13 10 60

CEMENT, CONCRETE, STONE, AND CLAY PRODUCTS

Portland cement is the finely pulverized clinker “produced by calcining to incipient

fusion an intimate and properly proportioned mixture of argillaceous and calcareous

materials, with no additions subsequent to calcination excepting water and calcined

gypstim.’* This definition and the succeeding specifications are those of the A.S.T.M.

(0.9),,
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Chemical Requirements.

Maximum,
per cent

Permissible vari-

ation, per cent

Loss on ignition 4.00 0.25

Insoluble residue 0.85 0.15

Sulphuric anhydride 2.00 0.10

Magnesia 5.00 0.40

A result exceeding the specifu'd maximum by not more than its permissible varia-

tion is reported at the maximum figure (see Chemical Analysis, below).

Physical Requirements.—Minimum specific gravity (if specified), 3.10; for white

Portland cement, 3.07. Maximum oversize on a standard No. 200 sieve, 22 per cent

by weight. Neat cement paste of normal consistency (see Test Mixtures) is spread on

glass and drawn together in a pat 3 in. in diameter, in. thick at center and tapered

to a thin edge; after storage in moist air for 24 hr. and exposure to an atmosphere of

steam at 98 to 100°C. for 5 hr., the pat must show no signs of distortion, cracking,

checking, or disintegration (shrinkage cracks formed in the first 24 hr. excepted).

Minimum period (after mixing) to reach initial set as defined by the Vicat needle,

45 min.
;
by the Gillmore needle, 60 min. (sec Time of Set). Maximum period to reach

final set, 10 hr. Minimum ultimate tensile strength (pounds per square inch), aver-

age of three standard mortar briquettes: after one day’s storage in moist air, 6 days

in water, 200
;
after one day in moist air, 27 days in water, 300

;
strength of standard

mortar at 28 days must exceed that at 7 days.

Chemical Analysis of Cement.—The following quick (‘‘purity”) test is drawn

from Johnson’s “Materials of Construction,” fifth edition. Place half a teaspoonful

of cement in a test tube and cover with a 50 per cent solution of hydrochloric acid,

stirring with a glass rod. Good cement effervesces slightly and forms a yellow or

orange-yellow jelly. Of the adulterants, calcium carbonate causes violent efferves-

cence, slag evolves hydrogen sulphide, and others produce a dark sediment at the

bottom of the jelly. The A.S.T.M. specifications are resumed below.

Loss of Ignition.—Put 1 g. of cement in a covered platinum crucible (20 to 25 cc.)

and* either (a) blast for 15 min. at full red heat with inclined flame, holding the cru-

cible fixed in an asbestos board; or (6) heat in a muffle for 15 min. at 900 to 1000°C.

In each case check the loss in weight by igniting for an additional 5 min.

Insoluble Residue.—Treat 1 g. of cement with 10 cc. of water and 5 cc. of concen-

trated HCl; warm until effervescence ceases. Dilute to 50 cc., and digest on a steam

bath or hot plate until decomposition of the cement is complete. Filter (1), wash

with cold water, and digest filter paper and contents in about 30 cc. of a 5 per cent

solution of sodium carbonate maintained at a temperature just below boiling for 15

min. Filter the remaining residue, wash with cold water, then with a few drops of

hot HOI, 1:9, then with hot water; ignite at red heat and weigh.

Sulphuric Anhydride.—Either (a) dissolve 1 g. of cement in 5 cc. of concentrated

HCl and 6 cc. of water, warming gently, and when solution is complete add 40 cc. of*

water, filter, and wash thoroughly; or (6) use filtrate (1) of the insoluble-residue test.

Dilute the filtrate to 250 cc., heat to boiling, and add 10 cc. of hot 10 per cent barium

chloride solution drop by drop; continue boiling until the precipitate is well formed,

then digest on the steam bath until it settles. Filter and wash, place filter paper
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and contents in a platinum crucible, and heat so that the paper is consumed without

flaming, then ignite and weigh. [Weight of barium sulphate] X 34.3 « per cent sul-

phuric anhydride. (The method gives results a little low, as some BaS04 is converted

to BaS by the ignition of the filter paper.)

Magnesia.—(a) Place 0.5 g. of cement in an evaporating dish, add 10 cc. of water,

then 10 cc. of concentrated HCl; heat gently and agitate until reaction ceases. Evap-

orate to dryness on a steam or water bath; to hasten dehydration the residue may be

heated for 30 to 60 min. at 150 to 200°C. Treat the residue with 10 cc. of concen-

trated HCl and 10 cc. of water; digest for 10 min. in a covered dish on steam or water

bath, dilute, filter, and thoroughly wash the separated silica. (5) To the filtrate

(about 250 cc.) add 5 cc. of concentrated HCl and enough bromine water to precipi-

tate any manganese; add ammonium hydroxide until alkaline, boil until only a faint

odor of ammonia remains, wash the precipitated iron and aluminum hydroxides oik'c

by decantation, and filter (1), washing slightly on the filter. Rciturn the precipitate

to the precipitating vessel, and dissolve in 10 cc. of hot HCl, extracting the paper with

acid and combining this solution with that of the bulk precipitate. Reprecipitate at

boiling heat by ammonium hydroxide and bromine water (total volume of solution

about 100 cc.), filter (2) and wash, (c) Combine filtrates (1) and (2), concentrate if

necessary, add 1 cc. of ammonium hydroxide, bring to boiling, add 25 cc. of a saturated

solution of boiling ammonium oxalate, and continue to boil until the calcium oxalate

precipitate is granular. After an hour filter (3) and wash, place filter papt^r and con-

tents wet in a platinum crucible *and burn off the pap(T; after ignition redissolve in

HCl, dilute to 100 cc., add a slight excess of ammonia and boil. Reprecipitate by
ammonium oxalate, settle, filter (4), and wash, (d) Combine filtrates (3) and (4),

acidify with HCl, concentrate on a steam bath to about 150 cc. and make slightly

alkaline with ammonium hydroxide, bod and filter (to remove a little iron and alumi-

num—perhaps also calcium). When cool, add 10 cc. of a saturated solution of

sodium ammonium hydrogen phosphate to the filtrate; when the ammonium mag-
nesium orthophosphate has formed, add ammonia in excess, and keep for several

hours in a cool place., ^ Filter and wash with water containing 2.5 per cent ammonia.
Dissolve the precipitate in a little hot HCl, dilute to 100 cc., add 1 cc. of the sodium
ammonium hydrogen phosphate as before and ammonia in excess. Let stand for 2 hr.,

filter and wash as before. Carefully burn off the filter paper in a platinum crucible

and ignite to constant weight at a temperature not high enough to soften the mag-
nesium pyrophosphate. The weight of the latter, multiplied by 72.5, equals per cent

of magnesia.

Physical Testing of Cement.—Various tests have been developed, among them
compression and bending tests, and determinations of porosity, permeability, and
adhesion. The following treatment follows the A.S.T.M. specifications.

Specific Gravity .—Fill a standardized Le Ch^teher apparatus with kerosene free

from water, or benzine of not less than 62®B4., to a reading between 0 and 1 cc. in

the stem. Immerse in water (to avoid variations greater than 0.5°C. in the tem-
perature of the liquid) and slowly introduce 64 g. of cement at the same temperature,

rolling the flask to expel entrained air.

Specific Kravity - weight of cement in grams^ ^ displaced volume ( =» volume increase) in cubic centimeters

Duplicate results should agree within O.OL
Fineness .—Dimensions of the standard No. 200 sieve are shown in Table 68;

maximum permitted variation of the sieve, as tested with standardized material of

1 To obtain best results, stir vi«orouslyr but so far as possible avoid allowing the stirring rod to
touch tluB Ibeaker.—£«ditor.
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20 to 25 per cent oversize, 1.5 per cent. In testing cement for fineness, use a50-g.

sample, slightly incline the sieve, and strike it against the palm of the hand (on the

upstroke) about 150 times a minute, rotating it 60 deg. every 25 strokes. The test

ends when 1 min. of opcnit ion yields not more than 0.05 g. of undersize.

Table 68.—Dimensions of Standakd Sieves

Dimensions in inches

No.

Number of wires per whole inch

Limiting diameter of

wire

Warp wires Shoot wires

20 19. 5-20.

5

1»-21 0.0160-0.0170

30 29.5-30.5 28.5-31.5
1

0.0105-0.0115

100 95-101 93-103 0.0042-0.0048

200« 192--208 0.0019-0.0023

« Maxinumi aperture, 0.0050.

Test Mixtures and Normal Consistency.—In mixing, place the weighed dry materials

on a nonabsorbent surface and (for mortar) first mix dry; then form a crater, pour in

the measured quantity of water, and trowel inward from the edges of the heap.

After 30 sec. (for absorption of water) mix and knead with the hands for at least a

minute; too much kneading is better than too little. The room and mixing water

should be at 70°F. (20*^0.); 500 to 1000 g. of dry material should be mixed in a batch.

Table 69.

—

Table Showing Percentage of Water Required for Standard
Mortar Corresponding to Varying Percentage of Water Necessary for

Neat Cement Mixtures
Neat Cement Standard Mortar,

Paste, Normal 1 Part Cement,

Consistency, 3 Parts Ottawa Sand,

Per Cent Per Cent Water
Water
16 9.0

16 9.2

17 9.3

18 9.5

19 9.7

20 9.8

21 10.0

22 10.2

23 10.3

24 10.5

25 10.7

26 10.8

27 11.0

28 11.2

29 11.3

30 11.5
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To find the right proportion of water for *^normal consistency/’ trial pastes with

varying proportions are tested with the Vicat apparatus. This consists of a graduated

rod (300 g.), sliding vertically in a staiidard equipped with set screw; one end of the

rod is 1 cm., the other 1 mm', in diameter. A 500-g. sainpJe is mixed as described,

formed into a ball, tossed six times between the hands (held about 0 in. apart), and

then pressed into a taper rubber ring 7 cm. in diameter at the base and 4 cm. high.

The base is freed of excess cement by a single sweep of the palm, then placed on a

glass plate, and the excess cement at the smaller end (testing surface) is sliced off with

one stroke of the trowel; compression of the paste is avoided throughout. The 1-cm.

end of the rod is brought to tht^ surface of the paste, read, and quickly ndeased; normal

consistency requires that it shall sink 10 mm. below the surface in min.i To con-

vert the right proportion of water for neat cement into that for standard mortar, use

Table 09. Standard mortar is a mixture of 1 part cement and 3 parts natural sand

from Ottawa, 111. (Ottawa Silica Go.); the sand, sized through a No. 20 sieve, is

standard if not more than 5 g. of a 500-g. sample passes a No. 30 in 1 min. of sizing

(see Table 68).

Time of set is determined as required, by either the Vicat or the Gillmore apparatus.

The latter consists of two weighted needles sliding vertically in a standard
;
a cement-

paste pat of normal consistency, 3 in. in

diameter and flattened on top to a thickness

of in., kept in moist air at or near 70°F.,

has reached initial set when it will sustain

a needle H 2 diameter, weighted to

34 lb., without appreciable indentation.

The same pat has reached final set when
it will similarly sustain a needle in. in

diameter, weighted to 1 lb. The Vicat de-

vice and the mode of preparing its samples

are described under Test MixJLures. Initial

set occurs when the 1-mm. (;nd of the rod,

30 sec. after release, fails to sink within

5 mm. of the glass plate supporting the

sample. Final set occurs when the same
end of the rod fails visibly to indent the

sample. During test, the samples arc kept in moist air (over water or in a moist

closet).

Tensile Test .—Figure 26 shows the standard form of briquette. Wipe the mold
with an oily cloth, fill with standard mortar (see Test Mixtures), press firmly, and

smooth with the trowel, but avoid ramming; heap more mortar over the mold and

smooth with the trowel, using moderate pressure. Turn the mold over, heap, press,

and smooth again. When aged as specified, break the briquette in any standard

machine, using a rate of loading of 600 lb. per min. Discard any result obtained

from a faulty briquette, or that differs more than 15 per cent from the average of the

batch.

Miscellaneous ,—In the soundness test with a neat cement pat, special means are

required to provide storage at 98 to lOO^’C. in an atmosphere of steam—this is easily

designed to utilize laboratory sources of heat. The moist closet is a soapstone, slate,

concrete, or metal-lined wooden box, of which the bottom is kept covered with water.

Test pieces, unless otherwise specified, are stored in the closet for 20 to 24 hr, after

molding.

Fia. 26 .^—Cement test briquette.

* Thje m0 of the Dow oonsbtenoy neodlea Us far eaaier and better,—Ewtoe.
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Natiural cement (A.S.T.M. C-10) is the finely pulverized product of calcination of

an argillaceous limestone at a temperature only sufficient to drive off carbonic acid

gas. No chemical requirements are imposed.

Physical I'esis.—Maximum oversize on a standard No. 100 sieve, 10 per cent; on a
standard No. 200, 30 per cent by weight (see Table 68). Pats of the dimensions speci-

fied for Portland cement are kept under frequent observation for at least 28 days, one
in air at normal tcmpcirature, another in water at 70°F.

;
they must remain firm and

show no signs of distortion, cracking, checking, or disintegration. As determined by
the Vicat needle (see Portland (dement), the cement shall reach initial set in not less

than 10 min., and final set in not l(‘ss than 30 min. nor more than 3 hr. after mixing.

Minimum ultimate tensih‘ stnmgti* (pounds per square im’h) determined as for Port-

land samples:

Neat

cement

1 part cement,

3 parts standard

Ottawa sand

24 hr. in moist air 75

7 days (one in moist air, six in water) 150 50

28 days (one in moist air, 27 in water) 250 125

Methods of Test.—As for Portland cement.

Miscellaneous cements are of minor industrial importance, but their use is

occasionally indicated by either convenience or economy. The subjoined discussion

of concrete presupposes standard Portland cement.

White Portland cemmt is a variety of Portland requiring raw materials almost free

from iron oxide, and fuel almost free from pyrite. Its special value is, of course,

architectural.

Blended Cements.—Johnson’s Materials of Construction” (5th ed.) describes

several instances of large concrete construction undertaken with blended cement—

a

mixture, usually of 50 to 55 per cent of Portland cement and 50 to 45 per cent of

crushed rock; ground together imtil 90 per cent passes 200 mesh. The rock in one

case was granite, in another pumaceous tufa; it should preferably contain soluble

silica. Concrete made with blended cement sets more slowly than the usual Portland-

cement concrete, and in the 1:2:4 mixture was reported in one case to have a com-

pressive strength about 20 per cent less, although in poorer mixtures the difference

was much reduced.

Puzzolan and Slag Cement.—Puzzolan is a ground mixture of volcanic ash (pozzuo-

lana) and hydrated lime. Slag cement—^the American equivalent—^replaces the

volcanic ash with granulated iron blast-furnace slag; its strength in rich concrete

mixtures is less than that of Portland, but in lean mixtures the difference is not so

marked.

Concrete (Dana) should be an aggregate of broken stone with voids completely

filled by cement-sand mortar, the mortar itself being an aggregate of sand with voids

completely fiUed by cement paste. In practice there should be a slight excess e of

cement in the mortar and 6f mortar in the concrete, above the voids requirement.

Measure the voids on the job. For broken stone, compute from the volume of water

absorbed by a known volume of stone; for sand, pour a pint of dry sand into a quart

mettiure hallitiU of water and compute from the unfilled volume remaining; e.g.f if the
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Fig. 27.—Concrete—grading of aggregate. Copyright J. A. Church,

the A.S.C.E.). Both should be graded as to size, and voids can often be reduced by

mixing sizes. Dana notes a good 1 :4 to 1:6 cement-gravel concrete (without sand),

e being 10 per cent, obtained by mixing gravel sizes until voids were reduced to 15

to 20 per cent. Rubble concrete contains large clean stones, saturated with water and

embeddei^^ in the usudl concrete mixture. It is strong and saving in cement, but
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suited to massive work only (without reinforcement). Cinder concrete replaces stone
with hard, clean vitreous clinker, free from ash and unburned coal. It is relatively

weak, hence excluded from reinforced work except in floor slabs not over 8 ft. in span.
Weight in pounds per cubic foot of stone c/>ncrete, 150; of cinder concrete, 110.

Proportions.—Dana recommends the following values of e^: for foundations, 10 per
cent; for abutments and piers, 15 per cent; for reinforced work, 20 per cent; for thin

sections, slabs, and waterproof work, 25 per cent (with excess of water). To (convert

these specifications into the usual cement-sand-stone ratios, use the chart (Fig. 27).

The Committee of the A.S.C.E. recommends the following ratios of cement to total

aggrc'gates: for reinforced work, l:fi; for massive masonry or rubble concrete, 1:9 to

1:12, ratio of fine to coa»‘se aggregate to be that producing maximum density.

Mixing and Placing.-- Unit of measure, the 94-lb. bag of cement, equivalent to

1 cu. ft. (Committee of A.SX'.E.); the barrel of cement, yielding an average of 3.5

cu. ft. of cement paste (Dana). Good concrete requires measured proportions, thor-

ough mixing, and the right proportion of water—enough to produce a mixture that

flows sluggishly and quakes slightly under ramming, except in waterproof work, which

requires a little more. Water for mixing should be free from oil, acid, alkali, and
organic matter. Concrete should be placed as soon as mixed and rammed briefly;

if delivered to place by spout, it should flow in a continuous stream. Segregation of

ingredients impairs strength; it may be due to too much water or to intermittent flow

in the spout. Frozen concrete is dangerous; if placing must be done in freezing

weather, the ingredients are warmed beforehand and slabs, beams, and columns kept
warm until set. Massive masonry once placed requires less care. Concrete does

not always set as quickly as expected, and should be tested for a distinctive ring under
the hammer before forms are removed; frozen concrete may be mistaken for material

properly set.

Design of massive concrete (not reinforced) employs the compressive strength

of the material to carry direct load and its weight to resist overturning forces; its

slight tensile strength is not utilized. Concrete shrinks in setting, and in large masses
contraction joints are provided every 25 to 50 ft. They may be tongued and grooved

to preserve alignment.

Marking stresses for direct compression, expressed as percentages of the ultimate

strengths shown in Table 70 (Committee of A.S.C.E.), are for a large mass loaded

over not more than half its surface, 35 per cent (applied to the loaded area only);

for a pier concentrically loaded, whose length is not more than four diameters, 25

per cent.

TabLB 70.

—

Ultimate Compressive Strengths op Concrete

Combined volume of fine and coarse

aggregates (measured separately)

per unit volume of cement

j

3 4.5 6 B 9

Aggregate
Ultimate compressive strength in pounds

per square inch

Granite, trap rock

Gravel, hard limestone, hard sandstone. .

.

Soft limestone, soft sandstone. : . .

Cinders.

3,300

3,000

2,200

800

2,800

2,500

1,800

700

^ i «ignifieB the exoesB of oement and sand over the theoretical requirement.
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Table 71.—Billet Steel Keinforcement Bars

Type and grade of bar

Tensile strength minimum
or range, pounds per

square inch

Minimum
per cent

elongation

in 8 in.i

1
Bend test, sises

1

Under H in.
H in. - and

over

Ultimate
Yield

point
Arc d Arc d

Plain l>ars:
j

j

Structural
1 iSiiitSliBiiiiii

33,000 1.40 180® t 180® t

Intermediate 1.30 180® 2t 90® 2t

Hard 1.20 180® St 90® St

Deformed bars:
i

Structural 1.25 180® t 180® 2t

Intermediate
j
JljWjH: JljM 1.126 St 90® St

Hard 180® 4t 90® 4t

Cold^twisted 66,000 6 per cent 180® 2t 180® St

» Minimum per cent eiongation tabular coeffident X 1,(K)0,000 + ultimate strength. For plain
and deformed bars, these elongations to be reduced at the rate of 0.26 per cent for each Ha in* increase
of specified thickness or diameter nbove H in., and at the rate of 0,6 per cent for each Ha-in. decrease
below Hi in. '
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Design of Reinforced Concrete.—In members subject to bending, concrete is

used as the compressive element and embedded steel reinforcement as the tensile.

To transmit tensile stress to the steel, reliance is placed largely on its adhesion to the

surrounding concrete (6ond), although reinforcement may be—in the case of cantilever

beams must be—anchored to supports. The following treatment is that recom-

mended by the Committee of the A.S.C.K. except as noted.

Reinforcement may consist of plain steel bars, deformed bars (with surfaces ridged

or roughened to improve bond), or—for slabs, small beams, and shrinkage reinforce-

ment—steel wire, expanded metal, etc. A.S.T.M. specifications (A-15) for billet

steel bars require Bessemer or openhearth steel, graded as structural, intermediate,

and hard: maximum phosphorus in Bessemer, 0.10 per cent; in openhearth, 0.05 per

cent. Table 71 shows other requirements.

Sizes (Carnegie); of plain square bars, ?i6 to 2 in.; of rounds, K 2 to 1?^ in. (both

inclusive); advance by sixty-fourths (for cold-twisted bars, see Table 72).

Table 72.

—

Cold-twisted Bars

Index Size, inches
I’ounds per

foot
Index

j

Size, inches
Pounds per

foot

H 0.0625 0.213 ‘He 0.4727 1.607

Hi 0.0977 0.332 0.5625 1.913

H 0.1406 0.478 ‘He 0.6602 2.245

14 6 0.1914 0.651 14 0.7656 2.603

0.2500 0.850 ‘He 0.8789 2.988

Ho 0.3164 1.076 1 1.0000 3.400

H 0.3906 1.328 IH 1.2656 4.303

Reinforcement for shrinkage in large areas of concrete exposed to atmospheric

conditions is well distributed near the exposed face in amount not less than one-third

of 1 per cent of the gross area. If a joint is necessary, it is made at a point of minimum
stress artd reinforcement is provided across the joint, either anchored or extended

each way until enough bond is secured to develop full tensile strength. Fillets at the

junction of members of contrasted size aid in reducing shrinkage cracks.

General Data .—For notation see Table 73. Premises; Ec is constant within work-
ing limits; tensile strength of concrete is neglected, as is initial stress in steel due to

shrinkage of concrete; adhesion of steel and concrete is perfect, whence in compres-

Table 73.

—

Reinforced-conCRETE Notation

CJoncrete Steel

Elastic modulus, pounds per square inch E. E.

Unit stress, poimds per square inch fe f.

Sectional area, square inch A.

Total compressive stress, pounds C
Total tensile stress, poimds T
Total shear, pounds . . . F, producing stress in steel F'

Pe^meter of <me bar, in . . .0, of all bars 2k>

Ratio of At to sectional area of member p
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Nomogram for ihe Design of Remforceol Concrete Columns

A -Longifudlinal reirrforcemeni only^ represenfing not less fhan
J% nor more them4% ofcolumn ualue^ the lateral ties (between
long'ifusfinal bars) not less than 'U inch ihkk^ spaced to amaximum
of i2inches or 16 diameters oflongitudinal bar-whichever is less.

Column length notover I2dlamefers ofcolumn.
B^Longituainal reinforcementas above, combirredwithcircularhoops

10 enclosed diameters.

In the case ofBcolumns,
cord is the ^'enclosed

''

dimensionfinside hoops, etc)

Ultima+e
Comprcs&we
S^reng+h of
Coricrefe,.

Ib.pcrsq.m.

—TT

1

C
1

_i
m* d

Square Sec+jon

Safe LoadlP
in lOOO's of lb

2000 -

1500-

1000 “

800 -

Round Scefion

B

1500-

1500

[-2000

2200

2000H

2200

Working S'iress iQ
in Concrete •

3 1
Per Cenf by Volume of

LongHudlinal Reinforcement

©

13 4
Per Cent by Volume of

Longitudinal Reinforcement

Least overfall

thickness or
diameter^ 12in

n*IS

Usingpreferably a transparentstraight-edge,
setme ultimate strength ofconcrete oneither
Scale (!) or Scale(2) (dependingonfupe of
reintbrc&nentj.andhad onScale(4j.

The horiionta! fine through the intersection of
the edge with Scale(3)cuts the verHcai line

representingper centoflongitudinalreinfarcemenr

atthe reguiredpoints Ie thepointaf which

the incimedgraduations read the required

valuepfn arcC

Fia. 30.—Reinforced concrete columns. Copyright J. A. Church,

40 H

® 4

toH
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sion they are stressed in the ratio n. Value of n is taken at 15, except in the calcula-

tion of kd (Fig. 28), of resisting moment in beams and compression of concrete in

columns, to which Table 74 applies, and in the calculation of beam deflections, for

which n 8.

Table 74.—Values of n
Ultimatk Compbessivb
Strength of Concrete,
Pounds per Square

Inch

Not over 800 40

800-2,200 15

2,200-2,900 12

Over 2,900 10

Reinforced-concrete beams and slabs, if combined in several panels—the slabs

supported along four sides—are commonly designed as continuous over supports; but

in such case ample stability must be provided in foundations, as slight changes in

alignment produce serious adjustments in the calculated stresses. Beams are typi-

cally reinforced by longitudinal bars embedded near the tension face; certain types

require special web reinforcement, for which see Trans. A.S.C.E., Vol. 81, p. 1101;

only the simpler and more general types are treated here.

Shear .—Vertical shear and horizontal stresses due to bending produce resultant

diagonal stresses in the concrete, and insofar as diagonal tension is involved, its

practicable intensity is limited by the slight tensile strength of the matejial. Diagonal

tension, though not (iirectly proportional to, is best measured by the vertical shear

itself. The simplest method of reinforcing against it is to bend the longitudinal bars

diagonally through the web (Figs. 28a, h). In a continuous beam, reinforcement for

negative moments at the supports (Table 2) is often combined with diagonal reinforce-

ment by bending up half the bars in each span and extending them beyond the sup-

ports far enough to secure bond, the overlap of bars from two adjacent spans furnishing

the full steel area over each support (Fig. 285). The effect of a'bent bar in resisting

diagonal tension is considered to extend horizontally no farther than from the

bend, and (in constrained beams) not beyond the point of zero moment; hence s

is %d or less, and bends are made at distances of about Z/5 from supports. For

bars bent at 20 to 45 deg., diagonal tension in one bar = ^{V's/jd) = Ji(Fs/jd), but

the total shear for which provision is thus made by bent bars must not exceed a value

equal to 4.5 per cent of the ultimate compressive strength of the concrete (Table 70)

applied to effective beam section hd. The total shear not carried by bent bars njust

be allotted to the concrete itself, and unit shear in concrete ( = V/hjd) must not exceed

2 per cent of its compressive strength.

Bond stress per unit area of bar « VIjdXo. Allowable bond stress, expressed as

a percentage of ultimate compressive strength of concrete (Table 70) :
plain bars, 4 per

cent; best types of deformed bar,^5 per cent; drawn wire, 2 per cent.

External moment M (inch-pound) for span I (inches) and uniform load of lb. per

in«: in floor slabs of more than two spans continuous over supports, ± {wP/l2 ) ;
of two

spans only, ± (wl^/lO) ;
in end spans of continuous beams, wl^/lO at center, — (wl^/lO)

at inward support, and — {wl^/12) at outward support; in interior spans, ± (wl^/12) ;
in

siniple beams, wl^/S at center. In each case w is combined dead and live load, the

latter properly increased for impact; concentrated loads require individual treatment.

Span I is measured for simple beams as in Fig. 28a; for continuous or constrained

b^m»> as in Fig. 285. In a slab supported along four sides (Fig. 2gc) with unifonn
load Wf the transverse reinCoreement is designed for moment due to W(l/h — )^), up
to ft maxifium of W ; the longitudinal reinforcement is allotted the remainder. Load
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transmitted by such a slab to any supporting beam is regarded as distributed according

to ordinates from FH to FGII [Fig. 28c (Ketchum)].

Rectangular BearnSy Tensile Reinforcemerd Only (Fig. 28^/).—F'or equilibrium C ^ T
andM - C • jd ^ }4fc • kd - h • jd = Tjd = /«

* * jdy whence A^/hd ^ }4k X fc/L = p.

Lever arm jd « d — kd/S and j — I — k/Z. Unit strain (tensile or compressive) is

assumed to be a function of distance from the neutral axis, or

f,/E, fc/Ec. ** {d — kd) -f- kdj whence/«/n /p ~ (1 — k) -5- A; or /c = nfc/{fs + nf,>)

and p (for “balanced” reinforcement) » nfc^/[2fs(fg + n/^)]; thu8/« and/c determine

k, j, and p, whence M fixes bd (and therefore Ag); and 6, known or assumed, deter-

mines d; for rapid solution use F‘g. 29. If more steel is used than required by the

foregoing value of p, the strength of the beam is limited by that of the concrete;

if less, by that of the steel. Maximum allowable stress: /, — 16,000 lb. per sq. in.;

fr ~ 32.5 per cent of the ultimate compressive strength of the concrete (Table 70),

except near supports of continuous beams, where fc may be 37 per cent.

T Beams (Fig. 28c).—In beam-and-slab construction, each interior beam may be

regarded as including portions of the adjacent slabs, the combined T section being

designed as a unit. If its proportions are so chosen that its neutral axis lies in the

flange, use the formulas or nomogram for rectangular beams (wherein h is the full

flange width); t must then exceed kdj and the relative proportions of slab and beam
control design. This condition represents conservative practice, suited to the heavy
duty required of most metallurgical structures; for the treatment of a T beam whose
neutral axis lies in the stem, see the reference. The T section is sometimes used in

other than beam-and-slab construction, to secure required compression area. The
A.S.C.I'i. Committee recommends that b shall not exceed //4, and that the overhanging

width of flange shall not (exceed 6^ on eitluir side. Dana limits the overhang to i on

either side, for security and simplicity of design.

Spacing of Reinforcement (P'igs. 28^i, e).—Minimum x = two thicknesses, mini-

mum y = three thicknesses of bar; spacing between bars and lower (or upper) face

of beam, 1 to 1 }4, in. in the clear, depending on bar size. If two layers of bars are

used, they are spaced at least 1 in. apart in the clear; more than two layers are rare.

Reinforced-concrete columns are reinforced (1) by longitudinal bars, (2) by these

combined with bands, hoops, or spirals, (3) by structural shapes. ICffective area in

the two latter cases is the area of the circle enclosing hoops or spirals, or of the polygon

enclosing the shapes. The ratio of unsupported length to least width is 15, maximum.
The following treatment applies to columns whose over-all width or diameter is at

least 12 in.; it is assumed that compressive stress is distributed between longitudinal

bars and concrete in the ratio n; hoops, bands, and spirals increase the toughness of a

column, but are assigned no direct share in sustaining load.

Working Stresses.—For steel, fa * 16,000 lb. per sq. in.; for concrete, fc (expressed

in percentage of ultimate compressive strength. Table 70), is as follows: For a column

whose length does not exceed 12 diameters, with longitudinal reinforcement repre-

senting not less than 1 per cent or more than 4 per cent of the column volume, and

with laterfi^l ties (between bars) not less than ^ in. in diameter spaced to a maximum
of 12 in, or 10 diameters of longitudinal bar (whichever is less), fe « 22.5 per cent.

For a column (with hoops or spirals) whose length does not exceed 10 enclosed diam-

eters, with longitudinal reinforcement representing not less than 1 per cent or more

than 4 per cent of the enclosed volume, and with circular hoops or spirals representing

not less than 1 per cent of that volume; fc » 34.8 per cent. In the latter case the

maximum vertical spacing of hoops or spirals is limited to H (preferably Ho) tli©

enclosed diaipet«r, and not more than 2.5 in. Hoops must be securely joined at

the ends.
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Safe load P (pounds) = /c(4, 4- w4«) ^ fcA[l -f (w — l)p], wherein Ac is the

sectional area of concrete and A the total net area of column (square inch), other nota-

tion as before. Stresses, /« = nfc. For rapid solution use Fig. 30. Bending stresses

due to eccentric loads require increase in the column section until maximum stresses

are within the foregoing limits. Unequal spans of a continuous beam apply a rnorncmt

to the intervening column measured by the difference between their negative moments
over the column head (see Combined Stresses). Tension in longitudinal bars requires

good connection at their ends.

Stone,—Table 75, listing average unit weights of stone, is condensed from a table

in Johnson's “Materials of (Construction," 5th ed. (after Eckel). Table 76 shows

strengths according to Kidder.

Tablk 75.

—

Unit Wfuohts of Stone

Tyi)0

Pounds per cubic foot

Maximum Minimum Average

Trap rock 189 175 184

Granite 177 165 168

Sandstone 172 132 157

Limestone 172 155 165

Marble 179 171 175

Slate 177 172 174

Brick.—This does not include the refractory bricks, for which see Chap. XL
Building brick (A.S.T.M., C-21) is classified as vitrified, hard, medium, and soft;

standard size, 234 X 3J4 X 8 in. In the absorption test, dry brick is immersed,
in water at 60 to 80°F.; the water is brought to boiling within 1 hr., boiled 5 hr.

Table 76.

—

Ckushing Resistance of Stone (Pressure at Right Angles to Bed)
Pounds per

Bq. In.

Granites:

Blue, Fox Island, Maine 14,875
Gray, Vinal Haven, Maine 13,000-18,000
Westerly, R.I 15,(X)0

Rockport and Quincy, Mass 17,750
Milford, Conn 22 , 600
Staten Island, N.Y 22,250
East St. Cloud, Minn 28,000
Gunnison, Colo 13,000
Red, Platte Cafion, Colo 14,600

Limestones:

Glens Falls, N.Y 11, 476
Joliet, 111 12,775
Bedford, Ind 6 , 000-10 , 000
Salem, Ind 8,625
feed Wing, Minn 23 , 000
|ltillwater, Minn 10 , 760
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TABLE 76.

—

Crushing Resistance of Stone (Pressure at Right Angles to Bed)
(Continued)

Pounds per
Sq. In.

Sandstones

:

Dorehcster, N.B. (brown) 9,150
Mary’s Point, N.B. (fine grain, dark brown) 7,700
Connecticut brown stone, i on bed 7,000-13,000
Tx)ngmeadow, Mass, (reddish brown) 7 , 000-1 4 , 000
Longmeadow, Mass, (average, f(<r good quality) 12,000
Little Falls, N.Y 9,850
Medina, N.Y. . . 17,000
Potsdam, N.Y. (rod; 18,000-42,000
(’leveland, Ohio 6,800
North Amherst, Ohio 6,212
Berea, Ohio 8 , 000-10 , 000
Hummelstown, Pa 12,810
Fond du Lac, Minn 8,750
Fond du Lac, Wis 6,237
Manitou, Colo, (light red) 6 , 000-1 1 , 000
St. Vrain, Colo, (hard laminated) 11,505

Marbles

:

Lee, Mass 22 , 900
Rutland, Vt 10,746
Montgomery County, Pa 10,000
Colton, Cal 17,783
Italy 12,156

Flagging:

North River, N.Y ' 13,425
i This stone should not be sot oii edge.

and cooled to 60 to 80°F. The gain in weight of the brick, after removal of surface

water, indicates the percentage of absorption. The compression test is made on a
half brick, placed on edge; to secure a true bearing, each face under compression is first

Table 77.

—

Building and Clay Sewer Brick

Absorption limits,

per cent

1

Compressive strength,

pounds per square inch

Modulus of rupture,

pounds per square inch

Class

IVlean of

five tests

Indi-

vidual

maxi-

mum

Mean of

five testa

Indi-

vidual

mini-

mum

Mean of

five tests

Indi-

vidual

mini-

mum

Building brick:

Vitrified 6 or less 6.0 6,000 or over 4,000 1 , 200 or over 800
Hard 6-12 3 , 500 or over

2,000 or over

2.500

1.500

600 or over 400
Medium 12-20 24.0 450 or over 300
Soft 20 or over No limit 1 , 000 or over 800 300 or over 200

Clay aewer brick:

Class A vitrified

Class B vitrified

3 or loss

5 or loss 6.0
5.000 or over

6.000 or over 4,000
1 , 200 or over

1 , 200 or over 800
Hatd 5-10 12.0 3 , 500 or over 2,500 600 or over 400
Medium 10-15 17.0 2 , 000 or over 1,600 450 or over 300
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shellacked, then bedded in plaster of Paris molded to a plane surface, and applied as

thinly as possiV)le. Depressions in a recessed or paneled brick are filled with neat

Portland cement mortar and held for 24 hr. before test. In the transverse loading

test, a dried brick is placed with its side resting on knife-edges 7 in. apart and center

loaded to rupture; the knife-edges are slightly curved lengthwise. Modulus of rup-

ture = SWl/2bd^f wherein I — span, b — breadth, d « depth of brick (all in inches),

and W' =* breaking load (pounds). Each of these tests is made on at least five speci-

mens; requirements are shown in Table 77. Values for the compressive strength of

brick piers, representing averages of resiilts obtained by the National Bureau of

Standards, are shown in Table 78.

Clay sewer brick (A.S.T.M., C-32) is classified as class A vitrified, class B vitrified

and hard (for sewage velocities of 18, 12, and 8 ft. per sec., respectively), and medium
(for low v(4ocities, in storm sewers, for which permeability is not important). Limit-

ing sizes, maximum and minimum, arc 2^i X X Sand 2?^ X 4 X 83^ in., except

that class A vitrified may be 3 X 4 X S}i (upper limit 3t^ X 4 X 8p2 )* Sewer

brick is subject to the same tests as building brick, and requirements are shown in

Table 77.

Table 78.

—

Average Ultimate Compressive Strengths of Building-brick Piers

Mortar

Age,

months

Average

ultimate,

pounds per

square inch

Brick

Cement Cement
to sand

Common Lime ‘ 1:6 4 171

Hard Lime ! 1:6 4 907

Vitrified Lime 1:6 4 1,360

1,460Hard (a)

(a)

Portland

1:3 1

Vitrified 1:3 1 2,900

670

1,650

2,780

Common 1:3 1

Hard Portland 1:3 I

Vitrified Portland 1:3 1

(a) 15 lime: 85 Portland.

Paving brick (A.S.T.M., C-7), aside from visual inspection, is subjected only to

the rattler test, in which sample bricks and cast-iron balls are tumbled together

for an hour in a rotating drum
;
the resistance of the brick to abrasion is gauged by its

loss in weight during the test. An average loss of 22 per cent indicates use under
heavy traffic conditions; 24 per cent, medium traffic conditions; and 26 per cent, light

titiffic conditions. The construction of the rattler, etc., is specified in detail.

HoUow tile, among its many applications, is sometimes used in the construction

of reinforced-concrete slabs; tiles are set into the concrete on the lower (tension) side

between reinforcing bars, and save the equivalent volume of cement. Their use in

partitions and walls is familiar. They are, of course, effective in reducing dead load.

Clay sewer pipe (A.S.T.M., C-13) is subjected to a crushing load (at a rate of

about 2000 lb. per min.) applied longitudinally from end to end of the piece, excluding
socket; load may be applied through knife-edges, which are brought to a true bearing
by Slei^df plaster of pans and sand, or by three-edge wooden bearings (one aboye
and two, 1 in. apart, below) or by sand bearings. In each case the bearing is designed
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to compensate for surface inequalities in the pipe. The hydrostatic test requires

freedom from leakage under successive pressures of 5 lb. for 5 min., 10 lb. for 10 min.,

and 15 lb. for 15 min., all per square inch. In the absorption test, the specimen
(broken piece) is dried to constant weight, covered with water and boiled for 5 hr.,

then cooled in the water. Table 79 shows minimum requirements and sizes. This
pipe is not usually vitrified.

Table 79.

—

Clay Sewer Pipe

Inside

diameter,

inches

Laying
length,

feet

Inside

diametur at

mouth of

socket,

inchcfj

Depth of

socket,

inches

Thickness

of barrel,

inches

Average ult

pressive stre

per squ

Knife-edge

and three-

edge bear-

ings

imate coni-

ngth, pounds
ire inch

Sand
bearings

Maximum
absorption,

per cent

4 2 0 IH ?i6 1 ,000 1,430 8

6 2 2 1 ,000 1,430 8

8 2, 2H, 3 lOH 2K H 1,000 1,430 8

10 2, 2H, 3 13 2H H 1,100 1,570 8

12 2, 2H, 3 15H 2H 1 1,200 1,710 8
15 2, 2H. 3 mi 2H IH 1,370 1,960 8

18 2, 2H, 3 22H 3 IH 1,540 2,200 8

21 2, 2H, 3 26 3 m 1,810 2 , 690 8

24 2. 2M, 3 29M 3 2 2,150 3,070 8

27 2H. 3 33K 3H 2H 2,360 3,370 8

30 2H, 3 37 3H 2H 2,.580 3,690 8

33 2H. 3 4 2^i 2,750 3,930 8

36 2H. 3 44 4 2H 3,080 4,400 8

39 2H, 3 471^ 4 2% 3,300 4,710 8
42 2h, 3 51 4

1

3 3,520 5,030 8

Minimum taper of aocket, 1; 20. Thickne.S8 of socket in. from its outer (mkI, m>t le.ss than 7.'> yter

cent of thickness of barrel.

CemenUconcrete sewer pipe (A.S.T.M., C-14) is tested by the methods descrilicd

for clay sewer pipe, and the requirements are the same (Table 79). Dimensions differ

slightly, however, and are shown in Table 80.

Table 80.

—

Dimensions of Cement-concrete Sewer Pipe

Inside

diam-

eter,

inches

Laying
length,

feet

Inside

diam-
eter at

mouth
of

socket,

inches

Depth
of

socket,

inches

Thick-

ness of

barrel,

inches

Inside

diam-
eter,

incites

Laying
length,

feet

Inside

diam-
i

oter at

mouth
of

socket,

inches

Depth
of

socket,

inches

Thick-

ness of

barrel,

inches

4 2. 2H 6 1
24 2, 2H. 3 29H 3 234

6 2. 2H 8H H 27 234* 3 3334 334 23^4

8 2, 2H, 3 1014 H 30 234* 3 37 33a 2H
10 2, 2H, 3 13 . 2H H 33 2H, 3 4034 4 2H
12 2, 2H« 3 15H 2H 1 36 234, 3 44 4 3

15 2. 2H, 3 ISH 2H 39 2H. 3 473^4 4 334

18 2, 2H, 3 2234 2H IH 42 2H, 3 61 4 3>a

21 2, 2H. 3 26 2H

taper of socket, 1:20. Thickness of socket H in. from its outer end, not less than 75

per cent of thickness of barrel.
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Timber

General.—Tree growth in the spring is rapui, and “spring wood’^ is not so dense

and strong as the more slowly formed “summer wood”; similarly, narrow annual

rings imply slow growth, strength, and density. As a tree develops, the wood cells

at its heart no longer function, but provide a strong central support for the active

sapwood nearer the bark, and furnish the best material in the log. Timber is not a

homogeneous material; it usually fails at some point of local weakness, and its ultimate

strength varies with the character of the piece more markedly than that of any other

common structural material. It fails under a long-continued load much below the

ultimate as determined in the testing laboratory, and its strength (especially in com-

pression) is adveirsely affected by moisture, which itself varies not only from piece to

piece, but also in the single piece after erection. Painting and preservative methods

exclude moisture, and safe working stresses and good specification guard against

failure from local defects.

Classification (A.S.T.M., D-9, condensed).

—

Southern yellow jrinc (longleaf, short-

leaf, loblolly, Cuban, and pond pines) is the sp<^cies found from Virginia to l^^xas.

It is “dense” if it shows at least one-third summer wood and an average of six or more

annual rings per inch on either end, or at least one-half summer wood though wide

ringed; “sound,” if of good quality but unable to qualify as dense. Norway pine

includes what is known as “red pine.” White pine is timber of this name from Maine,

Michigan, Wisconsin, and Minnesota. Idaho white pine is the variety from western

Montana, northern Idaho, and eastern Washington. Western pine (western yellow,

Ponderosa, Califoniia white, and western white pine) is timber sold as white pine from

Colorado, New Mexico, Arizona, California, Oregon, and Washington. Douglas fir

includes yellow fir, red fir, westeni fir, Washington fir, Oregon or Puget Sound fir or

pine. Northwest, and West Coast fir. Hemlock comes from Minnesota and states

eastward, western hemlock from the Pacific coast. Spruce comes from Minnesota

and states eastward, western spruce from the Pacific coast. Tamarack (eastern

tamarack) comes from Minnesota and states eastward. Westei'n larch is larch or

tamarack from the Rocky Mountain and Pacific coast regions. Redwood is the Cali-

fornia wood of this name.

Defects (A.S.T.M., D-9, condensed).

—

Knots are not necessarily defects, although

limited in number and size by good specification. A sound knot is solid across its face,

as hard as the enclosing wood, and firmly held in place by growth or position; if not

over in. in diameter it is a pin knotj if not over 11^ in. a standard knoty if over 1 in.

a large knot; if it shows a pith hole at center not over diameter, it is a pith knot.

An encased knot is one whose rings are not intergrown and homogeneous with those of

the su|TOunding piece; if the rings are partially intergrown and the knot is held in

place by growth or position, it is a sound knot; if intergrowth is complete on one face,

a watertight knot. A loose knot is one not held firmly in place by growth or position.

A ToUen knot is one not so liard as the enclosing wood. Sawing to a round or oval

section produces a round knot, sawing lengthwise a spike knot.

A pitch pocket is an opening between the grain, containing pitch or bark
;
it is small

if it is not over % in. wide, standard if not over % in. wide nor over 3 in. long, large if

either dimension exceeds that of the standard. Pitch streak is a well-defined accumu-
lation of pitch; where no well-defined streak appears, or where coarae-grained fiber

between the grain (spring wood) is not satrirated with pitch, no defect is involved*

Wane is bark, or lack of wood from any cause, on edges of timbers. Shakes are

splits or checks—a ring shake separates annual rings, a through shake extends between
opposite laces of the pieces. Roty dotCj and red heart are forms of decay. Any decay,

in the fot^ of a dark-red discoloration absent from the sound wood, or of white or

red rptter^spots, is a defect.
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of
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Compression

Working

stress,

columns

SSS 8 S 88 SSSSS

V
-a

975 825 900 600 900 825 750 755 675 825 675 975

Parallel

to

grain

Work-
ing 1,300 1,100 1,200

800
1,200 1,100 1,000 1,000

900

1,100

900

1,300

—

Ulti-
mate

3,80

u
3,400 3.600 2.600 3,500 3,200 3,000 3,200 3,300 3,900 2,800 3,500

Perpendicular

to

grain

1 M i
260 170 310 150 220 180 150 220 150

170^
230 450

Elastic
limit 520 340 630 440 370 290 400 340 470 920

Shearing

Longitudinal

stress

in

beams Work- ing 120 130 110 100 100
70 70

100 110

Ulti- mate
300 330 270 250 270 170 180 260 270

Parallel

to

grain

Work-
ing 180 170 170 130 160 150 100 170 80

120 210

Ulti- mate
720 710 690 590 630 600 400 670 300 500 840

Bending

Elastic modulus

1,610,000 1.480.000 1.510.000 1.190.000 1.480.000 1.310.000 1.130.000 1.220.000

800,000

1,150,000

800,000

1,150,000

Extreme

fiber

stress

Work-
ing

1,300 1,100 1,200

800
1,100 1,000

900 900 900 900 800
1,100

Ulti- mate
6,500 5.600 6,100 4,200 5.800 4.800 4,400 4.600 5,000 4,800 4,200 5,700

All

stresses,

pounds

per

square

inch

Timber

Longleaf

pine

Shortleaf

pine

Douglas

fir

Nwway

pine

WeetCTn

hemlock

Spruce White

pine

Tamarack

Bedwood

Bidd

cypress

Red

cedar

White

oak Columns:

I
=*»

lengthy

d
=»

least

side

in

the

same

dimension.

I

For

ocdumns

in

which

l/d

is

over

15,

the

safe

load

per

square

inch

»

P

(1

-

2/60d).
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Specification (Ketchum).—For structures carrying live load, preferably loiigleaf

yellow pine, Douglas fir, white oak, white pine, or western hemlock. For other

purposes, shortleaf yellow pine, spruc(;, or equivalent good timber. All timber should

be cut within 18 months of delivery, from sound live trees, and be close grained and

solid, and free from defects (injurious ring shakes and crooked grain, unsound knots,

knots in groups, decay, large pitch pockets and all other defects that impair strength).

Sizes .—Rough sizes for flooring and boards up to 13^2 b'- thick shall be not over

He in. scant from specified size; planks and timbers. If4 to 5H thick not over

H in. scant; timbers, 6 in. thick or more not over in. scant. Dressed timber more

than l }4 in. is allowed an additional H in. scant for each face planed.

Dimension timber^ when used for beams, stringers, caps, posts, and sills, must show

a minimum of 75 per cent heart on each of the four faces at every point in its length

;

no loose knots, or knots larger than 232 in., or one-fourth the width of face, are per-

mitted; knots must not be in groups, and no knot may be nearer the edge of the piece

than one-fourth the width of face. When used for other purposes, the timber is

allowed 1 in. wane on one edge or 34 in. on two edges, and ring shakes not over one-

eighth the length of the piece.

Timber for carrying heavy loads must sliow a minimum of 90 per cent heart on each

of the four faces at every point in its length; must be out of wind and free from shakes,

splits, pitch pockets over % in. wide or 3 in. long, knots larger than 134 iii- i^i diameter

or closer together than one in any four lirmar feet on any face (except that knots 1 in.

in diameter or less are allowed one in every 3 ft.).

Planks and scantlings^ when used for floors, rafters, purlins, girts, struts, and

bracing, must be square edged, show one face all heart and a minimum of 75 percent

heart on the remaining faces (measured at any point in its length), and fn^e from loose

knots and ^Uarge” sound knots. When used for other purposes, knots may be 2 in.

in diameter, and wane covering 5 per cent of the surface is permitted in 5 per cent of

the total number of pieces of any one size.

Piles are preferably of longleaf yellow pine, white oak, Douglas fir, cedar, or cypress.

They must be cut from sound, live trees above ground, swell and taper evenly from

butt to tip; be straight, close grained, and solid; be free from defects, such as injurious

ring shakes, large and unsound or loose knots, decay, and other defects impairing

strength; and be cut square at the ends and stripped of bark. A line from butt to tip

must lie within the body of the pile, and short bends are not allowed. Diameters:

near butt, 14 in. minimum, 18 in. maximum; at tip, minimum for piles less than 30 ft.

long, 8 in., over 30 ft. long, 6 in.

Flooring .—Preferably of yellow pine or maple, usually in lengths of 4 to 16 ft. and
width of 234 in. (dressed). Select flooring must be edge grained, kiln dried, matched,

tongued and grooved, free from planer marks, edge splinters, grain Olivers, etc.
;
and

must show one face all heart and be free from knots, shakes, sap, and pitch pockets.

Common flooring meets the same requirements, except that one solid knot 1 in. m
diameter or less is allowed, together with unimportant pitch streaks and sap stains.

Ceiling is graded like flooring, but must also be double beaded and very carefully

dressed.

Shingles are of pine, cedar, or cypress. Dimensions: 16 to 18 in. long, 4 to 6 in.

wide, H e In. thick at tip, and Jfe to H In. at butt. The first 10 in, of length at the

butt end must be free from sap, knots, and other defeetft.

Strength.—Table 81 contains values recommended by the American Railway
Engineers Assoeiation. The tabular working stresses apply to important structures

under severe loading conditions, and for ordinary buildings may be increased BO per

cent. In computing deflections tmder long-continued bending loads, use one^half

the tabul|r values for elastic modulus. Table 82 oontaina values for the strengyi
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Table 82.—Tensile Strength of Timber

Pounds per square inch

j I intimate Working stress
Kind of timber

White oak

White pine

Southern longleaf or Georgia yellow pine.

Douglas fir

Shortleaf yellow pine

Red pine (Norway pine)

Spruce and eastern fir

Hemlock
Cypress

Cedar

Chestnut

California redwood

California spruce

of timber in tension. Its chief value is comparative, because timber usually fails

(in shear, etc.) at points of attachment before its full tensile strength has been devel-

oped. Table 83 shows approximate weights of timber (Johnson^s “Materials of

Construction,^^ fifth edition).

With
grain

Across

grain

!

With
grain

Across

grain

12,000 2,000 1,200 200

7,000 500 700 50

12,000 600 1,200 60

8,000 800

9,000 500 900 50

8,000 500 800 50

8,000 500 800 50

6,000 600

6,000 600

7,000 700

8,500 850

7,000 700

Table 83.—Approximate Weight of Timber

Southern pine, tamarack (best)

Southern pine, pitch pine, tamarack,

Douglas fir, western hemlock, maple.

Norway pine, red cedar, cypress, hem-

look, r^wood, chestnut

White pine, spruce.

liongjeaf pine, rough boards i

Xongieaf pine, dressed

Condition
Specific

gravity

»

Kiln dried 0.0-0.

7

Kiln dried 0.5-0.

6

Kiln dried

Kiln dried

Seasoned

Seasoned

0.4r-0.5

0.3-0,

4

Pounds per
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Piles (Ketchum) are drivten to firm bearing, or until an average penetration of

in. per blow for six blows requires a 2000-lb. hammer falling freely 20 ft. (or equivalent

impact)—these figures apply to firm ground. In soft ground, safe load on the pile

(tons) « 2W.h/{s -f- n), wherein W is the weight of hammer in tons, h the free fall of

hammer in feet, and s the averiige penetration in inches for the last six blows; n ~ unity

for a gravity and one-tenth for a steam hammer. Total penetration in hard material,

at least 10 ft.; in soft material and loam, at least 15 ft.

Preservation.—A rough-and-ready method of fireproofing is to coat with gunite,

first covering the timber surface with coarse wire mesh. Preservative methods are

designed to prevent lodgment and growth of the fungi that cause decay. Their

effectiveness depends upon their success in excluding moisture (which favors fungous

growth), upon antiseptic power, and upon depth of penetration of the wood. The

following notes are taken from Johnson’s “Materials of Construction,” fifth edition.

Surface treatmeni is the cheapest but least effective method. (Creosote, paint, oil,

and whitewash may be applied with the brush, or the timber may be immersed in

preservative and allowed to soak. Charcoal is immune to fungous attack, and timber

is occasionally protected by surface charring, but the method is not very effective and

impairs strength.

Nonpressure processes require less costly equipment than the pressure methods and

effect considerable penetration. They include (1) impregnation with a 1 per cent

solution of bichloride of mercury, whose toxic qualities are a serious disadvantage

(kyanizing)
;
and (2) heating in a bath of creosote, zinc chloride solution, or crude oil

to a temperature just above 100°C.; moisture in the wood cells is converted to steam

and on cooling condenses sufficiently to draw in preservative to a considerable depth

(open-tank method).

Pressure processes are the most effective (for hemlock, Douglas fir, and redwood

the only successful) methods. In “boiling,” the timber is soaked in creosote oil and

its moisture expelled by heating above 100°C., then impregnated with creosote under

pressure. The Bethell process employs coal-tar creosote, also forced into the wood
by pressure. It involves a consumption of about 10 to 20 lb. of creosote per cubic

foot. Burnettizing uses a 2 to 5 per cent aqueous solution of zinc chloride in the same
way, involving a consumption of about 0.5 lb. per cu. ft. of wood. The water solubil-

ity of the medium is a drawback in damp locations. Saturation under pressure,

followed by vacuum removal of excess preservative, reduces consumption of the

preserving medium. In the Rueping process, timber is first put under air pressure,

then impregnated with creosote under pressure, after which the compressed air in the

wood cells forces out excess preservative (consumption, 5 to 7 lb. per cu. ft. of wood).

The Lowry process saturates with creosote under pressure and removes the excess

by vacuum. The Card process first subjects a timber to vacuum (to assist penetra-

tion), then to immersion under pressure in a mixture of 3 to 5 per cent solution of zinc

chloride with 15 to 20 per cent creosote, finally to vacuum (to remove excess preserva-

tive), the admixture of zinc ^Chloride making a cheaper preservative. The last three

processes secure maximum penetration with comparatively low consumption of the

meclium.

HEAT Airo CORROSION PROBLEMS

In this subdivision materials will be treated from the standpoint of resistance to

heat and chemical corrosion. Much of the information quoted in the following pages

deals with materials of very special application or of comparatively few makers; or

it i^presehts strength testing at high temperature, with a margin of uncertainty that

no standard method has yet defined. It, therefore, has not been confirmed by the

longexpe^enoe of the profession, and cannot claim the same authority as the rigorously
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tested standards of strength accepted for the common structural materials at ordinary

temperature. When a new problem is attacked in the field of resistance to heat or

corrosion, consultation with the manufacturers and field test are the first principles

of design.

Survey.—Metallurgical design faces a range of working conditions extending

from the handling of cold corrosives to the application of flame temperatures. Varia-

tions in temperature affect rates of chemical reaction so profoundly that corrosion

resistance of some sort is a requisite throughout the range. Between th(^se extremes

there are numberless gradations, each a problem in itself, for which very little exists

in the way of precedent; and n a great many cases the method of trial and error is

the only resource. In such instances the data collected here can do little more than

serve as a basis for planning ijeld tests.

Materials for SmeUing Temperatures,—At ordinary temperature, structural design

can utilize the tensile strength of metals. At smelting temperatures the metals arc

either seriously weakened or pass to the liquid phase and give place to certain earthy

materials (refractories) whose only useful strength is compressive. This fundamental

principle, for instance, has fixed the type of the reverberatory furnace, of which the

tension members are well insulated from the flame. To some. extent, metals have

been made to withstand smelting temperatures by the device of jacketing, but the

fire sheet of a jacket is subject to such unequal expansion and internal stress that the

device itself is not a means of providing members designed for strength alone. In

some range below smelting temperatures, therefore, occur the structural limits of

usefulness of the metals, and during the last two decades there has been a very general

effort to push these limits upward by the development of heat-resistant alloys. The
results have already solved many problems and hold some degree of promise for

others, but they have not yet brought tensile properties within the scope of smelting

temperatures.

Materials for Intermediate Temperatures (100 to about 800°C.).—Provided corrosion

does not interfere, many requirements in this range are met by common structural

metals, and of course many more by the heat-resistant alloys. In the lower part of

the range certain earthy materials—fused silica, chemical (earthenware, etc.—are

available as corrosion resistants, and for mild corrosive conditions the common refrac-

tories are a final, often the most economical, resource.

Materials for corrosive use at ordinary temperature divide themselves roughly into

three groups: the metals, of high strength but individually limited in application to

specific corrosives; earthy materials (fused silica, earthenware, etc.), of moderate

strength but broad chemical resistance; and a few carbonaceous materials (wood,

asphaltum, etc.), neither strong nor widely resistant, but for certain uses economical.

Corrosion resistance from its.nature cannot be measured in any one unit. Refer-

ence* notes the resistances of various alloys to a few specific reagents, and occasional

tests are reported elsewhere; these, with the recommendations of manufacturers and

reports of successful chemical use, constitute a great part of the literature of the

subject. This reference adopts a scale by which corrosion resistance is measured as

“excellent,^’ ‘‘good,'* ‘Tair,^' or *^poor/^ as the resistant material for a specific corro-

sive gives promise (1) of many years* life, (2) of a commercially long life, (3) of a

practicable life where cost is not a consideration, or (4) of no useful life whatever.

Many of these descriptions are qubted here, but the key words have been translated

in terms of useful life as (1) ‘Very long,** (2) “long,** (3) “moderate,” or (4) “none.**

The Metals

Stirengtii Ihroperties at High Temperature.—As its temperature reaches melting

pointy a metal df course loses its strength altogether. At much lower levels it is
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seriously weakened, and its elastic properties are profoundly modified. Under con-

tinuous load it tends to creep, t.c., to yield slowly by plastic deformation at unit

stresses that are apparently within its elastic limit when rapidly tested at the same

temperature in the laboratory. FahrenwakU-*^ even questions the existence of a true

elastic limit at any temperature, though recognizing that under ordinary structural

conditions the “creep” is too slow for practical consideration. He defines useful

strength at high temperature as the range of stress in which deformation remains too

slow to produce adverse results within the span of useful life, and sets upper limits

to this range well within the corresponding values for yield point as determined by
rapid testing. His strength-time-temperature relation, however, is very sparingly

reflected in existing records of test; it is true that the tost rate of loading is usually

reported, but specific determinations of stress within which deformation is negligible

are almost entirely wanting. Records are therefore confined to showing the strength-

temperature relation, which the designer must translate into working stress by

experience, or by applying high safety factors, or by trial and error.

Material.—Obviously, at temperatures of anneal the metals lose any increment of

strength due to prior mechanical work, and French and Tucker" note the waning

benefit due to quenching observed in steels used at 450 to 600°C. Fahrenwald finds

that time reduces the temperature necessary to weaken or destroy the temper of

quenched material, and recommends a preparatory heating at temperatures higher

than those to be met later in service. He regards alloys of the solid-solution type as

the most useful in resisting heat, especially those of complete solubility in all propor-

tions. Nevertheless, materials of diverse alloy type are offered for high-teraptjrature

service, as well as commercially pure metals.

Thermal expansion (Fahrenwald) is another factor in high-temperature design that

under ordinary conditions plays a much less important part. If stress induced by
expansion exceeds the limits of negligible deformation, some degree of permanent

set is inevitable, and failure is possible. If heating is followed by cooling, contraction

then induces a reverse stress and causes a reverse plastic deformation, doubling the

original effect. The inference, of course, is that allowances for thermal expansion and
contraction at high temperature should be proportioned tx) the magnitude of the tem-

perature range and to variations in the rate of expansion as temperature is increased.

Table 100 contains data on thermal expansivity of most of the materials treated in

this subdivision.

Highrtemperature testing rarely reveals the full extent of “creep,” and is liable to

errors of observation absent in ordinary testing. There is no commercial—or even

scientific—standard among methods of diffusing and measuring test temperatures,

and the results of different operators are apt to diverge by more than the usual limits

of work with the cold piece. Doubts have been raised as to some of the earlier

results, but criticism itself is not yet precise, and much of the existing data must serve

until experience proves it wrong. However, the warning sounded by French and
Tucker® for iron and steel niay be extended to all metals—that strength values

i,The lettered references in the text denote;

•^‘Symposium on Effect of Temperature upon the Properties of Metala/’ with extensive bibliog-

raphy, prepared for a joint meeting of the A.S.T.M. and A.8.M.E., May,. 1924.

^ Symposium on Corrosion-resistant, Heat-resistant and Electrical Resistance Alloys,*' with data
supplied by the manufacturers, A.S.T.M., June, 1924.

•» “Some Principles Underlying the Successful Use of Metals at High Temperaturae," Fahrenwald,
Proc. A.8.T.M., VoL 24, (Part 2).

* Chemiml and Metallurgical Engineering^ symposium on materials for eqxdpment construction,

Apr. 16, mZ, ’ s
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obtained in a single test represent only the conditions of loading employed in that test,

and are not to be lightly generalized.

Cast "and Malleable Iron (Fig. 31).—Cast iron, seinistecl, and malleable iron

retain strength practically unimpaired up to 425°C., but beyond 480° rapidly weaken.

French and Tucker® quote practical limits for cast iron of 260°C. and 25-lb. gauge

pressure, or 40°C. and 75-lb. gauge; for semisteel and malleable iron, of 260°(X and

200-lb. gauge.

T«mpet4tur«, deg.C«nl.

too 0 ?00 0 ?00 400 600 600 1000 ROO 1400

Tcmpirsbr*, (l«3. Fdhr.

Fig. 33.—'Effect of temperature on tensile properties of carbon steels.

Wrought Iron and Steel.—The conclusions of French and Tucker® for worked steels

(Figs. 32 to 34) are summarized below. In general, they hold for cast steels, though

with variation in individual values (Fig. 35). Wrought iron acts much like low-carbon

steel.

1. At 600°C. tensile strength, proportional limit, and elastic modulus are reduced,

and ductility and creeping much increased. Carbon steel and many alloy steels

are strongest and least ductile between 200 and 350°C.

2. In low- and medium-carbon steel, the proportional limit for internally stressed

mat^^riaJ^' cold-worked or quenched) decreases comparatively little through a
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considerable rise in temperature; for material in which internal stress has been relieved,

it decreases more quickly.

3. Between 20 and 450°C,, ultimate strength and proportional limit depend on

composition and heat-treatment, and steels that are strongest at 20°C. usually remain

so throughout this range
;
ductility is more apt to decrease in the high-carbon than in

Temperature, deg. Cent.

the low-carbon steels. Between 450 and 600®C. the benefit of quenching is less and
less marked, as higher drawing temperatures are required to stabilize the strength

of steel for high-temperature work, whence composition assumes more importance.

Steels of high proportional limit should prove the stronger in this range, and alloying

elements may, therefore, prove of value. Above 600®C. the decrease in ultimate

strengtl^ and proportional limit is very marked, and commercial steels-—except those
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that contain very large proportions of special compounds or alloy elements—are

probably unfit for use under continued heavy load above 650®C.

Table 85.

—

Heat and Corrosion Resistance of Rezistal Steels

Temperature of test

Rezistal No. 3 Rezistal No. 4 Rezistal No. 7 Rezistal No. 8

700° 800° 900° 20° 370° 960° 20° 370° Room

Ultimate tensile,
pounas per square
inch

Yield point, pounds per
square inch

71,470 44 , 900 17,800 102.000

41.000

30.0

51 .0

91.000

41.000

30.0

47.0

22,600 100,000

43.000

33 .

0

20 .

0

88 , 000

30 , 000

31.0

13.0

91

.000-

129,000

46.000-

83 ,000

33- 16

41- 28

Elongation in 2 in., per
cent

Reduction of area, p^'r

cent

Maximum temperature
for continuous opera-
tion in air

20.0

24.7

28 . r>

62 8

48 .

.>

70.1

.36 .

0

53 .

8

980°C. 1150°C.

Reagent Corrosion loss in milligrams per square inch

Jvxi>oBurc Kozistal No.

Temperatiire,
degre<\s

Centigrade
Hours Atha’s

2,rt00

Molten aluminum
Molten lead
Molten cyanide
0.001 HgCh
Chrome-alum fixing bath

—

H 8PO4 , 85 per cent
H«P04, 85 per cent
Lactio acidy|15 per cent
Lactic acid, 15 per cent
Lactic acid, 30 per cent
Saturated boiling NHiCl
H2SO4 :

6 per cent
10 per cent
10 per cent
20 per cent
32 per cent
W per cent

HNOa:
1.07 sp. gr
1.20 sp.gr
32 per cent
60 per cent
96 per cent

HCli
19 per cent

Glacial acetic acid
Glacial acetic acid
Glacial acetic acid
Moist sulphurous atmosphere,

Atmosphere

.

Atmosphere.
Atmosphere

.

7r>0°

OOG®
900°
Room
Room

90°
90-100°
90-100°
90-100°
90-100°

90°
Room

90°
90°

Room
Room

80°
Room
Room
Room

80°

Room
80°

Room
90-100°

80°

1095°
1095°
705°

3
8

4' ‘

21
6
2

24
48 .

7
3>2

14
24
7
7

24
24

96
96
24
24
96

24
5

24
2

96

2
4

140

21

100
2

161.2
None
150.6

75

6.3
13.8

0.5
0.4

41 :o

o.’s

4.6*

3,2

3.3
6.5«

0.6

0.4
0.4
0-3

.33.3
140.6

6,1

0.3

0.3

2.0
0.3

None
None

1.3
None

None

6.3

8.4
12.4

« No. 4 Reaistal, in oleum 10 per cent, 96 hr. at 80°, loss 1.0 H2SO» 100 per cent, loss OjG
20 per cent, 96 hr. at 80°, loss 1.2 66 He., 0.3
30 per cent, 96 hr. at 80°, loss 1.2 60 Be., 19.9

60 Be., 86.7
Gain.

Special Alloy Irons and Steels,-—The dividing line between true ferroalloys and
high chroine, nickel, and silicon alloys of 0,10 to 1,60 per cent carbon is not easy to
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trace. On the time-honored basis of carbon content the latter are treated here with
the steels, and the carbonless ferroalloys are grouped under their own caption.

High-nickel Steels.—Figure 36« shows strength-temperature curves for certain

25 to 35 per cent nickel grades. Nickel alone does not give steel its greatest corrosion

resistance, although its alliance with chromium produces in this respect perhaps the*

most effective alloy of all.

High-chrome Steels.—Table 84'* contains data on the corrosion resistance of stainless

steels, of which the first four are recommended by their makers for chemical equipment.

Chrome-nickel Steels.—Of the Rezistal series (see page 550), Atha^s 2600, and
Rezistals 4, 7, and 8 have a total range of composition'* of 0.15 to 0.70 per cent carbon,

1.25 to 3.25 per cent silicon, 22 to 36 per cent nickel, and 5.5 to 27.5 per cent chromium.
Table 85 has been compiled fi oni reference'* and National Bureau of Standards Circular

100. The latter notes a 2-in Rezistal piston rod used for two years in the liquefying

cylinder of a liquidrair machine at a stress of about 3000 ib. per sq. in. Among other

uses, the Rezistals are recommended for mine and chemical equipment, furnace bot-

toms, annealing and casehardening boxes, enameling and hardening trays, stirring

rods, ice and liquid-air machinery, etc. Number 17 Metal (C.yclops Steel Co.'*) is a

similar alloy containing 0.45 per cent carbon, 1 per cent silicon, 20 per cent nickel, and

7.5 per cent chromium, with listed strength properties comparable to those of Rezistal

No. 8; its useful life in contact with dilute nitric and acetic acids is rated as very long,

with dilute sodium and ammonium hydroxide very long, with dilute sulphuric acid

and gases containing carbon monoxide long, with dilute hydrochloric acid and chlorine

in aqueous solution moderate; it is usually attacked by sulphates and chlorides.

Calite is another member of this group, used in the cast form (see Table 86). Calite A
is resistant to molten lead, molten salts (except cyanide), carburizing compounds, and
cool distillates, and is suitable for carburizing boxes, retorts, and hearth plates.

Calite B is “used only for beams supporting loads at elevated temperatures.^'

Table 86.—Calite

A B

Composition, per cent:

C 0.80 1.50

Ni 35 6

Cr 15 18

Fe and impurities Bal. Bal.

Ultimate tensile strength, pounds per square

. inch:

20°C 60,000 60,000

815®C 30,000

As for 0.80 C
30,000

Machining qualities None

Forging qualities

tool steel

Forgeable with

0.2 per cent C
maximum

Good

None

Welding qualities None
Maximum temp, for continuous operation in

an*! degrees Oentigrade »-»
I-*go
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Chrome-silicon steels are grouped in Table 87.

Silicon irons, to meet corrosive conditions, require a silicon content (according

to Schonck^^) of at least 12 per cent. They are used as cast, and their corrosion resist-

ance varies with minor variations of composition, pouring temperature, and cooling

rate. They withstand nitric, acetic, and sulphuric acids in any concentration, hot

or cold, but are attacked by hydrochloric and hydrofluoric acids, bromine, fused

alkalies, concentrated hydrofluosilicic acid, and the chlorides of sulphur. For caustic

Temperature^ deg. Cent.

0 100 200 300 400 500 foOO 700

solutions, sulphurous acid solutions, and certain sulphites they should be selected

only after test.

Duriron and Corrosiron .—See Table 88 and the prior discussion of chemical resist-

ance, which applies in detail to the properties of Duriron listed in reference,** in which
its resistance to arsenic salts, sulphates, chlorides, nitrates, phosphates, and organic

acids is also noted; some test data are quoted in the table. Corrosiron is rated** with
very long life in contact with sulphuric, nitric, and acetic acids, sodium and ammoniqm
hydroxides, and moist sulphurous atmosphere; long life in contact with hydrochloric

acid of moderate dilution; and a moderate life with eitl^r very dilute or concentrated
hydroQh|pric acid and chlorine in aqueous solution. Both alloys present difflculties
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Table 88.—DuitmoN and Corrosiron

Duriron

Corro- Loss in inches thickness per month at temper-

si roll ature (Centigrade) of

Hoorn

1

Composition, p»*ir cent; 11)804:

c 0.60 0..5 per cent 0.0000057 0.000130

Si . 13..') 14.25 0 . 0000039 0.000071

Mn 0..35 Concentrated 0.0000016 0.0000063

Fe S5.3 84.6 UNO.,:

Comprossivo ultimuto jxunuls 0.5 per cent. . . None 0.0000028

per inch (JS
,
000 70,000 20 per cent 0.0000017 0.000033

Concentrated. . . . 0.0000015 0.00016
IICI:

Teat at room toinporuturo. 0.5 per cent 0.00012 0.00140

20 per cent 0.00667 0.028

Concentrated 0.01822 0.1017

Acetic acid:

0.5 per cent None None
20 per cent • None None
Conccnirati'd 0.0000015 0.0000023

in the casting of large plane surfaces; in the design of Duriron vessels open at the top,

material near the rim is reinforced with heavy ribs, and, if necessary, steel inserts can

be cast in place.

Ferroalloy8*-~”The Nichrome and chromel groups contain members in which iron

is wantMg and are treated among the nonferrous metals. Alloys that contain iron

as an iin]^rtant constituent are treated here.
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Iron-chrome Alloys (Table 89).—Ascoloy (14 per cent chromium)^ is marketed in

rods, bars, sheet, tube, and wire. It is not recommended for temperatures above
800°C. (Fig. 36a). Chrome iron, EJuraloy, Cimet*' (20 to 30 per cent chromium) are
cast, forged, and made in bars, tubes, wire and sheet; they are unsuited to reducing

atmospheres above 1]00°C. and are less resistant to shock after long heating near
500°C.

Iron-chrome-nickel Alloys (Table 89).—Elalco CoinetA (30 per cent nickel, 5 per
c!ent chromium) is used in dipping baskets and as an electrical-resistance material.

Table 89.

—

Ferroalloys

Aacoloy

Chrome iron,

Duraloy,

Cimet
Comet Calido

Tension (cold):

Ultimate, 1,000 lb. per square inch 7.3-180 70-120 85 KX)

40- 70 47 56

Proportional limit, 1,000 lb. per square inch 40-100

Endurance limit, 1,000 lb. per square inch. 3.5 25

Elastic modulus, 1,0001b. i>or square inch. 27,200

Elongation in 2 in., per cent 37- 15 0d 37* 28*

Reduction of area, per c^it 79- 51 .50- 0 69 59

Brinell index 1.50-365 170-400

Maximum temperature of continuous oper-

ation in air, degrees Centigrade 800'^ 1100“ 700“ 1000“

Reagent Useful life in contact with reagent

HjSOi:

Dilute None None Long Very long

Concentrattnl Long None Moderate Long
HNOi:
Very dilute None Very long Moderate Long
Dilute Long Very long Moderate Long

Concentrated ^'‘ery long Very long None Long
HCl:

Dilute None None Moderate Long
Concentrated None None Moderate Moderate

Acetic acid;

Dilute Long Long Very long

Concentrated Very long Long Long
NaOH:

Dilute Very long Long Very long Very long

Concentrated Long Verv long Very long

NH4OH Verv long

Cl m aqueous solution Long None Moderate Moderate

Cases containing CO. Verv long

Phosphoric, citric, fruit acids Very long

Molten silver Very long

Molten brass, salt niter baths Long

Moist sulphurous atmosphere Long

Allegheny- Cutler Steel, Electrical Alloy Co.

Ludluxn Driver-

Steel Co. Karris Cos.,

licensees
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Tt is produced in wire, rod, ribbon, and strip. C^alido (60 per c(;nt nickel, 16 per cent

chromium) is made in the saint; forms; it is embrittled by heating in contact with

silicates.

Table 90.

—

(V)rrorion Resistance of Various Brasses

tlseful lift; in contact with
Naval

brass

Admiralty

metal

Commer-
cial bronze

rod

EI2SO4:

Very dilute Long
Moderate

Long Very long

LongDilute

IINO3:

Dilute None None
Concentrated None

nci;

Very dilute Moderate Moderate Long
Dilute Moderate None
Concentrated None

NaOH, dilute Long Long Long
Long

Very long

NH4OH, dilute

Moist sulphurous atmosphere Long Moderate

Copper under atmospheric conditions retains useful strength through a limited

temperature range; its strength properties are apparently sensitive to composition,
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condition (cold rolled or annealed), and chemical surroundings, as the tests in carbon

dioxide indicate (Fig. 37). It finds use in applications of organic chemistry, such as

the manufacture of many esters, ethyl acetate, and alcohol; in service with methanol,

acetone, methyl acetate, dimethyl acetal, aldehyde, etc., it outranks iron, but is
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subject to attack by maleic, fumaric, lactic, tartaric, £^nd malic acids and by ammonia

and nitric acid (Steffens'*).

Brasses and Bronzes.—Both of these alloy groups are more serviceable as steam

metals than in the higher temperature range, and more characteristically resistant

to ordinary rusting than to severe chemical corrosion. Nevertheless, they are cheap

and easily obtained and, for certain purposes, are capable substitutes for the more
refractory specJiil alleys.
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Brasses .—Figure 38 shows hardness-temperature relations for copper -zinc alloys

(Edwards and rferbert),^ and Fig. 39 contains strength-temperature curves for various

common brasses, Fig. 40 for manganese bronze. Table 90 contains data on the

corrosion resistance of Naval brass, Admiralty metal, and “commercial bronze rod”

(Chase Metal Works). After immersion for 5 months, rolled Tobin btonze is reported

by the American Brass Co. to have lost 0.04 per cent of its weight in saturated salt

solution, 2.96 per cent in full strength, and 1.49 per cent in a 50 per cerit solution

of U.S. fitandiord ammonia, 0,25 per cent in one-third strength sulphuric acid, and

0.06 pet cent in caustic potash, Whittaker** recommends manganese bronae for 85

1 You m.
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"lo Cu Zn Sn Ni Mn Pb Pe Al

A-CasA 58.41 J4.90 0.08 1.88 0.06 1.44 I.Olite-i

B-Drown 56.91 40.28 0.75 0.21 ai9 0.64 0.62 018
'

Fio. 40.—-PropertioB of Mn bronie.
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per cent formic acid and notes its resistance to warm dilute (1 to 2 per cent) sulphuric

acid; but he condemns the use of brass and bronze in handling ammonium nitrate,

because of their effect on the reagent.

Temperature, deg. Cenb.

Fig. 41.— Gun metal and phosphor bronze.

'O 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 550

Temperoitur-e, deg. Cent*.

Fig. 42,—Aluminum bronze.

Bronzes .—Figure 41 shows slrength-temperature curves for gun metal and phos-

plior-bronze, and Fig. 42 for aluminum bronze. Two titanium*aluminum bronzes

(Nos. 1’ and 5, Frontier Bronze Corp.^) are reported as resistant to sulphuric and
hydrochloric acids; one contains 90 per cent copper and 10 per cent aluminum, the
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other is a variant, with 1 per cent^of the copper replaced by iron. Ampco*' is listed

as containing 82 per cent copper, 10 per cent aluminum, and 8 per cent iron and is

“recommended for many chlorides, sulphates, and salts of organic acids, also many
of these acids, not for oxidizing acids or mixtures of H3PO4”; its useful life under
exposure to sulphuric acid and moist sulphurous atmosphere is reported as very long,

to hydrochloric and acetic acids as long, to ammonium hydroxide as moderate, to

nitric acid as slight.

Copper-silicon Alloys.—p]verdur No. 50 (Dupont Engineering Co.**) contains 94.5

per cent copper, 4.5 per cent silicon, and 1 per cent manganese. It is made in cast-

ings, forgings, sheet, rod, wire, etc., anfl is recommended for equipment connected

with the handling of sulphuric and hydrochloric acids and their salts. Table 91

shows its listed properties, to which may be added its freedom from permanent expan-

sion or growth on heating between room temperature and 535°C.

Tabuk 91.—Everdur No. 50

Cold range

Ultimato, pounds per square inch 56,000-143,000 73,000 60,(K)0

Yield point, pounds per square inch 48,000
Elongation in 2 in., per cent 56-0 44 33
lleduction of area, per cent 53-0 51 67

Corrosive penetration, inches per month, 25°C.

unagitattid
Useful life, exposed to

Sulphuric acid, 20 per cent 0.001
Sulphuric acid, 70 per cent 0.004

Hydrochloric acid, 20 per cent 0.023

Hydrochloric acid concentrate 0.224
Cl (aqueous soluble) 12.5 grams per liter 0.16

Nitric acid None
Acetic acid Very long

NaOH Very long

NH 4OH Moderate
Moist sulphurous atmosphere Very long

Lead.—The well-known use of chemical lead (see page 508) as a resistant to sul-

phuric acid requires comparative freedom from dirt and oxide rolled into the sheet,

Table 92.

—

Corrosion Resistance of Nickel

Thickness of scale after two weeks in moving air.

Tested at temperature (degrees Centigrade) of

Loss in weight (milligrams per square inch)

600° 700° 800° 900° 1000°

0.001 ill. 0.001 in. 0.001 in. 0 . 004 in. 0.008 in.

Corrosive penetration, inches per month
]HaS04, 5 per cent, 38-49®C 0.00141

HNOs, 5 per cent, 38-49®C 0.00635

Acetic acid, 5 per cent, 100®C 0.00197-0.00214

Loss in weight, milligrams per sqjiare inch after 2.5 hr.

in boiling acetic acid, 0.01 to 0.04

Immersed, days 7 28

Solution Renewed
Not

renewed

H 2SO 4 (N/5) 16.1 25.8

HNOa (N/5) 271.0 135.5

HCl {N/6) 16.1 29.0
NaOH (N/5) 0 0

NH 4OH (N/5) 0 0

NaCl (N/5) 0 0

CaCla (N/5) 6.2 ^.2
MgCla (N/6) 3.2 6,4

NaaCOs (N/6) 0 0
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from bismuth as an impurity in the metal, • and from segregated areas of

impurities.^

Antimonial lead, containing 4 to 10 per cent antimony, is credited with better

service than the chemical grade below 105®C., though inferior at higher temperatures.

Its strength is greater, especially as to elastic limit, and it is lighter (Hoyt Metal Co.).

It is supplied in sheet and pipe of the sizes customary for chemical lead (see Table 51)

;

the 6 per cent antimony grade finds frequent use. Tellurium lead has the property of

toughening when strained. This gives it a great utility in such equipment as agitator

tanks when vibration stresses are encountered. Its corrosion resistance exceeds

that of ordinary lead, as well as greater tensile strength.*

Nickel is available in many fabricated forms, distinguished for their smooth finish.

Strength-temperature curves for the commercial metal ^re shown in Fig. 44, and
1 FsittkcH, Chem. db Met. Eng., VoL 27, p. 219,
s Dutch Boy Quart., Vol. 13. p. 15, 1935*
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Table 92 contains data on its corrosion resistance (National Bureau of Standards

Circular 100 and reference*'); it is also recommended for use with caustic alkalies,

carbonates, cyanides, chlorides, etc., bift not with molten metals. At temperatures

above 800°C., it is preferable to Monel metal, and is credited with a limit of con-

tinuous operation in air of 1300°C.

Nickel Alloys.—A glance at these pages will suggest the very general use of nickel

as an element of heat- and corrosion-resistant alloys. Those treated here include all

alloys in which the metal plays an important part, except the ferrous.

Monel Metal .—See Fig. 43 for strength-temperature relations and Table 93 for

corrosion resistance (National Bureau of Standards Circular 100 and reference**).

This alloy is not recommended for use in air at temperatures above 800°C. It is “not

appreciably attacked by dry gaseous or liquid ammonia, dilute or concentrated

ammoniunb hydroxide solutions (intermediate concentrations attack it slightly), fu^ed

caustic alkalies or carbonates or their aqueous solutions, fatty and many other organic

acids, sea water, solutions of many neutral salts (including sulphates and chlorides),

gasoline and other mineral oils, phenol and cresols, photographic chemicals (except

silver-bearing solutions) ... it resists well the action of sulphuric, dilute phosphoric.

Tablk 93.

—

Corrosion Resistance of Monel Metal
(Solutions not aerated)

Corrosive penetration, inches per month Loss in weight

IIaS04, 1 per cent, boiling

0.7 per cent, boiling

llCi:

0.3 per cent, boiling

1 per cent,® room temperature..

20 per cent,** 80®C
Acetic acid:

1 per cent, boiling

99 per cent, boiling

NaOH:
2.5 per cent, boiling

20 per cent, boiling

0.0034

0.02

0.00314
0.00046

0.25

0.0021

0.04-0.11

0.000044

0.000004

Boiling acetic acid;

10 per cent

26 per cent

56 per cent

90 per cent

Cold-glacial acetic acid

Per
Milligrams

per square

inch

Hour 0.07

Hour 0.08

Hour 0.11

Hour 0.12

Day
1

0.076

Thickness of scale after 2 weeks in moving air.

Tested at temperature (Centigrade) of

600® 700® 800® 900®

0.001 0.005 0.008 0.220

Not agitated.

hydrocyanic, hydrofluoric, acetic and citric acids, fused cyanides, ferrous sulphate, and

dry chlorine; it is not resistant to the action of hydrochloric or nitric acid, molten lead

.or zinc, sulphurous acid, ferric chloride, or chromic acid.^ It is used for tank and

crate parts in pickling steel, and specimens have resisted corrosion in this service for

years. Other examples include pump liners, rods, and valves in contact with acid

and alkaline solutions, various parts required in the dye, chemical, and oil industries,

and' filter cloth fpr corrosive solutions.

1 NAtiongl Bureau of Standards.
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Modified Monel Metal (M-M-M ).—For strength-temperature relations up to

482°F., sec Table 58.

Other Nickel-copper Alloys .—As an example of the constantan type (see page 513), a

strength-temperature relation for Advance (Driver-Harris Cb.^) is shown in Fig. 44;

this is essentially a 45 ni<ikel-55 copper alloy used in rheostats, resistance spools, and

thermocouples, and supplied in wire, ribbon, and sheet. The same figure shows a

curve for Everbrite No. 92 (Curtis Bay Copper and Iron Works''), an alloy of 35 per

cent nickel and 58 per cent copper supplied in bars and forgings for oil distillation,

steam- and gas-engine valves, and chemical equipment. Everbrite No. 90 (35 per

cent nickel, 60 per cent copper) is made for chemical-plant valves and pump parts.

Adnic (see page 514), aside from its use in thermostats, is made in tube, sheet, and wire

I

lOQ ZOO 300 400 500 000 TOOQ 100^ 200 300 400 500 000 700

Temperature,cle3.Ccnf; Temperature, dc^. Cent.

Fig, 44.—Nickel-copper alloys.

for various purposes, c.^., that of oil-still condensers; its strength-temperature curve**

appears in Fig. 44, and corrosion losses'* are recorded for the anneated metal of 0.18

to 0.52 mg. per sq. in. per day in 2 per cent sulphuric acid, 0.40 to 0.32 in the 5

per cent acid, both at room temperature unagitated, the first result in each case apply-

ing to metal of softer temper. Davis metal used in castings (Chapman Valve Mfg.

Co.^) Contains 29 per cent nickel, 67 per cent copper, and 2 per cent iron with minor

constituents; its strength-temperature curve is shown in Fig. 44 and corrosion tests

ih Table 94; it is listed as not attacked by formic, oxalic, citric, tannic, boric, or

common fatty acids at 66°C., or by fuel oil, dry chlorine, or many organic volatile

solvents at normal temperature. Aterite includes several alloy compositions (Aterite

Co. Inc.,^) and these, with strength properties, are shown in Table 95. Its corrosion

resistance is recorded as indicating very long service with sulphuric acid, moist

sulphurous atmosphere, and sodium hydroxide, negligible service with hydrochloric

and nitwc acids and ammonium hydroxide (both wrought and cast metal included in

each case).
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Table 94.—Corrosion Resistance op Da\^s Metal

Solution,

temperature

degrees Centi-

grade

Agitation,

inches per

minute

Penetration,

inches per

month

H2SO4, 10 per cent 60-66 2 5 0.(KK)35

H2SO4, 30 per cent ()0-66 2.5 0.00027

HCl. 10 per cent 60-66 2 5 0.0091

NaOH, 10 per rent 60-66 2 5 0.00046

NH4OH, 10 per cent 60-66 2.5 0.00081

Cl (aqueous solution) 21 0 0.0044

HF, 48 per cent 21 0 0.00017

Chromic acid, 60 per cent 71 2 5 0.00027

H8PO4, 85 per cent 21 0 0

Picric acid 21 0

Picric acid 77 2.5 0.0048

Al2(S04)3, 13 per cent 66 2.5 0

HgCl2, 10 per cent 60 2 .

5

0.0196

FeCls, 10 per cent 60 2.5 0.0300

NaCl, 10 per cent 66 2.5 0.000024

Ammonium phosphate 60 2.5 0

Ca(OH)2, 10 per cent 60 1 2.5 0.00019

H2SO3 21 0.000033

Tcmpcra+ure
,
deg. Cchf,

Nichrome data.
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Table 95.—Aterite

Rods, bars, wire,

sheet
Castings

Composition, per cent:

Ni 10 35-44

Cu 65 55-36

Fe 2
1

5-20

Zn 23 5- 0

Tension:

Ultimate, pounds per square inch 53,000-163,000 55,000-110,000

Yield point, pounds per square inch 40,000-110,000 35,000-110,000

Endurance limit, pounds per square inch .... 24,700 17,600

Elongation in 2 in., per cent 59- 1 45- 0.6

Reduction of area, per cent 62-17 36-10

Torsional shear:

At maximum load, pounds per inch 65,000 55,000

At proportional limit, pounds per inch 30,000 18,000

Table 96.

—

Nichrome

i

Nicl]

Wire,

strip, rod,

sheet,

forgings

ironui

Castings 1

Nichrome
III, wire,

ribbon,

sheet,

forgings

Nichrome
IV, forg-

ings, wire,

rod,

strip

Composition, per cent;

Ni... 60 66 85 80
Cr... 12 16 15 20

Fe... Bal. Bal.

a
o Ultimate, pounds per square inch 100,000 66,000 103,000 112,000
‘§ Yield point, pounds per square inch 60,000 65,000 67,000 63,000

So
d Elongation 2 in., per cent 25 3 28 26

2 Reduction of area, per cent 50 2 '45 65

a d
a 211,000

!6 Proportional limit, pounds per square inch... 86,000

Useful life in service with reagent: 1 Nichrome castings only:

HNOi
HCl:

Loss, grams per square

inch per hour at 20^C.
Dilute HsSOi:
Concentrated

.

.... 0. 00007
Acetic acid Specific gravity 1.747 0.00019
NHiOH Specific gravity 1.40S 0.000

Specific gravity 1.142 0.000

Specific gravity 1,036 0,00006

HiSO». 0.00042
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Chrome-nickel alloys include groups of ranging composition in which iron and
copper may appear as secondary constituents.

Nichrome Group (Driver-Harris Co.^).—Table 96 shows the characteristics of

several members of this group: the composition first listed is recommended for pick-

ling machine parts, valves, annealing pots, heating units, etc.
;
the second (forged as

well as cast) for dipping baskets, carburizing boxes, and retorts; Nichrome III and IV
are much used in high-temperature heating devices and are credited with better

chemical resistance than Nichrome. The results of corrosion tests on the casting

alloy are shown in Table 96; the two Nichrome compositions are not recommended for

hot sulphur-bearing gases or sodium compounds at high temperaiure (especially those

containing NaaCOa), but are rated as serviceable with molten tin and silver and with .

lactic acid.

Chromel Group (Hoskins Mfg. Co.*').—These alloys are supplied in rod, wire,

strip, flats, and castings. Chromel C and No. 502 are recommended for corrosion

resistance, the latter (castings) in furnace parts and carburizing boxes; all four arc

recommended for heat resistance, and A, B, and C are used in electrical heating

devices. Chromel C is rated as very resistant to molten lead and white metals, and
fairly resistant to cyanide and other molten salts; it is suitable for stirring molten brass

and aluminum, but not as material for their containers.

Table 97.-—C/HROMEL

A C 502

Composition, per cent;

*

Ni 80 85 Bal. 25

Cr I
20 15 11 20

Fe ' 25 55'

Tension, cold range:

Ultimate, pounds per inch 93,000-119,000 88,000-97,000 30,000

Elongation in 1.5 in., per cent 62 47

Elongation in 6 in., per cent 25 16

Maximum temperature (Centigrade) of continuous

use in air 1160® 1100® 1000®

Corrosive penetration, inches per month
Acetic acid:

Medium dilution 0.0003

Concentrated 0.0030

i

H4SO4:
Medium dilution 0.0004 -0.0005

Concentrated O.CXXK) -0.0010

HNOa:
Medium dilution 0.01 -0.07

Concentrated !
0.0008 -0.0030

HCl:
Medium dilution 0.0005 -0.0030

Concentrated 0.06 -0.06

NH4OH, medium dilution 0.000001-0.00001

lUium (Standard Caloriftieter Co.**) is a complex alloy of 63 per cent nickel, 21 per

cent chromium, 8 per cent copper, 4 per cent molybdenum, 2 per cent tungsten, 1.5 per

cOnt manganese, and 0.5 per cent silicon, used in cast form for calorimeter bombs and

pump part«^. Its ultimate tensile (cold) is quoted nt 85,000 lb. per sq. in., elongation
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in 2 in. at 5 per cent and reduction of area 2 per cent; for its corrosion resistance, s(’c

Table 98.

Table 98.

—

Corro.^^ion Resistance of Tllictm

Loss in milligrams per square inch per montli

Reagent H 2SO 4 HNO3 HCl
Acetic

acid
HsPO^

St rength 10 25 95 10 2,5 70 5 10 25 99 10 25 85

per per per per p(!r per per per per per per per per

cent cent cent cent cent cent ct‘nt cent cent cent cent cent cent

'I'eniperature,

degrees Centigrade
20-30 1 87

1

1.03

1

0. 19 0. 19 0.,52

1

1 . 55 32.9

1

,
224 0 0.26 0. 13

1

0.04
70~-7r* 23.9 49.7 32.9 11.6 22.6 29.7 851 1 , 071 3.87 7.1 4.1

Useful life very long with NaOII, NH 4OH, moist stilphurous atmosphere, CO.
No useful life with chlorine iu aqueous solution.

Aluminum (see (’hap. I of the volume entitled ‘‘Recovery of the Metals”).

—

The commercial metal is attacked by hot dilute sulphuric a(‘id, slowly by the con-

centrated; its resistance to cold nitric acid is sufficient for practical use, but it is very

easily attacked by hydrochloric and hydrofluoric acids, chlorine, bromine, iodine, and

alkali hydroxides. Acetic and butyric acids act on it slowly when cold, more rapidly

as temperature and dilution increase. Lactic and oleic acids have very little effect.

Fig. 45.—Properties of aluminum.

Aluminum is used (Blough*^) for crystallizing pans for ammonium sulphate, tartaric

acid, and citric acid; for gasoline tanks, vinegar containers, turpentine and wood-

distillation stills, wax-cooling pans, rubber-curing pans, and various parts employed

in the vegetable oil industry. Its strength-temperature relations are of less importance

than those of stronger materials; a curve obtained by Bengough^ is shown in Fig. 45.

Aluminum Alloys.—Figure 46 shows the strength-temperature relations recorded

in the eleventh Report to the British Alloys Research Committee, which will serve as

» Jour . Metals, Vol, 7, p. 1^.
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a reference for the subject. The hardness-temperature relations as found by Edwards
and Herbert^ are shown in Fig. 46.

Earthy Materials

General.—Enameled coatings receive a certain ^‘reinforcement’^ from the metals

to which they are applied, but fused silica, chemical stoneware, and glass are typical

earthy products, weak in tension and more or less brittle in the useful range of temper-

ature. They are not materials for severe and complex stress conditions, but they

have enough strength to make tlu'ir marked corrosion resistance available in units of

respectable capacity, and they retain this strength through a considerable range of

temperature.

Enameled equipment® supplies a link between the metals and the earthy materials,

and is available in units as large as tank equipment for railroad stock. The coated

metal is steel or cast iron, the former in larger pieces for mild corrosive (conditions, the

latter more often in small units with more resistant enamel.

Heating Units.—Obviously, under corrosive conditions the enameled coating must
remain unbroken, and as its thermal expansivity cannot be adjusted to that of the

metal throughout a wide range of temperature, it is apt to crack under severe local

heating. Therefore the direct firing of an enameled unit requires care and uniform

distribution of heat. Heating by means of jackets or coils within the unit is safe.

Among the circulating media are steam and hot oil, although steam pressure must be

kept within limits, owing to the contrast in ductility between enamel and metal. A
pressure of about one-half the working limit for the uncoated metal is allowable.

Jones^ places the pressure limits for a cast-iron enameh^d unit at 75 lb. gauge in jackets

and 100 lb. within the unit, and for a steel-enameled unit at 30 lb. in the 500-gal. and

10 lb. in the 3000-gal. size, with jacket temperatures by the use of steam up to 160®C.

(if superheated, 300 ‘’), and by the use of oil up to 225®.

Enamels are classified by Poste as suitable for (1) neutral or very slightly corro-

sive materials—alcoholic extracts, aniline hydrochloride, ammonium nitrate during

evaporation and fusion, bleach liquor, chlorine gas, dry hydrogen-chloride gas, hydro-

gen peroxide, phenol, salicylic acid, acetic anhydride, dry sulphur dioxide, tannic

acid, bromine; (2) weak acids-—citric and tartaric acids, acetic acid—acid brines,

moist chlorine, mixed acids relatively low in water content; (3) strong acids—nitric,

hot hydrochloric—and dilute mixed acids; (4) alkalies, of which the hydroxides and

sulphides of sodium and potassium are difficult to handle, although ammonia, caustic

soda solutions of less than 5 per cent, and (in certain concentrations) carbonates of

sodium and potassium offer possibilities. Table 99 shows typical formulas for the

raw materials of enamel, as quoted by Jones; the “ground coat” is the first to be

applied, the “cover” the finishing coat. The ground coat for cast iron consists

chiefly of quartz and borax.

Uses.—In concentration or evaporation to dryness, enameled equipment is suited

to small quantities and special corrosive conditions, rather than rapid operation with

large volumes. Mixing operations are well within its scope, and enameled mixing or

ai^itating devices are also available. In general, as corrosive conditions become more
severe, the design of enameled equipment must be simplified and its size reduced.

Chemical stoneware* consists of a skeleton of refractory particles in a binder of

vitrifying clay. It is made in remarkably complex forms and units—coils, fans (for

handling corrosive gases), pumps, pipes, branches and fittings, cylinders, etc., indi-

* Jour. Inst. MetaUt Vol, 25, p. 176.

* Posts, Chsm. Jt M«i. Eng., Vol. 27, p. 1016.

< €h€m. A Met. Eng., Vol. 25, p. 927,

* Kinqpbvrt, Chem* ds Met, Eng., Vol. 67, p, 1226.
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Table 99.—Batch Formulas for Enamel

Raw materials

Steel

Cast-iron

cover
Ground
coat

Cover

Soda 74 71

Borax j 356 154 133

Saltpeter 65

Chilean saltpeter ... - 24

Lead oxide . . . # 144

Zinc oxide 44

Tin oxide 7S

Calcspar 65 24

Barium carbonate 11

Magnesium carbonate' 10

Feldspar 363 386 372

Fluor spar 53 13 107

Cryolite 117

Quartz 144 190

Manganese dioxide

Cobalt oxide

Mill additions:

Clay 6% 7%
Borax 2.5%
Tin oxide 12%
Magnesium oxide ... 0.25%

1

eating some capacity for withstanding rough usage. Its chemical resistance varies to

some extent with composition; in general, it is effective with all acids except hydro-

fluoric and hot strong phosphoric (f.c., the corrosives of silica), but is not immune
to hot concentrated caustic alkalies.

Composition .—A typical analysis appears in Table 100, which also contains a

general statement of physical properties. To overcome porosity, the ware is usually

Table 100.—Chemical Stoneware

Composition, per cent Physical properties

BiOa 73.23 Ultimate tensile strength, pounds per square inch . . 1,000-2,200

AhOa 22.27 Ultiniate compressive strength, pounds per square

0.58 25,000

Cab. 0.58 Modulus of elasticity, pounds per square inch. . . . 6,000,000-9,000,000

MffO 0.2

K«0 2.02 0.55-0.0

1.42 Specific gravity 2.17

Iipiitipn loss, 0.06 Thermal exnansivitv nor deirree Oentiirfafle 0 . 000003-0 . 000005

I (These values are averages, subject to variation in the individual piece )

100.16
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given a salt glaze, typically a sodium aluminum silicate of roughly 66 per cent silica,

20^ per cent alumina, and 12}^ per cent sodium oxide.

Glass is impervious, easily fabricated in small forms, and, of course, has the

special property of transparency. It has beeii used in the form of small rings as a

tower packing,^ in pipe lines, etc.; the glass tubes of the Hart condenser, 6 ft. long and

3 in. in diameter, show the sizes p()ssible in plant service. Its well-known liability

to hydrofluoric acid attack and imperfect resistance to strong alkalies are among its

Table 101.

—

Thermal Expansivity and CoNDucTrvuTY of Heat- and Corrosion-

RKSLsTiNO Materials
(All temperatures are centigrade)

Material

Thermal expansivity Thermal conductivity

Range of

temperature Coefficient

\

Temper-
ature

Calories per
square centi-
meter per
second per

centimeter of
thickness
per degree
Centigrade
temperature
difference

Admiralty metal 0-HXP 0.0000202
Aterito:
Wrought 0-100® 0.00001 65 Room 0.077
Cast 0-100® 0.0000148 Room 0 . 045

140° 0.055
Bronze rod, coininercinl o-ioo° 0.0000185
Calido 0-100® 0.000013
Calite A & U Room -8ir>® 0.000006
Chrome iron, Duraloy, CMtix't 0-800® 0.0000119
Chromel A, R, C, No, .'>02 20-1000® 0.000016
Cimet:

Rooiri 0.082
Cast 6-800® 6.6666i53

Comet 0-100® 0.0000!

6

Davis metal 0-100®
i

0.0000144 Room 0.045
Duriron 0-100° 0.0000292 Room 0.126
Everdur 25-100® 0.000017
Fused silica i

< 200° 1 0.000000518
{

900° 0.000000538
1 1100°

1

0.000000583
Invar 0-40° 0.000001
Glass:

i

Hard 0.0000077
Soft 0.0000085
Pyrex

1

0.0000032
Illiura ii66° 0.0000135

(

25-100® 0.000014 Room 0.06
Monel metal 25-300° 0.000015

1
25-600® 0.000016

Naval brass 0-100® 0.0000214
{

25-100® 0.000013
Nickel 25-300° 0.0000145

1
25-600° 0.0000155

Nichrome, wrought and cast 0-100° 0.0000122 Room 0.033
Nichrome III and IV 0-100° 0.0000132 Room 0.033
Hezistal 4, 7, and 8

1
r 20-300° 0.0000161
1
3()0-600° 0.0000180

1 600-900° 0.0000202
Rustless steel (Carpenter) r 23-250° 0.0000099

250-500° 0.0000105
[500-700° 0.0000104

Stainless steel (Firth-St) 20-200° 0.0000109 Room 0.0445
Titanium-aluminum bronze 0-100° 0.0000171

Nickel:
Temperature -'200° 0° 200° 400° 600° 800° 1000°
Conaiietivity efieffieieiit •; 0.126 o o0.13^0.1160.088,0.068

1

0.065

1 Met, Sng.
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chemical limitations; toward most other corrosives it is very resistant. Its shock

brittleness and tendency to fail under localized heating are laboratory commonplaces

that hold true for structural use; Greene^^ notes the weakening effect of scratches

and cracks.

Pyrex^ is a borosilicate glass of low expansivity, softening at about 800°C. Up to

boiling temperatures it is resistant to mineral acids (except hydrofluoric and phos-

phoric) and is used in acid-distillation sets, nitric acid condenser tubes, pipe lines,

small tanks, condensers fur organic liquids, etc. It is supplied in flanged and socket

piping, dishes and flasks, tis veil as in spe-ual shapes. Specific gravity, 2.25; specific

heat, 0,2; thermal conductivit
,

e.g.s. unit, 0.0027; thermal expansivity, 0.0000032

per degree centigrade. *

Fused silica^ owes its low thermal expansivity, and therefore its ability to with-

stand violent temperature changes, to vitrification. It is devitrified by prolonged

heating between 1150 and 1400°C. In the form of combustion tubes, it may be
heated to 1100°C. uiuler pressures as high as 4 atmospheres. It resists all mineral

acids except hydrofluoric and (above 400°C.) phosphoric, and in its usual commercial

form has very low thermal conductivity, owing largely to the inclusion within the

silica of minute gas bubbles acquired during manufacture.

Plastics.—Beginning with Dr. L. H. Baekeland's discovery of the peculiar proper-

ties of a mixture of phenol and formaldehyde, a whole new race of materials of con-

struction has grown up in the so-called “plastics.” The metallurgical engineer is

less concerned with them than is the chemical, but it is well to have them in mind if a

tank must be jff’oofed against corrosion, or if fans or pumps, where there are not too

great stresses, are to be resistant to corrosive agents. In general, they fall into the

classes of phenolic, cresylic, urea, styrol, or vinyl resinoids, or of some cellulose

product. Their number grows by dozens each month, and in a work of this sort it is

hopeless to try even to catalogue them. The engineer is merely advised to remember
that they exist and if he appears to have a probhun to which they apply, to write to the

manufacturers.

Structural Carbon.—Carbon blocks, laid in carbon cement, furnish a structure

that resists solvent action, resists oxidation, has a low coefficient of thermal expansion,

and is fairly resistant to mechanical abrasion. The joints must be baked in at 250 to

300°C. to get a completely integral structure.

Weight per cubic foot, 100 lb. (porosity, 25 per cent).

Tensile strength, 600 lb. per sq. in. ^
Crushing strength, 4000 lb. per sq. in.

Transverse strength, 1000 to 1500 lb. per sq. in.

Thermal conductivity, 0.00786 cal. per sq. cm. per °C.

Thermal expansion, 0.00000072 per °C.

Special electric resistance, 0.0042 to 0.0017 per in. cube.

Maximum safe temperature under oxidizing conditions, 350°C.
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CHAPTER XVI

PLANT LAYOUT

3iy Percy E. Barbour^

Preliminary Considerations, —Before a plant can actually l^c laid out four decisions

have to be made: (1) that a plant should be built; (2) its type; (3) its size; (4) its site.

Probably in the majority of mines the best engini'ering advice that can bo given on

the subject of the first consideration is “don’t build.” The world is full of idle

metallurgical plants fallen or falling to decay because there was no original justifica-

tion for their having been built. More mining properties have come to disaster

through building an unneeded or a premature plant than by wrong design or ineffi-

ciency of the plant itself.

The building of a metallurgical plant is justified only when the value of ore blocked

out m the property is sufficiently large to r(‘pay the investment in the mine, the cost of

the mill, the cost of mining and treating the ore and marketing the product, the cost

of administration, and a profit. Some of these points are often overlooked and, when
they arc not, are almost always underestimated.

The value of the ore blocked out must be carefully computed not on present quota-

tions of the metals produced, but on the expected selling price over a period of years

covering the life of the property. The starting point for such a calculation is, obvi-

ously, the average over past years, but the effect, if any, on the market for the product

in question from known and also from partially developed sources, must not be over-

looked, nor should changing economic and physical conditions.

Building a mill for stock-market purposes or to have it ready when the develop-

ment work shall have blocked out sufficient ore is in one case an economic, and in

the latter case an engineering, crime.

Assuming that a proper decision has been reached to build a plant, the type of

plant is naturally the next point for decision. A discussion of this point is not within

the acope of a textbook. Certain processes are today applicable to certain kinds and

types of ores and certain processes are not; but metallurgy has changed overnight

several times during the present generation and the end is not yet. The actual

construction of a plant may be left to amateurs or unskilled hands with less risk of

failure than the choice of type, which should be left to the judgment of an engineer

experienced in the treatment of similar problems. In no other way can a reasonable

chance of avoiding an irreparable mistake be assured.

The sire of the plant to be constructed is a matter of calculation, or at least

always should be, except for those very small plants which are inexpensive, rule of

thumb, temporary, and simple from a metallurgical standpoint. Only on this

principle can the proper size of a mill be determined, other than in the exceptions

noted.

In his Wealth and Income of the American People,” Walter Renton Ingalls says:

”The fundamental principle* of mine valuation is the present worth of an annual

dividend accruing during the period of years corresponding to the life of the mine.”

I in sov^rnznnat service, 1943.

575
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This principle has been most succinctly amplified by Edwin S. Berry,* who shows

the relation of the ore body to the size of the mill required and the relation of the size

of the mill to earning capacity.

“Of two properties having the same grade of ore and the same operating conditions,

the one having the greater ore reserves is not always the one having the greater value,

as plant capacity enters into the calculations. In some cases, the ultimate practicable

size of the plant may be absolutely limited by physical conditions, labor situation,

market conditions, or other causes.

“Ore reserves can be made valuable only by building, or arranging for, a reduction

plant to handle them, and the nH'asurci of their value is very largely dependent on the

capacity of the plant. After a certain point has been reached, added ore reserves may
mean little or practically nothing so far as present value is concerned, unless plant

capacity can be increased.

“The life of a property depends on its reserves of profitable ore and on the size of

its treatment plant, and the larger its treatment plant, and consequently the shorter

its life, the greater will be its present value relative to the estimated total operating

profits, assuming, of course, that the plant has been paid for.

“Generally spcjiking, the present value of a mine increases with its ore reserves.

However, with a given plant capacity designed for the treatment of a certain tonnage

of ore blocked out, further increase in reserves does not increase the present value

nearly so much as might be supposed. As a general rule, reserves which give a life

of about 30 years are found to be the limit beyond which the present value is not

greatly added to unless plant capacity is increased. With the same ore reserves,

however, the difTorence between the value of a property having a plant capacity that

would give it, say, a 60-year life, and the value of the same property if its plant would

give a 30-year life, is very marked. The figures in Table 1 will emphasize and make

clearer the above remarks.

Table 1.—Effect of Plant Capacity and Oiie Reserves on Present Value

Ore

reserves,

tons

Plant

capac-

ity,

tons per

day

Life,
1

years

Profit

per

ton

Annual
profit

Total oper-

ating profit

over life

Present

value

Per cent of

total .oper-

ating profit

represented

by present

value

26,000,000 5,000 15 S2 $ 3,500,000 $ 52,000,000 $ 27,700,000 52.3

52,000,000 5,000 30 2 3,600,000 104,000,000 36,700,000 35.3

104,000,000 5,000 GO 2 3,500,000 208,000,000 42,200,000 20.3

104,000,000 10,000 30 2 7,000,000 208,000,000 73,400,000 36.3

208,000,000 10,000 60 2 7.000,000 416,000,000- 84,400.000 20.3

208,000,000 20,000 30 2 14,000,000 416,000,000 146,800,000 35.3
208,000,000 40,000 15 2 28,000,000 416,000,000 221,600,000 52.3

Notk.—

A

ll present value figures in this paper are based on 8 per cent dividend and on 5 per cent

interest on the amortization fund compounded annually.

^Tt will be seen from these figures that the shortest life shown, 15 years, gives the

greatest present value relative to the total operating profits, and that even with such a

short life the present value represents only a little over half of the total operating

profits. It is of interest to note that,^' to consider the total estimated operating

profits alone, without figuring the present value of such profits, would give a very

erroneous idea of the value of the property.

1 BaSkRY, “ Present Value in Its Eelation to Ore Reserves Plant Capacity, and Grade of Ore/’ Mining
jrsf.* July: 1922.
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will be seen also that to double ore reserves from^ say, 104,000,000 to 208,(KX),-

000 tons without adding to the plant, and thus doubling the life, would add only about

$11,000,000, or 15 per cent, to the present value, equivalent to only about 11 cents

per ton of added ore. On the other hand, to double the size of the plant for 104,000,000

tons of reserve, from 5000 tons per day to 10,000 tons per day, and thus reduce the life

from 60 to 30 years, would add about 75 per cent, or about $31,000,000 to the present

value, from which addition the cost of added plant would have to be deducted, and
would increase the annual profits from $3,500,000 to $7,000,000.

“The figures of 208,000,000 tons of ore reserves are included to show what enor-

mous differences can be made in present value, and in annual profits, by increasing

the size of the plant in mines having very large reserves, and what comparatively very

small differences are made by great increases in ore reserves, if plant capacity is not

increased to take care of such sdded tonnage.

“No matter how much the ore reserves are increased, the annual profits will remain

the same unless the size of plant is increased also, but with no increase of ore reserves

annual profits will increase more than proportionately with increase of plant capacity

—

more than proportionately because costs will usually be lowered when greater tonnage

is handled.”

Continuous processes are usually more economical than cyclic. Large units are

usually more economical tlian small, though this does not always follow, for, as a

mechanical roaster of the McDougall type goes above 20 to 25 ft. in diameter, the cost

of maintenance increases greatly.

In figuring on the size of units, the effect of having all one^s eggs in one basket must
be considered, and the effect on the process of shutdowns for repairs and cleaning of

t he various units must be carefully considered. Often such consideration will dictate

a subdivision of units that would otherwise not be made.

Vertical extension as w<41 as horizontal should sometimes be considered; f.c., where

it is possible that extension of operations may sometime require an overhead crane,

the building posts may be made strong enough to support it, even though all the head-

room to the building may not be put in at that time.

Building should be done, but usually is not, when the price of metals is low and a

condition of financial stress exists. To build in a time of prosperity means an interest

charge that endures so long as the plant (exists, and also often means the completion

of a plant just in time to have a panic put a quietus on its operations.

Economic Factors Governing the Location of Plants.—Iron ores are freighted from

South America to Pennsylvania for the manufacture of iron and steel; copper con-

centrates are freighted from Peru to Tacoma, Wash., for smelting; Bolivian tin

concentrates are freighted from Bolivia to Corpus Christi, Tex., for smelting; some
mills are built near the mines that produce the ores, and in some cases the ores are

hauled long distances to mills to be beneficiated. This does not mean, however, that

the designer of a plant has a free choice as to its site. Its location is entirely a matter

of calculation of the various economic factors involved.

The choice of site for a plant depends on seven factors: raw material, water, power

(electricity or fuel), supplies, labor, products, disposal of waste products (including

fumes).

Transportation might be included to make an eighth item, but it is the determining

factor in each of the other items except supplies. Supplies is the least important of

the seven, and the transportation of supplies is negligible compared with the trans-

portation of the raw materials and fuel. Any transportation that brings these two

elements in can be depended upon to take the product out.

The first consideration, of course, is the raw material that is to be treated and

from which the final product is to be made. An ample supply is the sine qua non which
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has already been discussed. Whether the plant shall be located near the source of th<

material or the material brought to a more or less distant plant site depends entireh

on the other factors. The location of blast furnaces and steel plants will be dis-

cussed under a separate head. These paragraphs are devoted to the consideration oi

nonferroiis metallurgical plants. In these, where the product is bullion or base metal

pig zinc, lead, or copper, the market for the product has less effect in determining the

site of the plant than in the case of steel, but latterly it does have an (effect. Foi

example, the copper refineries of the Anaconda and Phelps Dodge in Montana and

Texas, respectively, supply copper for the Pacific coast and export without a long

haul to the New Jersey refineries and back.

The most important consideration is water, because it can be provided only by

nature, and tluircfore its sources of supply are limited and definitive. In some arid

countries the only possible location for a treatment plant will be near the mine,

where the mine water will be the only source of this supply. This is probably most

applicable to the small treatment plants, both because the quantity of mine water is

comparatively limited, and because with larger operations the cost of transporting

water can be absorbed. An example of this situation is the New (/ornelia operation

at Ajo, Ariz., in a particularly arid desert country, but the operations are of such

magnitude that water is obtained by sinking shafts 600 ft. deep and pumping the water

6 miles through a 20-in. pipe, with a very expensive equipment, to the mill site which is

located near the mines themselves. It was cheaper to sink these well shafts and
install expensive pumps and pump this water to the ore than to haul the ore to

the Gila River, 50 miles away, where an ample water supply can be had the year

around.

The quantity of water required for a plant is often underestimated, and in every

calculation a most liberal factor of safety should be introduced into the quantity

figure.

The use of electricity for power depends on its availability and on the prices

per horsepower that can be contracted for. This will depend entirtdy upon the loca-

tion and the policy of the power company, whether it is liberal or otherwise. If the

power must be generated at the plant, fuel must be transported to it and, except in

small operations in this country or new operations in virgin countries where wood may
be considered, coal or fuel oil must be provided. Whetheu* the plant shall be located

near the source of the supply of the raw material and the fuel be brought to it or

whether the plant shall be located near the main line which transports the fuel is a

matter of dollars and cents to be determined by calculation. Consideration in such

a case must be given to the fact that a very large percentage of the raw material will

be rejected at the plant either as tailings or as slag, but, nevertheless, transportation

from the mine to the mill must be paid on these materials.

Labor is an important factor, but is the most flexible of any, because with the

modem methods of housing and recreating labor ample supplies of it can be drawn
to the most isolated localities under ordinary circumstances. Present wartime con-

ditions are, of course, entirely abnormal, and it is to be hoped will never occur again.

There is another phase of the labor factor in the item of mechanization. Cheap
labor is always expensive labor. On the other hand, the mechanization of plants

where labor is cheap and abundant may be carried to an extreme. This applies, of

course, particularly to smaller operations, because in larger operations the higher cost

of the mechanization is made necessary by the fact that, while the low grade of

labor might be cheaper, the small army required would defeat the very purpose for

which the plant was constructed.

Operating supplies other than fuel, as stated above, are a comparatively unimpor-
tant factor in determining the site because of their relatively small volume and the
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fact that the transportation prpblem is dete^tnined by very nnieh greater quantities

of raw mat(‘rialH and fuel.

When braiKih lines have to bo constructed froiJt a main line to the plant, their

cost must be amortized within the life of the plan&r property, because, when the

ore is exhausted, the branch line will have only scramvalue represented by the rails,

fittings, and the rolling stock, which will not be grelei,^ even though the operating

efficiency and condition, if th(‘re were further ore to bW^uled, may be very hi^b.

Another important factor is the disposal of waste. mineral law®^
country provide for the location and patenting of mill sites,'in Whfil% is in^^luded the

necessary ground for tailing disposal. Except in the very largest planlli’*^he question

of this waste disposal does not affect the location of the plant except within small

limits, but in plants like the Utah Copper, where 90,000 tons a day or more must b(!

disposed of, this factor assumes a very great importance.

Plants that have a waste disposal containing cyanide or other harmful or poison-

ous ingredients must tjonsidcr the people and livestock on the downstream side of

the mill, or suits may arise involving damage and riparian rights. Plants that emit,

olmoxious fumes must guard against smoke suits. This can be done either by install-

ing expensive mechanical or chemical means of rendering the gases innocuous, or by
constructing the plant of such type, and in such localities, that the fumes will be so

diluted and disseminated before they reach any land capable of producing crops that

the danger of smoke suits may be eliminated.

The industrial engineers and efficiency engineers think they have discovered a

new science because they have introduced into industry a straight-line flow sheet,

known in the practice of metallurgy for a generation. Insofar as the contour of

the site will permit, the plant should have a straight-line flow sheet. In tht; western

states the country is so rugged that a plant may be built on a sloping site so that

straight-line flow sheet will have eliminated from it most of the reelevating of material

or solutions which costs so much money that it is incomprehensible that the foot-

pounds of work expended in lifting these materials is often totally ignored. There

are plants falling to decay in this country today which are located on a flat site, so

that the material had to be lifted from the cars into one treatment machine after

another and finally elevated from the last one to the tailing dump, when there are

hillside locations that might well have accommodated the plant within rifle shot of

such a monument to poor engineering.

Technical literature is poor in reliable cost data of metallurgical plants, and such

figures as have been published almost always leave out the important figure of unit

rates, which makes it impossible to translate the cost figures of one year and locality

into the cost figures of another period of higher prices and in another locality of more

difficult conditions.

When the size and the type of mill and the locality of the site have been determined,

the detailed work begins and consists, first, in a preliminary layout of the surface

dimensions and profile of the plant. The profile must have been assumed in a general

way in the tentative site selection. Accurate contour and profile maps of the pro-

posed site are made, on which are laid out the preliminary designs of the plant, and

these maps are manipulated until the best adjustment is made and the site finally

determined. Some of the factors involved in this determination are the amount of

excavation necessary, the facilities for bringing in the raw materials and taking out

the product, the landing of building material and supplies, the water supply, the dis-

posal of the waste, and the reclaiming of the water, if that be necessary.

The final site selected, accurate final surveys are made, and contour and profile

maps. The preliminary features of the plan of the mill may now be eliminated and
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the main features definitely decided upon, whereupon,the location may he staked on

the ground and actual ex(^avation may begin.

Kxcept in minor operations ifis not often that, the first or second preliminary plan

can be adopted. Sometimes i3^^^oze!i hav^e to })e prepared, d(‘pending on the con-

ditions involved.

The details of the actual Construction of the plant are matters commonly in the

category of millwrighting jii^ will not be considered here.

K, Thi^'rnost common pr ice is to locate the mill for ore beneficiatiori near the mine.

The reasoil js oMlous: the mineral content is generally a very small percentage of th(‘

total ore; hence it saves money to get this mineral content out and the wasti^ discarded

as near the point of production as possible in order to save transportation charges

on material that is going to be thrown over the dump eventually.

In general it is poor practice to locate a mill at the collar of the shaft, although this

reduces to a minimum the surface transportation of the ore. But the fire hazard is

great. If the mill should burn, the shaft is most likidy to burn or be destroyed, and

this may occasion loss of life underground, even though safety exits for mines are

now reipiired in practically all mining states. However, th(5 closer the mill can be

lo(;ated to the shaft, the better, but the topography is an important and often a

controlling factor. A suitable mill site cannot always Ix^ found without surface

transportation of ore, whi(di may be done by train, tramway, or aerial tram, depending

on the circumstances and the situation. Besides the site for the mill itself, there

must be ample room for waste and tailings disposal. In the case of the Utah (bpper

Co., with its tremendous tonnages mined and milled, it had to have tremendous areas

for tailings disposal; hence the selection of its mill sites 19 miles from the mine. This

is the extreme case in this country, and this problem declines, with the null tonnage,

to those few cases with small operations where there is substantially no problem at all.

In this age of low-grade ores, almost every mine has a mill and produces

concentrates of one kind or another which are shipped to a smelter for further

reduction.

It goes without saying that the plant must be located sufficiently far from the

mining operation that any caving which results from mining, or from an accidental

caving of a shaft, will have no effect upon the plant.

Whether the plant shall be of brick, wood, or steel, and the type of the construc-

tion, depends upon the life of the operation, the climate, the cost of material and

construction, and the fire hazard. In Ontario, Canada, where extremely low tem-

peratures throughout a long winter have to be provided against, plants that are

expected to have a long life are more and more being built of brick. In the far north

section of Ontario in the newly developed mining districts, however, wood-frame con-

structions covered with corrugated iron are the rule, but these aregiving way in the

larger operations to corrugated covered steel buildings. The cost of heating these

structures through the winter season is an important item, and in some cases, in

order to reduce that, the machinery has been crowded into a restricted floor area,

greatly militating against convenience and efficiency. Proceeding southward across

the United States and into Mexico, the plants become more and more open, depending

on the climate, until plants are reached which consist merely of a covering to pro-

tect the machinery and the workmen from the sun.

Smelter Layout.—Thirty or forty years ago it was customary to consider the equip-

ping of small base-metal mines with small smelters to make them independent of the

so-called Smelter Trust," and to save long hauls on ores. That plan proved to be

unfeasible, and the day of small smelting plants built in narrow out-of-the-way

canyons has probably passed. To make a profitable smelting enterprise, a large

tonnage of ore must be available, t<^ether with the necessary flux, which requires
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either a very large mine or a '^i^trict pro(|^aoing a diversity of ores that will provide

a suitable smelting fixture. v

Moreover, large smelters may be equipped withjbag houses, sulphuric acid plants,

or other by-product plants, such as for the recovery™ arsenic—economies impossible

to the small plant. I;

There are large smelting plants in this country,^^perating. with equal success,

(constructed on perfectly flat sites, and there are others%E|nstructed on sloping sites,

thus giving an opportunity to bring the raw material in the higher leve^l SttM

it thro\igh the plant on a flow sheet of decreasing elevation, 4heteb#%iving ^the cost of

raising large tonnages of one from one treatment of it to another. much more
ground space is required for a smelter than for a mill of equal capacity, and for cheap

disposal of slag there should be as much drop in elevation at the slag dump as is pos-

sible. This is true whether the slag is disposed of molten or whether it is granulat(»d.

Whereas a mill is built to serve one mine, a smelter is generally built to serve a

group of mines and, therefore, there is much more latitude in choosing its location,

and the main transportation lines are a much more important factor in determining

such loccations.

In a smelter there is one other probk^m to (consider which does not arise in a mill,

viz., the disposal of smoke and fume. Smoke suits of very large proportions have

handicapped many plants and, even when high stacks are provided, local atmospheric

conditions often make stacks ineff(^ctive at times in disseminating the sulphurous acid

gases so as to make them harmless to vegetation, if there happens to be farming or

ranching, sometimes within a considerable number of miles. Therefore, the location

of the smelter far away from any possible agricultural land is always desirable.

The mixing of ores for the copper-smelting charge may be done by running the

charge train under the various bins pertaining to diffenmt kinds of ore, or a system of

bedding may be used. The former is cheaper in initial outlay, but the ore bins, if

constructed of wood, as they generally are, involve a considerable fire hazard and the

cost of operations of the charge train is higher. When a bedding system is used, a

considerable investment is required in structural steel and conveyers, but the oper-

ating cost is materially less.

A smelting plant requires very large quantities of water and power. The effects

of these factors are not materially different from those involved in mills.

Location of Iron-smelting and Steel Plants.—With the gradual increase of popu-

lation in this country from early times, the location of iron and steel plants has

gradually moved westward almost in accordance with the westward shift in the center

of population. There is an interesting reason for this that is not immediately apparent.

^‘The reasons generally assigned for the location of the iron industry have dealt

chiefly with the question of whether the ore, of which about 2 tons are required per ton

of iron, should be brought to the coal, of which about 1)4 tons are required, or vice

versa. The coal is frequently coked before shipment and the weight of coke required

is only I ton per ton of iron against nearly twice as much for the ore; but many plants

have been located much closer to the coal than the ore, nevertheless. This fact has,

not unnaturally troubled many who have attempted to work out the underlying

causes.

^Mt may be freely admitted that the location of iron manufacturing centers is a

matter of freight charges; but not, as is commonly assumed, of freight on raw material

only. Obviously, there must be included freight on the finished product to the point

of consumption. If we were to consider the establishment of an iron works in a

country entirely without such works, knew that each person would consume a given

weight of iron per year, and knew also the tonnage of the proposed works, we should

know how much population was required to consume the product, and from the density
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of the population in the country we ^8^' distaiu^e tiic product

would have to be hauled to reach begin. ti. fre’^lit for this haul added to

the freight on the raw materialsy^^ often that
; toi.al freight charge on the prod-

uct. It is this which should have .tc\j}i; would, clearly, be an accident

if the point which gave the loy^ ed value for the three were at either the ore

mines or the coal mines.

B^i^oad freight rate^i*^ will nhned on the values of the product hauled. The
5.^ valoe.Qf ’‘'nauled, the higher is the freight rate charged. Inas-

mucn as products is so much greater than the value per ton of the

ingredients that are ustjd in the manufacture of steel, the freight haul of the finished

product to its marked, the center of population, has a correspondingly greater influence

in the determining factor. However, at present the development of the country is

such that one single center of population is no longer the sole controlling center as

was the case in the gradual trek of the steel plants from New Jersey to Pittsburgh and

thence to Chicago. But the freight rate on the finished product to its market is still

the important factor.

Iron and steel plants are almost invariably constructed in fiat sites for two reasons:

One is that the nature of the operations requires a flat site, and the other is that, being

generally situated in nonmountainous country and a locality densely populated, other

sites would with difficulty be obtainable even if desirable.

Estimating the Cost of a Plant.—A careful estimate of the cost of a plant must be

made before any decision can be arrived at as to whether to construct or not. SucJi

an estimate requires a preliminary survey of the ground, a preliminary layout of the

plant, an estimate of the excavation required, and then a more or less detailed sketch

of such a plant as is contemplated. Such a sketch will enable the engineer to calculate

the quantities of timber or steel necessary in the construction. The cost of the

mechanical units required in the plant arc easily obtainable from the manufacturers.

The other items of the cost become more and more detailed with the refinement of

the estimate.

In estimating the cost of a plant, engineering judgment is of pnme importance.

The best engineers always add a large percentage for emergencies. All the items of

an estimate should be calculated as closely as possible to actual cost and no allowances

made. The allowance should be made finally in a lump sum, otherwise the final

figure will be very misleading. The amount added varies with the enterprise, the

various factors involved, and the personal equation of the engineer himself. If it

is to be a plant that has many prototypes, a very close estimate of its probable cost

can be made. If, however, it involves a new process and is the first plant of its kind

to be constructed, the emergency factor must be more liberal. In some cases this

has been known to be 30 or 50 per cent. Notwithstanding this allowance, very few

plants are constructed within the estimated sum. However, here again great judg-

ment and discretion must be shown, or the factor added will make the final sum so

large as to discourage capital from undertaking the venture. The engineer who
constructs the plant is rarely the engineer who operates it after it is built, and in such

cases the former always comes in for a great deal of criticism, sometimes justly and

sometimes unjustly, because of inconveniences that increase the cost of operation.

Therefore, throughout the consideration and design of a plant, its utilitarian purpose

must be borne in mind. It is something that lyiust work eflBiciently if it is to justify

its existence and do credit to its creators. It goes without saying, therefore, that

operating experience is a sine qua non for the plant designer, and the earlier in his

career he acquires it, the better off he will be.
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THE ELECTRIC FURNACE IN METALLy»^V4^*

Introduction.—The division between ferrous and nonferrous metahti^gy is purely

arbitrary, being suggested by economic convenience. It is not to be expected, there-

fore, that the principles governing electric-furnace practice in the one differ at all

from those employed in the other. Furthermore, it should be clearly understood

that there is no difference whatever in the fundamental functions of an electric and

any other kind of metallurgical furnace, excepting only those cases in which the

electric furnace serves the additional purpose of carrying on electrolysis.

The functions of an electric furnace are chiefly two: (1) as an energizing apparatus,

by means of which the desired direction of reaction may be secured; (2) as a condition-

ing apparatus, by means of which a mixture may be reduced to the liquid or gaseous

state for facilitating reactions and the meidianical control of the substances involved.

It is impossible to discuss intelligently the application, design, or construction of

an electric furnace without referring constantly to certain basic factors and relations

between electricity and heat. Electricity is only converted into heat when it is

forced to overcome resistance. The classification of furnaces into arc-type, induction-

type, resistance-type, etc., is useful for mechanical comparison, but it should be borne

in mind that all electric furnaces are resistance furnaces, in the last analysis. Roden-

hauser and Schoenawa, in their “Electric Furnaces in the Iron and Steel Industry/*

have very clearly briefed the fundamentals of electrical theory necessary for a clear

understanding of electric-furnace design and operation. Much of the following is

abstracted therefrom.

Ohm*s law states: Current = drop in potential -f- resistance, or

€
i = -

r

where i = current in amperes.

e — potential in volts.

r — resistance in ohms.

The resistance developed by a conductor may be expressed by the formula

where r = resistance^in ohms.

c = the constant of the material.

JO — c, or the specific resistance.

I == length of conductor in meters.

q = cross section of conductor in square millimeters.

The resistance of metallic conductors increases with rise in temperature, while the

resistance of nonmetallic conductors, such as carbides, carbon, and refractories,

* This ohapter is a major irevision by the editor of the one contributed by H. H. Buckman to the

first edition. Grateful acknowledgment is made of suggestions by the General Electric Go’s, engineer-

ing staff; O. Needham of Westinghouse Electric A Mfg. Co,; Dr. M. Tama of the Ajax-Wyatt Electric

Eurnace Co.; Dr. Victor Patohkis of Columbia University; W. E. Lewis and H. H. Watson of Pittsburg^

Lectromelt Furnace Corp. ; and R. L. Baldwin of National Carbon Co.
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decreases with rise in temperature. This ^nation of resistance with theTemperature
is not regular, and is specific for each silKstance. Ordinarily speaking, variations in

resistance for given difTerem es .jfen temperature are greater :it higher tluin at lower
temperatures, %

Figure 1 illustrates the va^tion of temperature with r(‘sistance, according to

Northrup, in magnetite. 1 1 be considered typical of the so-called nonconductors.

For moderate ternperajjlie differences, the following formula is substantially

'< = »•»(> +al +

where rt is the resistance . at U; the resistance at 0®; a and B are numerical con-

stants for each conductor.

The specific resistance p at ir)°(k and the temperature coefRcient a for a num-
ber of materials are given in Table 1.^ The figures given are accurate only for

Fig. 1.—Variation of resistance in magnetite.

moderate temperatures. 14iey cannot be used for accurate computations at high
temperatures.

Series and Parallel Connections.—Both systems are employed in electric-furnace

design and a clear conception of the fundamental factors governing the two is essential.

Certain advantages and disadvantages accrue to each. Whether a furnace is parallel-

or series-connected is usually dictated by the limitations of design in the particular

work for which the furnace is intended. Figure 2 will serve to illustrate substantially

all cases in both series- and parallel-connected furnaces. I in Fig. 2 represents

schematically a furnace in which the current passes through one electrode, traverses

the bath or charge, and then passes through the other electrode, in this way having
to overcome the combined resistance of both electrodes and the bath or charge. Such
an arrangement is designated as a series connection. It will be manifest that in this

case, with a given voltage, the same amount of current will flow through the entire

system and that the resistances of the electrodes and the bath are additive. On the
other hand, II in Fig. 2 represents schematically an arrangement of the electrodes in

X Page 620. See abo pp. 621’-624.
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parallel. Here the path of the current -is divided. A portion will flow through

one electrode, and a portion thTough the other, but both portions will traverse one-

half the bath. The division of the path of the ciiriP^nt in an electric-furnace system

gives rise to some of the most difficult problems of (|esign.

Kirchhoff’s Laws.—Assuming that the ingoing currents are positive and the out-

going currents negative, Kirchhoff's first law may be stated :
“ At each point of division

the sum of all th(i incoming currents equals the sum oPi|(j|i the outgoing currents, or

J'i(}, 2.—Scries and parallel connections.^

at each p)oirit of division the sum of all currents equals zero.” From 11 in Fig. 2 it

will be seen that

Hence

and

and

ii = - » and = —
ri ri

e — iiVi and c = i2r2

i\ X ri = ii X r2

iiiiz: :r2:ri

This may be expressed verbally as follows: “C'urrents which flow parallel to each

other vary inversely as the resistances of the parallel (conductors.”

Combined Resistances.—According to Kirchhoff's law, i — ii -f i>. But it is also

true that i « e/r, ii « c/ri, and t 2 « c/r 2 .

Hence

e

r

e
,

e 1
1 » or -

n ri f
I
ri

I
rt

Hence the combined resistance:

ri X r2
r =* ~T

—

ri -f rj

» HO0BKHAVSKB ancj SCHOBNAWA.
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This holds for n panillol circuits
jj

/ I .. I
.

I
.

" //*././,
H— H—

r ro Vi Tn

Conductivity Is the Heciprow* of Resistance,—Hence, in the case of n equal con-

ductors

I ^ l
’’ '! / 'l »' '> 'l

or,
n

or ‘^The c<tol>in jfsilance of n parallel-connected equal n^sistances is equal to

the nth part' of any single resistance.”

Any computations for actual furnace practice must allow for the actual specific

resistance of both electrode and bath at working temperatures. In addition to this,

every line of cleavage between two conducting media is potentially a source of extra-

ordinarily high resistance, and these must be allowed for. For example, the resistance

of the electrode at the point where an old stub has been screwed onto a new length

will be the center of a high-resistance zone. The same is true for the point or zone

of contact between the electrode clamp and the electrode, also the zone near the

contact of the electrode with the bath or charge. If an arc is allowed to develop

between the electrode tip and the bath or charge, the specific resistance of this arc

must be taken into account. It is usually much greater than the total combined

resistances of all other elements of the system. Under working conditions, practically

all parts of the electric furnace become conductors, and their respective resistances

have to be taken into account. The usual resistances directly in the circuit are as

follows: (1) resistance of the transformer secondaries; (2) bus bars and leads; (3)

electrode clamps; (4) zone between clamp and electrode; (t5) elecirodc; (6) refractory

surrounding the electrode; (7) arc, or zone of electrode contact with the bath or

charge; (8) slag or slags; (9) bath proper; (10) lining; (11) furnace atmosphere.

The resistance of the metallic parts grows greater as the temperature rises, whiles

that of the nonmetallic parts decreases. To accommodate these resistances in such

a way that the mass of material necessarily used will be least and so that the greatest

possible part of the heat developed by the resistance will enter the charge at the

optimum temperature is the sum total of successful electric-furnace design and
practice.

Conversioiif of Electric Energy into Heat Energy Due to Resistance.^—Whewi
an electric current flows through a conductor, a certain work is done. This work
is expressed as heat Upon this fundamental phenomenon is based all electric-furnace

practice. So far as is known, electricity can be converted into heat only by over-

coming resistance.

Joule^s law states; ^^The heat developed by a current flowing through a conductor

is directly proportional to the time, proportional to the resistance, and proportional

to the square of the current.”

Q = Ciht

where (2 = heat generated ; < = time current flows; f = strength of current; r = resist-

ance; C « constant dependent on the units chosen.

When the current is in amperes, the potential in volts, and the time in seconds,

C « 0.24.

Q == 0.24/V< g.-cal.

According to Ohm’s law, e « ir. Hence

> See liable 6, p. 625.

Q =« 0.24ctf g.-cal.
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wlujre e amf^eres; r ® .oiling; t = seconds.

Power (p) *= ei watts = zV wjJttU'^

1 kw. = 101.98 = 1.300 hp.
sec

.

1 )ip. = 736 watts = 75 %
sec.

Delivered work (A) =* eit watt-sec. or joules = ihl wallfefiec. or joules.

1 watt-sec. «= 0.24 g. -cal. = 1 joule = 0.10198 in.

I watt-hr. - 3600 joules == 864.5 g.-cal. = 307.1 rM
1 kw.-hr. = 1000 w»tt-hr. ~ 804.5 kg. -cal. — 307.114 m.-kg.^

1 m.-kg. « 2.35 g.-cal. *= 9.806 watt-sec.

Alternating Current. -Most electric furnaces are operated by alternating current,

due to the undesirability of any electrolyzing action in all cases except those where

the electrolysis of the metallic salt is essential to production, and also due to the great

advantages in transmitting and transforming alternating current as compared with

direct current, as well as the immense advantage of voltage control offered by induc-

tion transformers. Since the generation of alternating current is caused by the

movement of a certain mass of copper alternately into and out of a magnetic field,

and since a certain interval of time is required for this generation, and, further, since

one alternating (jurrent will generate and influence another in a near-by conductor,

the flow of alternating current in conductors and the conversion of such current into

heat are modified by certain factors which have to be taken into consideration in

electric-furnace design.

Figure 3 illustrates the generation of alternating current, and is usually called the

sine curve. The time required for one directional change, or the cycle, is represented

by T. Let the radius vector equal the maximum voltage, Ci, and the various instan-

taneous values on the curve be represented by e\

Then e' =» e sin a.

By substituting angular velocity for the angle a ^ mt (distance « speed X time)

is obtained.

The angular velocity w - da/dt.

Hence e' * e sin mi.

Here i » time required for the radius vector to pass through the angle a. The

corresponding angle for the time of the whole period, T, is 2x. Hence

27r « mT

2ir

Hence
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If V «= cycles per second, or frequency, then

and
m. — 2Trv

Induction.—As the altei*^jating current changes in strength continually and

. twice and decreases twice during each complete cycle, a condindor carrying

such a cuijirent ^^|uj:|Ol^nded hy an alternating magnetic field which will induce

couiitercurr«iat.Cm all conductors within this field. Furthermore, the current-carrying

conductor will inducti in ita(;lf a counter e.m.f. due to this same (aiuse. lioth induction

and self-induction are of primary importance in all alternating-current furnace

design—cspecually in furnaces wher<‘ the heating current itself is induced in the

Fig. 4.—-Current-voltage vector diagram.

resistor—and also in transmission and transformer design. The net effect of the

self-induced current is to weaken the primary current. As the induction effect

requires an appreciable time to develop, a current applied to a coil does not imme-
diately reach its maximum. The current is said to lag behind the voltage.

If, as on the sine-curve diagram, the instantaneous values of the voltage can be

represented by projections of a rotating radius vector, the instantaneous values of the

current can be represented by projections of another radius vector of different value.

The lag of the current behind the voltage can be drawn as a definite angle (see Fig. 4).

This angle is the measure of the lag. The difference m time between the current and
the voltage is called displacement. The angle between the radii vectors of the current

and the voltage is the phase angle. The phase angle is usually denoted by the letter

The self-induction developed in any conductor is dependent on the type of con-

ductor and its position relative to other conductors. The factor expressing these con-

ditions is called the “coefficient of self-induction*’ and is usually designated as L,

« It will be seen that in alternating currents it is not only necessary to have an e.m.f.

equal to the current multiplied by the resistance (e « f X r), as with direct currents,
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but ail additional o.in.f. is noccssary to overcome the resistance, effect of self-induction.

Hence, with alternating currents the totare.m.f,. necessary is expressed thus

c = Cr -f c/. };

'4‘' ' "

The formula for the lotai voltage is

c' ~ c'r -f c'l = sin rrd 4 (?wL) cos mi

Since cos rnt — sin (int + t)0°), the voltage necessary to ovenainie the e.ni.f. of

self-induction is 90 deg. ahead of the e.m.f. necessary to overcaime the ohmic resistance.

Hence, these two e.m.f.’s must be added geometric-

ally (see Fig. 5).

OA == maximum vahn*, of a current /.

OR = Cr = t X r.

OC = ('L = i mL.

OD = the resultant of the two e.m.f.’s, as mentioned

before.

(' = Cr 4 C/,

Hence (Fig. 5)

c = VUr 4
= V + hm‘‘L'‘

— i >/

U

4 m'^L^

Also tan 0 = mLJr, if </> = the phase angle. It

should be borne in mind that the values here dis-

cussed are the instantaneous and the maximum
values. Usually, alternating-current instruments

are built to indicate the so-called ‘‘effective values.” Effective values may be

obtained from the formulas here given by dividing the maximum values by \/2

Fio. 5.- K.in.f. to overcoiMO
ohmic resistance and step

inductance.

Here, cl represents the e.m.f. of self-induction. V'

Also,

CL = /. X
di

dl

di f/Ksm nit) , .

. — — == mt cos nU
di dt

UL =* (m y i X L) cos ml

c

t

i
I

Vi
Power Factor ,—In direct-current circuits the power in watts may be expressed thus

p ^ € X i

In alternating-current circuits, this equation must be written

p ^ e X i X cos e

where e - effective voltage;

i s* effective current,

cos « the power factor.
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In alternating-current circuits the pro(|uct ct Iff. ca|fe.(l the apparent power, and is

expressed in volt-amperes. I'he eff ctive power ("wattage) is the apparent power

modified by the cos 0, which is qalled the power factor.

Fia. 6.—Star generator winding^

Where cos » 1

p ^ ei and angle ^ 0®

Where cos </» «* 0

p « 0 and angle <f>
«= 90®

* From RonsKHAUBSii and Schoknawa, "Electric Furnaces in the Iron and Steel Industry."
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In all ^^(^tric-furnace Work it is tiecie^ary to carry comparatively high current

densities on the conductors. cross s^.tior. of the conductors is determined by
the current—hence the value of a high power Ikc^or that reduces the current. It

should b(; remembered, however, that, while a low pcjaver factor means expensiv e (Con-

ductors, it has no effect whatever on the prime mover.

Other Induction Phenomena.—In addition to the i^g of the current, other induc-

tion effects have a direct bearing on electric-furnace desi^. In every metal part that

is near an alternating-current conductor, there will be indU^jed currents, witk^plll«^

(pient loss. This is particularly the case in magnetic metal pd<rt|^,||^i^ as irop or steel.

In sonu'- cases these induced currents may cause dangerous 'or extrewely washfful

t(Mnperatures in certain stru(;tui tl parts. In heavy currents, single conductors should

Fio. 7. Delta system of generator w'inding.

never be allowed to parallel a st€^el beam at a short distance, or for any considerable

length.

These induction effects may he largely neutralized by keeping the ingoing and

outcoming conductors close together. Cooling chambers on electrodes should be

made of copper, brass, or other nonmagnetic metal, to prevent the setting up of the

so-called eddy or Foucault currents. Whenever a magnetic conductor of any con-

siderable cross section entirely surrounds an alternating-current conductor, the con-

stant demagnetizing influence of the current causes certain power losses. This

phenomenon is called hysteresis, and should be avoided in the design.

Polyphase Altematizig Current.—For the purpose of this handbook it is probably

sufficient to call attention to the fact that the foregoing discussion of alternating-

current theory lias been confined to single-phase currents, and merely to point out

some of the outstanding characteristics of polyphase connections. The coils of these

polyphase generators may be connected according to the system known as ^^star^*

(see Fig. 6) or that known as delta (see Fig. 7). In two- or three-phase work, two
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or three currents, respectively, are actually handled. Figure 6A shoWs a vector

<li}igraTn where the vectors are 120 deg. apart. Oemtietrically added, the resultant

of any two of these current forcefi always eqiials the third. This is why only thns^

conducting transmission lines aite necessary. The third conductor may be regardcsl

as a return for the other two, provhled the current in th(‘ phases is balanced.

In the star winding the coils are connected to a neutral point at one end, while

in the delta winding the coils 4re connected in series. With the star connection either

^0 ’V»|dtage of one phase pr thei rcvsnltant of two phases m.ay be employed, i.e., the end

of one generator ^^oil aBd the neutral point may be connected, or the end of one coil

and the end bf another. In star connections, different phase voltages make no differ-

ence in the current flowing through th(‘ coils or in the line, generator phas(^

current and the line current are equal.

In the delta arrangement, the phase voltage and the line voltages are equal, but

the phase current and the line current are different.

Star coniK'ctions are generally used with three-phase electric furnaces.

For star connections

c = 2E sin = Vfl /? = 1.73F

For delta connections

i = I

For three-phase circuits, when the load on the phases is balanced,

p — SEf cos <t>
= ci cos <t>

When using a three-phase wattmeter to determine the total power on a three-

phase circuit, and ammeters and voltmeters to indicate the current and the voltage

of the three balanced phases, the power factor may be computed from the following

equation

:

^ V

whore p * total power (delta or star circuit); i = current in each line; e = voltage.

Electric Furnaces for Nonferrous Work.—The development of the electric furnace

in nonferrous metallurgy has been considerably less extensive than in the manufacture

of iron and steel, for two reasons: (1) the comparatively high melting point of iron,

and its comparatively greater inertia toward oxygen at high temperatures, make
possible the direct application of the carbon arc without too great oxidation losses;

and (2) the value of the metal itself is so much less than those of the nonferrous metals

that the oxidation losses sustained are less important in the economy of the metal.

Electric furnaces are an expensive type of equipment, if circuit breakers, transformers,

etc., are. considered. They have therefore earned their place in the ferrous metal

industry not because of cheapness of installation, but because of their ability to melt

metal better than can be done with other types of equipment. Furthermore, the

role of iron in the arts has resulted in the simple melting and refining operations

occupying a greater proportion of the metallurgy of this metal than with the nonfer-

rous metals. For these reasons the electric furnace is not yet so widely used in non-

ferrous metallvirgy as in ferrous metallurgy. v

The advantages of the electric furnace in nonferrous metallurgy are not economi-

cally so great as in iron or steel. Iron ore is sometimes located so that it cannot be

economically smelted at all if it has to be transported to proper fuel, or vice versa. In
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such cases it is sometimes possible to bring to the ore the energizing fuel, in the form
of electricity. Here, the electric ftirnace has a fundamental advantage. On the other

hand, such cases are much less frequent where the nonferrous ore is not of sulficieiit

value to transport it to proper fuel, or proper fuel to Again, the high tcmperaturc^H

so quickly and easily obtained in the electric furnace are much more important in the

metallurgy of iron and steel than in a majority of the more common nonferrous metals,

which again tends to narrow the special field of the electric furnace in nonferrous

metallurgy. This is not true in the border zone 'between nonferrous and ffrro^S

metallurgy, where one is dealing with ferroalloys.

However, the electric furnace still holds many advantages over the fuel-fired

furnace for many nonferrous metals. These advantages lie chiefly, although by no

means exclusively, in the field of melting rather than of smelting. They may be

listed as follows: (1) the obtaining of almost any desired temperature, with less duty

laid on the refractory; (2) a temperature control superior to that in fuel-fired furnaces;

(3) comparative freedom from contamination by noncarbon impurities in the fuel; (4)

greater control of the furnace atmosphere; (5) more economical small units; (6) the

avoidance of the necessity of heating great quantities of air; (7) the increased possi-

bility of more convenient design, such as tilting and moving furnaces; (8) at least

theoreti(‘ally, a lower energy consumption; (9) easy reproducibility of operating

conditions.

The disadvantages of the electric furnace may be listed as follows: (1 ) the high cost

of electrically developed heat, compared with direct oxidation; (2) the high first cost

of most installations as compared with fuel-fired installations; (3) trouble in operating,

due to imperfect resistors; (4) the more frequent excessive temperatures; (5) tlie

mechanical difficulties of constructing very large units; (6) the necessity for special

and expensive refractory shapes, which are often very liable to breakage; (7) the

rarely occurring suspension of current delivery during a heat.

Motor Effect of the Electric Current.—Currents of like direction attract each other,

and currents of opposite direction repel each other. For this reason, in all fluid-metal

masses, in both alternating- and direct-current furnaces, there is always a certain

amount of motion not due to thermal causes. This is especially the case with arc

furnaces, where the current is entering and leaving the bath on a line at right angles

with the path it takes in traversing the bath.

The Pinch Effect.—The pinch effect is the name given to a special motion in

molten conductors. When a molten conductor is subjected to high current densities,

it appears to endeavor to contract its cross section. This is particularly noticeable

in those portions of a metallic bath where there is already some slight constriction

or shallowing of the hearth, which causes the current density automatically to increase,

which, in turn, increases the pinch effect, and thus sometimes builds up this contrac-

tion of the cross section until the molten metal is actually pulled apart. As current

densities in arc furnaces are relatively small, this effect is seldom conspicuous in this

type. But in induction furnaces it is so marked as to be a distinct characteristic.

An explanation of the pinch effect is that the molten metal may be regarded as a

bundle of an infinite number of conductors which, by virtue of the like directional

currents flowing through them, tend to attract each other and, hence, to contract the

mass. An actual breaking of the moltenrmetal mass, however, has only been observed

in open-ring-type induction furnaces, which are no longer in use. In induction fur-

naces of the submerged-resistor type, the hydrostatic pressure, to which the metal

is subject, prevents the rupture of the liquid metal contained in the resistor slots.

Furthermore, if adequate current densities are used in this type of furnace, the pinch

effect is beneficial in that the internal pressure created by virtue of the pinch effect

is released at the places where the melting channels open into the hearth, thus ere-
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ating a flow of metal out of the channels in the center portions with the corresponding

return flow at the periphery.

Classification of Fumaces.-^rMany classifications of electric furnaces are in us(5.

All are empirical and are arranlcd for convenience of the industry. The distinction

between direct- and alternating-current furnaces needs no explanation. The direct-

current furnace, except wher^ electrolysis is desired, is seldom used. Except in

electrolytic metallurgy, the alternating-current furnace is almost universally used in

Mdlfcrtal work.

A common classification of furnaces divides them into three groups: (1) resistance

furnaces; (2) arc furnaces; (3) induction furnaces. As all electric furnaces are resist-

ance furnaces, this grouping merely indicates the kind of resistor employed, f.c.,

whether (1) a solid or liquid through which a current is passed from one end to the

other, or (2) an arc through which a current is passed, (»r (3) a ring or closed circuit

through which an induced current is caused to flow. These three so-called types

may be briefly described as follows.

Resistance Furnaces.—These furnaces are characterized by two chief types:

(1) where the current passes through the material to be smelted or melted at a high

current density and it is melted by the heat generated within th(5 charge by its own
resistance, and (2) where a special resistance material is employed through which the

current passes, thereby heating it. This resistance material does not form a portion

of the charge, but transfers its heat energy to the charge by direct radiation.

Arc Furnaces.—In ,‘irc furna(5cs, an arc is caused to develop in the furnace chamber.

This arc transfers its heat to the bath either by radiation alone, or by both radiation

and conduction. The arc may be generated between two electrodes out of contact

with the charge, or between an electrode and the charge itself. Special cases arc

found where the electrode is made partially of the charge it^self, and still others where

the electrode is ‘^buried in the charge, giving rise to the so-called “submerged arc.’'

In both these special cases the net result is a multiplicity of small arcs and considerable

development of heat by direct resistance of the particles of the electrode and the

charge.

Induction Furnaces.—The high-frequency induction furnace, which has become
of great importance in nonferrous melting operations, is essentially a transformer

without a core and operating usually at a high frequency. The coil is the primary of

the transformer, and the secondary is the charge, which can be considered a coil of

one turn short-circuited on itself.^ While the effectiveness of this type of furnace

depends on the supply frequency, on the resistivity, permeability, and the physical

condition of the charge, on the coupling between the inducing coil and the charge,

and on the heat insulation used, by far the most important single phenomenon
involved in induction furnaces is the concentration of current on Uie surface of the

chafge, usually known as the “skin effect.^^ The tendency of alternating current is

to concentrate on the surface of the conductor. It requires a sensible time for the

current to reach the inner layer of the conductor, and if the frequency is high enough,

practically no current travels at the center of the conductor. Since the center of the

conductor is of no practical value, hollow tubing is commonly used for the primary
coil and cooling water is circulated through it to carry away the heat developed by
the current in this coil and the heat conducted to the coil from the charge.

The higher the frequency used, the shallower is the concentration of the induced

current. As a result of the current being confined to a comparatively small area, it

induces a high local resistance and heats and melts this portion of the charge. The
fallowing table, shows the effective depth of penetration with the various frequencies

for different materials:^

1 Th^ Weatinghouse Eng,, November, 1941,
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Depth of Penetration in Incheis

Material

“ Frequency, cycles per sec.

60 1000 10,000 100,000

Ciraphite 10.1 2.5 0.78 0.25

Molten iron 4.3 1.1 0.33

Stainless steel 2.5 0.62 0.19 ^ 0.062

Molten copper 1.4 0.35 0.11 0.033

Copper 0.42 0.10 0.031 0.009

Cast iron .... 0.18 0.045 0.014 0.005

Rail steel . . . 0.043 0.011 0.004 0.001

It may lie noted, though this is more a matter of mf'talworking than of metal

reduction or metal recovery, that it is possible to conduct various heat-treating and

hardening operations through localized induction heating which cannot be carried

on in any other way.

Adjacent conductors carrying current in the same direction attract each other

and the charge can be considered as a number of concentric rings stacked on top of

each other, each carrying current in the same direction and thereby attracting ea(;h

other. A stirring action is set up in the charge, which is exceedingly helpful in certain

reactions.

Since a conductor is necessary in the secondary of a transformer, if nonconducting

materials are to be heated, it is necessary in this case to have a crucible that is a

conductor. These are usually made of clay and graphite proportioned to give the

desired electrical conductivity, temperature, and resistance to oxidation. The more
graphite in the crucible, the higher is the conductivity and the permissible operating

temperature, but the rate at which the crucible can oxidize is also increased.

The best method of controlling the stirring of the charge is to have currents of

two frequencies in the same furnace coil. Low-frequency current can be used to

stir the charge with little effect on the heating.
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Since induction-furnace operation can be carried on in controlled atmosphere

or even in vacuo

^

the induction furnace usually derated without slag, although in

such operations as the reduction of double beryllium halides by magnesium, the pro-

duction of a scoria is an essential part of the operation. It should be remembered that

the top of a charge in an induction furnace is not so hot as it is in a fuel-fired fur-

nace. Any slags to be produced should therefore be calculated to have a low melting

temperature.

Induction heating can of course be applied to autoclaves and large chemical vaf s

such as are used in a bauxite industry. It is only necessary to make the shell of a

magnetic material if such material is acted upon by the solution to be heated. A
magnetic shell can bo used with a liner of a resistant material.^

There is also a low-frequency type of induction furnace which has attained a

considerable vogue for melting brass, bronze, aluminum, and magnesium. In this

furnace the primary coil instead of being around the crucible is arranged to be around
a transformer core which is made of high-permeability silicon-steel sheets. There is

a melting channel which is around the primary coil and not inside it, as in the high-

frequency furnaces, and which itself becomes the secondary loop of the transformer.

This melting channel opens into a hearth that contains the main charge. The heat
is generated only in the melting channel, but because of the stirring effect which has
already been spoken of, there is a constant flow of metal around this channel after

melting has once begun which gives a very effective heating to the charge and rapidly
melts all the material in the hearth.

A cross section of this furnace is also illustrated. The primary coil A is made of

mica- or glass-tape-insulated copper strip arranged around the transformer core B.
D is a transite insulating tube around the primary coil A. The blower C keeps the
transformer winding and core cool during the operation. EFG is the melting channel
which is the secondary loop and connects with the hearth P.

Between melts in the low-frequency, induction furnace, it is necessary to keep
reduced power on the furnace in order to prevent the metal in the stirring ring from
freezing. The usual process is to have a step-down holding transformer for this

* ChmIkstot, The Westinghouee Eng., February, 1942.
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purpose, l^igure 10 shows a 250-kw. low-frequency Ajax-Tania-Wyatt induct iou

furnace.
.

"

Fig. 10.—^Low-frequency AJax-Tama-Wyatt induction furnace.

The furnace atmosphere above the charge is heated only by the charge. This

tends to cut down volatilization losses, but makes the use of any slag cover difficult.

So far as the author knows, this type of furnace is not used in any smelting operations,

but merely as a melting furnace.

Fig. 11.—Capacitor diagram.

Capacitors.—In induction furnaces the power factor is low and decreases with the

progress of a melt as the charge becomes molten which lowers the level and changes
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the coupling of the furnace winding.* To »*nprove the factor hnd to avoid

abnormally high field currents on the inductor a4|;ernator, which normally supplier

the current, capacitors are introd»^ced into the circuit. These are essentially large

condensers, some of which are permanently connected with the circniit and others arc

switched in from time to time. The control equipment includc^s this switching means.

Formerly, oil circuit breakers were used in these furnace circuits, but it has been

found that contactors are more suitable than is a device that was designed primarily

as a circuit breaker. Extensive descriptions of these capacitors does not seem neces-

sary for this book as they should be the problem of the furnace supplier and should
not be homemade by the metallurgist.

FURNACE TRANSFORMERS
Electric-fumace transformers are designed to ^‘step down” the high power-line

voltages to the lower voltages commonly used in furnace work, 90 to 210. Two usual
characteristic features of such transformers are (1) the large amounts of copper in the

„
1 Acvlut, Control Equipment for Induction Melting and Heating Unite, Indnairtal Heating, May,

1944, ps-riG
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secondaries to make possible the d^ivery oj^^very heavy currents, and (2) a series of

taps on the primary windings whicli enables the furnace operator to vary the voltage

at will. A prime requisite of all such transformers is an ability to withstand very large

overloads for short periods. They are made, of course, both single and polyphase.

The following description applies to Westinghouse standard electric-furnace trans-

formers. The transformers are of the oil-insulated single^phase or polyphase type

with self- or water-cooling, as kxtal conditions may warrant. The shell form of

construction is used as it is believed it permits better bracing of the windings to with-

stand surges.

The magnetic circuit is built up of sili-

con-steel sheets in order to nidnee aging

to a minimum . To reduce eddy currents,

these sheets are annealed and given a core-

plate varnish treatment, llie laminated

sheets are assembled in such a manner
that they interlace at the (iorners, after

which they are clamped betwcicn heavy
steel frames. Provision is made fpr the

circulation of oil around the built-up

magnetic core.

The windings arc; made up of coils,

subdivided into high-tension and low-

tension groups. The arrangement of

these groups is symmetrical. The spac-

ing of each low-tension group from the

neighboring high-tension group is made’

accurately and is the same throughout

the windings, so that the impedances of

the parallel low-tension coils are practi-

cally identical.

Furnace transformers differ somewliat

from general power transformers. Prac-

tically all furnace transformers have six

to eight taps with provision for changing

the primary windings from delta to V
connections, some for full capacity and
some for partial capacity. Different

voltages may be appliexl to the charge.

depending on the character of metal being

melted and whether the furnace is in the

melting or the refining stage. Higher

Fio. 13.---Kuhlrnaii high-reactance trana-
fnriiier (with external voltage and reactance
tap changers).

voltages are used in the melting operations. Usually a no-load tap clianger is included
in the transformer case. The currents are comparatively high, and the secondary
winding is heavy. Furnace transformers are usually oil-filled and water-cooled. The
busses must be interwoven so that the ends of the secondary are brought out uncon-
nected. However, the design of transformers is a problem for the manufacturer
rather than for the metallurgist who uses them.

Reactance coils, or reactors, are almost always used in connection with arc-furnace

circuits to prevent too heavy currents on short circuits. Such short circuits occur
especially when “striking” the arc on a cold charge. Here the resistance of the

charge is very low, and the conditions favorable to the establishment of a long arc,

which would develop considerable resistance, are lacking. In such cases, the flow
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of current is momentarily very heavy oj an unprotected circuit. The reactors are

located on the higjh-tension side of the transforiiiers, and are usually assembled in

the transformer oil tank.

Regulation.—In true arc furnaces, where the bath has usually a comparatively

low resistance, the arc is bound to be unstable. This instability is greater at low

temperatures and in metals with a high boiling point. The arc tends to become more

stable as the atmosphere above the bath becomes more and more charged with metallic

vapor. But at best, the electrode end of the arc is in constant motion over the end

of the electrode. As the resistance of the arc depends on its length (other factors

being constant), it will be seen that, to maintain a constant energy input, rapid and

positive voltage control will be required. The resistance of the arc may vary greatly

in a space of a few seconds. There are several methods of (u:)ntrol or regulation. The
height of the electrode above the bath may be increased or decreased mechanically,

which will increase or decrease the length of the arc. Kxteriial resistance may be

thrown into or out of the circuit. A third method is to place taps on the transformer

windings and by this means to vary the voltage.

Regulators that goveni by raising or lowering the electrodes are usually confined

to arc furnaces. These regulators all operate by controlling the motors raising or

lowering the electrode. The type of regulator that employs taps on the transformer

coils is termed an “induction regulator.^^ Many mechanicial variations of both

types have been placed on the market, and there has been a marked advance in the

refinement of these machines in recent years. The cost of electric power to the fur-

nace operator is largely based on demand, and it is essential, therefore, that the

operation of the furnace be so regulated that high peaks in the load curve are avoided.

Only automatic regulation (!an do this. Again, with automatic regulation, it is pos-

sible more quickly to bring a furnace charge to a temperature where furnace conditions

are comparatively settled, and thus to reduce the total time for the heat, with a cor-

responding saving in radiation losses.

Modern controls are in the main based on the Ward-Leonard patents.

The Westinghouse regulator represents a modern apparatus adapU'd to arc-furnace

work. This consists of two parts, the control panel and the regulator panel. The
regulator panel carries the so-called control element, the necessary ordinary fuses and

switches, as well as the magnetic switches controlling the electrode motors. On the

back of this panel are placed the condensers and resistors in the control circuit. The
so-called control element comprises a floating horizontal pivoted lever. At each end

is a core extending into a solenoid. One of these solenoids is governed by the current

flowing through the corresponding electrode.* The other is governed by the voltage

between the bath and the electrode. The pivoted arm has one contact on each side

of the pivot, so arranged that magnetic contactors are operated by them. These

magnetic contactors control the motors raising or lowering the electrode. When no

current is flowing, this lever occupies a horizontal position. When the circuit is

closed (the electrodes being out of contact with the charge), a potential exists between
the charge and each electrode. This causes the voltage solenoid to pull its core and
close the' contacts at that end of the lever. This closes the contactors that control

the electrode motor in the direction necessary to lower the electrode. Thus the

electrode is brought into contact with the charge. At this moment the voltage coil

will become deenergized as it is connected between the electrode and the furnace

charge, and its current will be shunted. Thus the lever will return to the horizontal

position and the motor circuit will be broken. When the second electrode makes con-

tact with the charge and completes the circuit, the current solenoid is energized.

This closes the contacts, which causes the motor to raise the electrode, which causes

the generation of an arc between the electrode and the bath. As the electrode con-
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tinues to rise, the voltage between the electrode and the charge iuen'asc^s, while the

current decrease's until tlie pull in ihe two l^tJlenoids is equal, wliich causes the lever

again to (‘onie into the horizontal position, and ttiis, in turn, stops the action of the

motor. From this tinui on, whenever the arc fluctuates, it will cause the balance

l^etween the two solenoids to be overturned, and these will, in turn, causes the electrode

motor to raise or lower the electrode and thus reestablish the balance. This type of

regulator can be used at electrode speeds up to ft. per min. and can be made
s(;nsitive to 5 per cent fluctuations in the current. Figure 14 shows schematically

tin? arrangement of tliis regulator (connection for one electrode only) in oonruMition

with a three-phase arc furnace.

General Electric, Westinghoi.se, and Allis-Chalmers have recently introduc^ed n

new type of rotary regulator, known as Amplidyne, Rototrol, and Regulex, a(a*ording

to the manufacturer.

230 V-DC

Sicirfing and
Lowering
Resistance

'

AHHoldtngCdi/s
in Series Ammeter

CurrfnfAdjusting
•' Rheosfar~Ck - ' Rheosfa-^

' IndicatingLamp

'Ground

Fia. 14.—Westinghouse automatic current regulator.

Induction Regulators.—In furnaces of the direct-resistance or submerged-arc

type (6?.^., ore-smelting and carbide furnaces), when the electrodes are comparatively

stationary, the current is not ordinarily subject to violent fluctuations. It usually

gradually increases from the starting point up to the optimum rate of power input,

where it is then desirable to control it and keep it steady. The usual method of

securing this control is by regulating the voltage by a series of taps in the transformer

high-voltage windings. The disadvantages of this method, while not serious, are

often troublesome. If simple switches are used to connect with the several taps, the

main circuit breaker must each time be thrown, causing a break in the arc. Further-

more, if the switches are not thrown in proper order, a portion of the transformer

winding will be short-circuited.

In two-electrode single-phase or four-electrode two-phase furnaces, it is possible

to have balanced phase currents, without having balanced voltages across the arc,

for one electrode may be submerged in the steel.

With the rotary regulators, tfie voltages across the arcs are balanced, as well as

the phase currents. One field of the rotary regulator is energized through a rectifier

from a transformer in the electrode circuit, and a second is energized through
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a rectifier, from the voltage across th^ ‘ electrode to the of the furnace.

It may be noted that because of the trt!lization ^ this voltage difference electrical

contact must be made in some between the furnace shell and tlie furnace lining.

In basic-lined furnaces the lining itself will provide such a current, but in an acid-

lined furnace, either metal electrodes must extend through the lining, or a scrap-steel

bar may be inserted into the charge and the furnace door clamped down on it.^

There seems to be some saving in power through the use of the rotary regulator,

but‘ there is a very decided saving in electrodes.

Electronic Control.—A new control that appears to be faster in response than

any other type is based on electronics and was described in A.I.E.E. Technology Taper

44-164, May, 1944, but no extended results are available.

Furnace Conductors and Connections.—The salient feature in an electric-furnace

nstallation is the current density in the secondary conductors. This may often reach

Bar TnferlacedI Thru
Transformer Case
Three Phase

Interlaced Bus Run

Fig. 16.—^Bus bars interlacing to reduce inductance losses.

many thousand amperes. As alternating current is almost exclusively used, the

furnace designer is confronted with two difficult factors which do not have to be

considered in direct-current transmission. The first of these is the so-called “skin

effect,’* and the second is inductance.

Skin effect is the term applied to the tendency of an alternating current to seek the

surface of a conductor. This has already been discussed under induction furnaces

on page 594, and, as has also been pointed out there, it is possible to remove a portion

of a cylindrical conductor, with little effect on its conductivity. Advantage is taken

of this by making heavy conductors tubular in shape, or by building up heavy coils

on a nonconducting core.

* “Weetinghouee Descriptive Data,” 31-280, March, 1944.
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The two essential features to be provided in a set of furnace conductors therefore

are (1) an arrangement of the individual bugf'bar't or leads which will result in the

minimum inductance effect, and (2) to provide thi^ leads with cross sections properly

shaped and adequate in size to prevent excessive heating.

Obviously, that conductor which has the greatest surface for a given cross section

will show least loss of conductivity due to skin effect. Therefore, the worst cross

s(iction is a solid cylinder and the best is that of a thin sheet. In practice, the thin

sheet is usually bent in the form of a tube. This results not only in lowering the losses

due to skin effect, but also it assists in cooling, and hence lowers the losses dite to heat-

ing. Where tubular conductors are not practicable, flat bars are to be preferred.

To avoid inductance losses, th( bus bars must be so arranged that the inductance

due to the alternating-current flow will be least. As the current in a conductor of

given polarity tends to flow near the surface adjacent to a conductor of opposite

polarity, it is best to alternate or interlace bus bars and leads as far as possible.

Figure 15 shows the furnace bus bars interlaced in the same manner as the trans-

former leads.

In three-phase connections where there are three-phase groups of leads, the two

outer groups will necessarily have a greater inductance than the center group.

Flexible Cables

Ficj. 15tt.— Cable transposition.

overcome this, transposition is resorted to when it is feasible, in order to give equal

impedance and hence equal current to each cable, thus avoiding overheating. Figure

15a shows a simple case of transposition in flexible cables.

Connections.—In heavyjurnace-conduc-tor connections, the usual form of soldered

joints are not feasible, owing to the possibility of heating and melting of the joint.

For heavy currents, too much care cannot be taken in making these connections, as

the tendency to heat is always present. Joints that have functioned perfectly for a

long time will suddenly and without apparent cause begin to heat violently. This is

usually due to a former heating caused by overload and the consequent formation of

a thin film of oxide on portions of the joint not airtight. After a joint is made mechan-

ically sound and clean and is bolted tight, it will pay to see that the line is never

sufficiently overloaded to cause undue heating, for this results in expansion and subse -

quent contraction at the joint. Where the bolts have a different coefficient of expan-

sion from the bars, oxidation is sure to result ultimately, with subsequent disastrous

heating. Naked copper conductors should be used whenever possible, except in the

flexible furnace leads themselves, and even here the use of asbestos-covered cables is

open to question, although they are undoubtedly safer for the workmen.

Resistor Connections.—Under this head should be grouped that portion of the

circuit which is between the end of the flexible cable leading to the furnace and the

resistor itself, whether the resistor is a solid, a liquid, or a granulated mass. It includes

electrode clamps. This is the most difficult portion of the circuit to maintain outside

the resistor itself. The difficulty arises from the high temperature and the contact

resistance between two different substances. In the case of carbon-electrodes the

clamps are almost always of copper and are often water cooled. Water cooling of the

clamp has the great advantage of preventing oxidation of the copper and consequent

heating. The danger of this heating lies in the fact that it is liable to become progres-

sive. With oxidation comes an uneven distribution of current at the actual point of
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contact, resulting in intense local heating and local destruction of contact, which is

likely to develop small arcs. Once theiie develop, destruction of the clamp itself is

certain unless the current is immediately suspended.

It is usual to support the electrode clamp with the electrode holder, which is made
of steel. The function of this latter is to hold the electrode in place and to afford a

movable support by means of which the electrode nmy be thrust into or withdrawn

from the hearth or arcing zone. When cooling devices are resorted to, they are

also carried on the electrode holder. Of course, the metal portions of the holder must
be insulated from the copper pieces that form the terminals of the fiexibh^ cables

and that form the electrode clamp. This clamp should have an area of contact

with the electrode at least three times the computed area necessary to carry the desired

current, in order to overcome the contact resistance. On the smallest size electrodes

they grip the electrode over practically its entire circumference and are bolted in such

a way^as to ensure an even pressure ovc^r the entire contact surface. On large fur-

naeos a wedge is used, cither manually or power operated, to sciueeze the electrode

against a contact plate.

Ls_

1

J

1 WmaaJ

,

UwwvJ

4
Fici. 10.—Three-phase connecjtion, star-connected secondary, hearth foiming one electrode.

Electrode Hearth or Bottom Connections.—This is a special case of connection

where the connector must bridge the gap between the flexible lead and the molten
material of the hearth. It is used in all cases where the bath itself forms one electrode.

Two general methods are employed to make this connection: (1) There is inserted into

the built-up hearth bottom a metallic electrode, provided with a water-cooling device

which keeps its lower end from melting. (2) The bottom electrode is made of metal,

but it is tapered with the small end toward the bottom, so that the lower portion

always remains unmelted. In both cases, the electrode must be of the same metal
that is being treated in the hearth, as the top end will always be melted in practice.

In these cases, also, it is always necessary to leave enough metal in the furnace after

pouring or tapping to constitute the bottom electrode for the next heat. The bottom
end of the electrode may be brought out through the furnace shell through an insulated

duct and clamped to the copper terminal of the flexible lead on the outside, or it may
be bolted to the steel shell of the furnace from the inside, in which case connection is

made by bolting the flexible lead terminal direct to the shell at any convenient point

Both methods have been used, but, in .general, it is true that the simplest possible*

construction is the best and that furnace hearths are never free from liability to cracks,

which at best makes the intrqduction of cooling water a potential source of danger
from explosions due to steam generated by accidental contact of molten metal and the

watqr.
,
It is generally the best policy to have no openings of any kind in the under
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side of the furnace shell, for if the refractory hearth fails ever so slightly, molten metal

is sure to escape and to cause loss and possibly serious damage. The us<' of bottom

('lectrodes to secure gn^ater temperature uniforfijity of the charge is aUractive in

Fig. 18.—Three-phase connection—one phase reversed. Practically all of current goes

through lx>ttom electrode.

theory, but does not work out so well in practice, as most of the heat is generated

in the arc.

Connection between FlexihU^cahle Terminal and a Solid-carbon or Graphite Resistor.

Here the connection should be made outside the furnace, i.e., the carbon resistor
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should project far enough beyond the actual furnace chaiti1:)efto be kept cool enough

by simple radiation to prevent oxidation of the copper connecting clamp. This

clamp should provide sufficient he|.t capacity and radiating surface to keep th(^ joint,

from overheating. This type of joint, f.c., between the copper flexible lead and im

incandescent carbon or graphite resistor, is most difficult to maintain, and is still one

of the weak points in this type of furnace, although much progress has been made in

this respect.

Connection between Flexible-cable Terminal and a Granulated Resistor.—This is

usually made by the same type of connection as described in the last paragrai)h,

where a carbon block or rod extends from the copper clamp on the cable terminal

through the wall of the furnace, and is packed in the resistor material. This is also a

troublesome joint to maintain, and the perfect detail has yet to be work(;d out. 8low

oxidation of the connecting {‘.arbon block or

rod (usually called the contact block) and

the consequent reduction in cross section is

followed by increased resistance to the

(nirrent. This causes still greater heating

and more oxidation. The consecpience is

rather rapid destruction of the contact

piece and failure of the connection. This

fault can be only partially overcome by
increasing the size of the contactor block.

The author has conducted many experi-

ments with numerous coatings that might

be applied to such contact pieces and pre-

vent their oxidation, but with meager

success.

Resistors.—Any portion of an electro-

thermic machine that contributes appre-

ciably to the total heat of the system

because of its ohmic resistance may be

regarded as a resistor. Whether this con-

tribution is accidental and unintentional,

especially arranged for, or merely unavoidable is immaterial. It is usual to speak of

certain resistors as electrodes^ the general meaning attached to which is that their pri-

mary purpose is to carry the current to the principal resistor whose primary function is

the development of heat. Thus, in arc furnaces, the primary resistor is the arc itself

and the chief function of the electrode is to conduct the current to the arc. Again,

in resistance furnaces, the chief function of the electrode is to carry the current from

the bus bar or flexible lead to the inside of the furnace and the primary resistor. In

both cases, however, there is always a certain amount of heat generated in the elec-

trode itself, and often this is an important function of the electrode. It is, therefore,

permissible to,class electrodes among the resistors. Many parts of the electric furnace

function as resistors and contribute heat to the system. For practical purposes,

however, the following classification is sufficient: carbon and graphite electrodes,

solid-carbon or graphite resistors, granular-carbon or graphite resistors, metallic

resistors, nonmetallic resistors, slag resistors, gaseous resistors.

Carbon Electrodes.^—These are made from petroleum coke and selected anthracite

coal, by grinding the carbon, mixing it with coal-tar pitch, molding or extruding under
high pressure, and then baking.

1 Tables 10 to 11. p, 6280.
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The National Carbon Co. givM the following specifications for electrodes for
clectrothormic work:

^
Fruertess to P'orm.—l. No electrode shall vary more than ±2 per cent of the diam-

(!t(^r from the normal diameter. For instance*, a 17-in. electrode shall not be over
17.34 in. in diameter nor under 16.66 in.

2.

'i'he curvature shall not exceed 0.5 per cent of the If'ngth im^asured by the chord-
to-arc method.

3. The ends of the electrode are to be straight and square with the sides; tluit is, a

straightcHlge laid on the end of the electrode shall be 90 deg. from a straightedge laid

on the sid(i of the electrode for a distance of 9 in. from the end referred to.

4. Every threadt^d section shall be centered, and at no time shall th(; overhang to

adjacent sections (extend more than is permissible under the diameter tolerant^e.

A pparent Density .—The apparent density shall not be less than 1.50 in all sizes of

(ioal electrodes.

Fig. 21.—Graphite electrodes. {Courtesy of National Carbon Co.)

Resistivity.—The. specific resistance of no electrode shall exceed 0.0025 ohms per

inch cube at 20°C.

Chemical Composition .—The ash shall not exceed 83^2 per cent.

Resistor Carbon and Graphite .—Standard sizes of National Carbon Co. carbon
resistors are as follows: 34 i M ^ ^4 in.; in. to dust.
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Graphite resistor is (*arried screened, as follows:

93 per cent through S-mesh on 8*rnesh ^

90 per cent through 8-niesh on 20-m[e8h

98 per cent through 20-mesh

50 per cent through 35-mcsh on 65-niesh

80 per cent through 8-mesh on 20-rnesh

Acheson Graphite Electrodes.^—These are made of petroleum coke partich's,

mixed with a hinder, extruded, baked in a gas-fired furnace, and then heated in hii

electric furnace to a temperature necessary to convert the amorphous carbon into

graphite. Acheson graphite electrodes are chiefly distinguished from amorphous car-

bon electrodes by their greater conductivity and the greater ease with which they may
be machined. Whether the graphite or the amorphous carbon electrode is superior is

still an unanswered question. Each has certain points of superiority over the other,

and entirely successful practice has been achieved with both.

Soderberg Electrodes.—The Soderberg electrode is seif-baking and is continuously

formed. The mixture is carbon mixed with more tar or pitch than is used in the

ordinary ehjctrode, and the mixture is fed into a metal cylinder which is above the

electric-furnace charge. For ferrous alloys, steel, and carbides, the cylinder is usually

made of sheet iron 1 mm. thick and perforated with a number of small holes to allow

the evolved gases to escape. For use in the aluminum furnaces, it is made of thin

aluminum sheet. The casing is of course eaten away as the electrode is used up.

New sheet-metal sections arc welded on as needed at the top of the electrode, which

can be of any desired cross section. The only difficulty in the use of the Soderberg

electrodes is that when a furnace is being started the electrode may be consumed

faster than it is properly baked owing to the fact that one has a comparatively cold

furnace and at the same time a high electrode consumption. The use of the Soderberg

electrodes in aluminum manufacture allows a much better hooding of the furnaces so

that practically all the fluorine that is evolved during the electrolysis can be recovered.

The evolved gases are scrubbed with a caustic-soda solution, producing sodium

fluoride, which is used in the manufacture of synthetic cryolite, which is then returned

to the process.

The Soderberg continuous zinc oxide furnace is an application of the Soderberg

electrode to the production of zinc oxide direct from the ore instead of from spelter.

The process is a trade secret, but it consists essentially of making Soderberg electrodes

of zinc ore, and then passing a heavy current through them, at the same time pro-

viding an oxidizing atmosphere. The zinc oxide volatilizes off.

Another self-baking electrode for aluminum manufacture is that of George Hagerup-

Larssen (U.S. Patent 2,238,936), in which plates are used above the point wherc»baking

begins, but in the flow of the stream of electrode-forming material, in order to ensure

proper flow of the mix.

Solid Amorphous Carbon Resistors.^—When radiation is unimpeded, a carbon

rod through which i§ passed a wattage equal to 100 watts for every square inch of

radiation surface will develop a temperature of approximately 1100°C. To attain a

temperature of 2450®C., the wattage per square inch must be increased to 1,600.

With a current of 300 amp. and e.m.f. of 50 volts, the following lengths of carbon

rod are needed in the respective sizes td develop a temperature of 1100°C.:

> National Carbon Co.
2 8^ Table U, p. 628,
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Diameter, I..ength,

Inche.s Inches

32

38

1 ' 48

72

95

Solid Metallic Resistors.—Tins type of resistor is generally used for furnace t(^in-

pcM-atures of 20()0"’F. and utuler. Like all solid resistors, tlu' t(*m}3erature limits of

metallic, resistors are set by limiting point and oxidation speed. So far as melting

point is concerned, nud-allif resistors are decidedly inferior to carbon, but carbon at

high temperatures is rapidly oxidized. The furnace designer is caught on one horn

of the dilemma or the other. The metallic resistor for comparatively low-temper-

ature work has many advantages. With proper alloys, it is possible to get both

strength and very eonsideriible resistance to oxidation. This makes possible more or

less elaborate design (often (juite essential for even distribution of heat through th(^

funiaee) and a reasonable life for the furnace.

Of course, after oxidation has progressed to a certain degree, the resistor is doomed
to destruction, for at higher temperatures oxidation will increase at an accelerated

rate, while the development of heat in the resistor depends on the cross section which

is being lessened at an ac.celerated rate by oxidation, (consequently, once a metallic

resistor begins to oxidize it is liable to “burn out’^ very rapidly owing to the heating of

the rodiuHjd cross section to melting point and the formation of an arc of still higher

temperature at the point of rupture. So far, the choice of metals suitable for solid

resistors has been extrenudy limited. Iron cannot be successfully used even for

moderate-temperature furnaces, because of the tendency to oxidize rapidly. It is also

especially difficult to maintain an unoxidized joint. The same is true of copper and

nickel. Silicon has too little strength. Most other metals have too low melting

points, or are too expensive. Practically, the only commercially available metals

for such purposes are certain alloys of chromium and nickel. Some of these have been

patented under the trade names of “Chromel/’ “Nichrome,” etc. Though these

alloys leave much to be desired, they combine to a sufficiently advantageous degree

specific resistance, low oxidation tendency, and comparatively high melting point to

make possible the construction of many useful and fairly efficient furnaces for low-

temperature work. It may be noted that the Hevi-Duty Furnace Co. believes that it

has an alloy that will give nearly a yearns service at 2300°F.

NonmetalHc Resistors.—Solid and granular carbons have long been the mainstay of

the metallurgist. An accompanying illustration gives the results of some recent work

of the staff of the National Carbon Co. on resistivities of various forms of carbon at

various temperatures. The carbon'eurves are carried only to 1000°C., as graphitiza-

tion begins at about this temperature, and the curves begin to approach and finally

merge in the graphite curves (see page 610).

In nonmetallic resistors the so-called Globar (silicon carbide) nonmetallic heating

element represents a great comparatively recent advance. The Harper Electric

P'urnace Co. of Niagara Falls builds furnaces with these elements for steady operating

temperatures of 2500®F., and maximum temperatures of 2750°F.^

Slag Resistors*—Slags are used for resistors in metallurgical work, chiefly in

smelting and refining work. Like all conductors of the second order, ordinary slags

must reach a fairly high temperature before they will conduct an appreciable amount

I Industrial Heatino, September, 1944, p. 1532.
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of current. In refining furnaces, the slag usually is out ‘of contact with the carbon

(‘lectrodes, but serves as an intermediate resistor between the arc of one electrode and

the metallic bath. In such cases, the resistance of the slag is not the main source of

heat, but nevertheless contributes substantially to the; total furnace heat. On tlu^

other hand, in smelting or reduction furnaces, the electrode is often thrust into the

molten slag, and the ohmic resistance of the slag then becomes the chief source of

heat.

Gaseous Resistors.—These are the arcs. It is not within the province of this

work to go into the extensive field of electric-arc phenomena. A few fundamental
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Fig. 22.—Resistivity curves, carbon and graphite electrodes.

considerations will be of help, however, in understanding arc furnaces. The heat

developed by the arc may be regarded for practical purposes as due to the resistance

of a vapor or a mixture of vapors. The true carbon arc is known only in the

laboratory.

The Pointing of Electrodes.—Regardless of their shape when first placed in

operation, carbon or graphite electrodes will always tend to develop a tapering point

after a few hours of arcing. This is illustrated in Fig. 23. The pointing process will

proceed to a degree where the inward feed of the electrode is equal to speed of the

wearing-away process, after which the point will maintain more or less a roughly

fixed outline. This pointing of the electrode is siihply an expression of the relation

between the arcing and oxidation tendencies on the one hand, and the temperature

gradient in the electrode from the arc outward on the other. A close examination

of an electrode at high temperature and with the arc in play (made by means of heavy

cobalt glass) will show not only the results of the invisible oxidizing reaction, but also

a visible wearing of the electrode, tiny incandescent particles being projected away
.from the electrode radially and in swarms. The net result is a greater wearing away
of the electrode at the hotter end and a gradually lessened amount as the cooler end is

approached, resulting in the tapered or pointed shape.
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Industrial Melting and Smelting Furnaces.—A groat variety of noriforrous molting

furnaces have been placed on thh’ market and are in daily use. They involve' hotli

the arc and solid-resistor typos, as well as the so-called “induction furnaces.” A few

types are mentioned below.

Heroult Type Electric Furance.—The H6roult furnace is one of the oldest of the

electric furnaces, being first used commercially about 1906. It is an arc furnace with

the arcs being struck between the electrodes and the charge, top electrodes furnishing

the conductors for both the incoming and outgoing current. The original furnace was
iiitended as a steel melting furnace, and in order to avoid an undue carburizing of the

charge H6roult soon evolved the idea of covering the charge with a protecting layer

of slag. The arcs were then stiuck between the electrodes and the slag, and the

electrodes were far enough apart and the slag layer was sufficiently thin for the current

to pass thiough the slag anti through the metal underneath it rather than to take a

Fig. 23.—A, new electrode; ii, normal point from spalling and oxidation; C, extreme
pointing due to excessive hot-gas escape.

short cut by arcing from one electrode to the other. The furnace is still in use and

has a considerable vogue for melting the more refractory nonferrous alloys. Figure

24 shows a modern Heroult furnace for nonferrous work taking a 7J^-ton charge.

Probably the largest nonferrous electric smelting furnace is that designed by

Jens Westley, which was in use before the war at Outokumpu, Finland. This was a

three-phase 2500-kva. furnace, 10 meters outside diameter for smelting 240 to 250 tons

of cold charge per day. The current consumption was 500 to 600 kw.-hr. per ton of

ore smelted, and the electrode consumption was 2 to 3 kg. per ton of ore. The elec-

trodes (three in number) were of the Soderberg type, were each 1.4 meters in diameter,

and each weighed 5 tons.

The furnace was charged mechanically from overhead hoppers, the feed running

about 25 per cent copper, producing a 50 per cent and a slag run 0.3 to 0.6 per cent

copper. The slag flow was continuous, the matte flow intermittent. The converter

slag went back to the furnace as a flux.

An interesting feature of this installation was the recovery of sulphur dioxide

from the waste gases. These were washed with a basic aluminum-sulphate solution

which was kept in circuit until it contained about 70 g. of sulphur dioxide per liter.

This was then recovered by heating the scrubber solution to 100°C.*

* Sbm, Sng. Min. Jnur., Vol, 140, p, 47, January, 1939,
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The Hassanese furnaeo (StasBano) is important historically. It was a two-elec-

trodo ar(‘-tvi)e furiUKa;, the most distinguishinfi; eharacderistic of whieh was that the

inclination of the electrodes (which pierced the roof at an angle) could be varied at

will in such a way that the furnace could bo operated with radiating arc between the

Fig. 24.—Modern H6roult-type furnace. {Courtesy of Samuel Arnold III, of Pittsburgh.)

two electrodes above the metal during the melting process, and then, when the bath
was fluid, the electrodes could be tilted down and the arc struck between the electrodes

and the bath. The furnace was of the tilting type. The working arc pot(*ntial

varied from 160 to 170 volts, which was considerably above the average of its period.

This higher voltage, of course, makes possible smaller cross sections in electrodes

Fig. 26.—Bassanese arc furnace.

and bus bgrs with consequent smaller heat losses. It is equally true, however, that

induction losses must be higher at these voltages. This furnace was chiefly employed
in ferrous work, but was also adapted to nonferrous melting, A schematic vertical

section is shown in Fig. 25.
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Detroit Rocking Electric Furnace.—The Detroit indirect-arc rocking-type furnace’

which approximates a central cylindrical section and two truncated cones in shape, is

lined with insulation and refractory, the latter forming the hearth on which melting

takes place. It employs two horizontal electrodes entering the furnace, one from

cither end, striking an arc between the electrodes in the center of the melting chamber.

I'lie cold or solid charge lies below and is “banked front and rear of the electrodes

with the initial melting by radiant heat from the arc. As the charge melts down, the

angle of rock increases and the molten metal picks up heat from the lining which has

been exposed to the direct radiation of the arc. The furnace on full rock rotates

about 160 deg., keeping all the lining at metal temperature except the refractory

adjacent to the charging door and about the electrode port sleeves. It is built in

sizes from 6 to 4000 lb. cold charge or 8000 lb. molten bronze capacity. It is used in

melting standard brass and bronze alloys, aluminum bronze, beryllium copper,

nickel, zinc, alloyed and plain gray and white irons, special nonferrous alloys for

cutting tools, carbon steel, low- and high-alloy and high-speed tool steels.

Exceptionally rapid melting is a feature of the rocking arc-type electric furnace. ^

The melting rate in a rocking arc furnace must be adjusted to the rocking action to

ensure proper mixing action.

The “stagnant atmosphere in the melting chamber is an advantage possessed

by these units. It is not contaminated with products of combustion that might be

harmful to the metal. The furnace atmosphere contains a considerable amount of

carbon monoxide, which tends to preserve the composition as charged, due to the

absence of oxidation. This feature can be a disadvantage in some cases where it is

desired to oxidize impurities. The introduction of air to the chamber is not recom-

J St. John, April, 1944, meeting of the American Foundrymen's Aseociation.
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mended, and fluxes should not be used in the rocking-arc furnace unless absolutely

necessary.

Any patches installed in the lining should be thoroughly dried to avoid the harmful

effects resulting from moisture.

Silicon carbide refractories installed around the door opening are stated to be

satisfactory, although with melting of the red brasses, it is said that difficulties

may arise if the surface of the silicon carbide is not glazed.

t'iG. 27.—Detroit rocking furnace with mechanical electrode control.

Power consumption is stated to be about 250-300 kw.-hr. per ton on continuous

operation. Power consumption per ton is higher for intermittent' melting. About
2,5 to 3 lb. of electrodes are consumed per ton of metal in this practice.

The Wile furnace ^ is of interest as it has been successfully used in smelting tin

ores. It is of the shaft type and has three electrodes in the top and a heating element
in the bottom. Like other shaft furnaces the Wile is nontilting and is continuous in

operation. The furnaces are water-jacketed at the bottom, sides, and top.

The Krupp furnace® is a crucible-resistance tilting-type furnace. It consists

essentially of a cylindrical shell with a refractory lining. Inside this lining is a con-

centric hollow cylinder of rammed Kryptol. Kryptol is the trade name given to a
patented carbonaceous granular resistance material which, aocordirtg to Fried. Krupp,
is composed chiefly of broken-up electricdight carbons. Inside this hollow cylinder

of rammed Kryptol is the crucible proper, usually made of rammed magnesite. The

> R. S. Wile, d2 Liberty St., New York, N.Y.
* F»iiD. Kbtjpp A.G., Beeen.
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crucible is ordinarily not removable. The current is introduced by a carbon contact/

block below and a carbon contact ring above the Kryptol cylinder. The resislancc^

of the Kryptol to the passage of the current heats the enclosed magnesite crucible

Fio, 28.—Krupp self-contained tilting furnace (dimensions in milliineters).

A B
Fia. 2^.—Rennerfelt furnace: A, direct-arc position, charge melted; B, free-burning

position for melting.

and melts the charge. This furnace has the advantage over others of this t3rpe in

that the contact blocks are more protected from oxidation and, further, that a greater

economy is secured by keeping the crucible always in the furnace. On the other hand,
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when it is necessary to naiew a crucible, it is usually also necessary to renew partially

the Kryptol resistor.

The I{(uinerf(^lt furnacic' was vc'ry largely used in nonferrous Avork both in th(5

United States and in Kurope, but is believed to be uscmI now only by the niiiits iri th(5

United States. It is of the indirect-arc type (sometimes called the frcio-burning arc)

where the arc is not struck between the electrode and the bath, but bcdwecui the elec-

trodes. The furnace is also used on ferrous work. The indirect-arc type has much
to recommend it in treating precious mcitals and metals of low melting point. Wher-

ever a metal bath is allowed to come in direct contact with the carbon arc (t.c., with

no protecting slag between), there is sure to be a certain amount of volatilization and

loss. This is largely avoided in the indirect-arc type. Figure 29 shows schematically

Fio. 30.—Weeks furnace.

the furnace in se(!tion. The furnace is provided with thi-ee electrodes. One of these

pierces the roof, and the other two enter the furnace chamber from ’the sides. The
arc is drawn from point to point of the three electrodes.

The Weeks furnace^ (see Fig. 30) is of the rocking-barrel indirect-arc type. It

consists essentially of a steel cylindrical shell, mounted on trunnions on its long axis.

The trunnions are equipped with an automatic rocking mechanism for agitating th(

bath. As is usual in this type of furnace, the electrodes enter from the ends, and the

arc is struck between the points. The connection is, of course, single phase. One
door in the periphery of the furnace is used for charging; and the teeming door is located

directly under it. The electrodes are water cooled and do not rotate with the furnace.

The furnace rotates or ^(rocks” through an arc of 240 to 270 deg. The electrodes are

automatically controlled.

The Moore “Lectromelt” furnace^ is widely used throughout the world. It

is pf the direct-arc tilting type, and, while chiefly utilized in steel work, it is well

‘ General Furnace Co., FhiladelplUa, Pa.
® Pittiburgh Leotromelt Furnace Corp., Pitteburgh, Pa.
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adapted to copper and nickel melting and refining. Three electrodes are employed,
and three-phase connections used. The furnace is equipped with both hand and
mechanical tilting mechanism and may be tilted for^^ard for pouring and backward
for slagging operations. Illustrations are given in Figs. 31 and 32. It is made in

sizes to tap from 25 lb. to 100 tons per heat. The electrodes are automatically con-
trolled, and, as with other furnaces of this type, the furnace may be governed by
automatic current regulators to ensure an even temperature and power load. The
furnace has a high power factor, ranging from 85 to 95 per cent. It is star connect'd

on the se(!ondaries with the neutral lead in contact with the bath. This arrangement
tends to give a well-balanced load on the power line. The furnace is capable of high

Fig. 31.—Lectromelt 20- to j25-ton furnace in tapping i)osition.

energy efficiency. A 3-ton unit operated at the Huntington Works of the Inter-

national Nickel Co. is reported by them to have averaged on intermittent operation

686.7 kw.-hr. per ton of refined Monel metal.

Advantage of Top-charge Ftuiiaces.—The original top-charge furnaces had a

tilting furnace top (the so-called coffeepot type), which threw a considerable strain

on the roof of the refractory and led to a comparatively short life, so that for some time

the top-charge furnace was in disfavor. With the present type of roofs rotating in a

horizontal plane, this strain on the refractories is no longer a factor. Due to the

shorter time between heats, a top-charge furnace has an increased capacity over the

older type and does not use any more men, in fact sometimes a smaller furnace crew

is employed. The manufacturers also claim a decreased electrode consumption per

ton of output.

Other major improvements made in recent years to arc melting furnaces (in addi-

tion to electrode control already spoken of) are as follows:
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The insertion of a water-cooling pipe of suitable diameter in the top tow of brick

of the side walls has given improvement to the life of the roofrings and side-wall

course of roof brick and the roofring (particularly in large furnaces). Use of roof

rings of larger diameter (frequently larger than the furnace shell) has increased the

life of roof rings and roof skew-back brick. A newly designed electrode cooling gland

to be inserted throiigh the entire thickness of the roof brick where the electrode enters

through the furnace roof. This gland is thoroughly water-cooled and mechanically

supported. Previously, cooling glands rested either directly on top of the brick or

were inserted for only a very small portion of the depth of the brick. Thus the center

section of the roof refractories between the electrodes was not thoroughly cooled,

with resultant frequent failure of that part of the roof.

Fig. 32.—Lectromelt furnace with roof and superstructure swung aside for quick top
charging.

Electric Heat-treating Furnaces.—Practically all furnaces of this type use some
form of solid resistor. Arc furnaces of this type have been difficult to develop, owing
to highly localized heating. Practically all such furnaces use a Continuous solid or
granular solid resistor. As a rule, the continuous solid resistors are limited to carbon,
gi^aphite, silicon carbide (Globar), and alloys of chromium and nickel, while the
granular resistors arq^practically limited to various forms of carbon. Furnaces of

this type differ little in principle, but greatly in design and operation.

Electric heat-treating furnaces may be roughly divided into low- and high-tem-
perature types. Th^se from 900®F. down may be said to bO low-temperature furnaces
and are seldom used^ metallurgical purposes. Therefore only the high-temperature
types tanging upward from 9(K)®F. will be considered here.

T£e various styles of furnace—batch or hearth, pusher, chain conveyer, car,

rotary^^: etc.—developed in fi^-fired design are also to be found in electric design,
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modifiod to Suit the altf^red conditions brought about by the different method of

introducing and developing the heat energy.

Th(^ outstanding characteristic of all thes(* furnaces is a, superiority of tcmperaturo

control over the fuel-fired types. By moans of thermocouples connected in circuit

with the necessary controller, contactor switches, and relay, the current flow can be
regulated to a high degree.

The resistors can be connected in many combinations, both parallel and series,

delta and star.

In general, however, these furnaces do not pertain to the extraction of metals,

and their treatment is out of place here.

Fig. 33.—Lectromelt ferrosilicon furnace. {Courtesy of Pittsburgh Lectromelt Furnace Corp.)

Carbide and Silicide Furnaces.—Carbide and silicide furnaces are essentially

reduction furnaces of the buried-arc resistor type. The chief representative of the

carbides is calcium carbide, while the silicides are represented by carborundum,

alundum, etc. These furnaces have several characteristics in common, the chief of

which are the combination of buried-arc and resistance heating, large installations,

high and fairly steady current demand, and long life of the electrode. Since calcium

carbide becomes fluid or semifluid at furnace temperatures, the carbide furnaces have

their electrodes enter from the top. On the other hand, the silicide furnaces are of the

horizontal type, where the charge is built up around a core between two furnace

heads, through which project the horizontal electrodes. As calcium carbide and

the various commercial silicides are controlled by patents or otherwise, and their

manufacture is in the hands of a comparatively small number of companies, exact

details of existing methods of construction and practice are in many cases not available

for publication, although the general theory and procedure are well known. The
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( 'iirhoruiidum Co. of Niagara Falls furiiishos (ho following data on their furnaoe

practiced

Furnace Construction.
—

'TI h' (hrhoninduin furnace' consists of two j)erTnaTH'n(

])rie*k heads c-ontaiuing wnle'r-cook'd grapliite ele'ctrode's by means of whicli current is

introduced into the furnaces 'The side's of the furnaea': are built of fired)rick usually

held in cast-iron containeM-s which can be removed rapielly in se^dions. A typical

eairborundum furnace using 2000 hp. has the following inside diihensie)ns: length

40 ft., width 7}4 ft., height 0^2 ft- Kraphite core is placed in the rnidelle of the

furnace between the two heads, this ce)re'! having a cross section of approximately

3 sq. ft. The remainder of the furnace is filled with charge consisting of coke and sand.

A typical eharg(‘ is as follows: 15,000 lb. of coke, 25,000 lb. of sand, 3400 lb. of saw-

dust, and 700 lb. of salt. Sawdiist is used to make the mass porous, to facilitate (‘scape

of gas, and th<' snlt is used to aid the elimination of iron in the form of chloride. The

principal reaction is

SiO, + 3(’ = SiC -f 2VO

An additional reversed react ion probably takers place

2CO -b 3Si ^ 2SiC 4- SiOs

Also

SiO. -f 2C = 8i + 2(^0

A typical furnace run lasts for approximately 36 hr. The average energy con-

sumption during this period is 1500 kw. The voltage at the beginning of the run is

300 to 330 volts, and at the end of the run this generally drops to around 250 volts.

These voltages are not fixed, as they vary with the resistan(‘(i of the core. Ehicdrodfi

consumption in the manufacture of (carborundum is not heavy. For instance, the car-

borundum furnace described above would have two 10-in. graphite electrodes in each

h(cad. These electrodes would be expected to last anywhere from 6 months to a year.

Table P

Material V at 15°C.
[

a

Alliminum 0.03-0.05 -f0.0039

Lead 0.22 -(-0.0041

Iron 0.10-0.12 4-0.0045

Copper 0.018-0.019 4-0.0037

Brass 0.07-0.08 -f0.0015

German silver 0.15-0.36 -f0.0002-0.0004

Nickel 0.15 4;0.0037

Platinum 0.12-0.16 4-0.0024-0.0035

Silver 0.016-0.018 -hO. 0034-0. 0040

Steel 0.10-0.25 4-0.0052

Zinc 0.06 4-0.0042

Carl')on . . . . , lOO-laOOO -0.0003-0.0008

* Roderihauaer and Schoenawa.

The production of carborundum from a typical furnace run as described above

varies considerably, but an average production of good abrasive grain would be 12,000

lb. per run. In addition to this there would be recovered from the furnace approxi-

mately 4000 lb. of second-quality carborundum and fire sand, which is used as a

refractory material.

1 O. Hutchins.
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Tablt<] 3.—Resistivity of Metals
(Microhms per cubic centimeter)

-160° 0° 18° 100°

Tempera-

ture

coefficient

Hi 0°

Aluminum 2.8 2.94 4.13 0.0040

Antimony 36.0 40.5 0.0041

Bismuth 55.55 119.0 160.3 0.0035

Cadmium (drawn) 2.72 7.0 7.54 9.82 0.0042'-

Copper (drawn) 0.49 1.58 1.78 2.36 0 0039

Calcium 7.5 10.5

Cobalt 9.71 0.0033’'

Gold 0.68 2.42 3.11 0.0037

Arsenic 33.3

Iridium 5.3

Iron 9-15 16.8 0.0062

Iron (wrought) 5.4 13.9 18.8 0.0058

Lead (drawn) 7.43 19.0 20.8 27.7 0.0039

Lithium 8.4

Magnesium 4.35 0.0038

Mercury 04.07 95.57 0.00072

Molybdenum

.

4.P O.OOSO’'

Hteel 19.9 25.6

Nickel 5.9 11.8 15.7 0.0062*

Osmium 9.5-

Palladium 10.7 13.8 0.0035*

Platinum 2.4*^ 9.0 11.0 14.0 0.0037*

Potassium 6.64

Rhodium 6.0

Hilver 0.56 1.50 1.65 2.13 0.00377

Sodium 4.74

Strontium 25.
0'^

Tantalum .... 14.6 0.0033*

Tellurium .
21.0^ 0.0040

Thallium 17.6

Thorium . 40.1

Tin (drawn) 3.5 10.0 11.3 15.3 0.0043

Tungsten (annealed) .... 4.42 4.81 6.65 0.0051*

Zinc 2.2 6.6 6.1 7.9 0.00365

“At - 183®. At 25®. « At 20®. ^ At -204®, * From 18 to 100®.

The values at low temperatures are mostly Lee’s; those at 18®, Jaeger and Disselhorst’s ; those at

0® from a table compiled by Watt, “Laboratory Course in Electrochemistry,” while those at 100® are

from various sources.
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Table 4. -Rei.ative ( 'onihictivuies op MktaijB fob Heat and I'^tEOTRloiTY*

Metal (in vacuo) Ik'Mt
VAvr-

tri(*ity
Metal (in vacuo) I leal

l^^lee-

tricity

Silver 100 100 Iron 11.9 14.44

Copper* . .... 74 77 . 43 Steel 10.3

Gold 54.8 55. 10 Platinum 9.4 10.53

Aluminum 31,33 Lead 7.9 7.77

Zinc 28.1 27 . 39 German silv(*r 0.3 0.0

Brass 24 22.0 Antimonv 4.03

Cadmium

.

20 . 0(3 Bismuth 1.8 l.S

Tin 15.4 1 1 . 45 Mer(*urv 1.3

1 IviuuELL., “ Metalbirgistn’ aa<l C'hemistH’ Handbook.”

Table 5.—Relation of Heat and Electric Conditcttvity^

Material
Thermal conductivity

Electri(\‘il conductivity at 18°(h

Temperature

coefficient of

this ratio,

per cent

Copper, commercial 6.76 X 10^0

(Copper (1), pure 6.65 X 101« 0.39

Copper (2), pure 6.71 X 1010 0.39

Silver, pure 6.86 X 1010 0.37

Gold (1), pure 7.27 X 10^0 0.36

Gold (2), pure 7.09 X 1010 0.37

Nickel 6.99 X 10^0 0.39

Zinc (1) 7.05 X IQio 0.38

Zinc (2), pure 6.72 X 10^0 0.38

Cadmium, pure 7.06 X 10^0 0.37

Lead, pure 7.15 X 1010 0.40

Tin, pure 7.35 X 1010 0.34

Aluminum 6.36 X 10^0 0.43

Platinum (1) 7.76 X 10^0

Platinum (2), pure 7.53 X 1010 0.46

Palladium 7.54 X 1010 0.46

Iron (1) 8.02 X 1010 0.43

Iron (2) 8.03 X lOio 0.44

Steel 9.03 X 1010 0.35

Bismuth 9.64 X 1010 0.16

Constantan (60 Cu, 40 Ni) 11.06 X 1010 0.23

Manganin (84 Cu, 4 Ni, 12 Mn) . .

.

9.14 X 1010 0.27

^ Jag^r and Di«fi»clhorat.
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Table 6.—Conversion Table of Units Often Used in Electric-furnack
Calculations^

1.000 watt-hr.

1.34 hp.-hr.

2,654,200 ft.-lb.

3.600.000 joules. *

3,412 B.t.u.

860 (;al.

367,076 kR.-rr .

0.235 H). carbon oxidized witli perfe<;t efficiency.

3.51 lb. water evaporated from jind at 212°F.

22.75 Ib. of water raised from 02 1o 212°F.

1

0.7 16 kw.-hr.

1

.980,000

ft.-Ib.

2,545 heat units.

273,834 kg.-m.

0.175 lb. carbon oxidized with perfect efficiency.

2,618 lb. water evaporated from and at 212°F.

17.0

lb. water raised from 62 to 212°F.

14.544 heat units.

1.11 lb. anthracite coal oxidized.

2.5 lb. dry wood oxidized.

21 cu. ft. illuminating gas.

4.26 kw.-hr,

5.71 hp.-hr.

11,315,000

ft.-lb.

15 lb. of water evaporated from and at 212°F.

1

0.285 kw.-hr.

0.382 hp.-hr.

971.7 heat units.

104,580 kg.-in.

1,026,000

joules.

756,182 ft.-lb.

0.06695 of carbon oxidizinl.

1 lb. carbon oxidized

with perfect offi- =
ciency

1 National Caiboji Co.
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Table 7.

—

Physical Pboperties of Carbon ^

Chemical symbol =* C
Atomic weight 12.010

Volatilization point = 3925~3970°K., 3652-3697“(

Melting point: Carbon, in all forms, volatilizes

pressure*!.

,
6006-6687°F:

without melting at ordinary

Specific Gravity of (Jarbon Materials TTsed in the Production of ('arbon Products

Gas-calcined petroleum cokc^ carbon 1 . 98-2 .10*

Gas-calcined lampblack carbon 1 . 80-1 .
85

*

Gas-calcined anthracite 1.79*

Electrically calcined anthracite 1 . 90-1 .
97*

Graphitized petroleum coke carbon . . . .^ 2 . 20-2 .
24*

Graphitized lampblack carbon 1 .
98-2 .

08*

Graphite (pure) 2.25

Diamond 3.51

Electrical Resistivity of P'ormed ( arf)on or Graphite Products at 20°C^.

Ohms per cubic

inchf

Ohms per cubic

centimeter t

C'arbon, petroleum coke base 0.0014-0.0018

0.0003-0.0005

0.0013-0.0026

0.0023-0.0032

0.0018-0.0026

0.0035-0.0046

0.0008-0.0013

0.0033-0.0066

0.0058-0.0081

0.0046-0.0066

Graphite, pet-roleum coke base

(/arbon, anthracite base

Carbon, lampblack base, gas baked
Carbon, lampblack base, graphitized

Specific heat

Temperature, degrees centigrade

2&-76 26-282 26-538 36-902 47-1193 56-1450

Carbon, anthracite, or petroleum

coke base 0.168 0 200 0.234 0.315 0.352 0.387

Graphite, petroleum coke base, .

.

0.165 0.195 0.234 0.324 0.350 0.390

Diamond 0.160 0.315 0.415

1 National Carbon Co.

* I)ependent on souico and degree of ealcination.

t This property is also expressed aa ohm-inches or ohm-ceutiiueters.
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Table 8.—Standard Amorphous Carbon Electrode Data^

Round Electrodes

Diameter, inches Area, squares intihets
C-urrent-oarrying

capacity, amperes ^

Current density,

amperes per sejuare

inch

8 50 2,000- 3,000 40-60

10 79 3,000- 4,800 40-60

12 113 4,500- 6,800 40-60

14 151 5,4Q0- 8,500 35-55

17 227 7,900-12,500 35-55

20 314 11,000-17,300 35-55

24 452 15,000-25,000 35-55

30 707 24,700-35,300 35-50

35 962 28,800-38,400 30-40

40 1 ,257 37,700-50,200
!

30-40

Square Electrodes

8 64 2,500- 3,800 40-60

10 100 4,000- 6,000 40-60

12 144 5,500- 8,500 40 60

14 196 6,800-10,800 35-55

16 256 9,000-14,000 35-55

20 400 14,000-22,000 35-55

24 576 20,200-25,900 35-45

24 and 30 720 21,600-28,800 30-40

1 National Carbon Co.

2 On account of the varying conditious under which electrodes are used—whether open arc or sub-

inerged arc, whether duplex system or melting down from cold scrap—and on account of the many
local variations in similar practices, it is impossible to do more than suggest general limits for current'-

carrying capacities.

Table 9.—Power Consumption of Ferroalloy Furnaces

Si»e of furnace

Alloy

Grade
product,

per cent Tons,

charged

Trans-

fer,

kilo-

watts

No.
of

phases

Elec-

trode,

volts

Per cent

recovery

Kilowatt-lioui s

per pound alloy

tapped

Ferrouranium 35-60 U H 75 1 36-65 75- 3-5

Ferrotungsten 70-75 W 150 1 95 80-90 Smelting 2. 5-3.0

Ferromolybdenum .... 60-65 Mo
1.5-2 C 150 1 65 78-80

Rehning 2.0-3.

5

Total 4. 6-6.5

4-5

FerruvanaiUuin 30-35 y
3-4 Si 1 150 2 66 75 average 3.4

Fei'msilic.pu 50-70 Si 3-4 i,ooo'

750

1 60-90 2 . 75-5

Ferrochrome 60-65 Cr 13-15 3 120 70-80 3-3.5

Ferromanganese 75-80 Mn 15 1,200

i

3 72 70-86 1.4-1.

5
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Tablp: 10.—Standard Sizes Carbon Nipples^

Nominal size of

nipple, iiicho.s

4X8
5 X 10

6 X 12

7 X 14

8.H' X 17

10 X 20

IOJh X 24

15.32 X 30

18^
'2 X 35

21 X 40

For electrode

diameter,
*

inches

8

10

12

14

17

20

24

30

35

40

Top of thread

diameter,

inches

5^8

9/1 6

10^16
11 --8

10.32

19.50

21 .75

Length of

ni})ple, inches

93 s

lli,s

13^8

14

17

20

24

30

35

40

Depth of

socket, inches

03^

7^1,6

81^6
103.,

12^,6

1o3i6
171 ijo

203.,

> National Carbon Co.

Table 11.—Standard A<*heson Graphite Kleotrodes

Diameter, inches Area, stjuare inches
( Hirnmi-tairrying

capacity, ampt^res

Ckirrent density,

amperes pt^r

square inch

2 .3.14 000- 1,000 200-320
2 '-2 4.91 800- 1,500 160-310

3 7.07 1,200- 2,100 170-300

4 12.6 1,800-3,000 140-240

20.6 2, .300- 4,100 110-200

0 28.3 3,100- 5,400 110-190

7 38.5 4,200- 6,900 110-180

8 50.3 5,500- 9,000 110-180

9 03.0 6,400-10,800 100-170

10 78.5 7,800-12,500 100-160

12 113 11,300-17,000 100-150

14 154 15,400-21,500 100-140

10 201 20,100-20,100 100-130

17 227 22,700-28,400 100-125

18 254 25,500-30,500 ' 100-120

20 314 28,300-34,600 90-110

24 452 32,500-40,500 70-90

30 707 38,000-00,000 55-85

Square FJlectrodes

2 4 650- 1,000 160-250

4 16 1,900- 3,000 120-180

6 36 3,600- 4,900 100-140
8 64 6,40(4- 8,300 100-130

10 100 9,000- 1,300 90-130
12 144 13,000-17,300 90-120
16.35 267 21,400-26,700 80-100
17.35 301 22,500-27,000 75-90



CHAPTER XVII

I

APPLIED ELECTROCHEMISTRY

Hy Colin G. Fink, Ph.]).^

Introduction.—Industrial ctro<*bernistry is ])as('d on the phenomena of elec-

trolysis, electrothernncs, and electronics. As to el(‘(*trolysi.s, wh(ui a direct current is

passed through a cheinicNd compound either in solution or fused, if the voltage exceeds

a certain minimum, dec>omposition will take place and the composing elements will

he set free at the two electrodes or new combinations will be formed with or at the

(deedrodes.

In electrothermics, the high temperatures of the electric-arc or electric-resistor

furnace are used in bringing about reactions and forming products impossible or far

more costly by fuel-fired furnace methods.

That phase of the electrochemical industry based on electronics is largely concerned

with the electric discharge through gases—the production of ozone, the Cottrell

pr(aupitator, etc.

Electrochemical processes have displaced older chemical or metallurgical proc-

esses on various accounts: electrochemical processes will turn out pure products at

lower cost, e.g., copper and aluminum; and will turn out products such as silicon

carbide or silicon metal never bedore possible on a comiiKjrcial scale. Furthermore,

in many cases electrochemical processes will utilize hydroelectric power direct with

the complete elimination of coal or other fuel such as used in older processes. After

all, coal and oil are becoming too valuable as raw materials for the chemical industry

to be wasted as fuel. In this connection, the nationwide Federal Irrigation Projects

such as those of Bonneville, Grand C/Oulee, and Boulder have brought the cost of

electric energy down to a few mils per kilowatt-hour, greatly stimulating the sub-

stitution of hydroelectric power for fuel-electric power.

The electrochemical industries today comprise the following:

1. The electrowinning of copper, zinc, cadmium, and manganese from leach liquors.

2. The electrolytic refining of copper; lead, tin, bismuth, silver, and gold.

3. The electrolytic decomposition of sodium chloride into sodium and chlorine

and of water into hydrogen and oxygen.

4. The electrolytic rc^dindion or oxidation of compounds, such as the reduction

of glycose to mannitol; and the oxidation of chromous to chromic salts.

5. The electroplating of copper, silver, gold, nickel, cobalt, chromium, rhodium,

palladium^ cadmium, zinc, iron, tin, lead, as well as of alloys such as brass on various

basis metals such as steel, copper, brass, and other metals.

6. The production of aluminum, magnesium, sodium, and other metals by the

electrolysis of fused-salt baths,

7. The electric-furnace production of metals such as magnesium and zinc, of

alloys such as steel and ferrosilicon, of graphite, carbides, cyanamide, phosphorus,

carbon bisulphide, and abrasives.-

8. The production of 'primary cells and storage batteries—one of the largest of

the electrochemical industries.

9. The electric discharge through gases, as in the Cottrell precipitator or in the

production of ozone or of fluorescent light.

* Columbia University, New York.

029
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Electrochemical methods applied to nonferrous metallurgy have greatly increaseS

ill scope and importance. Of 25 of the metals covered in “Recovery of the Metals/*

t8 are produced wholly or partly by electrochemical methods. Threti of these non-

ferrous metals, aluminum, magnesium, and sodium, arc now next to iron the cheapest

available commercial metals (on the unit-volume basis).

The electrometallurgical methods applied may be divided into three groups:

1. The electrolysis of aqueous solutions of metal salts.

2. Ihe electrolysis of molten or fused salts.

3. Smelting in the electric furnace.

This chapter is confined to (1) and (2). Topic (3) is covered in Chap. XVII.

No matter what metal is being electrochemically refined or won, whether (topper

or nickel, or aluminum or magnesium, in every case it is of prime commercial impor-

tance to refine or recover such metal at a minimum cost and at the same time maintain

the purity and high quality of the metal specified.

The cost of producing any metal electrochemically is the sum total of a number
of items, such as labor, rent, and interest on investment. I'he cost item we are going

to deal with in particular is the ele^ctric power cost of producing, say, a ton of copper

or a ton of zinc. The ehictric power unit is the kilowatt-hour which is the produ(;t

of amperes times volts times hours.

Electrical Units.—Neglecting the e.g.s. definitions, the practical electrical units

may be defined as follows: The ampere is the current that when passc^d through a silver

nitrate solution in water will deposit 0.001118 g. of silver per second. One ampere

pavssing for 1 sec. is defined as a coulomb. The ohm is the unit of resistance. It is

the resistance offered by a column of mercury at 0°C., 14.4521 g. in mass, of a constant

cross section and 106.3 cm. in length (also defined as the resistance of a column
106.29 cm. long, 1 sq. mm. in cross section at 0°(J.). The volt is the unit of pressure;

1 volt will produce a steady current of 1 amp. through 1 ohm of resistance. The
watt is the unit of energy; 1 amp. flowing for 1 sec. under a pressure of 1 volt requires

the expenditure of 1 watt of energy.

The Electrolytic Cell.—In its simplest form an electrochemical cell consists of a

container for the electrolyte (usually an aqueous solution or a fused salt) and two
electrodes, viz., a cathode and an anode. The cathode is that pole or electrode

1. That emits electrons.

2. To which positive charged ions (cations) migrate under the influence of the

electric current.

3. At which metals are deposited.

4. At which hydrogen is evolved.

5. At which reduction takes place.

6. At which negative charged hydroxyl ions (OH“) are formed.

7. That has an alkaline surface film.

Conversely the anode is that pole or electrode

1. That receives or accepts electrons.

2. To which negative charged ions (anions) migrate under the influence of the

electric current.

3. At which metals go into solution.

4. At which oxygen and chlorine are evolved.

5. At which oxidation takes place.

6. At which positive charged hydrogen ions {H+) are formed.

7. That has an acid surface film.

An ion of sodium, Na"^, is an atom of sodium that has acquired a positive charge

by loahig an electron. An ion of chlorine, Cl*", is an atom of chlorine that has taken

on an additional electron and acquired a negative charge.
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As to the amount of current required to electrodeposit a given weight of iiuital,

this can never be less than a certain minimum number of coulombs, this minimum
depending on the given metal's weight and the metal's valence. This exact relation

between the weight of metal deposited and the current consumed was discovered by
Faraday over 100 years ago and forms the basis of our power-cost determination per

pound or ton of metal produced.

Electrochemical Equivalents.—According to Faraday, 96,500 coulombs (equivalent

to "26.8 amp.-hrj are required to electrodeposit 31.78 g, of copper from a cupric-saJt

solution. Therefore 1CK)0 arnp.-hr. will deposit 2.614 Ib. of copper. I’he amount
of any given substance that set free, piovided a certain minimum voltage is exceeded,

is a function only of the time and the amperes of current that are passed tlirough the

electrolyte, and this quantity is not altered by the combination in which the given

substance exists, provided the valence is not altered. Thus, 0.01976 g. of copper is

deposited when 1 amp. passes through a cupric salt for 1 rnin., whether it is cupric

sulphate, cuprh nitrate, or cupric chloride. In the same way, 0.06709 g. of silver

will be deposited by 1 amp. flowing for 1 min. and 60 X 0.06709 g., or 4.0258 g., by
1 amp. flowing for 1 hr. These electrochemical equivalents are proportional to the

atomic weights divided by the valence. They are given on pages 644 and 645 of

the Appendix.

Current Efficiency .—The values tabulated represent the maximum weight of

metal deposited on the cathode under ideal conditions of solution composition, tem-

perature, circulation, etc. In actual practice, because of the fact that the commercial

solutions of copper, nickel, zinc*., etc;., contain many othcjr salts besides that of the

particular metal wc; wish to recover and that thc^re are other disturbing factors, the

actual weight of any metal electrodeposited per amper<;-hour, or per 1000 amp.-hr., is

always less than the; theoretical amount indicated by Farada3^'s law, shown in Table 1.

Thus in the case of copper refining the actual weight of copper deposited on the

cathodes is usually not more than 96 per cent of the weight indicated in the table.

This value of 96 per cent is termed the “current efficiency." Ordinarily this cAirrent

efficiency is determined by noting the total ampere-hours consumed in the deposition

of a weighed amount of copper, or nickel, or whatever other metal is being electro-

deposited, and dividing this number of actual ampere-hours into the number of

ampere-hours theoretically required (Appendix). In the laboratory, for more exact

determination of the current efficiency the experimental metal deposition cell is

connected in series with a cell termed a “coulometer" which latter is nothing other

than a metal deposition cell operating under such ideal conditions that the deposition

of metal at the cathode is in strict accordance with the laws of Faraday.

The coulometcr that has given the most accurate results is the silver coulometer.

The internationally accepted value for the ampere is based on this silver coulometer.

“The International ampere is defined as the current which will deposit silver at

the rate of 0.001 1 1800 g. per sec." For general test purposes the copper coulometer is

sufficiently accurate. It comprises a pure copper-sheet cathode of any convenient

size, suspended between two pure-copper anodes, slightly smaller in surface area

than the cathode. The electrolyte is composed of CUSO4.5H2O, 150 g. per 1.; H2SO4,

50 g. per 1.; C2H6OH,* 50 g. per 1.

Current Density .—It will be readily appreciated that since there exists, according

to Faraday, a relation between current consumed and metal deposited at the cathode

Without the addition of the ethyl alcohol, the copper deposit is always appreciably less than

Faraday's law requires. This is attributed to the interaction of cuprous ions, formed during electroly-

sis, and the dissaved oxygen. In other words, the electrodeposition process Cu'*"*"—> Cu+— Cu*

(cupric ions to cuprous ions to copper metal) is interfered with by the dissolved oxygen which reoxidises

the cuprous to cupric Cu'*' Cu++ and thereby lowers the current efficiency. The addition of alcohol

eliipinates this error because it has a greater avidity for the dissolved oxygen than has the cuprous ion.
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the general overhead charges ine.luded in the cost of producing the electrolytic metM
will be decreased by increasing the current through the cells and, consequently, the

output of metal per cell per unit time. In other words, by doubling the current we
should expect twice the output per cell.

The current passing through the cells is customarily expressed in amperes pcir unit

area (square foot) of cathode surface; this expression is termed ‘‘current density.”

In practice it has been found that for most of the common metals sin^h as copper,

nickel, and zinc there is an upper limit to the current density which if exceeded will

adversely affect the quality of the cathode deposit or the power cost per unit weight

of metal produced. This upper limit is usually around 40 to 50 amp. per sq. ft. for

stationary electrodes. In normal times the copper refineries and other electrolytic

metal plants operate at curnuit densities between 15 and 25 amp. per sq. ft.

If excessive curnmt densities are used, a serious drop in current efficiency results.

And furthermore, b(;cause of interfering reactions at the cathode, impure metal of

inferior physical properties is produced.

In general, the best current density to apply in any metal electrodeposition

process, such as electrorefining or electrowinning, will depend on

1. Composition and concentration of the electrolyte.

2. Effe(;tive circulation.

3. Temperature of the eh^ctrolyte.

4. Free acid content of the electrolyte.

5. The market price of the metal produced.

Electrolyte composition in large-scale practice is almost always complex. In

rare instances, such as the electrolytic recovery of cadmium as a by-product in the

electrolytic zinc industry, are the constituents of the electrolyte merely two or three

in number. In most cases this is not true, e.g., in the electrolytic refining of copper,

the electrolyte contains the following metals and compounds: Cu, Ni, Co, Fe, Sn,

Zn, Na, K, Ca, Mg, As-^Oa, Bi203, SbO, besides traces of Se, Te, Au, Pt, Pd, and Ag.

Of all the cell-solution constituents in this case, we are interested j)rimarily in the

copper, but it is absolutely necessary in plant practice to take into consideration the

impurities present, in particular nickel and cobalt, arsenic and silver in the case of

copper refining. For example, to prevent silver from codepositing with the copper, a

little common salt, NaCJl, is added to the electrolyte to hold back the silver at the

anode as insoluble AgCl. Nickel, cobalt, and arsenic are removed from the solution

by crystallization and fractionation. The concerntration of the electrolyte is very

nearly that of saturation so that an excessive temperature drop of the electrolyte of,

say, 20°C. will cause sulphate of copper and other salts to crystallize out in the

launders and pipes, causing serious interference with the pumping and circulation.

By “effective circulation” we imply that the circulation of the electrolyte is

sufficiently rapid and voluminous to counteract, as far as practical, the depletion of

metal ions next to the cathode and counteract consequent concentration polarization.

It has been found by many years of experience in copper, in nickel, in zinc, and in

other electrolytic metal plants that it is advisable to circulate the electrolyte at the

rate of about 16 1. per min. Higher rates are prohibitive in an electrolytic refining

of copper and other metals on account of the stirring up of the anode slimes which

will deposit on the cathode, resulting in low-grade copper.^

Temperature of the Electrolyte.-—As to the relation between current-carrying

capacity and temperature of the electrolyte, it has been found in actual practice that

for a given voltage between terminals of an electrolytic cell, such as a copper-refining

1 The alimes obinprise fine particles of insoluble compounds such as cuprous sulphide or cuprous

SelenidS)* and arsenic compounds, which go into suspension as a result of excessive circulation and there-

upon ipi||rate to the cathode (by cataphoresis) and codepbsit with the copper, resulting in metal of low
eileotrical: conductivity.
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cell, the amperes that will pass through the cell increase as the temperature of t h<‘

electrolyte is increased. Tn other words, a hot metal-sulphate soJiiti<>?i is a hetti'r

el(M*trical conductor than a cold solution. Accordingly, all cl(‘ctron‘fiTung c(‘l!s are
kept at an (devated t('inp('ratur(', usually 55 to It might he ask('d, '‘Why not
at 90 to lOO""?” The answer is that wliat is then gained in lower ohmic resistance of

the bath is more than offset by solution evaporation losses and excessive*, contamina-
tion of the cell-room atmosphere, added to the extra cost of heating the electrolyte

to the higher tempciratures.

Ion Mobilities.—The reason for the better current-carrying capacity of a metal-
salt solution at elevat(;d tem)(erature is due to increased speed or mobility of the ions

present in the electrolyte, even ihough these ions are fewer in number at high tem-
perature than at low temperature.

We stated above that the iourth factor on which i)roper selection of current density

is based is “free-acid cmiteno of the electrolyte.” It is customary in electrolytic

metal refining to m.ike the eh^ctrolyte as stabler as possibles and also as good a con-

ductor as possible. It will be remembered that the solution film directly in contact

with the cathode surface is decidedly alkaline as can easily be demonstrated with a

drop or two oi phenolphthalein solution. This alkaline film will frequently give rise

to the precipitation of basic-metal compounds which are relatively insoluble and which

will codeposit with the metal being refined. To offsed this basic-salt formation and,

furthermore, to increase the conductivity of the electrolyte, acid, such as sulphuric

acid, is added to the bath. The hydrogen ions thus introduced conduct the current

over seven times as fast as copper ions, nickel ions, or zinc ions do.

Table 1.—Ion Mobilities at 25°C.

Hydrogen H'*'. .

.

Sodium Na"^

Yi Copper Cu"*"^

Vz Nickel Ni++.

Y Zinc .

.

Hydroxyl 011“.

.

Sulfate SO 4 . .

.

Chloride Cl". . . .

Centimeters per Second

. . . . 36.2 X lO--*

. . .

.

5.19 X 10-“

. . . . 4.9 X 10-“

4.9 X 10““

. . .

.

4.8 X 10-“

....'20.5 X 10-“

.... 8.27X10-“

.... 7.91 X 10-“

We have given the ion mobilities of eight of the ions usually met with in electro-

metallurgy. It will be noted that hydrogen and hydroxyl ions are the fastest moving

ones. Accordingly, the hydrogen iems present in the bath serve a double purpose:

(1) They reduce the probabilities of forming basic salts at the cathode surface', and

(2) they increase the conductivity of the electrolyte, thereby reducing the (dectric

power cost. The last factor cited as determining, or affecting, the current density

is the market price of the metal produced. Briefly, the higher the demand and the

higher the market price of the metal, the higher is the current density applied. On
the other hand, it will be appreciated that the entire process, from ore to finished metal,

must be kept in step. Little is gained by doubling the output of the electrolyte

cells (by doubling the current density) and then finding that the supply of “raw”

copper such as anode copper or blister copper is exhausted after a short time of opera-

tion of the cells at double current density.

Cell Voltage.—We have pointed out above that there is an exact relation between

current input of an electrodeposition cell and metal deposited at the cathode (laws of

Faraday). No such close relation exists between the-metal deposited and the voltage

of the cell. But there is this much, viz.^ that a minimum cathode potential is required
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to dischar^so and/or deposit any cation in solution and this minimum potential vaHm,
from nif'tal to nudal as well as from solution to solution.

The dfHH>mposition potential of wpper sulfate, for example, in aquc^ous solution is

that minimum potential required under ideal conditions to deposit copper continu-

ously at the cathode and discharge sulphate ions at the anode.

Table 2.

—

Decomposition Potentials^

Normal Aqueous Decomposition

Solution of Voltage, Volts

Zinc sulphate 2.55

Nickel sulphate 2.09

Cadmium sulphate ^ 2.03

Coball sulphate 1.92

Copper sulphate 1.49

Silver sulphate 0.80

Sulphuric a(ud 1.67
^ Creighton, H. J., “Principles of Electrochemistry,’’ John Wiley & Sons, Irm., New York, 1935.

The decomposition potentials recorded in the table are specifi(!ally for 1 normal

sulfate solutions. The order of the metal is in increasing '^nobility''; f.c., it takers

over 2.55 volts to decompose a zinc sulphate solution and less than one-third of this

potential to decompose a silver sulphate solution. However, the order of sequence

for the metals in lA^ sulphate solutions does not hold for metals in chloride solutions

or in cyanide solutions. The order of any two metals may be reversed.

Polarization.—In actual practice we find that the voltages applied to a cell are

in excess of those listed in Table 2; t.e., it takes more than 2.55 volts to decompose

a normal zinc-sulphate solution. This excess in potential Is termed ^‘polarization

potentiaP^ or “polarization voltage.'^

If we take a fine platinum wire as an auxiliary electrode and explore the potential

drop between the cathode and anode of an ele(;trolytic cell, we find that there is a

decided drop (or rise) in potential close to either electrode surface and a relatively

small drop through the solution. Ohm^s law applies to the potential drop through

the solution but does not apply to the over-all voltage measured between electrodes.

This excess or polarization voltage is primarily due to two causes: a change in

concentration of the electrolyte next the electrodes and/or the formation of a gas

film (hydrogen at the cathode, oxygen at the anode).

Concentration polarization at the cathode is due to the discharge of copper or

other metal ions at a rate faster than the rate of supply of these ions to the cathode

surface. Accordingly, the metal concentration of the layer of solution next, the

cathode decreases down to a point where other ions, notably hydrogen, are discharged

in place of the metal ions and the cathode potential rises.

Conversely, at the anode the rate of solution of the anoeje (such as a copper anode

in copper refining) proceeds faster than the copper ions formed are carried away
either by ionic migration or mechanically through stirring or circulation of the solution.

Consequently, the solution layer next the Anode surface becomes more than saturated

with copper and the electrical resistance through this layer increases and the anode

potential rises.

Gas polarization is due to a film of hydrogen on the cathode or a film of oxygen

on the anode. The electrical resistance of these films is higher than the electrical

resistance of the original solution, consequently the electrode potentials rise. The
hydrogen film as well as the oxygen film is due to the decomposition of water

0 H,6 HOH H+ -f- OH- or H*0 4- O
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spme electrolytic processes these gas films arc absolutely essential. For example,

chromium plating as carried out today is dependent primarily on the right thickness

of an atomic hydrogen film on the cathode as diicidated by the author. ‘ Films of

oxygtm on the anode are essential for the efficient oxidation of a large array of organic

compounds.

Systems of Refining.—All refining operations may be carried on either by ^'mul-

tiple” or "series” arrangements. In the first, all anodes (and all cathodes) in any
individual tank are in parallel, i.e., they all have a direct connection to the bus bars.

In the series system on! the two end plates in each tank are connected to the source

of current supply, one being the catho^Je, the other the anode. Between them are

arranged as many parailel platen as is desired (up to the point where the resistance

of a single tank be(‘ome^ too high). The side of each plate toward the tank or en<l

anode th^ n becomes a cathode and receives a deposit, while the side of each plate

toward the tank cathode becomes an anode and is eaten away, each plate (theo-

retically) moving; toward the anode end of the tank by its own thickness as the refining

progresses. This is treated at length under Copper Refining (page 258, of the volume

entitled "Re<'overy of the Metals”).

Tank Arrangement.—In metal refining (eopper, lead, etc.) it is now very common
to build tanks in long rows with a common side to each two tanks and on this to

place a triangular copper conductor. All the anode lugs of one tank rest on it and

all the cathodes of the next tank. Each small section of the bar (except for the end

anode or cathode) will then carry half the current of one electrode. It will be objected

to at first sight that the triangular rod will not give a good contact with the electrode,

but, as a matter of fact, it does, due largely to the weight and pressure of the elec-

trodes on the bars. Furthermore, to maintain a bright metal contact the rods should

be kept somewhat oily, as most tank-room atmospheres are corrosive. The thin

skin of ofi will not affect the contact appreciably. Figure 1 shows the arrangement

of tanks and electrodes referred to.

Under Zinc Refining (page 411, of the volume entitled "Recovery of the Metals”)

is shown another tank arrangement that brings both the common conductor bars

on one side of the tank.

As said above, the tank arrangement in an installation will be figured so as to give

an economic ratio of tank to circuit resistance. The amperes to be used is a matter

of dividing the ampere work to be done by the number of tanks. (One ampere will

i XJ.S. patent 158U88 (1926).
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deposit 0.0011182 g. of silver per second in one cell. If put through 20 dells in -

series, it depositvS twenty times as much.) The outside circuit will be made as short

as possible, to cut down line resistance, and will be calculated to that size where the

increased interest on the cost of the extra copper becomes less than the cost of the

power saved. 1

Electrodes.—Both anodes and cathodes for metal refining are shown in Figs. 1 and

2. Anodes are usually supported by lugs cast on the anode (not, however, in series

processes). Cathodes arc supported by loops or hooks. The cathode in the multiple

system is originally a starting sheet, which may be of the metal to be deposited, in

which case the starting sheet is usually melted with the deposit, or it may be of other

metai, and the deposited cathode metal is later stripped -off.

Fig. 2.— Floctrode shapes.

Insoluble Anodes.—Insoluble anodes are used in all electrownining cells, i.c., in

cells that are fed with leach liquors. The purpose of these cells is to extract the pure

metal, such as copper or zinc, and at the same time increase the free acid content

of the electrolyte by anodic reaction so that the ‘‘spent electrolyte^^ may be used

over and over again for leaching more ore (see Chaps. XII and XIV of the volume

entitled “Recovery of the Metals “).

Cu+^SOr- 4- H2O + d.c. current » Cu" + H2SO4 + O

the oxygen being formed at and evolved at the insoluble anode.

Another important application of insoluble anodes is in a certain small percentage

of electrolytic cells used in the electrorefining plants where the metal content of the

electrolyte of the regular cells has built up in copper (or lead or tin) beyond the

specified limit for most economical cell performance. These insoluble anode cells

1 The Institution of Bleotrioal Engineers (British) uses a formula for calculating size of conductors

which is independent of the price of copper. It is C 2.6A® ** or

log C - 0.82 log ^ F 0.416

Vhere C « current in ami^eres; A area in thousandths of a square inch. While Undoubtedly sizes

given by this formula are safe, when copper is cheap it pays far to exceed mere safety, and it is believed

that tW'prioe of copper must enter into the calculation where large currents are being carried.
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' are frequently called “liberator*’ or “equalizer” cells. These same cells function
also as “complete depositing out” cells for a given fraction of the copper electrolyte

which lias b(‘corne “foul” due to accumulation of impuriti(»s, notably nickel (or

cobalt) and arsenics d'his fraction of the eIectroly1(‘ is ele(^trolyzed to deposit out
and recover as much good coppi^r as possible; next, to deposit copper, with small per-

centages of impurities, which is sent back to the anode furnaces; and the final copper
is recovered as copper sulphate by evaporation of the electrolyte. Then follows

another evaporation step and nickel (or cobalt) sulfate is crystallized out.

In Table 3 are listed a numlau' of the principal insoluble anodes in commercial
use today.

Table 3.—(Ibot p A: for A(’ii) Sulphate Ele(?trolytes

Composition Remarks
Magnetite" Limited use in Europe. Very brittle

Ijcad A~ 4 to 12% Sb^. . . Universally used in most electrolytic copper

refineries

Duriron (13% Si) Limited use in copper refineries. Brittle

Coppei silicide*' Limited use by Chile Copper C’o. for making
high-purity copper. Brittle

Lead -f Ag'^ Used in all electrolytic zinc plants

Group B: for Miscellaneous Electrolytes
Platinum For electrolytic chlorat(^ production

Lead and lead-tiiu For chromium plating

Iron, nickel-plated^ For electrolytic H 2 -f O 2 production

Graphit»zed carbon In over 90% of the alkali-chlorine cells

Lead-silver Tna few alkali-chlorine plants in Europe

Lead-tin-8b-Co^ In the Knoxville plant for electrolytic man-
ganese

« The magnetite anodes as used in Germany and Italy are hollow and closed at the lower end. A
heavy copper plate on the inside wall counteracts the high electrical resistance of magnetite. Aside

from being decidedly brittle, these anodes dissolve slowly, introducing objectionable iron into the

electrolyte.

* The antimony was originally added to the lead to counteract sagging or “creep.” But it also adds

to its insolubility. Antimonial lead cannot be used in the electrolytic zinc cells; for a trace of antimony

getting into the electrolyte seriously interferes with the electrodeposition of zinc. In these cells, lead-

silver anodes are used instead (see below).

« The copper silicide anode has been in use at Chuquicamata for 20 years. Fink, U.S. patents

1441567, 1441568 (1923). It is now being largely replaced by a lead-antimony-silver anode.
^ See footnote 5; also Tainton, Trana, A.I.M.E., 1929, p. 192; Fink and Pan, Trana. Eleclrochem.

Soc. Vol. 46, p. 349, 1924; ibid., Vol. 49, p. 85, 1926. See also C. G. Fink and R. W. Low, U.S. patent

1740291 (1929).

« C. H. Bldridge, U.S. patent 1975227 (1934).

/ SuTHBRLAND, Trana. Eleclrochem. Soc., Vol. 85, p. 231, 1944.

nC. G. Fink and M. Kolodney, U.S. patent 2320773 (1943); C. L. Mantell, U.S. patent 2340400

(1944). With ordinary lead anodes or lead-antimony anodes, about half the manganese is deptjsited

on the anode (as MnOi) and half (as metal) on the cathode; with the above anode, practically all the

manganese is deposited on the cathode.

The theoretical basis of the insolubility of an anode was laid down by the writer

some twenty years ago and has been fo\ind to hold good in the case of every new

insoluble anode developed.

At the anode surface we are dealing primarily with two fundamental reactions:

(1) The attack on the metalfs) of the anode by the discharged anion, such as SO^”,

causing the metal (s) to go into solution; and (2) the discharge of OH' ions (supplied

by the water) to form oxygen

SO— -f Me - MeS04
H2O + OH- 2H+ -f O

(1 )

(2)
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It will be appreciated that the more readily reaction (2) takes place as againj^/W

reaction (1), the more insoluble will be the anode. Now, it so happens that as a rule

the evolution of oxygen at the anode is retarded because^ of the stubborn adhesion of

an oxygem film to the surface of the anode. The degree, of adhesion varies with

different metals and with different physical states of the metal (oxygtm is more easily

evolved from a platinum-black anode than from a bright, polished platinum anode).

Anything we can do to weaken or destroy this adhesion of the gas film will

favor the evolution of oxygen and simultaneously lower the voltage at whicli

oxygen will be evolved at the anode. In other words, the lower the oxygen over-

voltage, the more easily and the more rapidly will oxygen be evolved under a given

set of conditions.

Among the many anode surfaces investigated by the writer, the following are a

few of those that show exceptionally low oxygen film adhesion, or low oxygen over-

voltage: NijOa, C02O 8 ,
Mn02, PbOa, Ag20

,
Sn02

,
and, this is important, combinations -

of these oxides. These oxides might bo termed catalysts.’^

A pure copper plate can be rendered insoluble anodically in an acid copper-sulphate

solution by applying a tight-fitting film of a combination of the above oxidtis to the

anode surface.

These oxides have thus made it possible so to lower the anode potential below the

minimum voltage at which anode metal will go into solution that the current effi-

ciency for oxygen production is very mmrly 100 per cent. Frequently, before putting

newly cast anodes into use, it is necessary to ‘Torm^’ them in a special cell. In other

words, a preliminary electrolyzing is necessary at times to form a properly functioning

catalytic surface on the anode.

Cathode Materials.—Ordinarily, in metal refining, the cathode will be the same
material as the metal deposited. This is not true in zinc refining, simply because there

is a decided tendency to corrosion of the cathode at the solution line (where the oxygen

of the air helps the electrolyte in dissolving zinc), and if zinc cathodes were used they

would cut through and drop down into the tank, causing short circuits.

Nor are silver cathodes used in the Thum-Balbach silver-refining process, as it

would tie up too much silver and the deposit would be less readily removed than from

the graphite plate or stainless-steel cathode actually used. In zinc electrolysis it

would be more convenient to have an all-zinc cathode which could be melted entirely,

rather than have to have to strip the zinc from the aluminum cathodes. But the

labor cost of stripping is less of a disadvantage than those evils ensuing from “cut*'

cathodes. It is again a balancing of economic factors, the ability to do which, after

all, is what differentiates the chemical engineer from the chemist.

In multiple copper refining, the metal is deposited on “starting sheets," which are

thin copper sheets that have been deposited on greased copper or hard lead plates

and then stripped off. Starting-sheet making is given more fully on page 258. Vol. II.

What is said of copper starting sheets can be considered typical. Lead and tin

sheets are made by casting them on an inclined iron table. In nickel refining, iron-

plate cathodes are often employed and the nickel deposit mechanically removed.

Commercial Electrolytes (Refining and Winning).—The cheapest acid equipment

used in metallurgical and chemical engineering is made of lead: lead-lined tanks,

pumps, launders, etc. Accordingly, when presented with the problem of carrying out

a new electrolytic metal process on a commercial scale, the engineer first carefully

considers the possibility and feasibility Of using an acid sulphate electrolyte together

with lead equipment. Most commercial electrolytes are sulphate solutions: copper,

zinc, cadmiuha, nickel, tin, cobalt, manganese.

Copper.—Both the electrowinning and re^ng baths are the acid sulphate: about

S to 3f| per cent copper and 15 to 17 per cent free sulphuric acid.
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Zinc ,—The zinc-winning electrolyte carries 120 g. per 1. of zinc (entering the
electrolytic cells and 50 g. per 1, of zinc leaving the cells.

Cadmium .—Cadmium is a by-product of electrolytic zinc. The cadmium cells

are fed with solution running 100 to 200 g. per 1. of cadmium. The discharge of the

cells carries 56 to 140 g. per 1. of free H280i.
Nickel .—The nickel-refining solution contains 40 g. per 1. of nickel as sulphate.

Besides sulphuric acid the solution contains 20 g. per 1. of boric acid.

Tin .—The tin refining bath contains 100 g. per I. of tin and 40 g. per 1. of free

sulphuric acid, Cresol-phenol sulphonic acid is used as addition agent.

Cobalt .—The cell feed of 1 he cobalt-winning electrolyte contains about 20 g. per 1.

of cobalt as cobalt sulfate. 50 g. per 1. of boric acid and 5 g. per 1. of sodium fluoride.^

Mangafiese .—In the electrolytic winning of manganese from low-grade ores the

electrolytic cell feed contains 25 g. per 1. of manganese as sulphate. The pH of the

solution is about 7.4.

head .—Electrolytic refining of lead is carried out in order to recover the bismuth

present as an impurity. 1^he refining solution contains 75 g. per 1. of lead as lead

fluosilicate, PhSiFe, and 145 g. per 1 . of free fluosilicic acid.

Bismidh .—There are two competing methods for the recovery of bismuth from

impure lead: the Betts and the Betterton. In the Betts process (see above), the

insoluble slimes contain the bismuth. These are treated and finally cast into anodes.

Pure bismuth metal is prodiu^cd electrolytically from these anodes by electrolysis.

The solution contains 1(X) g. per 1. of hydrochloric acid and 4 g. per 1. of bismuth.

[In the Betterton process, calcium (or magnesium) metal is added to the impure

molten lead and a calcium-bismuth dross is formed.]

Silver .—The solution usually employed in the electrolytic parting of silver from

gold contains 50 to 60 g. per 1. of silver, as silver nitrate, and 40 g. per 1. of copper, as

nitrate. Free acid is to be avoided lest the silver deposit be contaminated with pal-

ladium. The presence of the copper is “essentiaF’ since this prevents the formation

of long needlelike silver crystals which give rise to short circuits through the canvas

diaphragm. The cathode is either graphite (Thum cell) or stainless steel (Moebius

cell).

Gold .—The insoluble black slimes from the silver parting cell (see above) are

carefully washed and then melted and cast into anodes. Their composition varies

from plant to plant. There are present, besides gold, a little silver, platinum, and

palladium. The gold-refining electrolyte contains 90 g. per 1. of gold as chloride and

110 g. per 1. of free hydrochloric acid. Any silver in the anode is precipitated as

silver chloride, collecting in the bottom of the cell. Platinum and palladium, accumu-

late in the electrolyte and are chemically removed by adding ammonium chloride

to a portion of the electrolyte. (NH 4) 2PtCl 6 and (NH 4 ) 2PdCl 6 are collected on a

filter. The two metals are chemically separated (palladous chloride is not pre-

cipitated by NH 4CI)

.

Tellurium is a by-product of copper refining. The impure metal recovered from

the Dor6 slags and from the Cottrell precipitator is refined electrolytically from an

alkaline sodium tellurate bath.

Electroplatiiig.—During the last twenty-five years revolutionary, far-reaching

changes have occurred in the electroplating field. Electroplating has been promoted

from a trade to a profession. This happened when control of the plating industry

passed into the hands of the automotive industry. Where 1-gal, plating cells had

been used in the shop, 1000-gal. tanks were used in the automobile factories. Another

revolutionary change is the preplating of steel and other metal strip before fabricating,

whereas for hundreds of years the plating step was the last, all fabricating being com-

* Ciltr»CHWAtu», Shulton, KmcaaaBOClcsit, Trana, Elwtr^hsm. Soc.t Vol. 86, p. 245, 1944.
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pleted before plating. Plating rapidly moving strip metal such as strip steel involves

cathode current densities of 2000 or 3000 amp. per sq. ft. as against 10 or 15 amp. per

sq. ft. when plating articles in the old plating shop. Control of the plating industry

is now passing into the hands of the steel companies.

To assure perfect adhesion, the metal surface to be plated must be free from grease

and other impurities. Nowadays electrolytic cleaning in an alkali bath is usually

resorted to, the article to be plated being made cathode. Heavy furnace scale on

steel is likewise blasted off electrolytically, a little lead or tin salt being added to an

acid sulphate bath (Bullard-Dunn process). The lead or tin eliminates pitting during

electrolytic cleaning.

In the production of the familiar phonograph disk records, five separates electro-

plating Steps are involved. The original recording is on a soft wax plate. The
wax surface is made electrically conductive and an electroplate of copper applied.

Then foUow four more electroplating steps. There is no other product in the entire

electrodeposition field that demonstrates so forcibly the remarkable exactness with

which an electrodeposit reproduces the minutest detail of the base to which the deposit

is applied. Any imperfection in a record, no matter how slight, would be detected

by a normally sensitive ear.

Lately a radical innovation has been introduced in the mode of treating a metal

surface preparatory to electroplating it. It has been found in the case of aluminum
that a carefully oxidized aluminum surface (by anodizing) gives better adhesion than

an aluminum surfa(5e treated with acids and alkalies to remove*the oxide film. This

was a surprise to the electrolytic-zinc engineer as he dejpends on poor adhesion of zim^

to the aluminum cathode for ease of stripping.

Similarly, better adhesion of silver to steel is obtained after phosphating (Parker-

izing) the steel surface than by carefully preparing a virgin steel surface.

The Anaconda Copper Co. has developed a process of making endless paper-thin

copper strip by plating copper on a revolving greased lead drum (5 ft. in diameter).

The most important metals electroplated todays are listed in Table 4.^

Table 4.—Metals Commebclally ELECTROPiiA'iED

Metal Baths used Remarks

Cadmium Cyanide and sulphate Fair protection for steel

Chromium Chromic acid and cata- Excellent wear resis-

lyst tance. Decorative

Copper Acid sulphate ElectroforTiling

;

Cyanide Copper plating steel

Gold Cyanide Jewelry

Iron Chloride and sulphate Electroformihg
;

electro-

winning

Nickel + X% Co.

.

Acid sulphate Undercoat for chromium
on steel, brass, and dk‘.

castings.

Palladium Cyanide base Jewelry

Rhodium Acid sulphate Searchlight reflectors

;

jewelry

Silver Cyanide 1''ableware .

Tin Acid sulphate

Alkali stannate

! On steel, copper, etc.

i

' Zinc Acid sulphate and cy-

anide

On steel

" t

^

r’
3?;or detftiliB *e« “ Modem Electroplating,'’ The Electrochemical Society, Ino., 1^42.
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Deposition of Alloys.—Aside from plating the metals listed in Table 4, alloys of

those and other inetals may be deposited on a eommereial scale. For example, brass

plating steel has been in eommereial prodin*! ion for ^5 yt^ars. Many hardware artieh^s

that look like solid brass or })ronz(‘ an^ plated steel articles. 4'he d(*(4d<*(l success in

brass plating from a bath (containing the noble metal, copper, and the relatively

base metal, zinc, gave investigators much encouragement to try depositing other

alloys.

Today a number of alloys are being clectmdeposited commercially: ni(‘kel and
cobalt, nickel and copper, nicked and iron, lead and tin,^ and others. ^ Variables

suedi as metal A vs. metal B ( onc' ntratioa, bath temperature, complex salt formation,

degree of alkalinity or a idity, Voltage and current density, and degree of agitation

are so altered and regulfjted that the deposition potential of both metals is identical.

Thus, for example, in the ea- of the brass bath the higher the current density, the

lower the copper content of the alloy d('posit; and the high(.*r the bath temperature,

the higher tht^ copper content. The changers in ratio of copper to zinc in the cathode

deposit are readily detected by sight. The deposit can be made to pass from a r(*d

copper color through a golden brass color to an almost pure white zinc color.

Electrolysis of Fused Salts.—Although tin fuscnl el(?ctrolyte industry is not nearly

so diversified as the aqueous electrolyte industry, the products are fully as important,

if not more so. The chief products arc sodium rnctal, magnesium, calcium, and
aluminum. Othcir metal products include potassium, strontium, barium, cerium,

lanthanum, tantalum, columbium, and tungsten.

Whenias the metal sulphates are the predominant salts in aqueous (df^ctrolytic

proc(^ss(^s, the nuital chlorid(^s are the preferred salts in fused (dectrolyte proc(‘-sses.

4"he (chlorides (or fluorides) are more stable than other salts, have lower melting points,

and are b(itter conductors of (dectricity. The (jonductivity of these fused salts is

much higher than that of their aqueous solutions. The ionization is almost 100 per

cent. Faraday’s laws apply rigidly. Complexes are seldom formed. The speed of

the ions is largely affected by the temperature. The decomposition voltage is usually

about 2 or 3 volts. The following very simple relation holds: molar conductivity

X temperature coefficient = constant for any one particular temperature. No
such simple relations hold for the concentrated aqueous solutions used in refining and
winning. The melting point of a fused salt is readily reduced by the addition of a

second or third salt. This is a universal practice. Similarly, the conductivity of

the molten mass can be increased or decreased by the addition of a second or third

salt. The cathode deposit when solid is crystalline. But usually the temperature of

the fused bath is above the melting point of the metal, and consequently the cathode

deposit is a liquid (Al, Mg, Na, etc.)

Current efficiencies are usually lower than with aqueous electrolytes. This is

largely due to the following causes: (1) volatilization of the deposited metal, (2)

chemical side reactions due to rapid diffusion of electrode products, (3) formation of

metal fog within the molten salt, (4) reaction of the metal produced with the oxygen

of the surrounding atmosphere. In spite of all these factors, years of development

have resulted in improved fused-salt cell operation with current efficiencies frequently

above 80 per cent. As to energy efficiencies, these are usually one-half of the values

attainable in aqueous electrolytes. Even so, the price per cubic foot of the fused-cell

metal products is decidedly less than that of any of the acpieous electrolyte metal

products. On the volume basis, blast-furnace iron is the cheapest metal, next comes

sodium, then magnesium, and then aluminum. The price of copper or nickel is

ten times that of aluminum on a volume basis.

* HsBWtSDOltF ftnd HBBBRtiUiN, Tech, Paper, 680, Trane. Vol. 121, p. 289, 1936,

« Heft '‘Modem Ebctroplating*” The Electrochemical Society, Inc., New York, 1942.
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Raw Materials for Fused Electrolytes.—In general, the raw-material supply for

the chief fused-electrolyte products is practically infinite. In the case of aluminum
wo have the bauxites, alunites, and clays; in the cast^ of sodium, magnesium, and

calcium, the vast mineral deposits, and the salts of the oceans, 'rhis inexhaustible

raw-material supply is in strong contrast with the serious early dc‘plction of ores of

copper, zinc, nickel, and other so-called “common metals, estimated at within 40 or

50 years at the rate of consumption of 1930-1935.

Fused-electrolyte Cell Problems.'—Whereas with aqueous electrolytes a large

variety of cell-construction materials are in use (concrete, wood, metal, earthenware,

and glass), with fused salts we are very limited in choice. Acheson graphite has been

the “lifesaver” of the fused-electrolyte industry. The Hall-Heroult cell is made of

graphite plates held in place by iron; the anodes are graphite which contribute very

materially to the reduction of the aluminum. Graphite anodes are used in all the

fused-salt processes. The body of the cell is made of iron whenever possible.

A very disturbing factor during electrolysis of fused fluorides is the well-known

anode effect. In the aluminum bath, a high-resistance gas film (usually fluorine)

covers the anode surface below the liquid salt line and is a direct indication that the

aluminum oxide content is almost depleted. Addition of new aluminum oxide will

cause the cell voltage to drop back to normal (6.0 volts). In the cell used for the

production of fluorine gas from a molten HKF 2 bath, the anode effect is due to moisture

in the salt and the high-resistant gas film is largely carbon monoxide. Here drying

the salt and raising the temperature slightly will eliminate the high potential. CO is

evolved from a graphite anode at elevated temperatures more readily than at lower

temperatures. The reverse holds true for fluorine gas.

Power Requirements, Electrochemical Industries.—On page 627 and on this this

will be found tables of power requirements for the production of various chemicals

and refined metals by use of the electric current.

Power Requirements—Electrothermal Industries

Material
Kilowatt
HOURS Material

Kilowatt
HOURB

Aluminum
PER TON

24,000 Ferrosilicon (75 per cent)

per ton

.. 10,000

Alundum 2,000 Ferrotungsten (70 per cent) . .

.

.. 7,600

Barium oxide 1,200 Ferrouranium (40 per cent) . . . ., 8,000

Cadmium 2,500 Ferrovanadium (35 per cent)

.

.. 6,800

Calcium carbide 4,000 Graphite .. 7,800

Calcium cyanamide 3,750 Iron (electrothermic) .. 2,500

Carbon bisulphide 850 Iron (electrolytic) .. 4,000

Carborundum 8,500 Lead 145

Caustic soda, 2,000 lb 1

Chlorine, 1,760 lb /

3,000
Magnesium
Nitric acid

.. 27,000

.. 17,500

Copper (electrolytic refined) 300 Phosphorus .. 12,000

Copper (electrolytic) 2,600

8,000

Potassium chlorate 1,350

Ferrochromium (60 per cent) . . .

.

Sodium .. 20,000

Ferromanganese (76 per cent) . . .

.

5,000 Sodium chlorate . . 7,000

Ferromolybdenum (60 per cent)

.

8,400 Tin 175

Ferrosilicon (50 per cent) 5,000 Zinc .. 4,000
FromOenerol Electric Eev., June, 1921, with^ome corrections (1943).
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METRIC—ENGLISH EQUIVALENTS

Length

1 ft. = 0.30480060096 m.

1 in. = 2.540005 cm.

1 m. = 3.28083 ft. = 39.370000 in.

Area

Volume
1 cu. yd. = 0.764559445 cu. m.

1 cu. ft. = 0.028317 cu. m.
1 cu. in. = 16.3872 cc.

1 cu. ft. = 28.316 1.

1 cu. in. = 16.3867 ml.

1 cu. m.
1 sq. in. = 6.452 sq. cm. 1 cc.

1 sq. ft. = 0.09290 sq. rn. 11.

1 sq. yd. ~ 0.83613 sq. m.

I sq. rn. = 1.1960 sq. yd. = 10.764 sq. ft.

1 sq. cm. = 0.15500 sq. in.

Mass

- 1.3079 cu. yd.

= 0.06102 cu. in.

- 61.025 cu. in. = 0.035315 cu.

ft.

1 II). (avoirdupois) = 0.4535924217 kg.

1 oz. (avoirdupois) = 28.3495 g.

1 oz. (troy) = 31.10348 g.

1 dram (3 =3 9, apoth.) = 3.887935 g.

1 kg. - 2.20462234 lb. (avoirdupois) » 2.67923 lb. (Troy)

1 g. == 0.035274 oz. (avoirdupois) = 0.032151 oz. (Troy)

= 15.4324 grains

Capacity

1 qt. (liquid) « 0.94633307 1.

1 qt. (dry) = 1.10121.

1 1. = 1.05671 qt. (liquid) « 0.9081 qt. (dry) = 33.8147 fl. oz.

1 fl. oz. = 0.0295729 1. « 1.80469 cu. in.

Note.—1 gal. (liquid) = 231.0 cu, in.

1 bu. (dry) « 2,150,42 cu. in.

1 1. = 1,000.027 cc.

1 hp.

1 kw.

1 ft.-lb.

1 poimdal

1 gramas weight

1 pound's weight = 444,518 dynes.

1 hp.-year » 6,535 kw.^hr.

1 kw,-yr. « 11,747 hp.-hr.

Energy

0.746 kw. - 33,000 ft.4b. per min.

1.341 hp. =“ 1,000 joules per sec.

1.383 X 10^ ergs = 1.383 joules =* 0.1383 kg.-m.

13,825 dynes. *

980 dynes.

643
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International Atomic Weights, 1943

Element

Symbol
and

atomic
number

Weight
Val-

ence^

Electro-

chem, 0(1 iii-

valentH, g.

per amp.-
hr.

Melting
points,

deg. (\

Boiling

points

<leg. (

visibh'

ebullition

Aluminum Al(13) 26 97 3 0 . 3355 tm 7 1800.0
Antimony Sb(r.l) 121.76 3 1.5145 030.0 1460,0

A (18) 39 9 0 - 189.3 - 186 0

Arsenic - • As (33) 74.91 3 0.9318 850 0 450.0^

Barium Ba(56) 137.36 2 2.5619 850.0

Bervllium Be(4) 9.02 2 0. 1683 1285 0

Bismuth Bi(83) 209.0 3 2 . 5992 271 0 1440.0
pofon B(5) 10.82 3 23.'>0.0 35002

Bromine Br(.i5) 79.92 1 2.9814 -7.3 58.75
Cadmium Cd(48) 112.41 2 2.0974 320.9 778.0

Cs(55) 132 91 1 26.0

Calcium Ca(20) 40.08 2 0.7478 810.0

Carbon C((>) 12.01 4 0. 1118 >3600.0 3700 .

0

Cerium (;e(r)8) 140.13 3 1 . 7426 623 .

0

Chlorine Cl(17) 35.46 1 1 . 3230 - 101 .

5

-37.6

Chromium Cr(24) 52.01 3 0.6470 1520 to >Fe 2200 .

0

Cobalt Co(27) 58.94 3 1 . 1000 1610«

Cb(41) 92.91 1950-2200

Copper Cu(29) 63. o7 2 1 . 1858 1083.0 2100.0
Dysprosium Dy(66) 162.46 3

Erbium Er(f>8) 167.2 3

Europium Eu(63) 152.0 3

Fluorine F(9) 19.0 1 0.7085 - 223.0 - 187 .

0

Gadolinium Gd(54) 156.9 3

Gallium Ga(31) 69.72 3 30.1

Germanium Ge(32) 72.6 4 958.0
Gold Au(79) 197.2 3 2.4522 1063.0 2100.0
Hafnium Hf(72) ; 178.6
Helium He(2) 4 003 0 -271.9 -268.8
Helvetium nv(85)

Holmium Ho(67) 164 94
Hydrogen H(l) 1.008 1 0,03761 -259.0 -252.8
Illinium 11(61)

Indium In(49) 114.76 3 1.4271 154.5 1000.0
Iodine 1(53) 126.92 1 4.7363 114.0 184.35

Iridium Ir(77) 193.1 4 2300 .

0

2850 .

0

Iron Fe(26) 55.85 2 1.0416 1630 ± 5 2450.0
Kri^ton Kr(30) 83.70 0 -169.0 -161.7
Lanthanum La(57) 138.92 3 810.0
Lead Pb(82) 207.21 2 3.8651 327.4 1626.0

Lithium Li(3) 6.94 1 0.2589 186.0 600.0
Lutecium Lu(71) 174.99 3
Magnesium Mg(12) 24.32 2 0.4536 651.0 1120,0

: Manganese Mn(25) 54.93 2 1.0255 1260 ± 20 1900.0
Masurium Ma(43)

Mercury
;

Hg(8()) 200.61 2 7.4840 -38.87 357.0
Molybdenum

!
Mo (42) 95.95 2 1 . 7903 2550.0 3350.0

Neodynimn Nd(60) 144 27 3 840.0
Noon Ne(lO) 20.18 0 -263,0 -246.9

' ^ In those onses in which a metal has two valences, the valence given corresponds to the eleotro-
cheroielil equivalent, and may not necessarily l>e the commoner one.

* Snl^Ilimes. » Commercial metal, about 1480*C.
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International Atomic Weights, 1943.

—

(Co7Uinued)

Symbol

Element and
atomic

Weight

1

member

!

Nickel Ni(28) 58.69
Nitrogen N(7) ;4.008
Osmium Os (70) 10U.2
Oxygen C><8 16.00
Palladium Pd (40) 106.7

Phosphe^ruK P(15) 30.98
Platinum Vti78) 195.23
Polonium Po(84) 214.2
Potassium K(10) 39.096
Praseodvrniunj Pr(59) 140.92

Protactinium Pa(91) 231
Radium Ra(88) 226.05
Radon Rd(86) 222.4
Rhenium He (7 5) 186.31
Rhodium Rh(45) 102.91

R ubidium Rb(37) 85.48
Ruthenium Ru(44) 101.7
Samarium Sa(62) 150.43
Scandium Sc(21) 45.10
Selenium Se(34) 78.90

Silicon Si(14) 28.06
Silver Ag(47) 107.88
Sodium Na(n) 22.997
Strontium Sr(38) 87.63
Sulphur S(16) 32.06

Tantalum Ta(73) 180.88
Tellurium Te(52) 127.01
Terbium Tb(65) 159.2
Thallium Tl(81) 204.39
Thorium Th(90) 232.12

Thulium Tm(69) 169.4
Tin Sn(50) 118.7
Titanium Ti(22) 47.9
Tungsten W(74) 183.92
Uranium U(92) 238.07

Vanadium V(23) 50.95
Xenon Xe(54) 131.3
Ytterbium Yb(70) 173.04
Yttrium Yt(39)

I

88.92
Zinc Zn(30) ' 65.30
Zirconium Zr(40) 91.22

Val-
ence^

,
Electro-

chem. equi- Melting
Boiling

points

valents, g. points, deg. C.,

per amp.- deg. C. visible

hr. ebullition

2 1.0951 1452 ± 3 2450.0
3 0.1742 -210.5 -196.7
4 2700.0 2950.0
2 0 . 2985 -218.0 -183.0
2 1 , 9903 1550.0 2540 .

0

44. 1 287 .

0

4 1 , 8200 1756.0 2650 .

0

4
1

1 9586
1 . 4590 62.3 667 .

0

3 940 .

0

5

2 900 .

0

0 -71.0 - 62 .

0

4

3 1 . 2797 1940.0 2750.0

1 38.0 696.0
4 >1950.0 2780.0
3 1350.0
3 1200. 0(?)

2 1 . 4733 218.5 690.0

4 0.2618 1420,0 3800.0
1 4 . 0245 961.0 i 1955.0
1 0.8679 97.5 742.0
2 1.6333 >Ca<Ba
2 0.5980 122.8-119.2

’

444.6

5 2850 .

0

2 2 . 3803 451.0 1390.0
3
1 7 . 6249 302 .

0

1700.05

4 2.1649 >1700.0 <Pt

3
2 2.2141 231.9 2270 .

0

4 0.4490 1795.0 ± 150. 2700.0
6 1 . 1493 3267.0 3700.0
4 Near Mo. 3100.0

5 1720.0 + 20.0
0 -140.0 - 109 .

1

3 1800.0(?)

3 1490.0
2 1.2199 419.4 918.0
4 1700. 0(?)

Notb.—

T

he hypothetical coronium supposed to exist in the solar corona has lately been shown

to be highly ionised nickel, calcium andiron.
1 In those cases in which a metal has two valences, the valence given corresponds to the electro-

chemical equivalent, and may not necessarily be the commoner one.

> Also given as 1280^C. ,
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The Atomic Numbers
«

(The arrangement is like that of a logarithmic, table. The first figure of the num-
ber is given by column 1, the second figure by the numbers at the tops of the columns.)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

0 H He Li Be B C N 0 F
1 Ne Na Mg A1 Si P S Cl A K
2 C^a Sc Ti V Cr Mn Fe Co Ni Cu
3 Zn Ga Ge As Se Br Kr Rb Sr Y
4 Zr Cb Mo Ma Ru Rh Pd Ag Cd In

5 Sn Sb Te I Xe Cs Ba La Co Pr
6 Nd 1 Sm Eu Gd Tb By Ho Er Tm
7 Yb Lu Hf Ta W Re Os Ir Pt Au
8 Hg T1 Pb Bi Po(?) 2 Rd 3 Ra Ac(?)

9 Th Pa U

1 Named illinium by the discoverers, B. S. Hopkins, J. A. Harris, and L. F. Yniema. Probably
Holla’s florentium.

2 Possibly Helvetium—Di. Walther Mindor,
* Possibly Virginium—Dr. F. Allison.

Equilibrium Conditions for Sulphates

Fe2(S04)3<=^

Fe208 ”
1
" 3SO 3

Al,(S04),?=i

AI 2O3 + 3SO 3

2CuSO,?:±

2CUO.SO 3 H” SO3
2CuO.SO,i=t

2CuO + SO,
1

ZnSO,5=i

ZnO + SO,

Temp- Mini- Temp- Milli- Temp- Milli- Temp- Milli- Temp- Milli-
erature meters erature meters erature meters erature meters erature meters

553° 23 572° 28 546° 43 600° 62 675° 5
570° 33 621° 51 588° 55 653° 98 690° 6
592°

i

45 681° 120 615° 70 686°
123 720° 24

614° 70 702° 180 642° 98 705° 139 750° 61
634° 113

i

720° 261 665° 130 728° 173 775° 112
650° 149 731° 356 700° 233 745° 209 800° 189
660° 182 742° 480 714° 324 775° 298
680° 286 748° 692 725° 460 805° 542 .

690° 401 . .

.

731° 647
699° 560
707° 715

Temperature in degrees centigrade.
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Aoheson graphite electrode.', 60S, 628
Acid sulphate electrolyuis, 63ir

Activat^ihg reagents, loo

Addition agents (flotation), 150

Admiralty metal, 503

Adnic (“admiralty'^ nickel), 514, 564

Adobe roasting furnace, 288

Aggloinerati ig {Sec Briquetting; Nodu-
lizing; Sintering)

Air cleaning, 395

Air lifts, 434

Akins classifier, 116

Allen cone classifier, 1 10

Alloy steels, 482, 489, 547, 550

Alloys, deposition of, 641

Alternating-current el(‘ctric furnaces, 587

Altitude, effect on compressors, 448

Alumina brick, 369

refractories, 362

Alumina-silica equilibrium diagram, 352

Aluminum alloys, 517, 568

Aluminum bronzes, 506

Aluminum chips, briquetting, 414

Aluminum, in construction, 515

properties of, 517, 568

Ambrac, 513, 516

American filter, 204

Amines in flotation, 155

Amorphous-carbon resistors, 608, 627

Ampere equivalents, 631

Angle of nip, 21

Anodes, insoluble, 636, 637

shapes, 636

Antimonial lead, 562

Applied electrochemistry, 629

Arc furnaces, 594

Arsenides and antimonides, roasting, 2^
Asooloy, 554, 555

Aterite alloy, 564

Atomic numbers, 646

Atomic weights, 644, 645

Automatic temperature control, 271

Baffle separators, 399

Bag filter, automatic, 400

Ball mills, 43, 48

Bartlett-Hayward Feld-type scrublxa-,

402

Basic refractories, 370

burned magnesite brick, 371

chrome, 372

dolomite, 372, 374

magnesite, 370

metalkase, 372

Bassanese furna(;e, 612

Batch drier, 12

Beams and girders, 456, 492, 532

Bearing bronzes, 510

metals, 509

Bending, beams, 457

Bending, columns, 459

Benedict’s alloy, properties, 513

Binding materials, for briquetting, 424-

427

Bins, construction of, 468

Bird centrifugal s(‘parator, 213

Bismuth electrolyte, 638

Blaek-body and nonblack-body condi-

tions, 258, 266

Blast roasting, applications of, 322

C^armichael-Bradford process, 304, 306

chemistry of, 305

definition of, 301

Huiitington-Heberlein process, 303,

306

Savelsbury process, 304, 306

Blast apparatus for chimneys, 441

Blende roasting, 283

Blowers, 452, 454

Blowing, separation by, 146

Brass pipe, in construction, 499, 502

Brass rod in metallurgical construction,

501, 502

Brasses and bronzes, 500, 557

The Subject matter of the other volume ia not indexed here
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’

Brassert and Steinbart tower washers,

401

Brick in luetallurgicai construction, 534

sp(‘cifications, 534, 535, 536

Brickwork, csti mating, 385

Briquette plant design, 415

Briquetting, aluminum chips, 414
binders in, 424

cast-iron borings, 413

copper alloys, 413

definitions, 409

exothermic briquettes, 428

metal scrap, 409

securing bond, 414

Brittleness in metals, 2

Bronzes in construction, 557, 560

Brown straight-line roasting furnace, 290

Briickner and Ho well-White revolving-

cylinder roasters, 299

Brunton sampler, 64

Buhrstone mills, 37

Buildings, Kotchum’s specifications for,

467

Bundling or cabbaging, 414

Burt filter, 197

C

Cable connections to furnaces, 605

Cadmium alloys in construction, 520

Cadmium electrolyte, 639

Calibrating thermometers and pyrom-
eters (table), 232

Calite as construction material, 551

Caldecott cone classifier, 107

Callow cone classifier, 107

Capacitators, 597

Carbide and silicidc furnaces, 619

Carbon nipples, physical properties, 626

standard sizes, 628

Carbon electrodes, 606

apparent density, 607

chemical composition, 607

resistivity, 607

r^istor carbon and graphite, 607

. trueness to form, 607

Carbon steels, properties, 479-481

Carborundum, furnace for producing, 620

Carmichael-Bradford process, 304, 306

Carpenter centrifugal separator, 213

Cascade (Hardinge) mill, 61

Caiiting brass in construction, 600

Cast iroii, in construction, 474, 546, 546

Cast steels, properties, 548

.Cathode materials, 638

shapers of, 636

(nzo process, 279

Ctdl voltagtj, 633

Cements, blended, 526

natural, 525

Portland, 525

puzzolan, 525

Centrifugal fans, 442

Centrifugal pumps, 438

Centrifugal separation, 213

Changing filter cloths, 202

Characteristic curves, 450

C'harcoal, 219

C’hemical stoneware in metallurgical

construction, 570

Chilean mills, 36

('himneys, 438, 441

horsepower of, 441

Chloridation roasting, 279

Chloridizing roasting, 279

Chrome-nic.kel alloys in construction,

512, 567

Chrome-nickel steels, 551

Chrome-silicon steels, 553

Chrome steels in construction, 485, 549,

551

Chromel, properties, 567

Circular furnaces, for roe«fiting, 292

(Classification, definition, 101

history, 101

settling ratios, 105

Classifiers, drag belt, 120

free settling, 120

hindered settling, 122

mechanical. 111

nonhydraulic, 107

spigot, 107

surface-current, 107

types, of, 102

Clays, firing behavior of, 353
Coal, analyses, 215

classes, 214

sampling, 66

storage, 228

Cobalt electrolyte, 639
Coke^ 215

low temperature distillation, 218
shatter test, 217

(collectors (flotation), 153

Colloidal fuel, 228
The eut>|6iot matter of the other vcAume ie not titdexed here
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C-olumns, in eonstriK^tioii, 494

('oinl)ined stress in construction, 462
( <>ml)ustion, 220

data on, 222

iieats of, 223

losses in, 224

maximum tejnperatures, 223, 224

C'ompress(Hl-air pumpinu^, 433

Oompressors, 449-454

centrifugal, 449, 451

cooling, 451

effect of altitude, 448
elFic,if?ncy, 449

hydraulic, 446

leakage
i,
451

power required, 451

Conceiitratior;, by blowing, 146

electromagiietic, 144

electrostatic, 144

fine sand, 137

free-settling velocities, 128

hand sorting, 127

heavy medium, 127

jigging, 129

limits of, 127

magnetic separation, 143

sand tables, 138

slime treatment, 142

testing, 126

vanners, 142

washers, 127

C^mcrete, in metallurgical construction,

520, 525

design of, 527, 530

proportioning, 527

reinforced, 530

Conductivity, relative, for heat and

electricity, 3, 624

Cones, thickening, 171

Conical ball mill (Ilardinge), 44

Constantan, 514, 564

Continuous countercurrent decantation,

181, 183

Conversion tables for electrical work, 625

Conveyor-type driers, 10

Copper, in metallurgical construction,

496, 499

electrolyte, 638

sampling, 78

Copper-silicon alloys, m metallurgical

construction, 561

Corrections for optical pyrometers, 262

Th« Biibject matter of the o<

C/orrosion resistance, 543

(/orrosiron as construction material, 552,

554
( -ountenuirrent decaniatiou, 183

Crushers, Dodge, 25

gyratory, 26

jaw, 22

rolls, 30

Symon’s cone, 27

('rushing, 20

general notes, 32

haniiner mills, 28
Kick’s law, 19

{See also Crinding)

Cuprob(ayIlium, properties, 498

('upronickel, and related alloys, 513

Current density in eleeirolysis, 631

(Current efficiency, 631

Cutting down samples, 62

(Cyclone dust collectors, 398

Cylindrical ball mills, 43

D
Davis metal, 564, 565

Decomposition potentials, 634

Decomposition of sulphates, G4G

Dehne filters, 190

Deister Concenco classifier, 124

Deister cone baffle classifier, 125

Deister table, 141

Denver hydroclassifier, 120

Denver pump, 185

Denver thickened, 179

Deoiling before briquetting, 410

Depressants (flotation), 156

Detroit rocking-electric furnace, 613

Dewatering, C.C.D. system, 181, 183

costs of, 211

definition, 167

draining, stationary, 167

filtration, 186

flocculation, 167

operating data, 209

sedimentation, 168

thickeners, 170, 172

{See also Filters; Filtration)

Diaphragm pumps, 185

Differential -inertia dust separators, 396

Disappearing-filament optical pyrome-

ters, 255

Dodge crusher, 25

Dorr classifiers, 111-114

r volume ia not indexed here
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Dorrco filter, 208

Dorrco sizer, 122

Dorrco tables, 123

Double sintering, 320

Draft apparatus, 440

Drag-belt classifiers, 120

Draining, stationary, 167

Driers, performance of, 6, 15, 16

Drilling copper for sampling, 78

Drum driers, 11

Drying, before briquetting, 410

definition, 6

econopiics, 17

fundamentals, 6

rapid vaporizing, 11

Duralumin, properties, 518, 519

Duriron as construction material, 552,

554

Duryea metal-briquetting press, 412

Dust collectors, cyclone, 398

Dust-settling chambers, 395

Dwight-Lloyd sinter, 319

sintering machine, 308

K

Edwards roasting furnace, 291

Electric furnace, bottom connections, 604

classification, 594

conductors to, 602, 603

connections, 584, 602, 603

construction, 620

electronic control, 602

resistances, 594

series connections, 584

Electric heat-treating furnaces, 618

Electrical precipitators, 402

Electrical units, 630

Electricity, relative conductivity for

e. and heat, 624

Electrochemical equivalents, 631

methods, 630

Electrochemistry, power requirements in,

629, 642

(See also Electrodeposition; Electro-

lytes)

Electrodeposition, ampere equivalents,

631

anode shapes, 638

cathode shapes, 638

ourrent^density effects, 631

decomposition potentials, 634

Electrodc^osition, electrochemical equiv-

alents, 631

electrolyte compositions, 632

electrolyte temperature, 632

tank arrang(unents, 290

Electrodes, discussion of, 636

Electrodes, insoluble, 636

Electrolysis of fused salts, 641

Electrolyte circulation, 632

Electrolyte composition, 632

Electrolyte temperature, 632

Electrolytes, commercial, bismuth, 638

cadmium, 639

cobalt, 639

copper, 638

gold, 639

lead, 639

manganese, 639

nickel, 639

silver, 639

tellurium, 639

tin, 639

zinc, 639

Electrolytic cell, 630

Electronic control for electric furnac^es,

602

Electroplating, 639

Electrostatic concentration, 144

Emergent-stem correction, 234

Emissivity, spectral, 260, 261

Enameled equipment in metallurgical

construction, 570

Errors, sources of in pyrometry, 266

Evans classifier, 121

Evans-Klepetko furnace, 293

Everbritii alloy, 564

Everdur, 561

Exothermic briquettes, 428

Expansion, thermal, of refractories, 337-

342

F

Fans, 441-444

in sintering, 311

Fatigue limit, defined, 4

Feeding flotation reagents, 163, 164

FEinc filter, 206

Feld gas washer, 402

Ferroalloys in metallurgical construction,

654, 565

Filter presses, 190
subjeert matter of the other volume ia not indexed here
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Filters, 186

capacities, 203
Filtration, formulas, 187

slime filtration, 188

th(H)ry, 186

Filtration-type dust separators, 399
Fine sand concentration, 137

Firebrick, standard sizes, 382
Fire clay, testiiij?, 357-^59
Fire-clay refractories, 355
Fixed points, temperature scale, J81
Flash roasting, 297

Flint clays, 355

Flocculation, 169

Flotation, 149

bibliography, 165, 166

coiKjentrate roasting, 321

operation, i57, 159

ores amenable to, 151

reagents, 152-156

Foot valves, 436

Forsterite, 374

Foundations, 470

Free-settling hydraulic classifier, 121

Frenier spiral sand pump, 437

Frothers, 152

Fuel briquetting, 423

Fuels, 219

F'urne collection, 395

Furnace-cable connections, 605

Furnace temperatures, approximate, 384

Fused electrolytes, 641, 642

cell problems, 642

raw materials, 642

Fused silica in metallurgical construction,

573

Fusibility of metals, 3

Fusible alloys, 520

G

Oalvanometric pyrometers, 270

Gas, as fuel, 224

Mond, 225

Siemens, 225

surface combustion, 227

Gaseous resistors, 610

Gases, , sampling, 86

Genter thickener, 179

Gilmore horizontal press, 413

Glass m metallurgical construction, 572

Glossary of refractories industry, 385-394

Godfrey roasting furnace, 296

Grate bars for roasters, 313

Grate-discharge ball mill, 43

Grinding, hall mills, 48
closed and open circuit, 35
controls, 53

dcfhiition, 33

fecd(3rs, 52

layouts for, 54

stamps, 35

tube mills, 48

Gun metal, properties, 505
Gyratory crushers, 26

H

Hammer mills, 28

Hand-rabbled roasting furnace, 287

Hand sorting, 127

Hardinge C'ascade mill, 51

Hardinge ("onical mill, 44

Hardinge co\mtercurrent classifier, 119

Hardinge loop-air classifier, 58

Hardinge thickener, 179

Hardness of metals, 3, 472

Heap roasting, 284

Hearth roasting, 287

Heat, relative conductivities for, and for

(ilectricity, 624

Heats, of combustion, 223

specific, of refractories, 337

Heavy-medium separation, 136

screens in, 97

Hegeler roasting furnace, 292

Herreshoff roasting furnace, 293

High-temperature thermometer calibra-

tion, 272

Hindered-settling classification, 122

Hdroult type electric furnace, 61

1

Howard dust chamber, 396

Huntington-Heberlcin process, 303, 30(i

Huntington mill, 36

Hydraulic compressors, 446

I

Ignition for roasting, 311-313

Ignition temperatures of sulphides, 323

niium, properties, 567, 568

Impact-type dust separators, 398

Impact—working stress, 470

Indicating and recording thermometers,

238, 273

The subject matter of the other volume in not indexed here
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Induction, furnace, 588, 594

Induction phenomena, 591

Induction regulator, 594
Infrasizer, 147

Insulating refraetori<‘s, 875-381

Insulators, thermal, weights of, 383

International atomic weights, 644, 645

International temperature scale, 230

hxed points, 231

Ion mobilities, 633

Iron-chrome alloys, 555

Iron-chroine-nickel alloys, 555

Iron and steel classification, 472, 473

J

Jacomini briquetting press, 413

Jaw crushers, 22

Jigging, 129

Jigs, continuous movable sieve power, 132

fixed-sieve, 132

movable-sieve hand jigs, 130

K

Kaolin refractories, 355

Keller-Gaylord-Cole roasting furnace,

291

Kelly filter, 189

Kick's laws, 19

Kirchhoff’s laws, 585

Komarck-Greaves briquetting press, 422

Krupp furnace, 614

Krupp mill, 42

Kryptol (resistor), 614

L

Ladle samples, 78

Lead in metallurgical construction, 5CS,

609, 561

Lead sampling, 81

T^ggo roasting furnace, 291

Liquids, sampling, 85

Txmgmaid-Henderson pro(!es8, 279

M
MacDougall roasting furnace, 292

Magnesite refractories, 370

Magnesium industry, briquetting in, 421

Magnetic separation, 143

Magnetto in metals, 4

Malleable iron in construction, 545, 546

Malleable-iron (listings, characteristics,

477

Mangantise bror>zc, properties, 503

Manganese steel, charaet(a‘ist,i(\s of, 483

Materials, for (iorrosioii resistance, 543

of iiK^tallurgical construction, 456

bibliography, 573, 574

strength of, 456

at high temperatures, 544

Mechanical concentration, 126

Mechanical-roaster types, 295

Mercury thermometers, 234

errors in, 237

Merrill filter, 191

Merton roasting furnace, 291

Metallic resistors, 609

Metallics, sampling, 85

Metallurgical fuels, 214

Metals, brittleness, 2

conductivity, 3

fatigue in, 4

fusibility, 3

magnetism in, 4

specific heat, 3

strength at high temperatures, 544

tenacity of, 3

testing at high temperatures, 544

thermal expansion, 544

toughness in, 2, 471

Metric-English equivalents, 643

Millivoltmeters for thermocouples, 246

Mond gas, 225

Monel metal, properties, 513, 563, 564

Moore “Lectromelt" furnace, 616

Moore suction-leaf filter, 189, 192

Motor effect of electric current, 593

Moving loads, stresses due to, 461

Muffle roasting furnaces, 291

Multiblade fans, 444

Muntz metal, properties, 503

N

National Emergency steels, 489

Natural cements, 525

Naval brass, properties, 500

Nicaro Nickel Co.'s process, 278
Nickel as construction material, 510, 562,

563

Nickel-copper alloys as construction

materials, 512, 664, 565, 566
The 6ubj«ot matter of the other volume is not indexed here
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Nickel, electrolyte for, 639

Nickel steels as construction materials,

483, 551, 552

N ichols- Freeman llfish-roastiny; system,

297

Nichroine, properties, 565, 567

Nip, angle of, 21

Nodulizing, rotary kiln for, 299

Nonmetallic resistors, 609

O

O’Hara roasting furnace,

Oil fuel, 219

Oliver-Borden thickener, 180

Oliver filter, 189 19S

Optical pyrometers, 255, 257, 259, 263
calibration, 273

window, use of, 262

Ord roasting furnace, 296

Overstrom table, 141

Oxides, spectral emissivity of, 261

Oxidizing roasting, 277

P

Panel spalling test, 343

Parks roasting furnace, 292

Pearce roasting furnace, 290, 295

Peat as fuel, 219

Pebble mills, 47

Permanent expansion of refractories, 329

Phosphor bronzes, properties, 504, 505

Pig-iron sampling, 82

Pinch effect of the electric current, 593

Pipes and piping, 432
' Piston compressors and blowers, 447

Piston-and-mold briquetting methods,

418

Pistonless pumps, 433

air chambers, 436

operating, 437, 438

Pitch pockets, 538

Plant, cost estimates, 582

Plant layout, 575

Plant location, factors in, 577

size of projected, 575

smeltery sites, 580

steel, location, 581

Plastic refractory clays, 356

Plasticity of metals, 471

Polarization phenomenon, 634

Polyphase alternating current, 591

Porosity of refractories, 332-335
Portland <'.ement, 520

cheTni(\'il analysis, 521

fineness, 522

insoluble residue, 521

loss on ignition, 521

magnesia, 522

miscellaneous, 524
physit^al requirements, 521

physical testing, 522

set, time of, 524

specific gravity, 522

sulphuric anhydride, 521

tensile set, 524

test mixture and normal consistency,

523

Potentiometers for thermocouples, 247

Potentiornetric pyrometers, 269

Pot roasting, 306

Power plant air drying, 452, 454

bibliography, 455

blowers, 447, 452

compressors, 446-454

fans, 444-445

gas conveying, 438

pipes and piping, 432

requirements for electrochemical indus-

tries, 629, 642

Preroasting for blast roasting, 306

Present value, effect of ore reserves on,

576

Pressure-leaf filters, 194

Pressure thermometers, characteristics,

238, 239

Prime movers and their choice, 429, 431

Promoters (flotation), 153

Pulsometers, 433

Pulverized fuel, 226, 227

Pumps, 432

acid pumps, 437

centrifugal pumps, 432

pistonless, 433, 436

Pyrex glass, 573

Pyrometric cone equivalent, 326

preparation, 327

Pyrometry, bibliography, 272

black-body conditions, 258, 266

calibration, 271

classes of instruments, 234

errors, sources of, 266

tests for refractory mortars, 359, 360

Plastics in construction, 573

Pneumatic separation of scrap, 410

The BubjiMSt matter of the other volume is not indexed here
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Pyrometry, higb-temperatare control,

271

indi(;ati|ig, 273

optical, 255, 2b3

radiation, 254, 263, 266

recording, 268, 273

theory, 254

true vs. apparent temperatures, 267

R

Radiation pyrometers, 254, 263, 266
calibration, 274

Raymond separator mills, 57

Reactance coils, 599

Reactors, 599

Reciprocating pumps, 432

Reducing roasting, 278

Refining, electrolytic, systems of, 635

Refractories, 324

alumina-silica diagram, 352

l)asi(!, 370-374

(;arhon, 374

clays, firing, 353

estimating brickwork, 383

fire clay, 355

fire clay, testing, 358 .

forsterite, 374

furnace temperatures, 385
glossary, 385-394

insulating, 375-381

kaolin, 355

materials (general list), 392-396

mechanical strength, 350

mineralogical composition, 325

panel spalling test, 343

permanent expansion, 329

plastic clays, 356

plasticity testing, 359

porosity, 332-334

pyrometric-cone equivalent, 326

rocks, list of, 392-396

semiflint clays, 356

siUca-alumina series, 351

silica refractories, 361, 364-365

Refractories, thermal properties, 337- 341

types of, 351

weights of, 383

zircon ia, 374

Refractoriness, 326

Rennerfelt furnace, 616

Repeated and reversed stresses, 472

Resistance of refractories, to compression,

336

to slagging action, 350

to spalling, 341

Resistance furnaces, 594

Resistance pyrometry, 230

Resistivities at high temperature, 621,

622

Resistivity of metals, 623

Resistor connections, 603

Resistors, nonmetallic, 609

Retaining walls, 470

Rezistal steels, properties, 550, 551

Richards hindcred-settling, classifier, 124

Richards-Janney classifiers, 124

Ric.hards launder-vortex classifier, 121

Richards pulsator classifier, 125

Ring roll mills, 37

Rittenger's law, 19

Riveted construction, 491

Roasting, 278

blende, 283

chemical requirements, 281

chloridation, 279

chloridizing, 279

circular furnace for, 292

double, 320

flash, 279, 298

flotation concentrates, 321

heap, 284

mechanical requirements, 283

methods, 280

oxidizing, 277

practice, 280

preroasting, 306
reducing, 278

in stalls, 284

sulphating roasting, 279, 646
siliceous clays, 356, 366 thermal requirements, 283
spalling test, 343 R,oasting and sintering, automatic pro-

fepecific heats, 337
*

portioning, 314
spinel, 375 . Rod mills, 49
superd^ty fire-clay^bricjc, 868 Roller grinding mills, 39
test coiie preparation, 327 Rolls, crusbing, 30
testintKJhre clays, 358 fine grinding, 37

^ subject nmttec of the other volume is itot indeied here
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Ronay-Ciiimore briquetting press, 411
liopp furnace, 290

Rotary driers, 8

Rotary-hopper dewaterer, 209

Rotary kilns, 299

Rotary pumps, 437

Rotary vacuum filter, 198

Rotating-drum grinding mills, 42

S

Salting samples, 86

Sampling, 60

bibliography, 87

coal, 66

contamination m, 70, 71, 72

of copper, 78

crushing for, 65

cutting <lown, 62

gases, 86

ladle samples, 78

lead, 81

of liquids, 85

mechanical, 64

metallics, 85

pig iron, 65

size-weight ratios in, 66

Sand pump, Frenicr spiral, 437

Sand tables, 138

Savelsburg process, 304, 306

Screening, 89

machines, 90, 93

screen testing, 100

Screens, for closed-circuit grinding, 97

in heavy-media separation, 97

standard test, 99

testing, 100

Scrubber-dust separators, 401

Sedimentation, 168

Semiflint refractory clay, 356

Separation by sliding friction, 147

Setting up pumps, 438

Settling chambers (dust), 395

Settling ratios, classification, 105

Settling velocites, quartz and galena, 128

Sharpies centrifugal separator, 213

Shatter test for coke, 217

Sheet brass in construction, 504, 505

Sheet cop^jer in construction, 499

Shriver thickener, 181 ,

Sieves, standard, 99

Silic^alumina series (refractories), 351

Siliceous-clay refractories, 356, 366
Silico-nianganese steels, 489
Silicon irons in construction, 552
Sintering, by blast roasting, 301

fans in, 311

Sintering practice, 316

Size-weight ratio in sampling, 66

Sizing (screening), 89

Skinner roasting furnace, 294

Slag resistor, 609

Slime tables, 142

Slime treatment, 143

Sly dust arrester, 401

Snyder sampler, 65

Soderberg electrodes, 608

Solders, 507, 508

Spalling test for refractories, 343

Specific gravity tests on refractories, 335

Spectral emissivity of materials (tal>Ie),

260

of oxides, (table), 261

Spigot type edassifier, 107

Spinel refractories, 375

Spirlet roasting furnacii, 295

Stall roasting, 284

Stamps, 35

Standard screen scale sieves, 99

Steam-jet blowers, 446

Steam siphons, 437

Steel buildings, construction, 495

Steel castings in construction, 480

Steel members (construction), 492

Steel pipe specifications, 481

Stevenson-Little briquetting, press, 413

Stone in construction, 534

Storage for pulverized fuel, 226

Straight-line roasting furnaces, 290

Stress, special problems in, 463

Structural carbon, 573

Structural-steel design, 489, 490

specifications, 481

Structural theory, 456, 464

Suction lift, 437

Sulphates, equilibrium data for, 646

Sulphating roasting, 278, 279, 646

Superduty fire-clay brick, 368

Superpanner, 147

Surface combustion, 227

Surface-current classifiers, 107

Sweetland filter, 181, 196

Symons cone cruaher, 27

Silica refractories; 361, 364-365 Systems of loading (construction), 467

The subject matter of the other volume is uot indexed here
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T

Tank arrangements, 635

Tanks, construction of, 470

Tellurium, electrolyte for, 639

Temperature-e.m.f. relations in thermo-

couples, 245-246

Temperature resistance of construction

materials, 543

Temperature scales, 230

fixed points on, 231

Template, drilling by, 73

Tenacity of metals, 3

Test cones, preparation of, 327

Thermal expansion of corrosion resiatants,

572

of metals, 544

of refractoriejs, 342

Thermocouples, 252-272

calibration, 272

common return, 252

comparison methods, 272

fixed installations, 273

installations, 251

instruments, 245

millivoltmeter, 246

potentiometer, 247

Thermometers, 234

automatic temperature control, 270

emergent-stem correction, 234

mercury, 234

partial immersion, 238

pressure, 239

recording, 268

thermoelectric, 240

tolerances, 235, 236

Thermometry, bibliography, 274

classification of thermometers, 2^4

resistance, 268

theory, 254

(See also Pyrometry;

Thickeners, c.c.d. cyanide system, 183

multiple-compartment, 174

TSdckening, filtration, 179

Thiessen gas washer, 402

Timber, 538

classification, 538

defects, 538

general, 538

pitch packets, 538

pr^ri^tion, 542

specific^ions, 539, 540

lihci eubiect mfittet pf tb©

Timber, wane, 538

Timken briquetting press, 413

Tin as construction material, 507
Tin, electrolyte for, 639

Tin pipe, 507
Tobin bronze properties, 502

Top-charge electric furnaces, 617

Torsion, 462

Toughness of metals, 2, 471

Trail system of flash roasting, 298

Transformation-point indicators and re-

corders, 270

Transformers, electric furnace, 598

Transverse bents, 467

Trent process for fuel, 228

Trusses, 465

Tube mills, 48

V

Vacuum chambers on pumps, 436

Vanners, 142

Vezin sampler, 65

W
Wane, definition, 538

Washers, preliminary, 127

Waste-heat boilers, 430

Water of plasticity, testing, 359

Wedge roasting furnace, 294

Weeks electric furnace, 616

Weights, atomic, table of, 644, 645

Wet-surface impact separator, 399

Wethey roasting furnace, 290

White metals, properties, 510, 511

Wile furnace, 614

Wilfley tables, 139

Window, use of, in optical pyrometry, 262

Wire-hung dust chamber, 396

Wood as fuel, 219

Wrought iron, properties, 477, 545, 546

Wrought steel, properties, 545, 546

Y

Young^s modulus,' definition, 3

Z

Zellweger furnace, 291

Zenith filter, 189

Zinc in construction, 506

Zinc, electrolyte for, 639

Zinc roofing, 507

Zirconia refractories, 374

Zone box for thermocouples, 253
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